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Introduc t ion

Since his death in Apri1, Ig4L, Loring Christie has been
much talked about but rittle understood figure in canadÍan

a

history.

Most frequently, Christie has been portrayed by
historians as a brilliant but erratic individual whose views
changed between 1913 and 1941 from being those

of a champion of

imperial federation to those of an advocate of an independent,
isolated canada. Along the way his views on foreign policy are
reputed to have done a complete about face
changing from
ardent support for a common irnperial foreign poricy to bitter
truculent advocacy of a neutrarist, isorationist external policy
for Canada.
christie is generally seen by historians to have been the
po\^rer behind the throne in external policy matters during
the
prime ministerships of both sir Robert Borden and Arthur Meighen,
and to have been purged from the civil service in 1923 by
Mackenzie Kingrs policy of more or less malign neglect predicated
on a belief that Christiers long association with the Tories had
made his advice unfit to guide foreign policy in the Liberal
era. upon returning to the Department of Externar Affairs in
september, 1935 after a heretofore largely unexamined l2-year
absence spent working for sir James Dunn's investment banking
house in London, the Hydro-Electric power Commission of Ontario,
and the Beauharnois power, Heat and Light company in Montreal
Christie traditionally is described as an intensely anglophobic
and isolat'ionist policy adviser who is disillusioned with the

post-rdar world, fairly reeking with cynicism, but
shed of his
former imperialistic inclinations and therefore acceptable to
Mackenzie King. christie then completes his career
as canada,s

Minister to the united states, dying of a heart ailment in a New
York City hospital in Apri1, J'g4I.
The factual side of christie,s life
the dates, names,
events' and places -- has been covered fairly accurately, if
in a
somewhat sketchy manner, by historians to date. The intellectual
aspects of christiers career, however, have been treated
in a
much less rigorous and satisfactory manner. The story
thus far
told about christiers apparently radical transition from
centralizing imperiarist, to neutralist isorationist is
excessively one-dimensional, and constitutes a superficial
and
inaccurate analysis of the substance and consistency of his
thought. Neither imperialism nor isolationism was ever the
dominant characteristic of christie's attiLude toward or writings
about canadian external policy. The fact that christie's thought
and career are not understandable through the use of these two
simpristic and diametrically opposed rabels likewise makes
suspect and, indeed, unnecessary earlier speculations and
judgments that he was in some way psychorogically
erratic,
stranget et¡ more colroquia1Iy, even srightly unhinged.
Among the dominant and interwoven characteristics of
Christiers thought between 1913 and 1941 the most important are a
belief in the central importance of the constitution to Canadars
development and survival as a nation, a faith in the val-ue of
applying the tenets of American progressivism to the governing
I1

process in canada, and a growing knowledge of and affection
for
canada as a nation. Followed through the course of his career,
these inter-related themes revear a sensitive and at times a
passionate man whose concerns focused on facilitating

the

survival of his country as a state distinct from either of its
more powerful North Atlantic neighbors. rn a large number of
cogently and persuasively
if, at infrequent intervals, naively
argued letters,

notes, and memoranda, christie sought to
explain various situations in the domestic and externar realms
threatening canadian survival, review the options open to the
country in seeking solutions, account for the rational- and
irrational influences impinging on those situations and options,
and offer suggestions as to what method of procedure might best
serve the national interest, which he came after the Great War to
increasingly define as the maintenance of national unity. The
issues addressed by Christie v¡ere not limited to foreign policy
concerns; indeed, after 1923 subjects that covered a spectrum

running from the regional economic inequalities caused by
Canadars tariff system through the need to maintain control of
canadian resources in canadian hands to the desirability of
abandoning laissez-faire in favor of direct government action to
combat the Great Depression l^Jere often of as much or more concern
to him as v¡ere such foreign policy items as the Locarno pact, the
statute of westminster t oy Ramsay Macdonald, s policy toward the
Dominions. The federal-provincial balance of power interested

Christie as much as did the Anglo-Canadian and Canadian-American
relationships, and he can be only superficially understood if
111

note is not taken of the cathoricity of his interests when it
came to the affairs of Canada.
rt probably is not surprising that as a product of the
Harvard Law school
and an edit,or-in-chief of the schoolrs
prestigious law review Christie should display in his writings
a consistently legalistic turn of mind. Throughout his career
christie believed that canadars future, both as a sovereign
international entity and as a cohesive nation-state must be based
upon the system of federalism establ_ished by the provisions of
the British North America Act. rronically, his educational
experience in the united states and his activities as an attorney
for the United St,aLes Department of Justice gave Christie his
first working experience with federalism and it seems 1ike1y that
this contact with the American vari¿¿,nt of this system of
government, through its stress on establishing a dominant central
government at the expense of some of. the prerogatives of the
several state governments, slowed his ability to appreciate the
more approximately equal role of the federal and provincial
governments in the canadian system. rn any event, christie's
reverence for the British North America Act and the federal
system of government it created led him to believe that a more or
l-ess absolute fidelity to the constitution was the soundest basis
upon which to build the nation.
For Christie, however, the constitution clearly r¡Jas not an
inhibiting instrument of government designed to enshrine the
political, social, and economic status quo in canada. rt \¡¡as,
raLher, a framework that coutd and should be altered so as to
TV

meet the changing needs of the Canadian nation and society.

His

emphasis, after the early 1920sr on the need for a Canadian

constitutional convention to amend the British North America Act
in a manner explicitly establishing the right of Canadians to
control both external and domestic affairs bears witness to his
belief that the constitution lay at the very heart of the
nationrs affairs. Likewise, christie's later rejeêtion of both
isolationism and neutralism as foreign poticy options for Canada
in the 1930s, because he believed that neither was a valid policy
under the existing constitution, lends even more eloquent
testimony to his belief that the British North America Act was
not only the foundation upon which the nation r^ras built but the
glue upon which national unity ultimately depended.
Christie never believed that fulI responsible government
which he defined as complete cöntro1 over both domestic and
external affairs
would come about through a process of
Whiggish inevitability.
Indeed, Christie the lawyer believed
that human experience and its application to the legal structure
of society, rather than Godrs grand preordained design, permitted
society to adapt and survive in an unpredictable world. ile
argued relentlessly after the mid L920s that Canadians could only
secure the right to exercise ful1 responsible government through
a deliberate, non-partisan exertion of their will
in the forum
provided by a constitutional convention -- aimed at that very
goal. That he could never persuade, arEue, or cajole prominent
Canadians into adopting such a belief as their o\¡¡n, and, in turn,
taking the case to the Canadian public, did not in the least

deter his faith in the necessity of taking such constitutional
action or in the benefits to the nation that would accrue from
it. Indeed, the depth of his belief in the centrality of the
constitution to the nationrs continuing existence is shown by his
insistence on following to the letter the requirements which he
believed arose out of it. He argued in the late 1930s, for
example, that because the constitution had not been amended
formally after the Great War vis-a-vis the questions of war and
peacer canadar âs in 1914, would go to \47ar automatically if the
United Kingdom went to war. For Christie, such a course of
action was clearly preferable to risking perhaps faLal damage to
national unity by ignoring standing constitutional requirements.
The tenets of American progessivism were also a pervasive
and enduring influence on Christie's thought and attitudes. In
many v\¡ays, Chr istie came to the United States in f 906 to attend
law school from a country that had, since 1867, been practi+ing
some of the principles and procedures destined to become the
stock-in-trade of American progressives. The British North
America Actrs stated purpose of establishing "peace, order, and
good governmentr" for example, is as good a thumbnail sketch of
progressive aims as any available. Likewise, in the age of Sir
John A. Macdonald Canada had, under the aegis of the National
PoIicy, indulged in the type of government-directed national
planning and nation-building projects that latter-day
progressives in the United States would champion. Macdonald's
concern to shunt the complaints and animosíties of the working
class into peaceful and politically acceptable channels through
vl_

the imposition of rudimentary laws to permit labor organizations
likewise anticipated the progressivesr overriding concern to
divert potentiar social radicalism into the political
mainstream. Macdonald's unparalleled ability to craft
compromises between confricting and/or competing interests in
societY, as well as to accommodate the changes in society caused
by industrialization and urbanization without violence, would
also have qualified him -- in goar and method if not in ideorogy
as a poritician of the progressive type. rn addition, the
optimism and faith in the inevitability of progress with which
Sir Wilfri'a Laurier embellished his own flexible and pragrnatic
approach to Canadian politics were also essential components of
Amer ican progressivism.
christie, then, came to the united states from a country
that might justifiably be termed at least in terms of
accepting a central, directing role for the state in society -pre-progressive in nature. He fit,ted not only comfortabry but
enthusiastically into the heyday of American progressivism that
surrounded Theodore Roosevelt.ts "8u11 l4oose" presidential
campaign ot'L9L2. Through his association with such men as
Herbert Croly, WaIter Lippmann, and, most importantly, Felix
Frankfurter, Christie gained access to the mainstream of American
progressive thought and adopted as his own many of the
characteristic attitudes
such as a dread of social disorder,
an acceptance of the indispensible role of the state in national
development, âf, abiding respect for the ability of highly
educated and non-partisan experts and a faith in their capacity
vii

for crafting a more equitable society and a more efficient
government, a predisposition to support arbitration and oppose
military force in the resolution of international disputes, and a
craving for strong, charismatic, and innovative political
leadership -- that were intellectual mainstays of the era and
which thereafter would dominate his thought and writings
regarding domestic economic and political issues in Canada as
well- as its foreign policy concerns" rt is also worth noting
that several of Christie's major personal associations during his
Progressive-Era residence in the United States were lawyers and
judges among them Frankfurter, oliver vfendelr Holmes , Jy. ,
Henry Stimson, Louis Brandeis
who complemented and
strengLhened Christiers belief that society could be made more
united and equitable by adapting the legal system to meet the
changes caused by modernization. Thus the particurar brand of
progressivism with which christie had the most intimate and
lasting contact
he maintained friendships with these four men
after his return to Canada tended to reinforce his 1ega1
education and legalistic bent of mind.
The final dominant theme of Christie's thought between 1913
and L94I v/as an ever-growing appreciation for the complexity and
fragility of the Canadian nation. From the date on which he took
up his duties as Legal Adviser in the Department of External
Affairs in April, 1913 until his death in L94L, christie's sense
of nationalism -- that is, his concern for the survival of Canada
as a distinct and cohesive nation-state in North America,
independent from both Great Britain and the United States
grevi¡
v 111

as his involvement in many diverse aspects of the countryrs
inLernal and external affairs broadened.
From being a minor component of his thought in l9l3 which
focused on the use of theoretical notions of international law to
define canadars status as a member of the British Empire and,
after the Great war, as a fledgling state in the international
politicar systemr christie's sense of nationalism came, by the
1930s, to doninate his attitudes. Experience in dealing with
instituting conscription in r9r7 had driven home to him the
potentially lethal quality of French-English confrontations, and,
more importantly, the divisiveness inherent in pursuing foreign
policy goals not recognized by most Canadians as being in their
own and the countryrs interest. A sojourn in Britain between
L923 and L926 taught him that British foreign policy could and
would look only after British national interests, goals with
which Canadian interests were often incompatible. Posts with the
Hydro-E1ectric Por,rer Commission of Ontario and the Beauharnois
Heat, Poh¡er and Light. Company afforded a thorough-going lesson in
the difficult, sometimes acrimonious nature of federal-provincial

relations, as well as the great variety in and complexity of the
relationship between Canada and the United States. Witnessing
the ravages caused by the Great Depression from a vantage point
in the industrially and financially pov/erfu1 provinces of Ontario
and Quebec confirmed and reinforced his Maritimerts concern over
the potentially disrupting quality of the regional economic
disparities inherent in confederation. Final1y, dealing with the
United States from both public and private positions inculcated a
1X

realization of that countryrs growing, almost unlimited political
and economic power and a corresponding wariness of what that
growth might mean for canadars survival in North America. The
wide range of Christiers personal experience 1ed him to a deep
appreciation f.or the sometimes stark differences in the
political, economic, and social interests of Canada's several
linguistic aroups and regionsr ân appreciat.ion that bred in him a
practice of analyzing foreign policy issues with a sLeady eye
toward the impact each would have on the primary national
interest of maintaining an always fragile, and sometimes brittle,
national unity.
what follows, then, is an attempL to present a fuIl portrait
of Loring Christie's life and v¡ork by tracing the dominant themes
of his thought over the course of nearly thirty years. Given the
nature of his profession the bulk of the study is devoted to
issues traditionally consigned to the field of foreign policy.
Christie, however, seldom examined such issues without an eye
toward their potential influence on the political development and
social life of Canada. When Christie's efforts to relate the
events of the external realm to those of the internal, and vice
versa, are examinedr ân individual of great sensitivity,
complexity, and, at times, passion is revealed. It is hoped that
this study may serve t,o acquaint the reader with that individual
and, at the same time, give pause for reconsideration to those
who have previously offered a somewhat harsher and a certainly
too simplistic view of his life and thought"
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Loring Cheney Christie v/as born in Amherst, Nova Scotia
2L January 1885, the the son of James Alexander christie and
Evelyn Read christie. christie's family was of scottish and

on

English descent, although both of his parents vrere native Nova
scotians. His grandfather had emigrated from scotland and
settled at Pictou, Nova scotia and his mother vüas of united
Empire Loyalist stock. His family r¡/as involved in the
manufacture of furniture and coffins and vÍas active in the
affairs of the Baptist Church.l Christie lived with his family
in Amherst during the school year and apparently spent the months
of his summer vacations in the surrounding countryside. He would
later recall that one of the things upon which,,my nostalgias,
the occasional times r weaken into pictures of the harcyon days,,
centered bTere "boyhood days on my uncle's and grandfather I s farm
and lumber woods where r pulled my weight as a farmhand and

a

in all the things they do and learn but still had
privileges for all the simple unalloyed, unthinking delights of
the countryside, the seaside and forest....,,2 A= \^ras probably to
be expected on the basis of their ethnic background and
loyalties, the christies easily identified with things British
but resented the colonial snobbery they detected in the cities of
the Maritimes. This \¡¡as particul_arly true of Halif ax which
Christie once told a friend his family always referred to as,,The
Garrison".3 Throughout his life christie would exhibit an
affinity for canadars rurar areas, especialry those of the
woodsman

Maritimes and the Gatineau Hill-s outside Ottawa, and an aversion
for such urban areas as liÍontreal and Toronto.4 Paradoxally he
seems

to have thrived in such American urban centers as New york

and lrlashington,

D. C. 5

After completion of grammar schoor, christie's education
took him to the Amherst Academy and subsequently to Acadia
University. He produced an excellent academic record at Acadia,
captained the hockey team, u/as the universityrs tennis champion,
and graduated in the spríng of 1905 with an honors B.A. in

mathematics.6 During his summer vacations from Acadia Christie
served as an assistant editor on the staff of the Amherst Daily
News. After graduation from Acadia, christie worked for a year
with Lhe Bank of Nova scotia in Amherst and then applied for
admission to the Harvard Law school early in 1906. He v¡as
accepted and began classes in September.

Before addressing Christiers years at Harvard some mention
must be made of an essay which he wrote while at Acadia and which
was published in the university's student newspaper -- the
Atheneum -- in May, L904. The essay deals wiLh the Russo-

started in Febrauary I L904, and it is
primarily notable because in it christie manifests several
characteristics which were to remain a part of the intellectual
paraphernalia he would bring to the subject of international
affairs throughout his career. The first involves a belief in
the inherent superiority of western civilization over that of the
east. "And not only have the Aryan nations been successful in
maintaining their European integrityr" Christie wrote,
Japanese Vüar, which had

But more than that, they have been abre to reverse the
currentr so that the tide of conquest which once ran to
the west-, having reached the fuli, is now flowing
back. chained to themserves by absurd superstitions,
naturally apathetic in a tropical ctimate, and unabre to
cope with strong Western ambition, the yeIlow races have
been_ in every case to date been trampleã under foot
until the only reasonable outlook fo? Asia seems to be
that it wil-r become, bit by-bit, but the fief of some
European or American power.,
one woul-d hesitate to describe this belief as outright racism,
but it is clear, both in this and later instances, that Christie
often brought this opinion to bear when focusing upon an eastwest issue.

B

The second characteristic attitude demonstrated by Christie
in this essay involves his predilection to view world affairs in

the clear, cold tight, of realpolitik.
In "The Situation in the
orient", christie discusses imperialism as it bras practiced by
the nations of Europe generarly and by Russia in particular.
Present in this discussion was not a single note of
sentimentality, romanticism, obligation, or resignation at having
to pick-up the "white manrs burden". "Having once gained
recognition as a factor in the world's politicsr" christiers
analysis of Russian imperialism began,
subsequent policy of the slavic nation fnussifl has
Th"
been one of continuous expansion. She has fecomeã
strong exponent of the imperiaristic idea in every sense
of the word. Slow1y but surely, interrupted at times
perhaps, but never turned aside from their main purpose,
Russian soldiers, and, more important stilI, nusãiañ
merchants and promoters have advanced across the Asian
continent.
The process is simple. Of course, the first step is to
choose the victim, and this is usually well done.
Russian capital is brought into the cóuntry, Russian

railroads are built and Russian banks and lndustries are
establishedr so that, in a few years the whole country
is dominated by her influence. These strong int.erests

in the territory having once been created and developed
to a considerabre extent, it is a natural conseguence
that they will have to be protected by their own
government. Accordingry permission is obtained t ot if
not granted, is taken, to place troops at certain
strategic points, which, we may be vêry certain, are
welf chosen. Thenceforwardr on the srightest pretext
more troops are poured in, and it only becomes a matter
of time when Russian absor¡¡tion of thé territory in
consideration is complete.e
For christie, European and Russian imperialism vras simply a
matter of money and power, the goal of the operation was material
and terr itor ial gain and the vehicres through which they \rrere
attained were those of political influence and intrigue and/or
mil-itary po$¡er. christie \^/as never to lose this capacity to
produce chillingly realistic analyses of international affair".l0
Christie enjoyed a very successful- career at the Harvard Law
School, achieving both excel-lent grades and a leading position on
the prestigious editorial board of the Harvard Law Review. rn
Christiers timer âs in the presenL duy, the Harvard Law School
prided itself upon its ability to select only the finest
individuals from among its many applicants. The members of the
editorial board of the Review were, thereforer the cream of a
very exemplary crop. Christie served as an associate editor in
1907-1908 and as editor-in-chief, certainly the most coveted of
all positions availabre to the students of the school, in 19081909. He apparently was a popular choice for the top post as
even one of the individuals who he had defeated in the election
told his parents that "he is the one I would have chosen. "11
While the post of editor-in-chief v¡as a prestigious one, it also
involved a good deal of work. In addition to his lega1 studies,
Christie was responsible for assigning topícs for associate

editors to write upon' arranging for book reviews and articles
from the faculty, procuring essays from prominent Iegal scholars
and judges from outside the schoor, and bringing arl of these
components together in time to go to pr"==. 12 christie graduated
from Harvard in the spring of 1909 with an LL.B. deEru". 13
After graduation Christie visited several of the leadinE 1aw
firms in Toronto and l{ontreal but was unabre to secure a
position. He returned to Amherst and began the process of
articling with an attorney named T.s. Roger=.14 Before
compreting the necessary requirements for entry to the bar in
Nova scotia, however, christie decided to return to the united
States. fn the late summer of 1909 Christie accepted a position
with the New York City firm of Winthrop and Stimson. 15 It was
while working with this firm that christie first met Ferix
Frankfurter.l6 Frankfurter had recently returned to private
practice with one of the firmts partners, Henry L. stimson, after
the latterrs resignation as the United States Attorney for the
southern district of New york. 17 Christie also formed a lasting
f riendship wit.h Stimson at this time.18
Before completing a year with Winthrop and Stimson, Christie
resigned and went to washington, D.c. where he gained emproyment
as an attorney in the United States Department of Justice at an
annual salary of twenty-five hundred dol1ar=.19 Christie had
attended the Harvard Law school with the son of George
wickersham, who was at this time the Attorney-Generar of the
United States in President Taftrs administration, and apparently
this connection was very important in his acquiring a position in

the Justice Department. rt appears that lrlickersham's son told
his father of christie and his abilities and, in turn, the
Attorney-General offered Christie a post without his ever having
applied for it. wickersham's only stipulation was that Christie
begin the process of becoming a naturalized American citi zen.
christie complied and made the initial declarations of
intent.20 He v¡as promoted in 1911, becoming an assistant to the
solicitor-General of the united states,21 a post he held until he
left the American civil service in 1913. Christie also served as
the chairman of the "Joint Board of Selection" for civil service
applicants for the position of attorney in the Justice Department
in 1911 and IgL2.22
Christie's activites during his employment in the Department
of Justice seem to have run the gamut of what would be normally
expected of a junior attorney; his tasks increased in complexity
as he gained in experience. Among his assignments during the
year he spent in the office of the Attorney-General rdas one that
amounted to a routine compilation of the ,,Recent utterances of
the supreme court bearing on the extent of the appellate
jurisdiction of Lhe Supreme Court under the Constitution and Acts
of Congress."23 Another of his efforts involved the preparation
of an ansvrer for a question asked by the war Department. An act
passed by Congress in June 1910 had authorized the Vfar Department
to maintain only one road to each National Cemetary in the United
States. The National Cemetary in Cairo, rllinois had three roads
leading to it and the War Department \¡¡as asking if it was f ree to
decide which of the three was to be maintained. Christie wrote

that he doubted that the Congress meant to leave the choice to
the War Department and assigned responsibility for the dilemma to
the vague and ambiguous wording of the statute. He recommended
that "the War Department should await, or secure, a more explicit
direction from congress before it may proceed to the formal
of the two roads in question.24
A final example of Christie's work for the Attorney-General
focuses upon the preparation of a brief in which he recommends
the federal prosecution of the Railway Educational Association
for falsely advertising a training course in which it
"guaranteed" to find positions for those individuals who enrolled
and completed the course. Christie wrote that the "method of the
Assocíation as outlined in the case
vras quite admirabry
calculated to deceive the unvüary.,, He found that once the
enrollee had submitted the application fee of five dollars the
Association altered its pledge from a formal guarantee to a
simple promise to "recommend" its graduates to various
railroads. In recommending prosecution, Christie concluded that
"this shifting of ground by which the applicant is induced to pay
his money and sign an agreement obviously to the disadvantage of
the applicant, is so well designed to leave him without any
redress whatever that I find it difficult to view the scheme in
such a $¡ay as to distinguish the state of mind of the officers of
the Association from that of conscious fraud."25
In these three productions for the Attorney-Genera1,
Christie manifested attitudes which would govern his work for the
remainder of his career. rn whatever field of work he wourd
abandonment"

later be involved in, christie was always a stickrer for
gathering together the most recent and creditable materials
pertaining to the subject under considerat ion.26 S".orrd1y,

he

consistently urged, especially when he was in government service,
that legislation, state papers and, indeed, all government
publications say exactly, and only, what they \Á¡ere intended to
say and to say that in the most precise manner possibte.2T
ThirdIy, Christie always argued for directness and frankness in
both popular and governmental publications. He maintained that
anything else either misled the pubric or aroused in them
unjustified and generalry unattainable expectations.28
christ,iers career-Iong concern for the accuracy of facts and
statements, the precision of language, and the simplicity and
frankness of presentation v¡as the product of his academic
training and early prof essional exper ience. He \¡¡as, in sum, a
lawyer, first, last, and always.
During the years in which he worked in the office of the
Solicitor General, Christie prepared several briefs addressing
the question of whose interests were paramount in the use of
navigable vvaters, those of the several states or those of the
federal government. rn a memorandun writ,ten in Februdty, rgr2,
Christie argued that in all cases the jurisdiction of the federal
government over navigable waters was comprete and that its
decisions on matters pertaining thereto were quite simply final.
It is thus a fundamental misnomer to speak of the States
as having a "property" in the water, and then to argue
casement'against the state, and nothing at all to do
,
withrrproperty
water power. The truth is that one must speak, not
of
in the v,rater", but of it.s right to

continued flow in the stream. Concededly each state has
an interest in the continued flow; but it is equally.fto*
true that the united States has an interest in the
of the stream -- an interest, moreover, which is
paramount to any the several states may have" The right
of navigation, when exercised, is supreme and overridõs
all others. The needs of navigation must control, and
it is for the Federal Governmeñt to say what these needs
are. This involved a discretion as to where
navigable
works should be built, the disposal of the surpluÉ water
so created, and the method of financing the
enterprise. rn such matters, in the rãnguage of^lhe
Supreme Court, "there can be no divided émpíre".29
ïn a second memorandum on the same subject, christie argued just
as bluntly that "the regulation of the use of the water in
navigable rivers is an incident of the po\^Jer over navigation
that, the latter being clearly in the congress, the congress

and
may

in the exercise of the former impose what conditions it will on
its permission for the erection of any structure in a navigable
stream. "30 In both of these memoranda Christie demonstrates a
firm personal belief in the paramountcy of federal interests in
regard to the regulation of navigable waters. These expositions
on navigation give only a slight indication of the passionate
belief he was to gradually develop in the efficacy of a federal
system based upon a central government endowed with powers
sufficient to administer to the needs of the nation as a whole.31
Probably on a par with the importance of the professional
experience he acquired in Washington was the experience Christie
gathered in the sphere of his non-professional activities.
Christie came to Vüashington during the high tide of the
progressive movement in the united states and quickly became
invorved professionally, politicarly, and sociarly with the
coterie of young civil servants and professionals who were to

form the cadre of Theodore Rooseveltrs "Bull Moose" revolt which
split the Republican party in rglz. This group of young men had
been intellectualry reared on Rooseveltrs "square Deal,,, a
program featured as its centerpiece an active and powerful

central government dominated by its executive branch.
Roosevelt's policies, and probably to a greater extent his
dynamic personality, attracted able and well-educated young men
to government service in numbers which would not be approached
again until his cousin ascended to the presidency. Although
coming from different regions of the country and diverse
educational backgrounds these young civil servants shared a
belief in the worthiness of a career in the public
service. Felix Frankfurter, who had met and befriended Christie
while they v¡ere both employed by üIinthrop and Stimson in New york
common

and who now labored as a legal adviser in the War Departmentrs
Bureau of Tnsular Affairs, recorded in his diary a conversation

he had with christie on the topic of a career in the public
service.
Had a good talk with chrisLie about our rine of work.
Shared experience that our friends think us damned fools

but agreed that there is going to be increasing
oppoltunity for public work and that the ordinãry
pracLice fof luü is spiritless without real service
mainly impelred by monèy-making. rf you like it, all and
right -- but it doesn't begin [o saçiêfy a fraction of
the interest public work calls for.t. Between his work within the government and his social and
political activities outside of it, Christie formed, during his
three years in washington, a web of friendships, acquaintances,
and cont,acts which would provide him with ready access to the
upper levels of both the federal bureaucracy and east coast
10

opinion-makers for the remainder of his life.

During his

Washington years, Christie resided in a house at 1727 Nineteenth

street which $/as owned by Robert G. valentine, commissioner of
Indian Affairs in the Taft administration, and which "served as a
kind of commune for young men in governmer.r¡."33 A good many of
christiers most irnportant friendships and contacts were to
develop from the social activities that took place in valentiners
home" rn addition to Christie and valentine, the other permanent
residents of the house included Felix Frankfurter, vüinifred
Denison' Christiers immediate superior in the Justice Department,
and Lord Eustace percy, a member of the staff of the British
ambassador in washington. walter Lippmannrs most recent
biographer has noted that the "resident bachelors hired a
housekeepêr, gave continuous parties, and invited everyone who
$/as famous, important or interesting. They argued about politics
and took themselves so seriously that Justice Holmes, a frequent
visitor, dubbed the place the rHouse of Truth, .,,34 Valentine, s
home apparently hummed with activity and was one of the leading
intellectual salons of the era in Washington.
"The House of Truth" bubbred with heated poritical
debates and endless discussions about the 1aw, art,
journalism, European diplomacy, and the relative merits
of socialism versus liberalism. rts good wine, pretty
gir1s, and intense conversation attraõted an ecl'ectic
bald of politicians, bureaucrats, judges, writers, and
philosophg!", many of them already celebraLed
within
their fields and those who aspireã to be so. Gretzon
Borglum, the sculptor, cane and drew a sketch of his
proposed monument in the Black Hirrs. Arthur wi11ert,
the vüashington correspondent for the London Times,
þecame a regular dinner guest, in addfEion--6-such
lawyers as stanley King, the future president of Amherst
college, and the courtly John Lord o-'Brien. They
arso
entertained Justice Horace Lurton, who politely told
Frankfurter that he mixed drinks better- than hå argued
11

cases. From New york, Learned Hand sent his friend,
Herber! Crolyr ân architect turned political theorist,
whose 1909 book, The promise of American Life, formed
the basis of noos
aised the

ideals of many young men and women with its blistering
attack upon America's ai¡n1ess coÍrmercialism. With Crõfy
came a younger man. walter Lippmann, who had absorbed
both Marx and Freud, and who wãs then writing two of the
most remarkable books of the era - Preface to potitics
and Drift and Masts¡¿ - the latter
n
of R@s
and a plea fqr
rhe
role of experts in American society. tt "ipuñaing
In addition to the individuals mentioned above, Christie al-so met
and formed lasting friendships with Louis Brandeis, Harold Laski,
and Phirip Kerr, later Lord Lothian, under the roof of the ,,House
of Truthn.
one of the major topics of conversation at the "House of
Truth" in the years between 1910 and L9L2 focused upon the
animosity which its inhabitants harbored toward Taft's
administration and policies. Taft had neither Roosevel-trs
personar frair nor his desire to aggrandize power for the
executive and, as a result, the atmosphere in washington grew
unusuarly quiet and tame in comparison to the tumultuous and
exhilarating years of the tenure of the hero of san Juan llirl.
Taft also appeared Lo be backing away from Rooseveltrs trustbusting legacy -- although in truth Taft,s administration
undertook more anti-trust suits than had Rossevelt's
and after
the Pinchot-Batlinger controversy he seemed to be squarely in the
hands and camp of what the rater Roosevert would tern the
"economic royalists". Robert Valentine llacl been a f ervent
supporter and admirer of Theodore Roosevelt and, when Taft
appeared to be reversing the policies of ttre square Deal, he
became one

of the leaders of an incipient anti-Taft revolt witirin
I2

the administration.36
Christie agreed with much of the criticism of Taft but he
was not among those who favored a split within the Republican
Party in :--9l-2. Michael E. parrish has written that during the
years in which Christie and Frankfurter attended the Harvard Law
school the student hras expected not only to learn the law but
also to absorb an "essential social conservatism, good manners
and intellectual snobbery."37 Christie absorbed a full- share of
all these things, he \¡ras always known for his personal charm and
he never suffered fools gladly, but he drank especially deeply of
the social conservatism. rn the political realm this
conservatism expressed itself in an abiding belief in the
desirability of a two-party system. christie attended the
Republican National convention in chicago in rgr2, indeed, he may
have been a delegate, and although he was attracted by
Rooseveltrs past accomplishments and agenda of future pIans, he
did not favor the creation of a third-party if Roosevelt failed
to win the Republican nomination. "r have but a moment before
the afternoon session beginsr" he wrote Frankfurter from Chicago.
ït may be the fateful session. If they shove the
credentials committee report through and they
evidently intend to -- I donrt see anything but a bolt
unless r¡Je are ready to compromise pretty far. But what
is there in that? It will simply mean that we think it.
worth while trying to prolong the life of a political
hybrid. T don't see why it is. Vfhy not try to clear
the air now -- today? I don't think we have to look far
among our own acquaintances to see that itts got to come
before long" It ilây, and the big chance is, of course,
it will -- mean defeat but thatrs not a fundamental
thing. Though on that. there's one thing I seem to feel:
I donrt know how a defeated T.R. would act, and even if
he didnrt act, it may be hard to see the clear air for
the dust that would surely be kicked up in the scramble
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of kicking him. But I,d chance that.38
christie hras ready to brook dissent within the party, but
once a majority decision had been reached, and in the case of
L912 the acceptance of the credentials committeee report would
constitute such a decision, he clearly favored a solidifying of
party lines rather than a split. This predilection for the twoparty system would remain a fixed facet of his political thinking
throughout his career. christie wourd always identify thirdparties with a tendency to disrupt and disorder the community 39
and would attribute to them an inability to govern because of the
internal dissensions generated by the diversity of the elements
that generally form a third-party, a general lack of governing
experience and ability, and with a penchant for expounding an
insincere and unattainable, and therfore a dangerous, brand of
radicalism.40

It appears that shortly before the I9I2 Republican
Convention, Christie had begun to become somewhat disenchanted
with his residence in the United States. He had never initially
intended to leave Canada after graduation from Iaw school, but
the indifferent receptions which greeted his applications in
Toronto and Montreal had angered him and he left for New York
more or less in a fit of pique. while living in vüashington
Christie became close friends with two members of the British
Embassyrs staff, Lord Eustace Percy and A. Mitchell Innes. To
these two men Christie apparently related his post-graduation
experiences in Canada and also made it clear that he eventually
wished to return to Canada on a permanent basis. Acting on the
I4

information, Innes wrote on behalf of himself and percy to Robert
L. Borden, then Canadars prime minister, requesting some
assistance in securing a position for christie in canada.
If pggsible, should much like to interest you in a young
canadian lawyer, who is in the Department óf ,rusticé
here. He was the most brilliant graduate of his year in
the Harvard Law School, and went to Toronto to try to
get into a lawyer's office" But Canadians are evidently
very English, for, far from showing any eagerness to
take him, they greeted him with British coldness, and
he, much nettled, went to New york, where he had no
difficulty in getting good offices.
Now that his anger at the coolness of his
compatriots has spent itself, he does not at al1 want to
become a Yankee and wouldr so percy terls rìêr much like
to return to Canada. His name is Christie and is from
New Brunswick f,sid, and in my opinion is one of the two
cleverest young men in Washington and is a particular
friend of mine and percy's.
I should be very sorry to see him abandon his
British nationality and write to ask if it would be
possible for you to help him in the way of letters to a
few of the leading lawyers in Toronto and Montreal.
Once he got a footing, he would do weII, of that I am
sure. He is thought of highly by all who know him, and
is worth a little heIp. I resent seeing our clever
young men leave thçir own country, where there are so
*'

many opportunites.

Borden vÍas indeed interested in christie and wrote to rnnes

requesting his â9ê, the date of his admittance to the bar and
what type of work he had been doing in the Justice Department.

'I fear that T am not very much in touch with the openings in
pr ivate practice. . . , " Borden added. "Hohrever , we require the
services of lawyers in several of the public Departments and we
might be able to give Mr. Christie an opportunity in the Canadian
Government service."42 Innes quicl<Iy responded with the required
information43 and Borden then proceeded to schedule an interview

with Christie for late December, L9L2 in
i5

New

York. ''I had a

short interview with Mr. christie in New york on Monday lastr"
Borden informed Innes shortly thereafter,
and \¡¿as very f avorabry impressed. rt is quite possible
that we may be able to offer him somet.hing in Cänada in
the early future. rt occurs to me that póssibly he may
be a naturalized American citizen. r foigot to make
enquiry into this. perhaps you could give me the
information" There has been some trouble created in the
House of commont¿respecting such appointnents to our
Public Service. ==
rnnes replied that "christie is stirl a British subject. All he
did on entering the u.s. service was to make preliminary
decraration of intention to naturalise, but he has taken no
further step and does not wish to do s.."45 This information
apparentry settled any qualms Borden may have had and shortly
afterward he offered christie the post of regal adviser in the
Department of External Affairs.46 Christie accepted the offer,
resigned his position in the Just,ice Departmentr4T and reft for
Ottawa at the end of March, 1913.
Just what sort of a man was Borden bringing into the
Department of External Affairs in 1913? rt seems safe to say
that Loring christie was a mature, if somewhat peripatetic,
twenty-eight year old individuat who had made the most of his
educational and early professional experiences. After earning an
honors degree in mathematics at Acadia, christie proceeded to the
Harvard Law School where he \^Jas the recipient of what was
probably the best legaI education then avairable in North
America. The Harvard experience blended the logical approach of
the mathematician with its own pragmatic approach to the law to
produce in christie a mind that was incisive, coorly analytical,
pervasively legalistic, and largely dispassionate. Throughout
L6

his career, both in private business and government service, his
work would be consistently marked by these characteristics. This
is not to say that christie was not a passionate man f.or, as
Frankfurter noted early on in their friendship, he has a "deeply
emotional side". He did, however, have the ability to almost
entirely isolate his emotions and thereby prevent them from
infringing upon his other cal-culations. The erements of
Christiers approach to whatever business r^ras at hand would always
produce a paradoxical response in his colleagues, an admiration
for an obviously lucid and penetrating intelligence and a certain
exasperation and even anger with a mind apparently unwilling,
although clearly not unable, to take into account the emotional
and irrational aspects of various situations.49
Borden was also getting an individuar who had been
considerably influenced by American progressivism. Irlhile never a
radical reformer like those who followed Eugene V. Debs or helped
Theodore Roosevel-t fracture the Republican party, Christie was as
one with those progressives who looked upon society as a complex
machine and themselves as the expert technicians whose duty it

to adjust of repair the machine as needed. As it. did in many
other progressives, this view of society and the expertrs place
in it produced in christie both a sophistication and an
idealism. The progressives shared a sophisticated and, they
liked to think, a scientific analysis of society and how it
operated and an idealistic faith that suitably trained
speciarists would be able to disinterestedly perfect the
mechanism. The idealist in christie, the part of him, for
r¡ras

T7

example, that believed in the inherent value of a career in the
public service and which would later cause him to regret bitterly
not having enlisted in I9I4, was never the dominant part of his

personality, but it was, tor a time, unquestionabry active. The
sophistication he deríved from his contact with progressivism
would endure; he would always view the affairs of men and those
of the world and its nations in a quasi-scientific, almost
mechanical manner. Christie's residue of progressive idealism
wourd, however, largely disappear, along with that of many other
progressivesr âs a consequence of the events of the Great War and
the period of peacemaking that followed it.
christie also shared to some extent the progressives'
propensity for tinkering and experimenting with society, but he
was not willing to endorse and, in fact, did not ever see a need
for a social revolution. Revolution or violent, uncontrolled
change of any sort was always anathema to Christie. He $ras never
sympathetic to the left-wing of American progressivism, to those
individuals who, like John Reed and Max Eastman, found society's
salvation in the writings of Marx and Freud, revered in the
uncompromisingly iconocrastic and free thinking atmosphere of
Greenwich Vi1lage, supported the direct action techniques of the
wobblies, and took their intellectual sustenance from the
Masses. one of his colleagues in the Department of External
Affairs would later remark that christie's politics actually
bordered on republicanism.4B rhis judgment certainly is far wide
of the mark. christie may have been a democrat, although even
this concl-usion musL qualified, but his political attitudes never
1B

approached the level- of republicanism. He \^Jas always more
comfortable with and confident in the canadian and British

parliamentary systems of responsible government than he was with
the congressional system of the united states. christie's
progressivism v¡as, therefore, largely tempered by his political
conservatism and he was much cl0ser intellectually to those
progressives like cro1y, Lippmann, and Frankfurter who theor ized
about the future of federalism and sought to adjust American
society to the modern age in the pages of the New Republic.

Christie was a staunch federalist who fervently believed in the
necessity of a powerful central government and a two-party
political system. For Christie progressivism was based upon the
spirit of accommodation, of finding a workable procedure with
which to resolve the unavoidable conflicts between the tenets of
traditional society and the substantive changes being wrought by
industrialization and urbanization.50
As for the background one would think necessary for the post
of 1egal adviser on foreign affairs, Borden was getting in
christie an individual with practically no formar training or
experience in the field of diplomacy and internationar raw.
There is virtually no evidence, aside from his student essay at
Acadia, to suggest that christie had done any serious or
sust.ained thinking before 1913 in regard to canada,s external
relations or her status as a distinct international entity.
Although certainly conscious of Canada,neing a British nation and
an integral part of the Empire, which was, in view of his
family's background, a realization he hardly could have avoided,
19

christie seems not to have put pen to paper on the subject.
Likewise, he also seems to have had very little to say about the
foreign relations of the united states. rn view of his scanty
credentials in the area of international relations, the question
arises as to what prompted Borden to bring christie into the
Department of Externar Affairs? Aside from an attractive
personality and an excellent academic record, it seems reasonable
to assume that christie's experience in the united states
Government i,i'as the factor that most interested the prime
Minister, who was also the secretary of state for External
Affairs. Christie had been intimately involved in the day-to-day
operations of the American government and it must have occurred
to Borden that this experience might prove invaruable in the
conduct of Canada's myriad relations with the United States. As
has been shown above, Christie, in the course of his three year
stay in the united SÈates, developed a wide network of contacts
among important and prominent individuals both in and out of
government- Christiers easy and surefooted familiarity with the
federal bureaucrâcY, important American editors and journalists,
and leading figures of New yorkfs legar community must surely
have impressed Borden as a potentiar asset upon which the
fledgling Department of External Affairs could not afford to turn
its back- Borden did not; Christie returned to Canada and took
up his duties as legal adviser in the Department on 15 April
r913.51
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Chapter I: Notes
1- ) J.L. cranatstein. The ottawa Men. The civil service
Mandarins,1935-1957. f
af,
p.64. rt is exceedingly difficult to accurately pin down
christiers attitude toward religion. rt seems
"ery doubtful
whether he ever fulIy shared his family's enthusiasm
for or
devotion to the Baptist church. rn r9r3 he expressed his
admiration and "fascination" for a book in which the author
presented "a pitiless indictment
. of evangericar religions
or religion in a violent form." At the same time, however,
Christie seems to have maintained a belief in Christianity and,
in particular, a belief in the positive results which might
accrue from an application of Christian principles to the conduct
of political and societal relations. In a December, l915 letter
to Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes, Harold Laski railed against the
editorial policy of the New Repubric in reEard to vtorrd war
One. The journalrs position, Laski wrote¡ "sounds like a
methodist tract on the rcruciality of the crossr. I donrt
believe in introducing christian endeavor into poriLics. r can
imagine how this would irritate Eustace Percy or LorinE Christie
and I who know they mean well have to cover up my frowns rvith
a yavJn. " IrIhile har:dry a concrusive document, Laski t s letter
seems to indicate that christie, in 1916, was not adverse to
applying Christian principles to the conduct of international
rerations and poritics. Perhaps the most that can be said in
regard to Christiers attitude t.oward religion is that he tended
to see christianity as being inextricably involved in the
construction and maintenance of a democratic society. Througirout
his adult life Christie placed a special value upon a speech made
by Mr. Justice Holnes in February, 1886. christie frequently
referred to the speech, entitled "The puritan', as sonetning thaL
nhas always struck me as a thing of great power and eloquence."
He intermittentry sent copies of it to many of his friends and
correspondents, including Lord Lothian, Arthur Meighen, and sir
Robert Borden. rn this speech Holmes clearly derineated the
important part he saw for christianity in the development of a
democratic society and christie apparently fully shaied the
Justice's view in this regard. The rerevant portions of the
speech follow below.
nTwo hundred and

fifty years ago a few devout nen
founded the First Church of Cambridge. Whil_e they
lived, I doubt not, hundreds as good as they fell under
Fairfax at Marston Moor t oÊ under Cromwell at Naseby, or
lived and died quietly in England and were forgotten,
Yet is only the monuments of those founders were mythic
bronzes, such as stand upon the Common and the Delta, if. they were only the lichened slated in yonoer
churchyard how much greater are they now tiran they
were in their.life!
Time, the purifier, has burned away
what was particular Lo them and individuar, and has reft
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only the type of courage, constanCy, devotion, the
august. figure of the Puritan.
Time still burns. perhaps the type of the puritan
must pass awayr âs that of the crusader has done. But
the founders of this parish are commemorated, not in
bronze or in alabaster but in living monuments. one is
Harvard college. The other is mightier stilI.
These
men and their fellows pranted a cóngretional church,
from which grer¡r a demoõratic state. They planted
something even mightier than institutionË, whether they
knew it of not, they planted the democratic spirit in
the hearL of man. rt is to them we owe the dèepest
cause \^/e have to love our country
that instinct,
that spark that makes the Americãn unabre to meet his
fellow man oLherwise than simply as a man, hand to hand
and foot to foot, wrestring nakéd on the sand.
the
citizens of cambridge forget that they too treadwhen
a
sacred soil, that Massachusetts also has its traditions,
which gro$¡ more venerable and inspÍring as they
fade
when Harvard college is no longer dedióated to the
truth, and America to democratic freedom -- then
perhaps, but not till then, wi1l the blood
of the
martyrs be swallowed in the sand, and the puritan have
lived in vain. until that time he wirl grow greater,
even after he has vanished from our view.
The politicar children of Thomas shepard r,re surely
are' we are not all his spiritual chirdren
But even
if v¡e are not all of us the spiritual children of Thomas
shepard, even if our mode of èxpressing our wonder, our
awfur fear, our abiding trust in face of life and death
and the unfathomabre world has changedr let at this d.y,
we New Englanders are stil-l livened with the puritan
ferment. our doctrines may have changed, but the cold
Puritan passion is still there. And of many a man who
now hears me, whether a member of this churõh of not, it
may_ be saidr âs it was said of Thomas shepard by cotton
Mather, "so the characLer of his daily coñversation was
a trembling walk with God."
See Library of Congress, Felix Frankfurter papers, Container 43,
L.C. Christie to FeIix Frankfurter, 6 October 1913; Harold J.
Laski to Oliver lr]ende1l Holmes, t6 December 1916 in M.D. Howe
(ed.). Holmes-Laski l,etters. The Correspondence of Mr. Justice
Holmes ã
ar
J. Laski
Vo
ambr idge,
Massechusetts: Harvard University eresn
53, p.43; Public
Archives of Canada (hereafter pAe) , MG 30 r'44 | L.C. Christie
Papers, Vo1ume 26, Folder 106, pp. 23958-23964, L.C. Christie to
Lord Lothian, 20 October 1936, a copy of Ho1mes t s speech is
included with this letter.
2.) Library of Congress, Frankfurter papers, Container 43, L.C.
Christie to Felix Frankfurter, 11 November 1939.
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3.)
See A" R.M. Lower , "Loring Christie and the Genesis of the
Washington Conferencê, " Canadian ttistor ical Review, XLVII, 1

, 1966) , p. 40.
4.) Christie..particularly disliked Toronto, telling Frankfurter
at one point "r loathe Toronto and all its ways."
éee-liniãiv-õr
congress, Frankfurter papers, container 43, i,lc. ch;istie
to
Felix Frankfurter, 11 May l-928.
5- ) christie \¡ras especially fond of New york city, noting that
it affords "rest and change-and relaxation becauså'it has that
qga+ity of indifference to the individual that
nature has". L.c.
christie to Felix Frankfuter, 11 November 193g,
cii.
"p-.
6._) Throughout his life christie arways moved easily and
effectively among Americans and their -institutions.
professor
Lower attributes christie's early development of a capacity to
always feel at home in the united states to the infl_uence of
Acadia university's "strong American affiliations".
Lower
hits the nail on the head in regard to significant
?pparently
American influences at Acadia as christie ñimself i"ãtified late
in his 1ife. rn a letter discussing a luncheon he had attended
with John D. Rockefeller, Jy., chriãtie
noted
it had been a
pleasure to meet and speak with Mr. Rockefellerthat
and
remarked that
the Rockefeller name was very "well known to my college
in Nova
scotia - Acadia - ...." see A.R.M. Lower, "Lo?ing ch;istie
and
the Genesis of the vüashington conference',;
.iÉ., p. 40 and
Harvard university, Baker Lì.brary, winthrop-ãrarlãtr
"g.
pãpers, L.c.
Chr istie to Vtinthiop l,adr ich, 23- December f g¡g .
7-) L.c. christie, "The situation in the orientr" Acadia
Atheneum, NXX. 7 (ÞIay,I9O4), p. 257.
8.) rn a later example of this attituder christie may have
crossed the line between prejudice and racism. vühire working
with the editoriar board of the Round Tabre in Lg2s, christiã
offered the following opinion arE-Teãã-InÇ an article on Asian
immigration which was being considered for publication in the
journal. "rndividual esiafics
who go to the Dominions or to
America," christie wrote, "really go because they prefer to be
parasites upon Western civilization and upon the Wãstern economic
system.. They prefer that to building up the regions at their own
doors but r know of no reason why their-prefereñce should be
encouraged." PAC, Newton w. Rowe1l papers, MG 27 rr D13, volume
1, Folder 2, p. 115., L.c. christie to John Dove, 16 october
(March

L925.

9.) L.c. christie, "The situation in the orient"r op. cit.,
257-258.

pp.

10.) The following portion of a cable written by Christie from
the canadian Legation in washilgçon in early r94o on the general
subject of the ¡'ar Eastern confÍict, but witrr particular
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reference to United States policy in the region, amply

demonstrates the continuity of his capacity for assessing the
dgvelopment of international affairs in a óo1dly realistic and
dispassionate manner. "rt seems to me most difficurtr', he told
Mackenzie King,

'to see any basis for expecting anything in the nature
of a stable rsettlementr in the Far East any more t,han
in Europe. The disorder seems far from having spent
itself, and no one can forecast the ti¡ne when ant
comprehensive negotiation between the various parties
concerned may be practicable, whether upon the regional
problem between Japan and China, to say nothing of
Russia, or upon the relationsh,ips between this region
and the vfestern Powers. The funitea Statefl Statã
Department will continue to think strictly-in
terms of
what United States interests in the Far East require.
They have their economic interests
their trading and
investinent position, the topen doorr, requality of
opportunity', and so on. Their politicat interests tìrey
conceive as best served by the maintenance of a certain
balance as between the existing powers in that region -Japan, China, and Russia -- and it would not be in their
interest that any one of these should dominate one of
the others. Their fleet is concentrated in the paciÍ.ic,
but they irave to keep the Atlantic in mind, and
presumably this is a factor they have to weigh. On the
other handr the succession of Japanese Cabinets, the
prolonged gestation of the new 'puppet' Chinese
Government I do not recall how many dates have been
announced and other signs seem to suggest that the
Japanese are somehwaL baffled and not sure of what they
are doing. So far as Japanese relations with tire United
States are concerned, these will continue to rdepend on
future developmentsr, as the formula goes, and it will,
I believe, be left to the Japanese to keep on trying
with initiatives and proposals. The United States ãre
now in a position where they can conveniently treat
their economic as well as poriticar relations with the
Japanese on a day-to-day basis. However long the
process, the United States feel they can afford to wait
it out. No one can say to what lengths this may lead,
but what underlies their present posture towarc the Far
East represents a long historic line which they could
hardly seIl out or voluntarily surrender. There may
arise some divergences between the united states aná the
United Kingdom since the circumstances of their
respective interests are not in all respects simil-ar.
The British on occasion may be inclined or obliged to
discuss the possibility of yieldinE some ground as in
the Tientsin case; whereas, the United
States advisers
feel thatr âs they put it, they tdo not. have tor. But
any serious or critical divergence in tÌiis fierd between
the two seems unlikely. As you have indicated in Èhe
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end.of yoyr-depatch under reference, it would appear
that British interests in the Fqr East may prot'i't by the
united states attitude, and
it is difficuit to believe
that British interests wourd be served
by such a
recognition of Japanese craims as in effåci
might bring
the British into ã serious conflict with
are
conceived to be the interests of tr¡e unitåã
"r,"tstates."
See PAC, RG ?9 gt, Department of External Affairs papers
(hereafter DEA papet"), votume 1755. rile go4 xv; banadian
Minister in the uñited states to the secretary of stut" for
External Affairs, No. 353, 17 february Lg40. '
11.) rn a letter to his parents dated l_B March 1908, Austin
vüakeman scott, who was to become a membei ;i-¡h"-iãcurty
ultimatelv something of an institution at the Law sðtroor,and
"This aftärnoon likãwiãe änother e,rerrl took pIace, namely wrote,
the
president of the Review goarã for next year.
election
of
the
r
was a rprominent candidater for the ofiice but was ¿ãteatea. The
vote was r believe at one
a tie. There b/ere two other
candidates, but one r thinktime
did nói-ðount for he was not
recommended by the heads of departments who alone aie familiar
r^/irh our work. A canadian by fhã-üãnie-oi
cr,iiÀËi.-õòt rhe job.
r think he will do very weII. He is the one
r would have
chosen." Austin W. Scôtt, Letters From a Law
Student to his
r_'?$ilvr 1?06-1908. CambridSe
l,
re7 4;
.
Þ;-58

L2.) rf the leLters in Learned.Handrs papers are any indication
of christie's usual experience in arraniihg
È"i-ãrtÏár"" for the
Review from sources outside.the School,-it-can
oà-sãiery assume¿
TF-ne had his hands full in this diråction.
The
tetters
-¿;j"ið;-pr"*it-ã"a
indicare rhar christie had ro crraim,
show more
than a little deference to the always võratirã ga'na in the
process of securing an essay from him
the commodities clause
of the consriturion. - rt próbanly was on
ro
be expãciÀã trrát ¡üãõ"=,
lawyers, and 1ega1 scholais woulã manifest some dissatisraóiiónr'
if not resentment, toward editorial advice being ofiered by an
editor who was, after all, still a student.
see Harvard Law
school Libraryr Learned Hand papers, Box 3, File 1, L.c. christíe
to Learned uañd, 6 December 190-g, r0 December r90g, 7 January
1909, and L4

January 1909.
13.) Christie graduated from the Law School with a rather hardnosed and col-dly.realiglic approach to the raw. rn his 1ega1
attitudes Christie could be äðcuratery depi-iàá uã--un advocate of
the position_expressed by oliver wendélI uolmes, Jy., in an rggT
speech entit.led "The Path of the La\n¡". Af ter giaauaiion
cfrriÀLi"
continued to s9]idify his Holmesian inclinatioñs, in fact
becoming something o-f a disciple of the Justice. ,'Holmes is the
onry_one r þave heardr" christie wrote, "who achieves that
absolutely impartial ùone, the glacialíy scientliic-ãnã -jùai.iur
ag. if. to s.ay¡ lTrog,_ úr,is is ñy opinion and r of course
i!çi!!d"r
þerieve in it, but what the
hell has that göt to do with it;-itts
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the law and t,herefs no use getting worked up about it, and
besides it doesnrt matter a damn whether you believe it or
not- I' christie was not given to hero-woiship in any guise;
Holmes was one of the few men he regarded as such. seã Library
of congress, Frankfurter papers, container 43, L.c. christie tã
Felix Frankfurter, 25 February 191r, and for Holmesrs speech see
Ray Ginger (ed. ), American social Thought. Ne\^r york: r¡irr and
Wang, L96L, pp. 55-7T.
rt is interesting to note that, in what must have been a
unique occurance among the Harvard Law schoorrs crass of 1909,
Christie did not find it convenient to enter the bar in either
the united states or canada until August, 1936. At that time he
$¡as called to the bar in Nova scotia. see Library of congress,
Frankfurter Papers, container 43, L.c. christie tõ r'etix
Frankfurter, 5 Decenber f936.
14.) PAC, MG 26 Ht R.L. Borden papers, ReeI C-2L40, p. B2gg,
4.11. Innes to R.L. Borden, 9 June L9I2.
15.) L.c. Christie to winthrop Aldrich, 18 December I93Br oÞ.
cit. see the vita christie enclosed with this letter.
16.) J.L. Granatstein, The Ottawa Men op. cit., p. 64.
L7.) For information regarding Stimsonrs firm and his
association with Frankfurter see Michaer E. parrish. Ferix
Frankf urter and .'f is Times. The Ref orm years. New yor k-: tFe Free
Press, L982, pp. 25-35.
r8.) christiers friendship with stimson lasted until the
formerrs death in Apri1, r941. At the time christie vras
attempting to secure a position with the Canadian government in
1913, Stimson was one of the individuals he listed as a reference
on his apprication to the canadian civil service commission.
Responding to a letter of t,hanks from christie, stimson wrote,
"It gave me great pleasure to answer the inquiries of the Civi1
service commission and r sincerely hope, bodh for your sake and
for the Governrnent whose service you ãre enteri.g,-that your
obtain the position you are seekiñg." see yare ùniversiËy
Library, Henry L. stimson papers, eox 40, L.c. christie tã H.L.
stimson, 3 July 1913, and rbid., H.L. stimson to L.c. christiã, a
July 1913
J.L. Granatstein, The Ottawa i"fen op. cit., p. 64.
20.) For the scattered pieces of this story see eueenrs
university Archives, collection 2L67, John A. stevenson
papers,
Box r, Forder 4, stevensonrs manuscript autobiography, and pAc;
MG 26 H, Borden Papers, Reer c-2L40, A.M. rnnes to-nlr. Borden,
June L9L2.
f 9.

)

2L.) L.c. christie to winthrop Ardrich, lg December 1938,
attached vitaer op. cit.
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and

g

22.) For the announcement of christie's appointment to this
position see PAC, MG 30 I'44, Christie eapeié, Volume !9, File 6I,
p. 18015.
23.) United States National Archives (hereafter USNA), Justice
Department Papers, 72868-2I, L. C. Chrístie, Memorandum for the
Attorney-Genera1, 2 February 1911.
24.) rbid., 153694-L, L.C" Christie, Memorandum for Mr. Denison,
November, 1910.

25.) rbid.' 156634-11, L.c. christie,

Attorney-General, 1 May 1911.

Memorandum

for the

26.) Christiers ovrn papers and those of the organizations for
which he worked are replete with compilations hã prepared. see,
fo! example, the compilation and anarysis of the ðor?espondence
which had passed between the united states and canada oñ the
subject of the st. Lawrence seaway project he prepared in the
spring of 1928 for the Hydro-Electric Power CommiËsion of Ontario
and the Ontario Government. He \Â¡as then working for the chairman
of Ontario Hydro. The correspondence had been þublished by both
governments on 17 April 1929. At that time the Government of
ontario was about to begin discussions with ottawa and the
Government of Quebec in regard to the olrTnership of the water
povrer that was expected to become available as a result of the
development of the st. Lawrence waterway. christiers paper can
be found in Public Archives of ontario, G.H. Ferguson papers,
Vol. MU 1020, Series 3 and 4, Box 4, C.A. Magratñ to G.H.
Ferguson, 10 May L928.
27.) Fearing that a fractious public debate might develop in

canada over the subject of the spanish civir war, christie
prepared a memorandum in which he urged the government to make
public sLatement in regard to the conflict if it appeared thaL
the debate was "1ikely to become signif icant and ¡ólrrersome',.
The statement he drafted was simply and precisely phrased and
laid out Canada's position in a clear anã unmistãfãUte manner.
The crux of the statement noted that, "It never has been the
custom qf Canadian Governments to take actions or countenance

a

activites in Canada having the character of politÍcal
intervention in the domestic affairs of other states
a rule
which has been observed whether those affairs \¡Jere in a state of
order or disorder...."
In this statement Christie said only what
he felt was necessary and he said it precisely. See pAC, RG 25
Gl, DEA Papers, Volume 1801, File 631-A-1, L.C. Christie, Rê
Spanish Conflict, 22 September 1936.
28.) After considering a portion of Ray Stannard Bakerrs work on
Woodrow lrlilson at the Paris Peace Conference in which the system
of mandates was discussed, christie had some harsh words for
Bakerrs inexact, misreading and inflammatory ranguage. " Red-hot
controversy' is good journalese, " he wrote, "but poor stuff on
which to feed the public if you want to form helpful and friendly
27

feerings toward peoples of another country who are, r dare swear,
on the whol-e decent folk anq willing to be friendly and
helpfulwhenever a workable proposal is put before them.,'-Library
äe
Frankf urter papers, containe r 43, L.c. christie to
9or_tgress,
FeIix Frankfurter, 11 february Ig20.
pAc, MG 30 .I'44, Christie_papers, volume L9, File 6I, p.
?2:\^
17522. L.c. Christie,
Memorandum-as io the Federal Government,s
Exclusive Pov¡er of control over water power incidentally-ãiããi"ã
by Public vüorks owned and operated by the united states, 15
February

1-91-2.

39.]_ Tbig:, p. L7497, L.c. christie, The Regulation of the
of Navigable
streams for lrlater powerr ño daté, but almost
certainly early L9L2.

use

31.) It is interesting to note that toward the end of the second
mentioned herer Christie gives an early indication of
his later willingness to give the feãeral gon"rrr*-"rri
benefit
of the doubt in so far as actions he consiãered to bethe
in
national interest were concerned. Arthough he is speakingthehere
on the gubjects of navigation and water po!ùer, one can detect a
clear hint of his fierce oppgsition to aãa haired for any court
action or decision that me¿ãlea with federal po*Àrs-ãna trrereby
reduced the auirilv g{ thg central government to govern
ñthat the
effectivery. "411 this simply showã," he wrote,
subjects of navigation and thã incidental uses of these rivers
are so inextricably interwoven that it is impossible to be sure
that the regulation proposed is invalid. anã it is a trite maxim
of Const.itutional law that the only concern of the courts
is
the reasonabreness of the determinãtion of congress whetherwiih
there can be found any possible relation betweén the means and
the end to which congress may direct its acts ¡ for only when it.
is clear and beyond a doubt that congress has
the
limits of its powers may the courts declare itsoverstepþed
acts vãia.',
Christ,iers interest in federalism also provided one of the
touchstones upon which his f riendship with Frankfurter \4ras
grounded. "Among oÈher common intellectual interestsr" Max
Freedman has written, "they @nristie and Frankfurtefl shared a
profound concern with the history
and problems of federalism as a
system of governmenL." For the above see rbid., pp. 17513-17sr4,
and Max Freedman (ed. ) Roosevelt and ¡'ranffi-rter.- Their
192e-rg¿
âny,
9glrespongglce,
1967, p. 595.
32.) Joseph P. Lash (ed.). From the Diaries of Felix
Frankfurter. New York: W.Vü.
p. i-l-Al
ãÏary-entry for 29 October 191I. In the same éntry rrankfurter
offered a capsule but very accurate estimate of his friend's
personality. "cl-ìristie is an attractive fellow with a fine
mind;" he wrote, "still rather restless. He seems to have a deep
emotional side which is not always adminstered to.',
33.) Ronald Steel. V{alter Li ann and the American Centur
memorandum
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Boston: Little,

BrovJn and Compâny,

1981, p. l-2L.

34.) Ibid. rn his memoirs, Sir Arthur !ViIIert, then resident
correspondent for the the London Times in vÍashington, provides
L-h" following evocative descriptióiTF tfre atmosifrere þervading
the "Ilouse of Truthr" and, ín ão doing, gives a lood sense
quality political education that ch;istie dãrived from of the
Þigt
living there.
"We (',^Iillert is speaking of hirnself and his wife)
were happy and lucky, too, in our social relationships.
The _hospitality of many houses remains gratefully in my
nind.
rn some of them education mingred with soõiaI
preasures. This was particularry the case in the
bachelor establishment Felix Frankfurter presided over.
rt was called the House of Truth and was a smarl
house in an obscure red-brick street with a large rooilt
built into the back garden. rn that room the company
ate, drank, and talked into the small hours of the
morning. we were very often there. Felix rerates in

his book fof memoiiÐ how F. $littert's wif{l rried in
vain to ,oersuade him to bring înore method i¡i-to his
housekeeping. But if the housekeeping vias haphazard the
talk was good. rt was predominantly that of questing
youth at a time when the country wa- seething with
problems, social, economic, and political.
it opened to
me a window upon the American scãne other than tñose
through which I had been attempLing to view it.
Most of its participants were liberal or radical in
outlook. Herbert croly, who founded the New_ Republic
after writing the promise of
Lippmannl qlready
precocious
authorofforward_1ooking,thought.provoking-books
both of whom I probably first met and 1earnéd to 1ike in
that back room, with its table at the near end and sofas
beyond by the windows.
It was in the House of Truth that Eustace percy
lived for a time to escape the dipromatic round andlearn about America. All passing visitors thought
likeIy to contribute something were invited to its
parties. I recall among them Lowes Oickinson and Harold
Laski as re.presentatives of British radicalism and John
Galsworthy of British conservatism. One of its members
was the canadian, Loring christie, then r think doing
something for some branch of the American government but
soon to join the Canadian Foreign Service ánd destinecl
years later to rise to be his countryts ambassador (sic)
in Washington, where he died. He waã we1l up to the
average of the House of Truth for brains, and raised its
average for good looks. "
see sir Arthur wiIlert. washington and other M
. Boston:
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Mifflin Comapny, Ig72r pp. 64_65.
35.) Michael E. parrish, Felir Frankfurter and His Times. The
ReforT YeÊrs, p. 52. Chri
acquainted with a soon-to-be prominent'canadian
the House of
Truth when he and vincent Masãey spent christmasatweek
their in
1913. see claude Bissel. byõun! vincent Massey. Toronto:
University of Toron
36. ) Michael E. Parrish, Felix Frankfurter and His Times. The
Reform Years, op. cit., p. 51.
37 .') Ibid . , p. 20 .
of Congrgss, Frankfurter papers,
19.ì Library
Christie
to Felix rránkfurter, 20 June 1gi2. Container 43, L.C.
39-) IÞid--, christie noted in this letter that his fears
regardEflã-defeated
Theodore Roosevelt vÍere "colored by what I
saw of him last night (sticking his head out the
window to a
raving mob below) - . . . " Profeséor nooeit wiebe Àu"-ðrruracterized
th9 Progressive Era in the united states as a
for order,,
and there certainly was a strong strain of this',search
in
cÀristie,s
ideas and attitudeã. christie Éunoràã .
iystem because
he believed that such a system-produced atwo-party
sta-bre
ånd'orderly
-=ociar,
politicar crimate. rn tiñes of- serious poiiiiõãr,
ånd
economic distressr sây during the conscription ;;í"i;
of
LgrT
or
i1.th9 depression-raväged cañada of the rþgos, chriJii"'=
thinking moved not in the direction of a trrirå-fâitv-uut rather
toward a single party system of national
government. "Jusi nor,¡ r
qT pfg?ching National Government for Canada
i.e. a
coal-ition. , " he wrote in 1935. ',!üe I re in a mess.
The chances of
getting a union of some steady forces before the election
(which
must come this summer of faIl) are thin: VÍillie xing thinks
the man of the hour arone; but people are fools to wáit till hers
chaos gets worse and more unmanågeãble. " see linràiy or
Frankfurter papers, Coñtainer 43, L.C. ChriÊtie to
9o!gress,
Fel-ix Frankfurter, 4 ,¡uné 1935.
40.) rn a 1924 letter to Frankfurter from London, christie
neatly summarized his disrike
for and fear or ir,lia:puriies in
the midst of a scathing denunciation of Ramsay Macdo-nald's f irst
Labour
Houghton

Government-

are

ngvr

indulging in the frivolity

of a third
general election within 2 years. Such abuse
of
flexibility is fantastic. More and more people
are
seeing this, and as they are unlikely to õfraige the
constitution, they wirl have to face the fact that the
only other cure is to get back to the two-party
"We

system. . . .

Their fl,abour's] carculation is in the long run to
destroy the Liberal party. prehaps it's sound. I
30

wonder if labour is itself

as yet a sufficiently cl0se
knit affair to undertake such ãn operation.
other day in a meeting blurted out one of his Baldwin the
speculations to the effect that Ramsay really got his
dissolution because of the burden
of
dissensions in his party was so greatinteiñaI
he took the
prunge partly in despair, partly with that
thè-idea
pulling them togethei by his deõlaration of \¡rar.of
There's no doubL of the internal differences: one rot
with snowdon and Haldane at their head frãve been
at odds
with Macdonald I s actions_ 9n pr?cticalIy ànãry major
issue of the year. r will nãlieve tnãf iiuerarism in
this country is dead when r see the corpse
and not
before.

I would have been content, in spite of
incompetency, to let Ramsay anå his ðov,t õotheir
on another
year or so, but now. that they have invited the
issuãr-my
vote_ goes against them.. .. r am not very well informedon their activities on domestic matters in nngland; but
I would start with an objection to people who-make such
wild promises as they diã rast year nor can
r support
their manifesto

of this year. i think it wrrorry'ünwise
in the present economic èrisis of this country
to talk
of vast schemes of nationalization. I undersland
they
regard it mainry as talk and are prepared in the end
to
abandon many of their projects as- thè German socialist
have done; but I don't believe that the minds of men in
such a position can tackle the job a Government here has
to tackle" "
see Library of congress, Frankfurter papers, container 43, L.c.
Christie to Felix Frankfurter , 20 Octobèr Ig24.
41.) PAc, Mc 26 H, Borden papers, Reel c-2r40t pp. g277-g27g.
A. Mitchell rnnes to R.L. Borden, 22 May rg]2. ii is quite
possible that Innes struck a responsive chord in Borden with the
last sentence of his letter. As professor Brown has shown,
Borden himself hEd felt compelled to reave canada earry
in his
career in ordeer'to find satisfactory employment. Borden,s 1g73
destination. hras Matawan, New Jersey ãnd ã tåaching position. See
R.c. Brown. Robert Laird Borden. A eiol¡gp¡y_.__flolu*u r, rg54I9L4. foront
42.) PAc' MG 26 H' Borden papers, Reel c-2r40, p.8291, R.L.
Borden to A. Mitchell Innes, 29 May IgL2.
43. ) rbid. , pp. 8288-8289, A. Mitchell Innes to R.L. Borden, 9

June 1 9r2.

44.) rbid.

,

) rbid.

,

1913.
45.

p. 8343, R.L. Borden to A. Mitchelt Innes, 3 January
p. 8344t A. Mitchell Innes to R.L. Borden,
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January 1913.

46.) It seems unlikely that the position of 1egaI adviser in the
Department of External Affairs vras the one that Borden originally
had in mind for Christie. In his answer to Innesrs first letter,
Borden intimated that he was looking for someone with experience
in drafting statutes. Innes responded that Christie had
virtually no experience in this regard. rt was apparently not
until the New York interview that Borden broached Lo Christie the
possibility of bringing him into his own office in External
Affairs. when rnnes rearned of this idea he wrote to Borden
saying that "my impression is that if you take him into your own
office, you would find him of the greatest value to you. He is
the sort of fellow you can trust to do his work wiLhout
supervision, and to carry through a job on his own
responsibility. He would not always be coming to you for advice
and guidance." In this light, it may be that the recommendations
of Innes and Percy along with the interview Borden conducted had
as much to do v¡ith Christiers getting the posL as did his
technical expertise. See R.L. Borden to A. iqitchell Innes, 28
May L9L2,9p_. cit.; A. Mitchell Innes to R.L. Borden, g June
L9L2r op. cit.; and, PAC, MG 26 H, Borden Papers, Reel C-2L40,
pp. 8340-8341, A. I,litchell Innes to R.L. Borden, 2 January 1913.
47.) While Christiefs career in Washington was not quite the
s tuff that legends are made of, it did have a certain specialness
to it. "Christiets career, T suppose, is unique in tire history
of the U.S.," Felix Frankfurter recalled toward the end of his
life, "because he was for a period Acting Solicitor GeneraI,
though a Canadian citizen.... " See Harlan B. phillips,
(ed. ).
FeIi x FrankfurLer Reminisces. New york: neynal and Conpâoy,
1960r pF. I05-I06.
48.) PAC, MG 30 8148, John Read papers, Volume I0, Interview of

John Read, undated.

49.) Major General Il.D.G. Crerar provides an estimate of
christiers mind which reflects this mixt,ure of respect and
contempt. 'I have seen quite a lot of Christie." Crerar wrote in
1936, "I admire his brain, but his reasoning is cold and his
conclusionsr orì such matters as I know about, always seem to
ignore the human factors such as sentiment." See pAC, MG 30
8r57, H.D.G. crerar Papers, volume 10, Folder Liasion 2, FireM. Pope, H.D.G. Crerar to Lt. Co1. M. pope, II April I936.
50.) It is interesting to specultate that Christie's
progressivism may have been another factor which attracted
Borden. rn a speech derivered on 20 august L907t Borden irad
delineated a program for the Conservative party which came to be
known as the "Ha1ifax P1atform". In several respects the planks
of this platform closely parallel many of those concerns whicfr
were closest to the hearts of American progressives. Included in
the platform i^¡ere calls for civil service reform, centering
around the principle of advancemenL on merit, electoral reiorms,
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rural free mail delivery and a public utilities commission to
regurat,e the rates of telegraph, railroad and telephone
compa!ies. professor R.c Èrown has also pointãã-óirt
white
they did lot find their $ray into the platiorm, Boràenthat
personally
believed in such progressive precepts as the election of senators
and the principle_of_governmeñt owñership. pervading this
program vras what Professor John English ñas describeã as
"a
willingness to widen the compass or state action". Borden,
like
Chr istie, \¡¡as an ardent f ederalist who believed in the necessity
of a central government equipped with powers sufficient to
effectively govern the naÈioñ. profesãor English has also noted
that Borden believed that modern government woutd
be
administered by politicians but rãther "by men withnot
vision
and
detachment" men with what Borden himself õalIed "moral
earnestness". Certainly Bordenrs concern for and belief in the
role of the nor-r-par!isan expert in modern government was very
much. in step with the position supported uf crrristie and his
brethren at the New Republic. whether Borãen was a progresiine
in the American sense-Ts a question which open l"^ i"íth;;
debate. what seems clear, however, is thatis thä:re
were numerous
points at which e9r,d91'!s progressive ideasr âs they
were
expressed in the "Halifax plátform" and in the refärms the
conservatives proposed after they came to power in 1911, touched
upgn those of Christie and that this series of contacts probably
made for a considerable meeting of minds between the two men.
For Bordenrs progressivism and the substance of the "Halifax
Platform" see R.c. Brown, Robert Laird Borden.
A Bioqraphv,
Volymg Ir op. cit.r pp. fZ
e of
PoIitics. The Conservatives and the partV SV;t"-, tffi
For
an excellent, short analysis of the Progressive Era in Canada see
J.L. Granatstein,
g!.., Twentieth centurJ_langge. Toronto:
"t. f,i-mite
McGraw-Hi1l Ryersor¡,
) chr istie I s appointmgnt, without examination, \^¡as approved
by the Civil Servicè Commission on 18 tr{arch 1913. on tha-t-date,
Commissioner Adam Shortt advised Borden that the Commission had
decided that "in view of his educational qualifications and
gpecial experience, and in view of his pefsonal charact.eristics
to which you referred' Mr. Christie is evidently admirably suited
f_ot the.position to which it is proposed to appoint him." The
commission also approves a salary or g3ro0o pãr year,9200 above
the standard for other civil service posts equiváIent to
christie's. see PAc. RG 32 c2, civil service commission papers,
Volume 310-311, File 1184, Adam Shortt, to R.L. Borden, 18 l,tarch
_5r.

1913.
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chapter rr:

rnitial

Years in the Department of External Affairsr

A number of historians have specurated about Loring
christiers rapid rise to a position of infruence in Lhe
Department of External Affairs.
colonel_ c.p. stacy has noted

that christie

"very good on paper" and that he r^¡as therefore
"weIl-equipped to turn Bordenrs firm but general notions on
policy into pungent, closely argued memoranda.,,1 professor S.F.
wise has said that Borden came to lean heavily on christie,s
"incisive intelligence;" professor J.L. Granatstein has
concurred, adding that Borden valued his Legal Advisor,s opinion
not only because it was sound, but, also, because it had a,'Tory
cast to it.,'2
vJas

As Professor R.c. Brown has indicated, the canadian civil

service r^ras quite smarl at this time and had virtually no
responsibility for policy initiation or implementation. Given
this situation, and the fact that he was entering a government
department that was barely four years ord, christie more or l-ess
fil1ed a bureaucratic vacuum and his abilities and ambitions
insured his rapid advancement, especiarly as the burden of
administering the Canadian war effort weighed ever more heavily
on Borden after 1914.3 Professor Gaddis smith accuraLely summedup the consensus when he wrote that christie was the prime
Ministerts "general right hand man on external affairs" and was,
by himself, "Borden,s Foreign Office."4
Along with these factors, Christiers rapid advancement also
was due in part to the close personal relationship he quickly
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developed with sir Robert Borden. rn addition to sharing
sympathies for the intell-ectual and political currents of the
Progressive Era and a common educational background in the law,

it seems likely that something resembling a teacher-student, if
not a father-and-son, relationship developed between Christie and
the childless Borden. Even before christie had arrived in
ottawa, A. Mitchell rnnes had written to Borden that the young
scotian was very impressed with him and that "in him
fCfrri.stiÐ you have a devoted follower."5
That Borden reciprocated this affection became evident
shortly after christie had taken up his duties. Just after his
arrival in ottawa, christie \^ras taken i1I and conf ined to t.he
hospital for a period. In a letter to Felix Frankfurter written
during his convarescencer christie indicated that his
relationship with the prime Minister was arready a close one. 'r
tell you to give you a sidelight on himr" Christie wrote, "that
Mr. Borden called every morning the first week and then sent a
telegram home fto ctrristiers parents in Amherst, Nova scot,ifl
after each cal]."6 rt seems 1ikeIy that Borden considered
christie a friend as well as an adviser and that this regard
probably aided christie's adjustment to his new employment.T
christie's personal- friendship with Borden may have eased
his entry into both government and social circles in Ottawa, but
it was ultimately his talents that allowed him to make the most
of the opportunities he encountered. Although he apparently had
done Iitt.le systematic thinking or writing on the subject of
international affairs before arriving in Ottawa, the
Nova
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circumstances of his employment and the state of canadian,
imperial, and international affairs forced christie to act

quickly to rectify this deficiency.S During ensuing years
Christie addressed himself to questions that would concern him
for the remainder of his career r euestions involving such matters
as the formulation of an external policy adequate to meet the
needs and insure the security of the Canadian nation, the nature
and organization of the British Empire and canada's proper role
and place in it, and the relationship of the united states to
canada and to the Empire" rn addition, christie,s view of the
causes of the Great war, and his srowly changing reactions to it,
evolved in this period and these judgments would likewise co1or,
and, at times jaundice, his perceptions and attitudes on politics
and diplomacy for the rest of his Iife.
rn sum, the period
between 1913 and 1916 \¡¡as for Christie both a practical learning
experience and an opportunity to develop and hone his talents and
attitudes.
****

****

christiers arrival in ottawa roughly coincided with the
final stages of the controversy that had resulted from the
introduction of the conservative governmentrs Naval Birl of
r9r2. During a visit to London early in that year, Borden had
decided that the "emergency" British authorities craimed the
Empire was facing as a consequence of the rise of German naval
povüer hras genuine. since he judged that there was no time to
create, equip, man, and train an independent canadian naval
force, Borden decided that the most effective response for the
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Dominion to make would be to immediately contribute an amount of
cash sufficient --a figure set at g35 mirlion -- to fund Lhe

construction of three battleships, or "dreadnaughts, " for the
Royal Navy.9 After a fierce battle in the House of conmons
Borden I s plan was passed on 5 May 1913, only to be thrown out by
the Liberal-dominated Senate on 29 May 1913. Borden then adopted
a policy whereby he intended to introduce legislation at a later
date that wourd provide money to pay for ships already under
construction in British dockyards. Although nothing ever came of
this latter plan
and, indeedr rlo canadían contribution f.or
Royal Navy construction was ever made christie, in December
1913r prepared a memorandum for the prime minister in which he
supported Bordenrs plan and declared that "the immediate
expenditure of this money will do more than anything to shore up
the imperial structure. . .. "10
In the memorandum, Christie argued that there r4ras much more
at stake than simpry a matter of assisting the Royal Navy to
become a more effective fighting force. The issue involved
nothing less than a step on the road toward deciding canada's
future as a sovereign naLion. christie wrote that canadians
"must sooner or later assume contror over foreign policy (i.e.
over the issues of peace and war) no less effective than that no\^¡
exercised by the people of Britain or by the u.s.A." The naval
contribution would signify, according to christie, which path
canada would travel toward nationhood, whether toward closer
association with the Empire or independence from it.11 "The vast
majority fof canadianflr" christie vrrote, " do not grasp the
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reality of these alternativesr nêither of which is palatable, nor
do they understand that it is impossibre to evade one or the
other

The proposed canadian contributionl3 would therefore
"'r2
both aid rmperial defense and "prolong the time in which the
urtimate relations of canada to the Empire can be studis¿.',14
christie argued that, given the time necessary f.or study and
reflection on the dilemma posed by the imperial naval crisis, the
great majority of Canadians, "Liberals as weII as Conservat,ivesr"
would decide that they desired to maintain their status as
British subjects. urf once they fcanaaianfl grasp the fact that
it will become lost to themr" christie wrote, "unless they assume
in time a full and equal responsibility for the maintenance of
the Empire they will choose organic union with a1l the sacrifices
it involves. n15
Theorizing that the proposed contribution would help ease
European tensions by establishing a better balance between the
British and German freets
thereby eliminating the crisis
atmosphere and allowing Canadians time for refl-ection -- Christie
proposed to Borden a course of action that seems to reflect the
progressive attitudes he had brought with him from the united
states. A prominent aspect of American progressive thought
during christiers residence in !{ashington involved a belief,
perhaps even a faith, in the ability of highry-trained, nonpartisan experts to rid the operations of society of their
imperfections and uncertainties and thereafter maintain it in
efficient running order. Christie viewed the problem of nuturing
a consensus of opinion among his countrymen regarding canada's
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future national status as just the sort of issue that required
expert, non-partisan attention and coordination. "The greatest
needr " Christie told the prime i4ini ster,
therefore is a carm dispassionate atmosphere and
sufficient time for reflection, during wLrich, the work of
educating public opinion may be carried on. The object
of pubric policy should therefore be to keep this
urtimate issue from becoming a party questiõn and also
to secure the Empire from destruction during the time
necessary for enabling the electorate to gtãsp the
issues at stake. To secure this atmospbeie añ¿ this
time should be the objective of poticylro
warning against the involvement of party poritics in the
question, christie advised Borden that the situation required
cooperation between the Conservatives and the Liberals of a type
designed nto lay some foundation now such as may enable Canadian
party leaders in time to come to settle the fate of the Empire b¡
such a conjunction as enabled },Iacdonald and Brown to settl-e the
f ate of the Dominion. " FindinÇ public opinion "bailly in v¡ant of
a leadr" on the navar issue, christie urged Borden -- in tones
which conjure up images of Theodore Roosevelt's "battling for the
Lord" in L9L2 to undertake a "heroic effort t.o lift the whole
question out of the public arena' and thereby provide for "a
Canadian as opposed to a party settlement.nlT
**********
The calm atmosphere christie sought for careful and
prolonged reflection on canada's place in the rmperiar order

never had a chance to develop. lB Eight months after he had
drafted the memorandum on the naval question, canada entered
I¡Iorld war one at the side of Great Britain and the other

dominions. That Christie would support the British cleclaration
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of war \¡ras really a foregone conclusion, and, typically, his
reaction to the war \¡Jas not an impulsive rarlying to the colors
but rather one that brought his legal education and progressive
proclivities to bear.
christie's analysis of the causes of the war found that
Germany was culpable legally and morally for initiating the
conflict. Tn the first place, Christie wrote, Berlin had
deliberately violated the Anglo-German treaty guaranteeing
Belgian neutrality. secondry, the Kaiser's government also
refused Sir Edward Greyrs offer of his services for mediation and
arbitration, perhaps the most popular of the progressive Era,s
diplomatic innovations and one that United States president
vrilliam Howard Taft had pursued vigorously during christie,s
stint in Washington. Final1y, because he refused to believe that
in the progressive age in which he livedr ân era supposedly
dominated by reason and rationality, the nations of Europe could
have deliberately chosen warfare as the method of resolving their
quarrels, christie concluded that Europe had been prunged into
confrict by the actions of an immoral, reckress, and antidemocratic German "mil-itary autocracy" headed by the Kaiser.19
He believed that the German peoplesr view of their nation's
rightful place in the world order was a "great oner" like that of
the British peoples, in fact, and that it was onry as a result of
the chauvinistic ambitions of their military leaders that Germany
had become a "great soul gone v¡rong."20
During the first stages of the conflict, christiers view of
the Empire and its organization took on something of what
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Professor Bothwell has referred to as the "mystical side of the
Round Table Movement."2L In the spring of l9l5 , Christie
described to Conservative Member of Parliament C.A. Magrath his
concern that unless Great Britain and the self-governing
dominions "deliberately join their destinies, the thing that is

the British Commonwealth is, like all aspirations that are merely
of the lip and not of the heart convinced to the point of effort
and sacrifice, destined urtimatery to fade slowly out into the
pare irony of the void. "' He argued that the dominions were
growing and that their participation in the Great war would
unavoidabry hasten this maturation process and that as each
dominion developed a more sophisticated national consciousness
their local preoccupations would come to predominate. As a
result, christie wrote, there would occur a ',corresponding
subordination of common interests and aims" which would make
imperial cooperation much more diff icult. The ,ilangers of
separation engendered by the r^rar had another, more positive
dimension, however. Christie said that the vrar would force the
British peoples to pause, consider their future, and demonstrate
"the crying need of coming together." rn canadars case, ât
least, Christie wroter ân "organic union" between Great Britain
and the self-governing dominions offered "a destiny finer than
any of our narrower dreams .rr22
This lvas about as far, however, thaL christiers "mystical
side' v,rent and, af ter having had his say about Canadats "dreams"
he turned to examine the situation with a more realistic eye.23
Failure to achieve some form of closer union would not only be a
4I

faltering of spirit, christie wrote, but it also wourd amount, to
"nothing short of a crass failure of imperial statesmanship." He
argued that new, clear, and definite constitutional arrangements
for the Empire were clearly needed and that they could not wait
until the conclusion of hostirities.
rn the Round Tabre,
Christie argued that an imperial conference should be convened
during 1915 to pran for postv¡ar imperiat organization. The
mechanism of the imperial conference was the most legitimate
method of addressing the task because it vras an approach that
fell within the traditional parameters of the British
constitutional system and would, christie feIt, therefore carry
the most weight in the eyes of the British peoples
the imperial conference is the natural medium for
direct consultation between Governments upon the larger
questions raised by the war and the settlement.... The
Conference would naturally discard aI1 ceremony,
postpone all but urgent business, and confine itself to
the single matter of tl:e war and the coming
settlemenÈ. It would thus make possible, with the
maxinum of ef fect and in the mini¡nurn of time, just such
an exchange of views as took place between the Foreign
Secretary and DominÍon Ministers in 1911, ât a moment
when close undestanding between the Governments of the
Empire is more importañt than ever before. oominion
Ministers, who testified so warmly to the value of the
departure four years âgor have even stronger reason now
for deciding to share the mind of the British Government
and for enabring it to share their own. Less than ever
before can the British Government afford to be without
the fullest possible understanding of Dominion views.
Nothing else will ensure the unity of the British worId,
not merery in the struggle
there is no fear in regard
to that
but in the iãr more criticar period when at
last diplomacy begins to supersede the clash of arms.
It is then that our future responsibilities for an
unknown period of years will be suddenly definedt it is
then that our position in the worrd, individually and
correctivery, wilr be made cleart it is then that our
future reI4Çions
with each other wilt be marred or
za
confirmed.

rn addition to drafting formal constitutional arrangements,
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the conference also would facilitate the taking of decisions
regarding the disposition of the territories taken from Germany
during the war' intra-rmperial trade agreements, and immigration
regulations within the Empire. Christie was adamantly opposed to
territorial acquistions by members of the Empire. The Empire
wants no territory, he wrote, dismissing Australian and south
African desires out of hand. He viewed such acquistions as
simpry the taking of "spoils" which would be seen by the rest of
the world as a stark "piece of cynicism" and which woul_d have the
effect of turning "this war on our part into a war of
aggression.

25

christie's writings on imperial affairs in the 1913-1916
period are clearly the work of an individual who favors close
imperial cooperation, but they faIl a bit. short of being the
labor of an out-and-out imperial federationist. rn his doctoral
thesis, Professor Bothwell designates christiers sense of
nationalism as being of a "sentimental" variety having "1ittIe
connection with Iife in his own country."26 ïn sum, Bothwell
suggests that chr istie I s imperial f aith probabry r¡ras stronger
than his sense of nationalism.
Quite to the contrary, however, Christ ie I s work and ideas in
the period under consideration here seem to have been shaped less
by emotionalism and sentiment than by his pragmatic regal
education and his propensity to view poritical affairs, both
domestic and foreign, through renses filtered by a sense of

realpolitik.
rt seems, therefore, more plausible to suggest that
Christie's attitude toward developing Canadars individual status
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as a distinct nation within the Empire was that of a practical
nationalist. QuiLe simplyr Christie favored Canada doing what it
could do, and do weI1, within the imperial framework, and letting
the rest await a more auspicious moment. rn this period,
Christie surmised correctly that Canada had neither the national
wi11, the experience, nor the material wherewithal to survive
arone as a nation, and so judged that the Empire was the vehicle
through which, ât least for the time being, canada courd most

furry realize her aspirations as a nation. christie, in short,
seems to have manifested a realistic rather than a sentimental
strain of nationalis*. 27
Although fu1ly supporting the spirit and urtimate goal of
the fmperiatl war effort, Christie was not uncritical about the
manner in rvhich Britain conducted it in the early stages of the
war. rn particular, he urged the adjustment of imperial policy
so as to make allowances for the interests and sensibilities of
the united states. Professor tsothwell has suggested that the
idea oi canada serving as an intermediary between London and
I,lashington became for Christie "the foundation of an
international rore for canada a mediating part that could
for the limitations that canadian life imposed ."28
The result of Christiers exertions in this direction, tsothwell
rnaintains, was at best an "attempt to insert a canadian bit ;oart
into the high drama of transatlantic collaboration and was an
attempt to transform too many peoples frames of reference. There
was no obvious reason to accept canadian interference ."29
once again, however, exception can, and should, be taken to
compensate
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Professor Bothwellrs interpretation.

The argument can be

made

that christ.ie's view of what canada's role in Anglo-American
relations could and should be, may have been somewhat less
grandiose than that suggested by Bothwell. Given his education
and professional experience in the united states it seems
reasonable to conclude that Christie might merely have perceived

a functional part that Canada could play effectively in bettering
relations between its two North Atlantic partners.30 rn January
and February, 1916, for example, christie visited vüashington and
New York, partly on vacation an,il partly on government business.
During his stay in the American capital, Christie met on several
occasions with British Ambassador sir cecir spring-RÍce and, as a
consequence of these conversations, he came av¡ay believing that
he had found a way in which canada could assist in calming the
then troubled Anglo-American relationship.
The crux of Christie's talks with Spring-RÍce involved the
Ambassadorrs fears that anti-British sentiment was growing in the

united States as a consequence of Britain's use of her sea power
to blockade Germany and halt neutral ships on the high seas for
search and seizure operations. spring-Rice realized that selfrighteous outrage was the standard American reaction to the
strict application of British sea power in wartime, but he feared
that in this particular instance the result of the unconditional
pursuance of the economic war might be a complete ban on the
export of munitions from the united States. Since Great Britain
and France h7ere the najor customers of America's munition-makers,
a fuIl embargo wourd threaten to cripple the A1r_ied war effort.
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The Ambassador felt

that the American people and their
congressional representatives did not appreciate the fact that
Br itain was involved in a "\,¡ar-to-the-death" against a foe
that
was inherently "evi1." spring-Rice believed that the Foreign
office should undertake a publicity campaign in the united states
to acquaint the American citizenry with the rectitude of Great
Britain's "moral position" in the
"rr.31
christiers reaction to the ambassador's attitude probably
amounted to a knowing shudder. He told spring-Rice, and later
sir Robert Borden, that on the basis of his personal contacts
with several members of the House of Representatives there hrere
almost certainly more congressmen in favor of an embargo than
there had been only a few monLhs earlier. He felt, however, that
the attitude of the Congress r^¡as not representative of that of
the country as a whoIe, and, indeed, the apparently anti-British
attitude of the House probably was not even representative of the
entire federal government.
christie told spring-nice that he had spoken with Henry L.
Stimson and that Stimson had indicated that he "couldnrt believe
that anything like an embargo was possible." stimson arso had
said that he and others in the government had litt1e objection to
the actions of the Royal Navy and thatr âs further evidence of
the countryrs sympathy for the Allied cause, there \^ras growing
support for conscription in the United States. Stimson further
intimated that president wirson was coming around to a proconscription viewpoint.32 To buttress Stimson's opinions,
Christie suggested to Spring-Rice that the business and banking
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interests in the united States that facilitated AIlied purchases
of war materials were clearly opposed to an embargo that courd
onry hurt them financially.
Lastly, christie argued there was
even a chance that all of the noise about such a course of action
was possibly nothing more than the historic tendency of American
politicians to give a twist to the rion's tail during the
presidential election year then in progr""".33
Christie went on to explain to Spring-Rice that he recently
had attended a dinner in New York City with the editorial board
of the New Republic. He reported that the focus of the dinnerrs
discussion was an attempt by the editors to settle on a candidate
they could all agree to support against President Wilson in the
upcoming election. The editors, christie explained, had failed
utterly in this task and he berieved that their failure was
symptomatic of the general stat.e of public opinion in the United
states, i.e., that "unity was in abeyance" in the united states
and this could not irelp but affect the manner in which American
foreign policy was conducted. rn short, christie tord springRice, America was entrapped by a "sprawling uncertainty of
opinionr" particurarly in the western states, and that Londonrs
strict sense of legalistic rectitude in publicry justifying its
contraband control policies, together with its angry criticism of
American responses to those exercises, was undercutting the
ability of anglophiles in the united states to short-circuit
anti-British measures and sentiment. and appeal to the basically
sympathetic but largely undecided populace.34
Christie also told Spring-Rice that although American public
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opinion was in a state of fIux, the pressure of the Royal Navy,s
operations against neutral shipping were not, in and of
themselves, enough to push it into a wholeheartedly anti-British
reaction" Tn fact, the current consensus of opinion seemed to

indicate that the population of the ünited States generally would
object to an embargo because it would amount to, in effect if not
in fact, a de facto alliance with the Central powers. Christie
maintained that so long as American public opinion was unsettled,
the A1lies generally, and Britain's Foreign office in particular,
should refrain from "preaching" to the Americans. pro-embargo
spokesmen, Christie speculated, might be able to convince a large
segment of American opinion that such foreign rhetoric $¡as a
direct attempt to manipulate domestic politics in the united
States. This might, ChrisLie warned, just provide the untilthen-missing lever with which to pry Congress into initiating an
embargo an action that was most unrikely in the absence of
solid evidence of direct foreign interference.35
On his return to Ottawa, Christie detailed his converations
with spring-Rice and others in the united states for Borden.
Christie said that from these discussions he felt that there was
a distinct possibility of very strained relations developing in
fairly short order between the United States and Great Britain.
The Royal 'Navy I s economic blockade vJas at the center of the
problem, christie told the prime minister, and whire the danger
of a rupture was not imminent, the blockade v¿as quite possibily
laying "the seeds of possibre vexatious difficulties in the
future." christie also warned Borden that the harsh British
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criticism of the American reaction to t,he blockade "is beginning
to hurt, and it is cutting most deeply into those who have the
least to say about it
those who are most whoreheartedry for
us. t'36

Christie also told Borden that his talks with Herbert croly,
editor-in-chief of the New Repubric, and other of the journal's
editors, had brought him to the conclusion that there was a
current of opinion in the United States that believed that Canada
might be able to aid in ameliorating tensions between vüashington
and London. christie said that the New Republic editors had
stressed to him their belief that it was crucial for the world to
enter the postwar era with the united states having a "soIid
understanding with the British Empire,' and that canada ,,is
destined to prove more and more the great mediator,' in the AngloAmerican relationship. 37
Given this perception, Christie outlined a course of action
that he thought might be helpful in smoothing currently ruffled
transatlantic feathers. Christie recommended that Borden suggest
to the British government that they arrange for sir Edward Grey
to deliver a speech indicating that Britain, after the war, woul-d
be eager to confer with all neutral nations and hold discussions
aimed at reaching an understanding on the disruptive infl-uence of
employing sea po!üer to prevent contraband trade on neutrar
shipping in wartime. Grey, christie claimed, \¡¡as very "popular
and well-trusted" in the United States and that therefore a wellintentioned, fair-minded speech probably would go far toward
preventing further srippage of American public opinion in the
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direction of support for an embargo. As he had earlier told
Spring-Rice, Christie advised Borden that public opinion in the
United States "I,rras the most intelligent element in American life,,
and that it was, ât the present time, travelling a sound proA1lied path. In its present confused state, Christie believed
that American public opinion should be given a lead
similar to
the one he had suggested Borden give to the canadian public
during the naval controversy in 1913 so as to help it shed its
"traditional fetish of isolation" and a helpful speech by Grey
might just turn the trick.38
Borden apparently never found an opportune moment to
approach either whitehall or Grey with his Legal Adviser's

suggestion. Nevertheless, Christie's recommendation hardly was
an indication that he was, in professor Bothwell,s words,
attempting "to insert a fcanadiafl bit part into the high drama
of transatlantic col-laboration. "39 rn the two memoranda
resurting from his visits to New york and Ïrlashington in early
1916, christie clearly described a legitimate Anglo-American
problem he had encountered; a problem that h,as ca1led t.o his

attention by both the British Embassy and from sources within and
outside the united States government. rn addition, the course of
action he proposed to resorve the difficultyr ân approach by
Borden to the British government or sir Edward Grey, r¡ras
certainly within the real-m of canada I s capabilities
both in
his own eyes and those of influentiar and knowledgeabre
Americans. The part that christie prayed in this mat.Ler also
seems to suggest that professor Bothwerl overestimates his
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unquestioning and uncritical support for British policiu=.40
christie obviously was very criticar of the excessively
legalistic and sermonizing path that spring-Rice and the Foreign

office appeared ready to folrow in early 1916r âs he vras of any
suggestions that Britain might undertake a propaganda campaign in
the united States aimed at building public support for the altied
cause. The mediative effort he proposed for Sir Edward Grey $¡as
one that might have been legitimately expected to aid the A1lied
cause and one which might also have been recognized as a
peculiarly "Canadian" policy initiative.
*** * ***
In the years between 1913 and 1916, Christie also hras cal1ed
on by Borden to offer a good deal of advice regarding canada's
relat.ions with the United States. rndeedr âs professor Bothwell
has correctly noted, the prime minister arlowed christie to
"utirize his American connections, suggesting first a personal
and then an institutional rore."4r Fortunately, christie and
Borden were very much like-minded in regard to the canadianAmerican relationship. As professor Gaddis smith has pointed
out, sir Robert was never enamored of "tweaking uncle sam's
whiskersr" a practice that had rong been a stock-in-trade for
many conservative

politicians in

u.42 Both Borden and
christie fully understood vüashingLon's predicament in appearing
to take one side or the other in the Great Vüar and neither man
ever showed any public resentment or made any public criticism of
Americars prolonged neutra1ity.43 tn addition, both men were
anxious to demonstrate to officials in the United States that
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canad

canada was not "the diplomatic puppet of Great Brita in.,'44

As early as 1913, christie had made an effort to persuade
Borden to play a bit of a mediating role between Great Britain
and the united states
a role very much like the one he urged
the prime minister to play with Sir Edward Grey over Britain's
conduct of the economic war. During a visit to Nevr york in June
1913, A. Mitchell Innes brought to Christie's attention a problem
posed by the irate British reaction to the imposition by the

united states of tolls on foreign shipping passing through the
Panama Canal. Innes did not feel that the British Foreign Office
fully understood the nature of the problem it was preparing to
complain about and that a possibre Anglo-American controversy
might result from this lack of understanding. The crux of the
problem, for London, lvas that the united staLes was planning to
award an exemption from the tolls for its own merchant marine.
Foreign office officiars claimed that this discriminatory
practice l47as in violation of earlier Anglo-American agreements on
the use of the canal and they vùere considering referring the
matter to the fnternational court of Justice at rhe Hague for
arbitration. 45
In Innesrs opinion, there T¡¡as no $ray to prevent the
exemptions planned by the United States for even if they could be
proven iIIegal vtashington would simply offer its own merchant
marine some other form of subsidy
a practice which the Foreign
Office iÈself already had decided would be Iegal
and so the
overall effect would thereby remain the same. In this light,
trying to force an arbitration would in the end not only be
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pointless' but would surery offend the united states and possibly
lead the Senate to refuse to give its advice and consent to the
Anglo-American general arbitration treaty when it next came up
for renewal. For this reason, rnnes urged christie to suggest to
Prime Minister Borden that he broach the topic with British
officials since, rnnes noted, Borden "understands the Americans
and the Foreign office does not." christie accepted his friend's
suggestion and told Borden in a memorandum that in his view the
matter $Jas a "question of whether the rhigh moralr attitude of
the Foreign office is higher than the one of rear friendship
(with the United States) propos"6."46 Again, Borden apparently
never found an occasion to implement the suggestion but that
failure does not negate the fact that christiers proposal was
tirnelyr prâctical, and well within the limited scope of Canada,s
external capabilities.
*** * ***
rn addition to being a problem in imperial affairs,
Canadian-American relations, and domestic Canadian politics, the
Great vrlar presented a personal challenge to christie's view of
the world and his moral outlook. Regarding the war itself,
Professor Bothwell has written that "the important criteria for
christie \tras moralistic: his use of rhetoric once again showed a
commitment to morality over reality -- rworthy' and 'loftiert
not
to mention rworthiestt.n4T Although it can hardly be denied that
Christie viewed the war in terms that were often emotional and
heavily weighted with moral considerations, the key to his
position is more than just a romantic attachment to a virtuous
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and righteously ascendant Allied cause. It involves also tìte
troubling sense of intellectual unease he experienced as the war

to increasingly invalidate many of the tenets of his
progressive faith, and the abiding sense of resentnent and
personal humiliation he felt over his failure to participate with
the Canadian forces overseas.
Christie was a thorough-going product of the progressive Era
in North America and had imbibed deeply of the era,s spirit of
morar rectitude. specifically, he believed fulry in the Erars
stringent emphasis on the moral importance of adequately
seemed

performing oners duty. christie apparently was desperately
unhappy and embarrassed ashamedr pêrhaps, might not be too
strong an adjective
at his inability to part:i.cipate militarily

in the conflict, his failure "to be allowed to find the Soldier,s
Faith . . . . " 4B rThis thing ftr,"
crowds everything else to
".il
one sider" he wrote to Frankfurter in september r914 and,
although the prime minister has assured him that it was his clear
responsibility to remain at his post in the oepartment, he added
that "it isnrt a pleasant thing to be staying here."49 Six
months later he wrote to the same correspondent that he stil1
could not decide finally whether to enlist or abide by Borden's
wishes and remain in ottawu.50 christie's personal dilemnra
extended into the third year of the war and in the farl of 1916
he again wrote to Frankfurter that, whire he was adhering to
Bordenrs decision, he did "not know the words to terl you how r
hate rny job. " 5l

Christiers intense disappointment over not being able to get
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to the fighting in France may be one reason he developed such an
emotionally charged and highly patriotic response to t.he war. He
came to believe that a complete and final victory was the onry
acceptable outcome for the lvar and that "orle feels in himself and
in the air the temper that makes peace (qua peace) tatk so much

impertinent twaddle .u52 Christie constantly railed against the
arguments in favor of an "inconclusive peacerrbeing made by his
former corleagues in the pages of the New nepubric
r see the New Republic is urging the merits
an
inconcrusive rigr¡t.-Jt-may not be fantastic but of
it
sounds so. rf it means an actual prophecy of what the
actual outcome is to be r am afraid wé diêagree.
Tt it
means at a certain point short of an attai.,ãUte victory
we should deliberately desist because of an intellectuåf
calculation as to the various effects on the German mind
of the varicus arternative outcomes, it isnrt
merely a
voice crying in the wilderness; it's intellectualis-ing
siLuation that doesnrt admit of that process at all. ona
all sides and in alr sorts of ways onè hears from the
trenches that on the part of the men there it ¡.rourd
involve a comprete mental overturn to enable
them to
conceive any outcome short of recognized victory. And
that I know correctly describes the feeling here
certain it does in England and the other oõminionsand I,¡r
and in France. There would be an instant and effective
resentment manifested towards any statesman who
attempted to daIly with anything el¡q. I know my
resentment would be instant enough. rJ
Damning noncombatants

like hinself, Christie said that the world
wourd be "saved by love ancl sacrifice
not by science and
thought" as advocated by the New Repub1ic.54 The soldiers,
christie believed, were showing the way for arr to forlow, ,,the
simple clear cut sorution of the chap in khakir" and that and
only that, and not the "irrerevant partisan disprays" of
politicians, or the "twaddre" of theorists, would save the
world.55
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The war also stamped a neh¡ reverse side on the coin of

christiers progressive beliefs. The vùar caused the first
faltering of his faith in the ability of an educated, nonpartisan elite to conduct, govern, and improve the operations of
society. His disagreements with former associates at the New
Republic throughout the war years provides ample evidence of this
disillusionment. The pre-war progressive had certainly undergone
some sort of transformation when he could write in February 1915
that the issue of the hTar could only "be settled by faith in
bl-ood and sacrifice and suffering in quietude as welr as in
heroic bIood. " 56
*** * ***
Between 1913 and 1916 Christie carved an important niche for

himself in the inner circle of Borden's government. Because of
his education and professional background, he vüas able to
undertake many of the tasks he v\ras hired to perform immediately
upon his arrival in ottawa with Iittle or no training. rn
addition, the pressure of developing events the aftermath of
the Naval Bill controversy, the start of the Great !{ar, and the
manifold problems of coping with a neutrar America -- quickly
rectified any deficiencies christie might have had in his
knowledge of the workings of internaLional politics and, although
to a much lesser extent, domestic politics as well. Lastly, and
perhaps most importantly, Christie's close personal relationship
with Borden provided him with the opportunity to work very close
to the center of power and to learn to be comfortable and selfconfident in that environment.5T At the end of 1916, therefore,
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christie was well prepared to assist Borden in his forthcoming
efforts to build a stronger international identity for canada
within the confines of the British Empire.
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67877, L.c. christie,

December 1913"

Memorandum

for the prime Minister, r0

p. 67875. "rf rhis view be correcr,,, Chrisrie
11: ) Iþig. folrows
wrote,
"it I
that in assuming òoniror of róreifn affairs,
canadians will either commit their-country
to final ãeparation
or to becoming an
part
!rom.the.Empire
of it. The
construction of armaments canñot be
"rõã"i"
érrãctãa
without
approaching
nearer to the alternatives of independence or a federalunion of
the self-governing dominions with ä;i.;ïn.,,
ïbid.
L2.) rbid.
13') christie agreed with Borden that
effort to immediately
create a creditable Canadian navy wouldan
be,
in the-short termr
exercise in rytility.
He argued- thai ã canadian navy lrras not ârr
canadian until it was manned by canadians and that there Ì¡7as no
vray to do that in time to meet the emergency described
to the
prime Minisrer by
rhe Admiralry, -rr,ä-ãñry ieàii;tiõ approach
the problem was to make a finaicial contribution to the Royal ro
Navy and then undertake thg necessariiy timÀ-õã""ù*i"g process of
building a canadian naval force as
wants to see
everything centralized in Britain.,' 'inã-orr.
Later,
during the Great lvar,
chris!ie adopted the same attitude toward propo"rí=-io,
creation of a canadian air force" rn uay 1916, he arguedthethat
there hTere no experienced Canadian officers to train or command a
Canadian air force and Lhat to insist on the formation
of such a
_fo5ce. would place an unnecessary drain on the resources of
Britainrs Royal Flying Corps 1nÈC). He held that the best
contribution Canada could make tó trre aerial war effort lvas to
continue to assist the RFc recruit in canada.
iãtara to both
the naval and .i! services, christie's attitude rnseems
to have
been as much nationarist and pragmatic as it was-i;ö;rialist.
He
clearly saw Lhe desirability ãr õanaaa possessing t'he two
services autonomously, but, ât the same time, he-berievea that a
drive to create them at once would
amount to nothing more than a
grandstand effort made more in the name
of simply wáving tr,ã- ifãg
than for military effectiveness. christie's
was
strong but never jingoistic, and it was nevernationalism
applied
without
reflection. see rbid., p. 67979, and s.F. wisel The official
.
listofy=gf the Royal Canadian air rorce, Vol. t, gp
38 and 591.

14) PAC, MG 26 H, Borden Papers, Vo1ume 6t p. 67877, L.C.
Christie, Memorandum for the Prime Minister, 10 December 1913.
15. ) Ibid. , p. 67g7SA.
16. ) rbid.
17. ) Ibid., pp. 67975A-67BgO.
18.) rn a 1935 letter to Lord Lothian christie provides an
evocative glimpse of diplomatic life in ottawa iñ the months
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before the war.

wrote.

nI hope you are well and thrivingr" Christie

"your interviews with Hitrer must have been
interesting. r wonder if you iret his man
uo'
nibbentrop. r -used to know him when he was in ottawa
for the year or two before the war in fact, r once
took some money out of him throwing dice and rater
flattered nyself that it came from the Kaiser, s
pocket. He was an.agreeable young
chap
used to play
tennis and skate with the resÈ of us añawho
became a
favourite at Rideau HaI.I where he would play
violin
to the Duchess of connaught and the prinðesË the
pat and
also please the Duchess by tarking German to her.
Probably he was one of the lads who told Berlin that the
Domínions wouldn't fight.
He beat the Dominion police
to it by an hour and got over the frontier to euifalo.
r well remember the day -- saturday August r, 1914 as
r think some of us v¡ere going to play iennis with him
but the pro told us he had cÍeaneã out his locker
in the
morning in a great hurry and had Ieft....'
see PAc, MG 30 E.44, christie papers, Volume L2, Folder 40, p.
11565, L.c. christie to Loerd r,ótrrian 30 t"tay 1935.,
19.) L-C. Christie, Memorandum for the prime Minister, 19 August
19r4, quoted in R.c. Brown, Robert Laird
tsorden, A Bioqraohv.
Vol. II.r op. cit., p. 10.
29.) Library of congress, Frankfurter papers, container 43, L.c.
christie to Felix Frankfurter, 11 November r9r4.
2L.) Robert Bothwell, "Loring christie and the Failure of
Bureaucratic JTp".iarism,
r910-1926 tn ph.D. TÌresisr-ilarvard
university, Lg72t p. 44 (hereafter nBureaucratic
r*pàrialism').
rn regard tc his officiar connection with the Round
Movement, carlorl euigley has written that christie Tabre
i*u" one of
the leaders of the Round Table Movement in all three countries
LGreat tsritain, canada, and the united states] for almost thirty
years.-..' Quigley's assertion
seems to be
wiãe of the
mark. rt is true that he rvas connected witha-bit
the
movå*e.rt in one
lfay or another fgt nearly thirty years, having probably been
induced to joil it_Þy nuétace eãrõy when both-*un-*ui" serving in
washington during 1910-19r3, but cñristie probably óãur¿ onry be
counted among the leaders of the i,lovement Ëetween-tfie
of ]ri= f irst articre in the Round Table in i,rarch, ig-ispublication
and his
partÍng company with_the.jouïiãT-sEorial
uoaia in the spring
of L926- see carrorl guigrey, "The Round Tabre ci"uõ" in cänaaá,
1908-1938, "- Çanadian ilistoriõa1 Review, XLIII, 3,
(september, 1@Jl$p.-Tß-z-Ml_ For cr"; is ri e' å rí rsr Round
Table article sge (Loring Christie and Eustace p"iãVrffi"
õõTñions and the settleñent. A plea for conference,,, Roun.l
rpbre, fo. 12, (March, r9r5)-.. , pp.
325-344. For
rv!
\/IJJ-Iì'LIË
¡-A..
cr,ií"tËË1"""
Þ ¿tr:li
than amicable departure from tñe
Round Table's eãiioriaf board
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see PAc, MG 30 F,44, christie papers, volume 26, Folder L06, pp.
2375L-23763, Loring christie to philip Kerr , L'4 March Lg26 and
PAc, Mc 26 H, Borden papers, volume zk+, roider
59, pp. 148319r4832rt philip Kerr to Loring christie, 22 ytarch Lg26.
christiets last formar discuãsions witú the Round Tabre group
appear to have taken pra'ce while he was in England for tñe
rmperial conference of L937. ouring that event he and other
prominent Round Tablers spent a weekend of conversation
Blickling, Lord Lothianrs country home. Earlier christieat had
also sent Lothian, in May, 1935, a copy of the address he had
made at the Canadian rnstitute of rntã;national Affairs annual
meeting in Kingston, Ontario. In the covering letterr Christie
said he woutd not mind if Lothian circulated ttre address among
members of the Round Table or the Royal rnstitute of
rnternational Affairs for comment aná debate. Lothian
distributed it to the Round TaÞlers editors. See L.C. Christie to
Lord Lothian, 30 May r-o-:s-, s:g.Et., and Edinburgh, scottish
Record office, cD 40/L7/300, roEã-ian to L.c. christie, 28 June
193 5.

22.) PAc, MG 30 F.44, christie papers, vorume 2, Folder 3, pp.
119q-L209, L.c. christie to c.A. Magrath, l March 1915. elËïrough
christie did not define what he meañt by "organic unj.on, " it is
very doubtful that he had any scheme in mind that would have
submerged canadian nationality within a more centrarized or
imperial structure. Professor Kendlefs description
fFa"!ated
the dominant sentiment of dominion Round Tabters toward óIoser of
imperial cooperation can also be taken as a good estimation
the position from which christie was approaching the imperiarof
problem in the f irst years of t,he Greal- War.
"One important point should be made about the
do¡ninion members of ttre Round Table Movement, especially
the canadians; most of then, while committed to Lr,. pan:
Britannic idea1, r¡¡ere deeply concerned with the statüs
of the dominions. A1l had a strong belief in the role
Great Britain could pray in the worrd, but even more
they rearized that the áominions had to be given the

opportunity to voice their opinions in the inner
councils of the Empire. ... it would be wrong to assume
that the dominion members of the movement were arrogant
imperialists interested in nothing but the strengthãned
power and unity of the race.',
The sentiinent and outlook described here by professor Kendle vrere
those that Christie would later bring to bãar in the Canadian
contribution to the draf ting of Resolution IX of the Imper ial irlar
conf erence of 1917. see John Kendle. The Round Table lul0vement
and Irypefiql Union. Toronto: Universit
,
pp.103-I04.
23.) During the naval debate christie also had tempered his
discussion of the Empirers future and CanaCars placã in it with a
realistic assessment of the immediate cause of tne crisis. "The
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real emergencyrI he wrote, ,'arises out of the fact that tiIl
recently Britain was the only industrialized and really wealthy
country in Europe. Europe hás now become industriaiiräd,
gspecially Germany, and trre financial superiò;itv-;r Britain is
fast vanishing, añd with it hgr abilitt to maintãin the margin of
safety. The.naval emergency.lg a presËure
steadily increasínj
rld-more rapidly than the eiitish þowei to resist
it."
see pÁc,
ryg 26 H' Borden papers, volume 126-, pp.67877-6787g, L.c.
christie. Memorandum for the Prime'rtliñi=ter, l0 December 1913.
24.) See PAC, MG 30 844, Christie papers, Volume 2, Folder 3,
pp- 1198-1209 L.c. christie
to c.A.rThe-Dominions
itagrath, 1 March r9l5 and
(t.c. christie ' and Eustace percy),
and the
Settlement. A plea for Conferenõ"r" Round Table. N".
tZ, (March,
1915) , pp. .34L-342. christie and perc! went on to stress
that
the mechanism rather than its rormãi-"á*" was what r¡/as
"trrlhat is essential, theref
iTportant.
" they ,urot", ,,is that
dilect
personal consultation should beore,
provided'ràr some time
year, before pe?qe negotiations arã entered upon. rf this
.tr,iq
be done, it matteré rittle in what puilicurar
*orrl'n-Ministers
meet t ot whether this meeting be regarded as a formal *.ãti"g of
the rmperial conference. Thã rmperiar conference is now the
established method of inter-rmpe?iat deliberãii"",-ãnd
it is
usually better to use the estaËlished routine than io
depart
from
it¿ þyt the principle of direct consultarion is tr," -ùitui irriñõ,and the name is of no consequence provided that it stands for a
personar exchange of views before peace is negotiated.', rn
stressing the vãIue of the rmperiai conference as an institution
that had legitimacy in the eyès of the British peopi"=, christie
was returning t9_? position he had taken during-thä Naval
Bilr
controversy in 1913. At Lhat time Christie haã told Borden
that
whether the future naval defence of the Empire \¡ras to be handled
by an rmperial_navy or by the Royal Navy and the individual
navies of the. four-self-governin! dominion"
*ã" a lüãstion "which
ought to be thoroughly discussed in the rmperiar cónference
before committing ãction is taken.', see rËiá. r-pp.--1¿,yzdz and
PAc, MG 26 H, Borden papers, Vorume 126,1. ngfg',
L.c. christie,
Memorandum for the prime Minister, r0 oecãmber r9i3.
PAC, Mc 30 844, Christie papers, Vo1ume Z, Folder 3, pp.
??:\
1198-1209, L.c. christie to c.A. ùagrath, 1 March
1915. rn
regard to captured territories, Christie also told Magrath
speaking rearistically, the Empire might prove ungovernabrethat,
if it
w3s augmented by large territorial
acquisitions. The desires of
the Australians and the South efricanJ, desires he described as
bordering on "obsessionsr" christie wroter "must inevitãurv-.üt
squarely across the course dictated by broader rmperial
interests. Great Britain -- the British commonweãrtn, if you
like
from its own immediate viewpoint does not want more
territory: it has in all conscience burden and responsibility
enough already." See Ibid.
26.) Robert Bothwe11, "Bureaucratic rmperialisn," op. cit., p.
5.
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27.) rn the 1913-1916 period christiers
of nation"
surfaced again and again in the documents"sense
he wrote and the
opinions he offered on both domestic and international_
relations. on the who1e, both were aimed at strengt.hening
Canadars central governmênt so as to enable it to ãuccessfully
promote the development of the nation and to protect its
viability as an entity in the international
arena. Christie's
arguments were based on the concept of parriamentary supremacy
which he saw as the primary factoi altoiving ottawa Ëo control
national deveropment. rn iesponse to an aiticle by professor
James Mavor in the Financiar post for 15 July 1916 in which he
argued that thg regffiario
could not change an

agreement earlier concluded with private sector conpanies for the
development of power at Niagara nátfs, Christie argüed that such

a finding ran counter to British constitutional prãctice.
"In _other words it is simply and baldly contended
Sy navorl that a government of legislature in canada
has the power, by agreement with private interests,
irrevocably to bind itself and its successors to refrain
from the exercise of undoubtedly what could otherwise be
assumed as a governmental function and what indeed, by
reason of changing conditions, became a governmental
duty imposed by clear considerations of þubric poricy.
At Èhis time and stage in development of British
institutions and conceptions of state, such a case
merely needs to be stated to show its impossible
character. rt might as well be suggesteã that the
Government of Canada, through a clause in the Charter of
the canadian pacific nailway company, courd tie the
hancs of itself and its successois in such a way that
there could be no Government-owned or operated railway
in Canada."
Viewing parliamentary supremacy as an irrevocable facet of
British constitutionalism, Chiistie went on to assert that,
federar parlianent was supreme over those of the provinces the
in
those areas defined as its exclusive venue by the British North
America Act. What was more, he argued, 'a question prima facie
falling within one of the enumeratãa powers-of the pñvlnclãfGovernments may and frequentry does .:. have another aspect
touching the rerations betweeñ tr¡e Dominion and a forei!n
nation.'r When this occurred, Christie wrote, the federal concern
becane paramount.

"The real truth behind the form is that the
question is then in fact of vital concern to the
Dominion -- nothing more so -- however much it may seem
to the Provinciar officers a merely locar affair. That
being sor the spirit of the British uorth America act
as
wgll a? the- public interest would be best served by
admitting that the Doninion Government has a
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jurisdiction in the case
so f ar, it is truer rro
great crises of this sort have arisen;
possibry ir,.
matter. is a question of emphasis rather than añything
else; but from the view point of the future rel_ations
with foreign na-tions it is submitted that the
enphasis
should be in th'e direction here indicated and nol in
that of a blank non possumus. n
christiers views in the period are undeviatingly those of a
centralist and a nationalist and to imagine thal he would have
þ9utt willing to submerge canada's indivldual identity within an
"imperial federation" seems somewhat far-fetched
Likewise, Christie also was cognizant of the
posed by
thg proximity and economic, politicãl, and culturalthreat
power of theUnited States to the survival of the Canadian nation. In this
regard, Christie, in a memorandum he prepared for Borden in 1916,
foreshadowed some of the arguments made by more recent Canadian
nationalists. "Canada has to depend," he wrote,
nto a very rarge extenL upon American agencies for her
foreign and rmperial nebrs. rt may be putting
too
strongly to say that the Associated press, fõr itinstance
colours its cables, but it is certainly true to say that
in its serection of matter to be cabreã it is the
business of the A.P" to think of the American public and
there must often be, all unconsciousry perhaps, a
certain tendency to write and phrase wfrat is cabled with
an eye to its effect on the peculiar American pubric.
The result is, so far as canãda is concerned, that nuch
is omitted in which we would be greatry interested,
while what is included is written from a viewpoint in
which we are not heartily concerned. This has been
frequently noticeabl_e during the war....
In short, it may not be going too far to say that
policy of east and west qews is as vitalry important to a
the nation@it
of the ooñiniõn as the
poricy of '!east and west' trade; and a sinirar principle
would hold true for the whole British commonwealth."
For the above see pAC, MG 30 844, Christie papers, Reel C_3877,
p. 1841 , L.C. christie, Irfemorandum on "An Act Requesting the
PuPlic.-Development of I\Tater power in the vicinity- of
Fallsr" ont. stat., 6 George v, c. 20, l August rgro; Niãgara
pAc, MG 26
It, Borden papers, Reel C-4242 | pp. 27233-27234 | L.C. Chr istie,
Memorandum, 11 March 19r6; and,-rnia., Reel c-4369, pp. 8660696607t L.c. cltistie, A suggestiõñ--for the tmperiai ððnrerence,
10 January 1916.

29.) Robert Bothwerr, "Bureaucratic rmperialisil," op. cit.,

p. 59.

29.) Ibid., p.62.
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30. ) Christie indeed seem to have considered a quiet and behindthe-scenes role for Canada in Anglo-American affäirs; one which
would come into play in instances where canadars gr"åt",
experience in coping with American sensitivities ñigfrt smooth the
course of the North Atlantic relationship. Such *aõ the case in
9arlyto1915 when christie suggested to soiden that canada might
help
temper British press-criticism of the Anerican response
to Londonrs conduct of the economic side of the
war. 'A sãction
of the English pressrn Christie wrote,

"notably the Northcliffe papers, have taken very
provocative attitude over the American Note a
and põticy
in the matter of search and seizure, etc. It seems
foorhardy and not very nice business. rf anything is
calculated to cause trouble it is just such an
attitude. The Americans in a sãnse rike the Germans
are over truculent in foreign relations; they are
like the Germans a comparatively new member õr the
family and perhaps apt to be sensitive in thinking their
voice is not seriousry enough listened to. rt cannot
the slightest good to meet thern on their own lever; it do
might do vast harm. And we are most likery to retåin
our own serf-respect if we go ahead with our progranme
with as little talking as possible
our morãl óosition
wirl take care of itserf, ãnd in its own
good tiñe their
moral position will work out its own resuits.
r have broken loose at this length because r think
that canada might werr speak a remonðtrance to the
Engish papers referred to
\,/e understand the states
better and we are at least --equarly interested
in Èhe
matter...."
christiers suggestion in this instance seems wert within the
realm of feasibility and smacks not at aIl of the grandiose.
PAC, MG 30 E44t Christie papers, Vo1ume Z, Folder i, p. 1171, See
L.C. Christie to R.L. Borden, 26 January 1915.
31.) pAc, MG 30 F44t Christie papers, Volume 2, Folder 5, pp.
174r-1747, L.c. christie, Memoranãum ior the prime MinistårlJanuary,
I916.

32.) rbid.
33.
3

) rbid

4.)

3s.

IO].Cl .

) rbid.

36.) PAC, MG 30 E44t Christie papers, Volume 2, Folder 5, pp.
I726-L729, L.C. Christie, l.femorandum for the Prime i,linister, 27
January :-9L6.
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37.) PAC, MG 30 E.44t Christie papers, Volume Z, Folder S, pp.
174L-L747, L.C. Christie, Memorandum, January, 1916.
38.) lÞi4. rn making this suggestion to Borden, christie was
not urffiÇ- special coñsideratioñs for or concessions to the
united states; indeed, hê warned the prime Minister that the
Al1ies should steadfastly resist such a course of action.
"Nothing shourd be done, it is assumedr,' christie wrote,
"to make the Americans think they are to have sone sort
of voice, írresponsible but influentiar, in terms of
peace and the future generally. Nothing shoulcl be dcne
to pander to what see¡ns to be their appetite for dealing
in mere words that carry with them a very rudimentary
sense of responsibility.
Germany has taken this course
with them, and so far with success, but it wiII do no
good in the end. It probably would be dificult enough
to meet the case and at the same time guard us against
committing ourselves to vital concerns. It woul-d have
to be coupled with a clear intimation to the United
States that they must be prepared to confer, if at a1I,
only with,a complete sense of responsibility for the
result and its enforcement. They would have to
understand that tl:ey must accept some responsibility for
the preservation in the world of conditions under which
people can live securely and fuIly."
See PAC, MG 30 844, Christie Papers, Vo1ume 2, Folder 5, p. L727,
L.C. Christie, t{emorandum for the prime Minister, 27 January
1916 .

39.)
62.

Robert BothweII, 'rBureaucratic Imperialisfitr' op. cit. , p.

) rbid. , P. 53.
41.) rbid., p.56. After his return from Washington in early
Februaryt L9L6t Christie had the opportunity to repay Stirnson for
the information the latter had given him on American attitudes
toward the war. At stimson's request, christie forwarded hi;n
fron Ottawa information on the 'Australian Universal Military
Training Act" and the debate over conscription that had occurred
in the Australian parliament. Christie's receptivity to
Stimsonrs request probably helped to solirlify for Canada a f airly
high leve1 channel of information with the foreign policy
community in the United States
a char:nel which became possible
in the Íirst place because of Christiers professional ancl
personal relationships with Stimson. For the correspondence on
this rnatter see yale university LibrãEy, H.L. stimsoñ papers, Box
54, L.C. Christie to H.L. Stimson, 4 February t9I6; H.L Stimson
to L.C. Christie, 7 February 1916r H.L. Stimson to L.C. Christie,
2l February I916; L.C. Christie to H.L. Stimson, 24 February
1916; and, H.L. Stimson to L.C. Christie, 26 February 1916
40.
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42.) Gaddis Smith, "Canadian External Affairs During World
Oner" op. cit.r pp. 50-51

War

43-) rn several letters to Felix Frankfurter and oliver wendell
, Jt. early in
Christie indicated that he had, at
times, been aggrávated1915,
by President wilion is puulic--asserå.ions
that the war had nothing to do with the uniteã States but added
that he "knew" that theie was a difference between what the
president p-ubli"ry_said, for poritical purposes,
and what he
personally believed. 'r suppóse you heãr -from peopler"
christie
Holmes

wrote,

"about what the U.S. should or should not do. My
silence
if you have thought about it at all
not been dishonest. r have heard from people that the
Administration has not inspired great slmpätrry. r do
not know clearly what else they ðould nãvè doñe. r know
enough of the States I think tð understand some forces
that' are at work and are making for the Administration
an enormously difficult task; Í think I understand the
Head of the Administration @vifsor! well enough to weigh
what he has said at times -J to take him persónalIy inÉö
, consideration T-or instance when he speaks of 'a war with
which T¡Je have nothing to do, whose causes cannot touch
us'... and discount that by looking at the fact that you
have_something to do with the war
are profoundly
moved by it
are human like the rest of us
have
givenr so many of you, such sprendid voice to what
in it
has moved you . . .. "
rn March, christie wrote to Justice Holmes in the same vein.
"And will you let me wish your country well in the
perprexities that are being thrust on it. rt seems an
utterly thankless business being in your predicament.
Heaven knows you must be anxious enough to find the
right thing to do and sây, and yet we all of usr who are
professing that Ì¡ire are so devoted to the right thing
that no sacrifice is enough for it, seem to have no
patience with your anxiety for it. rt seems you have to
be for us and nothing else. Well I can only wish you
well and hope that if we are to learn anything from it
all, you too may I do not see how one friend could
dare say more to another and I think what. more has been
said in some quarters will be regretted.. ". And I do
know that the private voice of your country
has said
that you may have something to do with it,. I have faith
that you will make a good guess at the v,¡ay out."
See Library of Congress, Frankfurter Papers, Container 43,
L.c.christie to Felix Frankfurter, 22 February and Harvard Law
School Library, Oliver Wendell Ho1mes, Jr. papers, Box 4I, File
L2, L.C. Christie to O.vü. Holmes I Jr., 6 March 1915.
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44.) Gaddis Smith, "Canadian External Affa irs During Vüorld
Oner" op. cit., p.51"

War

45-) PAc, MG 26 H, Borden papers, volume 23L-232t pt. 2, File
2037 (2) (A) pp_. r29499-r29s05, L.c. chrisrie, uåmã on rhe
Panama Cana1' Tol1s , 12 June 1913
"
46.) rbid.
47.) Robert Bothwell, "Bureaucratic r1perialisflr," op. cit., pp.
59-61" rn what should have Þ."? a goldãn opportuniÇ
tõliüe'fuIl vent to the "criteria" professór eothw-eir describesr"
Christie v\tas curiouslY muted and instead chose to let the deed he
w3s writing of speak Ïor itself.
rn sir Robert Bordeni"-pãpãi"-there is an item dated 28 December 1916
that is entitled "piess
Release" and which apparently- was prepared by christie, although
his name is nowhere óñ it. ihe piäce-discusèes the sinni;g ãithe Lusitania and the German reaðtion to it in an u.rãurstated but
quite effective fashion.
"A replica of the iron coin or medar struck
distributed in Germany to commemorate the sinkingandof the
Lusitania has been reõeived in ott.av,ra. rn spit,e of the
strenuous care taken to prevent any of these- infamous
medars leaving Germany oñe at rast recently reached
England and a private committee was formed
manufacture and distribute exact repricas. toAny
profits
resulting from the sare will be hanãed to the *Reä cross.
The medal has been struck in Germany with the
object of keeping alive in German hearts the
recollection of the glorious achievement of the German
Xpyy in deliberately_dqqtroying an unarmed passenger
ship, together with- rrl9B nõn-õombatants, men¡ wornên¡
and children.
On the obverse, under Lhe legend "No Contraband"
(Keine Bannware), there is a representation
the
Lusitania sinking. The designei has put in of
guns and
aeroplanes, which (as vüas certified by united states
Government officials after inspect.ionj the Lusitania did
not carry, but has conveniently omitted to put in the
women and children, which the world knows she did carry.
On the reverse, under the legend "Business above
all" (Geschaft uber Al1es), the figure of death sits at
tlle booking offices of the Cunard Line and gives out
tickets to passengers who refuse t,o attend lrre warning
against submarines given by a German. The picture
apparently seeks to propound the theory that if a
murderer warns his victims of his intention, the guilt
of the crime will rest with the victim, not with tf,e
murderer.
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The Lqsitania, it will be recalled, was sunk on Ìvtay
5th, rgf Sl- a-Eypiòal comment in cerman ne!üspapers $ras
that in the Kolniqche volkszeitung of May rolrrl 1915,
which said "
ntemplate the latest
deed of our Navy. n
lrlhen christie fails to give furl rein to his "moralistic
criteria" in the foregoing example, pêrhaps it was because his
view was a bit more comprex thañ proiessor Bothwell has
suggested. see PAc, MG 26 H, Borden papers, Reel c-4230, p.
15187, (L.c. christie?) r press Release , 28 December 1916.

48-) L-c. christie to o.w. Holmes, Jt,6 March 1915, op. cit.
49.) Library of Congress, Frankfurter Papers, Container 43, L.c.
Christie to Felix Frankfurter, 10 September L9L4. fn a letter to
Frankfurter, christiers fiancee arso testified to his intense
dissatisfaction with being teft behind. "It has been disturbing
Loring deeply," Jane Armstrong wrote, "to think that he stays
while others got and r know in many ways
it is harder for him t,o
remain here, but r begin to hope he is less troubled now. To
those rvho know and appreciate his work, his duty is very plain
and r berieve he feels that himserf now and is óomfcrteã.n s"e
rbid., Jane Armstrong to Ferix Frankfu::ter, 15 Novemeber r914.
50.) rbid., L.c. christie to Felix Frankfurter, 3 May 19r5.
5r.) rbid., L.c. christie to Felix Frankfurter, 6 November
1916. christie's personal torment was no doubt sharpene,c by the
death of his wife's brother in France in the farl of 19L6. see
IÞ1d.

52.) rbid., L.C. Christie to Felix
s3.

)

1915 .

Frankf urter, 3 tlay I915.

rbid. , L.C. Christie to Felix Frankfurter, 21 oecember

) rbid.
55. ) Ibid. , L.C. Christie to Felix Frankfurter, 10 April I9f6.
54.

56.) rbid., L.c. christie to Fel-ix Frankfurter, 22 February
1915. Shortly after writing this letterr Christie told MaErath
that the Commonwealth would not develop as the result of
employing political theory, but, rather, for the commomwealth
"the price of progress and liberty ancl peaceful decent livinE
to put our aims no higher
is sacrifice." Christie wrote that
"unless somehow with these things in our hearts we can come
together willing to make the mutual sacrifices and surrenders
needed for the greater end
unress somehow we can find such
strength the futue holds nothing but ever growing frictions,
conflicting necessities, and estranging sympathies ending all to
surely in disillusionment and separation." see L.c. christie to
C.A. Magrath, l March I915r op. _gil-.
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57 .)
rn this regard r_ professor Lower has written,
particularly how he @rrristie] impressed me as being"f atremember
in
the great world. He ãight be Mr. Meighen's subordiñate,home
but
his
letters to him began-'My Dear ueighen.' 'This fel1ow Roosevelt,
he once said to me, 'has been back-seat driving
arl ò,r",
world.r This quality of independent, objectivã appraisal,the
without respect_to personar mãgnitudes, $ras one ot-nis *rjo,
traits. rt, and the crear-sigñtea, wide-ranging *otid view which
it informed, was seldom found in canada in trrosã days." see
A.R.M. r'ol^/er'_'lf,o5ing Christie and the Genesis of the Washington
Conference, lg2L-I922, op. cit.r pp. 4O-4I.
r
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chapter rrr,

gf thg wurti*" ooportrnitr,
Tuki?g,Adrgntugu
Acquiring
Internation

Colonel C.P. Stacey has written that a major theme of Loring
christiers life and career involved a "struggle to find some

institutional solution for the Canadian dilemma" of iIl-defined
nationality
that is, to find some means through which canada
could clearIy, and in precise legal terms, define her status as
an independent international entity.l
Although Christie placed
great stock on the need to formally revise the Anglo-canadian
constitutional relationship, his efforts are misunderstood if
they are seen as a one-dimensional quest toward a single,
culminating act, such as the "formar act of separation" or
"constitutional convention or conference" mentioned by ColoneI
Stacey'2 Christie did not believe that constitutional change in
itself was enough Lo provide Canada with unique international
status. Gradual increases in the countryrs diplomatic
representation abroad and active participation in international
organizations were, for example, indispensable, status-enhancing
complements to constitutional change. coronel stacey's
identification of the legalistic nature of Christiers approach to
resolving the "canadian dilemma" is accurate, but it is only one
aspect of his approach to the problem. christie's "struggler" in
other words, was indeed a striving toward a well-defined Iegal
solution to the problem of status, but it was also a process of
working with the world as it was and trying to move canada along
a path that had, of necessity, to be largely of its own making.
During the period between t9l7 and Arthur Meighen,s
7T

assumption of the prime ministership on 10 July Lg20, christie
worked toward gaining recognition for canadian sovereignty by

seeking roles for canada which provided the highest possible
level of international exposure and which \¡Jere emblematic of

a

nation responsible for the conduct of its own external- affairs.
rn this on-going effort, international organizations were of
crucial importance. Three of these organizations were
particularly usefut to Christie's plans for advancing Canada,s
national interests. First, Christie sought to achieve enhanced
autonomy for Canada within the imperial framework. progress in
this direction wourd be marked most clearly by the formalization
under the auspices of an imperial constitutional conference
of the constitutional advances recognized by Resolution rX of the
Imperial Vfar Conference of l-gl-7. Second, Christie believed that
in the immediate postwar years the League of Nations coul-d
provide Canada with a much-needed international arena in which to
undertake its first external activities outside of the imperial
context. Third, and perhaps most important, christie sought to
establish for Canada a diplomatic relationship with the United
states. such a relationship with the Americans, he believed,
would give ottawa a bigger rore in the imperiar system -- i.e.,
as an interlocuter between London and vüashington and, at the
same time, would gain international recognition for canadars
autonomy and allow Ott,awa to secure unfettered control over its
most extensive and important set of bilateral relations. As wilI
be seen, Christie's program \¡¡as an innovative ef fort designed to
enhance and institutionalize Canadars status âsr in the words of
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one of his more famous memorandums, an "international person.',3

Groo.d" fot As""rting stutu"t Militury Effott and Legal precedent
The question of Canadars status within the imperial system
I^Ias' of course, the matter of most immediate concern to Christie
in this period because it, vras within the framework of the Empire

that canada would have to estabrish its unique international
identity before it courd make any claim on t.he attention and
respect of the other nations of the world. He believed that one
of the major vrays in which Canada could carve out this enhanced
status within the Empire was by making an immense military
contr ibution to the Allied I4rar ef fort. Dur ing the conscr iption
election in December, rgr7, for example, christie argued that a
victory for the unionist Party would once and for all insure the
continuation of canada's massive military role in the \¡Jar and
thereby help to validate its claim to a distinct international
identity. Christie sa\¡¡ the election of L}LT as a conscious move
toward nationar maturity, one that, even though it threatened
French-English unity in canada, was necessary because "principres
were more vital than unity" and only full national support on
"the supreme, fundamental issue of conscription" would permit the
government to follow "the just national ideal and duty of active,
vigorous prosecution of the rnlar."4
ïn support of the unionist positionr christie apparently
wrote an editorial essay -- which rtras published unsigned in the
Montreal Gazette -- just.ifying the resort to conscription. The
article $ras a blunt assertion that to oppose the sending of
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forces, and the establishment of the system of conscription that
was necessary to maintain them, $tas to deny Canadian nationality
and to reject the vision of the Canadian nation with which
"the
fathers of confederation framed our constitution. "
rn esserrcer of course, the canadian who advances the
contention {_th3! the Government cannot send
troops-;br";Ð is
engaged in- nothing less than the degradation of ãur national
status- vühatever designs he might ñave for
futurã, frlJaction at presenL constitutes a shameful andthe
undignified
abasement. The real effect of the contention is to relegate
canada to the mere status of a subordinate colony t ot
dependent possession having no individuality;-n"'wilr
or
povJer apart from that of its master or owner r flo national
consciousness, no concern with the outside wórrdr rro
reponsibility, and consequently having neither råu"on for
self-respect nor claim to the iespect-of others.
canada is not a colony; she is mistress of her o$¡n
destiny._ canada is not a þossession; the canadian people
and
no one else are the owners-of canada, with all the þowers of
disposition which that conception involves. canada has a
separate individuality, a will and a povier of her ov¿n,
respecting national consciousness ár1 manifested in aa self
determination _to recognize and shoulder her r"=f"n"ibi1ity in
the affairs of the world as a member of tbe family of nations
that constitute the British Commonwealth.5
In addition to the part played by the Canadian forces in the
overall Imperial vüar effort and their resulting contribution to
Canadars evolving international status, Christie saw Canada's war
effort as an opportunity to wrest some degree of miltary control
away from Britain and to begin building a military organization
oriented toward the defense requirements of canada. christie
felt that the naval service was a particurar case in point and
argued that wartime experiences had demonstrated the necessity of
estabrishing a more uniquery canadian navy. "rt is a striking
factr" Christie wrote just before the end of the \¡¡ar,
that throughout the whole discussion of the question of a
canadian coastal patrol there is nothing to s-how that the
naval staff in ottawa ever once had a policy or opinion.
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whenever anything serious \¡¡as afoot the opinion of the
Admiralty was sought and followed; and it seems never to have

occurred to the naval staff here to subject the Admiralty
opinion to any test or examination. This in turn lends
significance to two other impressions that stand out from the
correspondence: (1.) that successive senior naval officers
stationed by the Admiralty at Halifax seemed always to be in
advance of the Admiralty opinion as to the measures necessary
for our locaI defense, and (2.) that the Admiralty
consistently discouraged every impulse on the part of the
Canadian Government to undertake here the conslruction of
naval craft, such as light cruisers, destroyers, and
submarines, for use in either Canadian waters or elsewhere.6
Christie went on to say that Canadars naval service vrras in need
of a "radical reorganization" which should be aimed at
establishing in ottawa "a naval staff of the most capable and
experienced naval men available" so that the "Government should
have immediate access to naval advisers in whom it may feel
confidence." For Christie, the British Admiralty r¡¡as simply "too
far a\"Jay from the canadian Government" and therefore it was
incumbenL upon ottawa to "fortify the policy of a distinctive
Canadian Navy. "7

In sum, Canada's military involvement in the Great Vfar Þras
for Christie an indispensable component of its development toward
sovere ignLy. In the first instance, the sheer size and cost of
the contribution forced the directors of British policy, however
reluctantly, to afford ottawars views some notice within their
deliberations. secondly, the experience of raising, equipping,
training, and maintaining canadars armed forces at home and
abroad provided the occasion for the creation of a bureaucratic
organization and expertise aimed directly at dealing with foreign
nations that had not existed in Canada before the \4rar.8 Fot
christie, the military effort was an essentiar prerequisite
an
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anteing up, as it h/ere to get ottawa to the diplomatic tables
at London, and eventually to those at the postwar peace
conference, where additional recognition of canada's unique
international status might be obtained.
rf a massive military contribution paved the way for the
recognition of Canadafs unique international statusr Christie did
not believe that it was enough, in and of itself, to resol-ve the
question of status in its favor permanently. During the l91z1920 periodr christie appears to have seen his job as Legar
Adviser as being one which complemented Canadats \^¡ar effort in a
two-fold manner First, it, was up to him to draft a strong legal
brief establishing the possibility and desirability of developing
canada's national status within the imperial system upon which
Prime Minister Borden could base his firm but sometimes vague
notions in that direction. second, after creating this legaI
justification for his superiors, it was incumbent on him to

assist

and sometimes to lead and/or push

them to make the

potential an actuality by participating in international
affairs and institutions at the highest leveI and to the most
effective extent possible. In the period between 1917 and Ig2O
christie concentrated on making canada's presence fert and
1ega1

recognized in the proceedings of the fmperial War Conference, the
Imperial War Cabinet, the British Empire Delegation to the paris
Peace conference, and

the League of Nations. He also pushed
rerentlessly after the war for the establishment of formal
diplomatic relations with the United States.
underlying christiers basic IegaI argument in favor of
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status was his belief Èhat by the time the Great t{ar began Canada
already had developed all of the attributes of a sovereign state,
but that they remained latent because ottawa had never chosen to
assert them. rn his opinion, all that remained to be done to
rnake these latent properties real was to exercise that right of
legation by sending a canadian diplomatic envoy to a foreign
power. christie maintained that much of canada,s problen in
regard to having its unique internationar status recognized
resulted from the arcane definitions of Èhe word "sovereign" that
had been formulated by the various authorities on international
law. He argued that despite these complex definitions there was
nno magic in the word sovereign or, if there is, there is no
inherent reason why a portion of the wand may not be waved over
Canada if such a proceeding would help to save the
propr ieties. " 9 Leaving the formalities aside, Chr istie said
that, in essence, sovereignty was canadars for the taking.
As Gn" international law scholar L.F.LJ oppenheim
says r orl the point whether part-Sovereign memõer-Staies of a
Federal State have the right of Legation, "It is the
constitution of the Federal state which regulates the
point-" The British commonwearth may not accuratery
be
describec as a "Federar state"; though indeed in some
respects it seems to be approaching more closely to
oppenheim's descripticn of what he calls "confeãerated
states", that is, a rinking of a number of furl-sovereign
States for the maintenance of their external and internáI
independence an analogy, be it noted, which makes the case
for the right of Legation on the part of the member states
even stronger. But in any case it is unnecessary to settre
exactry what the British co¡nmonwealth is; the stãtus of the
members of it and the question as to their right of legation
is purely a matter of internal arrangements among
themselves. rt is enough to say that there is aËundant
precedent
and that Ëf,ere is no objection on the ground of
international legaI principle to the iecognition of Canada as
having !h" right of legation. This wourd doubtless implyr âs
oppenheim suggests, that canada has become, "in some respects
a sovereign stater" and by this he presumabry means what he
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cal1s a "part-sovereign State.'l
Clearly, "if we look at the maÈter as it real1y stands",
under British constitutional law or convention, canãda has
grown beyond the status of a Colonial State as Oppenheim
defines it. Today the Governor does not have thè-veto, nor
is it true constitutionally as to canada that "theEiliament
of the mother-country could withdraw self-government from its
Colonial StaLes and legislate directly for them. " The
Dominion in reality quite satisfies the tests for a partial
character of International Person: and she would assume the
outward form of such an rnternational person by the act on
her part of sending a diplomatic envoy to a foreign State.
As already seen there is no international question involved
in the decision whether Canada should assume such a status;
it is purely a matter of constitutional development within
the British Commonwealth. It is not until Canada takes such
a step that rnternational Law is concerned with her; once she
has taken it she becomes a part-Sovereign State and an
fnternationar person for some purposes. There would be no
precedent in International Law for dealing with
åSiTrBt

christie believed that Resolution rx of the rmperial war
Conference of I9I7 had given the Dominionsr autonomy sufficient
recognition
at least until a formal constitutional conference
could be covened to codify wartime developments and that the
necessary "act" mentioned in his above exposition on the right of
legation was fulfil1ed, in part, by Canada's participaÈion in the
Paris Peace conferen.u.ll rn a long memorandum for Borden,
Christie reiterated his belief that for "a good many years Canada
has been in a position, should the occasion warrant it or should
she so desire, to affirn herself definitely as an internat ional
person or entity.n12 He noted that before the war Canada had not
been lacking inrrdirect international relat.ionships" but that
they had been mosLly economic in nature and their "political or
constitutional implications had not been expressly defined."13
Canadats participation in the Paris Peace Conference, however,
was not an act,ivity that vras similarly lacking in specifc
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implications and import,ance. "The settlement of the results of
the r¡¡ar r " Chr istie wrote,
provided the first occasion on which Canada became conscious
that she r¡ras directly and vitally concerned in a world
political conference. The occasion
was met and canada
through her representatives has definitely declared
herself
as in some degree an international person. Representatives
of the Canadian Government sat at t-he peace taËle with those
of other countries; they presented their fuIl pã*"rs and
signed in the_sa1e vùay; cãnada becomes member of the League
of Nations and the rnternational Labouraorganization
on the
same footing as the others. rn all this the Dominion has
appeared directly, in person not through another, in
everything that met the êyê, in the meÉhod in which
appeared and entered into relationships, contractualthey
or
otherwise, in f act in all their f unct-ioning, the canadian
representatives were nearly indistinguisfraËie from the other
international representatives present. All of this is
unmistakabre evidençç of a new position in the worrd
definitely assumed.'*
rn sum, then, by the conclusion of the paris peace conference,
christie was arguing that canada was well on the way to
establishing itself as an autonomous member of the international
communitylS and he was eager to push that process to completion
as quickly as prudence permÍtted.
tin Out I rial Relations: The Case for a Postwar
Constitutional Conference
Christie continued to envision Canada as part of the Empire,
indeed as an integral part of the imperial system, but there is
virtually no indication, outside of his sporadic sentimental and
moral izing moments, t.hat he pictured the Canadian role as
anything even remotely resembling participation in an imperial
federation. Quite to the contraryr Christie's attitudes toward
Canadars participation in the League of Nations and the conduct
of its bilateral relat,ions with the united states seem to
Sor
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indicate that his thinking was directed much more toward
strengthening the individual identity of the Canadian nation
rather than toward the federation of the Empire. Christie wrote
of the Empire and Canada's place in it as a process of national
development whereby the new constitutional relationships between
Britain and the Dominions -- together with the distinct

international status of each Dominion -- that had emerged as a
consequence of the war would be defined and made intelligible
to
the world.
vthat this ltr," new status of canada and the
Dominions.after earifl will ultimately mean in itsother
to the Brit.ish commonwealth ries in the realm of relation
speculation. But as it stands at present the British
Commonwealth has clearly become betore the world something
different from what it was. For our own purposes v¡e had
regarded ourselves as made up of distinct poiitical
but $re had not made that crear in our relations with units;
others. Now we have done so; the Dominions have asserted a
sovereign status of some sort and for some purposes
entered tl,ç Family of Nations. There !,lere at Þaris, have
and will
be, anomalies; but the history of international law and
custom is itself full of anomalies; it is also not without
materiar for guidance in considering what may
be done with
such an International Personr or coirbination of Tnternational
Persons, however unprecedentedr âs the Brit.ish Commonwealth
has now delilitely iesolved itserf into
The deveropment
has proceeded in the direction contemplated by the nesolütion
on the constitution of .the Empire_ftrrãt is, Resolution rÐ
agreed to by the rmperial war-confe?ence, LTLT, it remai¡G
for the special Imperial Conference contemplated therein to
deal with whatever further readjustments of the
constitutiôna1 relationships of the Empire are necessary; and
to suggest "effective arrangements for continuous
consultation in all important matters of common rmperial
concern, and for such necessary concerted action, iounded on
consultationr âs the several Governments may determine.',16
The Resolution to which christie referred was the most

important formal development in imperial affairs t,hat had
occurred during the \^¡ar years. Resolution IX of the fmperial I{ar
conference of r9r7 bore witness to the conferees judgment
BO

that the adjustment of the constitutional relations of the
parts of the nmpire is too important and intricate
a subject to deal with during the war, ãnd that it should
form the subject of a speciar rmperial conference to be
summoned as soon as possible after the cessation of
hostilities.
component

They deem it their duty, however, Èo place on record
their view Èhat any such reãa3ustment-whilã preserving all
existing po\¡rers of self-government and compl-ete control of
domestic affairs, should be based upon a fuff recognition of
the Dominions as autonomous nations of the British
Commonwealth, and India as an important portion of the same,
should recognize the right of thã Dominiãns and India to an
adequate voice in foreign policy and foreign relations, and
should provide effective arrangements for õontinuous
consultation in all important matters of common rmperial
concern' and for such necessary concerted action, founded on
consultationr âs the several Governments may determine.r/
As has been noted, Christie considered that the autonomy of
the Dominions had been a given even before Resolution rx was
issued, but he wasi certainly pleased to have it reaffirmed
formarly by the rmperial conference. The more important part of
the resolution for Christie was its recognition of the need for
an inperial constitutional conference. such a conference,
Christie thought' was needed to institutionalize the developments
that had occurred in the imperial system during the war and to
formulate methods and perhaps a minimal amount of machinery to
facilitate "continuous consultation in all important matters of
common Imperial concern . .. . " Christie had long seen t.he
desirability of such a conference but also had thought that
wartime exigencies precluded its meeting during the conflict.
"rt would be equally absurd to suggestr" he had written with
Eustace Percy in 1915,
that in this time of abnormal strain the IÍnperial Conference
should meet to discuss any of the larger prób1ems of rmperial
partnership, such as naval co-operation or the contror of
foreign affairs, or a change in the constitutional relations
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or machinery. It is quite true that the circumstances of the
war have thrown new light upon the Imperial si/sten as it
stands; and probabry the consciousness of this fact is
responsible for the idea, put forward here and there, that
the rmperial conference shõurd make haste
to take the
experience of war to-heart. welr meant as the suggestion may
be, it, is clearly a mistaken one. whether our *uõñinery be
perfect or not, it is at present set
at racinE speed. Ît
will be time enough torgverhaul it when the sÉrai.,
is relaxed
and peace is attained.rö
In Christie's view the war had provided what probably would
be an opportunity of only brief duration for codifying and
institutionalízing the constitutional changes that had occurred
both before and during the war. He felt that the war had created
an atmosphere in which the Dominions because of their massive
commitments to the Empirers hrar effort
and Great Britain
because of its dire need for the men, money, and materials the
Dominions were providing
vüere both focused on imperial
concerns and had shunted aside, ât reast for the moment, matters
of a purely rocal or national concern. For christie the
momentary absence of narrowly focused concerns in Britain and the
Doninions was the key to insuring that the wartime developnents
in the Dominions' status and in imperial relaLions generally were
made permanent by integrating them into the constitution.
To dc
this, however, speed was of the essence once the war was over.
Christie feared that the end of hostilities would etiminate the
sense of danger and urgency
and with it. the receptivity toward
suggestions and plans for imperial co-operation and united action
that had been generated by t,he demands of the war and thatr âs
a consequence, Britain and the Oominions would ]apse back into a
near-exclusive focus on the 10ca1 interests that had
characterízed the prewar u.u.19 "During the war there .$Jas plenty
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of actual immediate businessr" Christie wrote to George Wrong in
late 1919.
These vtrere matters for the executive branch of the dif ferent
Governments g.f thg Empire; responsibility was continuo,rsiy
pressing on the ministers; the nece""iiy'f"i-:ãi"t
action v¿as
easily app¿rent. so that once the respónsiblã r,eáas
governmenfl got together in person agreement v¡as easy;Éiand
since they were the responsinfe headã action fàttowe¿ as a
matter of course.
r wonder whether in peace anything
this wirl
obtain- There certainly wirr be ioreiln like
uusinãsã and there
ought to be more economic business. r have a feelirg,
though, that.people arg going to be recklessry abçqr6ed in
domestic business and impatient of anything
.20-'--"i="
Christiefs foreboding turned out to be well placed and after
the Armistice locar affairs again began to predominate in the
united Kingdom and the Dominions. Even as early as the paris
Peace conference christie felt that the members of the Empire
were being "swept on by currents" that, they díd not really
control and !úere "inevitably converging on that what? Haven or
a sunken reef?,'21 Christie said that he himself r^/as not sure of
the destination but
after the tumultuous years of "the peace
conference and the (tnternationall Labour conference and the
Yankee mess @mericars fairure to join the r,eagufl,, -- he r^/as
sure that the Empire needed some order imposed upon it Èhrough
the codif ication of Lhe changes wrought by the Ì^rar and its
af termath.22

"!{e11, I am surer than ever ... r', he told philip

Kerr,

that werve got to tie the British Empire together as tíghtly
as $/e can. There has been enough talk in tñe Dominions-aboùt
their status etc.
r don't meán it wasnrt necessaryi it
probably.waç; but it has served its purpose, and it'; noht
time to begin thinking rike human neingã, who live in a worrd
where povrer and prgstige stirl count, -rtrs canada,s only
escape from the unlovely miasma that,s drifting up from lhe
south.

23
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Although christie continued to view a constitutional
conference as being essentiar to the longterm werfare of the
Empire throughout the L9'L7-LgzO period, he realized that interest

in the project was waning in boLh Britain and the Doninions.
Despite the obvious need for such a conference, he wrote to his
friend George tsrebner in the office of Lhe South African prime
minister that the pacific Dominions seemed particurarly
uninterested. 'tBut neither oominionr" he noted,
seemed to have much interest at all in the constitutional
question on the problem of our status; the New Zealand debate
consumed part of an afternoon and evening without any copies
of the fvérsaitreqJ rreary being avaitabíe, wniie in
Australia the discussion centered arcund the pacific
islandsand the craim tlat @,ustralian prime Minister] nr. F.ri
Hughes had saved his-country by incorpoçatinflin the peace
Treaty the policy of "Inlhite Austral ía."¿4
christie slowIy came to resign himself to the rearity that no
early conference was possibte. He never abandoned his belief,
however, that it $¡as, in the long run, the onry way in which to
insure the survival of the imperial system. "r gather there is
no rikelihood that the conference can come this year froz{f , "
christie concluded. nBut ilrn af raid we'rr get recklessry
absorbed in domestic affairs as to become more and more impatient
of anything else, and rrd like to see something doing to keep the
subject a1ive.',25
christie believed that the Empire courd be made into a
ef f ective international organi zation and considered a coo,oerat,ive
and consurtative imperiar foreign poricy a realizable goal, but
onry after a constitutional conference had statutorily
regularized the de facto constitutional changes that had occurred
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during the \¡¡ar. He vüas not, howeverr prepared to see canada sit
by idly and wait for such a convention Lo convene and do its
work. Participation in the affairs and the subsidiary
organizations of the League of Nations and completing the
formalization of diplomatic relations with the United States
presented canada with other opportunities to buird upon and
enhance its wartime gains in status by further developing its
international- personality -- in the eyes of Canadians as we1l as
those of the world generally
and Christie was eager for ottawa
to take up the challenge. By the t,ime he agaín considered the
plausibility of a constitutionar conference in the period
preceding the rmperial conference of Lg2r
the opportunity for
codifying wartime changes \^¡as fast slipping away and Canada !ìras,
in christie's view, developing with increasing rapidity away from
an imperial future in terms of both national self-consciousness
and the dictates of its national interests.
Seizi

ortunily:

the Leaque of NatÍons
christie had few illusions about the League of Nations.
rndeed, he probably varued it more as a forum in which canada
could strive for international recognition of its sLatus as a
nation, than as an organization likery to impose order and
stability on a chaotic worrd. rn the LgLT-Lg2o period, christie
viewed Canadars membership in the League as a complement rather
than as an alternative to its association with the British
Empire. As has been notedr Christie quickly became frustrated
with the unwillingness of Britain and the Dominions to regularize
Canada and
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their constitutional relationships and, while he h,as not yet
ready to judge the postwar imperial syst,em unworkable, he clearly
responded to the Empirers inaction in this regard by beginning to
cast about for other, more effective means through which Canadars
international personality could be expressed. rn this light, he
believed that the League presented Ottawa with an opportunity to
get in on the ground floor of a new international organization
that
unlike the Enpire did not appear to be hamstrung by
hoary tradition, unvüritten agreements, and dated attitudes. The
League, in other words, offered Canada a chance to demonstate its
individuality to the satisfaction of many of the worldrs nations
and Christie recommended that the opportunity be exploited ful1y.
For Christie, the League of Nations was created quite simply
because it was a political necessity to do so. "The principal
Al1ied Governments have pledged themselves to itr" he wrote¡ "and
moreover, in view of public opinion in Europe it is inconceivable
as a matter of practícar politics that the Arlied statesman
should come out of the peace conference without a League of
Nations in their portforio".',26 From its inception, therefore,
christie appears to have seen the League sorely as a political
instrument that was not a supra-national organization for
enforcing the Versailles settlement through coercion, but rather
was a method of diplomacy by conference designed "to prevent, or
rather to diminish, the occasions for r¡¿ar. ..."2'7 He belíeved
that the League should dívide the international problems with
which it was concerned into two categories, justiciable and nonjusticiable. The justiciable matters were a "minor matter for
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which provision already exists in the shape of the Hague Tribunal
and the now large number of arbitration treaties." Christie felt

that all of these organizations should be placed under the
control of the League and should be made to follow some of the
patterns and policies
such as physically visiting the sites of
various disputes
estabrished by the rnternational Joint
Commission in North Ameri...28
The otherr or non-justiciable, category of disputes Christie
believed should be addressed and settred by the council, the
Leaguers main body. He argued that this group should be composed
of "the Prime Ministers of the Member states or their fulry
empowered delegates." He felt. that in the organizing of the
League this provision -- together with one requiring all League
decisions to be unanimous !üas the "most vitar point of all"
and that without it "there can be no successful League of
Nations." Christie believed that the experiences of the Supreme
I¡lar Council and the Imperial War Cabinet during the late vùar had
proven that only the heads of government could handre the nonjusticiable matters effectively.29 with the fulr participation
of these responsible political leaders, christie argued, the
members of the League should agree "to go to war with any state
who refused to adnit a dispute to the investigation of the League
in either of its branches fju=ticíabre of non-justiciaur$ " but
that there should be no agreement to enforce an award or report
of the League by resort to warlike *"r"uru".30
For Christie then, the League of Nations was an experiment
in conference diplomacy that grew out of the wartime experiences
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of the Allied governments and the governments of the Empire. He
I^7as convinced that no such approach to international relations
could work effectively unless the responsible, elected heads of
government or their representatives were directly and
continuously involved. rn this respect, he saw great
similarities between the League and the Empire in that both
required continuous consultation among the members at the highest
poriLical levels in order to insure their viability and
survival" In this vein, Christie wrote that although the League
had been designed to prevent wars "it can be scarcely said that
that object is fu1filled by a machine that is only set in motion
after the occasion has actually arisen or begun to arise.,'
continuous consultation
"a definite agreement that the body
should automatically convene at stated periods,, -- and the
involvement of political leaders accountable to their electorates
IÀtere for Christie essential to the success and survival of both
the League and the Empire.3l There was no magic involved in the
League, it was only a highry visible politicar experiment that
might or might not function better than pre!üar international
politicar organizations and arrangement,s.32 ',The League of
Nations can only be understoodr', Christie wrote,
by keeping steadily in mind its distinctly political
character. That is realIy the first and inãispensable
condition for understanding. The Covenant is nothing if not
almost purely the embodiment of a poritical arrangement. rt
is almost excrusively.concerned with
of a highly
political character; its organs will matters
always be compoãed-of
men gf political status
the responsible political members
of the League; its meaning and opeiation wiil be determined
by these mel according to the way in which public opinion at
any given time moves them. rt rests on pub-lic opinion.
will operate as a political not a judiciãr instrüment. Nort
rigid clear cut groove can be predlcted. rf public opinion
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is apprehensive about the coveg4nt this means that public
opinion fears its own motives."
Because the League was in essence a political experiment, it
\¡¡as a good arena for canada to attempt to further develop its
international identity. christie saw a logical progression in
the development of Canadars international status from its growth
within the imperial system before and during the r¡¡ar, to its
attendance at the Paris Peace conference and signature of the
versailles Treaty, and, fina11y, to fuI1 membership in the League
of Nations. Because of this pattern of development, Christie,
when a question arose in the late summer of 1919 as to whether
Canada and the other Dominions could sit on the Council of the
League, saw no need to construct a technical argument grounded in
international Iaw to defend the Dominions' rights in this
regard. He felt that a simpre review of recent events would
serve to show that Canada and the other Dominions had achieved an
unquestionable right to membership based upon the series of
polit,ical decisions and events in which they had played a fulI
part in their ovün right. For christie separate status at the
Paris Peace Conference necessarily entitled Canada to a separate
status in the League and therefore erigibility to sit on the
Counc i

1.

Certainly there could have been no delusions. The
organization õf the League hras obviously closely modeled on
that of the Paris Conference.... Now the Dominions had been
admitted to the Peace Conference separately on the same terms
as smaller Powers. This meant that they appeared in the
Plenary Sessions as a matter of course, and in the Council of
Ten when questions affecting them arose. Of course there
could be no recession from that position when it came to the
organization of the League. So from the outset no one from
the League of Nations Commission or elsewhere ever questioned
that the DominÍons should be in the Assembly always and in
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the council of the League whenever their interests were
specially affected. Then a new factor was grafted on to the
council, something that was hoped to improve the concil of
Ten method. The snaI1 Powers were to be given a ,oermanent
voice in the Council of the League. Four of them hrere to be
serected by the Asseinbly to send representatives to the
Council. It constitutes a curious monstrosity, but
nevertheless it is at least. a nominal advance in the status
of the smaller Powers. Now since the Peace Conference had
always up until that point been governed by the principle
that the Dominions were to be regarded and treated as émallPowers, it follows that t,he Dominions must be regarded as
partaking of whatever advantages there might be in this
further step
How could there be any doubt; we have accepted Lhe same
responsibilities as other membersi we must be accorded an
equal status. The League is a porticar rather than a regal
arrangement, and the meaning of the Covenant can only be
understood in that light. The point in question, if anyone
ever raises it, will be settled by men of political status,
thinking and acLing as they did at the Peace Conferencer orr
broad considerations of high po1i.cy, not in legalistic
oÍr which alone can the point in question be
¡:::ä:g?titiesr
Having argued that Canada must proceed on the basis that the
status it. had attained at Paris and in the League vras now
unquestionable and, more importantly, irrevocable, Christie al-so
stressed the importance of the League as a forum in which Canada
could continue to develop her international personality. During
preparations for the first session of the Leaguers Assembly in
the summer of L920, for example, Christie urged prime I'Iinister
Arthur ¡feighen -- who had assumed the prime ministership on l0
July of that year upon Bordenrs retirement
to send the
largest possible delegation to represent Canada. Such a
delegation, he maintained, would take full advantage of the
representation to which Canada was entitted under the provisions
of the covenantr would burnish the League's "send off," and would
increase international recognition of Canadars growing presence
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in the world community. "canada, like other Members of the
Leaguer I Christie told itfeighen,
is entitled to three Representatives. rt would seem
desírable at the First Meeting of the Assembly that Canada
should be represented by the full number. In the first place
this will strengthen the general impression of the l,eaguä in
the sense of giving it a good send õrr. Moreover it wirr
indicate canadars intention of doing arl that may be
reasonably done to support t,he r,eague and its methods.
Finallyr.since the united states is not yet in the League,
Canada will be the most important member represented at the
Assembly from the North American Continent, and, indeedr from
lhe western Henisphere; and there is accoràingIy a special
case for a strong canadian representation at this ueãting.
These conditions may appear to be somewhat intangible; nut it
is submitte$ that particularly at this stage of [f¡e League's
existence the imponderable elãments are of the greatest
importance in any estimation of the future prosõects of the
League and in any effort t,o further its chances-.J5
Although croaked as "intangibres" and in terms of helping
the League, Christiets arguments nevertheless all vrrere aimed at
the same goal, namely, to increase and refine canadars status as
a unique international entity. Firstr âs has already been seen,
Christie thought of the League as a theater in which Canada could
enhance her internationar ro1e, and, therefore, if the League got
off Èo a good start it would necessariry be a better place in
which to develop. second, a full delegation wourd not only
indicat,e canada's desire to help make the League work but also
would serve notice that Ottawa intended to take consistent and
complete advantage of the rights due to Canada under the
provisions of the Covenant. Finally, albeit with rather subdued
prose, christie explained to Meighen what a superb opportunity
the Assembly was for canada to appear in a major worrd forum
without the overwhelmíng and eclipsing presence of the united
states. christie wanted the Americans in the League and
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believed that it would not remain viable for long without their
active participation36 -- but sahT no reason to forego the
opportunity of getting out from under the shadow which the power
and wealth of the united states cast over the entire western
Hemisphere and, in doing sor nurture t,he worldrs recognition of
canada as a distinct nation on the North American continent.

rn sum, then, christie saw the League as an instrument for
both validating and expanding the international status Canada had
secured as a consequence of its participation in the military and
diplomatic events of the Great !{ar and the postwar period of
peacemaking. After attending the first meeting of the League,s
Assembly in the fall of 1920, Christie returned to Ottawa pleased
with the part canada had played at Geneva and mildly surprised
with how well t,he League appeared to have worked as an
organization. "The Assembly, simply as a machiner" he tord sir
Robert Borden, "has worked better I think than I had
expected -"37 Nevertheless, christie,s positive impression of the
League's opening session was dampened a bit by what he saw as its
excessive and unnecessary concent,ratÍon on matters of a
predominant.ly European nature.
The effort to set up a number of other technicat
organisations
involving further annual conferences,
permanent commissions and secretariats, brought into high
relief a difficulty and a divergence that seems certain to
arise again and again in the future, and it seems to me very
serious and baffling. Europe is ready and anxious to set uþ
all kinds of bodies of this sort. Her countries are sick an¿
sore and tired and afraid, and perhaps for that reason ready
to huddle together for comfort and relief. And these
proposed machines are to be centered in Europe. on the other
hand the other world, especiarly the New world and more
especially North Americans, doesnrt feel the need. And is it
possible to expect North America to join cheerfully
in shows
run at such a distance where it is so difficurt to keep in
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touch with them, especially when North America feels thaÈ the
is movins west if it has nor already definirery

;:3:a:S'power
Christie I s hesitation ..t.d self-prof essed baf f lement on rvhat he
regarded as the Leaguers pronounced Euro-centrism did not
immediately turn him against. the Geneva experiment. "rt goesr'
he told Borden, and what it produces "depends on what peopre want
it to produce."39 rn late Lg2o, it was providing a good
opportunity for Canada to develop its international personality
and for that reason but perhaps for few others -- christie
supported it.4o
Keystone of status: Representation in the united states
'r have a fortnightrs complete leisure nowr" Harord Laski
wrote to o.l¡I. Holmes, Jr. early in LgL7, "whire the students

prove the value of the examination system. Next week r go Lo
Ottawa t.o comfort Loring Christie whom each presidential note
sends into a more abysmal gIoom.,'41 Christiers unhappiness with
the United States was at times palpable during the Great I,Iar an,l

the making of the peace. Christie often was exasperated and not
infrequently infuriated by Americars detay in entering the war
and by what he considered to be its selfish and arrogant contluct
during the period of peacemaking. At times, he was led to

despair of the nation and its ineffective readership; he was
especially distressed over the lack of leadership being shown by
such men of his own generation as his former colleagues at the
New Repubric. Nevertheless, christie consi<lered the united
states to be the vital agent for stability and progress in the
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postvttar world. I{oreover, because of its pivotal role in world

fairs, he

the United States as an important tool with which
canada courd more ful1y develop her internationar personality.
Christie believed that the United States had waited too long
to get into the I^/ar and that it had never really understood the
questions either moral or political
that r,rere involved in
it.. He felt that vüoodrow wilson had so excessively cloaked
America I s vrar ef fort in a t.one of high moral superiority that it
appeared to many foreigners -- friends and foes alike
that the
united states \¡¡as trying to dominate the world stage with its
view of things to the point of the excluding the opinions of
others" rn october, 1918, for example, christie had a heated
argument with walter Lippmann and Herbert croly of the New
Republic over his description of the united states as a povùer
bent on domination. "Then therers the littIe affair of the use
of the word 'dominationr fin r,is argument with Lippmann and
CrolyJ , " he wrote to Frankf urter
I confess that I was somewhat
and felt at cross
purposes. r shall merely referbewildered
to two srogans "the worrd
must be made safe for democracy" and,'prohibition', - r need
not tell you there is no sneer in thisJ they hold the field
in canada too; but if what's behind them isñ,t
dominating
spirit anq Íntent, and with much ruthlessness, a
than r am
sadly deficient in the use of the King,s English.42
rn the same letter, he told Frankfurter that he had "struck to
hurt" at the attitudes expressed by their mutual friends but had
not meant to defame the "nation (save the mark!)."43
Christie basically considered the United States an immature
power and therefore believed that other nations
and in
particular Britain and the Dominions -- wourd have to exhibit
af

sav\¡
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great patience in dealing," rn the aftermath of the paris peace
Conference and the Senate battle over reservations to and the
ratification of the versailles Treaty, christie attributed
American petulance to the fact that washington had not been able
to get its own vüay. "of course their [ttre unitea states] initial
mistake that has caused alr the trouble and made them look
ridicuiously like a spoiled childr,, he tol-d philip Kerr, ,,was
their delay in coming into the v¡ar. Given their late entry, the
character of their cont.ribution and their conception of
themselves, it was almost. inevitable that the peace Conference
should strike t.hem as it has done.',44 The metaphor of the
spoiled but slowIy maturing child appeared again and again ín
christie's writings on the united states in this period and on
most occasions he sinply would prescribe more patience as the
longterm remedy. At times, however, patience v\¡ore thin,
especially if American truculence vias focused on the gains in
status that the Dominions had secured during and after the war.
For exampre, during the senaters acrimonious debate over
ratification
a discussion that was marked by repeated
objections to individuar membership for each Dominion in the
League -- christie exclaimed that 'r am bound to say that r
cannot understand why the united States should be so keen to slap
the Dominions in particurar; for apparently the country is behind
the senate in a reservation of this sort. rf it goes through it
wiIl, I fear, leave a sting for many years.,'45 f n the same vein,
christie later conplained that the Americans rooked with
"suspicion on the somewhat prominent part that Canada took at the
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ftnternationaf Labour Conference @t wasfrington in the fa1l of
19tS"46 and maintained that "the very frigid atmosphere
lfashington has succeeded in throwing about the conference bids
fair to do more harm than can be balanced by any possibre
concrete results ....'r47
Nevertheless, Christie continued to see the United States

as

vital to canada in three distinct !ùays. First, because the
United States lttas its closest and most povrerful neighbor Canada
had, as a matter of necessity, to get along with the Americans.
This was a strong argument in favor of ottawa gaining full
control over its relations with the united states.48 secondly,
as noted above, Christie viewed the continued involvement of the
United States in world affairs as being essential for keeping the
peace' making the League of Nations an effective organization,
and for strengthening the security of the Commonwealth through
close collaboration with London and the Dominions in
int.ernational affair".49 Third, Christie continued to see a
legitimate role for canada in faciritating the growth and
maintenance of amicable Anglo-Anerican relation=.50 rn the
period presently under consideration"then, Christie saw Ottawars
relations with washington as a means of augmenting canada's
status as a fully recognizable international entity. Through its
war effort Canada had gained some voice in imperial affairs and
had won the right to attend the the Paris peace Conference. At
the Conference it had attained full membership in the League of
Nations and its various organizations and commissions, such as
the International Labor Organization. All of these steps toward
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status' christie believed, would be topped off by establishing
a
distinct canadian dipromatic presence in washington. once this
presence rÀ¡as arranged and formally recognized by
the united
states government, the recognition of the validity of ottawa,s
claim to a distinct international status would be accomplished
in
practical political terms and no ronger need to rely almost
solery on the basis of legal argument and activities at the new
Geneva forum.5l

For Christie, therefore, the sending of a Canadian
diplomatic representative to the united states was a culminating
step on the road to a distinct international personality upon
which canada had embarked in rg67 and which had been greatly
accererated by its participation in the Great vüar. rn December,
1918, christie had urged Borden to go slow on the matter of
permanent representation at lrlashington because canadars
attendance at the paris peace conference made "adequate

discussion" with all concerned groups in ottawa impossibr_e.52
More importantly, Christie wrote, 'rthere are other reasons for
delay connected with relations between the Britannic commonwealth
and the united states during the peace negotiations and also
possibly with the proposed constitutional conference after the

*ur."53 For the time being, therefore, the ,,present machinery of
the fcanadian wafl Mission in v[ashington can be simply retained
as it i". " 54
Once the peace Conference !,ras concluded and the position of
Dominions as individual states in the League vras recognized as a
result of their invitations to membership be ing "on the same
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pratter as that held out to furl brown statesr" however, christie
began pursuing the issue of formal diplomatic representation in
the United States with vigor.55 By early August I IgLg, for
example, he had seized on the mishandling of a Canadian-American

matter by the British Embassy in vüashington to argue the case for
establishing a permanent canadian dipromatic presence at the
earliest possible date. The incident involved a prolonged delay

by the Governor Generalrs office and the Embassy in washington in
delivering to the united states state Department a Minute of
council
dated 11 March 1919 commenting on a canadianAmerican fishing conference that had met earrier in the spring.
Christie used the lapse to argue that it \^ras illustrative of ,,two
evils" in the way the count,ryts external relations were currently
being conducted:
(a.

) The evil of divided control between the

Governor
Generarrs office and the Department of External Affairs.
This evil might to some extãnt be remedied uy maËing ii a
rul-e that Minutes of Council intended for trånsmission to
other Governments should go from the privy-c"tñäil
office to
tþ" Pgpartment of External Affairs, and tñis Department
should then pass them on to the Goúernor General I s Office
with the necessary advice as to what should
be done with
them.

(b.)fhe lack of adequate Canadian diplomatic
representation at Ïrlashington. The Canadiãn war Mission at
washington has been admiiable for its purpose;
but it was not
intended to handre such cases, and in its-preåent form
and
status it could not efficiently handle their.56
The fisheries miscue \^¡as a smalr one, but it was, for christie,
indicative of the problems posed by the lack of adequate external
affairs machinery in general and of representation in Washington
in particular
if such a mistake was possible on a smal-l matter
might it not likewise be possible on matters of considerably more
irnportance? As a solution to this sort of mix-up, christie
9B

argued for the the further expansion and professionalization of
the Department of External Affairs5T and the establishment of
canadars ovrn diplomatic agent in the united states.
Throughout the remainder of 1919 and all of Lg2o, christie
was concerned continuousry with the question of canadian

representation in washington. Before ottawa approached the
British government on the matter, Christie outlined for Borden

the elements he thought to be essentiar in the process of
providing for a diplomatic agent in the United States. rt was of
primary importance, according to christie, to give the canadian
diplomatic representative a high enough rank to insure that he
would be recognized by the American government and the
diplomatic corps resident in washington as a representative

"a diplornatic agent accredited to the president of the
united states" and who was "appointed by and @ourfl be directly
who was

responsibtre to the Government of canadu.u5S rn order to insure
that Canada t s representative would not be seen as a subordinate
to or an agent of the British Ambassador in washington, christie
argued that he should be given the title,,Envoy Extraordinary

and

Minister Plenipotentiary.',
He should have this title in furr, not merely the
personal rank of Minister plenipotentiary (Minister
Plenipotentiary en titre) on thã analogy- to the counselors
þarlier in tf¡is memõranAum Christie hãd noted that some of
t.he British Embassyrs counsel had the personal rank of
Minister Plenipotentiarfl; for in contiadistinction to them
he will in fact be an erivoyi i.e., with representative
capacity. He will be the actual representãtive of a distinct
government, of a distinct political unit under the British
crown, and he will receive credentials as such. He will be
an agent of a Member of the League of Nations. rn the
Assembly and the council of the League there wirl be in
respect of their rank and capacity no difference between the
rePresentatives of the Dominions and those of ot.her powers.
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It would.be an anomaly q[thout any practical justification to
a difference heré.)Y
For this same reason, Christie objected to suggestions that the
canadian representative in lrlashíngton be titled,'High
Commissioner," maintaining the title "in itself has no diplomatic
meaning" and, more importantly, because it "has usually been
confined to offices in British territory or under British
jurisdiction or protectoraLe." He cited, in particular, such
recenÈ British usage of the títle as "H.M. High commissioner in
Egypt, in south Africa farter the Boer wail, f.nÐ in the pacific
make

rslands. "60

Finally, christie did his best to portray the whole process
of establishing canadian representation in washington as not
being out of step with the general pattern of the development of
imperial relations during and after the war. He described the
sending of a canadian envoy to the united states as being, in
fact, one of the most effective methods possibre for insuring
that the development of intra-Empire relationships would continue
in as smooth a manner as possible. "To appoint a canadian
Minister, " he wrote,
does not mean the break up of the Empire as has been
suggested. Quite the contrary. There is nothing startlingly
novel about the proposal; history
recent histõry
is ñot
without analagous cases. The proposal accords with -the
poritical realities of Lhe positión; that is its true
justification and.why.it is-the sorù of thing to prevent (an
imperial) disruption. 6r
rndeed, christie proposed that the order in council appointing a
Canadian Minister should note clearly that
ChtJit.h the object of promoting the most complete co-operation
and unity of purpose, effective arrangements, to be alreed
upon between the canadian Minister and His Majestyrs
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Ambassador, shalI be made for continuous consultation in
important matters of common concern and for such necessaryall
concerted ¡çtion, founded on consultation, aã-iü.y *uy

determine.o"

A1ways conscious

that distinct Canadian representation in
washington offered both promise and danger to the imperial
system' christie nonetheless wanted to press ahead with the
project quickly and to use it as a means of gaining as much
recognition as possible for canada's increasing international
status. He accepted the political desirability and expediency of
securing London's concurrence at every stepr63 and yet he
consistently advised Borden to resist London,s attempts both
subtle and forthright
to maintain British control over the
proposed Canadian diplomatic agent,
on 3 October, 1g1g ottawa despatched a telegram to Lord
Milner, the coronial secretary, suggesting that a canadian
Minister to washington be appointed by the King on the
of the Government of canada.64 rn his reply,
Milner attempted to puL a fairly short leash on the proposed
canadian Minister and in effect negate much of his
distinctiveness by making him clearly subordinate to the British
Ambassador in lrlashington. 65 The dif f erence between ottawa, s
recommendation

suggestion and Milner's response, christie wrote,
is that the first proposal treats Canada
definitely as
a separate state for diplomatic purposes;rather
whire
the seconã,
recognising. that there should be a ãistínctíve canadian
representative, ât the same time treats the British Empire as
diplomatic purposes and weaves the proposeã
? unity rgf
canadian
diplomatic servicãr so to speak, into lhe fabricnewof
present diplomatic service of thã empire. (rn
!þ"
t,here wourd seèm to resurt a new Empire äipió*uÈiã effecÈ
service. ) under the f irst the canaãian ¡li'ni"iÀi would speak
simpry as a canadian; under rhe Àððð"4 r,á-;";iã-spear
a representative of the Empire, though primarily äs a arso as
i01

Canad

ian.

There is one other point of importance on which the
is somewhat obscure. The Ottawa proposal of
october 3rd did not say. so in express words,
but it implied
that the Canadian Minister would not be subordinate
to the
(British) Ambassador in the sense of taking orders from
him,
and_ they would work through the method of õonsurtat,ion.
Perhaps the London proposár means the same tÀi"õ. rt speaks
of "a constant interchange of views on matters of common
concern". rt also proposes that the Canadian Minister "Would
be next in the Embassy to the Ambassador .wourd
take
charge of the Embassy in the absence of the Ambassador.,,
ïf
this means he would be next in rank simply i; lñ; sense that
Ambassadors form a higher crass in the
body than
Ministers, there is nothing to be said. ãiþromatic
ir
il-i"
to
mean that the canadian Minister would be subj..i- tointended
the
direction of the Ambassador, there would seem to be real
difficulty.
But it. ca! hardly have the latter meaníng since
it is agreed that the canad iai Minister
shalr ',act upon
instructions from and report direct to the
canadian
Government." rt is for consideration whether
to make this potpt any clearer in subsequent- it is necessary
London proposal

correspondence. ""

Although christie suggested that Milner's reply was "for
practical purposes" the same as ottawats, he recommended that it,
be accepted only if it could be made crear that the canadian

Minister would have diplomatic precedence equal to that of other
ministers in üTashington and if it was made clear that he would
not be subordinate to the Britsh Ambassador. Finally, christie
disliked Milnerrs idea that the Canadian Ministerrs official
l-etLer of accreditation shourd be issued solely by the British
Foreign secretary. He instead could see no reason ',why the
letter shoutd not be framed (""] that it would read as coming
form t.he secretary of state for External Affairs of canada as
well as the Foreign Secretary and would require the signature of
bot.h."67

Throughout this memorandum there is a discernible sense that

Christ'ie is dissatisfied with the conditions and restrictions
r02

inherent in Milnerrs proposal, but thatr ât the same time, he
is
being careful to couch his commenLs in a vùay that wilr not give
them an impatient, much ress an anti-British tone.
rn regard to
Milner's obvious att.empt to blur the distinctiveness of the
proposed Canadian diplomatic agent , f.or example,
Christie says
that it might not have been Milner's intention at alr because ít

"is dífficurt of course in long range telegraphic discussion to
be sure of shades of meanin9. " And to reassure Borden that what
canada r¡¡as seeking courd not be considered excessive or
disruptive he added that diplomatic representation at the

ministerial revel while "constituting a rear development
involves no radical readjustments, but is in the tradition of the
growth of our constitution." rn any event, christie concruded,
the appointment woutd be "subject. to review and alteration in the
light of experience" and therefore could not be seen as a threat
to imperial cohesiveness.6E
ïn all of these instances, christie seems to have been out
in front of Borden -- much as he had consistently been in the
lead in urging the prime Minister to seek an effective rore in
ameliorating Anglo-American relations
in regard to the
development of canada's international status. ïn addition, he
appears to have been conscious of being in the lead and
pushing'69 rn an attempt to insure that the process of obtaining
international status for canada continued steadily, therefore,
christie was careful to not to appear as desiring radical
alterations in the imperial system and accepted a pace which he
probably personally believed was inadequate. rn this vüay he lvas
i03

abre to keep the prime Minister up to mark and avoided
arienating the more imperially oriented members of Bordenrs
cabinet such as sir Geor.ge FosterT0 in asserting

canada,s

legitimate prerogatives in external affair".7l
Conclus i on

By the end of 1920, christie believed that canada could
justly consider itself to be an autonomous international entity

in respect to the canons of international law. He consistently
urged his superiors to begin their consideration of Canada's
external relations by recogni zíng that Canada had established
itserf irrevocably as a unique member of the community of
nations. The canadian government must always assume, he torrl
Borden,

that our right to regation wirl
be challenged. canada,
having been accepted as a membernot
of
the
of Nations,
has thus been reõognised as beronging to League
the
Famiry of
Nations, as an rnternational persõn entitled to thã rights
and privileges, as she has accepted the obligations, of the
rules that govern intercourse between
civiriáed states
other states, having agreed to recognise
and treat
her
deregates- in the organs of the League, can scarcerywith
decline
to recognjrqe and treat with any agõnts she may send to their
capi laLs. t¿
Believing Lhat a solid lega1 basis for Canada,s status had
been buirt, christie sought to devise practical ìneans through
which that status could be demonstrated to the world. rn the
years between L9L7 and L920, he devoted a great amount of effort
toward clarifying canada's prace within the British inrperial

system. straightening out the constitutional relationships
between and among the constituent compcnents of the Empire was
clearry a matter of first importance for him. Likewise,
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effective consurtation and cooperation arso were essential. The
question remains, howeverr âs to whether Christie viewed the
postwar Empire as the pr_imary vehicle through which Canada would
make itself recognized in the worrd, ot t rather, regarded it as a
base from which Canada would step into the broader world with an
international personality that was not merely a reflection of its
membership in the Empire but was rather based on considerations
of national interest.
In the three-year period under consideration here Christie
did not make a stark choice between these two options. He
assumed that the two were in fact cornpatible, that membership in
the imperial system did not necessariry preclude ottawa from
acting in Canadars national interests. The most that can be said
is that christie, ât this point in time, had rejected any idea of
canadars participating in an imperial federation; indeed, he
probably never considered such a system to be practicable or
desirabre for canada either before or after LgL7. He arso had
begun to entertain a certain resentment toward London for its
machinations vis-a-vis the despatch of a canadian diplomatic
representative to Washington and its failure to take hold of the
chaotic imperiar situation and try to impose order on it by
arranging for the constitutional conference called for in LgL7.73
This resentment did not alienate all- of Christiets affection
for the Empire, but it unquestionabry red him to look for other
non-imperial avenues i.e., the League of Nations and relations
with the Americans along which to seek the development of
canadats internationar status and through which to proLect its
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national interests. perhaps in this period, and in the years
that followed, then, christie shourd not be seen as attempting to
f ind some \,üay to def ine canada's international
status
as has
been shown he considered it adequately defined in the regal
sense
even before the rmperial conference of J,}LT adopted Resolution
rx

but rather as seeking the means though which that status could
be expressed, expanded, and protected. rn this sense, it hardly
seems possible that his struggle to find some solution to
canadars iIl-recognized status
despite coronel stacey,s
estimate to the contrary -- could be considered as anything other
than an effort that was intensely relevant to the facts of the
modern world.
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deadliest diseases may spring from violence and vulgarity
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and regularized violence and vulgarity is the only
treatment. Is our system of representative govrt through
elections -- our democracy
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black picture perhaps, but by no means
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despair.
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venomous outburst to Main Johnson N.w. Rowellrs chief
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disastrous
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study
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threatened to place Canadars forces undãr a centrafizäa imperial
authority or command. rf, thenr âs professor preston poinis out,
imperiar federation "seemed the ultimate objective for all
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that,
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phrase about the British constitution being abl-e io be amendedThe
by
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too true. see Library of Congress, Frankfurter eapersl Containêr
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attendance at the paris peace conference woul-d soon make it
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File ocA 115, p. 7525, L.c. christie, Ñotes vol_ume
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Dominionsr individual status at paris. nrn-recalling the
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Dominions at the peace conferencêr" he wrote, ,'it is to be noted
that in every instance the initiative \¡¡as taken by canada; and
whether or not the other Dominions at all times jãined in
pressing these steps, nevertheless each one in the final result
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19. ) Ibid. That the Empire was indeed becoming "something
different
from what it $74s" apparently was recognized by even the
most ardent proponents of imperial federation. By the summer of
L9r7, for example, Philip Kerr
who John Turner contends \¡ras
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reponsible to an imperial parliament
warned Lionel Curtis that
the Dominions would attend the eventual peace conference
after
the war
"in the spirit which will more and more resist the assertion
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18.) Eustace percy and L.c. christie, "The Dominions and Lhe
settlement. A plea for a conferencer" Round
12, (March,
1915)r p. 340. christie tater fteshád out nisTable,
expéctations
regarding a constitutional conference, making it ätear that such
a conference could in no vüay be envisioned
uã a precursor to a
centralized imperial system. ',The outstanding
fåature of the
Resolution [i.Ð l" christie wrote, ,'is that it-con!ãmplates
consultation between Governments of equal and equaIl| autonomus
nations. The first inference is that this exclu-des ãt once any
idea of centralisation of government, either in it; executive or
legislative aspect, and aréo any idea of novel
complicated
devices in state organisation. rt assumes as aorstarting
the existing Governments, and simply looks to methods of point
consultation.. Any raction' taken, lhough it may be rconcertedr,
is always to be such action ras the sevåraI Gov-ernments may
determine." No one else¡ Do other body, can determine action.
Th9 existing relation of responsibilily as between citizen and
ruler is therefore not distuibed. rn õtrrer words, such a
(Constitutional) Conference cannot accurately be saíd to be
concerned primarily with the mechanism of government at all, but
rather with the question of voluntary co-olEatiõñTs between
glisting mechanisms." see pAc, MG 26 H, gärden papers, volume
4L, pp. 18r30-18131, L.c. christie, Memorandum. ¡uie Meeting of
Prime Ministers, 23 ApriI Lg2I-.
f9.) Christiers apprehension over the possibility of a quick
return to "business as usual-" was arousãd even belore thã war was
over. ïn a letter to philip Kerr addressing the partisan
pglitical prgblg1t Lloyd George r¡¡as encountãring in nngrand in
the spring of 1918, chiistie warned that excessíve attõntion to
such partisan concerns carried with it the threat of a
concentration on domestic affairs that would preclude the
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formulation of policies capable of promoting cooperation within
the Empire.
'r have just read the morning paper's story of the
debate on the Maurice affair Gh"-conlroversy bãtween Lloyd
George and General Frederick ¡õurice over eritish troop
strength in Europe before the German,s offensive
thã
spring of 191Ð, cheers for your chief ! Damn theinpoisonous
snakes and quitt.ers who are after him! Does no one ever stop
to think over there that I¡¡e in the Dominions are
a1l
people peculiarly interested in having a non partyabove
win
the
war
Imperial Government?
Apparently not, if one is to judge from the
parliamentary and nel^rspaper discusãioñ. rs the
prof ession of
It,rusteeship' alr camouflage? until the war is än"rr
wê are
as a practical matter at the mercy of the principle. But
one need suppose that the rbeneficiaries' ãre nol watching no
the account and wilr not'weigh your gods and you'! rs it
impossible to drive some glimmering oi this
the heads of
the mugvüumps who are disgusting everyone withinto
their chatter

and intrigues.

r am quite sure thaL canada at alr events has more
confidence-in Lloyd George than in any other man you have. r
think his downfall wourd be a disastei so far as imperial
relations go. rt is jusL because he represents no þarty, has
no party machine, no party organisation, no platform but to
win the r¡rar for the British people with no reservation of any
sorÈ (whether labour, rcocoa', or Lansdowne) and because he
has guts that vÍe are for him to the hirt. Arso because he
has more imagination about the rest of the British world than
any other man in sight."
Because \^¡e have gone to war in the way r¡¡e have the
British Commonwealth appears a wonderful añA hopeful affair;
but. it is also
for that very reason, becausã of the
extenL of our commitment and stake, (tf,uÐ the British
Commonwealth while a strong vessel is infinitely more brittle
and delicate. r am not a prophet but r would bet a good deat
Èhat there would be a serious danger of a crack if any
Government with an Asquith-Lansdowne Henderson flavour should
land in the saddle. To me r suppose r am a mere long
distance observer but there are perhaps some advantages in
observation from a distance
the ferocity and indeõency of
the attacks on L.G. appear to be almost altogether due to the
fact mentioned above, that he has no party máchine, no
traditionar party following in the coüntry and that he has
had the guts to back all parties.
It may be human nature for the party hacks and some of
their mob to turn on him and attempt to rend him but for
God's sake canrt someone tell them at this hour Lhat itrs
sheer blockheaded, indecent, fantastic madness, and one day
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they may pay a price f.or it."
see scottish Record office, Lothian papers, cD 40/L7/ro5g. L.c.
chr istie to philip Kerr , 10 May 1918. - Also , f.or ã gboa
discussion of Christie's perceþtions of how the structure of the
Empire had changed during the war see AIex Inglis,
Christie and the Imperial ldea, 1919-1926t" Jóurnåf"Loring
ãf Canadian
Studies, VIf , (May, Lg72) , pp. 20-2L.
20-) PAc. MG 30 E44t christie papers, volume 3, Folder 6--/, p.
2463, L.c. christie to George M. wrong, 30 December
1919.
?L.l .rbid: r _pp. 236r-2362, L.c. chrisrie ro clement p. Jones , 16

September L920.

22.) Ever the lawyer, Christie vr¡as anxious to
a solid
factual base prepared to provide the groundworksee
for
the eventual
conference. "rn the prevãiling condiÉions it is almost
iJnpossible to speculate about lrre date þr the
Christie
wrote to Kerr,
"""rãiã"cÐ , "
"but Ï am wondering if anyone is even thinking of the affair
at all or of preparation. For example, the dãlegates
to have before them some kind of piõture of just what ought
the
'
Empire is, so far as it can be seèn from staÉutes, orders in
council, procedures, etc. The conference may not decide upon
much more.lhul al rmperíaI cabinet or counci-I (analagous t¿,
-the council- of the League of Nations) plus
tinkãri"g
with existing constitutional acts and forms"o*"
of procedurel
ought to have before it precisely what it is going to tinkerrt
with. What about some kind of cómmittee nõt oi ¡linisters
or High commissioners but of officials from the Mother
country and
the Dominions to dig out and digest this sort
of thing. ,'
see scottish Record office, Lothian papers, cD 40/r7/207. L.c.
Christie to Philip Kerr , L2 January Lg2O
23.) Tbid. r Christie v\ras always willing to use the Empire as a
makeweight
for canada against what he saw as the Americãns'
overweening sense of self-importance. "There has been some
suggestiofi," he wrote, "that the @onstitutiona! conference
might be held in ottawa. There iJmuch
to be sJia for it
of course it would have its good points vis a vis the ' 1008
Americanr Republic to the south oi us."
24.) PAC, MG 30 F.44, Christie papers, Volume 3, Folder 6-8, p.
2494, L.C. Christie to George Brebner, I7 February Ig2O
25.) L.C. Christie to philip Kerr, 12 January Ig2Or op. cit.
Alex Inglis also has noted that Christie fulIi realizeã'tïE ttre
imperial system he deemed necessary did not eiist. "rt is
important to noter't rnglis wrote, îthat he fctrristieJ did not
understand the co-operative Empire as an existing entity but as a
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concept accepted in principle with the promise of an effort to
create the machinery which wourd make it a reality.',
It also is interesting to note the rather stärk differences
which had developed between Christiefs thinking and that
of the
Round Tabre regarding the future of the nmpirel For example,
the spring of l-920 Philip Kerr wrote to Sii edward Grigg îrf,at, in
"The only method upgn which_tþ" Empire can be run at present
is that êreat eritãin should be r"äpon=ible
for foreign
policy, keeping the Dominions inforired mostly
after the
events' and consulting them about maLters diiectly
affecting
their interests. Dirõctly the Dominions begin to have
feelings. about general foieign policy we are up againststrong
the
fundamental issue because no Government which is iesponsible
for foreign affairs can possibly undertake
subordinate its
views Lo those of other þeople únIess thoseto
people are
willing to share responsinirity for the.on=äquänces of

policy.

"

ClearIy, Kerrrs view differed radically from Christiers and this
divergence in I92o foreshadows the spfit that would occur between
chr istie and the Round Tabr-e in 1926'. see Alex rnglis, ',Lor ing
chrisrie and the rmperial rdea, 1919-1926,"
ql siÉ., ó. ,i-ãnã
Philip Kerr to sir Edward Grigg, 15 Aprir'rgfi,
qilot.ed in J.R.M.
Butler. Lord I,oçhia!¿ _Bhirip Kerr , 1gg2-1940. r,oridon: Macmilran
and Comp
26-) PAc, MG 30 F,44, christie papers, volume 5, Folder l-6, p.
4583, L.c. christie, The League of Nations, 19 December 1919.
27.) rbid.
28-) rbid., pp. 4583-4584. !{hen the League of Nations
concentrated some of the forums for justiciable matters under the
auspices of the Permanent Court of rñternational Justice i; 1gã0,
judged it to be "the most important achievement of the
9ftistie
First Assembly o! !h" League."
see t: c1ark, (ea.¡, DCER, rrr,
Document 408, p"473, L.c. Christie, Notes on the rirst Ñmilly
of the League of Nations, 1 February IgzL.
29.) L.c. christie, The League of Nations, 19 December 1919r
cit., p. 4583. Throughout hís career, christie believed that *op.
negotiations between erected heads of government, or at least
between elected ministers, \¡ras "the ueãt possible method of
negotiations between Governments." Christie always put a premium
on involving elected officials in international negoliatioñs,
much preferring that practice to the exclusive use of diplomats
*lo.v¡ere appointed rather than elected. rn later years,
christiefs reluctance to rely on diplomats developed into a
distinct distrust of their aõtivities, a disposition which he
shared fulIy with Mackenzie King and O.D. Skélton. For the above
judgment regarding agents of negotiation see L. crark, (ed.),
qCERf ITI, Document 29, p.22, L.C. Christie, The High
Commissionerrs Office, 11 May L920.
LI4

3C-) L-c. Christie, The League of Nations, 19 December 1919r oÞ.
cit., p. 4584- Christiers iñsistence in this memorandum
that nãLeague report or decision be implemented through the use of
collective force indicates his óontinuing oppoãition to Article
10 of the Covenant. As it stood, Article 10 troubled
because it provided a guarantee to "uphold the status Christie
quon and an
"agreement to communicate with one anãther" before proceeding to
implement the guarantee, caveats which he believed ñade the
aticle unlimited in regard to the commitment
it demanded
every nation and-too suceptible to varying and possibly from
politically expedient interpretations.
"One may compare with Article 10 the proposed American
French Treaty by which in the event of any- unþrovoked
movement of aggression made by Germany agains! r'rance, Great
Britain and the United States would 'come in immediately to
her assistancer. Here the measures by which the Euaranlee is
to be furfirled are expressly stated :...
But the condition
upon which the guarantee is operative is also expressly and
rigidty defined. Tt is because of this fact, u*õng other
reasons, that the measures for carrying out the guarantees
can be stated and agreed upon in advance. The objects of
Article l0 on the other hand are so general in character that
no such explicitness in defining the measures
taken is
possible. This must be reft to the future andtothebemutual
good faith of the parties, upon which the whole covenant
rests and upon nothing else."
coronel stacey and R.c. Brown arso have described the concern
expressed by both christie and Borden over Articte l0's
vagueness' which they felt was inconsistent with the explicitness
of the articres following it, v¡hire the covenant vras ueing
drafted at the paris peaðe conference. see pAc, MG 30 844,
Volume 5, Folder L6, pp. 4448-4454 | L.C.
9l,tlstie Papers,
christie,
Article r0 of the League of ñãtion" covenant,
6
september 19r?r-9:9. stacey, cañad? and the Age of conirict.
Volume r: LB67;!9?Lr op. cit.
t
vor.r*" rr, rgr¿lrgii, 9p.
@rããr,y.
56.

31.

)

L.c. christie, The League of Nations, 19 December rglg t o?.

cit. , p.4583

32.) Christie believed that too much was being expected f roln the
peace settlement crafted at paris and that in the short run
many
gople were bound to be severely disap inted. "Keynesrs book
The Economic Consequences of the Peace ," Christie wrote,
only an incident in the process of disirrusionmenL that
ii= as
is
inevitable as the settlement itsetf was ineviiãnte.
lrlhere it is impracticable the Treaty wirr naturally have to
adjust itserf to _circumstances. But tark about soil" new
worrd Areopagus [,rre supreme tribunal of ancient athenJj to
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take a clean sheet and hand down sorne newly inspired ¡,iord
(were'nt ["iÐ there 500,000 words) is fooii;h;'ãnd hope of
such a chirdish device is as futile as the hope that the
Treaty itself wculd bring about a new heaven ãnd a new
earth. rt is worse than foorish; it is criminar. rt leads
to the sterility of decent men who are needed the
sterility of a man who downs tools because of a superstitious
faith in an immediate Second Coming."
Christie said that he considered "the leaders of the paris peace
conference as a group of able men earnestly trying to find the
best possibre thing, driven back time after time ny the temper of
their constituents to accepting the best thing that would gõ down
..-.'
The settlement, the League, and the covenant were for
Christie political expedients which deserved a chance and their
short-comings were those of political necessity and not the
failures of the leaders who drafted them.
In addition, Christie seems to have had few grandiose
expectations regarding the possible accomplishments of the
League, and, instead, seems to have been content to let it
develop as it would and fulIy reali zing that failure probably
was
just. as rikely as success in the
long iun. rn this right, Professor Bothwerl probabry overstated his case when he wrote
that

"christiers attitude to the League assumed the most efficient
mechanicar functioning. The statesmen wourd mesh with the
politicians, the peopre wourd support the potiticians, and
the civil service would inform their steps toward a new
millenium. "
From the available evidence, christie did not expect the League

to usher in the mirrenium, and, indeed ctiticizèd those who
did. Ile did view the League as a piece¡ of politicar machinery,
but he never imagined that it wourd work perfectty ot t for tnãt
matter, even adequately. see Library of congress, Frankfurter
Papers' container 43, L.c. christie to Felix Frankfurter, lr
February 1920, and R.Bothwel1, ,,Bureaucratic rmperialisrn, " op.
cit., p. 238.
33.) PAC, MG 30 E44t Christie papers, Volume 5, Fo1der 16, p.
4582, L.c. christie, The League of Nations, rts poritical
character Notes, I september 1919. Throughout this.ceriod
christie harped on the dangers of viewing the covenant and the
League as a legal rather than as a political exper i¡¡ent. In tÌlis
memorandumr christie remarked that much of the Americanst
hostility to the League was based on precisely this iailure i¡
perception. "Much of the confused agitation in the united
SLates, " he wrote,
"has arisen from the neglect of the political character of
the document. The Americans are traditionally given to an
intense legalism in operating their own institutions and they
have approached the Ccvenant as íf. were an Act of Congress or
i16

a

section of their ov¡n much bedevilled Constitution.
It is most, instructive to observe the wholly
attitude with which the Engrish have approached thedifferent
question:
practical.Englishman wiiir his ovrn great fund
of political The
señse, his ins[inct to look to
rather
than written forms and constitutions, realizes
"ub"tun""
that
the
important thing is to get the l,eague'going-;-papers, Volume 755, File 243 - volume r,
?a--)christie,
- P4c, RG 25 Dl, DEA
L'c
Memorandum for the Prime Minister: The Dominions
and the Council of the League, 6 September 1919.
35.) PAc Mc 30 I.44, christie papers, volume 6, Folder L7, L.c.
christie, canadian Representatioñ aL First Meeiing
the
Assembly of the Leagué of Nations 15 November tézo,
"r 17 August
ne!4t

1920.

36.) christie believed that a strong united states-be in terms
of military and naval povüer and a deÉernination
io
active and
cooperative internationally
was essentiar to postwar
-League
international. organization and that without it "i¡ã
wiIl
have slight chanõe." He interpreted the i"t.nseiv-nitter
debate
in the Senate over the Versailles Treaty and the ðovenant as much
more than just a political battle betweãn president
and
the American internationalists on the one hand, and Wilson
the
oppðñðnts
of t'he,Treaty and the League on the other. He understood the
domest.ic political- nature of the debate
indeed, hã thought
the "Republicans are yery apt to win the pruåidåncy
and come
fttSt por¡¡er"
because of their õppõsition to wiräon;s pruã=
but
l"!o
felt that it also reflected th-e-process whereby thã Ûnited States
was beginning to realize that it was a major, þerhaps the major,
por¡¡er in the postwar world. rn a prescient ietter
to
Christie described his view of the American scene and Kerr,
infeired
that the best that the rest of the world could do was to
avoid
alienating the Americans untir they had sorted out their
attltudes toward the peace settlement.
"The Americans are in a most unlovely mood r have
never seen them vüorse. I spent 5 weeks in washington at the
International Labour Conferénce and vras damn glad to get out
of town. The lep_uulicans, hatred of vüilson is quite Éeyond
description and their frankness is appalring. e-ut therê is
more than lobby politics in the wholè-affaii: the country is
rI00U American and to heIl with the rest of the world.r -Thãy
think they have all the money and povüer in the world
they're gõing to do as they åamn *ärr ptease,-a"ã ii and
thð
world wants anything of.them at any time it. can get it only
on their terms and no discussion about iL either. rr,ey
wouldnrt admit it, but they are thinkíng in terms of pioblems
of power with themselves as the coming masters of desiiny"
see PAc, MG 30 F,44, christie papers, volume 2t Forder 1, p.
L.c. christie, The League of Nations and rts consequences- in 1065,
t17

Nationar Policy, L6 January rg2ot L.c. christie to George
Brebner, L9 December 1919, pp: cit.; and, L.c. christie Éo philip
Kerr, L2 January I920r op. õ-it.?7:)___PAC, MG ?6 Hr.Borden papers, Volume 264, Folder 59, p.
148051,
L.c. chrisÈíe to R.L.-Borden, 12 December rg2o.

38.) Ibid., pp. 148052-148052A.
39. ) Ibid., p. 14805I.
40.) Professor Bothwell has written that Christie ,,'did not spend
timg_ ol a-speciat or privileged canadian position
É; the Leaäue
of NationÐ." rn the sense lnat christie did not intend
a role
for canada in.the League superior to that of any other member
this is certainly true. ¡tevertheless, by claiming a status in
the League equivalent to that of the other smalr io*ur", christie
was indeed claiming a.special.place for Canada when
prev,rar
internat.ional status is kept ii mind. For christie, its
canada's
participation in_the l,eagué represented an importani enhancement
of its status and the avãiIabIè evidence does indicate that he
spent considerabre amount of effort justifying and urging the
fullest possible role for canada at Geneva. see R. gótr¡,;ett,
"Bureaucratic ImperiaIisflt," cg. cit., p. 17g.
41.) Harold Laski to O.W. Holmes I Jr. , 24 January IïIT I pr inted
in Mark DeWolfe Howe. Holmes-Laski Letters. The Corres dence of
Mr. Justice Holmes an Harold J. Laski 916-1935, Volume r. eP.cit., p. 58.
4?.). T.ibrary of congress, Frankfurter papers, container 43, L.c.
Christie to Felix Frankfurter, g October fgfg.
43-) rbid. christiers falling out with the editors of the New
nepubl-iõver what he savù as the determination of tr,e-uni[ãa:
states to either have its ovün way the Americans "dominating
spirit" as he termed it
or withdraw from
process of
postwar settlement altogether continued into the
the postwar period.
It resulted in his assumption of an att.itude towaid his
colleagues that marked them as opponenLs to be convertedfõrmer
or
defeated rather than as friends to be supported. vthen the
magazine backed away from support for thã-versailles settlement,
for exampler Christie believed that the editors had failed to
recognize it as a pragmatic political effort and had deserted the
settlement because it did not immediately provide a new and
better worrd from the ashes of the war. "r simply cannot
understand, for example, the position of the New Republicr" he
told Frankfurter.
'rIt certainly isn't practical politics or statecraft (which
they are fond of talking about at times). What can it be? I
was in New York about two weeks ago and had lunch in their
office. r asked some questions about the Treaty,s chances
for ratif ication -- something of the sort. The ansr^¡er,
i18

derivered.with a superior contemptuous laugh, was,o, \¡¡erve
lost all interest in the Treaty tong ago'.- Í do not like to
think those chaps are lacking guts;-buÉ r have a good deat of
sympathy.with Americans who call them parlor Bolsñeviks
who instinctively want to put a heel oñ them as on some and
repulsive worm. "
vthile chr istie Ì¡¡as repulsed by the Ne\^¡ Republic's
arritude rowa?d tr¡e vãrsãìG-rreary and
:::"1!i:i1v lesqtive
it does not necessarily followr âs professor Èothwell
lhe League,
indicated, that he almost blinãly believed in the final
þu?
triumph of the League method. rn hi; thesis, Bothwelr
wrote
that,
"versailles had nothing like the same drastic effect
christie as it did on the soul-searchers of the New on
RepuÞlic. The League courd be justif ied on the !6unds of
expediency no doubt, but it sti1l could be idealízed
even
after serious criticism had taken the bloom off the fl_ower
of
internaÈional cooperation. The end of the v,,ar produ-ed
nothing more Lhan the expectation that the exarted public
spi!it of the war years, as viewed from officiar otiàwa,
would continue. The techniques learned in the war
\^/ere
valuabre to be abandoned in time of peace. There was no too
question of their appropriateness anã 1ittle worry about
their application in the future.
The war vras stilr seen as a raLional and justifiable
event. It had a comprehensible cause, and it had a favorable
conclusion. The $¡ar vüas still a crusade, and the emotion of
crusading justified the most extravagant
of the
post-war worrd. christie was sufficiently exaggerations
reáristic to
accept thg lmperfections of the Treaty, and to remain
unaffected by the shock expressed by the riberar-ninded
advisers at the Conference; but he declined to believe that
the idealistic purpose of the document could have been
tarnished by the criticisms Ievelled at it.',
This description surely makes Christie much more of a starry-eyed
optimist than he ever was. He did indeed see the methods oi
diplomacy, conference, and consultation deveroped during the
war
as valuable anq worthy of preservation and extensive postwar
use. He was, however, in no Ì¡Jay sure that they would-work and,
as his writings show, the most he vras arguing for vras that they
deserved a fuIl chance to prove themsel-vès oñe way of the othei.
see L.c. christie to Felix Frankfurter, 1l February Lg2o, op.
gI., and R. Bothwe11, "Bureaucratic Imperialismr " op. S-f_!-î p.
239. For the basis of the New Republicrs opposition to th-e
Vesailles Treaty see D.W. i,"uy.
Republic. The Life and Thought of an emeficffi.
Princeton, New Jersey: princeton universitv Þiessl-rga5, p. 265.
44.) L.c. Christie to philip Kerr , L2 January I92Or op. cit.
ñ^-^--t
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45-) PAc, MG 30 I.44, christie papers, volume 3t Folder 6-7, pp.
23L3-23L4, L.c. christie to Manley o. Hudson, 17 February Lgzo-.
Manley o. Hudson was an expert on international law and an
acquaintance of Christiers from the Harvard Law School. At the
time of this letter Hudson was serving with the League I s
secretariat and assisting in the creation of the Leãgue's many
organizations and commissions. In response t,o Christie's letter

Hudson wrote,

"The Dominion is entirely right in its stand on the
Treaty Reservation, and in the Canadian-American incident you
mention Efrtistie had noted the potential for a flap becauãe
of Ottawa-'s
determi nation not to allow the Senate tó impair
its status at the r,eaguil , r am all canadian, but why don't
you organize a decent publicity service which wiIl máke the
Americãn people know tñat you äre something more in canada
than office boys for the British Secretariat for the
colonies. r think you cannot hope to have appreciation of
your position in the latter until you have put over this
conception in America."

In this letter, Hudson drew the same conclusion that Christie had
but suggested a solution the latter considered at best a
temporary expedient. christie's view was that the job Hudson
called for would be best done by a permanent diplomàtic
representative in the united states rather through a pubricity
service. For Hudsonrs letter see Harvard Law schoor íibrary,
Manley o. Hudson Papers, Box 74, File 6,14.o. Hudson to L.c.
Christie, 7 ApriL L920.
46-) L.c. christie to philip Kerr, 12 January rg2or oÞ. cit.
47.) Library of congress, Frankfurter papers, container 43, L.c.
christie to Ferix Frankfurter, 19 october 1919. "r âil¡ to be
candid," he also told Frankfurt.er, "getting a bit bewirdered
about the u.s. r think r understand the position here better
than most people at the Conference; but when T try to put
togeLher all my understandings on the various heads anã see where
they all come to, I hesitate."
48.) Christie believed that it. was absolutely necessary for
ottawa rather than London to be in contror of canada's
bilateral relations with the united states. rn setting up the
Canadian lrlar Mission to the United Stat.es, f or example, Chr istie
v¡as sent by Borden to washington Lo smooth the ground with the
British Embassy. Ottawa felt that Canadian purchasing activities
could best be done by canadians and it appeais that cñristie's
assignment \¡¡as to insure that this was provided for. During his
talks with British officials in Washington, Christie successfully
dissuaded the Embassyrs charge drAffaiies from informing the
"State DeparLment that the Chairman of the Canadian War Mission
would act 'underf the feritishJ Ambassador" and convinced him to
drop the point altogetñer and -answer " in some vague fashion" if
the Department asked a question in that regard. christie
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suggested to Borden that he courd best avoid the problems
British control by making the Mission's chairman ñdirectly of
responsible to the Cabinet" and noted that the Embassy haå agreed
to Bordenrs request not t,o mention the matter to
Foreignoffice in order to permit ottawa t.o inform Londonthe
through its
regular channels of communication.
Having helped to establish the basis on which the Mission
would be established in I¡Iashington, Chr istie descr ibed the type
of work that the Mission probably would undertake and s¡hy it was
important for Ottawa to háve conlrol of those matters rather than
letting them be handled by the British as ancillary concerns.
"In carrying out the objects of the Mission the members
are obliged to be in frequent and constant communication with
the officials of the various departments, branches, bureaus,
commit,tees, commissions, boards, and other official bodies
which have been set up by the United States Government. They
are very numerous and extensive and much confusion and delay
would arise in dealing with them at long distance. The
members of the canadian war Mission, however, have become
familiar with the Government organization in Washington and
in many cases of course they beõome personally ..ql,ãinted
with men in charge of the various ofticiat boãies there.
These are apt to be men of large business interests who have
accepted these positions in Vüashington without remuneration
with the purpose of assisting in the prosecution of the
vùar. This is true also of the members of the Canadian
Mission. The subjects of negotiations are very largely Vfar
of a
business, financial or industrial character. ifrusr-siice the
parties t.o these negotiations are on both sides business men
thoroughly familiar with business and economic conditions in
their respective countries, it will be seen that such
negotiations are conducted with a maximum of mutual
understanding and a minimum of that kind of delay that often
results from the formalities and rigidities of cõnventional
of f icial procedure . ,'
christie, of course, realized that the Mission would not
provide Ottawa with complete control over its relations with the
united states
only the establishment of formal diplonatic
representation would permiL that
but he bel-ieved it was
important for canada to take the initiative in bilateral
relations with both British and American officials whenever
circumstances were amenable to such action. rn July, 1919, for
exampler Christie urged Borden to proceed with a reierence of a
quesLion concerning the manner in which the St. Lawrence River
was to be developed to the International Joint Commíssion. The
reference, which had been proposed by canada before the start of
the vÍar, had been pressed on the Americans ever since and as
recently as 1918. christie saw the reference as a means of
"opposing a special private development on the American side
...."
To abandon this course of aótion no\^¡, christie wrote,
would have the unfortunate consequences of (a) convincing
Vüashington that Ottawa was insincere and had been dealing in "bad
I2T

faith" since the beginni.g, and, more importantly, (b) probably
facilitate greater Americãn control of Sl. Lawreñce'aevätopmen't.
"on the other hand, what will be the position if v,,e
dropped the project? lve sharr certainly bä unãoià to
urge it
agai! as a ground for special developmeñts under private
auspices -: certainly oñ the Americañ side, ãñd-,r'ery iitery
on this side. _ The_private deveropments wilr proceeã one
bi
one' without the advantages of a èonsidered säñemà; and muéf,
of the.capital will doubtless be American. So in the end the
expenditures will be made, and there will be thi; additionaÍhold of American private capital on the st. Lawrence system.
In short the choice seems not to be between
inaction with respect to this project, but betweenaction and
development under private finañciãl auspices an¿ ãontrol and
development under þrivate auspices difficult
to cãntror.,,
Fo[ gooq overall discusssions of the Canadian war Mission's role
and activities see R.D. cuff and J.L. Granatstein. Ties That
Bind. canadian-Amerlcan Relations in tr{artime from trruËw.,
comÞanyl-r% chapter rrr, "Lloyd Harris and the canadian war
pp.aS-oal and H. Gordon Skirlf;;:
Xl::lgl_to_washinston,"
c¡"a¿¿-.n nepfesentatíon Á-broad. From Agençy to Embas{'ioronto:
view of the
Mission and its role see t: clark, (ea.¡, DCER, rrr, Document
23-27, L.C. Christie, Memorandum for tEe-ffie-l,rinisterr 3030,
Pp.
January 1918, and pAc, RG 2s Dl, DEA papers, volume 7gg, r'iíe
522t L.c. christie, Memorandum concerning the canadian war
Mi=liol' 23 April 1918. For.the general background
to this phase
of st Lawrence affairs see william R. willougñby. The
st.
Lawrence seaw?y. A__studl in politics ana oipÍomãcyl- ltaã-ison,
For
christie's view of the rJc reference as a means of .84-g6.
keeping
private American interests at bay see pAc, MG 26 H, eoraeñ
Papers, Reel c-4419r pp. 139279-L3g2gL, L.c. christie, st.
Lawrence River Development. proposed Reference to the
International Joint Commissionr-15 July I919.
49.) For these points see L.c. christie,, The League of Nations
and rts consequences in National-_poricy I 16 Januaiy Lg2or op.
cit., PP. 1065-1066. In particular, this memorandüm stressäs the
desirability of consultations between the United States and the
BriLish Empire aimed at maintaining "adequate military and
naval
fitness. "
50.) Christie in the I9I7-L920 period continued to believe that
canada had a legitimate and constructive role to play as an
intermediqry beLween London and washington not-on1y for the
purpose.of promoting Anglo-American amity but as a meãns of
turthering Canadars national interests. After a discussion with
United States Supreme Court Justice Louis Brandeis in the fatl
1918, for example, christie suggested to Borden that he pass of
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along to the BrLtish government the recommendations that Brandeis
had made. "He prandei$ spoke of the 'f reedom of the seasr r',
Chr istie wrot,e , "and he spoke in such a \day as to reave an impression
the subject was being explored a good deal in whateverthat
circle
he had been moving in. His attitude r^¡as what might be ca1led
practical. He \^ras apprehensive resÈ the peace cònference
result in some pious and meaningless declaration on the
subject and thought there should be discussions beforehand
between Great Britain and the united states
. he thought
I freedom
of the seas I must remain a doubtful phrase unless
some underst.anding could be reached on that point. His
conversation on the subject was rather pointed ... r and I
strongly suspect that his attitude is representative enough
to make it worthwhile for the Admiralty lo have our side of
the case on this subject well prepared, with an especial eye
to American prejudices and lack of knowledge of the
princíples that have animated our use of sãapower.
These points seem worth passing on because Mr. Justice
Brandeis is highly regarded by the president, is understood
to be fairly close to him, and it is known that the presídent
has sought his advice on various topics during the war...."
From the evidence at hand, it does not appear as though Borden
chose to pass on this information to the-British authórities.
Professor R.C. Brown has written that Borden believed that AngIoAmerican understanding and cooperation after the war was the best
guarantor of peace, and that, indeed, he believed that
Poqsible
had such trans-Atlantiõ harmony existed before rgr4 there
probably wourd not have been a !üar. paradoxically, however,
Borden seems to have ignored most of Christie's piáctical wartime
suggestions that Ot.tawa try to smooth Anglo-American relations by
attempting to explain washingtonfs positions and concerns to
London. For what.ever reason Borden chose not to act on
Christiers not infrequent recommendations, it seems possible that
he missed an opportunity to assist in the developmenl
Britainrs policies towaid the united states. A ietter offrom
Philip Kerr to Lloyd George seems to suggest that the British
might have been wilring to hear Borden óut on the subject of
relations with America. "rt has occurred to mer'r reri wrote,
"t,hat we ought to make a point of asking Sir Robert Borden to
attend the meetings of the War Cabinet whenever the questions
of our relations with America are under discussion, ãnd this
independent altogether of the special meetings of the
Imperial lrÏar Cabinet.
As he is over here I think that both the Canadian people
and the canadian government wourd resent it if he were ñot
asked to be preseñt whenever a matter which affects so
vitally their ovrn national interests is under discussion.
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Kerrrs proposal does not,, of course, indicate absolutely that the
British were anxious to have Canadian input or that the! would
have abided by whatever advice rdas rendeied. fhey-may êimp1y
have listened to ottawa as a means of defusing eoiOãn-'s aniei
over the lack of consultat,ion and communicatión
during
war.
Nevertheless, Kerr I s letter indicates that there \.Jas at the
leasL
chance that the rore christie envisioned for canada in anglo- a
American relations might have been possible had Bord.r, puísued
his suggestions wit.h á rittle_more iigor. see pAc, MG 30 844,
christie Papers, volume 2, Folder 5, pp. r768-1769',
L.c.
christie' Memorandum for the Prime lliñister
Re: TaIk with Louis
Brandeis, 10 october 191B; R.c. Brovin, Robert Laird Borden. A
1r14-1r3zr oP.
@
Kerr to David LroydIr:
Eeõrgê;--n=". ,luoE- in- John Turner. r,roya
g-F9getariat.Cambridge:CámbridgeUniversitypreEle8oF
51.) In the period being considered here, Christie showed little
interest in establishing Canadian representation other
than a formal _diplomatiõ presence in washington. abroad
õ"tr,"
available evidence, christie suggested that canada establish
additional representation in onÍy two places,
namely,
united
Kingdom and the united states -- accoräing tó ch;i;fí., tr,.the
¡o"iv
places
(trrafl
any
irnportance" for canada and the other
?
_have
Dominions -- and
recommended that they be rather more commercial
than diplomatic in their orientation.- rn october, igta he
suggested establishing a Canadian Vüar Mission in London, similar
to that in Washington, to secure industrial orders because the
need of Canadian businesses for work "will increase very sharply
when the war munitions orders begin to fall off .. . n " He arso
suggested that such a Mission might
as to become a
connecting link between the Canadian',develop
Government and the various
Inter-Al1ied Councils that are being set up. "
christie also recommended that the cañadian Bureau of
rnformation, which had been set up during the war in New york
cit.y, be converted into a permaneñt trade mission "to promote
relations with the united states." He also thought ttrãt ,'a
canadian official with the rank of consul, reponãibIe to and
act fing] under the instructions of the canadian Government"
shoul-d be attached to the British consular district in New york
ci!v, andr at a later date, to the consular districts in Boston,
chicago, san Francisco, and New orreans as welr. see pAc, MG 30
E!4t Christie Papers, Volume 9, Folder 30, p. 9425, L.C.
christie, undated Notes but probably c. rgz3; rbid, ¡tc
26 H,
Borden Papers, Reer c-4306, pp. 27grg-z79Lg, r,ld-cr¡ristie,
Memorandum for the prime Minister, 15 october 19lg; and, rbid.,
MG_29 Ir _Meighen Papers, volume 54, Folder 222, pp: o2ggsTñgasg
and 029860-02986L, L.C. Christie, Report Upon thè-Canadian Bureau
of rnformation, New York city, and the canãdian lrlar Mission, 27
october L920, L. clark, (ed.), DCER,rrr, Document 30, pp. 23-27.
papers, Reel C-4330, p. 52467, L.C.
t?.) Tbid., MG 26- H, for
_Botden prLme
ChristEl-uemorandum
the
Minister, 12 óeðember I91g.
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rbid. chr istie berieved t.hat one of canada I s most
important objectives was to insure its fulr membership in the
League of Nations and that the best means to this end \¡ras to
remain, ât least for the time being, closely associated with the
British imperial system. "There is an advañtager" Christie
53 " )

argued,

"in retaining the words 'British Empirer. rt does preserve
f9t- lhe present the idea so far as possible Lhat in- foreign
af f airs tlre Empìre pct! together; aña it does for the preãent
give us fCanad{l a hold thiough the rmperial vüar Cabin-et over
the British Empire Representative. poèsib1y all- this cannot
last much_longer; but paris is scarcely the place and the
Peace conference scarcery the forum to debate the point.
There has been no clear cut mandate to the Canadiañ delegates
to make the change; and while perhaps there is a separatíst
feeling in canada to satisfy there also is another body of
feeling that would prefer that nothing more than is n.-cessary
be done here to give colour to an agitation in that
direction. "
Christie realized that nationalist sentiment was out.weighed in
canada and perhaps in Borden and his cabinet as well
by
affection for ãnd loyalty to the Empire and he probably fearäd
that full membership in the League would be opposed at home if it
was presented as a step toward independence. see pAc, MG 30 844,
Chriç!ie_Papers, Volume 5, Folder 16, p. 4299, L.C. Christie,
Pencilled Notes on the League of Natioñs, undated but apparently
c. March, 1919.
54.) L.C. Christie, Memorandum for Sir Robert Borden, 12
December, ]-918, op. cit., p. 52467. Christie felt that it was
vital not to conT[se-the representation issue wit.h the
peacemaking activities, and believed that the maintenance of the
Mission was precisely correct "on the ground that this course
avoids an occasion for someone to raise the larger question of
permanent representation at this time." see rbid., pp. 5246752468.

55.) L.C. Christie,

Memorandum

for the prime Minister:

The

Dominions and the Council of the League, 6 September 1919r op.
cit. rnterestingly, once the peacemaking v¡as concruded and*
Gñada's membersrriþ in the l,eague \,¡as asãuredr christie rapidly
lost his affection for the Canadian !{ar Mission. 'I am coñvinced
that the Mission, aÞ a permanent, or anything like a permanent,
form of representationr" he maintained,

. what is really needed
"wou1d not just,ify its expense
some form of diplomatic representation ¡ for it shows that
where the inportant questions affecting Canada arise and
require negotiation with the political

authorities in

trnlashington the Mission itself cannot act at all.
fn such
cases the Embassy must act. A large portion of the work of
the Embassy concerns Canada; Lord Bryce said it was two
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thirds of their work before the v¡ar. There is therefore a
real case on practical grounds for diplomatic representation;
and in addition there would be indirect, intangiure, but
nevertheless valuable advantages in the way of prestige and
prominence accruing to canada that would justify the
expenditure" But as a permanent thing there seems to be no
convincing case on practical grounds for the expense of the
Mission; while its lack of status and importancé makes it so
obscure that there are no direct benefits whatever."
Whereas the existence of the Mission had once been a reason not
to push immediately for establishing distinct Canadian diplomatic
representation in washington, it was no!ü -- with the mattèr of
membership in the League settled favorably
a reason to secure
representation as quickly as possíb1e. See, L.C. Christie,
Report on the canadian Bureau of rnformation, New york city, and
the Canadian War Mission, I7 October LIZO, op. cit.
56.) PAc, MG 26 H, Borden Papers, Reel c-4329, pp. 50739-50740,
L.C. Christie, Memorandum for the prime MinisLer, 2 August
1919. The strengthening of the Department of External Affairs by
enhancing its ability to control the conduct of Canadars foreignrelations l^¡as part and parcel of the steps Christie thought had
to be taken on the road to international status. In this case,
the Prime Minister accepted and implemented the privy Council to
the Department of External Affairs to Governor General's Office
route suggested by Christie. See Ibid., pp. 50810-50811, R.L.
Borden to N.Vt. Rowe1l, 1 October 1919.
57.) Christie consistently was concerned with expanding the role
and capabilities of the Department of External Affairs,
especially by increasing its access to relevant information. He
was sent to London in the spring of L920, for example, to find
remedies for what $ras termed OtLawats lack of "ade(uate
information on important points of high po1icy. " As a result of
the trip Christie recommended "as a possible basis
for
discussion" the establishment of a post in London for a
Department of External Affairs officer who would serve as a
liaision between Ottawa and London and also would act in a
similar capacity with the Secretariat of the League of Nations
and the other British members of the League. This officer's duty
would be to gather information from all of these sources, but in
particular he would "transmit to Ottawa copies of the Cabinet and
Foreign Office reports, memoranda and papers on foreign affairs
which are circulated to the Cabinet. Christie also suggested
that Ottawa should study the organization of the Foreign Office
as a model for its own ext,ernal relations machinery and develop
cyphers t.o use in communicationg between Ottawa and London and
Ottawa and V{ashington.
Christie also suggested that Ottawa begin to use its High
Commissioner in London to more advantage and in a quasidiplomatic manner. 'I would suggest.r" Christie wrote,
"that more use of the l{igh Commissioner be used in dealing
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vrith the League of Nationsr so long as at arl events the
secretariat of the League is maintained in London. fn
particular he might well be designated
as the medium of
communication between the Government and the League; that is
to sâY, while communications should be formally
as
heretofore to the Prime Minister, they should -U"àddressed
transmitted
and replied to through the High commissioner. The course
proposed would simply be in accord with this practice. rt
also should result in greater expedition and Ëetter knowledge
of what the League is doing ¡ for the High Commissioner with
the support implied in this method of piocedure
have a
higher standing in meeting those conceined wiLh will
the
League
and should therefore be in a position to acquire in an
informal t¡ay and transmit to ottawa much information of use
to the government. Nothing in this proposar
need
way
lead to divergences in view between ãitterent partsinofany
lfre
Empire nor prevent the sort of consultation
in the
- -Fina1ly
colonial secretary'_s . teregram of January 22nd.
""õgã"t"a
ii is
submitted that anything wñicn increases the High
Commissioner's responsibilities and influence ln london is of
distinct advantage- to the Dominion
Government. "

MG 30 F,44' christ_ie papers, volume 2t
$gg-eac,
r, pp.
1075-1084, L.c. christie, Report l¡o.r on visii Folder
io-n"grana, March
April, L920, 6 May 1920.
58.) pAC, RG 25 Dl, DEA papers, Volume 7gg, File 522, L.c.
chr istie, canadian oiplomaÈic Representation at i¡Iashington
Draft clauses for an order in council, 30 september 1919. These
draft clauses indicate that Christie wanted if,e Canadian Minister
to hit the ground running in Washington and immediately assume
control of negotiations then in process with the Uniteã States,
be the sole channel of communica-tion between the United States
government and Ottawa, and be the sole channel of communication
between the British Embassy in washington and ottawa.

59.) rbid. L.c. christie, Notes on the Title and status of the
eroposêã--danadian Representative at washington, L9-sàptember
1919.

60.) rbid. Christie also added that the traditional manner in
which Tlã-term was used in intra-imperial relations *uJ ã point
against. its use in the case of representation at washingtoñ.
"The use of the title High commissioner for the canadian
representative in Londoni' he argued, "can scarcely
afford a
reason for its use in vüashington. Tndeed its use in
lpecial
London, considering that it carries ño diplomatic status, might
be said to afford a reason for not using it in washington. irr
disposed.persons in Canada and elsewhere might make tñe point of
it that it would be just as well to avoid."
) rbid.
62.) L.c. christie, canadian Diplomatic Representation at
61.
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!'Iashington - Draf t clauses for an order in council, 30 september
f91?r.oÞ. cit. Even while professing the need for such intimate
collaboration, however, christie fetI it necessary
to again
refute any possible basis for anyone to assume tfrát the Canadian
Minister $¡as subordinate to the eritish Ambassador. "Any matter
would be unable to adjust between themselvês,i
Iþiçr, !h"ywrote
christie
in the rast sentence of the clause quoted here,
"sha11 be referred to their respective Governments for
settlement. "

Christie did his best in this clause to invoke the spirit of
cooperation that had developed during the r47ar.
lTp".ia1
first
paragraph of clause 6r" he expiained to Borden, ,'is "The
modelled on the language_of the lasl part of the constitutional
Resolution S.esolution-ri] of the rmpärial war conference,
I9I7. There may perhaps be a certaiñ advantage and convenience
in adapting this formula to the present case.ñ rt is open to
question.whether christie wqs seel<ing to promote imperiã1
cooperation with this formulation, oi wasl instead,'emproying the
usage in an attempt to put pressure
London to forrow the
pledge it had susõribed- to Ln LgL7. on
see pAc, MG 26 H, Borden
Papers, ReeL c-4336, p. 58188, L.c. christie, Memorandum for the
Prime Minister, 30 September 1919.
63.) christie continued to see imperiar cohesiveness not
amalgamation -- as a necessary pol-iticat goal for canada and
believed that the appointment of a Canadiãn Minister shoutd be
done in a matter that did not make the goal of imperial
cooperation more difficult, to attain. õlose coopäraLion with
London in establishing a dipromatic presence, ch;istie wrote,
"emphasizes the solidarity of the nmþire and is calculated to
avoid giving the Americans opportunities to play off one part of
the.Bmpire.against another. They would be inclined to try this
- in a spirit of puck if for no other reason. " see pAc, RG 25
DI, DEA Papers, volume 799, File 522, L.c. christie, canadian
Representative at trrlashington - Memorandum on proposal made in
colonial secretaryrs Telegram of october 28, r9rg, 6 December
1919.
64.) L. clark, (ed.),

DCER,

Trr,

Document

B, pp. 7-9,

Governor

Generar to colonial secEEryl--T october 1919.--The content of
this telegram is almost identical to the suggestions Christie
made in his oraft clauses for an order in councir, 30 september
1919¡ op. cit.

65.) L. clark, (ed.), DCER, rrr, Document 9, coronial secretary
to Governor General, 28 october 1919" rn reality, Milner barely
made an effort to disguise what he was up to in so far as
independent Canadian representation in Washington was
concerned. After suggesting that the canadian Minister take
cþarge of the British Embassy in the absence of Londonrs envoy,
Milner wrote that,
"In order to carry out this policy it would be essential
that the Minister should reside and have his offices within
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the precincLs of the Embassy and that his canadian staff,
appointed like himself on the recommendat,ion of the Canadian
Government, should have diplomatic status and be regarded as
part of the diplomatic sÈaff of His Majesty,s Embasãy
rank equivarent to that of their Briti;h cãlleagues of with
corresponding grades" rn this way the solidarity of the
Empire would be maintained and emphasized which èould hardly
be the case if a diplomatic agent for the Dominion of Canadå
were accredited independent to the President of the united

states ...."
rt should also be noted that christie wanted no part of
Milner's idea that the Canadian Minister should act iñ place of
the British Ambassador and for the Empire as a whole when the
l-ater $¡as absent from washington. "To be frankr" christie wrote
to Eustace Percy early in L919,
'r do not quite understand what you mean by suggesting that a
Dominion envoy 'would claim the right t,o gó to-the Government
to which he \^tas accredited and to urge upõn that Government
the views of his Dominion with the whole force of his status
as a representative of the British Empire as a whole.' r
know of nothing in past experience to- just,ify this
apprehension, and r cannot imagine a canadian posing as
anything but. a Canadian for the purpose of preãsing the views
of the Canadian Government. Many Cãnadians would indeed feel
tþat they night even be more effective by confining
themselves rigidly to that ro1e."
see L.c. christie to Eustace percy, lg February 1919 as quoted in
AIex Inglis, "South By East. A Fe$¿ Steps on the Road to
Washingtonr" External Affairs, XX, L2 (December, 1969), p. 531.
66.) L.c. christie, canadian Representative at ÏVashington
Memorandum on Proposal made in Colonial Secretaryts Telegram of
october 28, r9L9, 6 December 1919r op. cit. christie was anxious
to get out from under British control in external affairs and
avoid circumstances in which Canada would be bound by decisions
made and taken by a representative of the united Kingdom. The
two questions involved
status and responsibility :- were
central for Christie and he deemed them unat.tainable for Canada
if its representatives hrere always under Londonrs diplomatic
jurisdiction.
For this reason, for example, he argued in earry
i'920 against Ottawa participating in the selection of the British
member of the Council of the League of Nations because it would
unavoidably blur Canada's international personality and entangle
her in foreign commitments that she neither wanted nor was
equipped to handle.
"The rBrit,ish Empiret is named as one of the Members of
tþ" League of Nations entitled to permanent. representation on
the Council. At first sight therefore it might be said that
all parts of the Empire should join in the naming of the
Representative who will from time to time sit on the
1.29

council. This simple solution has however far-reaching
consequences that demand careful considerat.ion before any
step is taken.
If \^re fcanadfl demand the right to join in the selection
of t.he representativet
we admit that he iepresent,s Canada,
and $re become responsibte to that extent fõr any action he
be said that he wil1 only bé at the
Tight.!ake.
.It may
council
to give
hÍs assent to any proposal aã referendum.
Possibly the council will work that way at tïmês; 6uE-TE wilt
not do so always. And even so the consideration that we have
in f act deputed him will make it exceedingly dif f icult f.or us
to avoid responsibility for what he may do.
HitherLo our attitude has been, broadly speakirg, that
we are like a small power; that vi¡e have only sþecial
interests; that hre do not desire to assert tr¡at we have a
general interest; that $re do not interest ourselves in
everything that happens anywhere in the world. The proposal
to demand a voice in the selection of the Representalivè on
the council implies a comprete reversal of this attitude.
We secured the right under Article 4 (paragraph 5) of
the Covenant to a canaãian representative â-t tné cäuncir when
Canadian interests are under consideration. If el¡e join in
appointing the permanent Brit.ish Representative, he becomes
our Representative and vre imperil our right to send a
Representative

It must be apparent that even if it were agreed that the
Dominions should join in the nomination of the British
Representative, yet in practice it would be a highly formal
and.perfunctory affair in the presenL state of fmperial
political machinery. It is difficult -- indeed, óne might
say impossible to conceive circumstances in which a
Dominion wourd propose to veto the nominee of the united
Kingdom. There are no real practical advant.ages to be gained
from the step; while it has possibilities of real
disadvantage; it weakens our position in respect of

distinctive representation among other nations in the League,
and it commits us (if we are rea1ly to be in earnest about
the matter) to worldwide responsibilities with which under
present conditions of Imperial organization r¡le are not
prepared to cope...."
See PAC, MG 27 II D13, N.W. Rowell Papers, Volume B, Folder 38,
L.C. Christie, Memorandum for the Cabinet: British Representation
on the Council of the League of Nationsr g February L920, and L.
Clark, (ed.), DCER, III, Document 349, pp. 395-396.
67.) L.C. Christie, Canadian Representative at Washington Memorandum on Proposal made in Colonial Secretaryrs Telegram of
October 28, J-9L9t 6 December 1919r op. cit. Christie's
commentary and suggestions on Milner's telegram -- especially
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regarding the possibility of the Canadian uinister representing
the Empire in the British Ambassadorrs absence are not unl-ike
those expressed by Liberal party leader Mackenzie King in
Parliament in mid-May, L920. This is an early indication of a
certain sinilarity of views on some aspects of foreign relations
between the two men. It also suggests that had not King
distrusted Christie's Tory associations, they may have been able
to work together effectively on external matters after the former
became prime minister. For King's attitude regarding the
suitable role for a Canadian diplomatic representative in
I{ashington see C.P. Stacey, Canada and the Age of Conflict,
Vo1ume I: l867-1921r op. cit., pp. 316-317.
68.) L.C. Christie, Canadian Representative at Washington
Memorandum on Proposal made in Colonial Secretaryrs Telegran of
october 28, L9L9, 6 December 1919r oÞ. cit.
69.) Another argument used by Christie to keep Borden moving
ahead was to assure him that the British were not reacting
negatively to either the idea of disbinct Canadian representation
or to. the pace at which its establishment was progessing. After
a visit to lVashington in October 19I9, for example, he related
the British Embassy's reaction to the j.dea of a Canadian
diplomatic agent in a memorandum saying,
"I had some informal conversation with Sir William
tyrelI þnbassador Greyrs private secretaryJ and Mr. Lindsay
l_Charge drAffairesJ on the subject. Neither of them seened
in the least startled by ttie proposal; nor did they suggest
in any way that there would be any difficulty either legally
or practically. Both thought the scheme workable provided
there eras gcod will on both sides and the right men were
appointed. Sir I{iIliam TyreIl entirely recognized that the
importance and pclitical status of Canada made the step
necessary; and he argued it ought to be tried. ..."
See PAC, RG 25 Dl, DEA Papers, Volume 799, File 522t L.C.
Christie, Memorandum f or the Prime l'linister, l5 October I919.
70.) For the antipathy among some members of Borden's Cabinet
toward creating Canadian diplomatic representation at Ì{ashington
see John S. Galbraith. The Establishment of Canadian Diplomatic
Eorila
Status at Washington. t
nanobeitBothweI1,"CanadianRepresentation
at V{ashington: A Study in ColoniaI Responsibility," Canadian
Ilistorical Review, LII, 2 (June , L972) , p. 143.
7L.) Another factor which probably moved Christie to be careful
to keep things on an even keel and at a steady pace was the
uncertain status of Bordenrs health and personal political future
after he suffered a physical and emotional breakdown of sorts
late in 1919. "Sir RobertIs breakdown is a most unfortunat.e
af f air r " Christie wrot.e to Philip Kerr.
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"He's worn out; r courd see it coming. But r think he has
stopped in time. He took the best mèdical advice going and
was told if he went on even a few months longer he would end
in a complete nervous col1apse, that only
splendid
heredity had saved him so fár, and that -hehi;
must quit
entirely. so he totd the cabinet he would have t-o resign.
After much discussion and the discovery
of Lhe fact thal they
couldnrt agree_ on anyone else without á posssible
spJ-it and ä
general mess they united in asking him tð remain as
nominal
head for 5 or 6 months on the conãition that he should have
this much rest and then come back and decide himself whether
he courd go on. r don't believe myself that he
*irr be able
to take on such duties, though r tñink he coul_d manage
a nonpolitical office perfectly wett. The Cabinet and unionist
party certainry needed a breathing space in which to take
stock and make up their minds, and it would be hard to find
other way to get it¡ but it might by some chance resurt
?ny
in a situation that would be very áwkwa?A
and unfair to him. "
Given the uncertain future of both Borden
his government,
christie may have seen the duration of theand
Bord.;';-personal
tenure as the remaining period in which forward striäes toward
enhanced internationar status for canada could be made quiðÈry.
rn addition, christie probably !.rt that Borden's popuÌãrity
among canadians generaJ-ly -- "his
character has coirmãnded a
remarkable confidence on the part of his country"
he wrote on one
occasion also wourd herp smooth the acceptanôe of
more
independent status that waè being sought for canada.the
He
therefore presented Borden with as noñ-contentious a package as
possibre, but presented it at the
fastest reasonable
ior, as
he told Franfurter, what would happen after Borden's þu".
iecuperaiirre
per iod had girlen_. "his supporters ã- breathing space to coriect
their wooly wits" was "altogether in the raþ of the gods.,'
L-c- christie to phirip Kerr, L2 January Lgror op. clt. and see
Library of congress, Fiankfurter eapersl contåinãr Tr; L.c:
christie to Felix Frankfurter, 13 uãy Lg2r
and L.c. christie to
Felix Frankfurter, 22 December 1919.
72.) L.C. Christie, Notes on the Tit1e and Status of the
Proposed Canadian Representative at l{ashington, I9 September
1919. sp. cit

73.) ft must be admitted that several of the other Dominions
particularly Australia and New Zealand and prime Minister
lvleighen himself showed Iittle if any enthusiasm for convoking a
constitutional conference, and so the British did not bear all of
the responsibility for the fai lure in this regard.
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Chapter IV:

Dr if t and FrusLratj.on: Lor in Christie and Canadian
External Policy, 92L-192

"The rub is they \nron,t decider" Christie wrote to

Frankfurter in the falI of Lg2L.r christie was speaking here, in
part, of the refusal of Dominion statesmen to finally settle the
future course of imperial rerations by convening the
constitutional conference called for in Resolution rx of the
rmperial war conference of r9r7. More especially, however, he
was deploring his o\^Jn governmentrs failure to step out smartly
after the completion of the Versailles settlement and t.ake better
advantage of all avaitabre opportunities for assuming fu11
responsibility for the conduct of its own external relations.
Christie began the period between L92L and Lg23 with great
expectations, but several significant disappointments in these
years left him with an overall- sense of frustration. Christiets
faith in the longterm viability of both the British imperial
system and the League of Nations slipped considerably; the former
for the reason noted above and the latter for what christie
considered to be its increasingly Euro-centric focus. At the
same time, he feared that Ottawars failure to establish
diplomatic representation in the united states and build an
organization and machinery in the Department of External Affairs
competent to carry on the nationrs foreign relations had
seriously limited canadars ability to protect adequately its
national interests. By the spring of l-923 a combination of all
of these factors, together with Mackenzie King's unwillingness to
use him to the extent and in the manner that Borden and Meighen
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had, led him to resign from the Canadian public service and enter
the employ of Sir James Dunn in London.

In the National Interest: Christie and the Im rial Conference of
1921 and the Washington Conference
on his vüay back to canada after attending the League of
Nationrs Assembly in Geneva, christie visited Engrand in early
January r92L during which he held discussions to discuss the
organization of the Foreign office and imperial foreign policy
matters with Lord curzon and Lloyd George. As a result of these
conversations Christie was prompted to turn his attention to the
problem posed for both Canada and the Empire by the upcoming
decision regarding the future of the Anglo-Japanese Al1iance"
Christie held that decision to be "one of the most important now
confronting the Empire ...."2 "The Alliance," he wrote,
as time goes on and the signif icance of the recent nerâ¡
distribution and shifting of forces and interests in the
world becomes more sharply realised I venture to think that
no decision will appear to have been more vital than the
decision to be taken this year on the renewal or termination
of Èhe Alliance, for on the one hand it has a direct bearing
on the possibility of an EngJ-ish speaking concord and on the
other it may have incalculable effecLs on the bonds of
sympathy anã understanding within the Empire itse1f....3
When he first began to consider the future of the Alliance
Christie's ideas turned on the welfare of the Empire; Lhat is,
how the renewal or termination of the alliance would affect the
unity and viability of the imperial system. Not far into the
process, however, his estimations and advice began to change in
regard to t,he ultimate goal toward which Ottawa should aim in its
consideration of the A11iance. The Empire and its future
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continued to bulk rarge in christie's analysis, but, at bottom,
the object of his deliberations regarding the Alliance
as well
as the rmperial Conference of l-92l- and the lvashington Conference

that followed it
\^/ere all aimed at securing what r¡¡as in the
best interest of the canadian nation, whether or not that
interest coincided with those of Great Britain and the other
Dominions. Whereas Professor Michael Fry has written that "to be
a junior partner in the North Atlantic Triangle" \das the',summit
of canadian desiresr" it seems that for christie
who Fry
categorizes as a dedicated "Atlanticist"
the intention vüas not
to blur the distinctiveness of canada in the role of a ,'junior
partner'r but to express and protect the nationfs interests as
completely as possible.

4

rn a memorandum of February 1, rg2l, christie told Meighen
that the Anglo-Japanese Alliance had been formed in LgO2 in the
interests of preserving peace and maintaining the status quo in
the Far East, of protecting the independence and territoriat
integrity of china and keeping the "open door', there, and of
isolating "the pending struggle between Russia and Japan and the
prevenLion of Armageddon in Europe." The Alliance r^¡as renewed in
1905 with the first two sets of considerations remaining intact,
but with the strategic emphasis of the Alliance, from Britain's
point of view, altered. The Alliance no$¡ concentrated on
maintaining British friendship with Japan in order to counter the
Russian threat to Britain's interests in India and to foreclose
the possibility of a Japanese-German combination. rn 1911, the
Alliance was once again renewed with the two original objectives
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still in p1ace, but with yet another revision of its strategic
purpose. By 1911, Russia and Japan had come to a working
agreement over lfanchuria and Britain had protected its interests

in India by concluding a modus vivendi with Russia in regard to
both Persia and Afghanistan. Britain's aim in the 19lI renewal
therefore vüas to free its strategic hand by reducing British
naval and military liabilities
in the East in order to meet the
developing crisis in Europe. The Dominions concurred in the last
renewal of the A1l-iance at the rmperial conference of 1911
with Australia abstaining
af ter a stipulation \,Jas included in
the treaty stating clearly that that the British Empire ,,in no
sense contemplated a \"rar against the united states as being in
any !üay involved in the Alliance."5
After this brief sketch of the Alliance's history, Christie
concluded that in so far as the deepening European crisis r,\7as
concerned "the Alliance may be said to have served its purpose
u/el1r" but that "because of the radical changes in the position
of the world brought about by the events of the past six years"
the value of the Treaty must be reevaluated thoroughly. The most
prominent of these "radical changes r " according to Christie r !r/âs
the disappearance of the threat posed to Britain by the Russian
and German empires and the consequent lack of "convincing reasons
for it fttre anglo-Japanese Alriancfl in the European
situation." "on this score," he wrote, "... it is better to hold
to the traditional British attit.ude, to avoid alliances until
driven t.o them by the practical necessities of a clearly fert
crisis."6
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Christie also found considerable fault with the Alliancers
basic Far Eastern aspects and goals in the postwar international
environment. He argued that the Alliance had never had much
infruence on restraining Japanese designs on china
',the
chinese certainly do not think sor,'he wrote
and that such a
goal $Jas in itself "a weak and uncertain basis for an A1liance
.. . - " Because Japanese designs on China and other areas of the
Asian mainland lvere unlikely to abate, Christie warned that
t{þ" danger is therefore that we may reaIly, because
Alliance, find ouselves in some sensé impti-cated in a of the
spoliation of china; for the thing cuts Ëoth vüays; we cannot
always be restraining our Arly, añd by yielding-here and
there we may gradually become-þarty Lõ å comprãte Japanese
hegemony in the Far East over whicñ our inflüence wiif be of
the most illusory sort
Beyond Britainrs inability to control or even limit Japan,s
Chinese ambitions through the A1liance, and the resulting danger
of complicity through association, christie believed that the
renewal of the Alliance would have unfortunate repercussions on
the interests of other povrrers in the Far East. rn this regard,
he thought that the attitude of the united states toward the
Alliance \^¡as a matt.er of paramount concern for both Canada and
the Empire. The united states, christie explained to Meighen,
is concerned in the Far East, greatly concerned and in a
special way. It is not merely an academic concern; there is
a great body of feeling and opinion in the unit,ed states
that has made her interest in this part of the worrd, and
especially in China, political in a real sense, however
uncertain and ineffective it has been in pracLice. This is
indeed the onry sphere outside the vüestern Hemisphere in
which she has ever manifested such an interest, ãnd she now
regards it as part of her traditional foreign policy. If
there is to be balancing we must admit that hei interest
there is at least equal to ours. we may be certain that her
interest will not abate. And the Alliañce, always something
of a stumbling block in the !üay of British-Ameriõan concordl
will not prove less so now that Armageddon has removed the
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bases of the extra-Eastern motives -- i.e., Germany, Russia,
thg European crisis generally -- that made it in tñe event
sufficiently interrigibre to Americans.
rn these
circumstagces the case for renewal becomes still more

doubtful. '
Besides possibly being perceived as a threat to the Far
Eastern political and commercial interests of the united States,
christie also said that the renewal of the Anglo-Japanese
Alliance also rnight be viewed by washington as an attempt by two

of the three vigorous powers remaining in the postwar world
the united states being the third
to form a "special
confidential relationship" in the Far East threatening to it
militarily.
This interpretation was made especially possible
because of the "growing rack of cordiality" in postwar JapaneseAmerican relations. Even though renewal in any form would have
to be made so as to include a disclaimer explicit,ly stating that
the Alliance "could never be interpreted to invorve us in any
opposition to the United StaLes," Christie did not believe that
this would placate American sensitivities.
one may doubt the real effectiveness of such a stipulation;
olr joint policy with the Japanese might well in the course
of years land us insensibly in a state of opposition; the
Japanese of course would see to that as far as they vùere
able. But in any case, whatever formal stipulation of this
sort may be made, it would never in its effect upon public
opinion equar the weight of the Alriance itself; the mere
fact of the special relationship would remain; always $¡e
shourd be on the defensive in the arts of explanation even
with our well-wishers in the united states. rn time they
might indeed be found saying to us: "Given the choice of
friendships in this nevù state of the world you chose the
yellow man rather than us." We constantly say that the
cardinar feature of our ftrre Empire'Ð foieigñ policy is our
desire for an English speãking
concofd. rt desãrves every
consideration whether the decision on this question to be
taken this year may not.,in reality prove to-be a turning
point in our relations. T
Having spelled out for Meighen the dangers he considered to
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be inherent in renewal, Christie suggested that the most workable
solution for the dilemma posed by the uncertain future of the
Alliance would be to arrange for a conference of all pacific
powers -- Japan, China, the United States, Great Britain, Canada,
Australia, and New Zealand to discuss security concerns in the

region. Such a conference would allow the Empire t.o "reconcÍle
our position in respect of the unit.ed states" and at the same
.time "enable us to terminate the Japanese Arliance with good
grace. " rn order to discover if such a conf erence v\ras f easible,
it was important to establish in the period of weeks remaining
before the convening of the rmperial conference in London in
June, l-92L whether the United States would agree to participate.
How should the matter be approached? obviously since
the proposal involves the termination of the Allianõer the
soundings must commence on the part of the British Empire.
But more specifically, since the pacific Dominions are
really more vitally concerned than Great Britain or the
other parts of the Empire, and since canada by association
and outlook seems betler equipped to talk to the united
states than others are, the initiative shoul-d come from
Canada and the approach to the American Government be made
by His Majestyrs Canadian Government.
rn short its is submitted that as soon as the nehl
President and his secretary of staLe Sarren Harding and
Charles Evans Hughes, repectivelfl arJinstalled, a
representative of the canadian Government should get in
touch with them, place the whole position before Èrrem in
conversations of the greatest frankness, and endeavor Lo
discover whether some such course as that sketched above
_ft,hat is, a Pacif ic Conf erencÇ! is f easible. That having
been done, the meeting of the-Prime ltilfisters in June would
be in a position to discuss realities.
It is interesting to note that Christiers first approach t,o
Meighen on the matter of the Alliance \¡¡as phrased armost,
excrusively in terms of the Empire's best interests, and not
soleIy in terms of canada's national interests, aside from the
_
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definite inference that as a Pacific Dominion Canada's interests
lirere greater than those of the "other parts of the Empir"."11
Clearly, Christie vùas saying by inplication that such a course of
action by the Empire also was in Canada's national interest, but
overall the effort he suggested seems to have been aimed at
making a consultative and cooperative imperial foreign policy
workable. The closest he came to discussing Canada's individual
interest in seeing the Alliance terminated \^las t.o remind Meighen
as he wourd do again later in regard to his opinion that
Canada was becoming too closely tied to the exclusive affairs of
Europe by its obligations to the League of Nations
that Canada
and the other Dominions "have an instinctive reluctance to
committing themselves to the largely incalculable liabílities and
consequences of such a partnership @s the Anglo-Japanese
A11iancfl." He believed that Britain was "somewhat less"
reluctant to be committed to an alliance, but said that through
cooperat,ion and consultation the differing positions of Britain
and the Dominions could be reconcited.12 As will be seen,
however, Londonrs attitude¡ âs it $¡as expressed in trans-Atlantic
cable communications, guickly brought Christie to reevaluate the
imperially oriented manner in which he was approaching the
question of renewal.
Christie's long memorandum on the Alliance persuaded Prime
Minister Meighen that it should be terminated, and convinced him
that the United States should be approached prior to the Imperial
Conference concerning the possibility of its participation in a
conference of Pacific povrers.13 rn a telegram to Lloyd George on
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15 February r92r, Meighen outlined his christie-inspired

objections to the Anglo-Japanese Treaty and said that canada
believed, in the interest of Anglo-American ainity, that the
Alliance shourd not be renewed and in its place a pacifíc
conference should be convened for ',the purpose of adjusting
Pacíf ic and Far Eastern questions. "14 ,,rn any caser,, Meighen
continued

it seemslighly important to know in advance of the June
wñat is pã="ïnrã in
@r. trré. rmþeriar conf
T:gtilg
this direction
in order that "r"n"g
the wrrore prograir may be fairty
considered then. Accordingly we suggesi that a
representative of the canaãiãn eoveiñment should 9et in
touch with the new president and his secretary of-state as
ggon as possible after their inauguration and discover
through informal confidential conüersations whether any such
policy is feasible. For this purpose r nominate
sir Robert
Borden who has agreed to act.
This method of aqproach seems most appropriate, first,,
because the concern of-the pacif ic oominiõ-ns in the'question
is more vital than that of the other parts of the nmp'ire,
and, second, because the proposal seems best calculated to
succeed in vtashington if þut- forward by canada. we attach
importance to the iÇÊu of-putting it fõrward as looking to a
Pacific Conference.rs
r.Ioyd Georgers response to the Canadian initiative proposed
by Meighen Í¡¡as, to say the least, not encouraging. Af ter

patronizingly reassuring the Canadians that London too
vras in the midst of considering what action to t,ake regarding the
renewal of the Anglo-Japanese Al1iance, the British prime
Minister argued that "there are certain considerations to be
urged against the immediate adoption of your proposal ...."
He
suggested that to consurt the united states beforehand, for
example, might "prejudice (trreJ comprete liberty of action of the
forthcoming rmperial conference
especially if it was
favourably regarded by Washington."16 Overall, Lloyd George
somewhat

r4t

$¡rote, it was his governmentrs opinion that
while there is much to be said for a @acificJ Conference of
this description as a possible ultimate solution
are
very many questions to settle before the decisionthere
to make
could be reached. Questions at issue affect
=j:La.proposa1
international
position of Great Britain and the
LtheJ
general
roSeiø1.policy of the Empire. They are
inseparably
b9"19 up wirh disarmament, Naval- Shipbuifaing, - G;Ð=-f;t;;å
of the League of Nations and its disärmamà"i-¡irogramme.
Various expert committees have been sitting fär some months
in this country considering various politióal, economic,
m_ili!.ry and naval issues involved witr, the oúie.t or
placing members of the Imperial Cabinet in posÉession of all
the consiÇqrations necessãry to enable them to arrive at a
j udginent. r /

In this light, Lloyd George contended that the Canadian proposal
be shelved until the matter could be discussed at the rmperial
conference by all the governments of the Empire. rn the
meantime, and as a bit of a sop, he invited Meighen to send sir
Robert Borden to London for "an interchange of views."18
The obvious inference in Ltoyd George r s telegram was that
London had not yet decided that it was in Britain's best interest
to abrogate the Anglo-Japanese Treaty. This message -- plusr one
suspects, the arrogant and superior tone of the cable
caused
Christie to abandon his attenpt to view the question of renewal
solely from the imperial perspective and instead to substítute
what he considered to be canadafs national interests in the
matter. rn the first instance, he rejected the British
contention that prior consultations with the Americans might
limit the freedom of action of the rmperial conference, and
argued that, quite to the contrary, it would be the fairure to
consult Washington before the June meeting that woutd timit the
conferees I scope of action by leaving renewal as the only option
available to them. To know the Americans' aLt.itude beforehand,
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christie wrote, would allow events at the conference to be,,so
shaped that when the turning point is reached the meeting may be
freer to go in one direction than in the other; and the real
question is whether the one is more desirable than the other
whether, to be specific, it is more desirable to move toward a
policy of British-emerican co-operatíon or away from it."
christie said that the notion that increased Anglo-American
friendship and cooperation must be facilitated was precisely the
position that canada should be defending, and he rejected the
telegramrs intimation that it would be a cause for regret if the
actions of the Imperial Conference were limited by a favorable
response from washington to a proposal for a conference of
Pacific power".19
christie arso rejected Lroyd Georgers contention that
discussions and cooperation wiLh the united States had to await
internationar agreements on disarmament, naval shipbuilding, and
the future of the League of Nations and its disarmament
program. He wrote that agreement on any of these topics in the
next year vüas "impossible to imagine" and if the EmpireIs prime
Ministers Ì¡¡ere to delay action on either the Alliance or a
Pacific Conference on account of the unsettled nature of these
factors "they will wait long indeed." Christie maintained that
this position was simply another t.hat wourd have the effect of
failing to prompt the Americans in the direction of international
involvement and cooperation with Britain, and, worse yet, of
allowing the alliance with Japan to continue indefiniÈely.20
An even more basic problem for Christie was the fact that he
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discerned no necessary connection between the issues enumerated
by Lloyd George and a decision concerning the future of the
Anglo-Japanese Alliance unless the British meant to infer that
"the decision on the Alliance is to depend on whether the united

States goes in for a policy of disarmamentr co-operation with the
League of Nations and so on." Lloyd Georgers telegram seemed to
be saying, Christie wrote, that

rf tþ"y Ctrre united statefl do, it is possible to consider
termination of the A1lianðe and to promote British-American
co-operation. rf they do notr wê r¡áa better hold on to the
Alliance" rn short we may need the Japanese
to throw in our
balance against the po$rer of the united States.
If this is
not what is meant by the posing of these questions
it is
difficult to see what beaiing [r,.y have. And if this
is
meant, it must be realized at oncã that we are iaced with
utterly new reason for the Japanese Alliance and with an an
utterly new outlook on our relations with the united
States. First it v\tas the Russian menace
that gave the real
motive for the Alliance; next it was the Germañ menacei
it is to be the American menace. The Alliance is to be now
lifted out of its character of a Far Eastern arrangement and
it is to be the pivot of a nevr wgçrd alignment. The
Japanese are to be brought West.r'
rn addition, Christie noted, the British seemed to be indicating
that they alone were competent to decide what course of action
should be adopted by t.he Empire in regard to renewal. This idea
he rejected out of hand, arguing that ottawa was werl avÍare of
the issues and dangers involved in the question of renewal and
that it neither needed nor desired the guidance of anyone else in
deciding what, r¡¡as in the canadian national interest.
telegram states that "various expert committ.ees have
The
been sitting for some months in this country
with the

object of placing the members of the rmperiät caninet in
possession of all the considerations neõessary to enable
them to arrive
s a reason
ration whether iexpert
committees'l
in London are likely to hit upon aI1 the
=itting
considerations
essential to a judgment upon our rétat$ts
with the united states and upon american opinion and
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tendencies, or even to hit upon any of the important
considerations. rt is for consideration whether the
Canadian Government need wait to díscover elsewhere than in
Canada the information upon which to judge the question and
whether any encouragement should be giveñ to a Ëendency that
involves a compleÈe reversar of ourrgentury-oId foreig-n
policy toward the United States....
rt seems apparent that Lloyd Georgers response to Meighen's
initial telgram undercut much of what Christie had thought had
been established in regard to intra-imperial consult,ation as a
result of wartime experience and the declaration of the Imperial
war conference of L9L7. The response, he wrote, ignored both the
need for actively promoting Anglo-American cooperation and the
valid poinL that the Dominions were more vitally concerned with
events in the Pacific region than was the United Kingdom and that
their views should therefore be heeded by London. Likewise Lloyd
George gave no recognition whatsoever to Meighen's claim that
canada had both a special concern for facilitating BritishAmerican friendship and a unique potential for serving as a
interlocuter between London and Washington. "From these
considerations," christie assert,ed that, "the impression arises
that it is the desire and intention @f the British covernmenfl
if possible to confine the control of all policy and alt
operations in this matter to London. " The desire to est,ablish
policy for the entire Empire amounted for Christie to the
throwing down of a gauntlet. He insisted that none of Lloyd
George's objections to the Canadian initiative \^¡ere relevant, and
said that, indeedr âs a result of Lhe British response and "in
view of the tendencies now disclosed, it has become all the more
important to go ahead along the lines of that fueighen'fl
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proposal .n23

Livid at Lloyd Georgers response to Meighen -- probably
particularry so because he had always judged Lloyd George to be
the best informed and most innovative of British statesmen on the
subject, of imperial relations -- christie now began to phrase
Canada's dilemma regarding the Alliance strictly in terms of the
country I s national interest. ,'canada's interest in the
question," he wrote,
as a Pacific Dominion, is certainly more vital than that of
Great Britain (for in this comparÍson $7e are entitled to
weigh the welfare of the Canadian people against that of the
people of Great Britain, rather thãn ãgainét
the value of
Great Britail'g possessions); canadars interestsr
âs the
next door neighbour of the United StaÈes, is oveiwhet*ing
compared to that of Great Britain or of any other part oi as
the- nmpire; and her knowledge and qualificåtions
dealing
with the Americans are ÞV tñe same t,oken superiorfðr
to
of the other parts of the empire and should-be called those
into
play. On these grounds the Canadian Government is entitled
to take a very strong line.
The suggestion is made @y tloyd Georgel that the other
Dominions shourd be consultea 6eforã the pilposal
is
'þpproved". But this misconceives the reäl -nature of the
The actual proposal is that the
Fanadia$ ofproposar.
Secretary
State and the President-of the United States
should be sounded, purely informally, by a Canadian
representative, not on beharf of the EmÞire, but on behalf
of the canadian Government or the prime Minister, for the
latter's information, in order that he may be able at the
June meeting to discuss the question of the Angl-o-Japanese
Alliance adequately and with some chance of anõiaing an
outcome that would commit canada by default to an
undesirable arrangement. There is therefore no obligation
to consult the other Doninions or Great Britain; and there
is no compelling reason $rhy the Canadian Government should
not act according to its own judgrnent. On practical grounds
and in view of the tendencies disclo22d it would seem best
to act without further consultation.
Although christie argued that this was indeed a chance to
draw the United States into cooperation with the British Enpire
in perhaps the only extra-I{estern Hemisphere region in which
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interested, namely the pacific, his memorandum
amounted to nothing less than a bald assertion that canada,s
national interest, that is the termination of the A1liance and
the opening of discussions wit.h the United States about pacific
affairs, should be proceeded with depite Londonrs disapproval and
opposition and without the concurrence of the other Dominions.
ïn almost the first instance since the end of the war in which
London called on Ott,av,¡a to engage in consultations wiLh it and
the other Dominions -- the 4qison d'être of Resolution rx
Christie balked at the request because he saw it as a denial of
Canadars national interests and not as an attempt to facilitaÈe
the formulation of a common imperiar foreign policy. rn his
enraged reaction to Londonrs calr for consultation armost
certainly lies the f irst breal< a disconnection that !ùas
prefaced by the failure to convene an imperial constitutional
conference in the immediate postwar period
in christie's
allegiance to plans for developing a nel^r, modernized, and
consultative imperial system" significantly, when it came down
to a choice between consultation that might read to the
formulation of a common imperial foreign policy and the
protection of Canadars national interests, Christie clearly chose
the latter without hesitation.
As matters worked out, however, Christie was unable to
persuade Meighen to communicate to Lloyd George and his
colleagues the points he made in his memorandum with anything
approaching their originar vigourr or with their stark and
uninhibited description of Canada's national interests. Meighen
washington

vùas
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did indeed rehearse the list of objections to Lloyd George's
telegram that christie had enumerated i.e., early discussions
with washington would preserve not deny the rmperial Conference
its freedom of action, the necessity of settling the future of
the Alliance before disarmament and naval shipbuilding could be
addressed, the implicit and for Canada totally unacceptable idea
that London intended to use the Alliance as a lever against the
united states, which Meighen rather Iamely termed a "radical
departure"; and canadars unique interest in the whole matter
but he did it without emphasis, and, indeed, in the tone of a
schoolboy who $¡as having difficulty getting his point across.
ottawars ret,urn telegram contained no more of an ultimatum than
to strongly suggest t,hat it "might become necessary fro, canadS
to consider an alternative solution by which only those parts of
the Empire desiring to should join ín the renewal ...."25
Meighenrs response arrived in London in the midst of the labour
crisis of r92L and churchill, the coronial secretary, wired that
a response would have to be delayed because of the domestic
turmoil.26 when the repry did come on 26 April, it vüas an even
more complete rejection of the Canadian position than had been
sent earlier. After another matter-of-fact reassurance that
renewal "in any form will be left open until the June Meeting of
the Imperial Cabinet, "27 the cable noted that the
Proposal as to C.l Conference of Pacific povrers is one which
rnay well be discussed by fttrel rmperial cabinet, but it is
impossible for us to prejudge at tnis stage in view of the
attitude adopted by Australia. Mean whilè v¡e would simpry
gf,ge_ ftfrat thÐ Cañadian Government should not approach- '
LtheJ Government of the United Stat,es independently at this
stage; later oDr if consurtation with America becomes
necessary we shal1 be glad to profit by CLh"l offer of [tt,Ð
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services of vggr Government, when definite policy has been
decided upon.'o

Christie clearly was outraged over the Colonial secretary,s
refusal to more than barely recognize the points that ottawa was
making in its telegrams, but it also is crear that he recognized
that Meighen was not willing to carry the matter forward in the
strictly canadian-oriented manner that he had been ,rrging.29
After the receipt. of Churchill's telegram in April, Christie
again altered his tack in advising Meighen and once again began
stressing the Empirers int,erest in terminating the Anglo-Japanese
Alliance, and to begin seeking, in lieu of the Altiance, to
cul-tivate cooperative relations with the united states in the
Pacific region. His effort to convince Meighen that termination
\^tas an imperial necessity veas reminiscent of his attempt to
underscore for Borden the notion that a distinctive Canadian
diplomatic representative at Vüashington would be an acceptable
and consistent development within the imperial framework. rn
both cases, christie croaked his arguments for the national
interest in the garb of Empire. During the six weeks prior to
the opening of the rmperial conference in London, christie
repeatedry empahsized for Meighen the argument against renewal
from the imperiar perspective. "Nothing can be of more
importancer" he told the prime Minister,
than the promotion of a poricy and habit of co-operation
between the British nmpiie anã the united statesl The !üay
to_begin such a policy is to begin it or at least to tryrand to do so as soon as possible. The uníted states are
quite naturally -- showing their disinclination to
p?fticipate in European põritics; and there seems 1ittIe
likelihood that their relation to any universal ã""o.iation
will- for a long time be of more than a superficial
nature.
on the other hand they are actually taking, and undoubtedly
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\^ti11 continue

to take r ârr active part in pacif ic af f airs.
This is a regio! in which the British Empire Ís naturally
deeply concerned; it has indeed often beän said that it;¡ilt
be the chief theatre of our action in the future.
Practically therefore it offers the only present field of
co-operation; while this question
t.he Japanese Alliance
provides an occasion for practical ofsteps
in'the immediate
future" It would seem thé part of wisäom to recogniÀe-ifrese
considerations and make every effort to seize
opportunity. This cannot prejudice the chancestheof wider cooperation in the future, uut ón the contrary may further
them. thg proposal is in the direct line oi ou? dealings
and methods so far as canada and the united states are
concerned. The issue raised seems fairly plain, and it.
seems not too much to say that everything õonsidered no
issue today can be gravei. The decision-taken
be the
first definitely significant step taken on our wi1l
side along
the road.of postwar British-American relations; and its Éull
import will õonsist in the"indispensable effec! it will have
upon our future direction.,,
rn the end, lrteighen performed very well at the London
conference indeed, he vùas nothing short of superb in the
debates on renewal but he did not succeed in persuading the
assembled Prime Ministers to abrogate the Alliance outrighti as
Professor Fry has written, the fmperial Conference of Lg2:- was a
"partial defeat" for Meighen and had proved that "canada could
deflect but not reverse policy."31 out of the conference,
however, came the basis for the Washington Conference which would
urtimately provide the umbrella under which the pacific
conference Meighen and christie had been touting woutd take
place. "so the Pacific question has on the whole gone very
we11r" christie wrote Borden from London. "president Hardingrs
invitation fao a conference at trrlashingtofl seems Lo me to offer a
great opportunity. Much depends no\{ upon proper management, and
one can onry hope this will be forthcoming.
rf the rmperial
Conference does nothing else its actions in this matter witl more
than justify its meeting this year."32 Christie also was pleased
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that no major confrontation had occurred over the conduct of the
naval defense of the Ernpire aside f rom some discussion and a
bit of argument between the Adniralty and Ottawars Naval Service
on closer cooperation in the training and posting of personnel
but was disappointed that "so many people seem inclined to go
slow on the constitutional question. "33
For christie, the washÍngton conference did not have to
accomplish very much substantively in order to be considered

a

success' What he wanted out of the Conference vJas an arrangement
whereby the major pacific powers woutd agree to consurt about
affairs in the regionr âr outcome t.hat would perrnit the
t'erminat,ion of the Angro-Japanese A11iance, and, most
importantly, a start on the process of reinvolving the united
states in world affairs with an accompanying habit of BritishAmerican cooperation. "r am hopefulr" he wrote to N.w. Rowell
just before the Conference opened,
that it fthe washington conferencfl wilt result in some
appreciable advance toward a fair -ánd peaceful resolution of
the problems with which it will deal. r
not look for any
substantial advance, and on this score T do
am a little
about some of the r,ig!-pitched expectations that are worrieå
being
indulged in by some of the pubricity organs in the united
States- For rnyself r shoulã feel tñat ã great deal had been
done if the conference adjourned with some appreciable
result, however moderate, and with an agreemeñt or
understanding that all great questions between the powers
concerned in the Pacific would continue to be deal-t with in
the future by_ this open conference method, rather than by
the older method of arliance and rong disËance diplomacy'.
rt seems to me indeed, especialry in view of the fact that
it vüas the United States lfrat have taken the lead, that the
very caf][nS of the conference constitutes in itself a great
advance.'

In all these hopes Christie $/as not disappointed and was in
a particularly good position
as Sir Robert Borden's assistant
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and later, after M.p.A. Hankey was recalled to London, as the
head of the British Empire Delgationrs secretariut3S
to view

the events of the Conference. He judged the conference to have
been in sum a profitable exercise that had witnessed the
"increased spirit of co-operation between the English speaking
nationsr"36 had helped restore China to a degree of international
repectabilityr 3T hud created an environment in which the AngloJapanese AIliance could be terminatedr3S and began ,,for the
first time in historyrn according to christie
the process of
disarmam"nt.39

A second important aspect of the Inlashington Conference for
Christie involved the status of Canada.and the other Do¡rinions at
the meeting. when the united states government despatched
invitations for the conference in mid-August, Lg2Lr âÍr ínvitation
was sent to Great. Britain but none was sent to the individual
Dominions. Christie believed that this was an unintended slight,
and that, in addition, London would never have considered
attending the conference without Dominion participation. Despite
the apparent exclusivity of the American invitation, he believed
that Canada would be granted the appropriate status at the
gathering "without any fuss."40 Christie accepted the necessity

of f orming a British Empire Deregation for the l,Iashington
conference similar to the one that had operated at paris, and
argued that the use of such a device would in no way detract from
the status that the Dominions had atÈained at the peace
conference because that status was now "an estabrished part of
our constitution and must be followed here." He concluded that
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the manner in which canada was participating in the British
Empire Delegation in the case of the lrrashington Conference could
in no way be seen to "constitute a recession from the status
there þt earifl created."4L Near the conclusion of the
Washington Conference, Christie wrote that.,
There has been no change in status
paris or
Versailles. The procedure has beenfrom
the same as there. Thus
the Preamble _of the Quadruple Treaty is the sa*e as that of
the Treaty of versailles, ãndr âs bêrore, the rreaty was
signed by the Dominion representatives oá Uer¡aii
or their
respective Dominions. Before the King's ratification
can
depos_ited the assent of each Dominion Government must be be
formally signified. rn short this is the ã"iy ,ouy the
British Empire can now enter into engagements.
(ivnetner the
Treaty shal1 be put before the oominloñ parliaments depends
in each case upon the view which the Government concerned
takes of the mãtter
ottawa night decidã tã-g"t the
approval of parliament, while Melbourne and thã rest night
think it unnecessary.) The Fulr po\,¡ers held uv the Dominion
representative here follow the formula used at-paris
ana aiã
based upon the same authority. sir Robert Bordenrs Full
Power issues to him from the King and authorises him to
treat and sign "in respect of the Dominion of Canada." It is
signed by the King on the authority of an Order in Council
the Canadian Gove.rnmenr. so r can see no
lî:::1
cnange"'2y
Nevertheless, the debate and commentary aroused by the form
of invitation issued by the united states for the vfashington
Conferencerl"'underscored for Christie yet again the unsettled and

thus unsatisfactory state of the constitutional relationship
between the united Kingdom and the Dominions. rn commenting upon
the draft of some lectures prepared by N.vf. Rowel1 in the spring
of 1922, for example, christie took the author to task for
criticizing the Americans for not having issued a separate
invitation to the Canadian government. "About the invit,ation to
the tr{ashington Conferencêr" he remarked to Rowell.
r cannot help but feeling that the matter is not quite so
simple as you would Suggest and that it needs a fõt ot
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thinking out. Are you on perfectry sure ground in putting
the onus on the united states Government?
anything
occurred between the BriLish Empire and theHas
Uniteã
StaÉes
that would just.ify them in cfranging the mode and channel
addressing us? Remember we are on a very formal ground, of
where nations always play according to the rules, and ii a
nation doesn'!È follow the rures it gets into troubl_e. so
far as t-!" niceties go the united
had nothing-erãã to
go on. T,üe have never agreed with States
them on anything ãt".; we
have never formally notified them that there is añy other
way of addressing communications to the British nmþÍre.
doubt whether v¡e can say v¡e have ever notif ied the other r
nations of the world to that effect. lrle have a formal
arrangement about summonses to League meetings, about
communications with the secretariaÉ @r the i"åg"e] ,-n,rt the
League covenant leaves untouched the -iaws of aiþrñratiJ
practice as they have grown
up and r doubt whether any
nation would feel properly juËtified in inviting
direct
to a conference held outsidè the League. r donîtus
think
they
ought to until we get together and wõrk out a ne$¡ formula
oi
method ald notify them of it.
q¡e ought to
r
don,t
think
permit them to do it until $re make up our own lninàÉ; oùi
constitution should grovü from our o"ñ Aesign, ;åt from their
is on us and r-don't real'v

iliffi'*"tfujut*åiotl:".::Eg

christiers letter to Rowel1 brought him just about. fuII
circle for the L92I-I923 period in regard to imperial relations
and Canadars relations with the United States. Even after the
Imperial Confernce of I92I and the Washington Conference that
fol-lowed it, the Empirers constitutional relationships were not
better or more permanently defined then they had been in 1919.
Moreover, although agreement had been reached with both London
and Vüashington regarding the establishment of Canadian diplomatic
representation in the United States, Ottawa continued to refuse
to despatch an agent. At the close of the washington Conference,
therefore, canada was still in the position -- a position utterly
unacceptable to Christie
of being uncertain as to the course
of its development as an international entity because of
unresolved ambiguities in regard to its relations with the Empire
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and with the United States.
Double-ndged swor4: christEi_E__crogi¡g I¡fariness of the Lea
As has been noted, christie h/as preased, and, apparently,

mildy surprised at how well the League had functioned simply as
an organization at its first Assembly in the fall of tgzo. He
had been troubled by the Euro-centric orientation of the League,
however, and this apprehension deepened rapidy after he returned
to canada and reflected further on what he had observed at
Geneva. "r want a talk with you about thingsr" he wrote to
Frankfurter early in 192I,
including_Geneva on_which severar times there, in London,
and here fin
OttawEll I have started to write you
each
time have -concluded that, what r wourd have to saybut
would
sound so pessimistic that I had better count t.en-and tf¡inf
it over again. on the whole r rather
mv present
feeling is that it would be a wast,e of think
time tô äo there
again, that there are much more vital things to bother about
concrete things which Geneva cannot eveñ flirt with.44
At the time he wrote this letter, Christie had just returned from
talks with British officials in London regarding the upcoming
rmperial conference upon which basis he had drafted his
memorandum opposing the renewal of the Anglo-Japanese AIliance.
These probably were the "concrete things" that !ùere occupying his
nind and which relegated the League and its activities to the
background. Nevertheless, Christie clearly sar¡¡ trouble ahead
regarding canada's position in the League, and he vüas coming to
feel thatr on barance, the pluses and minuses of membership -- in
so far as the international responsibilities accruing to Canada
as the resurt of its membership were concerned favored
continued Canadian participation only s1ight1y.45
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christie expressed some of his concerns before the Governing
Body of the rnternational Labour organization (rto) whire he was
in Geneva in the fal1 of L92o for the League,s Assembly. He
prefaced his remarks by saying t.hat the ILo had been designed to
elevate working conditions throughout the world to a uniform
standard.46 He intimated that because of varying international
conditions the rI,o would have to discern and establish broad
principles for improvement, and that those principles would have
to be implemented through conventions "that should be conceived
on the broadest lines, in directions that would make the most
universal appeal." rnstead, christie remarked, the rl,o was
considering questions which had not been "sanctioned by the scope
and interest of our Ér," rl,o'Ð constitution.,' He then
mentioned, as exampres, such matters as primary education,
Russian refugees, and inquiries into industrial production and
the availability of raw materials, none of which, he contended,
could "by any possibility be said to be related to any proposals
for universal labour legislation" or related "to any practicable
or workable international convention of universal application
.-.." Christie argued that the organization's consideration of
such extra-constitutional matters threaLened to dissipate the
rl,or s energies and decrease its po\¡Jer and ef f ectiveness.4T
More dangerous than this useress diffusion of the rl,o's
activities, horrrever, was the nearly exclusive focus of the
organization on the affairs of Europe. The matters to which the
ILO currently was devoting its attentions werer Christie said,
causing it to concentrate on
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one part of the world onIy, that is to sây, the part within
reach of Geneva; and this in reality means Europerfor you
cannot carry on these special loca1 activities in distãnt
parts. rt will be noticed
and r wish especially to
emphasize this
that, all these special aclivitieË realIy
concern Europe. Finally, by so changing the orientation ót
the organisation you are in danger of aiienating the
lYmPathíes of nations which willingly entered iñto it on a
definite
basis.
The truth is, we are here concerned with a question of
policy. Politics has been defined as the sciencã of what is
possible. My real concern is that the activities of the
International Labour Organisation should be conceived on
such broad practicable lines that their reration to the
purposes of the Treaty may be intelligible t,o the
and the electãrates of evãry parr of rhe world
:::1åB*"r."
As preparations were being made for the Third Assembry of
the League scheduled for the fall of Lg22r christie also was
concerned with finding some means of eliminating the automatic
and openended provisions of Article 10 of the League covenant.
Believing along with most other members of the League that it.
would be unwise to make fundamental changes in the organization
early in its existence and probably calcurating that there
vüere not enough votes to adopt the changes canada wanted in any
event -- Christie continued to argue that Canada had a "distinct
interest" i¡l seeing Article 10 amended. Although he pointed out
that there were two sides to the guarantees provided by the
Article
indicating that he understood, íf not sympathized,
with French concerns that arl possible measures be taken to
protect France against renewed German aggression -- and that they
might be adaptable to the conditions of the world as it existed,
Christiers tone nevertheless indicated that he considered the
Article to be potentially disrupting and dangerous to canada's
interests.
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rn varying. forms
objections have been that the
-the
fect [9r lrticle ro]
is tó stereotype the existing state
system of the world and to_prejudge unrreara what milrrt be
legitimate cases for a reallocãtión of
terrii;;y;
that there
is an obligation to go to war; that such
an
undèrtaking
advance of the occasion, whose circumstances cannot be in
foreseen, is inherently impossible under modern
representative institutions and therfore
is futile and
indeed dishonest; and that the advisory pã""i-JJnrerre¿
upon
the Council is inconsistent with tt
of
state
sovereignty and parriamenrary
".rnr"tfiulil19ntt""
Despite the difficulties present in Article r0, christie
thought that "it seems scarcely necessary to go to the length of
eliminating the Articre altogether. Rather
the fi,eague'fl
enquiry should be directed to discovering the minimum change in
the text that will produce the desired resurt; and on the other
hand it shourd be the objecL to retain whatever is of value in
the Articte. " 5o In t,his regardr Christie suggested that the
obrigation of League members to "respect and preserve as against
external aggression the territ.orial integrity and existing
political independence of all Members" be amended by deleting the
word "preserve" while retaining the word "respect.,' Tn addition,
he recommended maintaining the use of the council of the League
as the medium in which members courd consurt if a case of
"external aggression" did arise.5l As the resul-t of these
changesr christie suggested that canada propose amendments to
Article 10 that would make it read in the following manner.
Article 10 (proposed amendnent)
The Members of the League undertake to respect the
territorial integrity and existing political inãependence of
all Members of the League. rn case-of any externãl
aggression directed against these rights ot in the case of
any danger or threat of such aggression, t the Members of the
League (concerned) shall consulL one another fuI1y and
fraTkly by means of a meeting of the council in oiaài to
arrive at an understanding as to the most
efficient measures
ef
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to be taken jointly or separately, to meet the exigencies of
the particular gituationr and the council shall advise upon
these measures.
Christiers suggested revision would have rid Article 10's
sanctions of the openended and automatic nature that both he and
Borden had abhorred from its implementation in 1919. Taking the
teeth out of the Article in this way r¡ras not enough for Christie,
however. Fed up with both the actions of the Europeans and the
European focus of the League¡ christie inserted the word
"concerned" in brackets in his revision of Articre r0 in an
attempt to segregate different regions of the earth. rn this
wây, he sought to arrange a system in which each of the worldrs
regions would look after its own ills, andr ât the same time, to
keep the world's non-European regions
especiatly North America
from being drawn into the turmoil of Europe. The effect of
adding the word "concernêd", christie explained, would be
to exclude from the necessity to join in the consultation
those Members of the League who, by reason of their
geographical position, their poritical position at the
moment, or for other reasons, might as a practicar matter be
f?irry.regar9ed as not being concerned in
particular
situation. The particular situation rnightthe
in ässence at the
tirne invorve onry a fairly werl defined region of the
earthrand_it.might appear probabre that the scope of the
threatened disturbance could be confined to that region. In
such a case it would not seem essential to call in Members
from other continents or regions; these indeed might be
legitimately reluctant to intervene on the ground that they
courd make no usefur contribution. rf rater the arena of
the disturbance threatened to widen, of if for example it
became necessary to propose a wide or universal application
of the economic vùeapon, other Members could be called into
consultation as the necessity arose. The idea is in harmony
with t oÍ perhaps is a variation of , the proposal that r¡/as
mooted among certain representatives at the First Assembly
and \i"as formally proposed at the Second Assembly to the
effect that the League might work through regional
associations to carry out its purposes. Different groups of
nations might be regarded as primarily concerned with the
affairs of the different regions of tñe earthi hence, it is
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agreed, it l^/ou1d be more practicable to throw on them in the
first instance the responÈibilities
regional matters,
allowing the universal League, underfor
whose sanction and
authority they pguld operaLe, to remain in the background as

a final resort.)J
In sum, the period between l-}Zl- and Lg23 r^ras one in which
christie began to seek limits. Lo canadars internationar
responsibilities as they were defined through membership in the
League of Nations. Too much concentration on the affairs of
Europe r¡¡as one of christie r s main criticisms of the League, but
the I'automatic" nature of participation in the sanctions provided
for in Articles 10 and 16 htas the most fundamental and serious of
his objections to the League. Just as he could not tolerate a
Canadian foreign policy -- and therefore the decisions of \^rar and
peace designed and administered from London, Christie could
not accept the idea.of such a policy being run by an,il from
Geneva. rn this light, the effects of Canadian membership in the
League cut two ways. The benefits in terms of international
status which canada derived from League membership were, for
christie, being quickly overshadowed by onerous and increasingly
intolerable reponsibilities
such as those outlined in Articles
10 and L6
which might urt.imately involve not only a cost in
terms of men and treasure, but arso in the ross of national
sovereignty inherent in the automatic nature of League
commitments.

Defining the Nationar rnterest: The rssue of canadian
Sovereignty in the Arctic Islands
One of the first problems that Christie dealt with after the
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vùar

which did not deal directly either with Canadars relations

with the United States or with Britain and the Empire concerned
the status of the islands in the Arctic ocean claimed by
canada. rn the fall of L920r christie hras bombarded with a
series of letters and memoranda from the famous Arctic explorer
vilhjalmur stefansson discussing the legal status of canada's
Arctic islands. The explorer was, in fact, interested in more
than protecting the sovereignty of the islands canada had
previously claimed; indeed, in his expositions he r¡¡as attempting
to persuade Ottawa to claim islands--- especially Wrangel Is1and
outside of its traditional teritorial waters. Stefansson
considered Wrangel Island to be valuable as a location from which
to trap furs, to hunt wolves for the purpose of selling their
meat commercially, and as a point from which airplanes could fty
further north. He also waxed eloquent over trrlrangelts potential
as a base for additional exploration as there "may very well be
other undiscovered islands north of lrlrangel Is1and. "54 'I should
suppose thenr" he told Christie,
that if we have the wisdom to realize the value of Wrangel
Is1and a Iittle earlier than other-countries, and if vüe
follow up our original discovery Gf," Canadiàn Arctic
Expedition had landed there in 1914f by exploration and
preferably commercial development, such as the placing of a
Hudsonrs Bay Company post, for inst.ance t oE other trading
enterprise lôrg
would be conceded to have the best claim to
the island. )f,
Stefansson also was anxious for Ottawa to take action to
maintain its sovereign claims over t.he islands north of Lancaster
Sound, including Ellesmere Island, Hêiberg Island, North Devon
Island, Bathurst Island, the Ringnes Is1ands, Me1ville Is1and ,
Prince Patrick Island, and many of the smaller islands in the
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vicinity that had been discovered by the stefansson-red canadian
Arctic Expedition of 1913-191g. stefansson said that these
islands coul-d be clairned by canada on the basis of the activities
of the expedition he had Ied, and by the earlier exproration and
discoveries of various eritish navigator".56 oespite what
appeared to be a solid legal basis for title to the islands,
however, he believed that canada would have to act quickly
to
retain its craims. "what r want to call particularly to the
attention of the Government fof canadÐ ,,, stefansson warned both
Prime Minist,er Meighen and Christie,
is that r have recently
information from Denmark
indicating that the ¡añesreceived
do noi ãoncede thã ãüùrrority of
canada over the territory north-oi r,urr.aster sound and that
they are going to launch-next year an exploratory expedition
which wirl
among these isiãnãs for èeverar-years.
addition to"g¡k
the ordiñary operations of exproràÈion, it rn
appears -they intend to také over with thãñ-i;t;-these rich
but uninhabited
islands Danish Eskimos iiò*-äiãenrana as
sorr of col0nisrs. r should
rake ir Fqi-;;r¿;l; rhar rhere
will be trading stations
established.5T-

stefansson said that he feared that should canada do nothing in
the face of these Danish initiatives, he would expect that
"Denmark's claim to these islands would probably be preferred to
canadars claim shourd the matter come before the court of the

of Nations."58 He concluded his estimate of the current
situation in the Arctic pointedly by saying that even though,,...
most people are now convinced that the canadian islands north of
League

Lancaster Sound will never be of value .. . "
ï want to urge that as _everybody has always been wrong in
thg past who has considered
any part of the earth of no
valuer so will those be found wrõng now
who consider these
isrands worthless. rt is thereforã important
tñ"t we
@anadfl rake sreps iõ mainta¿g-óüi righrs and ro gain
additional ones in this area-f,Y
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Because Meighen \¡¡as av¡ay from ottawa, stefansson met with

christie and sir Robert Borden on 30 september L920. The
explorer outlined his concerns to the two men, andr ât the close
of the conversation, christie asked stefansson "to offer
suggestions as to practical Ì¡¡ays by which Canada could make good
her claim to those territories fin r,ancaster sounfl."60 Tn a
short memorandum in repIy, Stefansson urged ottawa to underwrite
an expedition "to explore these islands and the channels between
them thoroughly, as well as the waters t,o the west and the north,
to determine the configuration, resources, etc. both of the
islands known to exist and of others that may exist as yet
undiscovered." Stefansson also recommended that ottawa enforce
its "game protective raws" in the region by the use of a revenue
cutter or establishing police posts, and by facilitating the
development of the commerciar resources especially furs, fish,
and game in the ur.u.61
Christie's positive initial reaction to both of Stefansson's
suggestions that. is, those regarding the acquisition of
wranger rsrand and protecting canadian sovereignty over the
islands north of Lancaster sound -- was based upon his view of
Canadars national interests. He had no desire to see Canadian
territory expanded sinply because it. seemed possible to do so
easily, but he did want to see ottawa use all of the powers
available to it to assert definite control over the Arctic areas
to which previous Canadian claims of sovereignty had been legally
incomplete. He apparently herd stefansson in only very light
regard, and, in factr later came to consider him as sonething of
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an adventurer and buccaneer who was out t.o get Ottawa to provide
the funding for his desire to conduct further exploration in the

erctic.62

Notwithstanding his personal aversion to Stefansson,
howeverr christie did view the suggestions tendered by the
explorer as being important steps toward insuring the legality of

s t.err itor ial claims in the Arctic archipelago.
rn regard to wrangel rsrandr christie initiatty urged
Meighen to consider ordering efforts to bring the island under
Canadian control. He suggested that the technical departments of
the government especially the Ministries of Justice and
Interior
be directed to study "the feasibility of encouraging
the quiet, unostentatious settrement of TVrangel rsland by some
canadar

canadian development company, such as the Hudsonrs Bay

company." such commercial activity, christie contended, "wouId
establish a basis for a subsequent assertion of Canadian title to
the israndi an asset that might prove of value in Lhe future.',63
Christie soon lost his enthusiasm for Stefansson's plans for
acquiring !{ranger rsrand, however, both because of his personal
disaffection for the explorer and because he came to believe t.hat
such an acquisition would not be in Canada's national interest.
After noting that he had earlier speculated on the possible

benefits of acquiring wrangel, christie told Meighen that after
"further reflection it is submitted that Gnu acquisitior! would
be very unwise.t'
The British Empire is already so large, the burden of
development on our white population so great, and the envy
and suspicions of foreign powers on account of our great
possessions so active, that it seems clearly in our own
interest to be careful to refrain from further acquisítions
. unless in any given case there are compelling praCtical
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reasons for the addition. rt is difficult to discover any
such reason in this case. !ürangel Island does not fal-I into
what may be regarded as the reglonal canadian-system.
rt
does not appear that our naval or military authårities have
ever recommended its acquisition or worth on strategical
grounds. rLs commercial value is speculative and a[parentfy
no detailed study has been presenteã to support the case for
acquisition" rn this conneótion it must b-e- remembered that
under modern international relations the ownership of
territory does not confer exclusive commercial privileges.
No nation can expect to pursue a permanent poliðy of
exclusion, especially_in respect
undäveloþed colonial
possessions- lrle could not eipectófto its
make lvrangel Island a
private preserve of our own. And on the other hand h¡e could
expect thaL our traders would get fair commercial privileges
even if the rsland were eventuáIly occupied by anoLher
Power - Again by attempting to ocóupy the rsIãnd vüe should

of arousins the suscepl-ibilities
both Russia
:iä i:;";:S[
"r
ïn sum, christie quickry came to view the prospect of acquiring
wrangel rsland as offering rittle in the way of commercial or
strategic advantage and as an action that could potentially cause
problems for canada by prompting the resentment of Russia and
Japan. 65

At the end of his memorandum on wrangel rsrand lay
christie's stongest objection to its acquisition by canada; that
is, the more important priority he attached to securing for
IegaI title over the islands 1ocated to the
north of Lancaster Sound. "Final1y, by wandering outside our orvn
hemisphere and region fto claim vürangel rslanQ r" christie tord
the Prime Minister, "vre wourd inevitably detract from the
strength of our case for the ownership of the islands immediately
north of Canada which h7e real]y need and desire."66 Calling
attention to stefanssonrs reports regarding Denmarkrs purported
intentions in the Canadian Arctic, Christie argued that the
"necessity for taking concrete steps to confirm the canadian
Canada unquestionable
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assertion of sovereignty over the nortl:ern Arctic islands has now
become more urgent ...."67
craiming that although in regard to
the islands south of Lancaster Sound there \47as little "likelihood
that our claim will be disputedr', Christie warned that Stefansson
made a good point in observing that the legality of canadars
claim t,o the islands north of the Sound hras somewhat tenuous.
The position is that we have at various times asserted
a claim of sovereignty broad enough to cover these
islands; that in respect of some of them our case on
grounds of discovery and exploration seems better than that
of other nations, but that in respect of a number of them
other nations probably courd make a betLer case on these
grounds than we could. But the important point is that mere
discovery and exproration, even accompanieã by a formal
assertion of sovereignty, are not enough, without more to
create a permanent perfect title.
At best such acts give
rise only to what is describgd in international Iaw as an
inchoate or imperfect tit1e.o0
christie said that such an inchoate titre served onry ,'as a
temporary bar to occupation by another state" and urged Meighen
to order additional acts of explorarion and, if possibre,
occupation and settrement which wourd reinforce and complete
Canadars legal title to the is1ands.69
christie told Meighen that arthough ottawa's "geographical
authorities" claimed that Denmark had nothing to do with the
discovery or exploration of the isrands in question, the fact
that Denmark had sent an expedition to the area in the summer of
1920 should prompt Ottawa to take steps to perfect its inchoate
title.70 rn this regard, Christie accepted some of Stefanssonrs
suggestions as his ovün, recommending that Ot.tawa send a neçt¡
"Canadian Government Arctic Expedition" -- perhaps under
Stefansson's command to complete the mapping begun by the
earlier Stefansson and Bernier expediLions and to discover any
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yet undiscovered lands. The expedition should be announced, he
saidr âs a "continuation" of the earlier expeditions "since these
expeditions were designed and announced as an integral part of
the policy of making good the canadian claim to the northern
islands. -.. Thus striking notice of the continuity of our policy
in this respect would be given the worrd an important
point." He also suggested that steps be taken to establish and
enforce canadian game and customs laws in the region.71
Having laid out this course of action, Christie stressed to
Meighen -- as he had to both Meighen and Borden over the matter
of establishing permanent Canadian diplomatic representation in
the united states
that the resolution of the problem lay
squarely in ottawa's hands, and that it was soleIy up to ottawa
to prot,ect and, indeed, enhance canadats interests in the
Arctic. The backgound preparations for canadars case, he told
the Prime Minister, were welt underway. The Department of
Just'ice , f.or example was examining the lega1 questionb involved
'
and that "the meaning of certain instruments (i.e., treaties,
international conventions, etc.) of the Imperial Government have,
it is understood, been referred for investigation to appropriate
agencies in London.'r Christie argued that the outcome of these
studies might be important in the event of "a conceivable future
arbitrationr" but that they "do not seem to bear upon the poricy
or line of action to be adopted now." Christie also maintained
that canadian governments had "for many years consistently
asserted the sovereignty of the crown þn behalf of canadfl over
the islands of Lhe Arctic Archipelago, and have never, it is
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believed, by word and deed, made any admission in derogation of
this assertion." Because of this recordr Christie said that the
proposed canadian Arctic expedition must be instructed to

"refrain from acting in such a way that their action or inaction
courd in the future be addressed as evidence against our
assertion of sovereignty ."72
rn preparing its effort to perfect its 1egal title to the
Arctic islandsr Christie said that Ottawa's "fundamentaL starting
point" should be an assumption of unquestionable sovereignty in
the area. From this base, Christie contended that immediate and
aggresssive action by ottawa would thwart Danish designs on
Canadar s Arctic territories.
The Danish Government are evidently proceeding
cautiously and it may be gathered from the course of the
correspondence that if \¡re proceed firmly and without
hesitation they will not be disposed to dispute us. so long
as we had not actually occupied the territoiy, their
Government courd feel on fairly sure ground in speaking by
indirection of "No Manrs Land"- Sn relard to the islanãs north of Lancaster soundl; but oice we have undertaken
definite action sufficiót in the circumstances to amount to
occupation one may suspect they will not attempt to oppose
us seriously.
Furthermo-re if þrctic explorer xnudJ Rasmussen,s
instructions ffrom tlie
Danish government)- really rook to an
attempt at official occupation on the párt of Denmark she is
putting herself in the wrong. so far as she is concerned v¡e
have clear rights based on discovery and exploration
stret.ching back over years, for $¡e succeed to any rights
based on the acts of British expÌorers; and through the Low
and Bernier nxpeditions \^re have kept our right alive by
repeated local acts. Only the !üar has caused some
interruption. Denmark has nothing on which to base any such
right. our present title in the circumstances might nót be
higher than what is known as an inchoate title, but it is
clearly superior to hers and acts as a temporary bar to
occupation by her; for it cannot be said that the tirne
elapsed since our last act is unreasonably long.
But even if our case was in any $ray doubtful it is
submitted that we courd not afford to hesitate in the face
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of the possibility that an European power might gain rights
or interests in this part of thé world, and in the face of
our repeated assertions of sovereignty in the past.
On every ground therefore v¡e should proceed without
hesitation so far a's Denmark is concerned. As arready
indicated the instructions should be crear that the
expedition is at no time to do any act t oL to refrain from
acting, in such a way that their action or inaction could in
the future be addressed as evidence against our assertion of
sovereignty. The members of the expedition should at all
t'imes act with the same attitude anä certainty of authority
as though they were acting within thqir respective
jursidictions in continental Canada. /5
Christie looked on the matter of securing the islands north
of Lancaster sound for canada as one that lay entirely in the
hands of the canadian government. Although he initially
saw
benefits coming to Canada from the acquisition of Wrangel fsland
he soon discarded this notion not only because canada had no
prausible claim to it in terms of internationar law, but also
because it threatened to earn the animosity of other nations
especially Russia and Japan. More importantly, however, christie
opposed the acquisition of Inlrange1 because it threatened to block
what he considered a more legitimate and attainable foreign
poli
goa1.74 As in the case of establishing diplomatic
"y
representation at Washingtonr Christie saw the securing of
Canadian sovereignty over the islands north of Lancaster Sound as
something that could and shourd be done on its own without
reference to London; the acquisition of wranger rslandr orr the
other hand' was an action that might earn the hostility of other
nations and promote challenges from t.hose nations that Ottawa
probably wourd not be able to handle on its own. perhaps rnost
importantly, therefore, the assertion of sovereignty in the
Arctic would, christie wrote, not only provide "striking noticen
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to the world of the continuity of canadars claims in the
regionrTs but
although he did not write it down in explicit
terms it would imply that those claims to sovereignty were
being made by a sovereign nation. In addition, Ottawars claims
in the Arctic archipelago vüere of a type which, in the unlikely
event that they v¡ere challenged by a country like Denmark,
probably could be defended entirely through the use of Canadian
resources.

Drifting Out of External
"r do not know the words to tell you how r hate my job...¡,,
christ.ie told Frankfurter in 1916, "r ought to rewrite this page
and leave that out but forgive me there is no one else r can
take it out e¡. "76 christie wrote that letter just af t,er his
wife's brother paul had been kirled in France and part of his
dissatisfaction almost certainly \¡¡as the result of his inability
to procure permission from Borden to enl-ist. As has been shown,
christie continued to be unhappy over Bordenrs decision to keep
him at his post in ottawa. rndeed, he admitted to a former law
school colleague that
r spent much time in the $rar cursing the fate that
landed me here. rf it werenft for the circumstance that
there r¡iras g better job going in France, r suppose r should
have thought of my work as intensely interesll.rg. rt took
me to Eggland and France four times on visits of from 3 to 7
//
months.

By the end of 1919, he

\^¡as home

from Versailles with the greatest

part of the peacemaking era completed. In the immediate
aftermath of Èhe r^rar he judged himself to have "1ost what few
illusions I may have had about Great StatesmerruTS and vüas, by his
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own admission,

"as restless as heIl .'r79
The breakdown of Borden's health and his de facto
retirement do not seem to have adversely affected Christíers
aLtitude toward remaining in the employ of the Department of
Externar Affairs. rndeed, after Arthur Meighen,s formal
assumption of the prime ministership on 10 July rg2o, the
importance of christie's role in the Department probably
increased markedly as Meighen was virtually unacquainted with
foreign affairs and was quickry confronted with domestic
poritical and economic issues that took up most of his time. As
Colonel Stacey has written, Christie became Meighenrs "general
external adviser even more than he had been Borden's.
such
'foreign policy' as canada had under Meighen r¡ras largely of
christiers making."80 under Meighen, christie not only handled
much of t.he Departmentrs day-to-day work, but also took trips to
London to discuss the organization and operation of the Foreign
office with an eye toward reorganizing Canadars external affairs
machinery and to the United St.ates to evaluate the status and
accomprishments of the canadian establishments that is, the
Canadian Bureau of Information and the Canadian lrÏar Mission -- in
New York city and washington. Finarly, and most importantly, he
formulated the canadian positions prior to the rmperial
conference of r92L
providing Meighen with the chapter and
verse of his arguments -- and served as sir Robert Bordenrs
assistant at the washington conference of rg2r-L922.
The defeat of Meighen's government in the election of
December, L92L does not seem to have sparked any immediate desire
t7t

in christie to resign from the Department. ,,As a matter of fact
r have little to say about our electionsr" he told Frankfurter.
For Meighen _r am personally deeply sorry but beyond that
well T am afraid
that ï am not muðh of å purty man and r
find that ottawa has no special
ienoency ið-*åru one more
so. euite the reverse perhaps ',fami-liarity
breeds
etc"" r do not see in the rèsult anything ruidamentat
to
or rhar a sood canãaian or eiiti"r,"r need

;::r;":å31Ëlrltr"

He accepted the result of the election with equanimity, expecting
the new Parliament to produce "no new worrd nor do r see its

discoverer- He was not in the old parties and he does not happen
to have turned up in the two new bands of disciples sent to us
from the farm and the factory."82 prime Minister Mackenzie King,
however, had several ideas about the running of the Department of
External Affairs which would, along with several other factors,

quickly cause christie to begin to consider resiging from the
civil service.
soon after taking office, King confided to his diary that
considered the external affairs ,'department as at present

he

constituted [" bÐ a Tory hive.,,B3 Acting on this estimation,
one of King's first actions as Secretary of St,ate for External
Affairs r¡/as to revoke the order in council Meighen had put
through just before he resigned which had created the permanent
post of Assistant Legal Adviser for Christie's brother-in-law
c.H.A. Armstrong. Armstrong had been serving in the post on a
year-to-year basis.84 King noted in his diary that he talked the
matter over with Christ,ie who "agreed that there are difficulties
in the way of appointing his brother-in-raw Armstrong to be his
assistantruS5 but it seems most 1ike1y that he cancelled the
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creation of the postr âs journalíst John A. Stevenson noted at
the time, because he was "determined to have no one about him who
had any connection with Meighen. "86
christie's personal opinion of King \¡¡as never very high
indeedr âs Col-onel Stacey has recorded, Christie once wrote that
the Prime Minister rÁ¡as "such a pompous ass that an orang-outang
that would fl-atter him courd chose his ovün reward"87 and the

turning out of Armstrong could hardly have enhanced his
opinion. Nevertheless, the difficult working relationship
between Christie and xing88 \¡¡as only one of several factors that

finally moved Christie to decide to leave the Department. First,
there vüas the combination of Christiers personal restlessness
that, throughout his life made him edgy whenever he vüas in one
place or post for an extended period, and the natural 1etdown he
fert after the fast pace and immediate importance of the his
wartime work ended and was replaced by a more work-a-day

schedule.89 Second, T¡Jas a deep, even bitter, sense of
dissatisfaction with the governmentrs failure to take the
necessary steps to improve the machinery for conducting Canadars
externar relations by expanding the Department of External
Affairs and establishing representation abroad, pârticularly in
the united States.90 Third, vüas a certain feeling of resentment
that christie harbored over the fact that he had not been
advanced as far financially in his post as had others in similar
positions elsewhere in the bureaucracy.9l
Christie apparently began to think ser iously of leaving the
public service in the summer of Lg2L92 and during L922 he appears
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to have turned down several offers of employment from private
firms-93 rn addition, in Lhe fa1l of Lg22 at christie,s request,
Arthur Meighen had written to Britain's secretary of state for
the colonies to inquire about the possibility of an opening for
him in either the colonial or Foreign offices. Lord Devonshire,s
response, hordever, had been quite unpromisirrg.94 rn any event,
christie apparently had decided to resign from the Department by
early October 1922 and Ì¡¡as set to take leave from his post and
'
sail to England to rook for a position late that month. He had
determined that he would seek a post in business or finance and
also would despite the coroniar secretary's gloomy prognosis
explore possibilities in the British civil service as he felt
that he would be "more satisfied intellectually doing that sort
of work ...."95 Before he could get ahray, however, Britainrs
Chancellor of the Exchequer Stanley Baldwin requested Mackenzie
King to provide Christiefs services for the use of the British
Debt Funding Mission to the united states.96 King agreed and
christie delayed his personal plans and joined the Mission.9T
christie took up Baldwinrs mission eagerly because he felt
that another close working retationship with M.p.A. Hankey and
other British civil servants might stand him in good stead when
he got to England t.o look for a post; as he told Frankfurter',you
can never tell whatrs around the corner ...."98 More
importantly, however, Christie apparently was eager to take
advantage of the opportunity because it was a chance to exarnine
at close quarters the manner in which economists operated. 'r
must confess rtm rather keen to have a crack at itr" he wrote.
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I want to see these financial pundits at close quarters and
have a try at guessing how they do it.
They are the real-

rulers of the world for the next generation --politics
is/are flati economics is/are king
and itfs intriguing to
see one's rulers on the job" r suspect these fellows rike
the devil. rrve been trying to get on to their lingo. so
far' rrm_bound to sây, they'!ve got me almost complãtery
buffaloed. I don't believe that 99 out of a hunãred of them
really understand it themselves, but the few that do will
rule the roost. Practically all the politicians I have seen
heIpIçss
their hands when they turn loose t,heir
?re
incantations. åA
"
christie apparently did an exemplary job at the conference and
vüas commended for his services by the British government; he also
may have provided an insiderrs view of the debt negotiations for
the readers of the New Repub1ic.lo0
Christie returned to Ottawa after completing his duties with
the Debt Mission and Mackenzie King assigned him some work
dealing with the apportionment of the waters, and the maintenance
of water levels, in the Lake of the Woods. Vfhile working on this
matter in Washington in late Februaryt L923, Christie was advised
by his sister that their father was very ill and $ras ',not
expected to live more than a few days."l0l He arrived home to
Amherst, Nova Scotia. too late, however, his father had.already
died. After tidying up family affairs
his mother had died
just a few months earlier
he returned to Ottawa and informed
the Prime Minister that. he had decided to resign and go to
England to find employment. Although he offered to resign at
once, King suggested that he take his regular leave of absence
and decide finally on the resignation when he returned from
England. Christie accepted the Prime Ministerrs offer and sailed
on 16 March Ig23.L02 while in England he apparently enlisted the
help of M.P.A. Hankey, Andrew Bonar Law, and Lord Beaverbrook in
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seeking employment and eventuarly accepted a post \^7ith the
financial house of the canadian sir James Dunn after being
unsuccessful in finding a job in the British civil service.103

christie returned to canada in mid-May, rgz3 and submitted
his resignation to King "with much reructance" on 2g May. King
accepted christiers "regretfully" and said that "r shourd like to
express my appreciation of t.he exceptionally valuable service you
have rendered the Department during your connection with it."
Christie sailed with his family for London on 20 June and took up
his duties with Dunn almost immediaÈely upon his arrivar.l04
Conclus ion

Perhaps the phrase "the onus is on us," which christie used

in a letter to N.W. Rowell in the spring of J.g22r105 best sums up
his attitude toward canadian nationhood at the time of his
resignation and departure for England in L923. The two major
events in which he had participated during the L92r-L923 period
-¿ the Imperial Confernce of L92L and the Vüashington Conference
of L92L-L922 had left him hopeful, but undoubtedly
frustrated. He had been unable to persuade Meighen to fight for
Londonrs official recognition of Canada's overwhelming interest
in the matter of the renewal of the Anglo-Japanese Alliance and
the calling of a conference of Pacific por^rers, and instead had
been forced to be satisfied with influencing the Prime Minister
to oppose the Alliance in terms that blurred the differences he
saw between the Empirers interests and those of Canada. In the
end, the Imperial Conference of L92I did not renew the Alliance,
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but neither did the assembled Prime Ministers decide to terminate
it; as Professor Fry has written, the conferencers fairure to
abrogate the Arliance must be considered at least a "partíal
defeat" for Canada and perhaps somewhat more than that for
Christie personalty.l06 adaing to this dissatisf action, r^ras the
fact that although a conference of Pacific powers $ras indeed
calIed, it was convened because of hlashington's initiative and
not because of ottawats recommendations. The most important
upshot of the Conference for Christie hTas the ultimate abrogation
of the A11iance, the groundwork for Anglo-American cooperation,
and the start of the process of reinvolving the United States in
international affairs. Sti11, hovrever, the discontent remained
palpable for christie as the status undeniably obtained by
c'anada's hrar effort and participation at the paris peace
Conference and the League of Nations had not been put to full use
to cement Canadars place in the world community.
rn addition, the necessary work to attain this status, and
it was work that was easily within ottawars capacity to perform,
vras not being done. Christie became thoroughly dissatisfied with
the lack of progress in developing the professional personnel and
machinery needed to conduct canada's external relations. rn
discussing the matter of invitations to the Washington
conference, for example, he saw a very basic probrem standing in
the way of countries being able to address invitations or other
diplomatic communications directly to Canada.
we are not adequately equipped with a diplomatic
establishment to pfovide a aeceñt channel of- communication
to provide for courteous and correct treatment for their
invitation. rn other words, r doubt whether we are prepared
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to cut a presentabre figure in society in these matters
Itrs an awkward business and you can never tell how it
may be handled someÈime or other. rt G communicatiorÐ
might get chucked in the prime Ministçrls waste baske€l
certainly v¡e I re not organized for it. iu /
Likewise, christie was deeply troubled by his government's
unwillingness t,o grasp the nettle and estabrish permanent
Canadian diplomatic represent,ation in the United Stat,esr â¡ act
which would at once both enhance Ottawars ability to handle its
most important set of bilateral re1at,ionsl08 and give canada a
very visible place in the diplomatic community of one of the
worldrs most important capitals. Vühile preparing Meighen for the
rmperial conference in the spring of Lg2r, for exampler christie
continued to argue for the need for Canadian representation in
!ùashington and to rail against ottawa's failure to establish
it. 'rrt is not merely admitted, it is asserted on arl sidesr" he
lectured the Prime Minister, "Èhat canada in fact is and has for
years been responsible for the conduct of its relations with the
united states. That is to say there is reaIly no nevû principle
whatever involved here."
No one who has not had experience in conducting our
external affairs can realize how crippred canada real1y is
in dealing with the United States. We lack the great
advantages arising from direct and personal intercourse with
the American authorities. we are hámpered by the inevitable
difficulties that are involved in any effort to exprain or
discuss a complex question solely by means of
correspondence. Formal exchanges of views in writing there
must always be, but the negotiation of many questions is
subject to prolonged and utterly unnecessary delays simply
because r¡¡e have no man on the spot with an intimate
knowledge of our conditions who could make informal
explanations or representations that would expedite and
facilitate the negotiation. We are somelimes without
information concerning projects or matters in the united
states that might af fect canada t oy \À¡e get that information
through the channel of the press....
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Ê Itis,is somewhat bewildering to find such a position
the ability to_send an envoy t.o Washington but
l-that.
refraining from doing s{l taken in a country that prides
itself on a constitutioñ flexible and adaptible enõugh to
meet all practical needs as they appear. The objection
seems to arise from-undue apprehensions or obsessions
connected with the philosphical mysteries of such
conceptions as sovereignty t ot with t.he idea that there is
something occult about the whole business of diplomacy,
whereas it, is simply the application to government of the
practical art of agency which is known to every business
man. The objection is a good example of the incongruities
or even absurcities that may result from using an abstract
1egal conception or fiction -- adopted only for purposes of
convenience in a logical system -- without at the same time
keeping clearry in mind the facts of experience that the
fiction is designed to represent. such conceptions, such
ideas, our whole Constitution itself, sfrg6|a be regarded as
our servants rather than as our masters.
The failure to take decisive action in regard to
representation in the United States almost certainly tended to
sharpen Christie's dissatisfaction with the progress ort rather,
Lhe lack thereof in imperiar relations. The results of the
Imperial Conference of L92L and the Washington Conference that
followed it, v¡ere by and rarge to christie's liking in that the
first did not renew the Anglo-Japanese Alliance
arthough it
did not clearly call for its abrogation -- and the latter
provided the basis on which it could be terininated and ushered
in, or at least so he thought, a new era of British-American
cooperation in international affairs.
Nevertheless, out of neither of these conferences came the
recognition of Canadars national interest that Christie had urged
Meighen to pursue i out of the Imperial Conference, for example,
there cane no explicit recognition of Canada's views or a
willingness to concede a primary role in determining the course
of the Empirefs relations with the united states. rn fact,
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Meighen's efforts in London in rg2L probably were viewed by the
British government and the prime Ministers of the pacific
Dominions as obstructive rather than constructive, and as an

obstacle to the formulation of a common foreign policy for the
Empire. This probably is a fairly accurate judgement, in that
Meighen's christie-inspired intransigence at the rmperial
Conference almost certainly ended the chance of forming a common
imperial foreign policy, for it seems unguestionable that had
such a common policy been formed in lg2L it would have coalesced
around the renewal, not the termination, of the Anglo-Japanese
Alliance. rn effect, canadars influence on the course of
imperial affairs between I92L and 1923 $¡as the largely negative
one of preventing actions that would have hurt Canadars nat,ional
interests, and, in this lightr Christie's influence on the
development of Canadian external policy in the :-g2:--1g23 period
was to make a common imperial foreign policy impossible to
achieve. Christie, through his inf luence on Irfeighen's position
and actions, had made it clear that Canadars national interest
would take precedence over imperial interests and that a common
foreign policy for the Empire hras possible only when the two
coincided.

Christie also continued to fret over the Empirers catch-ascatch-can approach to imperial affairs and focused his animosity
on the failure to convoke the constitutional conference called
for by Resolution rx.110 The lack of an imperial constitutional
settrement Ied to a poricy of drift that not onry made it.
impossible for the Empire to act in a united manner, but also put
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a strain on domestic politics in Canada and hamstrung Ottawa's
ability to build a foreign policy that attended to canadars
national interests effectively. "you can prausibly argue
anything you damn please about the constitution of the British
Empire and Commonwealth in its present stater" Christie wrote to
Frankfurter in the fall of L92I.
of course that suits the politicians down to the ground.
Fo!.myself T am fearfully weary of these fine spun 1egal
calisthenics and have given them up.
r don't wondèr you
get bewildered. Since 99 out of f00 of our own people aie
in a state of bewilderment when they think of the t-hing at
all, other people must feel horribly confused. How long
will the business go on? r don't know. A ronq while l
suspect. Of course it puts a strain on our
external rerations. we canrt have everythingfCãnada'fl
both ways.
But of course it's equally the bearing of Lhe whole question
on our external relations that makes people ponder and
hesitate and delay t,o do anything at all for fear of
unimagined consequences. At the end of the r¡Jar everyone
imagined a new world. Po1itical thought in the oomiñions
stepped out strongly and confidently. It met some
rebuffs. That wouldnrt have deterred it. On the
contrary. But as t.ime went on the picture of the new world
grer¡r shabbier. People began to wonder whether the steps
they had taken might not land them in an isolaLed, scattered
and helpless condition surrounded by a world that was none

too friendly after all. Among many there is perhaps a
tendency to retrace. For myself I should have had faith
enough to go on, but I think I understand the sort of t.hing
that is at work in the peoples I minds and I think it is
something like what I have tried to sketch. I don't
particularly Iike the position, undefined and anomalous as
it is
not that I feel in any sense "oppressed" or
sensitive, for the matter is in our or^rn hands anything
t.he Dominions decide on will go -- the rub is that they
\n¡onrt decide
nor that I see any immediate cause for \4rorry
--but that with our growing foreign activities and interests
something might happen some day in which this question might
on a vùave of popular emotion take on a wholly unnecessary
and fictitious importance with unfortunate results. And I
suppose in my position I am forced to see rather more
clearly than others do its bearing on our external relations
and that other counlries are entitled to some consideration

in the mat.ter....1l-r
For Chr istie the phrase " the rub is they rdon I t decide" was a
t,estament to the frustration he felt by 1923. The Dominions and
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London would not decide what they wanted in terms of imperial

realtionships ,LL2 ottawa would not decide to go ahead and build a
suitable external affairs organization and send a diplomatic
agent to Washington, and Mackenzie King would not decide whether
to use christie properly, leave him maddeningly harf occupied t oÊ
ask him to leave the civir service.l13 Al-r of these cases of
drift combined with the resentment he felt regarding what he
considered to be an inadequate, even a demeaning, salary and his
deep sorrow over the death of both of his parents within a few
months of each other, moved christie to resign and reave for

England. "Yesterday, with a good deal of reluctancêr" he wrote
N.W. Rowell on 29 May 1923, "f sent in my resignation. I am
going into business with a financial house in London for four or
five years at Ieast, and T am sailing about the 20th of June. r
am sorry to leave the work r have been doing the last eight or
nine years but in reality the work has left me, and I see nothing
else for iL but to t,ake the step I I ve taken. "114
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cooperation as a necessary tool for maintaiñing peace in the
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christie as an "Atlanticist."
To descibe him thusly, r¡owävei, is
to teIl onry half the story. christie, for examptel saw
a North
Atlantic accord.primarily ãs a security arrangement benefiting
the Empire and the united states and Ai¿ not íeal1y believe tñat
such cooperation would usher in the millenium worlãwide, although
he certainly sa$/ it as one of the important factors in providin!
for a durable peace. rrrsnrt the bottom truth this: r" he asked
Frankfurter, "that r¡¡e are facing a condition so big,
forces so
implacable, that the.suggestion, made so facilely in many
quarters, that Britain or Britain and America together cãn rdor
something to cure it @trat is, the worlfl by 'stiong' measures,
is irresponsible nonsense?" rndeed, thele i; rittle evidence in
the record to indicate that christie believed in political,
economic, or spiritual panaceas of any sort. ¡,toréover, in this
more limited sense, "Atranticism" also amounted to a functional
goal for christie in that he thought that British-American
concord would help to create an international environment which
would permit the maximum development of Canada's international
personality. See lbid., p.6, and Library of Congress,
Frankfurter Papers, container 43, L.c. christie to Felix
Frankfurter, 16 November 1923.
3.

) PAC, RG 25 GI, DEA Papers, Volume L270, File 680-1920, L.C.
isLie, The Anglo-Japanese Atliance, t February L92L. Also
printed in A.R.M. Lower, "Loring Christie and the Genesis
of the
Washington Conferencêr" gg. cit.
6. ) rbid.
5.

Chr
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7 -)
rbid- Although the view from
in the early Lg2os may
not hãE-been as iñformed about andottawa
as
sensitive
to events in the
far corners of the world as r¡¡as that in London, paris,
washington, chrisrie did show some appreciãriôá lði-tr," and
reaching events that might result frðm the ,".r"*ãr-of thefarAlliance. !{hen warning of the.possible negativà ãsfects of
renewal for canadian and irnperiãI relationé witÀ ðñi"u, he also
intimated that_ it might have the effect of bolstering
Bolshevik
Russia. "IntelligenÉ Chineser', he
wrote, - ------'-:
"do not feel- that the alliance has helped china. rndeed
they feer irs effect has been preciq"iy
õãràrary, and
according to all information the ChineËeir,ã
eoveiñment-would
regard its renewar as an unfriendly act
china's
experience at the hands of the VÍestern power"r-*or"over,
is
said to be leading her to ask whether it woulá not be better
for her to do business with Mosco\Àr, since the Sàviets have
so far shown a riberar and considerate
attitude toward
her. Recent experiences with Turkey, persia,
and
Afghanistan suggest the question whõitrer the renewalof the
Alliance would not have tfre effect of driving China into
the
arms of Russia.',

see PAc' Rc 25 ql, DEA_Papers, volume Lz7o, Fire 680, vorume l,
L.c. Christier lhe Anglo-Japanese Alliancei
a necapiåualtion oi
Points, 1 June Ig2L.

8") L.c. christie, The Anglo-Japanese Arliance, 1 February rg2r,
og. cit.
9-) rbid- Christie also was urged to resist renewal by several
of hiilm-erican friends who savrr úhe ettÍance as a stumbling
in the path of more cordial Anglo-American relations. Vühileblock
he
did not take his cue from this advice, it no doubt lent
919ar1y
heightened sense of urgency to his ovün concerns. Frankfurterfs a
thoughts on the subject, for example, meshed nicely with his ovün.
"A litt1e plain speaking is needed ftegarding the
AlliancÐ. Let the oominionã say that anl
of forces
that makes against the greater fiiendliness-óravinõ
wiit¡ tt¡e u.s. is
sheer madness, because if nnglish speaking
peoples cannot
in peace what chance is there -for an! two'peoples
li"ç
living in peace. And the vday to have peaóe is lo wirr peace
with understanding of the diff icutty oi its attainnreñE, not
smug talk about the King James version and Shakespeare and
the Common Law.
There is real fear about Japan
the united statefl,
but itrs the fear of t.he unknown and [n
The fear of racial
contact, when we have our hands fuIl as it is in this
country. wþV_ should Great Britain hqve any alliance any how
or certainry any that is not conditioneã on friendship
between u.s. and Great Britain that is deeper than
alliances. These are not words with ine, däar Loring, r feel
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what the world needs is refreshment of its faith that isn't
all blind mans bluff and devir take the hindmost;
you,
of the Dominions, have it in you to give that faitfrand
unå giu"
that new stimulus to sanity and rabor, by saying some prãin
brave things to which people wil1 responã.,'
9ee PAc' MG 30 844, christie papers, volume 3, Folder 6-!, pp.
1925-1928 | Felix Frankfurter to-L.C. Christie, ,y,-,r," Ig2L.

10.) L.c. christie, The Anglo-Japanese Alliancerl February Lgzr,
cg. cit.
11.) rbid. At this time, the matter of the Empire's practical
toreigã-po-licy interest vüas for Christie the pi.voiar determinant
in the case for or against the renewal of the Atliance. He had
little patience with concerns for appearances or for whether
the
Commonwealth should feel itself obligated to factor in Americanopinion when formulating its policieé. 'frt may concei"âoÍv-be
objected, " he wrote,
"that the case against the Alliance indicated above
too tenderly toward American susceptibilities, that leans
it would
mean a subordination of British poticy to that of the United
states. The attempt has been, however,
consider the
question simply from the point of view'ofto the
interests of
the British Commonwealthr- taking into account of course the
possible effects upon British-American relations as
constituting a very important factor in est.imating what is
in our inteiest. trre êimpte question is whether Ít is-inour interest on the whole to renew the alliance. Thus if vrre
reject the Alliance on the basis here suggested there may
quitg possibly be Americans to utter boasÉs about dictating
British poricy, particularly the policy of the Dominions , ót
about assuming the moral leadership of the English speaking
world. Let them. rf our policy is sound from our v-iew
point such things cannot injure it; nor does one become a
moral leader by asserting that he is one. lrie can afford to
Itake the cash and let the credit got ....',
12.') rbid.
13.) rn his retirement years, Arthur Meighen was prone to give
Christie less credit thañ he was due for Formulatiñg the poãition
Meighen assumed at the Imperial Conference of L92i-.- In r-esponse
to,a request from his biographer for an appraisal of christie's
role and influence at. the time, for exampré, Mêighen said only
that christie had "heart.ily concurred" iñ the poéitions he haä
taken at London in L92L, and that christie vüas a "competent
official."
Closer to the mark certainly are T.A. Cre?ar's
opinion that Meighen "lrlas infl-uenced considerably by Christie"
and J.A. Stevensonrs blunt assert.ion that Meighen
"... owed a tremendous lot to Christie. He himself was not
very familiar with the international and Imperial affairs,
185

.' in fact,- \^ras-vg!y weak
and Meighen

on them but christie had the goods
delivered them. . . . "
rt seems reasonabre to assume, while giving Meighen full marks
debarins skilrs.anq_peisonaÍ
in purtins
l::_þi:,:ug.lb
rortn
hrs arguments at. London in Lg2r, that .ouias"
the
substanóe of
Meighen's 4rosition was almost entirely the proauõi_õi crrr istie's
pen. see PAc, MG 26 Í.t Meighen eapers, Reei c-35g7, Roger Graham
February 1953 anã a. Meighen to nág., Graham,
19 ô..Meighenr_10
16
February 1953; euA, co-rlection 2rL7, T.Ã. crerar
Þapers,
rlt,pAc,
Box L37, T.A. crerar to J.A. stevenson, B -september
$g¡_ies
r92L; and
Mc 27 rr D15, sir ctiffoid-sifi;;-eåpãr=, volume
pp"
r62823-L62824,
J.A. stevenson to J.!rI. oafoä , 16
?08t
September
L92I.

14.) PAc, Rc 2s
Governor General

Gl, DEA papers, vorume Lz7o, File 680-1920,
to
secretary, 15 February rg2r. Átso
printed in L. Clark,colonial
(ed.), pCER, IrI; pp.I62-163.
ls. ) rbid.
16. ) Ibid. , Secretary of State for the Colonies to
General, 26 February Lg2I. Also printed in L. Clark, Governor
DCER, IIf,
pp. 163-164.
) rbid.
18.) Ibid. The ultimate reluctance of the British to involve
the oomEÏons in the process of renewal or termination -- despite
Lloyd Georgers assertion to tlr" contrary in his telegram
of 26
February -- is hinted at in the last paragraph of thã telegram.
After reviewing the canadian case as presentão by Borden, íroya
George wrote, "he could then place before you anâ if necessary we
cou1dp1acebeforeftrreJotheiDominionGovernmenffive
conclusions at which \¡Je had arrived during our consideratiorÌs."
[Th" above underliníng is the present autñor's emphasisJ
rn fact, there is an oddity about both Lloyd GeorgJs
response-to Meighen and Christiers reaction to the Bri[ish prime
Ministerrs telegram, in that while both phrased theii põãitiõñËas arguments in favor of a,common imperial foreign policy, both
vüere, in rearity, arguing in support- of their coúntiy's -nátionat
interest. Tt seems obvious from-the tone of Lroyd Gåorge's
telegram that what London wanted to avoid at all-costs ñas the
undertaking of the initiative - suggested by Meighen. Lloyd
Georgers suggestion of involving
the othei Dominions, thêrefore,
was merery a means with which to dissuade the canadians from
acting; i{r esssence, the British were arguing for delay not
consultation. There also is, in this caãe, the chance-that
Lloyd
Georgg felt that, there vùas no danger in playing the consultatioñ
card in that he knew that the pacific ooñin-ionõ favored the
renewal of the Alliance. christier on the other hand, who
traditionally has been viewed as a'diehard advocate oi a
cooperative and consurtative imperiar
foreign policy,
hesitate a second to refuse to -consider an ãtlloomiñiondid not
17.
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consideration of the questíon of renewal once it began to appear
thathisviewofCanada'snationa1interestintheñatter
is, immediate abrogation of the Arliance
was going to be
frustrated by Lloyd George.
19") rbid., L.c. christie, The Angro-Japanese A1liance. Notes
gl^yr. Lloyd Georgers Telegram of February 26, Lgzr, 3 March
I92L.

20^-). Ibid., Indeed, ChrisLie maintained that this laundry list
of items could be settled only after the commonwearth had
achieved "in all dírections_such a policy of frank and friendly
co-operation with the United States as the Canadian Government

have proposed. "

21--) rbid. Christie apparently was at least partially correct
in estTlnã-ting that the eiitish -gorrerr,*.nt was -trying tó bring the
power and ambitions of the Japanese in the pacific lo bear as a
makeweight against the united states. professor Fry, for
example, has noted that Lloyd George favored the coñùinuation of
the-Ang1o-Japanese AIliance because it aided Britainrs security
by forcing the united states to keep a large fleet in the
Pacific. For Lloyd Georgers views of the ãtrategic importance of
the Alliance see Michaer G. Fry, rrrusions of seõuritv, North
Atlantic Diplomacv, LïIB-I922,
22.) L.c. christie, The Anglo-Japanese Arriance. Notes on Mr.
Lloyd Georgers Telegram of 26 February L92L, 3 March rg2rr op.
cit.
23.) rbid.
24.) rbid.
Governor General to Colonial Secretary, 1 April
?5.) Ib¡d.,
L?zf.
Also printed in L. Clark, (ed.), DCER, IIIr pp. 166-167.
The reasons as to why Meighen did not contïF6
acõept
christiers rather forthright ideas are uncrear. rt ma! be, as
J.A. stevenson suggest,ed at the time, that christie's þosition
vÍas just too unTory for Meighen to accept wholeheartediy,
especially after Lloyd George had poured cold water on their
first exposition. "under christiets and Bordenrs influencer"
Steveson wrote,

off as a keen nationalist at the beginning
-started
of the ffgZf
rmperiafl Conference but he was delugeã by
cabres from people ti-ke ßit Johfl willison, Mrs. Redfãrd,
etc. warning him that he vras too-pro-American and
compromising the Tory party for the future. He took fright
and was from a certain date quite complaisant to the English
rmperiarists. r am not sure but t.hat-he has an idea it
might be useful for an opposition leader to be able to pose
as the chainpion of the old ties and the foe of nationalist
Meighen

innovations.

"
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In addition, both Colonel Stacey and James Eayrs have noted that
Meighen was not at all inclined to push the iãea of a autonomous
canadian foreign policy too far, and certainly not to the point
of disrupting the Empire. see euA, coll-ectioñ 2r30, Normañ p.
Lambert Papers, Box r, J.A. stevenson to N.p. Lambert, 2g october
L92r and c.P. stacey. canada and the Age of conflict. volume r:
1867-L92L. Toronto: Ua@
Eayrs. In Defence of Canada. From Great lrlar to Great Depression.
toronto

26.\ PAC, RG 25 GI, DEA papers, Volume L270, File 680-1920,
Secretary of State for the Colonies to Governor General, 22 Aprit
L922. Also printed in L. Clark, (ed.), pCER, III, p 169.
27.) rbid., secret,ary of state for the colonies to Governor
General, 26 April 1921. Also printed in L. Clark, (ed.), DCER,
ITI, p. 168.
28.) rbid. rn almost a mocking tone the cable said that in
"deferEñEã" to Canadian wishes, London had informed Tokyo that no
decision would be taken on the future of the Alliance bãfore the.
Imperial Conference convened. lrlhat probably was worse, was that
the message completely failed to recognize ãny special Canadian
interest in the matter, and in regard to a paõific Conference and
pre-Imperial Conference consultations with the United
States
London said only that the former "may well be discussed" at the
Imperial Conference and that talks with Vüashington would be held
only "if consultation
becomes necessary."
29.) As Christie backed away from his previously shri1l
recommendations that Meighen insist on the abrogation of the
Alliance in canada's national interest, he began emphasizing two
other matters he considered t,o be in the national interest and
which he fert wourd undermine, or at least fail to confirm,
Canadian autonomy if they r,\rere not addressed, namely, the
constitutional conference and naval defense. Although professor
Bothwell asserts that Christie had rejected the idea of an
imperial constitutionar conference by the end of 1919, his preImperial Conference memoranda stress his continuing belief in the
importance of calling such a conference into sessión. Christie
believed that a "preliminary discussion" at the June LgzI
conference would prepare all of the Dominions for the direct
consideration, based on Resolution IX of I9I7, of the existing
constitutional rerationships.'since
that. Resolution r¡¡as
passed," Christie wrote,
"a number of events bearing upon the question have
happened. Certain events happened at'the paris peace
Conference. The Dominions have become members of the League
of Nations. What the exact bearing of these recent events
fi"J upon the Resolution need not Ée argued here. There has
been much debate and even controversy upon them. The
controversy, though it rnay have iLs factitious phases, is
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often the resurt of genuine uncertainty and concern in a
sphere where menrs instincts are apt to be pecuriarly
sensitive. rt is enough
to refer to the controversy;
for this in itself is an þere
important, and at times even a
dominating, factor in the political life of the Dominions.
rn this at least the oominions may be said to be unique; for
other western countries, whose constitutional positión is
fixed and universally taken for granted, enjoy-or endure no
such speculative exercises. The result has been distraction
and strain upon the conduct of public affairs.
rt, seems
desirable that the Dominions should consider -Ëfris
þt the
Conference of L92Ð publicly whetner
is
lmperial
desirabre or necess dty, whether anything shourd be done
about it, and whether-particularly some such special
conference on constitutional questions as proposed by
Resolution 9 should be he1d. "
christie concluded that the meeting in June would be a most
appropriate occasion to "induce such public consideration and
discussion" directed toward "what may be feasible" regarding a
cons titutional conf erence.
christie arso sought to steer Meighen against any attempt
that might be made by British representatives at the lmperial
Conference to tie Canada into some sort of centralized ñaval
defense plan for the Empire. He warned that the Admiralty seemed
intent upon ignoring the statement that the Dominion prine
Ministers had made in AugusÈ, 1918, to the effect that tirey were
not prepared to consider the establishment of a "central nãva1
authority." rn preparation for the LgzL conference,
f.or exampre,
the admiralty had recommended that the Dominions consider "tñe
creation of an rmperial council to consider questions of policy,
and the representation of Èhe Dominions on the Admiralty Ñavalstaff with a view toward co-ordinating the higher straLãgy of
rmperial Naval Defence.'f christie toÍa Meighen that in iñis
matter the Adnriralty clearry was "overstepping" its authority.
'In speaking of Empire naval defence one doubtless has
in mind not only the oominions but arso rndia, Egypt, all
the crown colonies, and the lines of comnunication to and
from these portions of the world. But canada, for example,
has no responsibirity for the government of these
territories, and it is not suggested by the people of these
countries or of canada that sñé should underlakã such a
responsibitity. Nor can it be said that Canada derives any
special advantage from the fact that these territories are
within the system of the Empire.
rn the rneantime it, would seem that the only principle
upon which we fcanadfl can safely depend is to i".r. the
question where to-day it in fact stands
that is, each
Government determines for itserf, upon the advice of its
naval department and upon the best information it can 9et,
what its naval programme shculd be. Each one, knowing-that
its Dominion forms part of a wider whole, which it is
iB9

determined to preserve' will doubtless take that fact into
consideration

when forning its estimates, but the
responsibility for calculating the weighi of
this
consideration must be left to each Government.
This is
more than to assimilate t,he position of the Dominions to no
that of the united Kingdom, which to-day as always
determines for itself tr¡e extent of its'nàvai-progrr**u
after taking into account not only the defence of the shores
of the Kingdom but also the position arising from
its
irnperial connections. "
Ïn regard to both of these matters
the constitutional
conference and naval defense ChrisÈie, in his recommendations
to Meighen, clearly placed the well being and interests
before those of t!" Empire. see R. Bot.hñell, "Failurer" ofp. Canada
262¡
PAc' Mc 26 H, Borden papers, volume 4r, pp. 1g123, lgl2g-1gtzg,
and 18145-18746, L.c. christie, Memorandum. June Meeting of thå
Prime Ministers, 23 April rgzl; rbid., MG 30 E44t christie
Papers, volume 3, Folder 6-5, pp.--Íøa-2r6s, L.c. ct,ristie to
M.P.A. Hankey, 29 April L92r; and, rbid., MG 30 844,
Papers' Reel c_?999, pp. r9009-r901¡;-r.c. chrisrie, christie
xavat
Defence,

June Lg2L.

30.) L.C. Christie, The Anglo-Japanese Alliance: Recapitulation
of-Points, 1 June r92Lr op. cit. Also printed in Exteinal
Aff-airÞ, (september , ]-96TI-, pp. ao2-413-. Despite Ehi--ïãEãìrge in
emphasis, however, Christie urged Meighen to make it clear Éo the
Imperial Conference that if the Alliance hrere renewed Canada
would demand that an article be inserted stating that "the
agreement shall not be binding upon the Dominioñs without the
approval of their Parliaments." This was the same sort of
reservation that had been included in the abortive treaty drafted
at versail-les guaranteeing assistance to France if it were to
fal1 victim to unprovoked-aggression by Germany. christie
believed that such a clause would protect Canaãa's interests visa-vis the United States because thã "unmistakable trend of the
whole debate in the House of commons [n eprir, Lg2Ð was indeed
against the renewal of the A1liance." -See lbid.
31.) For evidence of Meighen's stout and courageous performance
at the Imperial Conference of L92I see the extensive extracts
from the stenographic notes of the meeting in L. crark, (ed.)
DCER, rrrr pp. l-74-L94t and c.p. stacey. Historical Documents of
Çanada, Yol_lme V. The Arts of War and peac
st. Martinr s press I L972, pp. 389-410. rrõrn-Ehê- writings on the
substance of the Imperial and V{ashington Conferences anã Canada,a
par! in them see particularly, c.p. stacey, c?nada and the Age of
Conf1ict.
ConfIict.
onflict. Volume I: 1867-1921
L867-L92Lt op. cit., pp.
1867-1921r
; Ramsay
Cook. The Politics of John W. Dafoe and the Free press. Toronto:
university of roronto Press, L963, pp. 134-136; uichaet c. Fry,
The rllusion oÇ*seçlrrity._ Ngrlb_Atla?tic piplonacv, lgl8-r922,
the transition to Commonwealth. Br itish-Canad ián nefati-onF,E-fZ.
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J.B. Brebner, "Canada, the Anglo-Japanese AIIiance, and the
v'Iashington conferencêr" Poritical science euarterly, L, 1 (March,
1935), pp. 45-58; and Jo@'TñtTmpê*ria1
Conference
of r92L and the washington conferencêr" canadian gistorical

Review, XXIX, 2 (June, L948), pp. f 3-fS@
it
unconvincing, attempt to portray the mercurial and vitriolic
Australian Prime Minister I^I.I\Í. Hughes as a temperate conciliator
see J. Chalmers Vinson' "The fmperial Conference of J-92L and the
Anglo-Japanese Alliancer" .pacific Historical Review, xxxr,
(August, 1962) | pp. 257-266.

32.) PAC, MG 26 H, Borden papers,
Vol_ume 264, File 59, pp.
1458058-148059, L.c. christie to R.L" Borden, L4 July L921. That
the results of the Imperial Conference $¡ere not all that Christie
wanted is obvious, but just as obvious is his delight in seeing
canada accomplish what was possible poliLically at the time.
"The Conference has been the most extraordinary affair I have
ever gone throughr" he told Frankfurter.
"Even Paris pales in point of view of interest
i"e.
for me personally. r suppose r am of the New world in every
bone and fibre
for generations and this Conference has
been the first real coming to grips of the Old Vtor1d and the
new, with that other world of myst,ery the East -- thrown
in.
And then out of it and at the best moment Harding did a
big thing. There have been some difficulties and there wiIl
be more, but the thing must be made to go. Nothing can be
allowed to stand in the way. We are doing what we can.
Meighen was to have sailed today. At 5 o'clock yesterday
afternoon he cancelled his passage to stay longer
at the
greatest political inconvenience that it. could never be
said that he omitted anything he might have done.
perhaps it
Some day -- soon -- we must have a talk.
will be in lrlashington for I suppose I sha1I go to the
Conference. To me personally it is rather an amazing
dream. I have been thinking of nothing else since last
November when at Geneva I really began to think about this
whole business. "

See Library of Congress, Frankfurter Papers, Container 43, L.C.
Christíe to Fe1ix Frankfurter, 2l July L92L.
33.) L.C. Christie to R.L. Borden, L4 July L92Ir op. cit..
ChrisÈie was well satisfied that as a result of the Imperial
Conference of L92L "every Government of the Empire has a free
hand on that question @ooperation in imperial naval defensfl and
can determine the extent and manner of that co-operation at the
next Imperial Conference or in any other way that may be agreed."
See PAC, RG 25 Fl, DEA papers, Volume 916, File L9, L.C.
Christie, The Naval Treaty, n.d. but probably January of
February I L922.
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Christie's point that the outcome of the rmperial Conference
of r92L left every member of the Empire with a "ïree hand',
regarding imperial naval cooperat.ioñ is a good one, and it rnight
also be said that the Conference left each country with a freã
in regard to foreign policy as weI1. severai historians,
land
including James Eayrs, Alex rnglis, and J.L. Granatstein, havå
contended that the idea of a common foreign policy for the Empire
was proven to be feasible, and that Christie-beliéved that t,o-be
the case, at the rmperial conference of LgzL. professor Eayrs,
for example, has written that "the group-unit concept of emþire
emerged unscathed from the rmperial-conierence of tbzt. The
Empiret it was_now recognized-, r^ras composed of partners who on
major issues of high_poticy would move as one, ãtt partners
contributing to the final solution.', This sort of -contention
seems to fly in the face of the facts of the conferencer given
_thg acrimony and venom that marred so many of its sessionã.
Britain and the Pacific Dominions were toõkíng for something from
the conference that was very different from wñat canada was
looking fot, while South afiica differed somewhat from each of
those points of view. rn the end, the conferees agreed only to
pack up and move along to washington to begin to discuss many of
tt," rmperial.conferencers subjects alr ovei again" rt seems
almost certain that had not President Hardingîs announcement of
his intention to call a conference of Pacifið powers given the
Empire an out, Britain and the Dominions would-have rãmained at
each other I s throats for a good while 1onger without
accomplishing anything other than proving-graphicarly that a
common imperial foreign policy was an imþossibility.- Rather than
proving the possibility of such a policy, the sessions of the
Imperial Conference of L92L amply demonstrated that the wartime
dreams of cooperation ?nd consultation had been shattered upon
the hard rock of each imperial componentrs individual natioñal
interests. rn this sense, the "maleriar if not
complete
victory" that Colonel Stacey claims that Canada won at the
Conference was a victory for its national interest and not for
the ulity of the Empire. If anything, Canada's ,'vict,ory" at the
rmperial conference of L92r proved that the "group-unit concept
of Empire" of which Professor Eayrs speaks was never much more
than a will-o-the-wisp. see Jamés G.-Eayrs, rn Defence of
Canada. From Great War to qrgê_t _Leprqgsion, op. cit. p. 20¡ Alex
idõã, f-glg_ig 26,i'
Journar of canadian studielr vrr, 2 (May, 1972), p. 22¡ J.L.
,9p. cit., þ. 67¡ andl c.P. stacey,
canad ian nxternal
"From ue ighen@eÇãrsãT-of
Policies, L92I-L923," Transactions of the Royal Society of
Canada, VII , (1969 ) , p.-239.
34.) PAC, MG 30 F'44, Christie -Papers, Vo1ume 3, Folder 6-4, pp.
20BB-2089, L.C. Christie to N.[rI. Rowell, 28 October L92L.
Christie especially was pleased with the leading part played by
Washington
in t,he Conference. He believed that "American postwar Ineutrarityr seems to be going through the same sort of agony
their neutrality went through during the war" and that the
"Americans who are in charge of affairs are thinking just nov¡
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British-American co-operation than about the
broader idea of the League." At this point, he probably would
have preferred American participation in the League as weIl, but
from Canada's point of view Anglo-American cooperation hras
essential and the outcome of the Washington Conference in this
regard "vras the exact thing I have been hoping for for over a
year." As a tactical measure, and in hope of furthering the
willingness of the United States to partícipate in world affairs,
Christie urged Prime Minister King
and King acted on the
advice
'rto recognise briefly the service performed by the
United States President and Government in calling the Conference
and in entering whole-heartedly into co-operation with the other
Powers" when he addressed the outcome of the Conference and its
treatÍes in Parliament. See Ïbid., MG 30 D45, J.w. Dafoe papers,
Volume 2, Folder L923, L.C. cE?ÏFtie to J.I{. Dafoe, 9 nebruaiy
I923t MG 26 H, Borden Papers, Volume 264, Volume 58, pp. 148075l-48076t L.C. Christie to R.L. Borden, I February 1923; Library of
Congress, Frankfurter Papers, Container 43, L.C. Christie to
Felix Frankfurter, 11 December I92L; pAC, MG 26 J4, Vü.L.M. King
Papers, Volume L44, Fo1der 1178, p. C-105770, L.C. Christie,
Memorandum for the Prime Minister , 19 June L922; and Ïbid., Reel
C-2729, p. C-105023, L.C" Christie, Memorandum of Suglestions for
the Prime Minister. Washington Conference, June L922.
much more about

35.) Christie succeeded Hankey on 26 January L922, saying that
the job was one that "intrigues me from dawn to dewy eve." See
Library of Congress, Frankfurter Papers, Container 43, L.C.
Christie to Felix Frankfurter, 28 January 1922.
36.) L.C. Christie, Memorandum of Suggestions for the Prime
Minister. lrlashington Conference, June L922r op. cit., p. C105023.

37.) From the beginning of his stuggle against the renewal of
the Anglo-Japanese Alliance, Christie was concerned with its
implications for the international system generally, not merely
those related to Anglo-American relations and Canada's national
interests. In the wake of the Washington Conference, he believed
that,
"The fundamental principles of the integrity of China,
of respect for China's sovereign rights, of the 'Open Door'
and of equal opportunity have been affirmed. This is the
first occasion on which such an affirmation has been made
collectively by all the chief Powers concerned: hereafter
these Po\^ters wiIl be jointly responsible for preventing the
More generally, but
violation of these principles
perhaps still more importanÈ, the position of China must be
regarded as having been distinctly improved through the
improved atmosphere in the Pacific and Far Eastern region
which the Conference has promoted. ..."
See PAC, MG 26 J4' WLM King Papers, Volume L44, Fo1der 1178' PP.
C-105722-C-I05723, L.C. Christie, Benefits to China Resulting
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from the Washington Conference, 19 April 1922.
p. c-105785, L.c. christie, Notes on the washington
.rbid-1
18-).
Treaties,
19 June L922. christie was pleased not only that Ér,e
hlashington Conference had set the stage for the abrogãtion of the
Anglo-Japanese A1liance, but also becãuse it had set up a process
based on consurtation rather than force to take its pláce.- "The
underlying idea of Èhe Washington Agreements r^¡as somewhat. as

foIlows," Christie wrote.
problem the Empire, the u.s. and Japan
"on the
found a _rsecurityr
basis whereby t.he reasonaËIe necessities of eaðh
were asserted and recognised and each went as far
possible in demonstrating its serf-deniar and lackasof
aggressive intent toward the others.
The !ÍashingÈon Conference thus conceived a regime for
consultation and co-operation on common economic and
political affairs in the Pacific and the Far East with the
question of rsecurityr and force put as far to the
rt
background as possibl_e
fn later years, Christie would use the example of the Washington
Conference in his arguments that the League of NaÈions should
confine itself to promoting consulatat.ioñ rather than concerning
itself wit.h the maintenance of security through the automatic uée
of economic and/or military force. see pAc, MG 30 844, christie
Papers, volume 10, Folder 31, p.9580, L.c. christie, unaddressed
letter, L2 January 1925.

39.) For Christie's evaluation of the effects of the Washington
Naval Treaty on canada see L.c. christie, The Naval Treaty, ñ.d.
(but almost certailfy January or February, L9Z2), _gp-. g-tt-: As
vüas the case when he noted that the League of Natiõñs coTfa learn
how to settre justiciable questions from the exampre set by the

Canada-United States International Joint Commissionr Christie
also thought that North America offered an example of how to
proceed on the question of naval disarmament, and a reason for
some optimism about the peace being preserved once such an
agreement was in place. "Here h¡e may recal1r" he wrote, ',that
for a century on our own continent there has existed, in the
Great Lakes Naval Disarmament Act and in the understanding in
fact observed along the whole Canadian-American boundary, a
similar self-denying ordinance and repudiation of forcel and it
is impossible to doubt the influence of this condition upon the
relations between the two countries and upon their unquestioned

habit of solving their conflicts of interest by civil means."
L.C. Christie, Notes on the Washington Treaties, 19 June
I922r op. cit., p. C-105785.
40.) PAC, MG 27 II D15, Sir Clifford Sifton papers, Volume 2Og,
p_. L6325I-2I, J.Vü. Dafoe to C. Sif ton, March L922. Although
Christie did not believe that, London would take advantage ót t,he
American invitation to act alone in the name of the Dominions, he
See
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successfully urged Meighen to include in his telegram announcing
canadafs willingness to p3!ticipate in,the British Empire

Delegation the sentencer-"rt is-essential that oomiñiðn
repre-sentatives should ho13 ftf¡e] same status as at paris and
CthaÐ proceed+ngg at ltrreJ
rnlasrfr.ngton Conference must not be
-christie
allowed to prejudice it."
also was prepared to-ãcõãpt
the arrangement in order to avoid irritating
À*"iican
regarding the British Empire. "rf r,¡e had raised it
lg|sitivities
l-the iss-9e of índividual invitations fõr the DoninionÐ Iã;¡--summer Gf,u! is, at the time of tþ" rmperial Conf"r""ä*Eãimaffv
gnd precisely
and if we had raised it at all we should have
been_obliged to press it very strongly --r" Christie explained
to
Rowe11,

"the Americans might we1l have suspected us of
obstruct.iveness even then" It might have embarassed them.
or they might have said that it wãsn't a fair thing tó püi
up to them; that it was really a matter for the
Conference. They might have said a dozen thinqs. And f am
bound to say that for myself, in view of their-treatment of
us ín the matter of our position in the League, r should not
like to have seen us put ourselves in the aÉtiiude of
seeming to ask a favor of them in such an open and crucial
tt

\nlay.

26 I, A. Meighen papers, Reel C-3435, pp. 030801111^IPidl,_MG
030802, L.c. christie to A. Meighén, 27 october 1921-ãnd Telegram
from Governor General to the ColonÍal Secretary, 27 october téZt¡
Mrs. c"H.A. Armstrong papers, L.c: christie to N.w.
?ndr,Toronto,
Rowell, l0 November L92I.

41.) Ibid., Fq 25 Fl, DEA papers, Volume 915, Folder 11, L.C.
christ@-washington conference status of Dominions, 14
November L92L. As colonel stacey has noted, General smuts of
south Africa raised the issue of the nature of Dominion
representation at the lrlashington Conference in order to impress
on the Americans the enhanced international standing with wf¡icfr
the Dominions had emerged from the war. Christie rãgretted Smuts
action
although he recognized that smuts had t.o dó what he
could to appease an incipient separatist movement in South Africa
because he vùas afraid that it wourd inject the question of
status in a partisan manner into the Canadian elecËion
campaign
that vüas then in progress. Christ.ie consistently maintained that
a final decision about Canadars international stãtus could only
be made by the canadian people after a frank and open nonpartisan debate had rendered a consensus opinion. As he had at
the time of the naval crisis in 1913, Christie continued to
refuse Èo view foreign policy as a matter on which one or the
other of canadaf s political parties had the "right,' position. rn
a letter to Harold Armstrong, ChrisLie said that he recently had
informed Rowell that, despite smutrs assertions the manner iñ
which Canada was to participate in the Vüashington Conference did
not denigrate its national status in the hope that Rowell would
pass the information along to Meighen's oppónents and thereby
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perhaps foreclose the possibirity of the matter becoming a
campaign issue. Christie also was anxious at this time to avoid
giving those canadians who were opposec to a
more independent
international status for Canada añ-occasion for claiiniñg that the
country was moving too quickly away from the Empire.

"Sir Robert told Mr. RoweII about Smuts,s
communications and what followed and and n.þwe1l] wrote
asking my vievÍs. r decided to give them 'pñvatdly and
c-onf identialty'.
J have_ an idea that he mãy be seãing

me

ring or at least intinates of one
[r.oJ crerar or
or the other. Heft.".*.]
won't Areak any conf_idence- but the point
is that it may be useful to have hin fnowerr]l armed, só that
he will prevent people f rom making dam-n
foors of tiremselves
in the campaign. Doubtless the chief Ftqeiqtren-l would tike
nothing better than rhar c. Pera{l or K-. Gñg:l Ëh"utd make a
damn fool of hirnself , but ttiis is-a mattt-er"that ought to be
Fpt out of the campaign as much as possible. I heãr
fcharles-l Murphy has opened up on it. r hope the chief wirl
r;gnore it unless Crerar or King opens up. From what
J.Al) stevenson says r gathãr crerar had decided
Çournalist.
that
it might be- risky to touch it. r donrt know wheLher he
has or not.
Fiven if Srerar or King should open up on it I hope the
chief will do no more than repudiate whatãver charge Ètrey
make and do it in the briefest fashion -- with perhaps a
shade of contempt. He'can say in a sentence that canadians
need not fear that our status is imperilted and that he
doesnrt propose to be a party to injecting the i{ashington
Conference into the campaign. But unless it becomes
absolutely necessary r hope he will think it better to say
nothing.

"

See C. P. Stacey, Ce¡ìada and

the Age of Conf l ict, Volunre I : lg6 7L94, 9p. cit., p.348, and Toronto, r4is. C.H.A. Armstrongr eapers,
L.C. Christie to C.H.A. Armstroû9r 10 November L}ZL.
42.\ Library of Congress, Frankfurt.er Paper, Container 43, L.C.
Christie to FeIix Frankfurter, 29 December L92L. It is
interesting to note that throughout the r913-L923 period,
Christie consistently urged his superiors to linit the
Parriamentrs rore in the ratification of treaties signed by
Canada. In the field of foreign affairs Christie beÍieved that
the executivers prerogative had to be preserved and t.hat " if t.he
definite rule is laid down that ai-t international agreements,
of
whatever character, must be approved by parliament Èefore the
Government can advise their ratification
the result in actual
practice is that the senate is given a power it did not have
before, and is put in a position where it may obstruct a course
of action that is cesired by the peoplesr representatives, and
that under the existing operation of the preõgative is entirely
under Lheir control. " Christie at this point in his career
slnîpaLhy for Mackenzie King's predirection for
showed little
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"letting Parliament decide" in regard to canadars external
fully supported Borden in his attempt to dissuade
King from submitting the Washington Conferencers trãaties to the
parliament for sanctioning. For the foregoing see pAc, MG 26 J4,
W.L:M. King Papers, Volume II2, Folder 901, p. C-B27IT, L.C.
christie, Additional Notes on the submission-of Treaties to
Parliament Before Ratification, 15 May 1922. For similar advice
offered by Christie in regard to the Versailles Treaty and the
appointment of a Canadian diplomatic representative to the United
states see rbid", MG 26, H, Borden papers, Reel c-4343, p. 63446,
L.c. christF, irlemorandum for the prime Minister, 21 august L9l9¡
and, MG 27 rr D13, Rowell papers, vorume L7, Folder 75, pp.
L236L'L2367, L.C. Christie, Canadian Representation at-wãèfrington
-- Notes on the Prerogative of the Crown and the Necessity foi
Legislation, April Lgzl-.
43.) PAC, MG 27 II D13, Rowell papers, Volume l, Folder 4,
p.27I, L.C. Christie to N.I¡I. Rowel1 , L9 March L922"
44-) Library of congress, Frankfurter papers, container 43, L.c.
Christie to Felix Frankfurter, 23 February L}ZL"
45.) oespite Christie's growing concerns about the nature of the
Leaguers activities, he continued to value the opportunities that
membership gave Canada for enhancing its international status and
developing its external affairs machinery. For example, Christie
suggested that Canadars High Commissioner in London be sent to
the Third Assenbly of the League in r922r âs he had been to the
second, not only because it would provide for "continuity in
canadian representation from year to year." but because other
members of the League "send to the Assembly one or more of their
diplomatic represent.atives in Europe." The attendance of the
Canadian High Commissioner therfore would permit him to keep "in
touch wit.h the
work" and keep cánada visibre at ã high
diplomatic leve1fi,eague'fl
on the Geneva stage.
Christie also considered it important thaL an officer of the
Department of External Affairs accompany the Canadian delegation
to each Assembly of the League. "rt seems to me that it wõuId be
unfortunater" he told Mackenzie King,
"if the Department of External Affairs was excluded from
this direct contact with the League meetings. The Foreign
Offices of practically all the other members of the League
are always represented by officials at the Assembly
meetings, and the arrangement has a practical and useful
result in many Ì¡rays in the work of these of f ices. For us it
seems sti11 more useful, since having no diplomatic agencies
in Europe to maintain contactr wê have no other way of
getting the direct connection with the work of the League."
Finally, Christie saw membership in the League as an avenue
through which
in certain circumstances the Canadian
government could underscore its distinctness from the imperial
system in general and from London's direct control in
commitments and
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particular.

Tn regard to canada's ratification of some draft
coventions that had been adopted by the fnternational
- Labor
Conference, for example, Christie Ëuggested that,

"it seems quite unnecessary to go through the elaborate
procedure of ratif ication -by itis r,laiesti
in pei-on,
done in the case of the rreãty of vãrsaitlesl The as was
Government have heretofore followed the principle of having
direct relations with the League of watiðns, uäã the
attached draf t simply cayries out t,hat principle. canada
having been accepted as a Member of the- r,eaguä and of the
rnternational Labour organisation in her o*ã right, the
machinery of her own Government is adequatà foi-tne present
purpose- Tþis being so it seems bettef, in view of the
effect on the attitude of the other nations Members of the
League, t9 ayoif any.unnecessary use of the machinery of the

of the United Kingdom. "
see PAc, MG 30 F-44, christie papers, volume 23, Folder g7, p.
,lq?A
T. î
rth'iar.i^
ìÍ^ñ^-^-r.-.c--rr
2L536, L.c.
prime Ministår.
christie, Memoranduir
foi
the
Assembly of the League of Nations - canadian Representation,
"irriia31
L922;
MG
papers,
26
Jl,
!{.L.M.
King
{arch
Reer c-2243, pp.
60953'60954, L.c. christie to w.r,.u. i<in9, 2L Juty
rg22; and,
L.c. clark' (ed. ) , DCER, rrr, p. 469, nocument 402', L.c.
chriåtie,
Notes on t.he RatirTcaffin or óraft conventions aaåptåa by
Èhe
Int.ernational
Government

l4 April Lg2L
46') L.c. crark, (ed.), DCER, rrr, p. 4G6, Document 4oL, L.c.
christie, Report of the offir:-unluiries,
11 January rg2L.
Labour Conference,

47.) rbid. r p. 467.
r +g.r pp- 467-468. chrisrie was disrurbed deeply abour
1.8.)proliferation
the
of League-sponsored organizations iñ uurope and
began to consider means by which Canada could dissociate itself
f rom them. rn response to N.w. Rowel-r's
about this
plethora of European-based League bodies,compraint
foi example, christie
wrote,

"... r agree with you that it indicates an intention to
proceed with the technical organisations in spite of the
action of the Assembry. persónally, r have nð doubt
whatever that. this is the real intãntion of the Europeans.
The more r think of thern the more r think the problems
invorved are rearly European problems, and nurðpe has a real
need for such organisation. But r do not think that we
could make any useful contribution to the solution of such
technical European questions, and r think it wourd be a
mistake to attach our problems to theirs, to say nothing of
the very great difficulties arising from the taãts that the
Bureaus and Central Commissions of these organisations will
be in Europe, and, therefore subject to nurópean control.
The question now is, r suppose, what shall wã do about it.?
rt seems to me that canada should demand at the next
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Assembly that the expenses of these organisations should be
charged only against those members who particiapte
them. ..::o if_they proceed in these oiganisationsinin spite
of the action of the Assembly we can periectly well decline

to support

them. "

see PAc' MG 30 I.44t christie papers, volume 3, Folder 6-4, pp.
2063-2064, L.c. christie to N.rrl. Rowerl, 30 uårch rg2L.
!?:) PAc, Mc 30 844, christie papers, volune 2r, Forder 73, pp.
19786-19795, L.c. christie, Amendment to Articre 10 of the
Covenant of the League of Nations Ïtem 6 of the First Agenda of
the Third Assembly, 20 Jury L922.
professor veatch has
pointed out, christie arso sought toAssoften Article
t0 by
supporting amendments to Article I6 of the Covenant which would

possibre the gradual or partial application of economic
sanctions. One suspects that Christie-was opposed to sanctions
of any kind, but felt that anything that defäyed the application
of military force was a st.ep in the right, dirãction. Sée Richard
Veatch. Canada and the League of Nations. Toronto: University of
Torontoæ
50.) L.c. Christie, Amendments to Article 10 of the covenant, of
the League of Nations rtem 6 of t,he First Agenda of the Third
Assenbly, 20 {rIy L92zr op. cit. Although chiistie probably did
believe that it was unwiF tõ-Eamper tco extensivery with the
evorving League, he also thought that something had to be done
to
al-ter Articre 10. partial changes were preferáble by far to
letting Artl-'"Ie 10 stand as it was adopted in 1919. ',The second
concrusion fregardinl Lhe type of amenãments to the covenat
canada should sponsorJr" he wrote, "is that in view of the
reluctance to undertake amendments to the Covenant and especially
to Article 10 already displayed by many Members of the League,
nothing but a motion or proposal embodying such a minimum
alteration will have any chance of sucóess in the Asembly. "
5r.) rbid. christie also noted that dropping the word
"prese?Gï might be a way in which to makã-*.ñb"rsr-rip in the
League more attractive to the united states. He argued that the
Quadruple Pacific Treaty that had come out of t,he wáshington
Conference had pledeged the signatories to respect each õther's
territories and had bound them to "communicate with one another
fully and frankly" in the event of an act of aggression. There
was no duty to 'preserve" the status quo in the Treaty -- as
there was in the Covenant and tL¡e Unite¿ States had signed it.
52. ) rbid.
s3. ) rbid.
54.) Dartmouth College Librãty, vilhjalmur Stefannson papers, v.
stefansson to L.c. christie, r, 25 september L920, (There are two
different letters from Stefansson of tfris date, oåe dealing wiiirwrangel Tsland and the other discussing the islands north õe
mal<e
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Lancaster sound. rn these notes the former wirr be marked ,rJrr
and the latter "rr").
Throughout his attempt to get ottawa to
claim ownership of wrangel rsland stefansson stressed its
pot.ential importance to the Empire as a "British location for a
worrd system of wireless and as a supply station for petroreum,
etc. when commercial transpolar navigation develops. Either of
these conditions would be sufficient to give us a motive for
wanting to keep our rights in the island, even íf. there !Íere no
commerciar possibilities."
see rbid., v. stefansson to L.c.
Christie, 9 June 1922.

55.) Ibid., V. Stefansson to L.C. Christie, I, 25 September

L920.

56.) Ibid., V. Stefansson to L.C. Christie, \Í, 25 September

1920.

57.) rbid.

58.) rbid., v.
59.) rbid., v.

L920.

Stefansson to A. Meighen, 16 September 1920.
Stefansson to L.C. Christie, 1I , 25 September

60.) Ibid., V. Stefansson to L.C. Christie, 30 September L920.
61. ) rbid.
62.) Richard J. oiuabaldo. Stefansson and the Canadian Arctic.
Montreal: McGil1-Queenrs Uni
see the acrimonious exchange of letters between Christie and
Stefannson in Dartmouth College Library, Stefannson Papers, V.
Stefannson to L.C. Christie, 9 June L922 and L.C. Christie to V.
Stefannson, L2 June L922. For Christie's description of the
explorer-entrepreneur as someone who is "trying to force the hand
of the Government ...." see PAC, MG 26 J4, WLM King Papers,
Volume L47, File 1205, p. C-107378, L.C" Christie, Memorandum
Submitted to the Prime Minister - lrfrangel Is1and, 9 August L922.
63. ) PAC, MG 26 I, Meighen Papers, Volume 13, File 7, L.C.
Christie, Memorandum for the Prime Minister. Exploration and
Occupation of the Northern Arctic Islands, 28 October 1920. AIso
printed in L. C1ark, (ed. ) , DCER, III, pp. 566-568. At this
point, Sir Robert Borden supportèd Christiers position on Vfrangel
Is1and and urged Meighen to act accordingly. See rbid., neel C3219, R.L. Borden to A. Meighen, 3 November L920.
64.) PAC, Mc 26 J4, lrll.M I(ing Papers, Vo1ume L47 | File 1205, p.
C-107379, L.C. Christie, Exploration and Occupation of the Arctic
Islands - lrTrangel Is1and , 28 February I92L. The Under Secret.ary
of State for External Affairs, Sir Joseph Pope, supported
Christie on this aspect of the issue, têlling Meighen that
Wrangel was essentially an "Asiatic island" and "any pretentions
we might have to this island must be of a very unsubstantial
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character." see L.c. clark, (ed.), DCER, rrr, p.569, Document
535' Sir Joseph Pope, Memorandum ror-ñã pffib ¡,tinister. Claim to
certain rsrands lrlithin the Arctic circle, 25 November
Lgzo.
65-) For the tortuously convoluted story
Canada's flirtation
with the idea of acquiring wrangel rsland of
see the admirable
accounts in Richard J. Oiuabaldó, Stefansson and the Canadian
pp.: 161-186, and
-æ.._cit:,
4lg!-iS,
s'
gyer Vtrangel,
f sl-and, " Canadian Historical Review, XLVIII, 1
(september, 1967), pp.ãFTß.@nt
analysis of
American concerns about wrangel rsland :- accompanied by a
lanentably i11- and mis-infoimed account of the Canadia-n position
--_se9 Nancy Fogelson, "The Tip of the rceberg¡ The UniteA States
and the rnternational Rivalry for the Arct íc, l9o0-19 25,,'
Diplomatic History, 9, 2 (Spiing, 1gg5), pp. 131-I4g.
66-) L-C. Christie, Exploration and occupation of the Arctic
rslands - wranger rsland, 28 February L92i, op. cit. sir jõÀepn
Pope also shared these fears with chiistie. -lo Efaim wrangel
rsland, he told Meighen, "could gnly resurt in weakening oú,
legitimate claims tó the Arctic
islånds contiguous tã our own
territory, for.if we can go so far afierd as ñrangel
take
possession of islands, unõonnected with canada, *ñai to
is
to
prevent the united states or any other po!ùer, iaying claim
islands far from their ovün shorõs but aåjacent tä oúr own. " to See
Pope' Memorandum for the Prime irlinister. Claims to
9it Joseph
certain
rslands within the Arct.ic circle, 2s November
rgzor op.
cit.
67-) L.c. christie, Memorandum for Lhe prime Minister.
Exploration_and occupation of the Northern Arctic rslands , 28
Oct.ober , L920, op. cit., p. 007393.
68.) Ibid., pp. 007383-007394.
69.) Ibid., p. 007384.
79.) Ibid., p. 007385. In this memorandum, Christie also raised
the possibility of ottawa declaring something akin to a Monroe
Doctrine of its own. "Another consideration may be suggested
herer" he wrote to Meighen. "Denmark is an nuropean por^rer.
Extensions of European power in the western Hemi-sphere are
presumabry in conflict with the American Monroe Doctrine.
Conceivably if the question ever came to an issue vre might secure
Arygrigan support on this score. canada however could sõarcely
afford to make such an appeal. But what might be worth
considering would be to announce a similar doctrine of our o$¡n
and then to base our claim and action in respect of the northern
islands partly upon that ground." Christie'ã idea is interesting
not because it, would have been enforceable clearly Canada did
not have the naval forces needed to make the threat good against
a major povùer, and the proposed ban, like that of thã americans
in L823, would have had to rely on the force of foreign navies,
i.e., that of the united states or Great Britain -- uút because
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he suggested it as something Ottawa could do for itself

itself"

See Ibíd., p. 002386.

7r.) rbid. r p.

and by

007387.

72.) PAC, MG 30 F57 | John Craig papers, L.C. Christie,
Exploration and Occupation of the Arctic Islands, L7 February
L92I.

73.) rbid.
74.) Christie argued this position effectively both
to Meighen
and Mackenzie {irg.
To the- latter, f or examplå, -hã--wrote - iñ--IÍie
summer of 19922 that "there are
the clealesù, disadvantages to
be faced [n pressins a craim ror wran;"i-;;i;"¡;;"'
"Already we hËg seen the resurts from the steps taken
ur._stefannson
lthat is, a summer Lg2r expeditioñ to
Þ_y
wiangel rsland duriis wniãrr, -uãðäiaingiõ õñii"ii., _he ,,rook
step_of
raising
the
f
Iag
on
behalf
of
the crown'! . iñã
!h"
Russian GovernmenL has. def iñitely protested and chañenged
the position he would have us asêe?t. There are indicaÉions
t,hat the American Government look on it with a cool €yê, and
would indeed support Russia if the matter came
to an
issue. The .lapãñese have character isticãrrv 'õi,r"n
no
indication; but in view of their general siluãtion and
interests it can scarcely be doubfed that they must be
watchfur and would have to be reckoned with. stirl more
serious, it seems ímpossible to avoid the conclusion that
action on our part in Wrangel would result in weakening
our
case already none loo strong
for completing our
ownership of the Arctic Archipelago immediãtefy ñorth of our
mainland, which all agree to be cÍearIy in our interest."
opinions apparently influenced Kingrs attitude toward
9þtistiers
the matter of Wrangel for he used precisely cñristiers
argument
when he laid the matter to rest in the spring of L923. "saw
stefannson the explorer at 3r" King recoided-in his diary,
him the Gov't 91d. not.support craim to vürangel rsland, titJ "told
not in the vÍestern Hemisphère, moreover the õtaim bv whidir îe is
wours assert our right. to it wd. defeat CtttÐ claim we have to
valuable islands off Greenland coast." see-L.c. christie,
Memorandum Submitted to the Prime Minister - lrlrangel Island, 9
August L??2,9p-. cit., and pAC, MG 26 J13, VüLM King papers, King
Diary, File 1923, p. c-3851, Entry for 27 March L923.
75 - ) L-c- christie, lfemorandum for the prime Minister.
Exploration and occupation of the Northern Arctic rslands , 2g
october r920r op. cit., p.007397. christie clearly saw this
problem as an instance in which Ottawa might impress upon other
nations canada's developing internationar-statuã. rn ã draft
teregram. requesting the British government to secure more
information regarding Danish p1añs in the canadian Arctic through
its embassy in copenhagen, for examprer christie suggested that
_
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London make it clear that ottawa believed it "would have seemed
more appropriate had the Government of Denmark approached Gr,"¡
canadian Government before embarking on such a piõposal @r,at 1s,
sending a government-sponsored expedition to the cãnadiari
ArctiÐ."
Tn sum, Christie argueã that this sort, of

assertiveness v¡as both in the national interest physicarly
that is, in securing incontrovertible lega1 titlä io the islands
and as a mark of canadats autonomy in external affairs.
see
PAc' MG 26 rt Meighen papers, Reel c-32L9¡ pp. 007460, L.c.
christie, Draft relegram from the Governor eèneraI to the
colonial secretary, 25 April rg2r, and J.L. Granatstein, "A Fit
of Absence of Mind: canadars National rnterest in the North to
1968r" in E.J. Dosman, (ed.). Tbe Arctic in euestion. Toronto:
Oxford University Press, 1976,
76.) Library of congress, Frankfurter papers, container 43, L.c.
Christie to Fel-ix Frankfurter, 6 November 1916.
77.) Harvard Law school Library, Manuscript Division, A.vü. scott
Papers, L.C. Christie to A.W. Scott, 11 July 1919. Scott
recommended Christie to the Corporation of Harvard University as
an excellent candidate to receive an honorary degree in
recognition of his wartime service to canada. rñ his supporting
letter scott noted that christie r/üas "in a peculiar sense a
product of the Harvard Law School, where he-received his training
for his subsequent career. I know of no one among his
contemporaries who has achieved such a marked success in such an
important sphere." scott solicited supporting letters from
Borden and Meighen letters which give good personal estimates
of the nature and value of Christie's v,rartime service
but for
sorne reason the award appears never to have been offered to
christie. see rbid., A.w. scott to A. Lawrence Lowell, 28 March
L922: R.L. gordEñ- to c.s. Macrnnes, 6 March rg22; and, A. Meighen
to C.S. MacInnes, 15 March 1922.

78.) L.C. Christie to A.W. Scott, 11 July 1919 r op. cit.
79.) Library of Congress, Frankfurter Papers, Container 43, L.C.
Christie to Felix Frankfurter, 22 December 1922.
80.) C.P. Stacey, Canada and the Age of Conflict, Volume f:
I867-I92Lr op. cit., pp. 320-32I.
81.) Library of Congress, Frankfurter papers, Container 43, L.C.
Christie to FeIix Frankfurter, 11 December I92L. Christie
apparently did, however, hold Meighen in high regard personally
and thought that he had handled Canadars external affairs
effectively. Perhaps this last estimate is not surprising in
view of the dominant role Christie played in shaping Meighen's
policies. "rt is not for me to account for the èxtraordinary
result of TuesdâYi" he wrote to Meighen just after the election,
"on that score I am not compeÈent, though I do not see how
such things can last. But I hope you will allow me to say
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this personal word, that in the ultimate sense I feel that
you personally should enLertain no regrets, for it is quite
plain to all that you have discharged every last ounce of
your duty to your cause. No one whatever can fairly
reproach you.
There is one other personal word if you_wi11 permit
it. Your relinguishment of the Departmenl fof External
Affairfl
even though it is only temporarn-- gives me
personally the greatest possible regret" It has been a
great pleasure and privilege to work under you and r have
appreciated your confidence very deeply.',
Whiler âs he told Frankfurter, he did not think that the overall
course of government would change for the hrorse as a result of
Meighen's ouster, he did feel that "the Department may be a good
deal less preasent a place than it was." This final estimate
probably was in part due to an expectation that he would have
less of a free hand under Mackenzie King than he had had under
Meighen who had been under pressure almost continually from
succesive domestic political problems and had litt1e time for
foreign affairs. see PAc, MG 26 r, Meighen papers, Reer c-3442,
pp. 13388-13390, L.C. Christie to A. Meighen, I December :..921-,
and lbid., MG 30 844, Christie papers, Volume 3, File 6-8, p.
2478, C.H.A. Armstrong to L.C. Christie, 23 December I92L.
82.) Library of Congress, Frankfurter papers, Container 43, L.C.
Christie to Felix Frankfurter, 15 March L922.
83.) PAC, MG 26 J13, VtLt4 King papers, King Diary, Volume 1922,
Entry for 21 January 1922. See also the brief discussion of how
Mackenzie King "froze" Christie out of the public service in C.p.
Stacey. Mackenzie King and the AtlanÈic Triangle. Toronto:
Macmillan of Canada, 1976, p. 26.
King's worries about the Department of External Affairs
being a "Tory hive" probably were unwarranted at least in so far
as Christie was concerned. In his unpublished autobiography,
John A. Stevenson recalled that Christie had approached several
journalists to discuss the new prime minister just after the
election of 1-92I. "Vühen Mackenzie King in I92I became prime
Minister and Secretary þf StatQ for Ext.ernal AffaiES,"
Stevenson wrote,

"Christie v¡as so little the partisan that since his
experience had shown him how hard a country Canada was to
govern, he besought myself and a few other members of the
parliamentary press gallery to let King find his feet and
refrain from any serious criticisms of him for at least a
year and to this suggestion we agreed."
Written long after the fact, and by a partisan and admirer of
Christie and a bitter foe of Mackenzie King, Stevenson's
recollection probabbly should be taken with a grain of salt.
Nevertheless, the thrust of it is certainly truer Christie would
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not have let his personal distatse for King interfere with the
performance of his duties or undermine his royalty to the
government in power. eUA, Collection 2L67, ¡le. St.uenson
papers
Box L, Forder 4, J.A. stevenson, Draft Autobiographyr no date.
84.) For a description-of the arrangements for christie and
Armstrong in the oepartment of Exterñal Affairs at the time of
Meighen's_departure see c.I{.A. Armstrong to L.c. christie, 23
December L92I, oP. cit.
In this letter Armstrong also indicates
that Meighen may have-been considering replacing sir
Joseph pope
with christie, but had declined to do so ãrter tis electoral
defeat.
85-) PAc, MG 26 J13, vÍLM King papers, King Diary, volurne Lg22,
for L4 February L922. King also noted
Éf¡is entry that
Fltty
his relations with Christie r¡¡ere "better thaninI had
anticipated,
as I feared the effect of changed administration upon him ãfter
his close association with sir Robert Borden and ¡aðighen."
Nevertheless, despite Kingrs words his innate distruèt of one who
had served Conservative prime ministers manifested itself in many
ways. For example, whereas Christie had direct access to both
Borden and Meighen it appears thaL he met with King onry when he
was summoned by the Prime Minister, and, instead, usually
received and derivered his assignments through r,.e. uacgiegor,
Kingrs secretary. Three occasións of such róng-distance
association will suffice to indicate the warls King quickly
erected between himself and christie. rn Juty, 1922, cntiêtie
had to consult with King regarding the composition oi the
Canadian delegation to the meeting of the Assembly of the League
of Nations that fa1l, and as to whether he should accompany iË,
through a written memorandum. christie hurriedly prepaied the
memorandum because Macgregor had let him know that xiñg was going
a\^¡ay for an extended period and wourd not have time to see
christie before departing. on the second occasion, christie
prepared a memorandum regarding Canada I s i nterest in rangel
rsland becauser âs he noted in its opening paragraph, Macgregor
had given him an "intimation" that iÉ was tñe piimã MinisÉ.rís
wish that he do so. In the third case, Christie used identical
language to describe an intimation ¡4acgregor had given him
regarding King's wish for information on an American proposal
regarding the contror of water levels in the Lake of Lhe-woods.
See PAC, MG 26 Jl, rdLM King papers, Reel C-2243, p. 60954, L.C.
christie to w.L.M. King, 2L,:uly Lg22t L.c. chrislie, t4emorandum
Submitted to the Prime Minister - irlrangel Island, 9 August Lg2Z,
cit.; PAC, MG 26 J4, W.L.¡4. King eãpers, Volume IIL,
94_:
79L, p. c-81931, L.c. christie, eroþoseã Lake of the trvoodsFile
Treaty, 9 August L922.
86.) QUA, Collection 2L30, N.p. Lambert papers, Box I, J.A.
Stevenson to N.p. Lambert, 20 January LgZ2. Stevenson, who hated
King passionately, vüas an intimate oi christie, Armstrong, and
Borden and so probably had some inside information regarãing the
activities in the Department of External Affairs aftei King
replaced l,leighen. "r see nothing in King r s perf ornances since
i^f
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the electionr" he told Lambert in this same letter,
"that, has not justified my contention that he is one of the
least appetising figures that has ever been allowed to adorn
a great office. He is taking for hinself new accommodation
in the East Block and has cleared Christie out to make room
for his vast entourage.
But his pettiness of spirit comes out worst in his
treatment of Harold Armstrong. Soon after the election, the
Cabinet (old) created a new office of assistant to
Christie" It was badly needed as Christie has been ar¡Jay for
seven months out of the past year and the amount of stufr
which our External Affairs department has now to handle is
enormous and piles up in his absence. Armstrong has reaIly
been doing it.
One of Willie I s f irst acts v{¡as to cancel his
appointment and Armstrong has severed his connection with
the civil service. ..."
87.) C.P. Stacey. Canada and the Age of Conf1ict. The Mackenzie
Kinq nra, Volume lI
88.) Kingrs lingering distrust of Christie and his Tory
connections is again underscored in the forlowing diary entry.
"Today r reached my office a rittle after rrr" ring wrõte in the
spring of 1922. "Sir Robert Borden presented his report on the
Washington Conference with treaties appended, etc" T \¡¡as
surprised to find it in printed form. christie and he had gone
ahead and getting it out in this shape, evide:rtly that r might be
prevented from making suggestions before [tr,Ð printing took
p1ace. "

Although it seems almost certainly true thatr âs colonel
Stacey points out, King never reaIly gave Christie a chance to
prove his competence and loyalty it must be noted that there r¡¡as
some basis upon which King probably could have pinned his
supicions about his Legal Adviser. Some of this circumstantial
and misleading evidence was supplied by J.A. Stevenson in
articles written on the subject of Kingrs handling of the Chanak
affair in the falI of L922. In articles for the Farmer's Sun and
the New Statesman, Stevenson criticized King seve?e1f-ãld
suggested t.hat part of the problem was that he had chosen -to
ignore the advice of a Depaitment of External Affiars official
"who has almost unique experience and knows more about
international problems than the whole cabinet. together."
Stevenson had shown the article in draft to C.H.A. Armstrong and
at his suggestion wrote to t.he editors of the respective journals
in which it was to be published and requested them to delete the
passage discussing Christie. He succeeded in the case of the
Farmer I s Sun
although the London Free_ Press quickly identified
Etrristlã as tt¡e indiviãuaI toffis
atluãing
but
the article was printed intact by the New Statesman. It. seems
reasonable to suspect that Stevenson's áfticlé mãfhave been a
factor in furthering the estrangement between Christie and King
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which led to the former being denied access to Foreign office
cables.
Perhaps the most interesting part of this matter is that
_
both Stevenson and the Prime ì,Iinisler may have underestimated
similarity of christie's foreign policy views with those of the
King. rn response to a letter of-apology from stevenson, who had
said that he hoped his articles had not made "wiIlie
suspect
you of propagandar" Christie wrote,
rPlease do not worry. r quite rearise how
it all came
about. The main thing is that I know your intentions toward
me were of the best. Anyhow r do not anticiapte any
trouble. rn any case r am resting quite easy as r had
nothing whatever to do with the cómments tfrat have
appeared
recently in various ne$rspapers in Ottawa and elsewheiã about
the Department of External Affairs in connection with the
Near Eastern business. rndeed, quite apart from m7 feeling
about personal pubricity, r realry do nõt believe that the
pogition taken in these comments is a solid one, and
I have
said so to the few people who have mentioned the matter
to
t
me.

This is one of the few pieces of evidence in the record
pgrtaining to christie's view of chanak and it seems to support
the position King took in the matter. rn addition, scme close
observers of the Canadian political scene thoughE that Christie's
attitudes toward both foreign and domestic affãirs were far from
being typically Tory, and were, indeed, quite liberal in
content. T.A. crerar, for onei thought that christie had
"liberal viels on questions of intern¡rtional policy," while J.A.
Slevenson estimatea tfrat "Christie, fcratta{l-o'r,eåiy, and
.ÇC.n.aJ Armstrong are alt natural Ii-berals though they may labet
tnemselves
conservatives." rt is interesting to speculate
whether if King had not been cursed with so many preconceived
notions regarCing Christiets irredeernable Torinésã notions
probabry strengthened by stevensonrs indiscreet pen
he and
christie might ?ot huyg proved to be an effectivã, if not always
congenial, foreign policy team and whether ultinaLely King *cuid
have fert it necessary to recruit skerton. see pAc, MG 26 J13,
!.ILM King Pape!¡, King Diary, volume L922-L923, p. c-3700, nntry
for r April 1922. For xing's never giving chriãti" a chance tó
prove himself and the background to Stevensonrs articl-es see C.p.
Staceyr Canad
r oÞ.
g!., P.
Papers, Votume-- 3, Fãfaer
6-8, p. 2562, L.c. christie to J.A. Stevenèon, 30 october Lg22
?nd a newspaper clipping entitled "Mr. King as Foreign l4inister"
from
the London E¡_ee Press, 30 october 1922. For ch;istie's
of access-6-Eõreîgn õEãé cables see c.p. Stacey, Canada andlack
!þ an9 thÊ.Age ?f=Conf1ict, volume rr: 19?I-19481 !p. qIEon chanak see PAc, MG 30 E44t christie papers, vorune 3, Folder
6-8, p. 2565, L.c. christie to J.A. steveñson, 2 November Lg22.
For the estimate of christie's "liberal" tendencies see euA,
Collection 2IL7, Series IIf , T.A. Crerar papers, Box ß7; t'.e.
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Crerar to John A" Stevenson, g September Lg2L and J.A. Stevenson
to T"A. crerarr.4 August Lg2r. For an interesting, íf not
altogether convincirg, discussion of the
psycholo!icar
determinants of King's relationships with Christiã and Skelton
see Joy E. Esberey. Knight. of lhg Holy. spiEit. A studv of william
Lvon-Sackgn?ie Ii+9. r
pp. 62 and 181-184.
89. ) rn the summer of 1922, for example , christie complained
that he hras feeling restless, "rather up in the airr" and was
beginning to feel a need to reave
ottawä in order
an
opportunity to do some thinking from the outside." "ioHeget
was, ât
about the same time, arso missing the activity of the v¡ar and
immediate plslwlr.years. christie's $¡earinesË with his day-¿"day responsibilities is evident in the following passage fiom a
letter to a British correspondent.
"Our þarliamentarfl session opens today. We are
awaiting advice from your side aboul the time of submitting
the Washirlston Treaties to Parliament. Vùhile they are sti11
on the order paper r shatr remain uncertain about the
chances of.meeting,you
at CttÐ
Genoa fconferencÐ. As
-r.cedes
(thef washington -(cónrerenfr
and the memories of
hotel life fade with it r rather think r am becoming more
receptive to the idea of a journey to Genoa. r suppose
these Conferences get into ones blood. And the times when
my job in Ottawa is actively interesting and absorbing are
so comparatively few and spasmodic that I get restl-ess and
am always flirting
with the notion of chucking it. r begin
to suspect that as the world settles down the occasions iot
this state of mind will become more frequent and prolonged."
See QUA, Collection 2L30, N.p. Lambert papers, Box I, L.C.
Christie to N.p. Lambert, 10 June L922, añd, pAC, MG 30 E44l
christie Papers, volume 3, Folder 6-5, p. 2L77, i.c. christie to

M.P.A. Hankey, T March L922"

90.) christie wrote to J.A. stevenson that canada's external
g{fa!rs organization was entirely inadequate and that he saw
little chance for its improvement at an early date.
"Our existing machinery is no good, and is by its very
nature incapable of helping the Government in such a crisis
as that through.which we have passed ftfrat is, Chanaþ.
hThat is needed is a substantial and radical reorganilation
and development" I am not concerned with the question as to
where the blame lies though, if I had to apportion it, I
should feel that it must be placed quite as much upon the
past administration as upon the present -- indeed in one way
the late government are even more to b1ame. At bottom,
however, t,he country as a whole is to blame for the position
it has.got itself into, and there is no use in saying one
party is better than another in this respect. we-are all
hopelessly blind and apaÈhetic about the whole business, and
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I see no chances for any appreciable change in this respect
for years to come."
rn sum' Christie wrote, he felt that he should move on because
"the chances of any development that would offer first class work
il *y fierd seems, in the present state of the public
mind, to be
L.c. ór¡ristie to J.A. stevenson, 2 November
þigþrv remote. " seepAC,
and
Mc 30 D45, John W. Dafoe papers, Vol_ume
!92?'_gp_.
2, Folder 9l!:,
L923, L.c. christie to J.I¡I. Dafoer g rebruäry Lg23.
91.) Christie felt that the financial aspects of his postion as
Adviser were "and apparentry always would be rotlenr" and
I,egal
he went so far as to prepãie a chärt for Mackenzie
King
government
other
"ir"*i"g
officers
with
responsibilities
similiar
tó
I,9*
his ov\rn had progressed in salary whire his had remained
constant. With that chart, Christie added a note saying that
"the implicat,ion from the face of the document is thät my
services are not satisfactory. " The primary importance õt
financial considerations in christie'Ë desi?e tó find alternative
emoplovment is made obvious in his rejection of an offer of the
post of secretary to the canadian council of Agriculture.
"r
ought to say at once r,' Chr istie wrote,
"that r am not in the running. r do not believe that r
should find the work congenial or satisfying while I doubt
very much I have the peculÍar sort of temperament that seems
t,o be essential for that job. r must also think of the
matter of salary. r am getting here what you estimate is
the highest amount the councir of Agriculture wourd be
prepared to pay SsroooJ. During tñe past two or three
years I have turned down more than one offer that went much
higher than this amount and that held out attractive
prospects in respect both of advancements and of the
importance of thè work. r did this because foolishly as
r now see - T clung to the hope that there might be enough
enlightened opinion in canada and enough enligñtened
politicians to see the necessity for some substantial
development in our externar affãirs machinery. Now that
this hope is gone, and that I can see no othãr course for me
but to get out of the public service r really must think
pretty closely in dollars and cents and try to seIl myserf
at the best price."
rnterestingly, o.D. skelton was hired at the same 95,000 per year
salary as Christie vüas receiving when he joined the DepartmenÈ of
External Affairs in 1924. see L.c. christie to J.[rI. Dafoe, 9
February I923r op. cit. i tor Christiers salary chart and comments
thereon see PAc, MG Td ¡d, vü.L.M. King papers, volume 60, Forder
396, pp. C-47L98-C-47L99i and Ibid, MG 30 844, Christie papers,
volume 3, Folder G-'1 , p. 2267 r-E.
Christie to George F.
Chipman, 1l October 1922.
92.) QUA, Collection 2II7, T.A. Crerar papers, Box 96, L.C.
Christie to T.A. Crerar, 13 February 1923.
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93.) For example, Toronto, Mrs. c.H.A. Armstrong papers, L.c.
Christie to Mr. Peacock, B August L922. In this-lett.er Christie
notes that he had recently foregone "an opening with the Standard
Oi1 interests. "
94.) PAc, MG 26 f ,_ Meighen.papers, volume 64, Folder 28, pp.
036020-036022t Lord Devonshire to A. Meighen, 20 November 1þzz"
26 H, Borden papers, Volume 264, Fotder 58, pp.
??:l_^iÞi9:l^MGL.c.
148069-148070,
christie to R.L. Borden, 11 october Lg22-. As
to the type of employment he v¡as looking for in the private
sector, christie was seeking to maintain as much conlinuity as
possible with his previous experience.
"As r mentioned in Toronto, r have the feeling r shourd
try.for a position with some house specialising in American
business or having American connectiõns. whifé I can claim
some familiarity with affairs touching other foreign
countries, yet (outside rmperiar affairs) it is wíth the
united stat,es that my experience has had most to do. r have
put- down some data on the enclosed sheet of paper as being
perhaps useful in the illustration of this póiñt. During my
residence in the United States I happened to make
associations that gave me a fairly ctose insight into their
political and, to some extent, economic conditions, in
addition to t.he knowledge of 1egaI and constítutional
conditions that my oT¡¡n work involved, while incidentally
they gave me considerable acquaintance among public men
there, more especially perhaps in the Republican party.
Frequent official visists to Vüashington and New York since
my return to Canada have kept alive and extended these.
This experience I feel is somewhat exceptional, and it seems
Lo me wise to try in the first instance for a jumping-off
place where there would be a chnace of making something of
it. "
See L.C. Chritsie to Mr" Peacock, I August I922r op. cit.
96.) PAC, MG 26 J4, Vü.L.M. King Papers, Reel C-2249, p 68792,
secretary of state for the colonies to the Governor General, 7

October L922.

97.) Both Colonel Stacey and Professor Bothwell estimate that
Christ,ie was shut off from Foreign Office cables about March
L923, but it appears to be that this ban was invoked in the fall
of L922. In regard to his attachment to the Debt Funding
mission, for example, christie told Borden that he had rècieved
"a cable from Hankey saying Lhat the Chancellor of the
Exchequer had asked the p.M. if r courd be spared to assist
in the British-American debt funding negotiations in
Washington, and pressing me to accept if permitted. I learn
that such a cable has in fact come from the Chancellor,
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though so far nothing has been said to me about it."
As has been shown (see note 96 above) the request had come on 7
october, while Hankey's telegram came on 9 october, and christie
vüas . wr iting Borden on 11 October. Apparently Christie hTas not
seeing cables as matter of course as-éarly uã the farl of
Christiefs letter in this instance l-ends iurther supporL torg22.
Grant
Dexter I s claim, noted by Professor Granatstein in fris The Ottawa
Mgr, that christ.ie had not been seeing cables at the tfme
Chanak. In this tast regard, Christie himself seems to confirm
his lack of access to British cables in the finar months of
L922. rn a letter to Arthur Meighen discussing the events
preceeding the conclusion of the Treaty of Lauãanne in 1923,
Christie said he knew little of what fráa occurred pertaining to
in the faIl of L922. "rncidentally his staÈement
!I: treaty
is,
Mackenzie
King's regarding ottawa's communications with
þhat
the British government prior to the conclusion of the Lausanne
Treatfl
ã certain pärsonar interest for myself ,,, christie
wrote. l_,ud
'r did not l-eave the Department until May, L923. until r
read Kingrs statement in the Hañsard you sent me r did not even
know of the existence of these telegrãms. This is only another
bit of evidence that r stayed too Ióng.', see c.p. stacey, canada

thg_Agg of Conf Iiçt, Vo1ume rI: 1921_19agr op. cit.l p. e, R.
Bothwellr "Bure
.,-Ëp. IZ+-33A¡ L.C.
Christie to R.L. Borden, 1I October Lg-ñ, _gp. g¿I:; J.L.
Granatstein. The Ottawa Men. op. cit., p.66.¡ and, pAC, MG 26 t,
Meighen eaperffi
r'o-raer-Tzz (2) , p. og2óg5, L.c.
Christie to Arthur Meighen, 24 April L924"
98.) Library of congress, Frankfurter papers, container 43, L.c.
Christie to Felix Frankfurter , 23 October LgzZ.
99.) rbid., L.c. christie to Felix Frankfurter, 10 November
L922. on the whole, christie took an optimistic view of the
outcome of the debt funding negotiations. 'r r¡Jas very sorryr" he
told Frankfurter at the end of the proceedings, "that we couldn't
make a def inite deal before \"re ref t washington, but it is much
too soon to sp9+1 failure, and I have hopes. To my
way of
thinking the thing is extremely important as a -rirst step in a
journey of co-operation that may pèrhaps just succeed in getting
the world somewhere. Anyhow, r don,t see anything else tñat can;
and without this first step it is damn hard to see much chance of
progress." In regard to his personal desire to understand the
machinations of economists, howeverr Christie seems to have been
less than successful, remarking at the end of the talks that "the
mystery of finance is pretty safe as far as I am concerned!" See
Library of congress, Frankfurter papers, container 43, L.c.
christie to Ferix Frankfurter, January L923, and L.c. christie to
Felix Frankfurter, 10 February 1923.
gn9_

See PAC, MG 26 J1, WLM l{ing papers, Volume 85, Folder
]00r)
L923- (Cecil-Copp) , p. 7]-930, vü.L.M. King to L.C. Christie, 6
March 1923, and MG 30 844, christie papers, volume 3, Folder 6-L,
p" 1965, Felix Frankfurter to Loring christie, 27 January 1923.
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'lMay I säyr" Frankfurter
9i=tinguíshed
rTwo views of colleague,
the Britisn

wrote, "in the language of a
that the leader in-this week,s N.R. on
Debt' is a beautirur fiàcã u"aî
suspect you had a hand in it. "
101.) see PAc, MG 26 Jl, ûüLM King papers, volume 85, Folder
1923- (ceciI-copp) , pp. 71928-7L929 , 1,.c. christie to vf .L.M. King,
28 February
1923.

I9iq., MG 26 H, Borden papers, Votume 264, Folder 58, p.
l9?:l^
148073' L.c. christie to R.L. eoiden, 13 March L923"
103-) rbid. and J.L. Granatstein, The ottawa Menr op. cit., p.
67. ct¡rE-tie also turned down a.r,urr"" to work in the united
states before he accepted a post with Dunn. rn early
March,
Frankfurter, M.o. Hudson, and A.w. scott offered christie a
teaching post at the Harvard Law school beginning in september
l-923 which he refused. "you do not know hów temþting
suggestion is," christie wired in reply. "Doubtiess r the
am foolish
in putting it behind me but there is- aãother possible venture
I
am exploring. rt happens r am sailing Gt thel end of this week
or next for London on a voyage of discoriery.'-christie rater
explained to Frankfurter tñe-type of position he had taken.
of discovery has ended in a rather amazing
_ "My voyage
adventure
too long to tell here. r am going into the
City -- not with a financial house (r am iñcliñed to think
that the idea of wearing a frock coat and striped trousers
upset me!
as it always did when I thought of
dipIomacy.... rn our cãnadian arm of the service
r courd
set my own fashions!)
but with what economists would call
an entrepreneur and socialists probably $Jorse! Anyhow he's
a bold' courageous, powerful mind and ï am tord by
.Þ"nÐ
the
most respectable authority'usefulr."
He also told Frankfurter that he probably would be in Britain for
"four or five yearsr" but intendeã to return to canada because
during "this past nine months or so r have been rediscovering
iust how deep some roots are...." see pAc, MG 30 I,44, chrisÉie
Papers, $eel c-3877, pp. 1968 and rg70-rg7r, Jane christie to
L-c- christie, 7 r4arch- L9z3 and L.c. christie to Felix
Frankfurter and A.W. Scott, L2 March L923; and, Library of
congress, Frankfurter papers, container 43, L.c. chrislie to
Felix Frankfurter, 24 May 1923, and L.c. christie to Felix
Frankfurter, 2 July L923.
104-) PAc, RG 32 c2, civil service commission Records, volume
310-311, File 1184, L.c. christie to üI.L.M. King, 28 May Lg23 and
w.-r,-M. King to L.c. christie, 6 June L923. King also airanged to
have the Civil Service Commission pay Christie Lhree months leave
*it! salary as a "retiring reave." tne normal period of leave
with.pay at the time was two months, but King explained that he
considered the additional amount to be in orãer Ëecause "during
the whole of Mr. christie's service in the Department he was
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engaged in confidential work for the prime Minister,
necessitating much research and consequent long hours .. . . " The
Commission agreed to King I s request aria Christíe's rãsignation--was made effective on I september L923" see rbid., w.t:M. King
to L.c. christie 6 June rg23; sir Joseph eope-E-secretary,
service commission, 31 May L923; and sãcretãry, civil serviceci;i1
Commission to Sir Joseph Þope, 2 June Lg23

105-) r"c. christie to N.w. Rowelr, L9 March Lg22r op. cit.
106.) Michael G. Fry, rlfqejp¡s qf security, North AtlanLfu
Diplomacv, 1918-1922, ffi
r07. ) rbid.
108.) Because of the press of wartime affairs Sir Robert
did not use christie very extensively in regard to matters Borden
concerning bilateral relations with lfre unile¿ States. Under
Borden, Christie's visits to the united States dealt mostly with
matters that touched on the v¡ar or relations among the members of
the North Atlantic Triangle. rn additionr âs proÈessor Bothwell
has noted, Borden made much use of sir Joseph popers extensive
contacts with officials in the American buréaucrãcy in the
conduct of bilateral affairs. During Meighenrs teiure, Christie
!üas involved more in bilateral affaiis wi[f¡ the Americans but
still functioned nostly in regard to imperial and Triangular
matters. Under King, hov,rever, Christie was all but banñed from
issues of an imperiãI nat,ure but was used very extensively indeed
in the nuts-and-bolts aspects of relations witrl the uniteã
states. rn a letter asking King for permission to accompany the
canadian delegation to the League's Assembly scheduled for
september L922, christie himself noted the manner in which
external affairs work had been divided by Borden and Meighen.
". . - Though there has been no hard and fast division laid
down in the Department @t nxternal AffairÐ , yet in
pr?ctice my fierd has been especially confined to foreign
relations in the broad or genéral señse, including l,eagúe of
Nations matters. with speõiat questionå of a comñerciãt,
economic or technical nature arising from time to time with
other countries, especiarly with the united states, r have
had little to do. Theser so far as the DepartmenÈ is
concerned, mostly have been handled by others in the
Department than myself (as they r^rere before I came), but
still more r think they have in reality been handled by the
technical Departments concerned for example, boundary
water questions by rnterior, fishery questiõns by Marinã,
naval questions by Naval Service, etc. The other
Departments are rather jealous in this regard, naturally
enough r suppose. occasionally r have been carled in oñ the
relatively minor work of drafting when other departments
have done the real work, but even that has more frequently
been done elsewhere.

"
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King rejected christiers request to go to Geneva and
likewise ignored what he had said about the division of labor in
th9 Department External Affairs. rnstead, King expanded on
Meighenrs use of Christie in relations with t.hè united States and
employed him extensively in such standard bilateral issues as
fisheries disputes, the wood pulp trade, the question of
controlling water revels in Lhe Lake of the vüõods, and
discussions concerning the renewar of the Rush-Bagot rreaty.
christie's great.ly increased involvement in these matters
together with prolonged sojourns in vüashington for t.he
International Labor Conference in L920, the I¡Iashington Conference
of L92r'L922, and the British Debt Funding Mission in Lg23
almost certainly heightened not only his þerception of the range
of matters on the bilateral agenda, but the
degree of importanõe
to Canada of its relations with the united States. eddeã to the
stronger alrareness christie derived from increased everyday
experience in strictly canadian-American issues, of course, \¡üas
his belief that "in the new condition of the world resulting from
the ü7ar our respective interests @rrat is, those of canada and
the united stat,efl are likery to tãuch at many more points
because of canadars greater invorvement in woitd aerãirs."
whatever erse that can be said of christie,s tenure under
Mackenzie King, it must be recognized that he \¡¡as used quite
extensively in bilateral affairs with the Americansr so that by
the time he left the public service in L923 he had made a much
clearer and more realistic appraisal of the importance of CanadaUnited States relations Lhan he had acquired uñder either Borden
or Meighen. rt may be that these experiences tended to add to
his intuitive recognition of the growing divergence of Canada's
national interests and the interests of the Empire a list of
concrete examples that made it even more difficult for him to
reconcile imperial interests with those of Canada. For reference
to Sir Joseph Popers American contacts see R. Bothwell, "Canadian
Representation at Washington: A Study in Colonial
Responsibility," op. cit.r pp. L2B-L29¡ for the division of
external affairs labor see PAc, MG 26 Jr, wLM King papers, ReelC-2243, pp. 60952-60953, L.C. Christie to W.L"M" King, 2L JuIy
1922; for Rush-Bagot discussions see Ibid., MG 30 t.44, Christie
Papers, Volume 23, Folder 85, pp. ZTAZO-ZL+IS, L.C. Christie,
Memorandum, 28 July 1923, L.C. Christie, Memorandum for the prime
Minister. Great Lakes Navar Limitation Treaty, 4 August 1922, and
L.C. Christie, Draft Telegram Re Rush-Bagot Renewal-, 4 August
L922; for Lake of the Woods matters see Ibid., RG 25 GI, Vo1ume
L284, File 30, L.C" Christie, Notes on the Lake of the ÌrToods
Control Board Bit1, 30 March L92L and MG 26 Jl, W.L.t4. King
Papers, Volume 85, Folder L923- (Cecil-Copp)r pp. 7I928-7L929,
L.C. Christie to W.L.M. King, 13 March L923; for wood pulp
problems see Toronto, Mrs. C.H.A. Armstrong Papers, L.C. Christie
to C.H.A. Armstrong, 6 November 1-92l-¡ for fishery problems see
United States National Archives, Diplomatic Branch, State
Department Papers, 711.428/629, R.L. craigie to Bainbridge colby,
16 February l92I; and, for Christiers discussion of the nevü
points of Canadian-American contact in the postwar world see pAC,
MG 26 lt Meighen Papers, Vo1ume 55, Fo1der 232t p. 030752, L.C.
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Christie, Canadian Representation at lrlashington. The practical
Need, 11 April 192L.
r09. ) r,.c. christie, canadian Representation at washington. The
Practical Need, 11 April r92rr op. cit., pp. 0307s2-030753.
110.) Several years later Christie claimed that one of the major
failures of the rmperial conference of l92l was that iL
overboard the Special Constitutional Conference (or some"threwmembers
of it did and others acquiesced perforce). Looking back nohr this
reaIly to mark the beginning of the end of the project
*9p seems
cooperative
and consurtative imperial foreign policfl."_Lof 9
see
PAc, MG 30 F,44, christie papers, Volume 23, rõraãr egf p.
21777, L.c. christie, Notes on Discussion by the Dominions Foreign Policy Group, B.I.I.A., Chatham Houêe, g February LgZ6.
111.) Library of Congress, Frankfurter papers,
43,
L.C. Christie to Felix Frankfurter, 2I SeptemberContainer
I92I. Christie
also believed that the satisfaction of thè politicians with
constitutional ambiguities was encouraged by the fact that "we
have ? very real,opporÉunit! for e*"iting
Ftlg nominionÐ
influence
on the foreign
policy or-trre empi?e that we have
been doing it and that we can do it
and do it in some senses
more effectively than if the constitutional position was more
crearlv agtined." The fact that christie stirt
constitutional regular ization despite the chancesupported
t-frät it might
mean less rather than more influence for Canada over the course
of imperial affairs is yet another indication of his fear of
drift and the false position he believed that Ottawa was placed
in relations with other nations by the ilr-defined state õr
imperial relations.
112.) At this point, christie was stilr not ready to see canada
agt by itself in regard to its overall relationship with the rest
of the Empire. rn the faII of L922, f.or example, i.A. crerar
apparently vÍas arguing that it was time that canada set about
defining its own internationar status and state publicry that
when Great Britain was at war, canada was not neõessari-Iy at
war. Arthough readily admitting that both of these matters
needed further exploration and definitionr Christie did not think
that it was time for canada to decide on them unilaterally.
"To take the step of defining-out status without
reference to and consultation with the other members of the
Empire would seem to me
tantamount to a declaration of
independence. Even to propose such a step , íf the
proposition is made deliberately and after fulI
consideration, would seem a violent breach of the canons of
confidence and courtesy ordinarily observed in an intimate
partnership to amount to indecency.
On the second proposition
Crerafl that when Great
Britain is at v\¡ar Canada is not Gf
necessarily at war, I have
made a hurried search among the books
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It occurs to me that it might be useful to elaborate
the point that whatever individuals may have said from time
to time, yêt in practice our whore national tE-has
undoubtedly been built and pursued on the unquestioning
acceptance of the view that when Britain is at war \¡Je are at
vJar. No canadian Government has real1y ever thought
of
anything eIse. The whole series of defence consultations
and conferences
alr these activities and many others
like them were of course based on the complete accepatance
of that view. My notion in making this suggestion is that
such a concrete picturing of the situation-migr,tr perhaps,
serve to throw into high relief the actual revolutl-onar!
character of Mr. crerarrs proposal. one cannot escape the
feeling of many people, through sheer ignorance or
thoughtlessness, are inclined to flirt witrr such views
without having any conception that they are revolutionary in
our national life and practice.',
christie rejected both of crerarrs proposals no.t because they
were not legalIy tenable or because thèy were not within ottåwa's
ability to do
he obviously believed lr,ey were but simply
because circumstances did not yet require such decisive actioñ.
He dismissed them as inappropriate at the time
their
"revolutionary" nature aféo þrobably disturbed his belief in the
necessi!y
orderly national development
left open the
possibilit.y"r that they would not always be so.butrndeed,
ir the
years after 1923, christie came to dwell more and more in his
writings and letters upon the need for canada to make some
explicit statement about its national status and the unavoidable
necessity of gaining complete sovereign control over the',Ievers
of r¡Jar. " In 1923, however, drif t in these af faÍrs was
frustrating but still torerable
albeit just barely
and
christie was not yet prepared to urge unilateral canãdian
decisions and actions. see pAc, MG 30 E'44, christie papers,
Volume 3, Fo1der 6-4, pp. 2132-2134, L.C. Christie to N.W.
Rowel1, I7 November L922.
1I3.) Several years after his resignation, Christie explained
the circumsatnces surrounding his resignation and the nãture of
his duties under Mackenzie King for sir Robert Borden. The
exposition was occasioned by Borden indicating that, according to
J.W. Dafoe, King had been greatly saddened by Christie's
departure, could not understand it, and thought that he had used
his abilities to the futl.
"The pathetic picture of the chieftain @ackenzie Xinfl
mourning over my loss, íf it moved Dafoe, ought perhaps tomove flrêr but r fear that r am hardened to such suffering!
same picture was apparently shown elsewhere after I
Thq
lef t , for it was descr-i-bed to me from various quarters.
There were some artistic variations. It \^¡as, ãs I recal1
it, to Hance Logan that the kindly intimation was made that
I had been bought by the 'big interestst
which may be
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supposed perhaps to have taken some of the edge off the
mourning. Before I had considered leaving t use to hear of
other pictures. one was through sam Jacobs who had it
direct from the artist that I had been too long associated
with Conservative Prime MinisLers to be reaIly useful. From
someone else there \^¡as another one about the impossibility
of bringing Harold Armstrong into the Departmeni because
that would have meant too much family. lt was through
Charlie Murphy that the picture came of the Cabinet ñeeting
when Mr. Fielding conplained that your report of the
Vüashington Conference had been printed wilhout authority,
and the valiant chieftain whose Department \^ras thus attãcked
turned the blow by saying that it was christie who kirred
cock-robin. perhaps someday r may find the meaning of this
cinematograph. All I could make head or tait out of at the
time were the facts that r knew myself viz., that the first
time r saw him after he had becomé prime Minister
just
after returning from the Washington Conference he õal1ed
me in to say to me at great length that rny relations and
work with him would be exactly the same aË with you and Mr.
Meighen; that during the year that forlowed r saw him on
business probably a dozen times, incruding meetings in
corridor, and scarcely ever more than for a few mlnutes;the
that r had very little to do
and though it, was decided
that I should not go to the Genoa Conference or Geneva on
ground that there was important work at home, the
lhe
import.ant work never turned úp, and all r did thiough out
tlg year-might have been done in three weeks. Long
afterward I recalled that at our original interview fre had
talked about his political creed at great tength,
contrasting it with Mr" Meighen and so on, and that at one
or two appropriate pauses r had either been silent or had
'sought to talk about the Department.
It was one of the most
amazing and egotistical performances I have ever seenr and I
do not doubt, though I could not prove it, that it !i/as
simply a crude invitation to declare myself his faithful
slave and what a wonderful time \^7e would have together."
See L.C. Christie to R.L. Borden, 15 March L926, quoted in part
in James G. Eayrs. The Art of the possible. Government and
foreign Policv in C
ess,
1961, p. 39. For the fuIl letter and the Borden-Dafoe
correspondence on the subject see PAc, MG 26 H, Borden papers,
volume 264, Forder 59, pp. 148307-1483074, L.c. christie to R.L.
Borden, and, MG 30 D45, J.w. Dafoe Papers, volume 3, Forder L926,
January-May, J.W. Dafoe to R.L. Borden, 29 January 1926 and R.L"
Borden Lo J"!r1. Dafoe, 1 February 1926.
I14.) PAC, MG 30 I.44, Christie papers, Volume 3, Folder 6-4, p.
2153, L.C. Christie to N.W. Rowe1l, 29 May 1923. Christie's
retirement did not go unnoticed at the time in the capitalrs

press.

"Retirement of Mr. Loring Christie from the Department
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of External Affairs to accept a position in the world of

London finance is another reminder of the drain upon
character and capacity from which this country suffers.

Mr.

Christie \^las a public servant of exceptional capacity. He
had rendered service of a most dist.inguished character, and
the experience which he had gained in the field of Imperial
and Foreign relations !,¡as invaluable to canada, particularly
at a time when our relations with the rest of the Empire and
with the world call for higher consideration. "
See Ottawa Journal, L2 June 1923.
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Chapter V: Ihe Ð9manÇs.of National Interest: Loring Christie

and

In his study of Loring Christie, Professor Bothwell quotes
from a letter written by Christiers wife in late 1923 as follows.
This has been a hard year QOZZ) for Lhe Byrd
of shoc-ks to-his ?onf idence in cod,
.@f,rigLie]
fuI!fellow
himserf, -and_-_his
man. His parents' death began it,
Mackenzie_Kingrs fair-speaking and-evil-dealÍng witñ him
aggravated it' and what-he seés under the surfãce in foreign
qolitics finishes it. r regard therefore his rather cynicãt
frame of mind at present a phase through which he willundoubtedlV nass, being the clear idealist he is under the
sk in
Bothwell then builds on Mrs. christie's estimate to make the
following generalization about christiers post-l922 career.
An interpretation of Christie's reactions of l-922 and
1923 must faIl back on the murky science of psychology. rt
wourd seem that the most concise, and possilcly the móst
coherent, expranation for his conduct was t.hat set down by
his wife at the time" rt seems apparent that a great deal
of his actions and writings after L923 must be vlewed in
this context. And it is clear that above all his loss of
faith went a great deal further than a mere reversal of
position on the possibilities of Canadian participation iq
the formulation of foreign policy for the British-Empire.z
This line of analysis oversimplifies t.he changes in
Christiers attitude towards imperial affairs between 1913 and
1926, and, in the end, it does not come close to explaining
them. The invocation of the "murky science of psychology" really
explains nothing, and succeeds only in making the explicable seem
inexplicable. At best, Bothwellrs analysis of Christie's thought
in the posL-I922 period provides some support for Colonel
Staceyrs judgment in 1-967 that "it probably would be fair to say
that he fcrrristi$ was unstable as well as brilliant," and for
his further comment in 19BI that Christie's reaction to the
Locarno treaties was "so strong that one wonders whether it did
2L9

not reflect some inborn instability. "3 The motivation behind
change, pârticularly radical change, in an individual's
attitudes, beliefs, and loyalties is always difficult to account
for; indeedr so many factors enter into such change that it
probably is impossible to detect and measure all of them.
Nonetheless, the difficulty of explanation in Christie's case is
not so mystifying as to necessitate the throwing up of hands and
talcing shelter in the soothing but often vacuous incant.ations of
psychologists' sociologists, or ot.her practitioners of the more
unreliable social sciences. The change in christiefs thought
between 1913 and 1926 becomes quite understandable after a
thorough review of how he looked at the world and Canadars place
in it, and an examination of how he adapted that vision to
accommodate the realities of Canadian politics and society to the
workings of imperial and international events.
The basic theme of this chapter therefore is that the path
along which Christiers attitudes and opinions on foreign affairs
developed after 1923 is a difficult but far from impossible one
to follow. One must always keep in view the state of mind in
which Christie left Cananda for Eng1and. At the time of his
departure, Christie was bitterly disappointed that Canadars
foreign policymakers had failed to take full advantage of the
range of opportunities available ín the immediate postwar period
f or enhancing Canada I s inLernational status.
In addition, he \^ras
just as chagrined over Ottawars refusal to develop in a serious
way the machinery and personnel needed to make the Department of
External Affairs capable of protecting Canada's national
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interests in the external sphere. sharpening christie,s
bitterness rÁ¡ere a number of specif ic f ailures: the unsettled
state of the overall imperiar relationship resulting from the
failure to convene the constitutional conference called for by
Resorution rX of the rmperial war conference of rgl7, ottawars
refusal to exercise its prerogative and establish permanent
Canadian diplomatic representation in the United States, and the
development of the League of Nations noÈ int,o the world
organization that had been envisioned by the drafters of the
covenant, but into a Euro-centric body in which canada,s
memebership increasingly seemed to be less a means for gaining
international recognition than a sure-fire method of incurring
unwanted and potentially dangerous international responsibilities
and commitments. Because of these factors, Christie arrived in
Engrand sick at heart over the opportunities to settle the
imperial relationship constructively that canada, Britain, and
the other Dominions had leL pass, and likewise severely
disappointed over ottawa's refusal to stand, internationarly
speaking, on its own two feet.
That said, hov,rever , one is still lef t with a pragmatic
individual
not an eccentric, erratic, unbalanced, or unstable
one ready to confront events as he found them. without
question, christie was a man endowed with strong preferences as
to how he would like to see international events develop and
political forces
both at home and abroad be channeled. He
ì^tas not, however, a person bent stubbornly on a career of trying
to force square pegs into round ho1es. In Britain between l-923
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just as he had in canada between r9l3 and Lg23
Christie vüas seeking to find and work with the best available
means with which to express, enhance, and protect canadars
developing international personaliÈy. The recognition of this
basic fact makes the heretofore inscrutable behavior attributed
to christie in the 1923-1926 period markedly ress sor and, as
weIl, provides an effective guide with which to analyse his
reactions to and, more important, his solutions for the dilemmas
faced by canada in regard to its external affairs during the
and L926

per iod.

Breakpoint: Canada, the Empire, and Europe, Lg23_Lg26
"can the thing that air-s Europe be cured from the outside?r"
Christie asked Felix Frankfurter rhetorically in the summer of
Coming

L923, and answered, "I canrt see it."4

Faced with what for him
\,\ras the maddening dilemma of a Canadian government that refused

to act as he thought necessary to enhance and protect the
country's international status and determine definitively its
place in the postwar Empire, Christie arrived in England
believing that a breathing space had to be secured in which
Canada, Britain, and the other Dominions could decide the future
course and structure of imperial relations. Toward this end, he
berieved that it was absorutely essentiar that the Empire, and
Great Britain in particularr-avoid becoming entangred in the
affairs of Europe either through direct bilateral alliances or as
a consequence of arrangements made under the auspices of the
League of Nations. while he did not identify it as such,
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christie seems to have been calling for a sort of "imperial
isorationism"; a withdrawar from European diplomatic and
politicar affairs in which the members of the Empire would be
involved fully with the Continent in the economic and commercial
sense' but would refuse to commit themsel-ves politicalty to any
European ties that might possibly involve them in any v¡ars not of
the ir ovrtn making. Perhaps rather naively, Chr istie seems to have
expected that this self-imposed, semi-isolation would allow
Britain and the Dominions time in which to settle their
constitutional relationship unhurriedly, and to permit the
Dominions to build their own external affaírs machinery to the
point where it would be capable of looking after their respective
national interests. After this period of regrouping, the Empire
would reenter the international- hurry burly as a mature set of
states, each independent in determining its international
commitments, but ready t.o cooperate with each other when their
respective national interests coincided. The one caveat Christie
attached to imperial activities in the post-constitutional
set.tlement era was that the Empire would continue to avoid
binding political ties with Europe.
christie's ideas on this subject \¡¡ere well outlined in
severar essays he pubrished in late 1923 and early L924. The
first of these essays appeared in installments in Lord
Beaverbrook I s sunday Express in the fall of 1923 under the
overall title "Britain is Getting out of Europe." The second
essay appeared in the spring of 1924 in the Round Table under the
title "A Basis for Imperial Foreign policy."5 l¡ these essays,
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christie laid out what he berieved to be the only plausible
course of action that would insure the survivar of the
Empire/Commonwealth as a viable international political system,
while at the same time permitting the Dominions to fully develop
theír own unique international personalities. once the
underlying assumptions of christiefs position are examined in
these essays, the vehemence of his reactions to the challenges to
his beliefs
challenges that arose in the varied forms of the
Treaty of Lausanne, the Draft rreaty of Mutual Assistance, the
Geneva Protocol, and the Locarno pact
becomes readily
understandable, and does not need to be explained by such a cause
as "some inborn instability. "
Tn his articles in the sunday Express, chrisLie assayed the
political chaos of postwar Europe and pointed out what he savù as
the dangers for Britain and the Empire if they virere to become
involved intimately in continental politicar affairs.6
Underlying this discussion of British ínterests in Europe was a
theme that stressed the fragilily of the imperial system and his
belief that a deep British involvement in European affairs would
be a catastrophe for Empire. "Those who know the Empire, the
Dominions as well as these islandsr,' Christie wrote,
grasp instinctively the less Britain is entangled in Europe
and the more she turns her eyes to the seven seas and the
five continents the more certain is the safe future of the
Empire. They realise as an everyday political maxím that it
is quite impossible to carry the wholã British Empire into a
policy of speciar commitments and entangrements iñ Europe,
and that should Great Britain attempt, leaving the position
of the Dominions to one side or to -chance, to follow such a
policy for herself, she wourd be certain in the end to put
the structure of the Empire to a strain whose effect woütd
be incalculable and might be overwhelming.
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For what has foreign policy to do with the Dominions?
Little though it appears to be iealised by themselves it has
everything to do with them. Vühat is callêd the problem of
the British commonwealth -- the problem of prese-rving its
unity -- would have no meaning
wñatever apait from the
existance 9f foreign nationsr-and the conäequent necessities
to find poricies for dealing with those nations. The
Dominions and rndia and their peculiar position and
interests._must.be-_kept in view constantiy and not merely at
times of t'crisis."
The. first thing to realise in dealing with Europe towe urã dealing wirh a new thing,
vasrty
{ty_fi" thap_
different
affair from what õonfronted us in Éf,.adays
oi the
nineteenth century when one could play with Europe
regardless. The Dominions are becómiñg self-conécious and
powerful. That they are becoming consõious
of
those who recarr the developmentÃ at versairres,themselves
and the
discussion of them overseas, can scarcely doubt; while
their
power was displayed during the r4rar by thã contribution of
forces and materiar without which, it is not too much to
sây, the war could not have been \^¡on. These
are factors
that cannot be disregarded by anyone concerned
with our
future safety....
The task to be more specific, ís to find a foreign
policy as is calculated to meet with general acceptanõe,
only a[ong the community at home ftrrat is, in the-united not
KingdoiÐ, but among the six other ãommuniiies, communities
scattered throughout the continents of the world, peopled by
various races, comprising every variety of circumstance andneed' separated by great distances. OBVIOUSLY SUCH A pOLICy
CANNOT BE ONE WHTCH IS ESPECIALLY PREOCCUPIED W]TH THE

AFFAIRS OF EUROPE, THE CONTINENT VÙHICH HAPPENS TO BE THE
MOST REMOTE FROM THESE COMMUNITIES, THE ONLY CONTINENT TN
EMPTRE DoES Nor HoLD

ifii"ffiiilÏ

åä'giå3T"$ËTt"RrrrsH

Having Lhus laid out the fragility

of the imperial system,
christie assigned responsibility for the maintenance of its
viabilityr ât least for the time being, to the British
government. The governments of the Dominions, christie wrote,
$rere preoccupied with local political issues and the pursuit of
national development, and lvere 1ike1y to remain so involved for
the immediately foreseeable fut,ure. As a result, they viTere not
inclined to engage in, or even seek, extensive and effective
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consurtations with London on the direction and content of
imperial foreign policy. For that reason, Christie maintained ín
the Sunday Express,

the task and responsibirity will continue to fal1 almost
wholly upgn the Brit,ish Cabinet. If they are fevenfl
measureably successful in devising policies tha-t deriland the
general assent of the people overseas as well as the people
at h9me, no one need fear fgr the integrity of the nmpirã;
but if they shourd miscarculate the trend õr world foi:ces on
a major issue of policy the gonsequences for the Empire
might easily be irreparable.In his Round TgÞle essay in the spring of L924, Christie
clearly explained that he believed that the British Cabinet would
"miscalculate the Lrend of world forces" if it chose to entangle
the United Kingdom -- either through multilateral or bilateral
treaties, alliances' or agreements in the political affairs of
Europe. He began his essay by pointing out the mistakes of the
past that had resulted in the Empire's immediate and unlimited
participation in the Great lrlar.
In the first half of the nÍneteenth century when the
readjustment necessitated by the Napoleonic lrlars was stil-1
in progress, Great Britain in 1839 gave a pledge which
became and remained, though almost forgottén, án integral
part of the succeeding political regime of the continent.
Three quarters of a century later in a wholly new scene the
pledge came into iÈs owni not that it, was strictly the cause
of what fol-Iowed, for in any case the events then gathering
required of us the gravest, action, but this guarantee to
Belgium in fact precluded any other valuation of our
position whether in degree oi kind than that actually
reached in August, 1914; the British Empire now comprising
communities at the ends of the earth unimagined in IB39, \,ì/as
committed !o a struggle of unlimited liability
on the
Y
Continent.

On balance,

Christie believed that Britain and the Dominions had
to become involved f ully in the Great lrlar. German power had
increased to the level where it threatened to dominate the entire
Continent, thus threatening the security of the Empire. That
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said, hovrever, christie wrote that the British objective in
entering the war had been the defeat of Germany, and with that
end accomplished it was time to rethink the desirability of
making commitments in Europe that in any vday resenbled those that
London had assumed regarding Belgium in 1g39.10

Believing that, the circumstances in which the nations of the
Empires had found themselves in August, Lg1A to be ones that must
be avoided resolutely in the future, christie argued that
protection from the recurrence of such a situation could be had
by simply recognizing that the Empire basicarry \¡Jas a seapower
and therefore should refrain from commitments which would ally it
with land por^Jers, whích, of course, all of the European powers
$¡ere. The pre-l914 arrangements between Britain and its alties
had, in Christie's opinion, ignored this essential- consideration
and this failure of judgment had resurted in an automatic and
fuII-scaIe invorvement in the Great war. "For it is in the
nature of things, " christie wrote, "that when our insurar Empire
is allied or aligned with a land Power, our land a1ly will in the
long run be the arbiter as between us and the land power against
whom the alignment tends."rl
Britain must, avoid, therefore, all
commitments in Europe that would put the Empire, in the event of
another vüar on the continent, in the same position of "unlimited
liability" in which it had found itself in 1914. "The essence of
this posture," he concluded, "is a resorute abstention from ar1
alliances r guarantees t ox promises of force that would link the
Empire either to the European or to any other system.',L2 Indeed,
the only necessary political tie he sa!,¡ for the Empire h,as one
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r,rith the united states which would be based on the premise that
they vrere both sea rather than land powers and that their
interests therefore were compremenLary.13 Even in this case,
howeverr christie thought that the commitment between the two
pov¡ers should be one of cooperation based on mutual self-interest
and not on a "firm contract" between them.14 rn sum, christie
wroLe in the Round Tabre, the foreign policy of the Empire must
above all other Lhings avoid being entangled in European

politics"
But from its true_ independent position
Empire wil1
naturally regard normal continental politics the
as primariiy-ã
thing for that region itself.
To assert a decisive voicã
every questionr orl some theory that this alone can forestallin
the abnormal condition ft¡at is, the domination of Europe by
on powef
the onry ccj[r¿ition in which Ìde have a vital
interest
is to court indeed the risk of precipit.ating
that condition. our true normal voice becoires t-he voicã
the mediator, not authoritative but cautious and uttered of
when advice is acceptable to all concerned. If prudent and
effective intervention in the affairs of others must be
based upon interest as werr as upon informed knowledge, the
has not in fact the proper degree of interest to
{mpiçe
justify active auLhoritat,ivè
iñterfeience in any but a few
great European developments of an exceptional kind, and
\^re
must be exceedingly careful about chooÈing the occasions.
Must not our general tendency be to disinterest ourselves in
t.he strictest sense in some disputes and even $rars which in
the past might have seemed of vital concern
Thus the conclusion seems irresistible,
that any policy
of alliances or pledges yoking the Empire's foççes to those
of any Power or system is out of the quesLion.rs
Although christie assigned to the British government the
major role in making the foreign policy decisions that would
protect the Empirers integrity during this interim period, he did
not believe that this process necessarily entailed any
abandonment by the Dominions of the international status they had
acquired as a consequence of t,heir participation in the Great War
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and the period of peacemaking that forlowed it. During this
interim era, christie envisioned Britainrs role as one of
"holding the ring" for the Empire until London and the Dominions
Ì^¡ere prepared to meeL to revamp the imperÍal constitutional

relationship.

Christie did not believe that Britain's díplomatic
preeminence in what he thought wourd be a rimited period
necessariÌy had to resurt, f.or the Dominions, in a process
whereby they would slide back into the status of semi-colonial
dependencies. what christie vüas prescribing eras basically a
negative poIÍcy in which London would not make any major foreign
policy commitments; under the plan decisions by the Dominions on
imperial affairs would not be necessary because Britain would
refuse to accept major individual or imperial commitments that
would impinge on the viability of the imperial system or on their
respective national interests. christie did, however, fu11y
expect London t,o seek the Dominionsr advice on routine imperial
matters, and, just as importantly, he believed that the Dominions
should be willing and eager to make their views availabre.
For this reason Christie was particularly agitated with the
performance of Mackenzie King's government, and with that of the
British government as werl, during the negotiation and
ratification of the Treaty of Lausanne in Lg23-rg24. The Treaty
itself was the peace settlement between Turkey and the Arlied
Powers, and its major stipulations provided that Turkey wourd
give up all claim to the non-Turkish lands it had lost during the
Great war, that rurkey would pay no reparations, and that the
Dardenelles Straits would be demilitarized with a neutralized
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zone established on either bank. The agreement pertaining to the

straits

also known as the "straits convention,' -- permitted
access to the waterway for the ships of all nations in time of
peace, and, Lf Turkey remained neutrar, in war as weIr. rf
Turkey was at vvar, on the other hand, its enemies would be
excluded from the straits, but neutrars would be permitted
uninterupted access. Britain and several other European pov¡ers
undertook to guarantee the Straits Convention.l6
The actual terms of the Treaty of Lausanne were of ress
concern to Christie
although he regarded Britain's decision to
join in guaranteeing the Straits Convention as decidedly unwi""17
than was the method by which the Treaty was negotiated and
ratified.
In the first instance, Christie chastized Lord curzon,
the Foreign secretary responsible for the gritish position at
Lausanne, for failing to draw the Dominions into the negot.iating
process. In the case of Lausanne, Christie rejected outright the
traditional Foreign office contention that its officials had to
be free to conduct British foreign policy as they saw fit, and to
be able to make rapid decisions unhampered by complicated and
time-consuming consultations with the Dominions. christie
believed that Londonrs failure to consult the Dominions was the
result of Curzonrs "timid" nature and his desire to "placate the
Frenchr"lS not, as Curzon claimed, because of the Foreign
Office's fear that "the French would insist upon representation
for Argeria [r the Dominions were invited to LausannÐ and
because time vsas presssinn.u19 I'No such case really confronted
us in this instancer" Christie asserted.
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Lausanne, if my memory is not at fault, vùas not the first
time the French trotted out this preposterous claim about
Algeria, Morocco, etc.; and r canñot-understand
why they
were not sat upon in this case as before. rn view of t-he
|

\¡rar ef f ort, their present political character,
resources, and their f uture possibilities r the
suggestion that Algeria should be treaied on ã pur with them
is simply not sense

Dominions
po\^rer ald

The fact that a Foreign secretary could be found to
swallow the French craim in L923 so sóon after the
days of
Paris and Trüashington, and the fact that the Dominions
took
the piI1 without. a murmur these two items each in their
ov\7n way aTe perhaps the_most signif icant and disturbing
elements in the whole @ausannej business. The oominións'
acquiescence seems to have two ãpsects. so far as status
gogs, lt is part of their vaciltãtion between the "crown
colony" and "equal partner" state of mind; but their
exislirg mental confusion wilr not in the long run be
resolved in the "CroInIn Colony" sensei so that any decision
now taken in that sense will be bad because it wirr not
correspond with realities.
so far as the substance of
policy
goes
their
performance
seems indicative of
fgtgignprofound opposition
their
to the Empire being drawn into the
Europg?l sys-tgLthrough special alliances, guarantees or
such like_; frhÐ Dominion governmenrs witi áccoiainglv-õ" to
lengths to avoid the appearaRçe of having commi[.tê¿?ly
themselves to such a policy-. ...21)

Christie felt that the circumstances surrounding the Treaty of
Lausanne demonstrated that there vras neither "an adequate grasp
at westminster" of the nerÀ¡ status of the Dominions nor an
accurate perception of their opposition to and fear of being
involved in a commitment that might lead to events similar to
those of 1914-191g.2I By failing to consult the Dominions, and
by tying Britain more closely to Europe, Christie believed that
curzon r¡¡as threatening the long-term survivar of the Empire. 'r
think myself that it (rrat is, the danger inherent in curzon's
conducfl leads to the conclusionr', christie wrote, ,'that until at
all events the Empire is politically better organized., r.Je must
resolutely refrain from all engagements whatever of that sort
ftrrat is, such as the guarantee in the straits conventiofl ."22
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vthile chastizíng curzon and the British government for
ignoring the arguments against joining European guarantees and
alliances he had set out in the sunday Express and the Round
Tab1e, Christie reserved a more withering scorn for the actions,
or rather the inactions, of Mackenzie King's Liberal
government. christie wrote that although Britain's actions
regarding the involvement of t.he Dominions in the Lausanne affair
\^7ere negligent and unacceptable in the wake of the paris peace
conference and the washington conference, that ,,in no r¡¡ay touches
or palliates Mackenzie King,s extraordinary performance. His
statement fegarding Lausann{t
can scarcely be read except
for the declaration of one who is unwilling to accept alr the
inplications of membership in the Empire and yet dare not say
.' 23
"As I see i t now r ,, he told Ar thur Me ighen,
"o.
both sides of the water are to blame. curzon erred in not
securing.provision for Dominion representation at the
outset, in failing later to recognize the significance
of
tþ" tgJ"grams from ottawa @essages from xing which, while
they did not object to canaãa's iack of reprãsentation at
Lausanne, hinted that it might not abide by what was
decideÇ], and again in enteiing into commilments at Lausanne
that $tere difficult or impossible from the Dominions' point
of view. But so far as Cánada is concerned, Mackenzie King
is the responsible actor, and r do not. see how he can avoiã
serious criticism for not protesting at the outset and for
not demanding representation in the British Empire
De1egation.... His failure means that he has ãcquiesced in
from our position. His disclaimer of any
I retrogression
canadian
interest in the þroceedings is nonsense, and hi;
excuse that the lack of an invitation "had been regarded by
us as evidence that in the opinion of t.he countrieõ by whom
invitations to the conference were extended, canada cóurd
not have been deemed to have that direct and immediate
interest, etc." is either disingenuous or an astonishing
confession of abdication. For is the Canadian Government to
have no say as to where canadian interests lie? canada in
truth had and has a direct and important interest, namely,
to.change the status of war to a status of peace and so tó
bring about all the consequences, commercial and otherwise,
implied in such a change. rt was his business to think of
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that and to provide for canadian participation in
operation if he means anything by his tai¡< of serf-the
government.
on immediately practical grounds the result of his
not forlówLng rhe veisailles
GinglÐ
vrashingron
precedents and his non pressing on Hisand
Majô"t;;; GovernmenL,,
as a matter of rmperial (not, foreign) conõernl that the
British Empire Delegation should cõntain
a
representative seems to be that either our canadian
interests have
been handred as in coloniar days solery by His Majesty's
Government and r¡re have been committed
?arious
obligations, some of them undesirable,lowithout
our advice,
or else we are in a position from which vùe can extricate
ourselves only by some ridiculous sort of separate peace
with Turkey involving something rike
from the
Empire- The whole thing seems Lo me secession
Lo disclose an
astonishing derelict.ionrgf duty for which he (King) should
be sharply dealt with"
Colonel Stacey has written that whiÌe the Lausanne episode
"was undignified and in fact rather absurd" it was important in

that it.

" feJ

ffectivety

marked the end of the experiment of

assocíating the British Dominions with British foreign policy
that had been undertaken in rgrg-1919. The reponsibility for

this result is shared between the governments of Britain and
Canada ."25 It is clear that Christie, on the basis of the
evidence available to him at the time, also raid blame at the
doorsteps of both ottawa and London, although because he believed
that it $¡as "lrlestminster and Vlhitehall that have the enormously
irnport,ant function of initiation in these matters" he may have
placed a bit more of the fault on the heads of the British.26 It
is equally clear that christie did not. immediately see the
embarrassment of Lausanne and the complicated and binding Straits
convention as the final end of the effort to formurate a
cooperative and consultative foreign policy for the Empire;
indeed, he believed that once curzonrs "stupidity" became ful1y
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apparent the 'rEmpire will be able to negotiate itself out of the

thing @rrat is, the straits conventioÐrr because the Dominions
and a large section of influential opinion in Britain did not
want it, and, moreover, the "French and rtalians are really not
interested in it, and the Turks didn't want it, so there ought to
be a basis for a dear."27 He did view it, howeverr âs a clear
exampre of the dangerous situations that could arise if the
vigilance of either Britain or the Dominions in protecting the
interests of the inperiar system waned. such a relaxation
allowed London, through shortsightedness, Foreign office
arrogance, and/or excessive concentration on its local European
affairs, and the Dominions, through their adherence to what
christie described as the "negative autonomy idea"28 that is,
the concept that held that because the Dominions were not
consulted in advance of a foreign policy decision by Britain they
!Íere not responsible for Lhe commitments made under it
to
permit matters to drift toward a situation where the policies or
actions needed to protect their respective national interests
would be incompatible if not contradictory. For christie, the
essence of the problem of Lausanne was Britainrs decision to
guarantee the Straits Convention thus commit,ting the country
to European affairs
and, as noted above, he believed that the
Empire would be able to extricate itself from the pledge
eventually. Christie Lherefore considered Lausanne both a timely
warning and an objecL lesson for London and the Dominions. "I am
going to venture to suggestr" Christie advised Meighen,
either in any debate you may have on this Treaty or on some
other occasion, it would be most useful if you óou1d take
an
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opportunity to deal with this poinL of Inperial
commitments. The importance of the Treaty lies in the fact
t,hat it does not raise this broad questioñ, and it is the
qore import-ant because there are sõme broad elements here
fin nngland] who strongly favor a wider policy of European
guarant.ees and commitments. This wilr be seen shortly-in
relation to the Draft Treaties of Mutua1 Assistance ... and
also in relation to a guarantee to France; perhaps the
attempt will be to combine the two. r am aþprehensive of
the attitude of Labour and of many Liberals in
connection. Labour doesnrt know the Dominions;this
it doesntt
know America¡ it might swallow a programme that would in the
end prove impossible for Èhe nmpiie
My own conviction is that the future of the Ernpire
hangs on the decisions that will be taken in the near future
(perhaps this year, perhaps next) with regard to the various
guarantee and al-liance proposals. Britain is indeed in the
process of making her choice. on the one hand Lhere is the
policy of implicating herself in the European system through
alliances, guarantees of assistance, neutiality-and what nót
(whether it is done under the League or not the real effect
and consequences are the same). on the other hand, there is
the policy of resolutely avoiding such ties and of a growing
identity of interest with the oceanic peoples, Anericã and
Japan. rf she adopts the first t ot
what might be more
likely
if she attempts to compromise between the two, I
feel sure that the attempt would in the end put
intolerable strain on our Imperial structure.... ,g
For christie then, the Lausanne affair served almost as a
suitable point. of emphasis for underscoring what he had written
in the Sunday Express and the Round Tab1e. The Treaty and the
Straits Convention commit.ted Britain politically and militarily
to the continent in precisely the manner which he had argued
against so cogently. For a number of reasons, hovtever, he did
not see this particular European attachment as a permanent one
for Britain, but rather as one that was rapidly coming to be
viewed as a mistake and which he thought London would remove
itself from through negotiation at an early date. In the wake of
the Lausanne episode, therefore, christie r^¡as hopefur that a
lesson had been learned by both Britain and the Dominions, and
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that the policy he had sketched out journalistically would novr
carry the day"
At first blush, christie's assignment of the primary role
for securing the Empire's future viabirity to the British
government seems to be a significant departure from the more
canadian-oriented poricies he had urged on Borden and Meighen
between 1919 and 1922. This retreat, however, was much more
apparent than real" rn the first place, by championing a policy
whereby London would divorce itself from the political affairs of
Europer christie hoped to create a situation in which the the
danger of a new European vüar involving Great Britain would not
arise. The policy he urged was rargely the negative one of semiisoration -- whether through such measures as refusing to join
alliances or make guarant,ees, or through t,he introduction of an
imperial preferential tariff system -- in which Britain and the
Dominions could insulate themserves from the overheated and
chaotic potitics of the postwar Continent.
Christie was not, however, advocating that the British
government act unilaterally to regularize constitutional
relations among the imperial partners. He believed that while
the oominions would, ât the moment, tolerate and perhaps even
cultivate the imperial status euor any attempt by London to sort
out the imperial tangle according to its ovün best lights could
only cause further fragmentation. Likewise, he could see Iittle
promise in a policy of London pushing the Dominions to make a
final decision as to the nature and future of the imperial
relationship; from his own personal experience in ottawa,
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christie well knew the extent to which the oominions were
preoccupied with local political and econornic affairs and the
problems associated with. national development.
what christie was looking f.or, it seems, was the best means
with which to keep open as many options as possible for canada
and for the Empire. If Britain refused to become involved in
European poritics, and thereby avoid as best it could the
possibility of becoming invotved in a war on the Continent not of
her own making, Christie believed that the resulting breatiring
space would permit Britain and the Dominions an opportunity for
reaching a well-considered decision regarding the future of the
imperiar relationship. rn a sense, he was stirl looking for an
environment conducive to holdinE the imperial constitutional
conference called for by the rmperial war conference in Lgr7.
Dissatisfied and frustrated with the drifting poricy regarding
imperial affairs that he had encountered first hand in Ottawa -and which he felt held the day in Britain and the other Dominions
as well -- christie arrived in England with the hope of finding
the British government willing to hold the ring for the Empire by
following a policy of abstaining from European commitments until
the period of drift had played itself out, and it and the
Dominions were ready to make the decisions he believed necessary
regarding the future of the imperial system.
Because Christie placed such great stock in Britain's
staying out of European political affairs to the greatest extent
possibre, his reactions to Londonrs increasing post-Lausanne
tendency to accept, and even seel<, commitments on the continent
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in the name of "European security" r^Jere necessarily shrill and
strident ones. christie's intense but entirely consistent
negative reactions to Britain,s halting moves toward European
commitments, given the position and beriefs he had laid out in
the Sunday Express and the Round Table and in letters to Meighen
and tsorden during the Lausanne episode, must be judged therefore

as those of an individual who believed that he was witnessing a
grossly misconceived, indeed perhaps a tragic, course of policy,
and who, as a result, perceived an immediate need to formulate a
new course of action for Canada which took these developments in
British foreign poricy into account. christie's change in
attitude in the post-Lausanne period, therefore, probably is best
understood as his personal adaptation to unfolding events, ancl as
additionar steps in his on-going attempt to find a policy
adequate for performing the task of protecting and enhancing
canadars international status and national interests.
The first post-Lausanne threat to confront Christie's plan

to insulate Britain and the Dominions from Continental affairs
surf aced in early L924 in the form of the Draf t Treaty of ìi1utua1
Assistance. The Treaty was intended to commit its signatories to
come to the aid of any of their number in the event that one or
more of them were the target of a war of aggression. The Treaty
limited this duty, however, to those signatories located on the
continent on which the confrict was occurring. once a war
commenced, the Treaty gave to the council 0f the League of
Nations the responsibility for identifying the aggressor nation,
and for delegating intervention assignments to those treaty
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signatories located in the appropriate geographical ur"u.30
Christie immediately opposed this Treaty. He believed that
it involved Britain too closely in European affairs, and that it
created the distinct possibility that parts of the Empire could
be at war while others remained at peace. "could the British
Empirêr" he asked rhetorically in some notes he made after the
Draft Treaty was discussed at a session of the British Institute
of rnternational Affairs (BrrA), "stand the strain of the idea
that one part of it could be engaged in a European war and the
others neutral?"31 christie believed that the ¡raft rreaty
amounted to nothing more than the revival of the system of
alliances that had been the standard diplomatic arrangement in
Europe prior to rgLL, with only the ne\d and, for him, dubious
feature tacked on of installing the League's Council as the agent
designated to oversee its development and management. His
personar apprehensions to one side, christie wrote that such a
system might or might not work, and that "if the continent wishes
to make the experiment for itself, it is not yet established that
our fttrat is, the Empire'Ð interests require us to oppose
it."32 He did believe, however, that there vüere obvious and
irrefutable reasons why Britain and the Dominions should refuse
outright to become assocíated with the Draft Treaty. ',But for
the British Empire," he wrote,
there is a whole set of distincLive considerations that Lord
cecil did not even touch on ftn his dãfense of the
_$.oþerfl
Draft Treaty before Lhe Bf IA meetinQ r-or
at least he merely
recognised them verbally to brush them aside.
we know that in the face of conditions like those of
the-pre-war period any plans of alliances or guarantees
rmp]icating us as an island pohTer in the continental sysLem
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is bad both for us anq for Europe a thing to be
resolutely avoided. (a) . rt comþromises
o,,,r"*ãil¿ position
in relarion to other regions,
ameii.å.(b) rn
actual practice the land powers
"ãiãurv
woulã naturaiiy become the
arbiters.---thg process tãkes place on the land; the
resultant of their forces wourã control the issue. (c) The
intrusion of our weight into the continental
abnormat and disruptive, not deterring b;¡-;";åuraging
"v"t"* is the
realigning of Europe
East or west or what not
and to
promise it in advañce--is in effect
to
render
powerless
us
limit our. riabirity when events arise ,uquirinõ us to take to
grave action of some sort.
Now i9 there anything ner^r to-day to alter these
considerations in favour of the oraft Treaties?
The only
nevù factor is the ner^/ method of negotiation, the League
But
and here is the essentiar
-- this ne$,
factor does not and cannot alter ditficutty
the
speciåt
circumstances
(a), (b) and (c) above affectini the BriLi"r,
'
Empire. Nothing
can alter the distinction between a 1and
porÁrer uld a sea-po$¡er, and it cannot therefore be ignored.
The Draft Treaties being based, necessarilyr on the idea of
regulating armed force, the one thing each nation invited to
join must look to first of all is the essential nature of
its force and the conditions and limitations of its
operation. If its force and position
in the world present
distinctive nature, it wilr cónclude it is in a different-- a
category and is therefore to be treated differeniit:33Because it threatened to place an unbearabre political
strain on the Empire which christie berieved vras ,'the most
vulnerabre politicar system on earthu34 -- by failing to
recognize that Britain was a sea por^¡er rat.her than a land por{7er,
and because it enmeshed Britain inextricably in the web of
European politics, christie opposed the Draft rreaty
vigorousry. He also believed that London should reject the
Treaty because the Empire "cannot accept further commitments
alone or compromise our position by entering any negotiation
until America is also present..." and the united states clearly
would accept no part in the European arrangement projected by the
Treaty. 35 Christie was relieved when the British government
decided to reject the Treaty on the grounds that it threatened to
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puL a disproportionate share of the burden on the British Empire
due to the Empire's geographical diversity
and gave

executive functions to the Council of the League in a manner that
was contrary to British constitutional practice" christie,
however apparently remained somewhaL incredulous that London had
'
even flirted with the idea of acceptance. "what a foo]ish scheme
it was," he told Frankfurter.36
The next challenge to christie's view of the necessity of
British disengagement from Europe came in the autumn of Ig24 in
the form of the Protocol for Pacific Settlement of rnternational
Disputes t ot t more simply, the Geneva protocol. The ambitious
essence of the Protocol was nothing less than to provide the
means for settling arl of the internationar disputes that
happened to arise. The plan of the protocolrs drafters was to

establish an infarlibre test for identifying aggressors by using
the simple formula which r¡ras encapsulated in the blunt question
that Ramsay Macdonald devised for the leaders of disputatious
nations, "Are you willing to arbitrate?,' The protocol envisioned
the application of arbitral machinery to arr disputes arising
except those originating solery within the boundaries of an
individuar staters own jurisdiction.
rf, after being asked
Macdonald's rather basic question, a particular state shunned the
opportunity for arbitration and continued to pursue its
aggressive ways, it would become subject to international
sanctions identical to those enumerated in Article XVI of the
covenant of the League of Nations. on 2 october 1924, the
League I s Assembly recommended that all of the League's member
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governments adopt the Protocol at the earliest possible date.37
From the first, Christie $ras appalled at the universality of

the Protocol, claining Lhat it was an instrument "of an avowedly
comprehensive and water-tight character to which no so-called
rmperialist would ever dream of aspiring....',38 He also thought
that the Protocol would lead inexorably toward r^rar, warning that
"whatever el-se it is, it is in the end an agreement to
fight...."39
Most importantly, however, Christie bel_ieved that
if Britain and the Dominions decided to ratify the protocol they
would, in effect, inaugurate "a complete reversal of the Empire's
course during the last five yearsr" and wouldr âs a result,
endanger its ability to survive as an international political
system-40 christie taid out his argument regarding the Empire
and the Protocol more fu1ly in an article he wrote in December,
L924 for the periodical Headway, the journal of the British
chapter of League of Nations union. "l4y primary concern herer"
Christie wrote,
is to discuss the protocol in its special relation to the
British Empire. The Empire is a woild power. That is its
dominant and inescapable characteristic. The protocol
envisages on the fighting side purely a European system and
a partial European system at that, iñ view of the ãbsence of
Germany ald Russia. lrle cannot permit ourselves to be
invorved in this continental sy-stem in the strategic
sense.. ".

Thus, the political realities behind the verbiage of
the Protocol mean that we are being asked to guarantee the
territoriar and poritical settlement of the cónt.inent.
Article 10 þr the Leaguers covenanÐ is tightened up with a
vengeance. The French thesis of recent years that we must
guarantee not merely their sea frontier and their eastern
frontier, but arso the frontiers of their polish and other
arlies
a thesis which British opinion has unanimously and
unmistakably rejected
is now put forward in another form.
That brings us to the parting of the ways. The
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continentar status quo may be good or bad. That is not the
gugsliona Th" point is that, whatever its merits, the
British Empire, which is a worrd state and not a European
state, cannot undertake to guarantee it. There is
course for the British Empire. IVe must stick to theoriy orr"
oliginar conception of the League as being predominantly a
simple conference system, with conciliatión and arbitralion
machinery. We must resist the elaboration of the
"sanction"
idea
...The moral for the British Empire is that it should refuse
to ratify the protocol; that it should announce its
willingness to develop the mechanism of arbitration,
conciliation and judicial settlement of disputes; but that
so far as "sanctions" and warlike obligations are concerned
it should declare, either by reservatiõn to the Covenant or
otherwise that untir arI regions of the earth
are furly
represented and consent seriously to discuss these problems,
the Empire cannot even approach lr,e problem officiairy.4l
Christie vüas delighted in March I lg25 when British Foreign
secretary Austen chamberlain told the council of the League of
Nations that Great Britain had decided not to adhere to the
Protocol. christie continued, nevertheless, to v¡orry
increasingly over European efforts to entangle Britain in
Continental political affairs. To say that Christie had been
shaken by the events surrounding the Draft Treaty and the Geneva
Protocol probably would be too much. He r^ras, however, undeniably
dismayed that attempts to tie Britain to Europe continued and
that there \^rere influential groups in all segments of British
society who seemed to favor just such a connection. The danger
to the imperial system of such a British commitment r^'as so
apparenÈ to Christie that he seems to have had trouble believing
that anyone could entertain the idea seriously. with this
attitude, and given his earlier condemnation of the Draft Treaty
and the Geneva Prot,ocol, it seems hardry surprising that he
reacted in such an intensely negative manner to Londonrs decision
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to adhere to the Locarno Pact in the fall of 1925. The
implementation of the Locarno system brought an end to the hopes
that christie had carried with him to England in 1923 that the
British government would, through its foreign policy decisions,
create the environment in which the Empíre could sort out and
regularize the imperial constitutional relationship.
Indeed, the advent of the Locarno system seems to have
brought Christie up short, and appears to have convinced him that
the line of anarysis he had been pursuing since 1923 had been
unrealistic, even naive, and that he had been mistaken to look
outside the Canadian context for the means with which to define
the countryrs international status. Locarno refocused Christie's
views on international affairs, it moved him back, in fact, to an
approach similar to the one he had employed in the spring of L92L
when had he urged Prime Minister Meighen, after Meighen had been
rebuffed by Lloyd George, to assert the national rather than the
imperial interest in regard to t,he question of renewing the
Anglo-Japanese Aliiance. After Britain joined in the Locarno
Pactr Christie's approach to international affairs began to
manifest an almost exclusively Canadian orientation, and he
transferred his previous preference for an imperial semiisolationism to an advocacy of a position of semi-isolationism
for Canada. In short, the process of fusing Britain with Europe
that culminated in the Locarno Pact prompted the renewal of
Christie's personal desire for dissociation of Canada from the
imperial system -- a desire that had resided in his mind in a
semi-suspended state since at least early L92I
and, more
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importantly, it fixed his mind fuIly on the task of finding a
sorely canadian solution for clearing up the ambiguity of the
countryrs current international position.
rn a sense, Europe seems to have been drifting toward a
Locarno-type of settlement since late L922 when Berlin first
proposed that Germany and France enter into mutual pledges with
the other Allied por¡Jers to guarantee Germanyrs western
frontier. The French rejected the German overture at that time,
however, because Paris believed that it had littIe to fear from a
still-prostrate Germany. By L924r orr the other hand, paris had
derived litt1e tangible benefit from its invasion of the Ruhr and
was beginning to have some interest in securing an arrangement of
the type Berrin had suggested two years earlier. rn addition,
the interests of Great Britain and Germany vüere similar enough to
prompt London to consider joining in such an arrangement. By
L924, for example, Germany had abandoned hope of adjusting its
western frontiers -- but not its other frontiers
and Britain
vJas prepared to offer a guarantee of Germanyts western frontiers
but not of the others. The upshot of this situation, which found
the interests of Britain, France, and Germany comprementing one
another, was the conclusion of the Locarno pact on 15 october
L925. The Pact consisted of several complex documents, the major
provisions of which called for a treaty of mutual guarantee of
the Franco-German and Belgo-German frontiers between Germany,
Belgium, Great Britain, France, and Italy; arbitration
conventions between Germany and Poland, and Germany and
Czechoslovakia; arbitration treaties between Germany and Belgium,
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and Germany and France; and Franco-Polish and Franco-Czechoslovak

treaties of mutuar assistance in the event of aggression by
Germany. The Locarno Pact was signed officially on 1 December
1925 in London, and it seems, in the words of the historian n.H.
carr, to be best understood as "an expression of the power
politics of a particular period and locality."
Indeedr Christie
anticipated Carrts view when he described Locarno as "a definite,
elaborate, É"4] permanent security plan avowedly restricted to
the circumstances of iilestern Europe .rr42
From strictly the point of view of the st.rategic interests
of Britain and the Empire, christiets reaction to Locarno was
completely and vociferously negative. rn regard to Great
Britainrs national interests¡ Christie thought that Locarno was a
"disatrous strategic btunder" and on that basis, as he told
Philip Kerr, the pact "Ieaves me baffled.'r
I entir9ly. agree with those here [n England:l who think
that for Britain as a sea power Locarriõ
is radicarry
unsound. r think that it must make the General staff
shudder. Britain's strategic interest is certainly not
necessarily identical with the land frontiers of France or
Belgium or anyone erse. Her real concern is to prevent the
emergence of a great naval power on the Continent. Yet when
war comes not over frontiers but for some now
unforeseeable cause -- Locarnors impractical politics will
have the effect of defining almost ãutomaticatty the terms
on which she will "sheathe the sword". one can imagine the
Asquiths and Greys of that cay putting the case in the
House. rt may well be, indeed it will almost inevitabry so
define the liability as to require an expenditure of meñ and
money on the land far beyond the needs of the real object.
Fifty tear;-Tence r beliãve people will be asking themselves
whether something like this was not the real vice of sir
Edward Greyrs pre-war diplomacy. you know yourself, pêrhaps
better than any living man, after Lloyd George took chargeof the war' he struggled against the madness of feeding
millions into the trenches, how he cast about, all around
the shores of Europe for an alternative. But he was in the
coils. This is the time to think for the future Lroyd
George. Britain as a land poe¡er is ridiculous; shipi cannot
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walk.

To-day the case is even stronger. There are now two
factors in the oceans -- ameriàa and the growing
Dominions. Tt is time to reduce the land commitment. yet
Locarno does the exact opposite; it extendi
Ctj to the rand
f rontier of France indeeã- we do not even lcnow
i? it stops
there; nor have r seen anywhere a serioüs--ätË.*pt
what the _case of fighting with Germany against Ë to expound
mean; and there's tñe easrern nerwork of A11i.""å3:15 might
Even more distressing for christie rÁ¡as the disastrous
influence he believed that Locarno inevitably would have on the
imperial system. Although Article 9 of the Locarno pact
specifically exempted the Dominions and rndia from responsibility
under the accords unless they volunteered their acceptance by
becoming formal signatories, christie thought that the provision
IA¡as of virtually
no practical use and dismissed it as being ',in
reality eyewash and a trap."44 rn regard to the relationship
new

between Locarno and the Empire , Christie wrote bitterly that he
vùas "wholIy at sea. ,' "What is to be the new imperial working

hypothesis?," he asked Kerr.
!üe had the theory of "trusteeghip,'. That was displaced by a
theory of partnership and diplomätic unity, common foreigñ
policy- That has now broken
down. what next? At alrevents, one doesn I t have to answer that question
next
ten minutes. There is however one point on whichinwethe
can
reckonr if the theory of partnershiþ and uniiy rrã"" broken
down it has left one permãnent tegaãy in the èr,ape of our
friend "status". Not every one wirt-tarr about it *itr, the
zear of the addicts but it wilr never be abandoned
by any
Dominion statesman.

But leaving theory and coming to practice. The Locarno
procedure and resul-ts, coupled with thã new definition
of
Articre 16 of thg covenantl seem likely to affect adversely
the hgee of getting an "Effective systäm of inter-imperialconsultation about inter-rmperial
aifairs" which you urge on
plgg 2,9 [n this letter christie is commenting or,-u draf t
essay by Kerr for t,he Round Table-l . rt seems to me certain
that the Liberal eartyTiTanidi?wi1l say at once that this
event ft.trat is, rocarñfl will do ;;;t ,itt
the case for such
machinery or for any cãnadian intereãt in Europe. And what
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about the Conservative Imperialist? It wonrt anyhow be easy
sledding for him. May he not stilI have to give
grounå
on the rmperial side and stiffen the nationaÍist more
side?
Under the partnership theory he could make a coherent case
for better. rmperial machinery. But nov¡, having been told
that the vital relations between Britain and uúrope
are a
matter for settlement without consulting him, he -wirt,
r
thilk, be bound to re-examine his position pretty
seriously. where wilr he come outÞ wilr hã in lrre end say
"we11, it looks as though we must rook out for ourserves, ås
in London it must be ,Britain first', so in ottawa it must
be 'canada first'; within those rimits we'11 do our
damnedest for the Empire; we'11 send our agents to London,
Paris, Geneva, to find out what canada shoúId do about ali
these matters, but as therers no common policy
no
great scope for consultation, and werll have lo therers
do some
stiff bargaining about preference and so,pn; and at Geneva
wer1l have to oppose nearly everything."+f,
For christie, BEitain,s decision to sign the Locarno pact
would "eventually be seen as a turning point in the structure of

Empire."46 He believed that it marked the final and complete
breakdown of the plans for imperial diplomatic unity and a common
foreign policy that had been developed as resurt of the
relationship beLween BriLain and the Dominions during the Great
war. rn the postwar period, the Dominions had shunned the plan
by focusing their attention and efforts on local concerns,
christie wrote, and, with the acceptance of the Locarno system,
Britain also had violated the plan "in [uJ deliberate,
unmistakable fashion" by deciding that it was necessary to
proceed "alone and refraining from consulting Gf,Ð
Dominions."47 He accepted Britain's decision as one that the
countryrs political leaders had made in what they saw as the
national interest
although he continued to regard Britain as a
sea power rather than a land povùer, and therefore considered the
land commitments Britain accepted under Locarno to be
strategically unwise in the extreme but felt that it was one
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that thoroughly invalidated the manner in which he had been
approaching the problem of the imperial relationship. "Two years
ago in the March, 1924 issue of the Round Tabler" he explained to
Me

ighen

,

r tried to outline "A Basis for rmperial Foreign policy".
think r sent you the article. My ihesis was tñat a common r
foreign poli"y, a common outlook and decision on securit.y
questions \^las conceivable only if it were possible
for tñe
members of the Empire t.o conceive the Empiie's place relative
to the other regions of the world in somê such broad sense as
there outlined. But from conversations with Englishmen, with
fellow canadians, with Australians, and so on,
from
events themselves, I must novrr conclude that theãnd
condition I
suggested was an impracticable one for any
of the
Empire- Locarno is chiefly significant to member
me as definitive
proof that Britain feels unable to proceed on any such basis,
for Locarno is practicalry a consenèus of arl pu?ti." here.
Even if Locarno itself shalr chance to falr through, its
definition of Britain's liabilities
in Europe would be
carried out in other forms, and indeed some parties here
would be apt to 90 further into the Continent as soon as they
got into povJer. rn aIr the circumstances it seems to me
essentåÊ1 to reconsider the whole position from Canada's view
point. '"
Quite simply, Locarno dashed the ideas and guidelines that
christie had set out in his articles in the sunday Express and
Round Tab1e late in Lg23 and early in 1924. In signing the pact,
London had tied Britain voluntarily to the polit,ical affairs of
Europe, and had shown that it courd not reconcile Britain,s
national- interests with the type of foreign policy that Christie
considered indispensabre for preserving the imperial system.
Therefore it was time for canada, christie wrote, to,'look for a
ner¡/

theory."49

Britain's decision to participate in the Locarno system of
guarantees and treaties brought christie back to the position
that he had been tentatively exploring and urging in the rg2r1922 period
and particulary during the spring preceding the
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rmperial conference of Lgzr
namely, that canadian foreign
policy should be based first and foremost upon an estimate by the
governmenL in ottawa of exactÌy what the national
interests were
and what policies l¡/ere best designed to protect and enhance those
interests' There was much disappointment in christie,s reaction

to Britainrs decision to join in the Locarno settlement, but very
little anger or resentment. Locarno seems to have brought home
to him the fact that any nation
large or smaIl -- must act in
internationar affairs on the basis of what it sees as its
national interests, and to do otherwise amounted to an abject
abdication of political responsibility.50 rn the case of
Locarno, which he sa\tr as the culmination of "a process that has
been going on over a long period
FnÐ to which ar-r the
@uropeafl Governments have now bowed without dissentr,, London
and the other European powers were simply acting in what they
perceived to be the best interests of their respective nat.ions.
"r think, after much bewirdermentr" christie wrote,
and after saying some hard things about Draft rreaties of
Mutual Assiatnce, Geneva protocõls, Locarno
and the whole
movement, that no canadian has any business urging canadars
special case @n the British go,reirr*enÐ, ;, ;;;; the
particurar legalities or symbóls to whfüh she has clungr âs
an obstacle.in t!" way of ãfforts toward Lhe securitv ói
Great Britain and toward stabl_e European organisatio*nr or
applauding any government or party hãre if ít should on its
o$¡n initiative withhold itg- hánd irom such efforts because of

the Canadian position....

"51-

Recognizíng that its national security interests had
pronpted the British government to act at Locarno without

consurting the Dominions, christie concluded that henceforth
ottawa would have to behave internationally in exactly the same
manner. "Every countryr' Christie wrote, 'r-- whatever
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aspirations may be assigned to it
in order to get its
diplomatic position and avoid frustrat.ion and disaster, must and
does make from its own prace on the map an anarysis of the
physical factors
land, water, space. population. Great
Britain does, and Canada can be no exception..'52 Christie noted
that canada vras, however, ât that time an exception to the
formula. "lrlhen the King goes to war to-day al1r,, he maintained
in a letter to Philip Kerr, "his territory becomes instantly
subject to the sÈatus of war. The position is virtually that
Great Britain acts as a trustee for canadian Iives."53
Such are the 1ines that prevail at present, and
canadians must ask themserves-how long tñã-thïñé can
be
risked. Tf anyone can offer some coherent scheme which
would be intglligible to prain men alr
canada, which
would meet the test and cùre our farse over
position, there might
be some ground for a \^¡aiting policy. süt ,roir,ing is of reiäã
and r shall indicate later-my view that nothiñg can be
offered under the existing legalities
Now r come directly to what to do about
r think
that we @rrat is, canadians] would-be chirdrenit. wards
rndeed to let the craft drift, and r will put the broad
lines of the view to which every thing has neän steadily
forcing my mind
I do no! suggest a revival of the Special Constitutionalconference that was abandoned in rg2r. i see that it is out
of the question. Even if anyone in canada shourd urge it, at
least two or three members of the Enpire would have ñone of
it- But thg real-poi!ç is,. like y9g; r see no use in "wordy
formulas" along this rine; but, uñriÈe your r see that
this'
is a precise déscription of the regime under which we rive.
we must have something simple and interligible to prain men
every where, and \¡¡e cannot get it from rmþerial
conferences. rn an earlier paragraph, in-discussing your
poricy of carrying on and waitin! fõr'sometrring-tõ Éuin up, r
said that nothing mo-re can be of fered under the existing
legalities to meet the test of principle and give canadã an
incentive to play her game. The more you loo[
you see that Locarnors Article 9 really emptiesattheit the more
draftsmen's box of tricks, and that thãre's no use in making
any more complaints in London. The method of constitutionaÍ
"conventions" superimposed on the existing
has
definitely reached t.he end of its resourcãslegarities
iñ this field of
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affairs- we do not evenr âDy two of usr understand them
ourselves. But the decisive reason is that here what we
rea1ly have to deal with are. not pure constitutional problems
but problems with relationships witf¡ other
communities of men
in the world. .Foreign affairã bring in other
nations to whom
our understandings mean nothing. Nó "reservation',
p?r-liamentary resolution that ottawa can imagine is orany good
either. The problems we are facing are realíy prontemè õr
international affairs; the.existini legalitieË þrevent us
from dealing effectively with them as ãuch; and that means
danger.
ït all means to me that the ball is realry at our feet
asCanadians,andh'ehavetotack1ethe1ega1iiies
decently as possible but to whatever extent necessary to put
us right. rt seems to me that at this stage it i; our
game. canadians, before
they can hord any useful
effective talk with the rest of the Empirã, about or
the future,
ought to think out their ptay togetheii
The forum for arl that is in canada. what it seems to
me Lo point to in practical terms is a canadian
constitutionar conference a non party affaii with the
delegates chosen in some \^ray from tñe different
of
=."iiorr"thing
country. such a conference seems to me the sanest
lhu
to work toward in our whor-e political position tã:ãav.
such a conference would have to find the international
status for canada that will meet her actual position, that
will define our true posture toward Europe, ãnd that will
assist and protect the part which we as a smaIl North
American community have to play in the English-speaking
wor Id .

ïn my view it means completing our international
status. The first principle would be canadian sovereignty as
fu11 and complete as that of any western people, assuned Ëv
Canada and recognized by every other State.
when agreed on that, such a conference would study every
polsible way of preserving a politicar link with Great
Britain
whether by means oi a joint crov^¡n or otherwise
and of finding some simple working agreement for the future
that would be compatibte with our acfual positions in the
worrd. That of course would depend upon Great Britainfs will
as well- as ours, and would be for negõtiations; but r think
that the whore of canadian history sñows that canada would be
anxious to make the efforL.
such a course may seem remote and academic in terms of
canadian politics to-day. r donrt know. r have sketched it
to illustrate clearly my own view of a practical
for
those who want to ensure there being any canadiané""i
politics at
all in North America.
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The flexibility
of our institutions has long been a
st.anding boast. There seems to be no comperling reason in
the nature of things why our most ancient legalities should
serve the needs and conditions of a new Era. f think in fact
that we have encountêred a rigidity Lhat wirr not yield to
time and that demands the utmost exertion of inventive polrers
if we are to retain pqything of the idea of a Britannic
system in the world.'*

The advent of the Locarno system brought Christie back to

the basic ideas that he had first formulated in the L92L-L923
period
considerations concerning the pursuit of purely
Canadian interests on the subjects of the Anglo-Japanese Alliance
and canadian sovereignty over the isrands of the Arctic
Archipe1ago, for example and led him to realize that "tlle
whore circumstances are such as to rure out artogether: the
essence of what was once contemprated , viz. Intra-imperiut]
discussions of the kind that looks to the acceptance of
responsibilit.y for a decision jointly reached."55 After the
spring of L926, christie looked with an increasing sense of
urgency for a method for promoting a well-thought-out decision by
canadians in canada about their countryts future as a unique
international entity. The matter, he felt, had to be addressed
at an early date in order to forecrose the possibility of an
eventrs arising that would "precipitate a more drastic solution
than might have been discovered by frank and courageous
deliberation."56 Christie judged the conclusion of the Locarno
Pact to represent the final breal<up of postwar plans for a
cooperative and consultative imperial system, and rejected any
atternpt to portray it "as some exceptional episode in the still
enduring project of co-operation, some negligible temporary hitch
¿53

in consultations..

. . u57

Indeed, he fornally dissociated himself
from the Round Table's editorial board because of what he saw as
attempÈs by the journal's editors to pray down and paper over the
significance of Locarno for the future of the imperial system,

saying to Kerr that he no longer had "confidence in the advice
you now pub1i"¡."58

christie returned to canada in June , 1926 and embarked
immediatery on an attempt to demarcate a path toward "national_
security" for Canada such as the one London believed that it had
discovered in the Locarno Pact. Neither disillusioned nor unduly
pessimistic, christie, after his return to canada, simply turned
from what he believed veas an imperiar system discredited by
practical political experiencer and a failure of political will
and courage on the part of both British and Dominion statesmen,
toward the development of a definition of canada's national
interests based squarely upon the acceptance of the thesis that
canad ian interests \^¡ere not identical, indeed, virere not even
always similar, to those of Great gritain.59 'r cannot escape
the convictionr" christie told sir Robert Borden early in 1926,
Gf,uÐ in order to keep our eye on Canada r s o\^rn bal1, in
order to play our unique part in the English-speaking worrd,
we must assume a more independent and detached position than
existing forms allow us; that we cannot afford to wait ronq
in thinking it out; that we cannot expect the @tfrefl
Dominions from an entirely different position tã
see a
similar need; that \^Je must face it that we are a speciar case
and go aneg$ alone to whatever extent is necessary to our
future....
"I4ore and more," christie concluded,'r feel that canada is in a
position of quite extraordinary difficulty -- perhaps more
difficult than any other western community. rt may well come to
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a point in the period of my lifetime where it can no longer be
burked. One clings to old symbols but more and more I believe
that I am also a Canad ian rooted in the soil of North Amer ica. r,61
A Growing Threat to the National Interest:

Canadars Memebershi

in the League of Nations
At the time of his move from Ottawa to London, Christie was
becoming increasingly wary of the continued membership of Canada
and the Empire in the League of Nations because of the
organization's almost, exclusively European orientation.62 On the
whole Christie, in L923, stil1 favored membership because he felt
that the Empire's withdrawal would dash what chance the League
had for longterm survival, but he believed that urgent efforts at
reform hTere mandatory. christie expressed his apprehensions
regarding the League succinctly in Beaverbrook's Sunrtay Express
in the falI of 1923.
The attempt to harmonize by means of the League the
ancient European system with the new world creatãd by the r^rar
is seen at once to have disclosed alarming weaknesses. The
British Empire will always be ready enougñ to work through
Lhe League if the body is capable ór the necessary
reorientation that admits that Europe is not the world.
Otherwise \,\¡e shall have to look to other channels and such
means as are open to the ordinary instruments of dipIomacy.63
Christie argued that the most that could and should be expected
from the League was that it provide a ner^, forum for negotiation,
an arternate and complement to, not a replacement for, the old
prewar style of dip1omacy.64
In addition to excessive Euro-centrism, Christie feared the
potentially disrupting effect that the League might have on the
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development and survival- of the British imperial system. Beca.use
he believed that British abstinence from the politics of the

continent

esssentiar if Britain and the Dominions were t.o
have an opportunity with which to settle their constitutional
relationship, christíe viewed the various plans for European
\¡¡as

security arrangements those of the early and mid-1920s such as
the Draft Treaty of Mutual Assistance and the Geneva protocol
that r^7ere designed to operate under the Leaguers auspices with
intense dissatisfaction. rndeed, he wroL,e in late rg25 that ,if
the League and Locarno begin to look like a federation of Britain
with Europe I am for smashing the League at once.,.."65 These
European security plans amounted to the anLithesis, in christie's
opinion , of what the drafters of the League I s covenant had

intended, and as such threatened to involve Great Britain in
Europe in a b/ay that would ultimately destroy the already tenuous
cohesion of the imperiar system and "vitiate our ftrre nmpire'!
influence in world affairs" by tying it too closely to
nurope.66 "I^Te must keep a f irm hold of the original League
conception at paris and beforer" christie wrote in reaction to

the

Geneva Protocol.

First and fundamentally it was to be a world organisation and
aT grgalisation with two aspects: (1) A confereñce system
with arbitration and conciriation machinery,
1z) erticle lo
and the elaborate sanctions provisions. Most of the Englishspeaking world liked (t) and disliked (2) from the outset.
The British Empire, nevertheless, accepted (2) because it
expected the whole world to be in the organisation.
Gradually it became more and more evidenú that the whole
world would not be in it. Three of the greatest pov¡ers ftfrat
is, the united states, Russia, and
\¡¡ere, in tactì
out of it: s9 thg League to-day is cermañfl
in ralt and ieariiy not
the organisation in contemplatión of which our parliamänts
$¡ere induced, to ratify it.
rf it had been presented to the
Empire I s Parliaments with a statement t.hat Ène League in Ig24
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would be in fact what it is, it is safe to say that
ratification would never have been drafted.
The current arguments based on the essential identity of
the covenant and the protocol- are very dangerous so
as
the welfare of the League is concerneå. r'ór they willfargo
to-persuade the people of the British Empire that the oñry far
safe and honest õouise
ål to give notice of wiinarawar fr*om
the League itself
christie also believed
,the increasingly widespread
contention that the League should depend more heavily on the use
of "compulsory arbitration" and "sanctions" provided additional
evidence that "the wrong tack has been taken at Genevu.',68 g"
felt that these conceptions ran directly counter to the strong
nationalist sentiment current throughout the worrd and
especially in Europe and the Dominions in the aftermath of the
Great war. "on the whole case thenr" christie wrote, "r think it
is too soon to approach the super-state idea for on our accepted
ideas of polit,ical science r¡/e are quite 1iterally brought right
up to that idea by a project Such as the Geneva erotoco! that
definitely proposes in some cases to commit the vital decision of
peace and war to a body [r,at is, the councir of the League]
whose members are not responsible to the Parliaments or electors
of any one of us."69 christie's experience with and devotion to
responsible government and the Canadian federal system caused him
to view the "super-state idea" as an entirely unworkable one
precisely because it operated in a way that denied to individual
national governments the ultimate control over what he considered
to be their most important tasks, namely, the decisions
pertaining to peace and war.70 Christie believed that in order
to be effective and to insure its own survival the League had to
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work v¡ith the worldwide current of nationalist aspirations

and

not against it. At best, therefore, the League shourd be thought
of as no more than "a conference systemr ârr alternative and often
better method than our older methods of diplomacy, but based 1ike
the older on the principle of negotiation between free eguars,
who always remain responsible

to their respective Governments or

Parliaments. "71

In the period between L923 and Lg26 Christie perceived that
all of the trends which he had been worried about through the
course of the Leaguers early deveolpment e.g., its Eurocentrism, its stress on sanctions and compulsory arbitration, and
its evolution toward the status of a "super-state" through the
European security arrangements to be implemented under its
auspices hrere gathering momentum, and, what was more
disturbing to him, Britain had decided to involve itself with
these trends. Just as Britain's willing participation in
European affairs had forced Canada to reassess her position in
the imperial system, Christie believed that Londonrs witlingness
to join with other European states in making the League
preeminently an organization concerned with Continental politics
and deLermined to enforce European poltical settlements with
military means likewise required Canada to review its membership
in the League. "The broad European thesis fegarding the
operation of the LeaguÇf ...,,' Christie wrote,
is that it is intolerabre that at any moment some measure
agreed upon by Europeans for maintaiñing European order
should be at the mercy of an outside voÈe. ..: The fact that
an outside vote or a number of votes in the council or
assembly Tlglt. well operate disastrously on a European issue
suggests that there is something wrong wittr the maðhine. It
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raises questions for canada as well as for any other nonEuropean member. vühat shall we do with her võte? At what
point can she intervene in an issue arising in-nuropea At
yh?t point can the issues and her knowledgã justify'her
intervening? Was the Canadian eovãrnment aware of all the
arrangements that preceded the March Çtoz6 r,eagu{l
meeting? can canada expect to do much- in oriñgíng about a
change in the League machine if it is defectivá27z
christie's answer to questions of this type at the beginning
of the L923-L926 period \^ras ambiguous, but, that he was then
leaning t'oward negative responses was signalled by his contention
that ever since the Covenant was drafted in 1919 leaders from
most of the signatory nations had thought it was necessary to
consider "rr¡hether the covenant
does not need revision. u T3 By
1925-1926, however, Christie's ambiguity had disappeared
entirely, and he \¡¡as urging ottawa to reevaluate its
participation in the League and formally redefine canadars
membership in terms that entailed the reast possible degree of
responsibility and liability.
"lvhat are Canadars real interests
in being a Member of the League?r,'Christie asked rhetorically in
1926. "rn a general senser" he answered in a memorandum showing
that he had written off the League as nothing more than a
European organízaLion which could make no pretense to being a
world body,
Membership signatizes
her adhesion to
lgr
Ganada'sJ
the idea
of attempting tõ soÍve worrd Gic]l
byþorTticãr
politicar means rather than $Jar. Then there areissues
the
more
immediate.practical interests. (a) ft enables her to protect
her position in regard to the various international
arrangements on social and t.echnical subjects that are
proceeding. (b) rt has a value as a means
of securing
information on foreign affairs in general
information got at Géneva should dóubtless bethough
cfreõkea as far
as practicable at the source" (c) rt may provide
useful
opportunities, through personal' fliendship';; tã-raciritate
special negotiations with individual Statãs in which Canada
may be engaged. (a) rn so far as the League can establish
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European order Canada must share the benefits accruing to the
world from such a consummation, though here her contribution
is largely negative: she cannoü rrersãtr ;"i"ã-ã probrem which
is for tl" Europeans themselves to solve, but shä can try to

refrain from putting obstacles in the wai. À=-io, her own
immediate_security sle has not the inter-est in the League
say Dr. Benes of Czecho-Slovakia has
fr" lookã at
-tf"t
his next door neighbours"
"frã"
Broadly all this seems to indicate for canada, not
p91icy
fighting for an integral place ín the
[a]
prevailing 9f
European Lèague, but a ñore inoderate policy of
can be done by drawing ,,ecessãry
llfifg_fq see whar
drstinctions.
she should stay iñ the t,eãgue until-she is
forced out" on technical, economic and sõcia1 arrangements
affecting all nations and in regard Lo the
permanent Court
she should try to play as full ã part as she can! on
political issues she should try tó draw the proper 1ine: thus
on a local European political issue she shouid ã.rrro,rnce her
inability to interveñe in ,the discussion or t; vote.
some
extent a Canadian representative should regard himselfTo
as an
"official observer".- As regards the prevaíring tendency of
Geneva towards a European rine on the political side she
cannot expect greatly to infl-uence such currents and she
should wercome - any device that seeks to prevent a DenEuropean from interfering
in a European äffair....74
By 1926, therefore, Christie had come to view the League
in much the same ç.¡ay as he had come to see the British imperial
system after the conclusion of the Locarno pact
as an
international instrument that did not serve the national
interests of canada. As noted above, he excluded from this
judgrnent only such juridicar aspects of the League as the
Permanent Court. Because Britain no longer considered the Empire
as a single geographical or world system, and instead had chosen
to associate itself closely with the single geographicar unit
that was Europe, christie believed that canada had to begin to
look pretty closely at means with which it could keep itself
distanced from both Britain and Europe. ottawa courd achíeve
this separation by refusing to make commitments to either Britain
or the League t.hat would put canada in a position where the
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decisions of \dar and peace wourd be largely outside an area that
it had at least an ability to influence, if not control
entirely. For christie, in 1926, the League had become ,,a
European league with non-Europeans tacked on" and the dangers

implicit in this situation were "to anyone from the New world
G mattell of extraordinary interest ."75 ',The March I Lg26
meeting has disclosed the League as never before as getting into
the real practical politics of the world or rather of Europer,'
Christie concluded.
one outstanding impression is that to arl European
countries where moderate nen and parties
are in control
Great Britain, France, Germany arrã the important
po!ùers the League has become a definitä reality,secondary
a goiñg
concern' a thing known because operating in the common
to meet a. commonry ETt necessitlr ân institution that life
provokes keen competib_ion for adiantageous position in its
structures.
impression of men wñoiave looked into a pit, vividly
conscious that to let the League of Natioñs ào*r, wourd mean
chaos. They wirl be driven aÍso to mould it to their own
immediate needs. when Germany gets in it wirl dóubtress
become an even more rively ar,ã ieal factor in the political
life of Europe; experiments
be tried out; ne\^r rures and
constitutional methods wirl will
grow up and the trring 6iiül
become more and more consolidated. At all eventã there seems
a-fair prospect of this, though a Canadian onlooker conscious
of his essential ignorance of Europe or a European
League can
only take a tentative view of any such generalisation,
and
his view may be coloured because the reilection ineviiably
occurs Lo him, "Either it will be something like this t ot
Europe will be something which the majority of the Nevú
will do their utmost to keep away from; .uitainly canadaWor1d
ought not !u!" the responsiËility of acting in añy way to
block the fairer.prospect and if canadars !resent-position
seems 1ikeIy to inpede it, an alteration tñat seemË essential
in her o$;n Iocal iñterest becomes all the more imfãr¡;;t-;i6The "alteration" christie sa$¡ a need for in the spring of
1926 $¡as the dissociating of canada from any part of the League
that involved compulsory arbitration or economic or military
sanctions. For him, both of these mechanisms constituted
26r

intrusions into Canadian sovereignty because if ottawa suscribed
to them the decisions of peace and \,\lar for Canada wouldr on some
occasions, be made by non-canadians, thereby making a mockery -just as surely as would be the case if control over peace and war
remained centered in London of the countryrs claims to selfgovernment. Londonrs decision to tie Great BriLain to Europe

politically

by signing the Locarno Pacto in combination with the
development of the League into an almost exclusively European
organízation, v¡ere events that christie considered to be
detrimental to canadars national interests. After Locarno,
christie began to define canada's interests soleIy within the
North American context, and, in doing sor he came to see binding
European commitments, either under the Leaguers auspices or at

Britainrs sider âs a sure-fire method of courting the eventual
disruption or dissolution of Canada as a unique political entity.
Natignal ReaIi-!rgq and Foreign Policv: Christiers perceotions of
canada and Their rnfluence on His Thought, Lg23-r926
The tendency of the British government to tie itself
increasingly to European political affairs and the almost
complete Europeanization of t.he League of Nations, together with
the aversion to deciding what canadars place and role in the
worrd should be existing in ottawa, prompted christie to do a
great deal of thinking and writing about canada,s future as a
nation in the years between 1923 and L926. He had been, around
the time of the Imperial and Washington Conferences of Ig2I-221
flirting with the idea of a canadian foreign policy grounded
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firmly on canadars own national interests, with imperial
considerations being assigned a clearì-y secondary role. Christie
had found, however, that prime Minister Meighen woul_d not press
canadian interests past the point where they began to threaten
imperiar comity, and so he was forced to resume phrasing his
advice in terms of the Empire's int.eresÈs. When Mackenzie King
became Prime Ministerr on the other hand, ottawars interest in
foreign affairs slackened generally, with King clearly wanting
nothing to do with an active external policy in the imperíal
sphere or in any other. under King, moreover, christiers
influence waned, and with it -- apparently as a consequence of
his perception of King as being basicarly uninterested in the
idea except in the negative sense of doing nothing to enhance or
increase imperial commitments went his immediate enthusiasm
for a more independent Canadian foreign policy.
rn England, however, christie seems initially to have
developed a new enthusiasm for the concept of a "cooperative and
consultative" foreign policy that had been current in imperial
circles since lgL7.77 This new enthusiasm probably was in
roughly equal measures, the result of his adverse reactions to
Ottawa's propensity, toward the tag end of Meighen's
administration and after the ascendancy of the Liberars, to do
nothing in the field of international relations, a certain
intoxication with being suddenly located at the "center of the
Empirer"TB an enduring, and not surprising, affinity for a plan
of action that he and Sir Robert Borden had had rnuch to do with
framing between L9r7 and Lg2o, and his usuar predilection for
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having Canada take the road that seemed at the moment to offer
the best opportunity to develop and protect its international

status. christie's personal animosity toward a policy of drift
in any field of human activity, together with his legaristic
bent, also probabry moved him to support the idea of a
cooperative foreign policy in the hope of bringing order and
constitutional regularity to the chaos of postwar imperial

affairs.
The "spel1" cast by living in Britain appears Lo have
quickly ceased to influence Chrístie. Londonrs budding desire to

involve itself intimately in the affairs of Europe led him to
reconsider his course and begin casting about for an alt,ernative
method through which canada could protect. and advance its
national interests. By the time the Locarno pact was concluded
in late L925, christie's thinking had reassumed many of the
characteristics that it, had manifested in the spring preceding
the rmperial conference of Lg2r, namely, the formulation of ways
and means whereby Ottawa, through its own decisions and actions,
could define its international status and vital national
interests.
one of the most powerful factors infruencing christie's
return to a primarily canadian-oriented approach to external
poricy lay in his increasing concern about the fragility of
canada's politicar and economic system. rndeed, the old sahT
about not being able to understand and appreciate your home until
after you have left it seems to have rung especially true in
christiefs case. christie, in the Lg23-r926 period, came to
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apply to social and political affairs in Canada the same cold
analytic eye he had always used when considering foreign policy
matters. Determining a policy that wourd protect and enhance
Canadafs sovereignty and national interests henceforth became an

effort that reflected not only christie's judgment regarding the
events of the outside world, but also his attempts to develop a
policy that could accommodate, and not exacerbate, the strains
and tensions present in canadian politics and society.T9
As the result of a brief trip to Canada in late February and
early March, 1925, and the discussions attendant thereto,
christie began to wonder whet,her "it is being discovered that
confederation is stiIl very much in the experimental stage and
that the real problem of to-day Eor canadþ might well be
,described as one of reconfederation.uS0 "A series of
conversationsr" he explained to sir Robert Borden after the
conclusion of his trip,
that all happened without any probing of mine to raise the
same theme has stuck in my mind. r went to see sir Edward
Kemp" He told me that the trouble was hre had a situation
which had never been anticipated by the Fathers of
confederation; there $¡ere now 2,oooro00 people on the
Prairies and they created problems very airiicult to
handle. By chance in the senate that afternoon r heard
Senator Dandurand say precisely the same thing in almost the
same words. He added that if the position could have been
foreseen the West would have been closed to settlement. The
next evening during the meeting of a rittre dining club to
which r belonged an interesting and lively discusËion
developed. At one point Justióe Duff proãuced a somewhat
vivid analogy. He said, "These fell-ows in ottawa and euebec,
ever since confederation have been trying to rule !{estern
Canada in the same spirit that George III ruled the British
Empire." This was fairly put on whãt r had heard from the
tv¡o Senators, whose words seem to reflect a state of mind and
spirit which would regard the v'lesterners, not as equal
partners in a common concern, but rather as troublesome and
rather obnoxious colonists whom regrettably it was necesssary
to appease from time to time by Èhrowing them a sop from the265

head tabre" The maritimes did not
up for especial
notice but there may be a grain of come
truth
in the view that
policy toward them has sometimes been conceived
in a sími1ar
spirit" This is not to attribute malign or oppressive
motives to our fresh-water rulers of cõntral
but one
may recognize the fact that_ they possess the ðänaaa;
great
preponder?ncg of power, wealth änä population"in the
Dominion
and that it. is difficult
for
them at a distance to see the
case of the East or West as easily as their o*rr.8I
"I have put it for the purposes of perspectiver" Christie
concluded, "that' our problem is one of reconfederation. rf there
is any validity at all in that form of statement, it suggests a
serious resurvey of many practices and policies that have been
accepted more or ress as a matter of course over the past fifty

year"."82

rn addition to the problems posed by the regional economic
disparities and animosties he described to Borden, christie also
htas cóncerned with the always dif f icult rel-ations between
canadars French- and English-speaking populations. During a
prolonged discussion with Philip Kerr over the meaning of Arthur
Meighenrs "Hamilton speech" of 16 November rg25, for example,

christie

it, clear that he thought that a good part of
Meighenrs message the crux of which r^ras that parliament should
be dissolved and an election held before Canadian troops r^rere
dispatched overseas was simply a recognition of the tenuous
racial balance that had to be preserved in Canada if the country
\^Ias to survive as a national unit.
The French-canadian
consideration, christie wrote, \^ras the "speciar aspecL" of
made

Meighen's speech "
speech and the political formul-a conLained
Tt- fS"ighen's
may
or.
may_not
be idea1" But it may be getting at
:l::1,1-"J workable for us.
something
Different

communities must
different ways of putting over their punches.
ri this
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ñave

"ãv-

frightens others there is rea11y nothing in
to frighten
canadians- practically it's whãt we diã in itrgr7,
and we can
get ar^¡ay with it again.
we are two nations. we have sort of a working basis for
in North America, and we have constant
liyi"g together
differences
as to its interpretàúion both in letter
and in
spirit.
The French-canadiañ has his outlook; the rest
ours- He is more than a quarter of our popuiation. Theof us
question.of sending
overseas instãniiy--iãi"u= an
extraordinary issue.troops
will_" rs it-shãcking [o
Tt-arways
suggest Lhat the decision
may not be a proper one for the
Parliament that happens to bê in existe-nce- at ir," time, that
came into existence on ordipar¡z issues of internal ecorromy
that n.r1'l:!!ing ro do with tñe ciisis ir,ãË-"ã--.." suppoåir,e
to have
arisen.ÕJ

The continuing existence and troublíng vitality of these
regional, economic, and linguistic tensions and cleavages in
Canadian society -- the dangers of which Christie saw exposed at
first hand in the course of his experiences with sir Robert
Borden during the Great War84 -- caused Christie to hrorry about
the future of the Confederation and seek r^/ays to ameliorate

divisions and promote harmony. For christie, the lack of a
clearly defined international status, and an inability to controlthe countryrs external affairs were both mattters that deepened
and made more threatening the enduring fissures in canadian
society and politics. Linguistic, economic, and regional
problems, although serious, could at least. be addresssed entirely
within the context of a domestic political system wherein
canadian autonomy $¡as complete. rnternational status and the
conduct of external affairs were, however, matters that ray
incompletely in canadian hands, thus reaving contror over the
crucial decisions regarding peace and \4,ar largely in foreign
that is, British
hands. B5
christie had believed that canada was approaching the
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attainment of the requisite degree of autonomy through its own
wartime actions and the on-going development of the cooperative
and consultative approach to imperial diplomacy inaugurated in
r9L7. By 1926, however, he had come to believe that any chance

for establishing such a system had been destroyed by the
Dominions' general
and ottawars specific
refusal to insist
on adequate consultation with Britain and their unwillingness to
accept the responsibilities that would naturally accrue from such
consultation. Exacerbating the detrimental influence of the
Dominions' blatant disinterest was Londonrs distaste for
consulting the Dominions before making foreign policy decisions
that bore direct consequences for the imperial system, and its
willingness to become invotved in European politicar affairs.
rndeed, christie thought that by the time of Locarno many
political l-eaders in Britain had returned to their pre!ùar
attitude that "in all good faith the theory of trusteeship ftfrat
is, Great Britain acting as trustee for the Dominionsr interests
vis-a-vis foreign po1icfl is entertained as a natural function
they are quite fitted to exercise."86 After the Locarno pact $¡as
signed, christie simply abandoned any hope for estabrishing the
imperial system envisaged after the $¡ar and turned toward finding
a system that would give canada comprete control over its
external affairs. He also felt that time u¡as running short for
that particular deed to be accomplished. "No one, I feelr,' he
told Philip Kerr late in Lgzs, "outside a Dominion can quite
appreciate the effects of the rmperial controversy on the
Dominion's internal development. It creates divisions that cut
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across what otherwise would be party lines based on
considerations of internal economic=.,'87 Canada and the other
Dominions, he continued,

look upon themselves as the only Western countries
the answers to these fundamental quãstions of national where
life
and stat.us are not settled and taken universally for
granted. The existence of the uncertainty consirmes much time
and mental energy that would otherwise be applied to social
problems of immediate urgency; often indeed- it cuts across
the latter problems and perhãps bedevils them. r often
wonder if a citizen of Mars would not conclude that however
great the
it is a somewhat expensive
luxury.... 6g".ination,
In order to resolve this uncertainty, Christie believed that
decisive action had to be taken to define Canada's international
status and national interests, and that action had to be
undertaken by Canadians as quickly as possible. "The exercise of
responsibility is not something that can be conferredr" he rdrote,
'rit is onets own act, its essence Ê=] an exertíon of oners own
wi11. "89 christie believed that the British r^rere still- Iaboring
under the delusion that a situation that found Britain acting as
a trustee for the Empire in foreign policy matters provided a
rrnatural and sufficient basis" on which the Dominions could rest
their futuresr90 and that ,,an eventual happy solution
@oufa be
found for the question of Dominion autonomfl through 'the
inevitability of gradualness.,¡,91 "The invalidity of that idea
needs no argumentr" Christie wrote,
a canadian public man, unable as he is to recognize that
theory, and unprepared though he be today to disturb Lhe
present practice, must I suppose ask of himself such
questions as these: "As a practical matter how long can
canada allow the present practices to go on? How long can
canada permit a regime under which in effect the lives and
destiny of canadians, perhaps of this generation, perhaps of
the next, are disposed of outside Canada, wþgther by a
trustee or by a friend or by a forefather?"'o
may
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Christie concluded that this situation really should not be
allowed t,o continue for any too long an additional period. He
felt that the only remedy for Lhe dilemmas he had outlined for
canada was the completion of responsible government, a process,
he noted, "which must comprehend foreign affairs to be
3 thut definitive status, he asserted,
real
could only
legitimately and rearistically be considered as having been
attained when "the executive act and the stroke of the pen that
put canada into a state of war" resides in ottawa rather than
l,ondon.94 From this point of viewr christie sketched, in the
spring of 1926, what he thought r^ras an immediately necessary and
readily achievable goal for Canada as a nation:
1. The assumotion by canada of complete responsibility for
af fairs wit,h the f riendly agreemãnt of Great
!,.f foreign
Britain
and with recognition of all õtner states.
2. An agreement with Great Britain to the following effect:
(a) That Great. Britain and canada are both concerned
to observe their obligations under the Covenant
to promote internatioñal co-operation and to
achieve international peace and security;
(b) That each desires (in the sense of the ne\Á/
def inition of Art.icle 16 of the Covenant) to
co-operate loyaIly and effectively in support of
the Covenant and in resistance to any acl of
aggression which is compatible with its military
situation and takes its geographical position
into account.
(c) That Great Britain and Canada wilI maintain the
closest consultation in all matters affecting
either the relations between the communities
comprised in what is known as the British
Commonwealth of Nations or of the peace of the
wor Id .

(d) That should a situation arise threatening to
involve either of them in war, Great Britain and
Canada shall communicate with one another fully
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and frankly in order to arrive at an
understanding as to the most efficient means to
take, jointly or separately, to meet the
exigencies of the particulãr situation....e5

rn these few points christie subtry but nonetheless
effectively summar ized the postwar development of his thought
regarding canada's international identity and external
rel-ations. There $Jere no clarion carls for a declaration of
independence in these recommendations, but, if followed, they
would have had basically the same effect as such a declaration.
In essence, Chr istie \^¡as urging that Canada publicly proclaim its
complete external autonomy, promise to support the League in
word, but, by the use of the geographical division of labor he
had long recommended, to avoid responsibilit.y for offering
similar support in deed, and seek a type of association with
Britain and the other ¡ominions that amounted to a system wherein
each country paid lip service to the ideal of a united
Commonwealth and a common heritage but where each would be free
to resolutely pursue its ovrn national interests both in time of
peace and, more importantly, in time of war. According to
Christiers recommendations, Canada would remain in the
Commonwealth and the League of f icial1y.
Hencefort.h, hov,rever,
Ottawars decisions as to what international obligations it would
accept would be based on a frank recognition of the countryrs
relative inability to influence international events and
therefore would entail extremely limited external liabilities for
Canada. "Canada's place in the solution of world problems seems
limited; her interests and weight bring her into them only
intermittentlyr" christie wrote. "folur control of events,
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certainly not unlimited in our region of the earth, is very
shadowy in oLher regions."96
The sum and substance of the four points lísted under the
second heading above signified christiefs judgement that the
immediate postwar conceptions of the League as a "world
organizationr" and the British Empire as a cohesive, cooperative,

and consultative international entity in foreign policy matters,
v¡ere both dead and gone in so far as canada was concerned, and

that Canadars continuing involvement in either would have to be
limited to the extent that membership in each \À¡as estimated by
the government in ottawa as serving and not hindering the
national interest. christie'|s first point
the "assumption
of complete repsonsibility" for conductÍng external affairs
r4¡as, in a nut shell, the crux of his strategy for protecting
canadian interests in the post-Locarno era. "But r do feel that
if canada is to hold togetherr" he argued, "canadians will be
driven in the last ditchr âs their fathers always !üere in other
ditches, to the simplest el-ements of political science, and will
find that responsibility for their region of Nort,h America and
for its repercussions on others in a ne\^¡ age must somehow be
faced by them before the world
that responsibility must rest
where interest and knowledge rest."97 The only viable ans\^¡er
christie saw \^ras to start fresh and work toward developing a
nationar consensus favoring full external autonomy. The
"objective to work for in Canadar" he wrote, "CiÐ a
constitutional convention ÞÐ all parties to study and work out
the problem. "98
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Christie believed that a Canadian constitutional conference
called to decide once and for all on the nature of the country's
international stat,us and responsibilities was the only means of
insuring the survival of Confederation. As he had when he wrote
of the naval crisis just after joining the Department of ExLernal
Affairs in the spring of 1913 and again reflecting, as he had
in 1913, the ideas he had absorbed during the course of his
educational and employment experiences in the united states
during the height of the progressive Era -- christie urged, in a
long memorandum entitled "Responsible Government in Canada. The
Last stager" the adoption of an all-party, non-partisan approach
t,o finding a solution to the controversy over external autonomy
that he believed contained the potentiar for breaking up the
confederation. "To me the pith of the matt€r," christie wrote,
"is that we are up against the sort of a probrem which the party
system simply cannot solve and the attempt to solve it that way
can do the country nothing but harm.,,99 Canada must find,
through the efforts of all groups, pârties, and factionsr ân idea
that wourd permit the country "to def ine her posit.ion. u100 ,'This
is t.he sort of thingr" Christie explained, "vre actually mean when
we say Canada is trying to find her feet.ulol
It must be kept in mind in every point of the search in which
all are engaged the search for some simple coherent idea
íntelligible everywhere throughout this land to the man in
the street who has litt1e time for the niceties of political
thought for some broad national platform on which these
sections ftfrat is, Canada's regionfl may reasonably be
expected t,o stand permanently together
some cement for the
managing minds of these diverse and widely separated
peoples. Railways and other physical means of intercommunication, though indispensable are not enough in
themselves. Co-operation among men means more than
instincts; the human animal wants to know what purpose he is
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to work for. so that, however absurd the conception might
seem in some lightsr wê hay6rto "def ine our position" if r^re
are to stick together
Christie believed that the basic theme in Canada's history
and political experience \^las the countryts development toward
attaining complete responsible government. "No observer of our
historyr" he wrote, "can doubt its reality or the momentum of the
movement, nor indeed the plain practicar necesssity of it if
there is to be effective government and the steady development of
canadars resources."103 th" present state of affairs in canada,
however, in chrístiers opinion amounted to a denial of full
responsible government because there vüere "many acts of state
having legal significance in canada which do not spring from
Canadian authority and which no-one can be called to account for
by the Parliament of Canadu. rt104 ChrisLie, of course, had in
mind one particular "act of state" which he believed all but made
a mockery of canadian claims to responsible government. "our
ultimate legal basisr" he explained,
the vital core of our constitution, is that
the executive
act and the stroke of the pen Lhat can put Canada into a
state of vüar continue to reside in London. It means that the
control of the hour and object of starting the terrific
engine of mass emotion that is let loose by putting our
modern democracy into a state of vrrar will lie in the
discretion of some body of men 3roo0 miles away from our East
Coast, 71000 from our West the personnel of this body not
familiar with us¡ their published reasons for their act noL
easily intelligible from such a distance, their strategy of
the moment perhaps completely unknown to us.
Once the
engine is started it takes charge; the nation becomes a
different thing; rulers can do IittIe but bow to it. The
problem of management becomes one that parliamentary
institutions and party processes are none too well fitted to
cope witht it is pure illusion to imagine that in such
circumstances Canada could examine her ovün interest and
decide her duty and attitude freely and intelligently.
For
this act of state, for its technical consequences under
internaLional Iaw, and, above all, for its extraordinary
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consequences in the public mind, no one can be called to
account by tþg canadian House of commons or people. Nor can
anyone be called to account there on a question- of an
armistice ?r. a peaçñ* the question of stopping the engine,
once it had
begun.rus

rn such a situation, christie craimed, "to argue
that selfgovernment, or rresponsibilityr for her own destiny exists in
canada is a violent abuse of the word...."106 ',The real
responsibilityr" christie concluded rather bitterly,
is where thg startilg
stopping lever of the war engine
is; those who puIl it Sttd
have at sucñ a moment one domináÉing
concern; they are bound as well by duty as by habit and
sentiment to think first of all of the- safet! of the people
who they are responsible to and who can caII them to ãccount;
and this is what lhey have to think of in the years before.
Beside all that what
is left in ottawa, whethei you call it
"a voice in foreign affairs" or a seat in the rmþerial
conference, is now ilrusory. To savrgfherwise müst be a
pretence that can do Canada no good.
Christie believed that these constitutional defects were
basic handicaps that greatly limited Ottawars ability to control
the decisions regardíng \¡rar and peace, and that they should be
detailed explicitly for the canadian public t,o recognize and
study. once generally understood by the public, christie
maintained that a suitable program for attaining complete
external autonmy should be drafted and presented for debate and
discussion at. the constitutional convention he proposed. Such a
program should include provisions for establishing a Canadian
sovereign state, for negotiating a treaty with Great Britain
calling for "aIl practicable consultationi vüarlike action at a1l
times being decided freely in the light of eventsr'and for
retaining canada's membership in the League of Nations unless
Ottawa came to believe that it was being',driven out by the
momentum of its pre-occupation with primarily European affairs
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Þtil

always interpreting her obligations and interventions

in regard to all regions of the earth in a sense compatible with
her geographical position....ú108 Christie also argued that
ottawa should complement these foreign policy moves by an
application for Canadian membership in the pan-American Union in
orderrrto protect her position in the Western Hemispherer" and by
negotiating a treaty with the united states providíng for
consultation 'ron North American affairs
for example¡ on
Asiatic and possibry on European immigration and othe extracontinental matters of concern¡ âs well as Canadian-American
economic and boundary problems."109 rThis is only a sketch to be
f illed in þt a constitutional conf erence]f , " Christie wrote.
But it seems to me to suggest a true picture of what as a
community r¡re have to come to in our now long occupation of
our region of the earth. rt respects what Lrre maþ shows us¡
that we are of the New world; it respects the posêibirities
of our relationship with the other British couñtries and with
Europe; iL gives fair promise to the future of the Englishspeaking worldt it conforms to another inescapable reàtity
the momentum of our movement tog^rgçd responsible government;
it is in the spir it of t,he age. rro
In sum, Christie believed that by Ig25-L926 Canadar âs a
result of its participation in the Great War and what he called
the "momentum" of its traditional striving toward complete selfgovernment, had arrived at a point where it had the substance of
sovereignty but did not possess the legal and constitutional
forms that would make its craims to responsibre government
irrefutable before the rest of the world. He berieved that
substance clearly was not enough, and that the immediate
formulation of nev¡ legaI forms, and the subsequent entrenchment
of those forms in a distinctively Canadian constitution, vras an
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indispensable necessity if the confederation was to be
preserved" christie believed that, too many canadians
underestimated the importance of the regalities invorved in
determining the country's international stat,us, and that they
v/ere prone to generally adopt attitude that held "let us not take

this legaI business too seriousry; let us be practicar men, ret
well alone."111 He considered such an attitude to be natural
enough given canada's great geographical distance from the
everyday European diplomatic and political

affaÍrs that had led
to the Great War and Canadian participation therein. Moreover,
he recognized the t.remendous strength of tradition in Canada and
the resulting reluctance to think about substantive alterations
in the countryrs constitutional inheritance, admitting that even
for himself it was "no great preasure to specurate on the
disturbance of the symbols under which r have grown up.. .."Lr2
Nevertheless, christie believed that canadars Iega1 symbols no
longer were adequate to express and protect either the countryrs
international stat,us or its national interests, and that they
therefore must be modified or replaced in order to address
current circumstances effectively. ChristÍe thought that it was
much too dangerous for Canadars future to be satisfied with the
constitutional status quo simply because it was the safest, most
expedient course of political action; "when symbols reach the
point where they no longer express the facts of our existencer"
Christie warned, "they sti11 rnay retain a por¡Jer to stir emotions,
produce false perspectives, and lead men to futility,
ridicule or
disaster."113 To remedy this situation, to reform and modernize
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the national legal symbors, and to alrow canada to attain
complete self-governmentr christie recommended that a nonpartisan, all-party conference be convened to discuss and alter
the constitution and thereby decide on Canadars future course of
action as a unique and sovereign natíon.114 "somehow we wilr be
drivenr" Christie wrote,
to something having the real nature of a National Assembly
some.body whose members are bound by the terms of their
appointment to deliberat,e and act tägether not partly as
party men but wholly as national men, approaching a national
problen by attempting to pool and appry- in sometñÍng like the
scientific spirit all the countryrs ãccumulated e*pãrience of
political science and art; whose capacity by reason
of its
rnethod of composition is commensurate witfr tfre realities of
the problem. rn principle is there any other alternative
our immediate polit.ical prospect that óffers any hope of in
dayl igh
t

?

As for the idea mentioned
Lhat parliament might in
be conceived as acting ad hoc in this
extraordinary capacity, is it not rea1ly a-fafEã
conception? How would a Parliament elected on present lines
act in such a matter
in what mood? But that is not the
only real question" You have to look at the mechanics of the
problem. we are a federation of provinces and regions. The
Constituent Assembly would have to be composed in accordance
with that condition and all that implies. It has always been
so both in our own experience and in that of all other
federations. The House of commons is composedr âs regards
the distribution of its membership, to reilect almost exactly
the mathematical relation between the populations of the
various provinces; its members are appointed by
constituencies more or less arbitrarily carved out within the
provincial boundaries. How could it be imagined as being
competent t9 approach our fundamental problem of arriving at
responsibility and of defining the terms on which it is Éo be
exercised no matter what kind of solution is irnaginedzll5
rn a country riven by regional, economic, and linguistic
divergences -- christie wrote in early 1927 that canada was "a
some circumsLances

geographical monstrosity and v\re are rent with sectionalism
and our racial conflict

is a nightmar",'116 Christie believed
that only a non-partisan effort to alter the constitution would
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carry sufficient legal and moral forc.e to arlow canadians to
declare themselves ful1y sovereign and thereby assume complete
responsibility for the countryrs future. His 1egal education and
background Ied him to focus -- perhaps excessivelyr âs professor
stacey has suggestedllT on the 1ega1 forms and symbols of

canadian nationality"

tt can be argued, and it was argued at the
time,118 that christie vras too little the politician and too much
the lawyer, and that, this deficiency prevented him from
formulating a politically practical method whereby the question
of Canada I s international status could be settled
definitively.ll9
Be that assertion as it may, however, it seems nonetheless
obvious that international and imperial events and his own
personal experiences in the years betweeen 1923 and L926 caused a
signíficant refocusing of Christie's attitudes about Canada, the
Empire, and the course of international affairs. By Lg26
Christie no longer used as his basic frame of reference the idea
of canada always act,ing internationally in conjunction with
Britain and the other Dominions; instead, he had come to regard
Canada as an individual actor on the world stage whose national
interests and geographical location map made her most important
external ties those that she maintained with the United States,
rather than those she retained with her former imperial
associates. ïndeed, for the remainder of his life and career
Christie would attempt on the basis of the reorientation of
his thought. which occurred between L923 and L926 to discern
and delineate for Ottawa avenues of advance along which it could
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complete Canadars external autonomy and enhance its international

status, whi1e, at the same time, seeking to protect the country's
national interests by defining foreign poricy from what he
considered to be the proper and irrefutable starting point of
accepting the fact that canada was geographicarly,
temperamentally, and politically

a North American rather than

a

European nation.

After 1926 Christie became single-mindedly concerned with
what he perceived to be the necessity for canadians to
collectively proclaim in some fashion their sole "responsibility"
for whatever was to become of their country. The strength and
endurance of t.his belief gave Lo Christie's post-1926 work a tone
of stridency, impatience, and, aÈ those times when he sensed that
his advice was going unheeded, a hinL of cynicism that did not
always characteríze the nature of its substance. christie's
post-Locarno attitude vüas one that $¡as starkly nationalistic and
one that can be summarized in his sinple, constant urgings that
Canada must act on its o$rn behalf and declare itself responsible
for its own future. rrlf we are to act as a responsible community
actsr" christie emphasized in the concluding sectÍon of his
memorandum "Responsible Government in canada. The Last stager',
we must, one \¡Jay or another , f ír st of all assume
responsibilit.y in the political sense and without
equivocation. rf we assume that our geography and our
history have made us a distinctive, cõmpetent-group !ùe cannot
escape the- simplest principles which thé art oi ma-naging
relations between groups of human beings is based upõn.' rf
we are to play a part in the affairs of the world whicfr r^re
cannot escape from, there must be a canada that is made
intelligible to ourselves first and then, to the best of our
abilit.y to all others. rf we are to act in international
politics, both in the Britannic family and iffil
family, we must first become a fully self-conscious national
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group organised to think and speak and act. Let us not
permit this truism to be obscured or perverted by
indiscriminate diatribes against "nat-ionalism". No community
ever acted with advantage to itself and others without- this
conscious communion of purpose and sense of integrity.LzrJ

It is only in assuming full "responsibility" for the content and
conduct of its external relations, christie wrot,e, that canada
would find "the constant, natural, human force for our compass
our true magnetic North. At arl events, if vye are not prepared
to assume that much from our pastr r¡r€ can assume no constant
whatever."L2L For the next fifteen years, christie wourd do his
best to force canadians to take what he deemed to be the final
step toward full responsibre government, urging them to "use t,he
compass Gfrat is, the desire for responsible governmen$ that has
always proved true whenever we have used it... ."I22
Conclusion
Most previous studies of Christie have concluded that the

period between L923 and L926 vüas a time of profound, even radical
change in his thinking regarding the imperial system and Canadafs
place in it. Indeed, the changes in Christie's attitudes
detected hitherto have 1ed, as has been noted earlier, such
thorough and careful scholars as Professors Stacey and Bothwell
to estimate, respectivery, that christie was "unstable as well as
brilliant" and that his post-1922 thought and writings could only
be explained adequately through recourse to the "murky science of
psychology. "

It may be, however, that the "change,' described by previous
investigators appeared to be so radical only because they
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believed too easily that christie, before rgz3, had never
deviated from an uncritical and idealistic advocacy of a "common
imperial foreign policy" and some form of a federated imperial
state. More accurately, Christie should be viewed as a pragmatic
and realistic individual who, having experienced the divisive
domestic tensions caused by the Great lrlar and beginning, as a
result, to appreciate the fragility of canadian unity, came to
believe that canada's externar poricy shourd be based on well
defined national
not imperial
interests, aimed at
establishing complete canadian sovereignty, and carried out by
almost, ad hoc adaptations to the situations generated by the
course of international events. In this Iight, the nature of the
difference between Christiefs thought in Ig23 and that of 1926
becomes less a matter of radical or abrupt change and more one of
consistent, incremental development. The influence of American
progressivism on Christie's thought was never more evident than
during t.he years between 1923 and 1926. Throughout these years
he attempted consistently to accommodate canadars domestic
situation and prospects to the demands of the world as he found
them; he \4ras not one to linger sentimentally over imperial
formurae, p1ans, traditions, and dreams that flew in the face of
the realities that he had encountered personalIy.L23
on his arrival in Britain in L923, christie's attitude
toward foreign policy for canada and the Empire turned upon a
single major point; namely, that the Dominions' preoccupation
with local interests and postwar reconstruction required the
Brit,ish cabinet to assume responsibility for creating a
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diplomatic environment that would protect the national Ínterests
of both Britain and the nominions and allow for a breathing space
in which the intra-imper-iaI relationship could be sorted out and
regularized. vühile this assignment might at first glance seen a
tall order indeed and one that for the Dominions nearly
amounted to a retrogression from the international status tirey
had achieved through their respect.ive war efforts and their
participation at versailles
christie envisioned it as a
process where Britain could hold the ring for the Empire through
the largery negative policy of refusing to become entangred in
European politicar affairs, either formally or informally, that
might conceivabry lead to a new war. By staging this hording
action, Christie thought that tsritain could provide for itself
and the Dominions the tine in which to complete the
constitutional rearranging mandated by Resolution rx of the
fmperial War Conference of L9L7.
Christie laid out this plan in the Sunday Express and the
Round Table in late Lg23 and early 1924, only to see it almost
immediately begin to unravel as a result of the fracas
surrounding the conclusion of the Treaty of Lausanne, and then be
battered to the edge of extinction by the debates over t,he Draft
Treaty of Mutual Assistance and the Geneva protocor. Already
reeling from these setbacks, christie savJ his sche¡ne deart a
death blow in the shape of the Locarno pact and Britain,s
signature thereto. For Christie, Locarno tied London inseparably
to Europe, and, at the same time, ended once and for arl whatever
remaining chance there might have been for the initiation of the
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consultative and cooperative imperial foreign policy planned for
in Resolution rx. "To keep on chasing the idea of 'dipromatic
unity'r" christie wrote after Locarno, "... is to chase the will
o' the wisp.... For us in Canada it is gone."I24
Britain's foreign policy decisions regarding Europe between
L922 and L925
that is between Lausanne and Locarno
foreclosed any chance of realizíng the plan that Christie had so
carefully outlined in his journalistic endeavors of I923-L924.
Londonrs decisions in and of themselves probably are enough to
rationally explain Èhe motivat,ion behind the change in Christie's
attitude without resortingr âs some historians have done, to
suggestions that mental or emotional instability provoked the
alterations in his víew. Indeed, given Christiers consistently
non-ideological and pragmatic approach to securing fu11 external
autonomy for canada, the events of Lg22-rgz6 seem to provide
ample explanation for the development of Christie's views in the
period without the necessity of hunting for hidden motivational
factors. The conclusion of the Locarno pact, in Christiers
opinion, threw canada back on its o$rn resources -- both physical
and imaginative
and made it incumbent on Canadians to take
control of their ovrn future by def ining the country's
international status and responsibilitíes soleIy on the basis of
a clear and cold-blooded calculation of the requirements of the
national int,erest. "Canada today, unlike every European country
and every other American count,ryr" Christie concluded,
has no coherent state structure and idea Et"l which her
citizens unite in giving their obedience and allegiance. The
one project ever entered upon to reach this end has broken
down. The existing incoherence cripples the whole range of
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our political activity. We must have a coherent,
project if there is soing to be a Canada ar
åil"tl¡nib1e
Christiers anserer f.or this dilemma was the calling of a nonpartisan constitutional convention which would represent all of
canadars provinces, regions, political factions, and linguistic
groups. This convention would decide on the precise terms and
means for establishing canada as a completely sovereign state.
Thereafter, christie believed, canada courd legit,imately claim
that it possessed fuIl responsible government in both its
domestic and external affairs, and, for better or worse, the
country would be free to work out its own destiny. "The exercise
of responsibilityr" Christie maintained, "is oners own act, an
exertion of oners own wí11.u126 After Lg26r ârr on-going effort
to prompt his countrymen to undertake such an action wculd form
the centrar theme for the remainder of christiers career.

Chapter 5: Notes

1.) R. Bothwe1l, "Bureaucratic rmperialismr" op. cit., p. 343.
2.) Ibid., p. 347.
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canadian Historicar Associ_eliqn Historical papers,canadar,,
1967, p. i-6,
ãnã c.P.
volume
ïr Lg2LTþg=llacken?
"
=1948
Press, 1981, p. 83.
4:) , Library of congress, Frankfurter papers, container 43, L.c.
christie to Felix Frankfurter, 1g september L923.
5.) christie's goal in these journaristic efforts was to put
before the public
and, he hóped, before the men ,uspo.r=ibiu
for the conduct of British foreLgn poricy as
an estimate
of how the interests of the oomiñioñs shõuld welr
be
factored
into the
formulation of Britain's external- policies. ,,ï suppose what
r am
gf iyilq 3! fin, trre sunëay gæ_r=eeq äna rhe Round raËie_-ãrtïäi"¡;'
he tord sir Robert Bõ'ããn ln-4-pring
of-ETT,-Ts the failure
of many people hgrç (in eriturÐ tõ reãlise thai the Enpire
more than Great Britain and thJworld more than Europe. No\^risthat
the French fsecurityr issue,is bobbing up again we mäy expect as
time goes on to havè to define our atÉitüde toward nuiope'rairiy
closery-. There is talk of our giving guarantees of
the Rhineland anã so ón] tqost of it proceeds as
'l"utralising'
though the Dominions either did not exist or were meie countíes
of Engrand..n." see pAc, MG 26H, Borden papers, Volume 264,
T9lger 58, p- L48077A, L.c. chrisrie ro R.r: Borden, L7 March
1924

"

6-) In two of his installments in the Sundaf Express, Christie
recognizedtheapparent1yunavoidab1esffimic1inks
that Britain had with Europe, and argued that these should and
could be maintained in a manner which did not lead to political
involvement.

"The phrase ftnut is, the overarl titre of christiers
newspaper articles "Britain is Getting out of nurope!, of
course, does not mean that $/e shall have no furthei
relations whatever with the nations of the continent. Vüe
have always been in intercourse with them, and !Íe shall
always be. v{e shall continue to send there and receive
therefrom Ambassadors, consuls, and all the rest of the
paraphrenalia of official intercourse; while, more important
stilI, all the manifold and complex social and conmerðial
associations that are the modern worrd will retain
themselves whether Government wiIls it or noL. But we shall
strictly mind our own business and interests, and expect
others to mind theirs. I¡Ie shall give advice if it is sought
and if it is in our own interest to do so. rf and when sõme
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ne\,r

peril from that quarter threatens our

terriÈory we may
perhaps again look to the $rays and means, the
and arrangements, by which tô save our skins.,' comb-inationÉ
public consumption christie posited the
. Although_for
maintenance
of Britainrs traditional commercial and financial
ties with Europe, he \¡¡as in private somewhat
sañõulnã-ãnout
the desirability of such a cóurse of poricy. tesJ
rnáeãà, christie's seems to have f avored Lord Beaverbroo-k's pian for tuíf impãiiaf
preference both as a means fgr deriving e-conomic
for
the members of the Empire and as a furÉher methodadvantagä
of
isòÍatiñõ
and insulating Britain from European affairs.
have no
on fiscal affairsr"-Christie wrote'rio rranffurter
]Orinciples'
3ust' before the British general election of L924,
on which r propose to follow the debate is
I'Th" position
that
which gays that i1 fácing the existing world created by
the industrial revorution of [r¡e last centúry, England is
defenceless and needs a r¡reapon @rrat is,
r*p-"iiur
PreferenceJ. All T know is-that-the economic situation here
is vsry, Xer=I_ grave. My general inclination is to get
command o_f_the
vreapon at all costs. rt may
a dañgerous
weapon. All weapons are dangerous. But as be
a
broad
princlpre of slfalegy r'g sat first get the v¡eapon and then
depend upon politicãr skill tor the ñise à"a piäfitabre use
of it. ..."
After the election, Christie conceded that,
I'Protection is dead f or the moment, but I f ind it dif f icult
to escape the conclusion, in all the circumstances
confronting BriLain and the Empire, that it is bound to come
and will eventually be put through by a conservative Gov,t,
with the enthusiastic supporÈ of-l,abóur or vice versa. . . . "
For christie, a system of imperial preference was a means
protecting Britain and the Empire fiom destructive economicfor
competition and an additional method of disengagement from the
rest of the world while the imperial constitutional relationship
was being righted. christie's advocacy of semi-isolation for
Britain in the middle 1920s, perhaps mãkes somewhat more
explicable his fierce preference for a position of isolation for
Canada after he rejoined the Department of External Affairs in
1935. The idea of isolating onãself from adversity and hostility
yþi}" preparing a new course of action is a recurring theme in
christie's thought, and an examination of that tendeñcy on
several occasions in widely separated time periods gives to it an
appearance of consistency that makes questionable earlier
estimates of his thought being erratic and/or unstable. For the
above see PAc, MG 30 E44t christie papers, volume gt Forder 29,
pp. 9207-92l3_ul9 9181, L.c: Çhristie, "Britain is Getting out of
Europe The Fallacy of political rntervention for Economic
Endsr" Sunday Express, 20 September 1923, and
to the
British Empirero Smday_ Exprèss, 30 September "Turn
1923¡ and Library
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of congress, Frankfurter Papers, conLainer 43, L"c. christie to
Felix Frankfurter , L6 November L923, and L.c. christie to Felix
Frankfurter, 10 December L923.
7.) PAC, MG 30 F.44, Christie papers, Volume g, Folder 29, p.
9191, L"C" Christie, "Getting Out of Europe" The Dominions'
viewpointr" sunday Express¡ 7 october 1923. rn addition to the
threat Lhat involvement in Europe posed t.o the imperial system,
Christie told Frankfurter that he believed that the Empire had
been bled white duríng the Great trrlar and now díd not "have the
resources to pacify Europe.... "
Several of Christie's correspondents responded negatively,
or at least with great skepticism, to his arguments favoring
British withdrawal from the continent. The most effective of
these rejoinders probably was that written by Herbert Croly,
editor-in-chief of the New Republic. 'f think you
underestimate, " Croly wFte,
"the effect of the purely psychologicar elements in the
situation. After the intimacy which has existed between
Great Britain and her continental alries for the last
eighteen years I don't see how she can wiLhdraw
participation in continental politics wiÈhout implying by
that withdrawal a much more emphatíc and explicit
condemnation on moral and political grounds of what is nov\t
happeníng than you yourself think advisable."
In the same vein, Lord Byng told Christie rather tersely that his
ideas v¡ere interesting but probably not practical. rrlt is aII
quite clear if it could be made possibler" the Governor General
wrote after reading Christie's nevüspaper articles, "but the mesh
of European politics is very tight"" see Library of congress,
Frankfurter Papers, Container 43, L.C" Christie to Felix
Frankfurter, 4 October 1923¡ PAC, Mc 30 E44t Christie papers,
Volume 9, Folder 30, p. 9482, Herbert Croly to L.C. Christie,29
December L923; and, Ibid., Reel C-3882, pp. 9480-948L, Lord Byng
to L.C. Christie, 27 March L924.
B.) L.C. Christie, "Getting Out of Europe. The Dominipns
Viewpointr" Sgnday Express, 7 October L923r op. cit. As already
noted' Christie defined the action that might doTirreparable"
damage to the Empire as a decision by London to enter into an
alliance or system of guarantees with any Continental power or
powers. This was, in fact, his undeviating attitude a?ter LgzLl
and it. acted as a very real brake on his devotion to the
Empire. Several authors, including Colonel Stacey, have remarked
on Christiers continuing devotion to the goal of imperial unity
and a common Enpire foreign policy into the mid-1920s, often
quoting a letter written by Christie to Meighen in December 1924
in which he said that he could not imagine how Canadars
indíviduality could be "preserved in añy shape at all except
through the British Empire." This quotation does indeed sound as
though it was written by an individual devoted to what Professor
Inglis has called the "Imperial idea. " Questions regarding this
zBB

interpretation of christie's attitude arise, however, when the
relevant section of a letter christie wrote to o.M. Biggar at the
same time is quoted. "Assuming as r do that there is ãõmething
in canadars individuality worth preservingr" he exprained to

B

iggar

,

'f cannot on looking at the map of the world see how it can
be preserved in any shape at all except through the British
Emp_ire; while lookinq again at the maÞ, r do ñot see how the
itistr] E" @pirfl "caá give irsetf äny decent chance of
P,tf
tiving except by insisting that it is nõt part of the intraContinental systen in the strategic sense, that it is an
intermediary wortd system, and tñat it cannot usefully to
itself or others talk about a pooling of power with other
nations until the world comes lo the tablã."
While willing to seek Canada's future within the Empire, Christie
obviousl-y \¡ras only willing to do so as long as certãin criteria
such as Britain's steering clear of continental political
entanglements were met. Once t,hose dangerous coñnections were
mgdg by London through its signature of the Locarno pact,
Christie regarded the existing imperial system as holding out few
benefits for canada. Throughout the 1919-1926 period
Igm?iningsupported
Christie
cont,inued Canadian involvement in the imperial
gnry so long as it was to the countryrs advantage to be so
Çystem
involved. Professor Inglis vüas somewhat clõser to the mark than
Colonel Stacey when he wrote that Christie v\ras committed to an
"rmperial ideã" that !üas developing but not yet complete in the
postwar years. An understanding that Christiers postwar attitude
toward the Empire !üas pragmatic rather than unquestioníng makes
the difference between his pre- and post-Locarno estimates of the
value of participation in the imperial system to Canada seem much
less sharp. See C.P. Stacey, "Nationalit.y: The Experience of
Canadar" gp. cit., p. l-4¡ Alex I. Ing1is, "Loring Christie and
tþg Inperial ldea: 1919-1926, " gp_. cit., p. 2L¡ and, pAC, Mc 30
E'44t Christie Papers, Volume I0, ro1ããr 31, pp. 9544-9545, L.C.
Christie to O.M. Biggar, 18 December L924.

9.) L.C. Christie, "A Basis for Imperial Foreign policyr" Round
Table, XIV, 52, 3 (March, L924) , p.272. By the mid-1920s,
Christie clearly had concluded that military guarantees of the
type that Britain had extended to Belgium and France before 1914
involved "too far-reaching liabilities"
and should be avoided at
all costs. For Christiefs views of the pre-1914 guarantees and
his opinion of nilitary guarantees in geñera1 see pAC, MG 30 F-44l
Christie Papers, Volume 10, Folder 31, p. 9576, L.C. Christie,
unaddressed letter, but almost certainly meant for Philip Kerr,
12 January L925

L.C. Christie, "A Basis for Imperial Foreign policyr" op.
cit", p. 281.
11.) Ibid., p.284. Christie believed that the absurdity of the
Empire tryíng to act as if it were a land power was blatantly
10.

)
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obvious. "The truth isr" he wrote , "that in attempting to behave
as though we were a land power we become as ridiculous as a fish
out of water. Vüe went on the land per force dur ing the vüar , but
it was expeditions we sent." See rbid.
12.) rbid., p. 285. christiers essay in the Round Table marks
another step in the development of his personaT-EÏ-reGE-õn the
importance of geography, añd each count?y's respective
geographical position on the glober âs a vital determinant in the
formuration of its foreign policy. rn the r92r-L923 periodr âs
has been seen, Chr istie suggested that Article 10 of the Covenant
of the League of Nations be modified so as to insure that the
responsibility for applying military and/or economic sanctions
against an aggressor nation faIl in the first instance to the
nations in the geographic area adjacent to the disturbance.
Likewise, in Beaverbrookrs sunday-Expressr christie noted
exp1icit1ythatEuropewas@phica1regioninwhich
the Empire did not have a direct physical stake. rn the Round
Table, Christie expressed his opinions regarding the incrEãÏ-ng
"regionalization" of the world, and the ramifications which he
believed that the process had for a countryrs international
political involvements, in the following manner.
"We may conceive, too, of the wortd as consisting of
severar regions or systems of peopÌe. There is a European
system which by reason of the Mediterranean includes the
Near East and North Africa; there is an American system;
there is an Asiatic system -- i.e., Eastern and Southern
Eastern Asia beyond the great middle desert.
Vühile to a considerable extenÈ they are inter-related
economically, these regions regard themselves as politically
involved with one another only when the political processes
of one region become so surcharged and active as actually to
over-reach it.s own boundaries and impinge on another
reg

ion.

',

Christie believed that the Empire, because of its geographical
diversity, did not fit satisfactorily into any of the world
systems, and for that reason its leaders should attempt to keep
aloof from all of Èhem. "One the other handr" he wrote.
in the true viewr wê see the Empire as an island Power, but
also as a specÍal system with a peculiar intermediary
relation toward the other regions, bound therefore to
scrut.inise, though not necessarily in the exact sense to
interest itself in developments in all of them
.".The Empire has its special intermediary role; its chief
member, Great Britainrand certain Crown Colonies, are
inescapably placed in constant contact with Europei so with
Canada and certain Crown Colonies with America; so with
Australasia and the Asiat,ic region; while South Africa again
as part of that great stretch of l-and is in touch with
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Europe" Though we should not bind ourselves to any of these
regionsr \dê cannot ignore the problems arising from our
contiguity to them.',
In sum, therefore, Christie believed that the Empire was,
because of both self-interest and geographical realit!2, a syslem
unto itself and that its proper role was- to look after its ãwrt
security and t,o hold watching briefs over the affairs of those of
the world's other regions that could have an impact on it.
this point_of _view, canada vüas part of the Empi?e's regional From
system in L923, and it was therefore within tñat systeñ that its
security and future rested. lr7hen Britain disrupteã the imperial
regiolal system between L923 and Lg26 by bindini itself
politically to Europe, Christie believeã that Cãnada,
better
or vüorse, was tossed off on its ovün to find security inforone
of
the worldrs other systems, i.e., the American or Noitrr American
system. VÍhat traditionally has been described as Christie's
isolationism in the 1930s therefore must also be understood, in
partr âs an attempt to find and define a place
for Canada in the
Amerigul regional system, which, after thã dissolution of the
rmperiar regÍonal system, \¡/as the one to which canada's
geographical location best conformed and the one from which it
could best protect the countryts national interests. The primacy
of geographical considerations in Christie's ideas regardiñg theproper analytic method for determining the content of-Canadlan
foreign policy cannot be overstressed. See lbid., pp. 293, 295,
and 287.

13") At this point in'time christe continued to believe that

canada had a special role to play in keeping Anglo-American
relations amicable" "Rea1ly the canadiañ eóverñmentr" he told
Meighen in the spring of 1924, "is not furfilling
its duty to the
Canadian people
to say nothing of the Empire
watches every departure of British foreign polcy with a special
view to British-American relations and makes Íts opinion decisively felt at the Foreign office or in any neþotiations
where British-American rerations may be even indirectly
involved...." See PAC, MG 26 It Meighen papers, Volume 136,
Folder L77 (2), p. 0B20BB, L.c. christie to A. Meighen, 24 April
L924.

14.) rbid., p. 286. christie described his view of what the
nature of the proper relationship between the United States and
the British Empire should be at the time of the Geneva Protocol
in t.he following manner.
"There is_, it seems to me, just one posture for the
B-. Gitishl
n. fmp$Ð to assume toward trrat enigma fttrat is,
the United StateEf
. Stand on our ovÍn feet. necogräse fuIly
the rights and standing to which America's posit,ion and
pov\¡er entitle her. we can af ford to: there-rs no necessary
clash betwee! her position and ours. Thus Ì^7e have agreed
þt the Washington- Conferencfl to share sea-power eqúa1ly
with her; this implies honest co-operation and hence an
29r

obligation not to commit our naval power in advance to
important poricies without carrying her judgment. r don't
suggest that we are never to act alone; doubtless we should
act on many occasions; but we ought to preserve our freedom
of decision. rfr âs the naval staff meñ here sây, these
erotocol'fl rsanctions' will afwayi tend to
Ff,. Geneva
force
increases in the British Navy, it would not be hard to
st.art washington on a naval compet.ition. r cannot myself
get over, in connection with the @enevfl protocol,
the
significance of the washington conferenóè, and r have not
once in the course of the whole discussion here seen any
attempt to meet this point, which goes not merely to treaty
conditions, but to the very decencies of understãnding, aná
to one of the most sensitive points in American traditíon
and make-up. On the other hand, if r¡re ever have any
question up wiÈh her
of íf. she makes unjustifiable
demands on us -- make sure our case is good, then look her
straight in the êyê, and give it to her hard, spelling it
out in simple a,b,c terms so that it wourd be iñteIligible
to the public everywhere. AII this may sound like mere
words, but it would not be hard to turn up cases some of
them in the files of the Department of External Affairs
to prove t,hat therers success in the attiLude; and there are
some failures in Canadian and British diplomacy due to a
timid posture in the face of that enigma.'
Throughout his career, Christie vras always particularly
conscious of the opinion of the Unit,ed States government when he
vüas considering the potential international "commitments" that
should or should not be undertaken by Britain" Christie feared
not only that special ties to Europe might compromise Britain's
obligations to the United States undertaken at the Washington
Conference, but that such ties would weaken the Empire's
cohesion, thereby reducing its povrer in the rest of the world and
allowing the United States to step in and fill the resulting
povrer vacumn.

about Locarno giving the game to
"What I mean
America is this. Britain's foundation is sea po!üer.
Keeping free of too many intimate political ties with
Europe, sea povJer has enabled Britain to exercise a veto
povùer over Continental projects. America, another great
extra-continental sea po!üer, has now come into the
picture. With America Britain could either compete or cooperate. The Washington Conference agreements of 4 years
ago were a decision that the veto povler of the sea might be

shared. If Britain now attempts to tie herself intimately
to Europe the danger is
and its a very palpable one
that the veto power will pass to America alone. Instead of
Britain and America acting as the two arbiters over the
Continent (not by agreement but because their interests
would in that event bring them together on that basis) you
would get America alone acting as arbiter over the Continent
plus Britain. This it seems to me would be fatal for the
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Empire for the Dominions. Either the Dominions would by
instinct tend to share the American detachment from
Continental affairs and so fall into the American orbít or
if they tríed to mix intimately with the continent on
Britain's Iead, there might arise a crash that would
have
them at America's mercy, since she is in so strong a
position across the lines of communication between the
Dominions and Britain. "
After the conclusion of the Locarno pact in LgZs, Christie
argued that a concern for the United States and its attitudes,
prejudices, and proclivities toward world events must always be a
foremost consideration in the ninds of
charged with tr,e
responsibility for formulaLing Canadianthose
foreign póticy. Christie
concluded that an estimate of possible American ieaction to
Ottawars foreign policy must play a large role in determining the
manner in which canada now making foieign policy on its own
and for itself
wourd define its ielatioñs witr, Ëurop.. rn
formulating its policies t,oward Europe, christie wrotel canada
would have to factor in much more thãn merely European
considerations.

"-.. she has a 3r000 mile common frontier in North America
with the Power that has emerged during the last century to
alter the distribution of foices in tñe worrd. Here sñe
comes to the heart of her future. she also has to consider
her outlook across the pacific. Her attitude toward a
European or any other regional question
toward a European
League, a European Confederation t ot any other European
political arrangement -- must always take into account these
facts of her political posítion. Àbout Locarno, for
example, or about any such grouping in Europe, a Canadian
must ask whether it is artogether consistent with the basis
of the washington conference by which Britain and America,
agreeing to equal navies, agreed in effect to share the
function of sea power in the world. Might a contingency
arise under Locarno which, because of blockade measúres or a
war-time increase in the British and other European navies,
would precipitate a crisis with the united states? we do
not know. There has been no discussion of such questions.
The Foreign secretary's speech in the House of cómmons had
not a word to say about sea power from beginning to end.
English students of politics- and history realise t.hat there
is the risk that the alliance of Britain's power to that of
Western Europe may in the long run mean that the United
States will exercise toward the continent plus Britain the
sort of veto role traditionally exercised by Britain toward
the Continent. Is it clear that on balance of probability
the security problem of the peoples of Britainr France,
Germany and Italy as it appears to themselves will always
appear in the same sense to the people of the United
States? Englishmen looking at the long future of their
homeland, separated by 3r000 mites of water from America,
can afford to run risks of this order. Canadians can not.
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They cannot enter upon speculations that would contemplate
their being arrayed some day with Europe against America.
If from the last decade theie survives-any validity in the
idea of responsibilities, Canadians will-always fêel that
relations between the branches of the English-êpeaking
peoqles is a question on which no one elée is Uãtter fitteO
to form a judgment and they will view their responsiUiiiiy
on the basis of their own judgment. And if thi-s order ofjudgment is disregarded théy iace the
which no
"i*pi.-iãõt,
General Staff ignores, that should Canada
become involved in
a conflict with the United States, no one either in the rest
of the Empire or in western Europe courd bring to them any

real assistance. n.."
see PAc, MG 30 E44t christie papers, volume r0, Folder 31, pp.
to O.M. Biggar, 1g December Ig24; -'
??+7_-9548, L.C. Christie papers'
MG 26 I., Meighen
vorume ø+, Folder 2g, pp. 036104I9l9:1
036107, L.c. christie
to A. Meighen, 23 December rgzs; and,
Christie eapeis, Volume 23, Folder BB, pp:
J!jq-:,-y9
10 F.44,
2L785-21786,
L.c. christie, ñotes on Discussion by oominiðns
Foreign Policy Group, British rnstitute of rnternalional Affairs,
Chatham House, B February L926.

1s. ) L.c" christie, "A Basis For rmperial Foreign poli.y," op.
cit. r pp.28B and 29I. Christie defined the only time al whîè-h
TTìe Empire I s intervention in Europe would be juslified
as one
that found "the Continent substantially controlled against
ir. " . . " See Ibid. , p. 295.
16.) For the terms of the Treaty of Lausanne and the straits
convention attached thereto see s.J. shaw and E.K. shaw. History
qq the ottomaLimpi¡e ê¡d godern Turkey. volume rr: The RTse-õfern furkev, tg08-1%. Cambridge: Cam
L977 r pp.
5-368; Anthony R. Deluca. Great power nrvalff3llhe ,
Turkish StraiÈs:
Conferencffi
ilq: The Montreux Conferenc
New York: Columbia University press; I9B1
estimate of the effect of thèse two instrurnéñts on the overall
imperial relationship see H. Duncan HaIl. Commonwealth: A History
q! lþe British Commonwealth of Nations. ¡,o

Wostran

L7.) "For in my vieÍ,rrr" christie wrot,e, "it is a huge mistake for
the Empire to enter such commitments as are involved in the
I doubt if anyone here (in ungtanÐ,
Etr?itfl
outside of-Convention
a few of its authors, likes trris convention. rt was
forced on the Turks by curzon under the delusion that he hras
securing the 'freedom of the Straitsr. It will be futile for the
purpose in, any war to which Turkey is a party. The Empire would
have got all it really could get if it. hád fõI1owed the method of
the united states who simply declared that they would expect
freedom and most favored nation treatment in the straits- but
avoiding giving any guarantee. rf some day this commitment
obliges usr for example, to operate a blockade against American
shipping its merits might not seem so obvious to the nations as
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they now do.!' see L.c. christie to A. Meighen, 24 Aprir rgz4l
op. cit", p. 082081.
p. 082078. christie woutd have been chagrined to
19.) rbid.,
discoverr
âs colonel stacey has recently pointed out, that
neither the gritish Foreigñ otrice nor iora curzon wanted
Dominion representation at the Lausanne Conference through the
agency of a British Empire Delegation. see c.p. stacey, canada
end the_Age of _ÇoEflict,.Vo1ume rr: 1921-194gr op. _qi!:, p"-36;
For 9o9d overall discussions of canada and ttre rausanne
eþisode
see rbid., pp" 35-44; philip wigley, canada and the rransition to
ÇomTonweal-thr op. cit. r pp. 209-2L6;
"Whitehall uttq _th".1923 Imperial Conferencer" iournal of rmperial
and Commonwealth
History, I, 2 (January, Lg73l7 Wl Z-27=Z3L-19.) PAc' MG 26 H, Borden papers, volume 264, Folder 58, p.
148084A, L.C. Christie to R.L" Bordenr l0 June L924"
20-) rbid., MG 26 r, Meighen papers, vorume L36, Folder r77 (2),
pp: 082L67-082168, L"C. Christie to Geoffrey Dawson, 1l June
L924.

2L.',) rbid., p.082169.
22.) rbid., p. 082170.
23.) L.C. Christie to A. Meighen, 24 April lg24r op. cit., p.
082084. christÍe detested what he sar^r as King's pencrrãiE roi
seeing a centralizing imperialist behind every aclion or
suggestion of the British government. He believed t.hat a
centralized Empire r¡¡as no longer a realistic possibility and that
King'g paranoia on the subject retarded the development of a
practicar canadian foreign policy by focusing it oñ stopping the
non-existent plots detected by the prime Minister. "A friend
wrot,e mê, " he remarked with disgust Lo sir Robert Borden in the
fall of L925,
"that Mackenzie King was angling for Vincent Massey and Hume
Blake with visions of the glorious battle he and they would
fight together to build the new Jerusarem in which there
should be no shadow of I ImperialisÍr' , in which indeed there
should be no devirs of any hue. whatever fearful context
this word may once have had and may again
I find it
hard, in looking at the England of to-day and as she must be
long years, to understand the mentality of those that
!9r
find reality in the noise of the sonorous syIlab1es.
Perhaps itrs still a useful man of straw to them. But
looking at the income tax here, the Navy, Army, and Air
reductions, the clamour for which grows yearly, the steady
recession of British domination in India, Egypt, etc., the
of the Mandatory System, the wñó-le aspect of
ilpfications
the
extraordinary readjustmeñt óf the relations between the
white man and the man of colour everywhere, it seems to me
to be a man of straw that events will prove to be less and
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Iess useful...."
christie saw King's actíons at the tíme of the Lausanne
Conference as just such an invocation of this particular straw
man. King, he berieved, \47as "a man determined'to-piuç= the
autolomy idea to its extreme limit
on the othei fhunÐ to
avoid any active effort toward real and
co-operation *r,icr,
distastefur to hi*. " By involcing the thèn hollow threatseems
of
imperialism, chrisrie wiore, Kiné ã;ã ñi= cabiñãi *ãru able
ro
sidestep "a proceeding lhat mi_ght eventually force if,.rr, to make
up their minds on a def inire Eforeigfl polióy ... fã"a] r.iaä- themselves behind irrerevant arlusións to the rightì or
Parliament." see pAc, MG 26 H, Borden papers,
vólume 264, Folder
58 r p. 148]-59e, L " c. chr isrie to R. L. eo?den', 29 septembé r lgis-,
and L.C. Christie to A. Meighen, 24 April Lg24, _op-. äit., ppl082084 and
082078-082079.

pp. 082078-082086. clear1y, chrisrie berieved
?+.)
- rbid.r
Kingrs
government, in the mat,ter of the Lausanne Treaty, had rhar
broken faith with the efforts toward and attainmeñis ot enhanced
international status and responsibility for
that had been
achieved by its Conservative-predecessärs. Canada
Canada
"Historically
has always taken the lead amoñg the Dominions,,' Christiã'";oËð;"both in terms of new developments in the rmperial
constitution and in regard tó the maintenancä of the
Dominions-position at each stage
of the structure. The
truth d-f,ltñe present episode -Jó.*i to be that she has no!r' in
effect taken the lead Ln bringing about a retrogression.
That this has come under the ãusþices of a party which has
always made an.especiar boast of-its championship of the
Dominion position ought to be a succulent morsel- for the
Comic Spirit. "
Christiers personal antagonism toward and lack of intellectual
respect f9t rílg at the. time no doubt also added a sharper edge
to his substantive criticisns of the Liberar government-. rn
regard to Kingrs opposition to the straits convention, for
example, christie told Meighen that he too opposed it'and "yet if
r found that rtil ßittg'Ð [osition was in ali- respects the êame
as mine T should féeI-a
ielexamination of my position to be
PAC,
Mc
26
T-t Meighen papers, võIume 136t Folder
iqp"qqtive."
(2) , p. 082l-06, L.c. christle to el Meighen , 25 May 1924, and
L77
L.C. Christie to A. Meighen, 24 April Lg24¡ op. cit., Þ. 082090.
25.) c.P. stacey, canada and the Age of conflict. volume rr:
L92L-I948r op. ciL., p-[/;
26-) L.c. christie to Geoffrey Dawson, 1r June L924, op. cit.,
p. 082619.
27-) PAc, MG 26 T.t Meighen papers, volume 136, Forder L77 (2),
p.. 082L26, L.C. Christie to A. Meighen, 29 May L924, and L.C.
christie to A. Meighen, 24 April rt24r op. cit. r p. og20g1.
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28-) L.c. christie to A. Meighen, 24 April rg24r op. cit.,

08208s

p.

"

29.) rbid., p. 082093. rt is interesting to note that the
advice offered to Meighen in this letter was typical of the
advice given by Chr istie t.o his former super ioi- throughout the
L923-L926 period. on each major internationar event óf
importance to the future of tñe imperiar system during those
years
the Treaty of Lausanne and the Stiaits Conveñtion, the
Draft rreaty of Mutual Assistance, the Geneva protocol,
and the
Locarno Pact -- christie sent the former prime Minister rong
letters, indeed,.almost policy memoranda, offering details of the
agreements' hi" impression of what effects they wóu]d have for
the Empire and canada, and often some advice oi how the
Conservative Party should address the matters in parliament. It
also seems that the Leader of the opposition welcomed, and,
indeed, often solicited christie's ãdvice. on the issue of
Lausanne, for exampJ-e, Mêighen on at least five occasions
requested information, analysis, and judgments from
rt
does not seem inappropriate to concluãe, therefore, christie.
that between
1923 and 1926 Christie, although resident in London, served very
nearly as the Tories' parliamentary foreign affairs critic
on the
basis of the materiars and advice he forwãrded to Meighen. For
Meighenrs requests to Christie regarding the Lausanne episode see
MG 26 T., Meighen papers, Volume 136, Fo1der L77 e7, pp.
l4Çl
082040, 082068-082070, OAZO99-082100, 082183-082139, and
Oe2ßl082199, A. Meighen to L.c. christie, 3 Aprir L924,14 Aprit L924,
12 May L924, 5 June 1924, and 1 July 1924. For Meighenis
requests to Christie for analysis of the Locarno setÈlements see

pp. 036111 and 036r2r-03îr2rt A. Meighen ro L.c. chrisrie,
IÞid.,
24
December 1925 and 4 January 1926, and rbid., MG 30 844.
christie Papers, vorume 26, r'otder 106, pþl-ã:zoo and 23707 | A.
Meighen to L.c. christie, 9 December 1925-and L2 January 1926"
30-) For a good discussion of the diplomacy preceding the Draft
Treaty, its provisions, and its repercussioñs-see G.M. Gathorne4-9hgrt Histgry of InrgrnaÇiona1 Retations, 1920-1939.
lardyt
FourthEdÍtion.London:oxfordUniversityffi-69.
as G.M. Gathorne-Hardy, A sholt History, with
@a
the appropriate page number.)
31-) PAc, MG 30 E.44, christie papers, volume rl, Folder 36, p.
10888, L.c. christie, Draft rreaties of Mutual Assistancer lgFebruary L924.

32.) rbid., p. 10886. Arthough Lhe Empire and canada remained
his primary concerns, christie also believed that the Draft
Treaty would distort the natural course of the Leaguers
development_._ In regard to the League, he believed that the Draf t
Treaty was "impracticable and even-dangerous an atternpt to
this elaborate structure upon
already
:uggfni*p91"
suffiêiently complex structure of the lãaguethe
would be calculated
to do the League a great disservice...."
see pAc, MG 30 844,
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Christie_Papers, Volume L2, Folder 39, p. 1132g, L.C. Christie to
R.L. Borden, 4 July L924"

33.) L.c. christie, Draft rreaties of Mutual Assistance, L9
pp" lOBB6-10987.
34.) Ibid., p. 10Bgg.
35.) PAc, MG 30 F-44, christie papers, volume g,
30,
p.9452' L.c. christie to o.M. Biggár, 29 February Folder
L924, and', L.c.
Christie, Draft Treaties of }4utuál assistance, 19 February 1924,
gp._gjg., p. f0888. As the I923-L926 period progressed, ônristie
tended to emphasize increasingly his cóntentiõn lfrat Britain
should remain divorced from European affairs not only to preserve
the possibility of imperiar coopãration, but also to keep open
the possibility of a \47orking asãociation with the UnitedStätes
should Britain at some point be threatened by a continental
power.
February 1924r op. cit.,

" rn reality it comes to this: that, the vÍorst, case rÁre
must consider, a combined threat from the continent, will
imperil also the interests of the other islanders @f,ut is,
the united state$, thus obliging them, rike ourseñes,
to
consider Èhe position as it developsr and in the end to
resist it. Although America, for éxample, has withdrawn
from participation in European politicár affairs, which no
longer compel her intervention, she physicalty cannot
withdraw from the world; andr âs she-hãd once to act
decisivelyr . so, in a comparable contingency affecting her
world position, wil1 she be forced to áct ãgain.

chri:t¡e apparently believed that the Empire, in an emergency,
would be a much more attractive partner to the United Státes if
it \^ras not seen as having willingIy implicated itself in those
European af fairs that lrlashington had so acrimoniously turned its
back on in the early 1920s.
In regard to Britain's will-ingness to cultivate continental
commitments of a type dangerous to the Empire and odious to the
Americans, Christie vras concerned particulary over the British
Labour ?arty's propensities in the fierd of foreign poricy.
"They f-trre spokesmen of the Labour eartfl talk of -théir aüty to
save Europe," Christie complained.
"One must allow something for political rhetoric but behind
it all there is in fact an idea apparently that such is
Iiterally their duty and their fuñótion. rn any strict
sense this is sheer nonsense. Our contribution to the
'salvation" of Europe and the world can only consist in
trying ourselves to behave as decently as we may while
pursuing our business of making a living. But many of these
peoplg envisage something much more a process and
activity that involves our butting in arr-over the lot,
knocking together the heads of those whom we consider to be
bad boys and generally supervising their bringing up. .. . "
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Christie also added that he could not understand the readiness of
"Labour and others ... to idealise anythingr" and warned that
such a course of escalating involvemeñt in-Èurope, whether under
the Leaguers auspices or otherwise, could conceivabry be "some
day to find Great Britain in effect tied up to a conlinental
faction just as in pre-war days and the nmþire subjected to the
strain of an impossible idea." Christie betieve¿ tfrat LabourIs
leader \^¡as a special threat in this regard. "Ramsay Macdonald is
said to be a cocksure sort of personr" he told ueigñen, "and he
hg? displayed impatience with the Dominions, who hé is apt to
think of as mere obstructionists, wiIIfuI obstacles on his road
to the milleníum." see L.c. christie, "A Basis for rmperial
Foreign Poli"yr', op. cit., p. 286¡ Library of Congress,
Frankf urter Papers, Container 43 , L.C. Christie tõ f'etix
Frankfurter, 3 January 1924ì L.c" christie to o.M. Biggar, 29
February 1924, op. cit., p. 9450; and, L.C. Christie to A.
Inleighen , 24 eprll f OZa r op. cit. , p. 092093.
36- ) c.M. Gathorne-Hardy, A short Histo¡fr op. cit., pp. 6g-69,
aldl Library of congress, r@sl-coãFainer-¿g,
L.c.
Christie to Felix Frankfurter, 6 August 1gZ¿.
37.) see G.M. Gathorne-Hardy, A short History¡ op. cit. r pp. 6970' and, E.H. carr. The Twenty yearsr ciiÈis. New yorïT Harper
and Row' 1964r pp. z
ing the effect óf the
Protocol on either British interests or those of the Empire,
christie expressed his professional contempt for it simþry as a
ridiculously compricated, contradictory, and confused pieõe of
drafting. The Protocol offended Christiers taste for simpficity
and clear logic in international documents, and he dismissed itas a "monstrous piece of obscurantism." rrrt Et" protoco! in
fact admitsr" Christie wrote,
"the conception of Inational security' into its system,
which is to admit that when the fight. comes each State, in
considering its o\^7n 'security' , wiIl in f act f ind its
problem interdependent, not of that with all other States
but only wit.h one or more others selected by various
imperatives of the time and only in some variable degree.
At the same time it attempts, Lo introduce into its system
the
conception of 'municipal order I as the solution of
I internat.ional order
I , which is to assert that atl States
will fight for the'security'of
any one wherever it is.
One or the other is stressed as convenient. The result is a
hybrid wit,h the qualities of both parents debased" It lacks
the degree of specification essential to the efficacy of the
f irst, and it ignores the state of mind essential t.o the
second" It becomes unintelligible and the plain man rejects
it. "
Christie also objected to the Protocol removing the "levers
of war" from each individual government and putting them instead
into the hands of a foreign, supra-nationat group éuch as the
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Council of the League of Nations. It was this feature of botir
the oraft Treaty of Mutual Assistance and the Geneva protocol
that provided the major focus of his personar opposition to
each. For exampler christie, with Philip Kerr, argued that the
Protocol must be rejected because it

u-... proposes to give to a body of arbitrators appointed by
the Counc i 1 of the League , and acti ng by a ma j or i t.y, the
right not only to give a final decision in every
international dispuLe but to impose upon every member of the
League the obligation to take sanctions -- financial,
economic, naval and military, all of which involve the
declaration of a state of war against any State t.hat
rejects the arbitrar decision so given. This is to give to
an unknown group of men, responsible to nobody, the power to
legisrate for the world and to decide when and for what
purpose nations should go to war. "
See L.C. Christie, unaddressed letter, probably for Philip Kerr,
L2 January L925, op. ciL.r pp. 9575-9576., and , Philip Kerr and
L.C. Christie, "The British Commonwealth, the Protocol, and the
Leaguer' Round Table, XV, (December,L924), p. 2. For Christiers
confirmation that hã "collaborated" \nrith Keir in this Round Tabl-e
article'to
some considerable extent'r see pAc, MG 27 rl-DT3, N.w.
Rowell Papers, volume L, Folder 2, p. 95, L.c. christie to R.L.

Borden, 19 November L924.

38.) L.C. Christie to R.L. Borden, L9 November LgZ4, op. cit.,
p. 98. Christie believed that British leaders of all poliElãal
affiliations were being singularly unwise in not considering what
effect projects such as the Protocol woutd have on the Dominions
specifically, and on imperiar affairs generarly. nHere is alr
this continentar architecture going on;" christie fumed, "and the
Dominions having next to nothing to do witlL it, though in the end
they îillhelp
pay the bilt.
r repear we ftnal is, tr,.
DominionsJ ought to protest and do everything we possibly can to
prevent it. If and when the Ernpire is faced with another menace
as it vras in 1914 r,le may be forõed to think in other
directions. That bridge v¡e have not yet reached. For the i/ears
now ahead of us our policy shourd be to decrine all further
commitments. rn existing conditions itrs a policy we can werl
afford; oay, it is the only policy we can afford." See pAC, I4G
26 f I }feighen Papers, Volurne 136, Folder L77 (2), p. CB2L27, L.C.
Christie to A. Meighen, 29 May L924.
39. ) L.C. Christie, "Geneva and the Ernpirêr' The London Times,
25 November L924. (This item is a letter to tEe eãf tor of- rlre

f imes.

)

) PAC, MG 30 844 , Christie Papers , Volume 10, Fo1der 31, p.
9603, L.C. Christie to L.S. Amery, 27 Novmber L924.

40.

41. ) L.C. Christie, "The Case Agains t the Protocol, " HeadvJav,
(December, L924) , p. 227 . christie's overall attitude towarð
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alliances, guarantees, and sanctions of all sorts was always
strongly negative because he felt that it was a mistake t,o tie a
nationrs hands prior to the onset of
an emergency
could 1ead
-Àð-to war " "Al1iances, though giving the i1Iuslo., -orthaL
security,
"
wrote,
'l*uy become treacherous if the underlying truths are
ignored. Fo! aly al1iance, . r neutraliiy' -guuiártee,
or other
-engagement of the sort, is in reality the-anticipalion
oi
armed forces in action; and from the moment of ii; inð"pliort
it sets in motion, in ihe minds of those
whom it
either t,ends or may be conceived to tend,against
pi"ãiseIy
forces that reach trreir full strength at'tfre sight ofthoie
threatening army actually on the mãrch, rt is on this a basis
that its ultimale conseguences must be r""Lonã¿, however
much its appearance of immediate value may be iåearised.',
Because such prior commitments q¡ere almost certainly a guarantee
of automatic participation in the v¡ar that resulted- theíefrom,
christie beliêved t,hãt it $¡as
essential that the Briiisrr nmpiie
avoid such commitments at all costs. Until the
constitutioäal
relationqfiP" between Britain and the oominions weiã
reformed,
and a definitive decision was made as to who had ultimate conirol
over the "levers of war"' christie believed piiòr-ããmmitmeñiJ-iofigþ! drastically decreased the Enpire I s chañce to survive as a
viable internatiõnal organization.Èee r."c. christie, ,,A eàãis
for Imperial Foreign policy," op. cit., p. 297.
42.) E.H. Carr, The Twenty.ye?rs, Crisisr op. cit., pp. 105-106;

i:Ë:

8ñ:î3ii:;Hftå

åpg;"l;;i;i,i:i;

Groupr.S February 1926r op. cit., ppl 2I7gO-2I7gI. For a
splendid recent analysis-õr erîtaiñ-'s interests in Europe at the
time of Locarno see B.J.c. McKercher, "Austen chamberlaints
control of British Foreign poliey, rg24-Lg29
r,' rnternational
Histo[y Beview, Vf, 4 (Uõvember,-l-g}4), pp. óZOm
Christie reserved a special disdain- for Austen Chamberlain
because he believed that, ãs British Foreign secretaiy,
chamberlain had no crear conception of or concern for the
Empirers future, and only worried about the Dominions in so far
as !h.y could be used to assist in attaining British foreign
policy
goals in Europe. 'I suppose that some of this sounãs like
grousing against oowñing streetl"
christie told ehilip Kerr in a
long_letter desgribing lrrq negative impact he thought Locarno
would have on the_imperial system. "I-t's true tf¡aÉ anyone from a
Dominion must feel a bit of á fool when he remembers that Austen
chamberlain in throwing out the @enevã] protocol, seemed to
invoke the Dominions' object.ions ãnd tiiè idea
itiplomatic
unity, and that in his néxt diplomatic breath of
at loðarno he threw
the idea overboard." see pAC, MG 26 T, Meighen papers, vorume

64, Folder 28, pp. 036114-036115, L.c. chriõtie to phiíip xãir,

November 1925.

43-) PAc, MG 30 E44t christie papers, volume lf, Folder 35, p.
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e

L0689 | L.C. Christie to N.Vü. Rowell 22 January L926, and
L.C.
Christie to philip Kerr, B November, L925r
op. cit. r pp. 036112036113

"

44-) PAc, MG 26 Ht Borden papers, volume 264, Folder 59, p.
L482r2, L.c. christie to philip Kerr , L4 December
Lg25. christie
berieved that Articre 9 of the Locarno pact was worse
than
useless, and in a letter to Sir Robert Borden suggested
that the
Dominions should refuse to adhere to t,he pact, and, in addition,
should confront London on the subject in Lhe iorrowing manner.
"Your Article 9 which purports to free -fur"Dominions
from obligation unless they- adñere is eiitrãr the
illusion
or it verges on an attempt to force our hands. Today
assurance of freedom from the consequences of theour
pact
9n1y
is based on our freedom to secede from-ati';-Ë;;ir", while
presumably_you want to help us to preserve th'e emiriie.--rr,i"
is not self-government as ?ree citizens understand it. rt
is_government by ultimatum.
regards the covenant
obligations r ïlê can exercise As
our voice when the time comes
through.our representation.
regards the loãarno
obligations --- whích in spiteAs
of
yõur Articré 9 do as a
practical- matter affect uË, and wñicrr
arã uã*i[t.¿rv, =o*u
of them, operative outside the League machinery
__ we have
no assured means of exercj_?irg a võice or votei The
o"ivway you can now give us this assurance of free citizenship
is to give us the two understandings enumerated above."
The two "undertakings"_spoken of above were described by
christie to Borden as " (1)
in every case
the pact His
Majestyr s Government is 'f ree to deðide forunder
itself
a
causus belli has arisen and whether to go to war; "r,utr,.,
(2)
and
that no
sucl-deEGÏon will ever u" tårã" *itÀã"L the ,itefinite consent
the Dominions." christie, however, rater withdrew this second of
point. "some time â9or" he wrote, ',r suggested that ottawa
should ask an assurance from the British-Government that no
decision to go to war under Locarno should be taken without
the
formal consent of the Dominions. on reconsideration this seems
an impracticable and unreal device. For :uii ."-eiïtuin was
forced to conclude the Pact without the oóminions'ãonsent, so a
situation could equalry arise where she
wourd
forced to
fu1fill it whatever viéws the Dominions have. be
so
such a veto
power could not fairly be asked. rf this is sor the
question
the still outstanding dilemma @trat is, the praðing of canada of
in
a state of war when Britain_prrÈ-itself in suóh a cõnditioÐ wirl
have to be sought in other directions." The inability of-Canada
to requestt ot Britain to offer, such a guarantee increased
christiers sense of urgency and sharpeneã his desire to see
ottawa decide on some sort of an arrãngement whereby it wourd
exercise exclusive control over the deðisions of peãce and r¡¡ar
for canada. see pAc, MG 26 Ht Borden papers, volume 264, Folder
?9r_pp.
148205-148206 | L"c. christie to n.r,. Borden , L4 December
L925,
and
L-c. christie, Notes on Discussiõn uv-õomínio"ã -r'"iãiõn
Policy Group, B February 1926r op. cit.r pp" Zllgl_2]-7gg.
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45.) L.C. Christie to philip Kerr, g November Ig25r op. cit.,
pp. 036114-03611s.
46-) PAc' MG 26 T, Meighen papers, volume 64, Folder 28, pp.
036126-03GL27, L.c. chrisrie tõ a. Meighen , ri reuiùary
192:6.
MG 30 844, Christie papers, volume 11, Fol_der 35, p.
!u^ Ibig,
10693'
L-c. christie, penciled not-es, n.d., nut-piooably
,rañúuïvFebruaryt 1926. Although christie disagreed with the thrust
British foreign policy as it manifested itself at the time of of
Locarno, it had a rather stark simplicity which must have
to his taste for an exterñaI poÏ-icy that v\ras formulated
?ppealed
in simple terms so as to be easily
unaärstoåa by
citizens
of the state. After Locarno, for example, chriitieuii'tr,"
wrote
that
London had defined its foreign poricy by making it clear that
it
"sees the worrd as a number ór geogr-aphicar
ana
it
views the Empire not as a unit 6ut-u"'u number
".ótiórr",
of different
members, each of which must consider its own security problems in
terms of its contiguous section of the world accordiäg to its own
local needs and must make its own military pacts
Christie had long viewed the formulation ðf- for.ijnaccoidingly."
polic! Éasea
on the.recognition of a countryts geographical poÉition
essential to its national interests. -r,i-kewi=" r'"in"à at as1east
the l-92]--l-923 period, he had seen such a system as a means
whereby the nmþire could distance itself fiom the
nuro-centric
machinations of the League of Nations. He had not, however,
definltely envisioned -: at least untir after Locarno -- such a
method being gseq by each component country of the Empire,
uut
rather
as he had outlined in the Sunda¿-gxpress anã the Round
Tab1e -- by the Empire as a whole to-frst-ity-Êeepïng itsetr-EË
from commitments on the grounds that ttre
oi a single
geographical area seemed unlikely to win needs
the
support
of the
entire Empire. once Britain movéd to take its åir" geographical
position -- as distinct from that of the Empire ínto
consideration by adhering to the Locarno seitlement, christie
believed that it became incumbent on Canada to t.ake note
of its
o$rn individual locale and then proceed to formulate its external
accordingly. Christie's later "isolationism" in the 1935PgJicy
1939 period, therefore, should be seen,
in part, á" u
manif estation of his belief that a country'-s foieign policy
should be based on what might be called tñe "geogrãfhical
imperative. " See L.c. chrl.stie, Notes on
by Dominions
Foreign policy Group, B February 1926r op.Disõussioi
cit. , i. Zt7el.
PAc' MG 26 H' Borden papers, volume 264, Folder 59, pp.
4q.)
148254-148253, L.c. christie to e. Meighen, 24 February Lgt6.
49.) L.c. christie, penciled notes, n.d., but probably JanuaryFebruary I l-926 r op. cit.
Immediately after Locárno, Christie
appears to have at first thought that the Dominions and
especially Canada should fight against Britain's involvement in
Europe in the hope
of redirecting the orientation of London,s
foreign polícy. -',So I sayr" Chrístie
wrot,e to Meighen soon after
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the Locarno pact was signed,
"the Dominions must fight the Locarno tendency. They must
any rurthêFãtabórarion of rhe
!ight
fighting aspects. They must work torLeague's-mili[;iyË
a Ér.e flexible
a.League that is a meEõtl of diplomacy and is not anLeague
;institution. of f ightingaõõFpacts.
ñust assert
EemseG-in thi; dirãctioir on They
rr
is in their interest. And it is "u"iy-ioffirå"å..usio.,.
the -oniy possibie direction
leading_ to a world League. The other diräction
a
League lined up against America and Russia. rn means
the
end
that
would smash.the.League. rt would certainly smash the
British Empíre if the Empire was foorish
with it."
"ioujÀ-to fall in
Present still in this late December I rg25 assertion are the
remnants of Christie's allegiance
the postwar plan for working
out t'he imperial relationshlp in atomanner
that would allow for
cooperation and consultation- in foreign policv
At this
point, Christiets concern over Locarno rõcuseä nãiiãr".
on its effects on

the interests or- the Empire. rn the space of onty iñr.e months,
howeverr christie came to interpret thä pact as a leqitimate
expression of Britain's nationa-t interestJ ãna-as tñË-;iäñã1 of
the end of any hope of_ímpgriar deveropment arong -äð-op"rarive
lines of
commonality iñ ex-rernar põricv. -; frl-ñã--piã:ããi--ãe the
diplomacy degigned eight or nine vja?s ago to meet the test of
principle under the eiisting lmpeiiaÌ
Ie!al structurã r,as broken
downr" he told Kerr. "r see now that r was chasing an
illusion...."
The threat he perceived in the wake of Locarno
by
March,
1926t defined soleIy in t,erms of Canada's national
Tas,
interests.
". . . úIe are all forced to admit that in diplomatic
negotiations Great Britain's local necessities wirl prevail,
and every Foreign secretary in my memory has insisteä on the
practical rule that his day to day diplómacy is
impossibre
without povüer to take instãntaneoùs dècisioås rrimsäri.
A
Locarno war wourd presumably be a major European war i and
you say such a war would necessarily be an nmpire concern.
rs this distinguishable from saying to a man in the street
in Montreal, iñ winnipeg, in vaicoúver, that Great Britain
must from her vlg* point make the fighting pacts and conduct
the day to day diprõmacy that teads to rilrri:ing, àna when
the fight comes all the rest of us musÈ join in?
You and r agree that it is only on world problems that
the members of the Empire have a basis for aeating
together. Then you say
that a major European war wourd
necessprily be an Empire "concernrr -- a v¡orld problem. This
is rather vague in relation to the specific thing we are
getting at. we are discussing what äuy to day
díplomatic
interventions, what obligatioñs to f ig-ht and what action
canada ought to contemplate and how they compare with Great
Britain's. To be specific it is going ñuch too far
to say
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to-day that a Locarno $¡ar would necessarily be a world r¡¡ar
in which canada must play precisely
pait that Great
Britain might have to-plãy-. I¡Ihetherthe
canada in such a case
ought to be at war at oncé or at all, whai sñã ought tó-ãõ
and so on, are not questions that are calculable in the same
sense tl3r
Grrat is, Britain'fl qu";iiãnã-ur"
calcurabre.vour
A fight to guarantee ihe-Franco-German
frontier, to settle some other aspect of their feud, to do
something to Poland or Czecho-SIo-vakia, might-arise
presenti.g_?-world problem to the worlà as it will b;without
i0;
20,50 or r0o years hence. r am not for a moment predicting
Ithe decline and falI.of Europê', which
is nonsense; it is
merely that the relative expaisión of peoples
ãn¿ wealth in
the coming years may be such that the iesl of us
other
regions are not necessarily bound to calculate oninbroad
replicas of 1914-1918; and rhe
prinðipiã of
restricting the area of rtrar so broad
far as possi6fe wil1 always
hord" rt wourd be monstrous
that canada must
declare herself forever boundtoto suggest
ir," orbit of the affair
between the Frenchmen and the German. "
see PAC, MG 26 f-t Meighen papers, volume 64, Forder 28, pp.
036106-036L07, L.c. christie to A. Meighen, 23 December rg25, and
23752 and 23753-23755, L.c. c-hristie-ið pr,iiíp-Kã;;; 15 March

L926.

50.) Christie asserted that after Locarno neither Britain, nor
canada, nor any of the other Dominions could or should
be
criticized for seeking to protect their national interests
as
w911 as they could accordiñg to their ovrn best righiÀr Do matter
us
entailed for rhe imperíal
il3!-:?:h,
i lgq.
"IJrrnarn has
been ?perandi
in a position of great difficultyr', sysrem.
ñe
"and if she has been forced singly Éo recognise u þio"""s wrote,
Grrat
is, the Locarno_systerfl that seémè desrineã to altãr ;;;;"jìäi;
the structure of the fmpire, there is no room for
recrimination." Accordinq to christie, hovrever, there must be a
guig, pro qqo inherent in Ét is reãrirãií"" by Britã1"-when ir came
to the actions_ which might be undertaken by canada in the
furure. 'similarly canãda.is.in _u positioñ of giãul-aiificu1ry,,,
he-concluded, "and if she is in the
end
Éo take steps that
will_bring these structurar changes moreforced
into the;p;r, it may be
hoped that she will be fortunate enough to act in such a manner
as to avoid recriminations against hei." see L.c. christie,
Notes on Discussion by the Dominions Foreign policy Group, g
February L926 r op. ciÈ., p. 2l7gg.
5t-) L.C. Christie, Notes on Discussion by Dominions Foreign
8_February 1926¡ op. cit., p. 2L7g2,
L.C.
lgf +.V.Group,
Christie
to philip rerr, 15 MarEl- LETï, 'gp. ¿it.,'p. and
ZS75g.
philip Kerr, 15 March 1926r op. cir., p.
7?:r.. ".". Christie ro
LJIJá.
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) Ibid. , p. 23754.
rbiq. , pp . 237s5 and 23758-23763. Locarno gave christie
:.4. )occasion
the
to take a crack at defining what Canãda's attitude
toward Europe should be in the aftermath of Britain's
to
commit itself militarily to the Continent. Christie's decision
thoughts
o]1 this subject were destined to remain by and rargã consistent
throughout the remainder of his Iif e. "ciearly ir,Ë -prrysical
difference between the Engrish channå1 and the Atlaniic ocean,,,
he wrote
53.

t

must mean great differences between Britainrs political and
security relations with Europe and canadafs.
is an
example of Br itain's relationship. She is nor¡rio.urno
responsible
for the Franco-German frontier aãa her cares do not stop
there- They go into Eastern Europe. Legally the Locarno

treaties may be separable, but in practióal international
politics they are obviously 'mutuaì-Iy
as the
Final protocol at Locarno quite sounålyinterdependentr
expreäsed it.
Scarce a man child in poland or czecholslo-vakia
be born
without it being an object of immediate concern can
to
the
British Foreign office, Admiralty and vüar office. The
continental commitment is deeper than before the $rar. But
if Britain can so explicitly ãa*it such a risk and
responsibility because from her distance and with
her weight
she can hope to watch and influence subsequent European
tendencies, Canada f rom her distance and riitrr her *äigr,t is
an entirgly different case. she may try and watch
keep
herself informed, but in her circumstances there is urrã
no
casä
for her people to undertake the engagement. The commitment
taken to-day has the effect when tÀe war comes in the future
of fixing automatically the terms on which you 'sheathe the
swordr and make peace. The guarantee of thã Franco-German
frontier might involve the eipenditure of millions of
on
land. overseas canada can only leave her position to men
be
determined by events
rn short, as the security or dest.iny of 45r000r000
s+glishmen is rmanifestly bound up' with that oi the
millions of western Europe, separãted from them only by zo
miles of waterr so it is a truism that the security or
destiny of 9 million canadians is bound up with tr¡ãt of
100'000'000 Americans living on an adjoining plot of
ground. As Western Europe can do nothing fór-Canada
and as
canada has shown she can throw some weight into vfestern
Europe, there is no case for binding heiself in vüestern
Europe to-day. she must await events and whatever she may
do, she will doubtless fix her terms in the light of her
real outlook over both oceans and to the southUnited S!g!"Ð ald of the consideration that .nfftrrat is, the
abroad will inevit.ably weaken her home in North America.
"*urtions
"
See L.C. Christie, Notes on Discussion of the Dominions
Policy Group, I February 1926r op. cit. r pp. ZI7g3-2L7g4Foreign
and
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2L786.

55.) L.c" christie, Notes on Discussion by Dominions Foreign
Policy Groupr op. cit., p. 2l7gg"
s6. ) rbid. , pp.2I792-2L793.
57. ) rbid., p. 2I799.
58.) L.C. Christie to philip Kerr, 15 March L926 r op. cit., p.

237 63 .

59") Christie warned that although he did not then favor a total
or final break with the imperial Ãystem,
does not
necessarily serve the situátion" añ¿ that "time
canada
wour_d have to
act before the pressure of events forced its Àà"a.--"So*.
for
clearing lhe chaos fof canadars ilI-defined international are
statuil
bv a.comprete out ani our cutrins-ã*ãv-r¡õm tÍið-ffipiiãii-cñii;Ëi¿
cautioned.

"They say what comes to this: that canada cannot really in
practice carry out the idea that
is an iniegrar pa?t õr
a Great po$rer; that all the facts she
of her poJitiòn
with
her 9r900'000 (or even if it
20,000,'00ó¡-peopre
occupying a homeland in the western
',rere tiemispheie--her
as belonging to the category of small pow-ers a define
smarl_
North American pov\ter with an attitude toward defence and
security problems and commitments on land and sea analagous
to that of Horland or Belgium in Europe; that it is vaiñ to
imagine her as a European pohrer. rrrey
that itis healthier to recogñise one's limitations
""uiã-uigu"
and to assume an
unambiguous attitude that would force the community
consider_ responsibilities; that the existing state oftó
affairs hampers the task of assimilating anã consolidating
our various racial elements.
There is very great force in their whole position and
the trend of events goes to strengthen it. eui the
forthright solution has the naturãl effect on men's minds
and is apt to inhibit frank and coherent discussion.
you do
noL from a clear sky, and in the absence of some inescápànie
event to force Your suddenly break off such old and intimate
associations, lift your hat and say thank you but r am
through with you. you try to find wherein you can continue
t'o work together and on what basis. In thi¡ case we
ask whether the world wourd be well served by breakinghave Lo
completely the last important potitical tie between Nórth
Amer ica and Europe.'l
Even in the wake of Locarno and all thaL he perceived it, as
meaning f9r the _imperial systemr Christie stiff fretted over the
possibre loss of "the last- impoitãni põiitiðãr-riñkñ-u"t*."r,
North America.and Europe. The idea of canada serving as a link
between Britain and the united states consisientry-wóuro play a
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large part in the foreign policy christie proposed for canada
after Locarno. see L.c. christie, Notes on Discussion
the
Dominions foreign policy Group, g Éebruary 1926; gg: cit.,of p.
2L792.

60.) PAC, MG 26 H, Borden papers, Volume 264, Folder 59, p.
148281, L.c. christie to R.L. Borden, 2s February
1926.
) rbid. r pp. 14B ZT2-I4B2B3 .
6?.) By the end of the ITZ3-L926 period, Christie believed that
the- League barely $¡as providing thä most el-ementary
benefit that
he h?d expected canada- to deriüe from memebership, namely,
consistent internat'ional recognition of and r."pðåt for canada,s
international status. Refre.Ii,.g ul wr¡at he haã observed during
the League of Nations meeting in 1926,
he wrote t
61.

l "' a Apparently the lífe of the Canadian officer at Geneva
is
steady series of battles to be heard at all or i" õut
Canadian representation on the various committees
t,hat are
going on. For exaTpler âfi rmmigration committee being
proposed, ,h9 @anada's representativfl! suggested that the
principle of equal represéntat.ion as Uetwãén the old VforId
and the oversea receiving countries
a not unreasonable
suggestion, one wourd think. Although a canadian
urtimately-appointed apparently bõcause he madewas
such a
nuisance of himself
r¡ras not rãcognised, and
_th"-princiþfe
important quarters in the oiganisätion he ,ã"-[åra
so
many words that in this as in alr other branches in tñð
Gi
League) Europe must predominate.... "

Without this basic recognition of Canadars status and rightsr or
at least the provision ót a ready arena in whicrr-th;¿ status
could be demonstrated, christie believed that
the làague lost
much of its ofiginal appear, especially since such-onerous
responsibilities of membership ás assiËting in tfru ãppfication of
various forms of sanctions -- which
canada had oppo"äa from the
start
seemed to be be increasing. see pAc, MG--30 ¡.44, chri"ti"
Papers' vorume 26, Folder J06, p. ãggos, L.c. christie, Notes on
the League of Nations Meeting of ltarch, 1926t Ia efrir 1926.
63.) L.C. Christie, "Turn to the British Empire," Sunday
3q september 1923, 9p. cir. christie's'prõÇnosis at
FIprepl,
this time for the ultimate fãle
õiltr¡e League was very bleak.
"As f or the League rrr he told Frankf urter l
"a11 r can see is that some day we may be abte,
to
the lessons \^re have rearned, tõ start over againsubject
at
some
world system. The versailles conception is ñot workable.
certainly the mecharlics of iL are fundamentalry unsound;
but, wha*t is more viiar, the architects made a farse
estimate of their raw material
passions, instincts,
ambitions, impulses that vitiateshuman
the-whole irriñgl
Perhaps some day our descendant.s can start somewhere at a
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lower rung of the ladder " Meanwhile, given our impulses, it
is dangerous to att.empt to balance oneself on the existing
dizzyíng heights. "
Because the League represented the hopes and dreams of so many
qgogle.who had experienced the devastation of the Great war,
christie savù no reason for scrapping the League
gi=
goals in L923 were more or less áiméa at neuÉra1ientirely.
zinq
tñe
rããõue
by eliminating it= use, or at least its potential foí using,
economic or military sanctions, and by attempting to limit"it
to
being a forum for what he liked to ca-ll the iconÉerence method of
diplomacy" with 19_?spirations toward the status of superstate" By the middle r920s, however, when the League ãppeared to
be increasing its European orientation and sharpenlng ii:; taste
for sanctionã , christiã began to seriously consider áa""óuii"g
the termination of Canadian membership. See Library of Congréss,

Frankfurter Papers, container 43, L.c. christie to Ferix
Frankfurter, 10 October 1923.
64.) rn the postwar period, christie believed, despite the
presence of the nef¡J League of NaÈions, that the conãuct of
internationar affairs wóuId have to be worked out
basically the same diplomatic channels and methodsthrough
that-had
existed before the wai. Diplomatists of the postwar
period found
for their user Christie wrote,
"the old established method of negotiation, to which is now
added an alternative method known as the League. (tt cannot
be put higher; there is no nelrr form of political
orgalizationi no new orgar.ric thing to eñgage menrs loyalties
âs, for example, the American Federar Goveinment or tire
Canadian Federal Government did; the members of the Council
and the Assembly are responsibre to precisely the same
constituencies
the same Governments, the éane groups
as Ambassadors are and arways have been, and in the sãrne
sense. Nor can this condition change within any period for
which vee can usefully legislate).
This alternaÉive method
may for some purposes be an improvement."
see L.c. christie, Draft rreaties of Mutual Assistance, !9
February 1924r op. cit., pp. 10895-I0866.
65.) L.c. christie to philip Kerr, I November Lg2sr op. cit.,
pp. 036115-036116. Indeedr Christie viewed those powEîs taFing
part in the Locarno Pact as having consciously decided "to alter
the Leaguefs fundamental structure as a mere incident of a
European arrangement...." See, L.C. Christie, Notes on the
League of Nations Meeting of March, 1926t 14 April L926, op.
cit., p. 23808.
66.) L.C. Christie to O.M. Biggar, lB December 1924, op. cit. ,
p. 9572.
67.) L.C. Christie, "The Case Against the protocol," op. cit.
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68.) L.c. christie to o.M. Biggar, 1B December Lg24r op. cit.,
p. 9563. Christie believed that the escalating desire-to gse
sanctions and compulsory arbitration would tená to expand rather
than limit, the potential geographical area engaged in conflict.
He thought that. the basis of t,he covenant properly was the
"obligatory submission of disputes to arbitration-or conciliation
with the obligatory postponement of warlike actions pending the
results of the inquiry." projecLs such as the use oi the
sanctíons contained in Article 10 of the covenant, the Draft
Treaty of Mutual Assistance, and the Geneva protocolr on the
other hand, threatened to give the League a much more expansive
role because they demanded the "obligatory acceptance of- the
f indings of a tr-ibunal whose decisioñ the- partiês in the dispute
have in the end no effective voice." since the nations of the
world were obviousry not done fighting amongst themselves,
christie concluded that once the fighting began the Leaguers goal
should be to confine the area of war and not to expand lt by
invorving other nations, perhaps from other geograþnical regions,
through the application of sanctions. "rf oñ a-strictly
objective vie\nrr " Chr istie urrote,
I'it is admitted that the nations are not through fighting,
and if as seems indisputable you cannot control_ the
incidence of such forces once they are set loose, should vùe
not deliberately seek to limit with the utmost strictness
each Governmentrs conception of its interest in affairs
beyond its own boundary, thus limiting the occasions that
might bring it into conflict with other Governments, (in
reality in the spirit of the best exponents of the much
despised 'o1d diplomacy'), rather than to deliberately go
out of our way Shrough the League's use of sanctionfl to
provide a maximum
of occasions for bringing them together
and facilitating the natural itch of men to mind the other
fellowts business, thus courting the maximum area of the
struggle that eventually grows from inter-governmental
conflicts? I cannot help feeling that the Covenant and much
current propaganda on the idea of ínternational co-operaLion
tend too much and dangerously in the other direction. "
See Library of Congress, Frankfurter papers, Container 43, L.C.
Christie to Felix Frankfurt.er, 20 October L924, and, pAC, MG 30
E44t Christie Papers, Volume 9, Folder 30, p. 9458, L.C. Christie
to Herbert Cro1y, 15 February 1924.
69.) L.C. Christie to O.M. Biggar, 18 December I924r op. cit.,

p. 9548

.

) Ibid. , p. 9552.
7L.) In his response to Locarno in the falI of L925, Christie
underlined the importance he placed on the necessity of the
Leaguers methods and organízations respecting and abiding by the
poliLical realities inherent in the concept of responsible
70.
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government. "Again, on the ideas aspect," he tord philip Kerr,
'I do not believe in rsanctionsr and tcompulsory arbitralionr and
vital decisions in other peoples hands, iñ any form whatever.
The first time these things are reaIly tried ãgainst a first- or
second-rate Power the League will smash; and God only knows what
they have done to the British Empire. They are unworkable,
anyone who has lived with the federal idea in his bones knows
it." By ignoring the inability of governments to surrender their
control over Èhe decisions of peace and war, the League, christie
berieved, not onry made continuing canadian membership
undesirable but threatened its ovrn survivar as a viable
internationar organization. see L.c. christie to philip Kerr, g
November L925r op. cit., p. 036113.
72.) L.C. Christie, Notes on the League of Nations ¡4eeting of
March, L926, 14 April, L926¡ oÞ. cit., pp. 23808-23809
christiers travers in Europe on business for Dunnrs firm did
little to lessen his belief that canada had no business in
involving itself with European affairs over which it could not
have any contror. The attitude of the new czech governnent
toward Germany, he told sir Robert Borden in the fall of L924,
portended nothing but trouble between those two countries, adding
that there was nothing Canada could do about Lhe situation except
to possibly become involved in some future conflict resulting
from it as a conseguence of its rnembership in the League. ni
canrt say that what r saw of the czechs, our beloved Arlies,
encouraged mer" he wrote.
"Their consulate in Berlin refused German marks in payment
of my visa, demanded Czech kronen or in 1ieu of that
American dollars, and only accepted sterling after an
argument and when I pointed out to thern that they were glad
a while ago to get a loan of sterling in tire London
market. They are sticking about allowing through trains
from Germany so we had to get out at a small frontier town
at 5:30 in the morning and change to a Czech train. There
were at that hour (and square on the frontier) six military
planes manoeuvering in the air and a good number of
uniformed soldiers in sighL in the streets. rn Marienbad
there were many siEns of their policy of forcing the German
speaking people of this district of Bohemia to use the Czech
language in commerce. Doubtless they know their business,
but to an outsider rooking merery at bheir 13,000,000 and
the Germans 65r000,000 it seemed folly."
In a later letter to Frankfurter, Christie related that the
substance of his converations with businessmen throughout Europe
had been characterized by an arnost. resigned, rnatter-of-fact
assumption that the nature of Continental politics rvould cause
the versailles settlement to break down and lead to renewed
conflict. "rtem: for over a year nowr' he told Franfurter,

'r have been meeting businessmen who have many connections
with the Continent and whose affairs take them there
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constantly. They are not politicians; but as continental
politics may have a vital bearing on that or this business
project and as thgy are usually dealing with other people's
money they do their best to calculate the likely coursé of
events- what has struck me is how universarly -- quite
dispassionat,ely as becomes them -- these men take it for
granted that this or that part of the recent Euro'pean
settlement must again go uþ in smoke. They put tñeir
fingers on the Baltic states and point to Russia; on the
Polish Corridori on Upper Silesial on Bessarabia-and so
on. I cannot base much on the casual observation of five
weeks fiuring a business-itifj,-nut what r did see gave me
no reason to suppose that this was an unreasonable
calculation. .. . "
Christie found especially disturbing the matter-of-fact view of
many Germans that renewed European conflict was likeIy.
In
speaking with a German businessman, who was also a former
military officer, christie told sir Robert Borden that the man
"... quite openly, not in a blustering way but as a matter
of course' regards the Transylvanian transfer to Romanía a
joke
a temporary aberratiõn; the same state of mind one
encounters in-regard to the polish Corridor and Upper
silesia. rt is taken for granted that somehow, söineday
these things will undergo a change. One feels that with
present generation the idea is fixed, a part of their makethe
up, and one can imagine their children getting soaked in it
very early. To me it is still a strange experience each
time I encounter this order of idea and its cal-m method of
expressing itself; its novelty does not wear off. But
though it is so wholly outside the experience of a North
American as not to be assimilated at its fuIl strength or
va1ue, it is not. hard to feel that it is a potent thing...."
Christie's personal acquaintance with the arrogance of the
the political analyses of a number of European
Çzechs,
businessman, and extensive travel through and obseivation of
Germany -- "What an impression of por¡¡er Germany gives one its
countryside, its cities, its highways of all kinds and its
people sober, serious, intelligentr" he told Frankfurter
led
him to conclude that renewed European conflict was likely in the
future, and that he, for one, was ready to "confirm my
unregenerate oat.h to have nothing to do with these alliances
referring here specÍf icatty to the Geneva protoco!
@trristie is peoples."
with
distant
It is also to be noted that when Christie
rejoined the Department of External Affairs in f935 he was the
only member thereof to have had the benefit of direct and
extended day-to-day experience with European potitical, social,
and business life in the postwar period. The basis for his
persistent, almost obsessive efforts after 1935 to limit Canada's
ties to Britain because of British links to the unstable and
conflict-prone European political system therefore may have been
unique in official Ottawa at that time because it rested, in
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large measurer on practicar experience and not merely on
theoretical, idealistic t ot emotional judgments. see pAc, MG 26
H, Borden Papers, volume 264, Folder 58, pp. 148099A-148100 and
pp. 148152-1481534, L.c. christie to R.L. Borden, 22 sept.ember
1924 and L.c. christie to R.L. Borden, 25 August L925, ãnd
Library of Congress, Frankfurter papers, ConLainer 43, L.C.
Christie to Felix Frankfurter , ZO October 1924.
73.) PAC, MG 30 I.44t Christie papers, Volume 10, Folder 31, p.
9665, L.c. christie to R.L. Borden, 5 January L925. Article 10
of the Leaguefs covenant always stuck in christ,ie's throat. rn
late L925, for example, he told an Australian correspondent that
the "Canadian attack upon Article 10 Gt the meeting of the
Assembly of the League that falf!
a warm chord with me for
so long as I was in Ottawa I had a"tr,i"L
good deal to do with
initilting the attack, while from this distance (ttrat is, from
Londo4J r have done my best to stir up my friendJagainsù it and
other rigid features of the covenant
Alr these fancy stunts
like rsanctiortsr, 'compulsory arbitrationr, and so on, are
unvùorkable.... So I am working against all of these fancy stunts
at any time, anywhere, and anyhow."
christie arso saw his efforts against Articre r0 as an
effort Lo promote international cooperation between the United
states and Great Britain, a goal he pursued consistently
throughout his career" fn early r925r christie wrote that he
believed that the British Empire "should in world affairs always
co-operate with the United States to the great,est extent open to
us...." He believed that one possible venue of Anglo-American
cooperation could be in the economic aspects of the League of
Nations if the League was shed of its taste for sanctions and
compulsory arbitration.
The existence of those features limited
the degree of American participation in the organization. "rn
considering their relation fthat is, the relation of the united
State$f to worId affaiES," Christie wrote,
I try to avoid stating the question in the form, Wilt they
come into the League and when? for to my mind that is too
generalised a form in which to consider t.he future. There
seem so many different ways in which as time goes on they
may get into relation to other nations, and one wây, as is
no$¡ evident, is through some of the economic aspects of the
League method. But on one aspect f am bound to say that I
feel fairly definite: it seems to me that any calculation
that takes them as adopting the I compulsory t or I sanctions'
aspects of the League is wholIy precarious for the purpose
of any discussion required at this stage, and for myself f
put out of my mind the prediction of any living American in
this connection. Their geographical position, their
distance from Geneva, their political institutions and
nethod, their tradition, are in the way. I suppose everyone
is infl-uenced in this connection by his experiénce of the
Americans he has happened to know. My own friends and
acquaintances there
in the law, in the universities, in
poliÈics,
official life, in
in the nevrspaper worId, in
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business are r feel fairly representative of the minds
that shape American thinking; they have to a generous degree
let me get under their skins; and r can onry say that t have
found al-most without exception they regard tne iigia
'sanctionsr aspect of the League, ir tñe form in wr¡icr¡ it
has so far been conceivedr âs being unintelligible or
un!Íorkable or vicious" I find it hard to see how either the
1003 American politician or the more advanced
internationalist there can get very far without carrying
this sort of element."
Besides involving Britain too closely in European affairs, tying
canada to automatic military commitments, and ignoring the
realities of geography, therefore, christie also saw Ãrticre 10
as an obstacre on the path to Anglo-American cooperation, a path
he very much longed to see trod. see rb!d., volume 11, Forder
10655-10656t L.C. Christie to,f.c. Latham, 31 December
?5r pp.
1925,
and rbid., volume 10, Folder 31, p. 96G6, r,.c. christie to
R.L" Borden, 5 January 1925"
74.) L.c. christie, Notes on the League of Nations Meeting of
Marcht L926, 14 April, 1926r op. cit., pp. 23914-239f5"
75.) rbid. , p. 23802.
rbid. , pp.23802-23803"
7 6.)
77.) rn a letter to sir Robert Borden in the fall of 1926, J.vt.
Dafoe succinctly described christie's daltiance with more
inperially oriented ideas on his arrival in London and his
eventual turning av/ay from them. 'f was very much interestedr"

Dafoe wrote,

"in learning the present state of Christie's mind. ïn
London three years ago it seemed to me that Christie had
somewhat foresworn his earlier nationalist beliefs; he was
then turning over in his mind the possibility of Great
Britain withdrawing from Europe and in association with the
Dominions forming some kind of entity which in possible
association with the United States might serve as a sort of
balance wheel for the world
And now he returns to
Canada as the foremost nationalist of us aII! The
development is chiefly due, I think, to a conviction arising
from observation and experience that. the European mind
(including the English) is fundamentally different than the
North American mind in its attitude toward political and
social relationships. ... "
Dafoers last judgment about the difference Christie saw between
the European and North Amerícan "minds" is a bit off the mark.
Rather than anything so esoteric as judging the different ways
that minds on dif ferent continents workr Christie simply sar¡r a
stark divergence between t.he national interests of Cañaãa and
those of Britain and the other European nations. See pAC, MG 30
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Dafoe Papers, vol!:me 3, Folder-I926: June-December, J.w.
Dafoe to R.L. Borden, 16 October L926.
D_47,

78.) There seems to be Iittle doubt that in Lg23 Christie was
pleased and excited to have the opportunity to live and work in
Britain, and, as well, to see.somelrring of the continent as part
of his employment. "A11 my lif e r " he told sir Robert Borden', " r
had had a hankering to see this side of the world, England and

the continent at close quarters." He seemed, in factl to see
something of a touch a fate in the events that brought him to
England. "Itrs a curious affairr" he commented to frankfurter
just before leaving for London, 'ìlong a9o, r cannot quite put my
finger on it, r said to myself r would spend part of my liie ineach of the three great English speaking counlries
Moreover, it appears that he almost immediately got caught up in

the political life of his new home. rn a letÈer to rrañkfurler
just after the British general election of Lg23, for example, h€
indicated that he had very nearly been a candidate in the
contest. ttHerers a gesturer" he wrot,e, "r had an indirect
approach to stand foÐ a policy of fuIl fmperial preference and
against Neville chamberlain and his harr policy. you as the
fun
keeper of my gestures ought to enjoy that! what a shame I hadn't
impudence enough to do it."
obviousry, christie was quit.e taken
by his ne\^¡ surroundings in the second half of L923, and this
probably goes part of the çvay in explaining his momentarily
revived interest in a cooperaLive imperial foreign policy ãt this
time- see PAc, MG 26 H, volume 264, Folder 59, p. r¿ago?a, L.c.
christie to sir Robert Borden, and Library of congress,
Frankfurter Papers, container 43, L.c. christie to retix
Frankfurter, 24 May L923, and L.C. Christie to Felix Frankfurter,
10 December 1923.

79.) In his doctoral thesis, Professor Bothwell concluded that
on his return to canada in 1913 christie had manifested a
"sentimental Canadia¡ism" which v\ras the result of the fact that
until then "he had 6u¿il little connection with life in his own
country, and none at all with the powerful business and political
community of centrar canada." perhaps christie's nationã1ism -his concern for protecting and enhanóing the nation's
international status and interests
in this period might be
better described as one-sided rather than sentimental. There
leas, for example, nothing romantic or sentimental about his
arguments supporting ottawars legal right to dispatch troops
overseas in 79L4 or his support for conscription a few years
later. These positions $¡ere, in fact, markèd by a rathér austere
sense of legalism and realistic political expediency.
What was perhaps missing in Christie's view of Canada in the
Great War era $¡as an accurate appreciation for the complexity of,
and potentiar for disruption inherent in, the country'ã sociãl,
economic, and political life.
Nevertheless, Bothwell,s
unfortunate choice of the adjective "sentimental" does not hide
the perceptiveness of his judgment that Christ.ie's nationalism
hras incomplete in that it was based only on canadars external
interests and commitments. During the war years and the postwar
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period, however, christie received a thorough-going education in
regard to the domestic realities of canadian
that
alleviated the one-sidedness Bothwelr defined.socieÉy
suc-h was the
effectiveness of this education that, by L926, his foreign poricy
viewsl judgments, and analyses lvere alwãys conceived witñ uñ eye
toward their potential affects on canadiãn unity. see R.
Bothwel1, "Bureaucratic fmperialisfltr', eg. cít. r p. 23.
80.) PAC, MG 26 H, Borden papers, Volume 264, Folder 58, p"
1481354' L.c. christie to R.L. Borden, r7 March rg25.
81..)...!Þiq.. r pp. 1481344-1481354. The members of the "dining
club" to which
christie refers in this retter includedr ât
various times between 1913 and Lg3g, , besides Justice Duffr John
stevenson, o.M. Biggar, Robert coates, Norman Lambert, Duncan
campbell scott, ottawa-lawyer Russell smart, Norman Robertson,
and C.S.A. Ritchie. For Christiers membership in and relations
this group see Queenrs University Archivès, Collection 2L67
ryi.th A.
John
stevenson.Papers, e9ï 1, Foldãr 4t Excerpt from J.A.
St.evenson I s unf inished autobiography.
82.) L.c. christie to R.L. Borden, 17 March Lg2s, oÞ. cit., p.
148137. Christie believed that the enduring economË inequality*
between canadars several regions was one of the most dange-rous
threats to the future viability of the Canadian federal ãysLem,
and the process of "reconfederation" he r^¡as recommending
necessarily had to look at vrays and means with which to spread
economic benef its more evenly across the_country. "comin-g to
Montreal from ott,awa with some notions (egarding regional
economic disparitiefl beginning to sproriErñ chriétie-told Borden
in the same letter,
'I got tremendously interested in a long conversation with
Frank Jones, for he from a different and more pract.ical line
was getting on to the same track. It started wittr the idea
that he is now urging that our tariff should be framed
stictry on t,he basis of a uniform rate of duty (ad valorem)
on all imports of whatever kind. His case foi iE-on iãliõus
grounds revenue, the protection of labor, the
impossibility of a rscientific tariff' on the present basis
and so on -- was very interesting. But what especially
struck me in relation to what I picked up in Ottawa !ùas his
strong insistence that the present system of variable rates
necessarily results in monstrous discriminations as between
different sections of the Dominion. He puts it, for
example, thaÈ the real effect of the existing tariff is to
protect the labourer in the cotton miIls to the extent of
70e" of the value of his l¡þour, while the coal miner gets a
prot
is labour value. This lneans a
concentration of population and wealth in the textile towns
of Quebec, and hard times in the coal mines of Nova
Scotia. I should like to see a careful study done by some
economist on this point, showing to what extent a variable
tariff system has affected the distribution of industry and
o
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population. r should like to know how far the Fathers of
confederation, pârticularly those from Nova scotia,
visualised the possible efiects of a variable tariif in the
way of discrimination between different regions of the
country. one wonders whether it was much ðonsidered at
all. At that time there would have been little ín the s¡ay
of experience and practice to suggest the possibilities of
the thing in relation to the realities of modern history.
Moreover, r think that it is true that before confederalion
the various provinces did frame their tariffs on the basis
of a uniform fatg of duty for all imports; so that people
may lave þud it in their minds that lrris system wouid
continue indefinitery. one may note here lnat the object of
the American constitutional provision forbidding export
jg-xes_ was to prevent one section of the country
discriminating against another.... rt is a quãstion whether
this aspect of import taxes in reration to a federalized
country like canádãl-õT vast extent and varied conditions,
$¡as actually considered at all at Confederation, whether it
has been fulIy thought out since, and whether its
consideration now might not be useful.
. - I am not asserting that a uniform rate on all imports is
the" true line; r am not qualified to make such assertions
about the tariff.
I suppose such a change might startle and
embarrass some industries at the outset, but there is so
much to be said for it
its avoidance of discrimination
(fornalIy at any rate, and very Iikely substantially as
Frank Jones says) as between differenL regions, its tendency
to bring about the development of only those industries thal
are naturally fitted to the country, its erimination of
duplication
that it seems to mõ worth the most careful
study...."
In addition to the idea of tariff adjustments as a means of
promoting nationwide economic equity in order to forestall
bickering and animosities between the regions, Christie felt that
such a tack \^/as necessary to negate the argument of those few who
maintained that canadians wourd be "better off" economically by
"going in with the United States." Christie believed that it was
unlikely in the extreme that a majority of Canadians would ever
choose "deliberately and vo1unt,arily" to merge with the united
states, but he did admit that for the less prosperous regions of
the confederation it was "a very hard case living next dõor to
the most opulent family on earth." Christie belleved that a more
even distribution of wealth in Canada therefore probably would
cancel whatever appeal formal association with the Unítéd States
might hold" see rbid., pp. 1481354-148137 and 1491344, and L.c.
christie to A. MeigÌen, 10 January rg25r op. cit., pp. 03606s036066.

26 H, Borden papers, volume 264, Forder 59, pp.
148210-1482LL, L.c. christie to philip Kerr, 14 December tg2s"
Although Professor Bothwell in his thèsis has cited a letter by

83-) PAc,

MG
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christie in which he quest,ions the viability of the plan
contained in Meighenrs Hamilton Speech on the basis that in time
of war a momentum builds in sociely that s\Àieeps
constitutional or electoral_ procedüres as thoèe away art such
by the
former prime Minister, he clearly did not reject "ugi"sted
¡ñã
idea
totally. For christie, Mêighen'è plan was varuabre because it
prevented the poritícaI views of one ringuistic
group from being
imposed on the other without recourse to the democraluc process.
"As nearly as f can sum up the Hamilton idear,,Cf,ri"Èi. told Sir
Robert Borden,

'rat present it. seems to me to come to this.
a practical
matter if a vital threat arises in the futureAs
no
constitutional device will prevert the-b"-r;È;;
from getting
in i-tl pulch, [uut] ror it irow Gru"Ð country ã"
rrue as
anything ig humánIy true (1) thai coJrscription ought
begin at !h" beginning of a war and (z) t-hat you ðan'tto have
conscription in Canada withouL dissolution
(a) general
election. On the other hand the effect of anã
this'dâvice will
be to act as a brake on H.M.G. and make them consider very
carefully their policy with regard to such matters
as
Locarno involves
and untit Étre League has got better
organizat,ion the Lord knows such brakés are nõt
tt
super f luous.

christie always had troubre understanding the FrenchCanadian mind and the political behavior that resulted from the
manner in which it worked. christie did think, however, that one
of t!9 pivotal differences between French-Canadian and Englishcanadian politicar behavior was the resurt of their diffe;in;

religious orientations. "rt seems to be rather hard for an
Anglo-saxon to get at the French mindr" christie wrote. "Their
backgrounds are so different.,'

"Youl Anglo-saxon is not very clear about his God; he states
hi* in many different ways; about the only thing irrat he is
clear about is that whatever He is, he thé free born
Protestant Anglo-saxon has direct access to Him. The heirs
of the continentar Rousseau traditionr on the other hand,
seem to have a rather different method. The one thing they
are sure about is that they do not have direct access; that
they can get. at Him only through certain annointed and duly
appointed personages; that these interpret the Iaw; and the
followers have learned through the centuries that if, in
pursuit of their mundane activities they happen to come inthe
conflict with the law, it is not necessarily a matter
great concern to them as individuals, for their system of
provides an immediate remedy. They can go to duly appointed
personages and on rendering various duly prescribed sérvices
and such like tir"y can obtãin certain a-usõrutions. A peoplé
wfose being such a system and method is an intimate pait
will naturally reflect the method in their political life.
vühat $re fthat-is, Anglo-saxonft may
be inclined to
"iiã" they may regard
regard as corruption, nepotism and graft
as
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proper, just and in the order of things....,'
Although, christiers_thought on canada,s French-English problem
vùas at times confused, he nonetheless sa\¡¡ the .ompÍexity'of the
problem and clearly recognized the need for proviãing an
atmosphere conducive to accommodation and coirpromise between the
two linguistic groups. christie did not view the FrenchCanadians either as obstructionist or unpatriotic, and he vJas not
_wi11ing to. impose.pgliticar decisions on them uniiaterally.
Meighenrs
idea, with its full use of the ¿emociâiið-proceËs in
the matter of conscription, was therefore sure to wiñ his
support. see R. Bothwel-1, "Bureaucrat,ic rmperialism, " op. cit. ,
pp. 387-388; PAC, MG 30 844, Christie papers, Volume ffl*r'olier'
35q p. 10593, L.c" christie to R.L. Bordãn, 2g oeðember L925¡
M9 26 I_: Meighen papers, Vo1ume 64, Fotder 28, pp" 03ä07IIÞl+.r
036073, L.C. Christie to A. Meighen, 10 January 1925"
for example, had a chance to witness in an in9¿.1 christie,
depth
fashion the effectè that the Great war uras having on the
social and political life of the provinces that ray weãt of the
ottawa valley when he traveled with sir Robert Borãen to
vancouver and back between 16 November and 24 December 1916"
Because the Prime Minister included Christie so closely in a1l of
the affairs in which he was involved
both in his role as head
of government and in his capacity as leader of the
Conservative
party
he !ùas afforded an education in Canadian domestic life
that he had been unable to acquire during his education and
employment in the united States. For Christiers tour of western
canada with Borden in the fall of 1916, see Library of congress,
contaíner 43, Jane christie to Felix Frankfurter , 16 Novem[er
1916.
_

85.) Christie believed that the fact that this responsibility
lay outside canada deepened French-English tensions by making
external policy appear as an issue that some French-cánadians
interpreted as a matter of accepting dictation from a foreign
pov¡er, and which some English-canadians sar^¡ as a matter of
fulfilling an obligation owed to the mother country. "As it
seems to mer" Christie told Borden,
there are two powerful elements in canada whose st.ate of
mind always impeded your efforts and will contínue to block
tþe prospect of Canadars real assumption of responsibility
Lin external affairp (from whateve? direction -the probleñ
be approached) r- and so will handicap all efforts to
T?y
discover and protect her national position and pray a part
in the worId. one is the ontario orangeman and the other
the Quebecer each in his own dominated by rnationalistic'
aims ox t what seems pretty much the same thing, each in
his ovün way the stubborn guaidian of the coloniaÍ state of
rnind each now dreaming in terms of an age past
each
now clinging to a conception of 'security'-now falsified by
the facts and spirit of a new age. (They suggest ulster aña
Sinn Fein). They are both of them so numerous and strongly
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entrenched in the structure of our community that one feels
that the solution of our problem, whatever it may be, will
be 1ong, drawn out and trying. perhaps they themselves
cannot remodel their fixed ideas; perhaps they can be driven
from them only by some shock administered Oy tfre conLortions
of an impersonal world which is indifferent to the
particularist ideas of Ontario and euebec."

Christie appears to have believed that Quebecers r¡¡ere more likely
to change than ontarians. "For r have come to take it for
grantedr âs a working rule of my ownr'r he wrote late in rgzs,
"t,hat whenever ontario looks at any problem -- and especially one
of our external problems in terms of its Quebec
obéessionl the
chances are a million to one that it is stupidy wrong."
christie's "hope" for a change in the attitudeè of euebecers in
regard to external affairs probably also reflects the development
of his own thought in the direction of an increasingly strident
Canadian nationalism and away from his earlier , moie- inperiallyoriented inclinations. see L.c. christie to R.L. Bordenl 29
December 1925 I op. cit., and pAc, MG 26 H, Borden papers, vorume
264, Folder 59, pp. 149365-149366. L.c. christie to -n.L. Borden,
16 April 1926. For a recent and provocative analysis of the
similarities in the attitudes of õhristie and othèr officials of
Department of External Affairs and those of reading
!h"
isolationists during the years between 1936 and 1939 seeeuebec
peter B.
lvaite, "French-canadian rsolationism and English canada: An
Elliptical Foreign poricy, 1935-r939," Journal of canadian
Studies, I8, 2 (September, I9B3), pp. 132-14g.
86.) PAC, MG 26H, Borden Papers, Volume 264, Folder 59, p"
148280, L.C. Christie to R.L. Borden, 25 February 1926.
87.) L.C" Christie t.o philip Kerr, g November Lgzír op. cit., pp
036116-036rL7.

88.) L.C" Christie to R.L. Borden,10 June Lg24r op. cit.,
148085A.

89.) L.C. Christie to R.L. Borden, 16 April 1926r op. cit.,

14836s.

p.
p.

90.) L.C. Christie to R.L. Borden, 25 February 1926r op. cit.,
p. L48278. "one sometimes hears the curious questionr" christie
wrote to Philip Kerr, "After all- what practical disabilities does
canada have under the existing regime? They have been pointed
out time after time" rt is enough to point to the conflict of
duty involved in the prevailing practice of trusteeship -- issues
vital to Canada in the hands of Ministers only responsible to the
people of Great Britain, guided by a bureaucracy whose job is
only to keep the Ministers out of trouble at westminster, all
necessarily dominated by European necessities
their good will
unquestioned but they are not superhuman -- no need Lo labour
the point that all this momentum of the
concernr must be
to the disadvantage of canada.... rt is 'going
perféctly clear that the
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definition þf national interest and securitf, in your case does
not meet our case and could not. rt is unquestionably of
practical account to us that vre should be
áUfer âs frãe1y and as
def initely as others, to study our positioni our ínabili-ty to do
so is a danger, but the existing legalities stand Ín the -*uy.
Againr. for qractical disabilities oñe need only to look at -trre
confusion of Canadian politics; our ambiguous ãnd false position
prevents.clear thinking, agreement and continuity among trle
parties in our foreign affáirs and has a direct äffect-in
impedips.tr,g alignments essential to our internal progress." see
L.c. christie to philip Kerr, 15 March Lg26¡
op. cit.-pp. 237s623757.

91.) L.c. christie to A. Meighen, 24 February L926, op. cit. p.
L48256.

92-) L.c. christie to R.L. Borden, 25 February Lg26r op. cit.,
p. L48278.
93-) PAc, MG 30 844, christie papers, vorume 26, Forder 106, p.
23944, L.C. Christíe to A. Meighen, I July L926"
26 Ht Borden papers, Vo1ume 264, Folder 59, p.
?1:l__lÞld.
I Mc
148376A, L.C.
Christie to R.L. Borden, 4 June L926.
95") L.c. christie, Notes on the League of Nations Meeting of
March L926, L4 April 1926, op. cit., pp. 23823-23824.
96.) Ibíd. ¡ pp. 23818 and 2382I.
97.) L.C. Christie to R.L. Borden, 4 June 1926r op. cit., p,
14837 6A.

98-) PAc' MG 30 E.44, christie papers, volume 23, Folder gg, p.
2201-0' L.c. cþrístie, undated notes, but armost certainly
December , 1925 or January-February I 1926.
99:) Ibid., Volume 26, Fo1der 106, p. 23944, L.C. Christie to A.
ueighen,-E- July L926.
100.) rbid., p. 23846, L.c. christie, Responsible Government in
Canada. The Last Stage, 15 June L926
101.) rbid.' p. 23848. As it had when he had earlier sketched
out the problem of the Empire I s correct role in international
affairs in the Sunday Expiess and the Round Tab1e, the
geggrqphical element and the consideratîons ÏeEuÏting therefrom
bulked rarge for christie as he set about defining cãnada's
international position in the post-rJocarno period. "There is one
f actor at any rate r " he wrote, "$re [n canaãfl cannot escape f rom
gyen if any would imagine the effort" vte have to respect wnat
the map, if nothing e1se, teaches us; that we are of tf¡e New
Wor1d. It is, of course, a factor that has always influenced us
and perhaps most strongly when unconsciously; but since we may be
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sure that if unconsciously we ever ignore it we sharl come t,o
futility we had better put it to conscious use,...,' ',It is a
simple truth of geography and historyr" as he once told
philp
Kerr, 'rthat Canadians are North Americans and not Europeans" and
to foIlow a foreign policy that entailed Íntimate involvement in
European politics could only mean "incalculable taxation and
drains on manpower and capilal. In short, it means weakening our
position vis-a-vis the U.S." Christie believed that Britain had
faced the geographicar reality of her position and "seems to be
finding gne aspect of its solut,ion in á rapidly deepening
integration of her policies with those or the ?est õf nuiope."
canada must obviously, christie concluded, rook t,oward a ¡1õrth
American-oriented solution when "seriously consider fi"d] our ovün
case. " See lÞig. , pp . 23848-23949 , and r,.C. Christi; É-o philip
Kerr , 14 necëmEãr tg2Sr op. cit. r pp. 148210-1 4g2LI.
102.) r,.C. Christie, Responsible Government in Canada. The Last
Stage, 15 June L926 r op. cit., p. 23949.
103. ) Ibid. , p. 23850.
104. ) rbid. , p. 23852.
105.) Ibid. r pp. 23853-23854.
1-06.) Ibid., p. 23854. Christie believed "that to Canadians it
_Lu yuf involving Canada that was caused by Londonrs unilateral
decisions
and actionf! would probably meañ immediate internal
convulsion and conceivably the liquidation of their community.,'
See L.C. Christie to. R.L. Borden, 4 June Lg26r op. cit., p.
148 3 77A.

107.) r,.c. christie, Responsible Government in canada. The Last
Stage, 15 June L926, op. cit.r pp. 23854-23855.
108.) Ibid., p. 23869. Christie admitted the tentative
possibility of Canada maintaining some kind of association with
some sort of a "Britannic'League'or'systemr",
but he thought
that the Empire/Commonwealth could no Ioñger be more than thãt
sort of loose association. " CI]-n my viewr', he wrote, 'wor1d
developments have disclosed it Ctf¡at is, an imperial federatior!
as an entirely illusory project out of all perspective with the
pract,icalities for Canada. " See Ibid. , p. 23868.
109.) Ibid.' pp. 23869-23870. As Britain tied itself ever more
closely to European politics in the years between 1923 and 1926,
christie became increasingly sensitive to what he saw as
potential problems regarding Canadian-American relations that
might arise out of Londonrs actions. Indeed, he believed that as
the British government moved closer to Europe an antipathy toward
the united states was developing in England. "There is hêre (in
Britain]l a growing dislike oi tñe Unítéd States,"
Christie toid
sir Robert Borden in early 1926. "No one can be sure of other
people's motives and r will not go into them; but whatever the
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motives the fact is inescapable. One meets it constantly in the
prints, in conversations with all sorts. rt is often intense.
The pre-vJar attitude seems almost reversed.', Because of "her
place on the mapr" Christie wrote, Canada must dissociate herself
from British policies and/or attitudes that rnight lead to Ang1oAmerican frict,ions having potentially dangerous consequences for
canada. As t!" postwar pran for aevelopiñg a cooperative and
consultative imperial foreign policy disintegrateã, and he turned
increasingly toward favoring a canaãian exteinal policy based
squarely_on accepting the political reality of cañada'é
geographical location in North America, Cañada's relationship
with the united states came, not surprisingly, to be a majorfocus of Christie's attention. In tñe aftermath of the bieakdown
of the imperial systemr Christie believed that Canada would not
only have to pay dramaticarly increased attention to its
bilateral relations with the Americans, but that iL probably
would benefit canada to develop a roughly similar apþroach to
international events as that devised by washington. "Tn
pondering our positionr" Christie wrote,
"we often put it that the choice before Canada is between
the gritish connection and the American connection
point perhaps to be borne in mind is this: that while A
Canadians must and do have a faith that they have some how a
distinctive contribution of their ovrn to make to the world,
the idea of some sort of an American connection is not
necessarily a monstrous one. To some it may possibry be
revolting, but as regards the great bulk of cãnadians it is
hard to say that they would regard an association with the
Americans as being in itself a thing utterly alien to their
make-up and ideas of civilized life.
what might give the
idea nasty colour comes from another directioñ. it is
naturally felt by very many that it wourd be monstrous to
set out deliberately to turn one I s back on one I s oldest ties
and to form an exclusive asociation with another friend.
This it is that bids us make every effort
in our ovrn
interest to say nothing of higher considerations to avoid
such a consummation; and so far as the matter is within our
own control it is not to be doubted that Canadians will make
the effort. But our control of events, certainly not
unlimited in our ov¡n region of the earth, is very shadowy in
other regions. There is conceivably another way-of stating
our choice" rt might have nothing to do with the 'British
connectionr or t.he tAmerican connection'. rn a world in
which no disaster is inconceivabre, events might someday
arise to confront us with a choice of another sort
a
choice between Lhe old world and the New world. At such a
crisis would we reaIIy have any choice at all? euite apart
from the question of saving our own skin, do our instincts
telI us that, we are of the Old World?..."
rn L926r christie was not yet ready t.o renounce all ties with
Britain. Nonetheless, the breakdown of postwar imperial
cooperation, the growing anti-Americanism he detected in British
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public and official opinion, his tendency to view foreign policy
largely from a geographicar perspective, and his desire to
construct ä foreign policy for canada primarily based
on its
unique Tational interests vüere arl combining tó lead him
increasingly,to place more emphasis on builãing a
=irong andto
durabl-e canadian-American relationship. see r,.c. chrisÉie
R.L: Borden , 25 February Lg26 r oÞ. cit., p. Llg2go, and L.c.
Notes on the l,eague oT-NaTFons úeeting oi l¿arch t-LgZ6,
ÇÞtistie,
14 April 1926r op. cit., pp. Z3T2O-2392I.
110.) r,.c. christie, Responsibre Government in canada. The Last
Stage, 15 June 1926, op. õit. p. 23870.
r11. ) rbid. , p. 23856.
rL2" ) L.c. christie to R.L. Borden , 25 February Lg26¡ op. cit.,
p. L48283.
113") r,.c. Christie' Responsible Government in Canada. The Last
Stager op. cit., p. 2387L.
114.) cfrristie believed that the British North America Act as it
stood offered no guarantee of complet,e responsible government.
"Neither the B"N.Ã. Act nor anything elseri he wroté,
altered the lega1 circumstance that responsibility for "has
foreign
commitments or for putting canada into ã state of war does nót
reside in canada that no-one there can be called to account
for the act. The legarities contain the measure of canadian
responsibility and this responsibility remains fixed until the
Iaw i9 changed. vühichever alternativã soluLion you envisage for
the final stage of responsible government in canãda
you
cannot get it unress you change t.he fundamentals of the iaw of
the Constitution. " See lbid. , p. 2397 4.
115.) ruid.r pp. 23878-23879. christie's reructance to let a
regularly elected Parliament dear with the alteration of the
constitution flowed from the manner in which he viewed and
interpreted the Canadian polity. Christie believed that
problems derived not onry from its politicar system, but Canada's
also
geographical location, its distinct regions, and its
ffo*
it"
linguistic divisions. "The land is not a compaõt and simply
manageable area like that of so many other national unitsr"
Christie wrote.
"rt is a land of continentar breadth, divided into three or
four vertical sections by natural features whose intractable
character magnifies the already great distances separating
the various groups of men and !üomen and renders intercommunication and communal thought a far from simple
matter. The land is not compacti more than that, its owners
are not homogeneous: we must live with more than one racial
or cultural contrast. our political sub divisions are also
diverse in origin. East of the central Ledge each province
in some degree still- contains the coronial state of mind and
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social ideas
the mark of its origin as a colony of a
European power; while one of them, now a great aiãtinctive
racial or
groupr presents the coñpfiãation that it.
-cultural
descends from
a Power that- capitulated on terms in their
behalf to the Power from whicñ the others mainly derive, and
the terms are still faithfully remembered.
of the
Ledge, hovJever, the land only a short while vüest
ágo *u= a clean
sheet; it-was opened up and
and stampéd by North
American descendants oE the þeopled
õriöinal Easternärs, ãnd it
bears the mark not of the Europãan-Colonial traåigion but of
something like what is caIled by American political students
_r-the pioneer tradition' or I the f rontier tiadition. ' rhe
!{estern area is double the Eastern, and while the western
population is to-day less than harf of the Eastern; iÈ-ia
increasing at a mucñ rapider rate than the other. "
christie believed that each of these interests had to be
represented not only in a non-partisan way but also in a roughry
qqual.manner"., ;| regularly eIeõted parliament could not providefor either- "fo]ur exist-ing political institutions,;'he wrote
dism_issing the idea, "are- iqþérently incapable of solving our in
problems in Canada,
É"Ð to puisue tñe attempi-*itr, them is
to certainly_.piJe up lossès
moral and material anã probably to
court worse-" se_e_ rbid.r-pp. 23947-23949,
and pAc, MG 30 idq,
gg,
voftiñã
231-rolder
p.
2L973,
r.c. christie to
Çh_ristie_papers,
R.L. Borden, 10
August LgZ6

ll9. ) PAc' Mc,30 E44t christie papers, volume l-2, Folder 3'7, pp.
11017 and 11019, L.C. christie, Noies on the rmpeiial Conferenðä
and the consititution, n.d., but almost certainiy December, 1926

or January, 1927.
LL7.) c.p. stacey, "Nationality: The Experience of canada," ep.
cit., pp. I6-L7.
to christie's paper on the last stage in the
118.ì rr response
development
of responsibre governmeñt, for example, J.w. Dafoe
estimated that the non-partlsan approach urged [,y !f,e author \4ras
not a realist.ic poriticar possibility.
"unáttaiñabre a1so,"
Dafoe told Sir Rõbert Bordän,
"is christiets desire for a truce of God among
factions while we meet in Nationat convention tocanadian
ourselves with the full machinery of national Iife.endowThe
united states constitution was tñe outcome of a furious
political controversy, and r{êr r fear, wilt have to steer
the same course with alr the dangers of ship-wreck. rf the
conservat,ive party, which incrudes most of i¡r¡at might be
called the pro-British element in this country, coúId bring
itself to the point of seeing that the only c-nóice is
between a Canadian nation within a Britannic framework, and
a canadian nation outside of it, a settlement by consent
might be possiÞ.r"; but r look for no such develðpment. A
course so sensible would lead to the disruption õf the party
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and the creation of a group primarily concerned to urge

an
anti-national solution to thã problem. "
rn addition, the methodical and regalistic approach of
Christ_iers paper disturbed
several othei readers. On two points,
Hume Vfrong wrote, ,,Í am not in complete accord.',
"First, ï am not convinced that a positive sense of
responsibility in Canada for external affairs, however it
might.come about, would have the far-reaching'effect you
anticipate on canadian public opinionr or woúta herp ir"ry
greatly to solve the tremendous problems of weldingscattered and diverse population- into a nationality our
you are a 'positive' natíonatist; r am
conscious of itself.
rather inclined to be a Inegative-f
one. r cannot feel
certain thatr given our position on the map and the absence
of external danger, a rult sense of responèibility would
give. stimulus to rCanadianism' ... much stronger tfran that
possible under the present system....
The second reason for my disagreement is perhaps more
serious
Admitting arr yõu sjry about the i-nadeqùacy of
existing political methods,- it ftlrat is, the creat.ion ór a
non-partisan constitutional assemotfl would, r feel sure,
require jus! such a sudden crisis aila upheaval as you,
all who realIy think (instead of merely- feel) on the and
problem, desire to avoid, to stimulate public feeling, break
down the enormous povüer of vested interésts in politlcs, and
turn the people from dreams to realities.
f know of no
example in which a people, in peace and calm deliberation,
has sought to plot a new course on the chart of the world.
A federal state is here at double disadvantage for the
vested interests are muttiplied" It þ constitutional
assemblfl might well be the best
-ut (you have armost
"ay
convinced me that it. is); it might
on the other hand
precipitate a crisis and dissolve Canada.n.."
Finally, Sir Joseph Flavelle summed up the points made by
Dafoe and Wrong nicely when he commented after reviewing
paper that he had been "profoundly impresssed by the
Çhristie's
logic of your arguments. r misread-human
hiétory, howeverl if
events develop onry after this ordered manner." see pAc, MG 30
D45, Dafoe eaþers, Volume 3, Folder-1926: June-December, J.!1.
Dafoe to R.L. Borden, 16 October L926; Ibid", MG 30 I.44, Christie
Papers, vorume 23, Forder 88, pp. 2L9Bræ93, Hume v{rong to L.c.
I0 October L926; and, Ibid., p. 2L977t Sir Joseph
Çþrislie,
Flavelle to L.C. Christie, 5 OctõEEl L926
ll9. ) Arthur tuleighen had told Christie during their
correspondence over Locarno that his solution to the problen of
Caggdq's_proper relationship with Britain was not practical
poIitically.
christie had written to Meighen sayiñg that the
Locarno Pact had so clearly shown the unworkability of a
cooperative and consultative imperial foreign polióy that he
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could see no reason why the conservative party should not join
Mackenzie Kingrs government in opposing it.
"should the
þinera! eovãrnmãnt propose a rããolutIon that canada has no
appropriate place in the Locarno agreementsr" Christie advised
Meighenr" r do not see why you should not second it yourself,
provided it was framed and supported on the basis of the national
interest and not a mere move iñ party tactics. why shouldn't you
confer with them on its Lerms and on the basis of ãiscussion?
And if they do not take the initiative why shouldnrt you take it,
and see if you could not get an agreed form of resolulion?" rn
response, Mêighen thanked christie for his analysis of Locarno
and for the suggestion regarding possible parliãmentary
tactics. He then went on to geñtry but clãarly tell cñristie
that his advice \^ras not practicable. "Sometimãs one is tempted
to think that you are t,oo 1ogical, but, of course, that is án
absurd allegation," Meighen wrote.
I'what r am in very great doubt of though, is Lhe condition
,
of the mind of the Canadian people. Perhaps I should add as
well that I have stil1 greater doubt as to the condition of
the mind of the Conservative party of Canada. To express an
opinion rather than to merely expiess a doubt r thin-k r
would say this: that in my opinion those who form the
conservative party of this Dominíon have not moved far

enough in the thinking out of this question to put them in
the mood to accept the conclusions Ëo which you'have come
and the proposal which you make. My mind is-now engaged in
an endeavor to evolve a line of conduct which will stand a
chance of being endorsed by those whom I am commissioned to
lead, and which will not be in discord with realities.
rt
is my judgment whatever that may be worth that the Canadian
people (perhaps I should have said the Conservative section
of the Canadian people) would demand another trial to work
out a plan of Empire co-operat,ion...."

H, Borden Papers, Volume 264, Folder 59, p.
r493r2t L.c. christie to A. Meighen, L7 March 1926, and rbid., Mc
26.f ! Meighen Papers, Volume 64, Folder 28, pp. 036162-íßT63, n.
Meighen
to L.C. Christie, 5 Apri1 1926.
f20.) L.C" Christie, Responsible Government in Canada. The Last
Stage, 15 June L926r op. õit., p. 23ggI"
121. ) Tbid., p. 23889"
L22") Ibid., p. 23890. It is interesting to note that Christie
greeted the decisions of the Imperial Conference of L926 with
alarm and derision. He believed that the prime Ministers
gathered i! London had taken it upon themselves, without proper
authorization from their respective electorates, to changé the
imperial constitution. "They agreed upon," Christie wrote,
"a change in the title of Èhe King, upon a change in the
relat.ion of the Governor General of Canada to the King and
See PAC, MG 26
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to the Government of Great Britain, upon new channels of
communication between the Governments, upon a new and an
elaborate procedure as between the various administrations
for concluding treaties with foreign countries, upon the
method of representing Canada at international conferences,
upon the division of responsibility between the Governments
of Great Britain and Canada for the general conduct of
foreign policy, and so on
arr of these readjustments so
agreed upon' though they may be described as administrative

or procedural in character, are nevertheless a contribution
to our constitution in the exact accepted sense of the word;
they raffect the distribut.ion or the exercise of the
sovereign power in the stater. No man can foresee the whole
of their significance on our future national life...."
More t.roubring still to chr istie $ras the conf erence's
statement on the international status of the Dominions and the
abandonment of their subordinat.ion. He believed that the
statement htas nothing more than a bit of "windowdressing" which
might have the highry negative effect of forestalting
tñe
assumption of national responsibility in Canada. Christie wrote
that despite the fact that the Conference's statement had been
"seized upon by the public mind every wherer" he believed that
the decisions of the Prime Ministers assembled in London did not
really change anything at all for Canada in regard to its
external autonomy.
"what did they (tfre Prime Ministers at the ConferenceJ mean
by arguing that Great Britain and the Dominions are 'in no
way subordinate one to another in any respect of their
domestic or ext.ernal af fairs'? Vte know at once
to take
the most vital aspect of our external relations -- that if
the King on the advice of t.he Government of Great Britain
should tomorrow declare v\rar against another Povrer, the
territory and people of Canada would instantly be subject to
that state known in international law as a state of war and
that the profound consequences in the public mind and
regarding other countries appropriate to that status would
instantly foIlow. A community which willy-niIIy is thus
subject to the will of anothei community is subordinate to
that community, if words are to be taken in their accepted
sense
In any case it is evident that the route to the
goal on which vüe are invited by the famous agreed definition
to fix our eyes
must quite obviously involve a profound
constitutional departurer âñ alterat.ion by some means or
other of those aspects of our present state structure
affecting 'the distribution or exercise of the sovereign
power in the stater as radical as communities of men ever
make....tt

For Christie, the Imperial Conference of L926 had no
authority to undertake the constitutional revision it attempted,
and had, in his opinion, done nothing in fact
"fs it
conceivabler" he wrote at the time, rrthat such fundamentals of
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canada or Australia or south Africa, should be arranged by a body
of party polit,icians sitting thousands of rniles ae¡ay in Lóndon"
because it left the "levers of v,¡ar" in the hands-of Great
Britain, and without control over those levers any canadian
claims to complete autonomy vùere farcical. Christie asserted
that the conference had obscured, rather than resolved, the
significance of t,he problems facing canada,
and, indeed, that it
had made a mockery of responsibl-e government and the historical
development of the Dominión.

"under this new contemprated
process
are the men who are to draw the@onstitutional]l
deep, irrevoCable lines
of our nationar destiny and how are they to be elected? Two
ministers, representative of a single párty in the
community, hurriedly appointed, self-aþpointed for the task,
have done it this time
on the lasÈ occasion canadians
grappled with the rfundamental principlesr of their
existence when they created their Confederation
delegates from the coñstituent provinces were specially
for the purpose. They acted not as party leaders
9eputed
but as authorized plenipotentiaries. They rráa tõ strike a
bargain between the different sections by-negotiation. They
drew up an agreed pran after long deliberation. Then they
went to London and completed the final negotiat,ions. The
whole procedure was extraordinary -- outside the lines of
ordinary party activity. Yet ít now seems to be conceived
that we can usefully attempt to solve, through the ordinary
means, in the person of delegates based on a mere majority
of the popurar representation in parliamentr ân issue which
is in reality more serious and extraordinary than that which
confronted the framers of our federal structure.
who

The nev¡ process and method no\¡, inaugurated contemplate

that the solution of our 'fundamental principles' is to be
first discussed and seLtled or initiated, not within our own
borders, but thousands of miles av¡ay, and at any given
moment, not necessarily at the behest of our own
necessities, but according to the political necessities of
some party in some Dominion still more thousands of miles
away

This is the process now clearly envisioned and proposed
for building our Constitution. IVe can also picture exactly
what, subsidiary to this ne$r process, is involved as to the
particular method and temper in which Canada is to
participate in the nevü processi at each stage of the process
a self-appointed Canadian delegation based on a single party
majority and that majority conceivably dominated by one
section of the oominion; the chances, pracÈically, all
against their having opport,unity for the hard thinkíng and
preparation adequate to such negotiations; the chances,
practically t ãgãinst Parliament or the public having
adequate notice and opportunity for discussion and fixing
instructions , f.or at any stage in the process the new
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constitutional changes may be precipitated in London at the
instance of the party necessities of another Dominion about

which we know nothing.

rf there is any substance in the foregoing analysis the
time has evidently come for considering seiiouã questions in
the region of practical politics.
If Lfre new prótocol means
what it says, it will presentr whether immediately or at the
next stage of the ne\¡J process or at the next, those
fundamental issues from which no community escapes without
the hardest thinking and the most intense pain õf mind and
conscience. Let no one delude himself. fñese issues cannot
and will not be carried through by a singre party in the
state: the least grain of political sense or of iecollecLion
of human experience wilr assure any one of this truth.
lvherever these ultimate issues are presented they can be
solved only by the consent and co-oþeration of a1f sections,
all races and alr creeds of the canadian confederation,
acting as national negotiators and not as members of a party
majority. Any man or party in canada that in a moment of
infrated sensé of dest-iny should imagine and attempt the
business of such issues through the exercise of the
demagogic arts would deal to tt¡e community a most disastrous
blow" "

christie berieved that the considerat,ion of the report of the
rmperial confernece of L926 by parliament should bé postponed,
and that all of the proceedings of the Conference be-publ-ished.
The next slep for canadar âs he savü it, $¡as then to piovide for
"a responsible method of approaching such fundamentai principles,
a method which
shall ensure that the reconstruction of the
const,itution of canada shall not be undertaken except by the cooperation of all sections of Canada. " Christie went so far as to
submit a draf t parliamentary resolution to t,his ef fect to Hugh
interim leader of the federal Conservative Party.
9Ftþrie,-then
christiers
resorution called for the submission of alr the
Conferencers proceedings to each of the provincial
Impçrial
legislatures for their-considerátion. Christie wiote that such a
referral to the provinces was the only
thing that promised
"safety for Canada in the long run." -See eÃc, MG 30 I.44,
qþlistie Papers, Volume 23, Folder 88, pp. 21640, 2L645-2I647,
2L656-2L657, 2l-659-2l-660, and 2L662, t.C: Christie, Notes on the
Imperial Conference, L926,9 December L926; Ibid., Volume 12,
Folder 37, pp. I0961-10964, L.C. Christie t.o-E-ugh Guthrie, 16
Eebr_uary 1927; and, L.C. Christie, Notes on the Imperial
Conference
of 1-926 and the Constitution, ñ.d., but-almost
certainly December, 1926 or January, L927, op. cit., p. 11016.
I23. ) The incisive and hard-nosed quality of Christie's thinking
was noted by nany of his associates as his most important
personal asset. rn the winter of L924, for example, Frankfurter
told Christie that, in his estimation, he had an "absolute
honesty of mind."
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'I don'È know anyone who is more on his guard against
fooling himself either by his past, through what might be
called res judicata ftiral is, ã thing ¿ecídea by prãcedenfl,
or by rrFtrõpes or rears of the futuie
his eñotional
expectations. Not that you havenrt preferences or
desires. of course- you do, strikingly soi but you know you
have them, and you have the rare taleñt for antiseptic ízing
the instrument of your mind...."
Frankfurter I s opinion in this regard is one that was shared by
most of christie's colleagues throughout his career
generally
with an equal mixture of ãamiration and exasperation. irle
existence of this consensus makes it all the-more difficult to
understand why historians have heretofore been reluctant to
attribut.e Christie I s change in attitude toward inperial relat.ions
dur-ing lhe years between Lgzg and L926 to his having made a
realistic analysis of canadafs nationar interests, ãnd have
instead soughÈ to assign the motivating force behind the
alterat.ion to some personal quirk or mental or emotional
shgltcoming. See pAC, MG 30 844, Christie papers, Volume g,
Forder 30, , pp. 9494-9495, Felix Frankfurter to L.c. christie , 24
February L924.
r24.) r,.c. christie, Responsible Government, in canada. The Last
pp. 23883 and 23ggg.
f25"') Ibid., pp. 23883-Z3Bg4,
L26.) Ibid " , p. 23873 .
Stager op. cit.,
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Chapter VI:

Troubled Times: Lorin

Christie

L926-L935

During the years between his return from England in ]-926 and
his rejoining the Department of External Affairs in September,
1935, christie's life and career were punctuated by abrupt
changes in his employment and marital situations.

ïn these years
christiets views of international affairs continued to sour,
while his concerns about Canadars ability to survive as a unique
political entity -- riven as he believed it was by sectionalism
made more acrimonious by the the prolonged economic crisis after
1929 deepened apace. This combination of circumstances
resulted in christie, in regard to both his personal affairs,
and, even more clearly, in his judgments as to canada's role in
the internationar politicar system, becoming markedly l_ess
willing to take risks or make commitments that would narrow his
ov¡n or the country's options at a later date. rn so far as
domestic canadian politics were concerned, christie became
increasingly distressed by the chaotic conditions arising out of
the Great Depression true to his progressive education he
could never abide disorder in any sphere of his life
and
looked for a strong leader to protect national unity in the face
of the fractured political and economic situation at home and
abroad.

Returning

Career Choices and Marital Discord
Ear1y in the spring of L926, Christie told Sir Robert Borden
that he was about ready to begin looking for the means of getting
Home:
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back to canada and finding a post that would keep him there
permanently. "when r shal_l get back to canada is stirl on the
knees of the gods, though r try to keep my eyes open, christie
wrote.
The more r think of it the more r know that it rÁ¡as really
curiosity that'drove me here
f am glad came, thouéh I
shall be extremely sorry if it ever *eant notr getting
but that's up to me" rt was a gamble on gettiñg nacÉ.back,
rf
one had Methuselah's expectations one migñt gu*Él" on other
parts of the world, but an ordinary feIlów hãs to stop
sometime. My curiosity in these párts is beginning to be
satisfied and r am beginning to sþeculate on a return
ticket. My position is that for iwo more years r wourd not
feel free to arbitrarily leave Jimmy Dunn, but our
rerations
afe exceedingly cordial and we may workout some arrangement
whereby r would be in canada on sóme aspects of various
enterprises in which the firm is interested. rf that
appears. impracticabre r may be lucky enough to find a
connection wiLh some house in Montréal or Toronto. r must
admit. that business does not wholly absorb me and T have
sometimes flirted with the idea thãt r might fit in on the
Board of some newspaper enterprise in canáda controrling a
group of papers. But these are simply speculations and at
the present r can only pursue a policy of "watchful waiting',
t_

christie apparently did approach Dunn on the chance of finding a
position with one of his Canadian-based interests but without
success. Indeed' Christie seems to have parted company with Dunn
in a rather acrimonious manner long before the elapse of the two
year period he had mentioned, believing, according to professor
Bothwell, that Dunn owed him about $60,000.2 christie returned
with his family to Canada in early July I 1926, without certainty
of employment and apparently in quite dire financial straits.
"The fact isr" he later told Frankfurter, "r came back from
England as near bust as doesn't matter...."3
on his arr ival in canada, chr istie \,/as of f ered a position
with the rnternational power and paper company by A.R. Graustein,
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the companyrs president. Borden apparently was responsibre for
putting christie in touch with Graustein, and the post was one
which was to involve work with the international aspect,s of the
companyrs affair=.4 while chrisbie was mulling over the offer
from rnternational Paper he was a.oproached by Charles A. Magrath
then chairman of the Hydro-Electric power commission of
ontario and an individual whom christie had known and
corresponded with during the Great War when he had held several
posts' including Commissioner of Fuel and later chairman of the
canadian section of the rnLernational Joint commission, in
Bordenrs government who asked him to join "the commission to
assist. him (Magrath) in international and intergovernmental
matters in which the Commission was concerned.,,5 Christie at
last decided, in early Februaryt L927, to accept Magrathrs offer
largely, it appears, because he feared that the post with
rnternational paper might resurt in his being forced to tive in
the United States rather than Canada.6
Sefore turning to christiers career with ontario ttycro
something should be said briefry about his personal affairs.
When Christie v¡as engaged to Jane Armstrong in 1914 ire hacl told
Frankfurter that she "is onry twenty-one but amazingly wise and
has the sense of relevancies that covers everything and is very
lovely.
she has driven out a certain sense of loneliness
that r have always been harf conscious of in myself.,,7 During
the twerve years between 19r4 and 1926 christiers marriage
appears to have been a happy one, although punctuated by Janers
frequent illnesses andr âs professor Granatstein has noted,
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istie's tendency t.o be a loner and to hold his af f airs closely
against his chest.B After his return from England, again as
Granatstein has noted, christie apparently began seeing another
woman, and announced this fact to his wife in the spring of
]'g28-9 shortly thereafter they separated and despite efforts
to promote a reconciliation by both sir Robert Borden and
christiers longtime friend, journalist John A. stevenson they
lived apart until Mrs. christie's death in November, 1939.10
Leaving aside the questions of faurt and fidelity, the last
stages of the turmoil of Christie's marriage shed some light on
two important facets of his personality. Throughout his rife
Christie craved activity, and even a cursory review of his normal
routine indicates that it left litLle time for home life,
vacations, or leisure time in general. Vthile working for Borden,
for example, he handled matters of external relations, wrote
election manifestoes for the unionist campaign in rgL7,
researched and drafted canadars conscription law, and served as
the secretary to the Cabinet War Committee and to the FederalProvincial conference in 1918. Then, while working for Dunn in
England and travelling across Europe on the firm's behalf,
Christie found time to be a founder and Member of the Council of
the Royal Institute of International Affairs and to participate
in the work of the editorial board of the Round Table. rn
addition to all of this activity, christie managed to keep up a
wide-ranging correspondence with poriticians, editors,
journalists, and influential civil servants in all three
countries of the North Atlantic Triangle. ThroughouL the whole
chr
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of his correspondence and memoranda there is no more than the
slightest hint that his personal and family life were a matter of
primary importance to him. For a man who could put forth his
arguments in powerful and at times passionate prose, he seems to
have been singularly reluctant to give the same passion to his

personal lifet

Qyt if he did, he managed to hide it fully.
ïn a
response to an offer from Frankfurter to try and help mend his
marriage just after the separation, Christie covered the points

just

in a rather matter-of-fact and dispassionate manner.
"You will knowr" Christie wrote,
ï understand your suggestion as being simply a tender of
friendry services from one who has nãver
Ë.år, anything uut a
real friend and I need say no more than that.
'
r had understood that the advice given Jane by her
medical adviser and family that for hei o\¡/n sake the game
better be halted and time- taken out
though r suppose r
reaIly know litt1e of what is in their mindã.
on my side r suppose r had better stick to the simple
facts and above arl to the one that in a practical
worrd
looms largest as the one r must in any evänt grip myielr
deal with. since it may turn out thal arl r õan-giíe to to
those dependenÈ on me are the hard necessities of-life like
bread and shelter, r must first of all insure *v-pã"ition to
do that. without window dressing r must get in-a
position
to make some Jnoney
My actuaÍ positioñ herã f-"i¡ñ
ontario_ Hydrfl is vague, impermaneñt and unstabli -i took
lt on the basis to look around and from the moment oi coming
here have 6""Ð pondering what and how next
Another practicality, if to try and know
is a
p_r+ctical necessity: r have to have activity ofoneself
some sort.
This may come from sheer restressness. or it *uv úð the
chase of some erusive shadow. At night sleep
somehow
banish the burden of existence. For daytimes doås
it
seems that
the only escape is through some absorbiäg activity -i if in
something one can do well with his powers at the ñigrrest
pitch so much the better. But it dóesnrt matter whõther
itrs called an escape or a toy, r have to have it, dó not
seem to find it domestically, haven'|t got it in this job,
and arn going to get on with the chase ãs soon as r can
Perhaps another may be mentioned: in all this order of
made
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things
business activity and so on -- r can never get
anything from consultation with a woman, Jane or any
other. Women are curious baffling creatures. eut i suppose
they can't be abolished. I am told that the thing to dó-is
to treat them as children, but to me that simply doesn't
make sense. I don't even know how to treat a child as a
child and I'ld probably make a fool of it if I did.lI
As Professor Granatstein has notedr Christie had both a
shattered world and a shattered marriage to contemplate upon his
return from Englandr12 but it seems that his attention focused
much more closely on the former than on the latter.
Throughout
his career Christie kept a keen and passionate analytic eye on
the political affairs of his country and of the wor1d, without
ever betraying in his writings
personal or professional
a
similar propensity to examine his ovùn life. The paucity of
documentary evidence regarding Christie's private affairs makes
any analysis in this area largely speculative; that which is
available does, however, suggest that his highly legalistic turn
of mind permitted him to compartmentalize his affairs in a way
that kept his personal life from intruding on his professional
affairs.
Toronto sojourn: Foreign Minister for ontario Hydro, 1927-1929

With Ontario Hydro Christie filled a post entitled "Special
Assistant to the Chaírman" which Magrath, who was the
organizationrs chairman, created especially for him. "The
Province of Ontarior" Magrath later wrote, "has very large and
important po!üer interests in international waters -- the St.
Lawrence River system, and to a lesser extent in the
interprovincial system -- the ottawa River. rn the development
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and use of these waters by interests under different governments,
questions must arise from time to time, in my opinion, calling
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for a man specially trained with fine competence and outstanding
integrity-" rn order to protect Ontario's interests in this
"xternal sphere, Magrath said that he believed that the
Commission needed a man with Christie's "character and experience
in international affairs" and therefore brought him into the
rganization.l3 christie's initiar assignments from Magrath
commenced in the first week of January, rg27, âlthough
the
commission did not formally hire him until early February.14
During his slightly more than two years with the Commission,
christie worked almost exclusively on Hydrot s "ext,erna1,' wat,erpov\¡er interests, including relations between
eueen r s park and
ottawa, between the provinces of ontario and euebec, and between
th.e ontario government and state, federal, and private po\./er
interests in the united States. He \r¡as also invol-ved in threewaY negotiations among ontario, ottawa, and
euebec over power and
navigational deveropment in the ottawa River, and five_way
¿iscussions among ontario, euebec, ottawa, New york, and
washington about plans for exploiting the st. Lar^¿rence River for
both hydro-electric power and transportation.15 In a1l_ of
these
dealings, christie brought to ontario Hydror âs professor peter
oliver has noted, not only "a mind finely honed to the niceties
of international negotiation and an ability to cut through a
*orass of detail to isolate and define broad issues ,116 but,
perhaps just as importantly, a wide-ranging knowledge of the
federal bureaucracies in both ottawa and washington that
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permitted him to present ontario Hydrors case effectively where
it could do the most good.17 The issues that were confronted by
ontario Hydro during these two years $¡ere also ones that gave

christie an opportunity to press on responsibre political
officiars his ideas regarding the nature of the canadian
federation and how he thought it should operate.
The first major problem assigned to christie by Magrath
involved the pending renewal of the Georgian Bay canal company
charter by the federal government. The Company had been awarded
its first charter by ottawa in 1894, and under it the company was
given the right to build canals on the ottawa River and to
develop and sel1 all of the water-power created by its works.
Although the company vrtas slow to develop canals along the Ottawa
River its charter was renewed periodically by parliament after
L894, and by the middle L920s, as professors oliver and c.H.A.
Armstrong have pointed out, it had become more interested in
producing power than in facilitating

navigation. The company, by
the time Christie came to work for Hydro, was arguing that it was
legalry able to develop and serl water-power at any site along
the area of the ottawa River leased to it under the federal
charter- The Government of ontario, on the other hand,
maintained t.hat the British North America Act gave to the
individual provinces exclusive control over alI of the waters
lying within their boundaries that \¡¡ere not needed by the
Dominion government to pursue its paramount right of providing
for the safety of navigation. More troubling for eueenrs park
and for ontario Hydro than the Georgian Bay canal company's
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claim, hov,rever, was the f ederal government I s position in the
1920s one that was presented formally by f,iberal Minister of
Justice Ernest Lapointe in L925 that water-power development
"incidental" to the development of navigation because the BNA
Act granted to ottawa control over "canals, with lands and water
pov\¡er connected therewith." By the early months of L926,
therefore, it appeared to officiars at eueen,s park thaL ottawa
\^ras about to preempt what they believed to be the province's
constitutional prerogatives in regard to the public development
of hydro-electr ic por¡rer in Ontar io.1B
Magrath assigned christie the task of preparing a brief in
support of the constitutional argument. being made by ontariorl9
and it was an argument that fit in nicery with christiers own
attitudes regarding the proper relationship between the federal
government and the provinces, and his view that ottawa had for
several decades acted as though the Canadian political system was
unitary rather than federal in nature. "During the last quarter
century of intense economic and material preoccupationr,' Christie
wrote to interim conservative party leader Hugh GuLhrie just
after he joined ontario Hydro, "we seem almost to have forgotten
that we are a federation
a lapse which has inevitably produced
the 'sectionalismr about which \^7e nov,r grieve ."20 Christie
thought t.hat a reassertion of the provinces' legitimate
constitutional prerogatives in regard to the production of hydroelectric povrer would go far toward redressing the imbalance he
perceived existing between the federal and provincial
governments, and, at the same time, serve as a stimulus for the
v\¡as
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revitalization of the federal system.
rn what Professor oliver has called the "definitive
stat,ement'r of ontariot s position in the water-power
controve tsy ,2r christie prepared a memorandum f or l"fagrath in
February, L927 in which he described tÌre federal parliamentrs
upcoming decisions on whether to renew leases for the Georgian
Bay canal company on the ottawa River and the National Hydro
Erectric company at carillon Rapids as questions of great
constitutional significance. nThere wiII confront parliamentrn
christie wrote, "not a simple administrative probrem of deciding
whom it shall grant a privilege to, but the fundainental question
whether it has the privilege to grant. The rear issue is a
constitutional issue .,,22 He noted that in the original awarding
and subsequent renewals of the charters in question, ottawa had
'rpurported to conf er greaÈ r¡rater po$¡er privileges in the Ottawa
river, treating them as being 'incidental' to the federal
jurisdiction over navigation."23 Christie rejected this
assumption of authority by the federal government, arguing that
the British North America Act created a situation which left
nthis vast estate ftr,at is, the entire matter of water-power
development in provinciar waterways]l in their [n" provin""!
keeping at the time of confederation -- the corpus, the
royalties, the benefits, the duty and povrer to encourage and
control its exploitation for industrial purposes."24
Since confederation, hcwever, Christie believed that the
federal government through its development of oominion waterways
for navigation -- which hras the primary use of waterways
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envisioned by the drafters of the BNA Act
had begun to deprive
the provinces of some of their legitimate constitutional
prerogatives regarding water-po\¡Jer. "rt is in the nature of
great iinpersonal administrative organizationsr" Christie wrote,

to conceive their authority at the widest stretch and to be
intolerant of any others that may seem to overrap. rn the
circumstances of the time federai departments
and
governments might easily stretch navigation too far and it
is probable that the fiabits they fell into have resulted in
considerable invasions of what is properly the provincial
f ield.
rn administer ing navigation they harre a-ssumed to
grant power rights which are not theirs
to grant.
The existing position is not in the public interest.
To ignore the basic concepts of a federat system is to
create 'sectionalism.' To confuse the juriÊaictionalquestion is to weaken the ability of alr legislatures,
governmelts, and departments to negotiate witt¡ powerful
special interests; and this in the long r,tn *eañs that vye do
not get from our waterways the greatesL
possible
contribution to our totar natioñal incom-e. rt is not
unlikely also that the confusion^þas weakened Canada in her
dealings with the United States.z)
Because the development of water power had become such a vital
concern to the provinces in the years after 1967, Christie wrote,
"the Provincial governments challenge anything like usurpation
and insist that, while they wirl ful1y recognize every proper
need of navigation, the true limit of this need must now be
marked with all practicabl-e exactitude for the guidance of
administrators and must be observed by them and all others
concerne d."26

Christie maintained that in some r/rays the present imbalance
had resulted from the importance of providing for navigation in
the immediate post-confederation period, and the relative
unimportance of water-power development during the same era. rn
1927, however, both matters were prainly seen as being of equal
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importance and that to continue to address the issue of water
porÁJer in the prevailing manner would be to move
canada slowty
from a federal system of government to a legislative union ruled
from ottawa- rf ottawa continued to treat water-power
development as being 'incidental to its control over navigational
development the rights of the provinces would be denied and the
compact made in J-867 would be thereby repudiated."2T The water_

question therefore struck at the very heart of Christiers
conception of the nature of Confederation. ,,Canada was created,
po\^Ier

he wrote,

by the act.of th9 separate provinces. They estabrished a
federal union, yielding to the union the rights and
functions appropriate to a,nationar endeavoúr, retaining
themselves what might be appropriate to local endeavour. to
Navigation went to the natiõnai authority i"-tñä
of national trade and commerce To aãsign its interests
administration to federal authority hras only natural. on
the other hand it. was only natural that the more rocal
aspects' the.mgre particular property
rights, the more
particular civir rjghts, the þowär, ãomeãtic
and sanitary
uses Ff
whicn
rrä
I
pr,våicaIly
alpiiðanre
onry ro
-warerwavfl
local industry
and endeagour, sf,oufA be ietäine¿ within tf,e
sphere of the provinces.ZE
Because he believed that this was the nature of the deal
made among the provinces in L967, it seemed crear to christie
that to describe water-power deveropment as rincidental, to
navigation amounted to a perversion of the confederation compact.
It wil-I not do to invoke here against this natural- Iine
between federar anq provincial authoiity the various socalled doctrines of incidental powers, ôr ancillary
legislation, of federal paramouñtcy and so on. under these
guises you could slowly convert Canada
from a federal union
into a legislative uniõn under the supreme control
of the
Parliament at ottawa. The federal scñeme recognized
that
the federal Parliament, in order effectively tó perform
legislative functions assigned to it under the various the
enumeratug,
nÑa acfl , might under some subjects
sr.totnedeal
l"3d:have
to some extent
witf matters that woul_d
otherwise be clearly of a local or private nature for the
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provinciar legislatures. But this is not "paramountcy"; it
is only common sense. It involves a certaiñ derogatión from
the pov¡ers of the provincial tegislatures, and for thaÈ
reason it must be treaÈed with great circumspection. Arl
that the Provinces can be reasonably said to have yielded to
the federal Parliament in this incidentar or ancillary
fashion were powers to deal with local or private matters
9n1y in such cases where such dealing is nãcessarily
incidental to the specificarly defined and enumerated
federal powers and only to the extent of the necessity. rf
Parliament cannot adequately fuIfill
an enumerated power in
the public interest without dealing with a local matter to
some extent, to that extent it may act but no farther.
In the present case there ís no such necessity. fn
order to protect and develop navigation it is not necessary
that Parliament should assume jurisdiction over the water
powers as such. It is not necessary either technically or
financially. Federal authorities can perform their duties
as regards navigation with complete adequacy without such a
derogation from provincial authority.
Sovereign powers as regards navigation are to be
exercised by the federar authorities. sovereign powers as
regards the hydraulic or electrical energy or other aspects
which make a public stream a natural resource are to be
exercised by the províncial authorities without exception,
though subject always to their duty to co-ordinate their
measures with all proper navigation measures.
In short all this perversion of our federal system must
be swept awayi a clean line must be drawn between the two
uses of water so as to recognize unequivocally that eJater
power belongs to the sphere of the provinces, and can be
developed independently of navigation though of^çourse
with
'¿9
due regard for the interest of ñavigation
Christiers work in this memorandum provided the legal basis
for ontario's case against the renewar of the reases in
question. Prime t,Iinister Mackenzie King's ultimate decision to
let the leases lapse apparently had precious rittle to do with
the various legar arguments that vüere being presented by the
contestants. Tn an effort to avoid driving ontario premier
Ferguson and Quebec Premier Taschereau into an even firmer
alliance against the federar Liberal party, King ignored the
legal arguments -- including the public position that had been
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taken by his own Minister of Justice
what was politically

and acted on the basis of

expedient. The two premiers consulted on
water-power problems throughout the period between 1926 and 1930,
and worked together to oppose Ottawars attempts to promote power
development on the ottawa River where both provinces vrere
actively doing just that, albeit ontario through a public
enterprise and euebec via private endeavor".30 rn order to
defuse an alliance that might cost the Liberals the next federal
election, King quietry tet the leases rapse on r May rg27.3L
christie addressed three other rnajor issues during his
tenure wi th ontar io Hydro: the plans to develop the st. Lar,Jrence
River, the necessity of increasing the diversion of water at
Niagara Falls for ontariors use in producing hydro-electric
power, and a study aimed at making the ontario Hydro-Erectric
Power Commission a more effective organization and one that was
at the same time l-ess vulnerable tc hosLile .oartisan poli tical
attack. The first trvo matters -- the st. Lawrence deveropment
and the Niagara diversion
again shed light on Christie's views
on canadian federalism. I{is efforts toward enhancing the
effectiveness and survivability of ontario Hydro as an expert
organization and a toor of public poricy provides further
evidence of the enduring influence that American progressivism
had on his thought.
By the time christie came to work for ontario Hydro the
question of developing the st. Lawrence River for povrer and
navigational purposes already had a well-established place in the
field of Canadian-American relations; indeedr Christie himself
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had written at length on the matter during his years in the
Department of External Affairs and the rnt.ernational Joint
Commission had conducted

a wide-ranging study of the feasibility
of the project just af ter the end of the Great l¡tar. Because the
province of ontario was in need of more electricity to fuel its
growing manufacturing sector
overarl canadian demand for
electricity grew by ten percent per year through the L92os, and
by L926 Hydrors engineers were predicting a severe power shortage
in ontario after Lg2B32 eueen,s park looked forward to the
development of the st" Lawrence for po$¡er purposes with an
approving and somewhat hungry eye. Nevertheless, ontario also
tended to be wary of the st. Lawrence development because the

river was under federal jurisdiction, and eueenrs park feared
that ottawa would permit the large-scale export of the
electricity produced there to markets in the United States in
effort to secure funds with which to finance navigational

an

improvements in the river.33

Magrath assigned Christie to look
at the St. Lawrence matter and draft a position paper for ontario
that would protect its interesLs
namely the ability to secure
adequate electricity

from any potential St. Lav,rrence development,

project

against federal encroachment.
"No ontario Government could agree to oppose or refrainr,'
christie contended in the memorandum fulfilling Magrath,s
directive, "from supporting an international arrangement for a
comprehensive navigation and power development of the st.
Lawrence waterway if such an arrangement was found by the
Dominion Government to be economically feasible and
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-"34 Because the st. Lawrence $¡as an international
waterway it was clearly the federal governmentrs constitutionar
pr er ogat i ve to decide in what manner and at what pace it was
to
be developed, and, so long as .no infringement of provincial
rights \¡ras involved, the ontario Government as such could not
intervene.,'35 Given the overriding nature of ottawars control of
st. Lawrence development, christie believed that ontario's
interests could best be served by bringing pressure to bear on
the federal government to insure that the electricity produced
along the canadian shore of the river would not be exported to
the united states.36 He believed that this sort of pressure
courd be nost effectivery developed and delivered if the
governments of ontario and Quebec as they had in regard to the
federar water-power leases on the ottawa River
cooperated in
making their political and legal interests known to the federal
government in an effort to prevent the export of electricity.
christie urged Irfagrath to consider recommending to premier
Ferguson that he adopt the idea of making an appear for a united
front between ontario and euebec by offering the following
guarantees to his opposite number in euebec City.
(a.) rf the Dominion Government,
the exercise of its
jurisdiction, should ever decide toin join
in the
comprehensive development of the St. Lar^Jrence Waterway, the
Ontario Governrnent recognizes that all fair and reasonable
measures to protect or indemnify Quebec riparian interests
against injury from flooding etó., shculd ne taken, and that
the interests of the Port of i,Iontreal should be caref uIly
considered in connection with the whole matter.
(b. ) ontario believes bhat the sister province of Quebec
would not object to tl:e development of power anywheie
if it
\^rere needed by ontario and if proper measures were taken to
protect Canadian interests. If the I¡ternational section of
the st. Lawrence should ever be deveroped for power
advantageous
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purposes, the Ontario Government recognizes
(1.

)

That Quebec should have an opportunity in advance
to study any plans in that connection;

(2.)

That fair and reasonable measures should be taken
to protect or indemnify euebec riparian interests
and water por/\¡er developments and sites below the
international section against damage; and the
Ontario Government wilI abide by such measures of
regulation to protect the interests of a1l
concerned as may be arranged by the Dominion
Government or through agreement between the two
Provinces, or through agreement between the
Dominion ðovernment and the two provinces . ...37
Although it was expedient t.o cooperate with Quebec in order
to try to insure that no power from the St. Lawrence development
was exported, Christie believed that the development of the river
because it !üas an international water course
had to fall
primarily under the federal government, and the Ontario
governmentrs role \¡/as more or less one of holding a watching
brief. It is interesting to note that although Christie
consistently championed the maintenance of the BNA Actrs
distribution of powers between the federal and provincial
governments, he did so without rancor and with a resolute refusal
to see either side poach in the fierd of the constitutional
prerogatives belonging to the other. when he found one side
encroaching on Lhe other
as in the case of the po!üer leases on
the Ottawa River
he generally chalked it up to administrative
aggrandizement raÈher than a conspiratorial usurpation. In fact,

christie did not hesitate to give the federal government high
marks for protecting both national and provincial interests when
he thought such praise \das due. In dealing with the United
States over the St. La$¡rence, for example, Christie wrote, in a
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on his review of the correspondence that had
passed between ottawa and vüashington on the subject as
well as
several engineering studies that had been done on both sidesr3g
memorandum based

that ottawa had established a position from which it could make
dear beneficiar to all interested parties in canada.

a

Preparations for the st. Lawrence development, he wrote, are
a sustained record of patient, pâinstaking, practical
into the old problem
improviii the Great
_investigation
Lakes-st-. Lawrence system, õoupled óf
with
tr," piå,rision of
opportunity at every stage to ãrr interests
;h" mighl bã
af f ected t'o present- evidãnce unã-r,uu" their position
taken
into account. rt is certainly safe to say at the least
the solution of no internatioñai probtem iras ever in any that
region
"f^lhgn*orld received more carefur or responsibre

preparation.,,
christie believed the st. Lawrence to be a ,'national, project,
one of those issues
like the naval controversy of 1912-1913
and the canadian constitutional_ conference he proposed in rg25_
l-926 which required a united, non-partisan effort directed by
the leaders of public opinie¡.40 ,,!Vhat is proposed is a great
international public \.rorkr" Christie hrrote,
rts success wilr depend
!9t upon emotions but upon
whether certain practical conditiois
of international
-been
agreement and certain economic imperatives
havà
or can
be met- rf a feasible way to meel these practicar aspects
can be shown, there is a ètrong chance that determined
leaders can succeed in committing public opinion. of course
thev have ro.recognise rhar therã irirr iniiiãiiv'u"
interjected into the consideration of any già.I'public
policy elements arising_from
ignorance,
marice,
the blind_prejudice of faction and fixedli*iaitvl
ideasr'åerrinterested- seõtionar or individuai
and so on. ït
is always difficult to estimate theopposition
wèigr,t
of
such
elements- But the more the praciiãar conditions are kept
steadily within view
reasonably provided for point by
point, the more theseand
erements ðr-ó.ã¡udice
particularism will be clearly disciosed for what
"nãand the less weight that neeã be ascribed to them they are
rt wilr be seen at once that it Ér," proposed plan for
St. Lawrence developmenf! is a very great
measure of
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agreement, having regard for the magnitude and the historic
aspects of the ploject. A1r this goes far. The fact of
such a measure of ãgreement in an íntãrnational uiÈãi, is in

itself a realily ot great significance not 1i9ht1y a; be
disregarded. nésponsible men
familiar with tñe w-hole
matter' even though not in complete accord
all the
items, will hesitãte long befoie .o**iitir,g with
ir,ã*"ãi"ã"
course that might_ wreck such a measure of ágreement and ro a
jeopardize the-relations between the two communities
economic life iq so greatly and delicately intertacé¿.whose
on
the American side the whore matter has been kept studiously
politics.
so has it to a large extent on the
9"t 9f parçy
canadian
side. party leaders will be restiained
the
responsibility gf making this a definiÈe politicar from
issue,
realising that in the Ióng run a divided ðountry gets the
short end of an internatiõnaI negotiation and that a united
front is especially imperative for a weaker country. .::41
Thus christiers advice to Magrath and Ferguson, and
indirectly to O.D. Skelton and Mackenzie King, on the St.
Lawrence issue was his usuar sound combination of 1egal and
negotiating strategy
the sorting out of constitutional
responsibilities and prerogatives, a recommendaLion that ontario
and Quebec cooperate to protect their regitimate but limited
Ínterests in the project, and urging ottawa to strive to keep
pubric opinion united on the issue
and his naivete regarding
domestic politics.
As had been the case with his desire to
convene a Canadian constitutional conference after the conclusion
of the Locarno Pact in L925 and the Imperial Conference of Lg26,
christÍe seemed unable to recognize that the multiplicity of
domestic, American, and crossborder interests involved in the St.
Lawrence development all but precluded a non-partisan handling of

the affair by "determined leaders." christ.ie's consistently
unrealistic perceptions of the workings and ramifications of
Canadian domestic politics

indeed, of domestic politics in the
united states and Great Britain as werl
crearly did not blur
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his ability to see the realities behind internationar affairs.
This weakness did, however, curtail his ability to offer
practical, usable advice to his various political masters on how
to effectively marshal public opinion and political support for
contentious foreign poricy goar, be it Borden,s navar policy,

a

Meighen's gropings toward externar autonomy t ot the bilateral
development of the st. Lawrence seaway. This almost patent

inability

certainry contributed to his personal sense of
impotence and disenchantment in cases, such as those just
mentioned, where the foreign policy goars which he believed to be
extremely desirable vrtere impossible to attain because of domestic
political considerations. Christie never seems to have been able
to accept the fact that what J.I^I. Dafoe called "truces of the
Gods" \,¡ere very seldom obtainable in a vigorous democratic
society, even if they r¡rere being sought in the name of the most
laudable of foreign policy goals.
The second major issue Christie addressed at ontario Hydro
involved the problem of arranging for the province of ontario to

obtain an increased diversion of water from the Niagara River for
use in its production of hydro-electricity.
Since its inception,
the Hydro Commission had found that the Niagara River provided it
with the "cheapest and least complicated source of new por,ver;"
but by ]-926 the commission's main generating plant at Niagara
the Queenston Station
vüas producing at capacity.42 B".uu=u
the demand for electricity soared in ontario throughout the
rgzos,43 Hydro's commissioners naturally turned to the easiest
source of additional power and sought to increase the diversion
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of Niagara water into their production facilities.44
such an
increased diversion, however, required a renegotiaÈion of several
of the provisions of the Boundary vüaters Treaty of 1909.45
Although christie consistently applauded the overalr
import'ance of the Boundary Ï{aters Treaty to Canadars national
interests and to the maintenance of amicable bilat.eral relations,
he did find fautt with it as an instrument of public policy,
describing it at one point as "one of the worst pieces of
draftsmanship in modern international history.,,46 Christie was
of the opinion that the Treaty should have been compretery
generar in nature
to be fiIled out later by the judgments of
the rnternational Joint commission it created and that "it
would have been much better if in 1909 the negotiators had
separated Articles 5 and 6 from the rest of the Treaty and dealt
with Niagara Falls and the st. Marys and Milk Rivers in a
separate convention or protocol
t ot better stiII, in two
separate instruments.,'47 "This is not a mere quibble of what is
artistic or inartistic in draft,irgr" Christie cont,inued,
it has some practical significance as
the future method
of deali"g. yith Niagara. As a rule it tor¡rilt
always be better
to deat with separate subjects in separate treaties.ii-t";
mix a variety of qubjects in the same treaty and it becomes
desirable in the future t,o reopen one of thãm, you
hesitate for fear that such a ðourse rnight presänt *uy
a
pretext, difficult to ansv¡er, for r.opeáing'ãiñ", subiects
in the mixture which it is undesirablã to i"op"rr. :.:4t--christie believed that is vùas unnecessary to look any further
than the power question at Niagara to find evidence to validate
his thesis. "The 1909 Treaty in Article 5r', he wrote,
fixes the
diversions rigidly
stated figures, it
leaves no {iagara
discretion to the exeõutiveinGovernments
and the
rnternational Joint commission as at other points on
the
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boundary. The result is that today, when it is anticipated
that more. water may safely be diverted, it is n"."""ury to
go through the complicateã
business of'negoti.lirrg a
agreement even for an experimental temporãry additional
"å"-winter diversion, all t"-hE
to
the
u.s. senate and
to parliament, and so on.*t ="t*itt"a
christie warned that because the provisions for diversions
at Niagara v/ere embedded in the treaty it would take a ne\¡/ round
of international negotiations to alter them. He suggested,
however, that the matter could be approached in a h¡ay that would
lay the groundwork for a successful renegotiation. christie
proposed that the Hydro commission and the other interested
parties discuss ways in which the revised treaty could be made
to
include provisions flexible enough to provide for expansion at
Niagara without the need for future formal- renegotiations.
claining that development and further diversions at Niagara
probably would proceed "onry in stages, successive increments
being added from time to time t,o the present total as the result
of exper iment, " Chr istie asked whether it woul-d ,, be necessary to
follow precisely the rigid 1909 method; that is, to envisage the
negotiation of a succession of treaties2"50 He thought that that
need not. and should not be the case.
A more feasi]rlu and yet safe method courd easily be worked
out
something between the rigidity of Articlä 5 and the
great flexibility of Article
3 -Ghich governs diversions at
other boupfa5v poinrfl. For exañþre, iI might be agreed
between the two-Govelnments_ (a)
state a maximum total
diversion say r00,00 _c. fubicJ io
f . (eer perl =. iãäðiìaj-àËð"u
the Fall_s and 70,000 c. f . s. neró*, (b) îo iry -åo*r, clearly
the rule of.preservation of scenic beauty,
(c) to leaíe
it to the diécretion of the two Governmentsaid
to
authorise
successive additional diversions over the present limits up
to the stated maximum, but onry upon the recommendation of
the fnternational Niagara Contiol Board and the approval of
the rnternational .roiñt commission and onry at each stage
after observation and full. report by the Bóard ufo' the
effects of the preceding dive?sions-,
such ,àpori'-to have,
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sâY, six months publicity, and any interested bodies to have
right to demand withín that period a hearing by t.he
!h"
International Joint Commission béfore its approüal
could
given. Such a procedure would provide a prõtection to allbe
interests at least as good as the existin! method. some
frexible method of this sort wourd obviouéIy have great
practical advantages. We believe that it wõu1d be-desirable
to urge !h" considerplion
of this question upon the two
f,
Federal Governments.
The permanent revision of Article 5 of the treaty v/as not

completed while christie vvas at ontario uydros2

indeed, the

matter of diversions at Niagara for power purposes was not
settled finally until February, 1950 when Article 5 was
terminated by a separate bilateral treaty governing Niagara
diversionsS3 -- nor did he expect it to be. Although he had
worked closely with the Ontario government, and with the federal
departments of External Affairs and rnterior on the subject,

Christie believed that even their well-prepared case would barely
start the ball rolling toward the acquisition of a larger
diversion. The Lwo countries initially agreed to íncreased
experimental winter diversions to be supervised by the
rnternational Niagara control Board, in order to determine if
permanent increases were accepLable scientifically and to insure

that Niagarars scenic beauty would be left unimpaired. Christie
believed that this "first step taken at Niagara since the Treaty
of 1909
[*"Ð a necessary experimental step Èo enable the two
to determine whether it would be safe to authorise
additional permanent all-year diversions which justify the
construction of nev¡ power stations at Niagara."54 The experiment
worked welI, christie wrote, but the date of a final agreement
"cannot be predicted with any accuracy" because the process
Governments
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"might become prolonged if Canadian-American relations along the
boundary and in other fields become for any reason specially
difficul¡."55
The process was underway, however, and christie
believed that a permanent arrangement was therefore inevitable
because the "indispensable first step" of technical inquiry was
complete and that the scientific basis for future diversions
therefore would be provided for "whether the political solution
turns out t,o be easy or prolonge6.rr56
Although afterwards Christie professed frequently that he
had not been happy during his tenure with Hydro -- indeed, barely
a year after he had taken up the post of Special Assistant to the
Chairman he told Sir Robert Borden that he satii "nothing ahead in
the commission and Toronto is a stifling communityn5T it seems

possíbIe that he \^Jas just as or even more ef fective as Magrath t s
aide than in any other position he held during his career. At
ontario Hydro, Christie had almost Lhe perfect mix of instruments
and opportunities with which to implement the knowledge and
opinions he had acquired from his education and earlier
professional experiences. The fundamental constitutional issues
involved in the development of water por^¿er along the Ottawa River
challenged his legaI education and turn of mind and were
reminiscent of the matters he handled while working for the
United States Department of Justice prior to the Great Vtar. His
part in the delicate negotiations among Hydro, the ontario
Government, Quebec, Ne!,/ york stale, ottawa, and vüashington

:

allowed him to practice his finely honed diplomatic skilIs.
Likewise, the direct connection between the arrangements he
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helped to foster and the production of hydro-electric power to
fuel Ontario's burgeoning industrial sector provided the link
between thought and action that he so often claimed to crave.

Final1y, his position under Magrath must be regarded as something
approximating the Progessivers dream come true. From his post at
Hydror Christie was able to meld the knowledge of the specialist
and the expert technician with the goals and tactics of the
politician in order to improve the funct.ionirg, efficiency, and
welfare of society. The third major task executed by christie
for Hydro involved what must have been the happy exercise of
trying to devise means of enhancing the survivability of a public
policy instrument -- that is, Ontario Hydro against the
attacks of its many political and business opponents.
When Christie came to work f.or Hydro, the Commission,
according to Professor Ne1les, "had a preponderant influence over
the ontario Government, pârticularly in the definition of the
Ontario interest in the panadiaf, federation."58 The
commission's influence derived from the expertise it had
developed "in all fields pertaining to the generation and
distribution of hydro-electric power in the province."59 "The
requirement of expert technical and business knowledger" Nelles
has written,
that justified and then established the autonomy of the
Hydro-Electric Power Commission also increased the
dependence of the political executive upon the integrity and
good.judgnent of the commission as its operations grew in
magnitude a?d expense
ftrre commissiorfl posseãsed a
degree of^discretionary power
unequalled by any other public
60
agãncY. "

christie apparently had no qualms about the nature or
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extensiveness of the commissionrs powers, and, indeedr pârt
of
his duties at Hydro involved making recommendations as to how the

organization could be developed and managed so as to insure
that
its powers and purview were protected from excessive criticism
and or partisan politicar attempts to rimit its authority.
He

to have found neither irony nor paradox in his persona]
situation which found the Progressive being assígned the task of
shielding the status quo from the assault of critics and wourd-be
reformers- rn any event, it seems quite probable that for
seems

christie, ontario Hydro represented the quintessence of the
Progressives' ideal of combining the specialistrs expertise with
the powers of government in order to produce tangible benefits
for society as a whole. He, in fact, once described Hydro as
representing "ontario's special social policy in the electrical
field...."6lchristie believed that by Lg2g the commission had proven
itself to be a great boon to the people of ontario and that it
would continue to be so in the future so rong as it v/as properly
managed by personnel- "chosen on grounds of capacity and ability
É"d who arÐ given full scope for the exercise of their
ingenuity and skill ,"62 and directed with the thought constantry
in mind "that the operations of the commission should be kept out
of poIitics...."63
"A11 I sayr,, Christie wrote in the draf t of a
speech for Magrath that reads as if it were a progressive I s
testament to the inevitabry of the progress and public virtue
resultÍng from the the application of innovative ideas by men
armed with morar courage and scientific expertise,
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is that this particurar public undertaking

Hyar)
has proved successful and advantageous to-thiþntario
people ót fne
Province; and thatr so far as my õwn observatiõns got r
believe that this enterprise can and will be conducted
successfully in the future with advantages to the province
more and more apparent as time goes on. Responsible men
throughout the piovince should ñow, r believä, take the
ground that.r.having been driven early in the ðentury
to
undertake this enterprise by the necãssity of savin*g a great
natural resource their substitute for fuel, of wñicf¡-the
Province is so short
from being unwisely fiittered away
or lost to.a foreign country; having this ãnterprise
vast investment and a great momentuñ actually oir theirwith-a
hands; they cannot afford to let it down or ão other than
support it whole-heartedly with their action and sympathy
and advice. _They may
do so now with a great measure of
conf idence that the -benef its will increãse as time goãã on
and that in the end they will have a magnificent pIãnt and
system which has worked its own way out of debt. r urge
whol-e-hearted support
for the enteiprise in other induãtries
in the Province, -but as an associate and convenience
to
private

enterprise. rt may werr be remembered also that
this enterprise, so long as it is strengthened and expanded
qnd perpetuated, wilr be in itself a complete guarantee so
far as the limits of its own field is coñcerneã, against the
domination of this field in this province by foreiln
capital. No other complete guarantee can even be
imagined. The enterprise in its inception was an
experiment, but a readiness to experirnent seems to be the
inevitable condit,ion of any successful civilization in the
twentieth century. As the individual experience of the o1d
world in the Nineteenth century has landed it in immense
dif f icurtiesr \¡rê in the New woild may well consider it far
from an academic exercise to speculaLe upon what alternative
ways may be possible. Power is the indispensable factor of
all production. The efforts being made through this
Commission to bring this new povrer to farms tñroughout the
countryside and to make it easily available to inãustry in
the smaller towns¡ so as to reduõe the necessity for gieat
urban concentrations of population, will inevitãury bear
their f ruit. The f ruit may not be clearly visible- nor¡¡, but
if the effort is persisted-in who can doubt that the next
generation wiII gãther it?64
christie did realize, however, that the commission did
indeed have opponents who sought to have it disbanded in order to

give free rein to private enterprise in t.he production of
electricity in ontario. part of the problem in this regard, he
noted, was that the Commission "stiII represents a somewhat new
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idea on this continent, and new ideas are sometimes looked upon
with suspicion. In certain quarters it witl always be carefully
watched.u65 The most threatening danger, however, came from
those who opposed the presence of any public enterprise in the
economy. "Presumably the opposition @o the commissiofl arises r,,
Christie surmised, "partly because an undertaking such as this is
regarded as inimical to private enterprise. rt is perhaps felt

that, with this commission as the'thin edge of the wedger, there
is a danger that the idea of public ownership may spread into
other fields to the injury of private initiative ."66
christie berieved that one of the basic probÌems
jeopardizíng the Commission's future was the privaLe sector,s
contention that ontario Hydro was making a profit to which the
provincers business community was entitled. Another problem was
that because the commission existed in a posÍtion somewhere
between the private business sector and the government, Hydro
also had to defend itself from "the various taxing authorities
(who) will be anxious to get more revenue from the
enterpr ise. " 67 "Between the t\^ro, ,, Chr istie wrote , ,, the
commission has to stand."68 rn view of these negative factors,
Christie argued that one of the best vrays in which the Commission
courd insure its long-term viability was to be sure that it was
financially sound and above reproach in so far as the manner in
which its affairs were managed. Toward this end, he recommended
that l4agrath and the other commissioners arrange for a study of
Hydro which would be aimed at putting the organization in the
best possibre financial and managerial position. From such a
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base, the commissioners would be abl-e to conduct Hydrors
affairs
efficiently, andr at the same time, protect it from partisan
political 0r private secLor attacks. "A11 this suggestso,,

Christie wrote in his memorandum on the subject,
that nothing should be reft undone to make sure that the
financial structure and method
oi-tr,u
reration
to public taxation, municiper, piorri,-rciär
"v"i"*r-it"
urrå
ie¿erar,
so on' are. properly designed to meet the strain of the and
future- The preseñt strúcture is the ,"suii ði growtn
from
besinninss wirh various .*p"áie"t"-;ãã;à ;;"; rime ro
!þ"
time to meet-immediate necessiiies. The various public
investigations of the past have not shaken
the underlying
conceptions of that enlerprise. But probably
crose to
the thing. in operation haüe never-had the timethose
or
opportunity to attempt a detached, bird'"-"yä-riå*.
The
period of creation is novü
over; its magnitude and the
growing momentum of Lhe going-ó""ðãr"
now visibre. The
period of consolidat.ion ñas ñow Uetun.are
A
cool,
comprehensive, expert survey of thã rinanciãl-å"pu.t"
enterprise
to see wh3t i-t means, where it is going¡ofâ,,dthe
how i-r is rittãã rõ-*ä"t rhe
of rhe fururã
wour_d
be of the greatest value to the
"tiã¿n
province
Government
of
the
as well as the Commission itself.
There is no occasion whatever for a publíc
ínvestigation. what is_ suggested
is a survey made on beharf
of the Government and the óómmi="iã,
for tr,ui, ð*r, purposes
to assisr them in framing in .":ãpãrution
p"ii.iå" for the
future.
specificalry the suggestion is that the British
Treasury be asked to lenã the province
and the commission
one of its expert officials (or io-suggest
someone of rike
calibre outside its oton. serui.À -- preferably
of former
experience Ín the- Department), who ñourd come one
here
formalitv and withoul pypliqiúv, *r,ð wourd be givenwithout
opportunity to examine the rinånciai aspects of the every
enterprise in constant consultaÈion with the Government
and
the commission, and then give sùõÀ--a¿vice and
recommendations as occurred to him, for the consideraÈion
of
those concerned.
The British Treasury
for the following reason: is suggested in this connection
(a) Its officials.3re_probably tþg.highest experts
in
the wortd in the f-ierd or'puoiic-Ëïnancial methods
and raxarion. rhe Brirish'i;ã;;r;t h;;-f
been asked_in. th9 post-war reconstruction ;"ilà;riy
på;i;ãto lend experts to'other Governments. Recent
cases
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are Po1and, Austria, and Brazil.
(b) rþ"y are probably more highly imbued than others
with the professional attltuãe of mind,
Accustomed by experience to deal with many public
o\¡Jnershíp enterprises in Great Britain, thev woul,il
be qualified to examine the implications of this
enterprise in the field of finãncing and taxation.
(c) The fact that an expert from this source woul-d be
outside the conflicts in canada between public and
private ownership, his future compretely detached
from it, wou[$ give a guarantee or detaóhed
advice

christie believed that
Progressives' ideal of
laboring in the public
and a scheme of action
from those "$rho are on

such an expert inquiry

conducted by the

a non-partisan technical specialist
interest
would provide recommendations
Lhat would allow Hydro to protect itself
the lookout for occasions to trip it

up. u70

Despite the several interesting issues with which he had to
deaI, and the opportunity to build a public organization squarely
in the Progressive mourd, christie apparently \Àras never happy or

intellectually satisfied at ontario Hydro. He seems to have been
dissatisfied with Magrath's rather uninspired and methodical
leadership styleTl and did not feel that there was enough
activity to keep him occupied. He also disliked living in
Toronto, and he almost certainly vùas looking for a larger
salary. "For some time before r resigned," he later tord sir
Robert Borden,
these matters
ottawa River reases, the *iuguru
diversionl gtcåGne
had.alr been carried as far as they courd
be carr ied in Erre existing circumstances, and r seeñred in
tþ" way of becoming a fifth wheelr âs there was no other
place in the organization
opening'up. r offered the
chairman my resignation in Lhe spriñg of Lg2g and asain- in
the fall of that year, but r was astó¿ to remain .72' 361

Feeling that his duties with Hydro had" mainly petered outr"73
christie finally resigned in March, Lg2g in order to take up the
post of lega1 officer and assistant secretary with the Montrealbased Beauharnois Light, Heat and power company, a posiÈion he

retained until the spring of rg3s.74 He $¡as happy to get on with
a new installment of his unsettled and rambling career, but his
decision apparently left Hydro,s chairman sorely disappointed.
'r still consider," Magrath remarked in the mid-r930s, "that Mr.
christie would be invaluable to t.hat organization Fv¿rdl in
connection with international and interprovincial questions, and
F] much regretted his decision to leave t.he commission...."75
The Need to Impose Order on Chaos: Christie and the Politics of

the Great Depression
"At this time the people of Canadar" Christie told prime
Minist,er R.B. Bennett in Februàty, 1934, "r believe are ready for
the truth and for almost anything in the vùay of drastic action
and remedy of abuses in business that you may propose but I
believe they will resent the kind of fractiousness the Opposition
are said to have in rnind."76 Christie, quite simply, appears to
have been exceedingly frightened by the political currents and
actions brought on by the rapid decline of the Canadian economy
after the fall of 1929. He vüas especially concerned with what he
perceived to be the increasing power of corporate interests and
the apparent inability of government at any level to check and
regulate business in the interest of society as a whole.
Christie came to believe that the only way to impose order on the
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chaotic political and economic systems of Depression-era canada
was to provide for "more protection, more socialistic actíon by
the state, executive government growing stronger
in short, a
stronger state."77 "(t]h" state is, actually and literarly, for
purposesr" christie concluded in the summer of 1934, "the
only instrument with a conscience which &aù
cope with the
conscienceless economic currents that have set in during the past
some

century. The State must exert its conscience and wi1l or in the
end there will be no state.,,78
Again true to his progressive experiences, Christie turned
to t.he interventionist state to put ríght both the economy and
the politicar system¡ âs well as the nation's moral well-being.
He believed that only the Conservative Party was capable of this

actíon -- he felt that "the so-calred ,Ieftr and liberal
elements" r^zere hoperess because "they are not merely too woolry
in their thinkirg; they are incapabl
",''79 and that it would be
abre to perform the task only under the strong and determined
leadership of R.B. Bennett.S0 "Our politics are getting to be
chaoticr" Christ,ie wrote to Lord Lothian in the summer of 1934.
"People say that n. fichard a. fennett] wirr be beaten next year
and r dare say he wilr be. But if he is there will be crises to
foIlow and I hope he will be in the next parliament. There is no
one else here who can touch him for strength, courage and mastery
in action and he is the only one of the lot who has a
conscience. "81

Christie applauded the measures Bennett had introduced into
Parliament in the 1933-r934 session, and considered them
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essential steps toward reordering the beleagured canadian economy
and society. In doing so Christie laid bare the essence of his
fears regarding the fate. of the country if Bennett were not to
lead the way to safety at the head of an interventionist federal
government- rn the spring of L934, for example, christie sent
Bennett a copy of an articl-e by an American author examining the
political and economic ramifications of the Depression, an
examination that he argued ntouches our own and indeed universal
realities -"82 "But why r thought of sending it at this timer'
Christie explained in the covering 1etter,
is that it strikes me as revealing in an apt way the essence
of the remarkable body of legistative measures
which this
Parliament 3nd particularfy ifris Session has brought
forth
namely their real justification as constructive
conservative
measures.

Taking-what he Gnu American author] notes as one of
the main pillars of cãnservatism
-- theGncouragement of the
widest possible distribution of property,
i.e., of
independent property holders ana-prõducêrs; u.rá its moral
basis -- that it inõurcates the wicest diffusion of the
sense of responsibirity and enterprise, always adding
to and
steadying the moral resources of tf¡e communily, there can
no doubt of its need at today,s crisis. As fä; the currentbe
proposars -- the r,Iarketing Board Birl, the f arm mortgage
bills, the other bills foi primary producers and so on
tlçy appear clearly as enterpriseã
which,
while modern in coñception, ãre yetinin statesmanship
the
true
tradition.
They tend to strengthãn the índiviauat producer and
encourage others to enter
field. rhe tsank and Conpanies
legislation should tend to the
fortify him against the excesses
of tsig tsusiness and Finance capitätism: wrlite one may
reasonably expect the ne\¡¡ cential bank to deverop into an
instrument that will- deliberately
objectives, to play a like part seekr âs one oi its
rf we cannot susLain
augment our independent
propertied producer class and
it =ee,is clear enougñ that we must
prepare in the end for a different sociar and politicar
system. Nothing but their sense of responsibiiity and
citizenship can stand up to Finance ca.citalismr
s mass
momentum, which is neutrar or indifferent in the morar or
civic sphere. This thing with the capital letters nay not
always be properly defined, but 1ike tfie elephant
one knows
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joint stock
it is here; but
it presents a baffling problem for the State. Given their
legal set up -- their internal scheme of responsibility and
trusÈeeship -- their effect of splitting and confusing the
individualrs sense of responsibility as a citizen -- it
almost necessarily follows that modern corporations must
become amoral creatures. The shareholders and bondholders'
remote from the seat of activity and decision, feel their
consciences absolved from any responsibilit,y for corporate
to say nothing of the
acts touching the public welfare
and so wouldnrt care
are
foreigners
of
them
many
fact that
in any case. As for the managers, their first principle is
their responsibility for the property of their shareholders'
who are conceived to forbid the exercise by the managers of
any instinct but the acquisitive; so actually the tremendous
and growing pov¡er of these aggregations has no link in
conscience with the State. The corporate thing itself is
furil amoral, non-citizen; while the natural civic instinct
of the individuals, security holders and managers, becomes
stultified, split and confused as regards many acts and
policies of great moment bo the whole coinnunity.
So we have a growing group of real imperia in i¡nperio'
which do not in any practice form part c,f any party
purporting to explore and support as far as practicable the
idea in the common realm, and which by their very nature can
never do so. All they can do is to séek the completely
amoral alliances that suit their purely economic necessities
at any given moment
If we cannot throw up ramparts against these streams of
tendency, I do not see myself how in the end we shall
possibly avoid more radical political choices than people
dream of today in Canada. Elsewhere the choices are labeled
communism and fascism. One need not attempt the acadenic
task of painting the picture and giving it a label for
Canada. But it is clear that if the stream goes oor
Canadians who like other men have to feel that their acts
and lives have some sort of moral purpose will move
strongly in their own native fashion.
No one can swear that the conservative ideal and method
can hold the fort; but certainly there seems nothing else
that holds out any hope of a sane and steady handling of ihe
modern scene. Liberalism as a concept that all civilized
men can admit for its own value is one thing; but as the
only keystone fcr the Ì:ard, practical job of governing it
has failed. As a concept it has a place whether in politics
or in science or in literature or in any other aspect of
life; but it could noL be a program of action nor sustain a
political program. It has appealed most strongly to those
who are by nature timid and prone to take flight from
reality; and for them it had an attraction of alrnost
it when one sees it. The invent,ion of the
company and its growth were inevitable and
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rerigious intensity. someone
described Lord Robert
cecil as standing wiÈh one foothas
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trre ¡,tiaar. Ág""-ã"a the
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As he had in regard to the question of control of Canadian
foreign poli"y, christie focused on the issue of responsibility
when adressing the manner in which the coun tryrs economic
and

political systems should be rehabilit,ated. fn large part, he
believed, the post-1929 economic and social dísaster had occurred
because many erements of society -- particurarly governments
had shunned their moral responsibility and let ,,amoral,, finance
capitalism carry the day. The morar agency of government
therefore v¡as confronted with the necessity of implementing
reforms in order to preserve the existing political system from
the radical alternatives that would become increasingly appealing
as the excesses of capitalism became more and more apparent.
Just as he felt that' a Canadian constitutional convention should
meet to assume responsibility for external affairs before an
unforeseen international event forced a choice Lhat might tear
Canadars social fabric, Christie believed that the government
should undertake such a preemptive action in order to forestall
an attempt to impose one of the totalitarian ideologíes loose in
bhe world as a remedy for the economic crisis.
In this 1ighr,
christie betieved that the ConservatÍves' legislative program v,ras
just such an affort to implement reform at the right time
and in
the right measure to prevent radicalism. clear evidence that
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BennetLrs government \¡ras on the right track

r^ras

provided,

Christie concluded, by the fact Lhat in response to the Marketing
BilI and other measures that gave the federal government a larger
role in the management of the economy Mackenzie King and the
Liberal Party could only blindly oppose the growth of the state
by mouthing "some fant,asic abracadabra about King John and
Runnymeds."B4 He urged Bennett to press ahead and provide the
strong leadership needed to overcome both the Opposition and
those in the Tory party who sa\4r government intervention in the
economy as the antithesis of the Conservative creed. "No one has
ever barked up the vÍrong tree more absurdlyr" ChrisLie commented
in regard to the latter, "than have certain Conservative elements
in Canada who have recently bemoaned some of the current
legislation as looking too much to the 'left'..'85
Bennett's legislative program, and the introduction of his
own version of Franklin Roosevelt,rs "New Deal" in January,
1935r86 vûere not enough to satisfy Christiers desire for strong
leadership and extensive federal intervention in the economy.
The consequence of his continuing dissatisfaction was a decision
that the troubled times called for the formation of a coalition
or national-unity government in the spring of 1935. The issue
that drove ChrÍstie to this conclusion was the repudiation by
Premier MiÈchetl Hepburnrs Liberal government in Ontario in early
1935 of contracts that had been concluded among G.H. Fergusonfs
preceding Tory regime, ontario Hydro, and several private po\^Jer
companies in Lhe Province of Quebec. One of these repudiated
contracts was with Christiers employer, the Beauharnois Company
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of Montreal. For Christie this act of repudiation was at once a
great moral outrage and an attack on the nation's credit. In the
wider sphere, he berieved it was proof positive that the normal
system of party government could not cope effectively with the
problems caused by the Depression. "Before I left Beauharnoisr'
Christie explained to J.W. Dafoe,
I was forced to witness a shocking collapse of morale in the
face of a fundamental public issue, both on the part of our
party machinery and on that of our financial and business
community.... trVhat I saw was this" In the richest and most
powerful_Province þntarifl a smarr group -- headed by a man
ffiepburQ with defiãite sfreaks of mégtolmania and deiusions
of power and grandeur having got control of one of the
party machines, perpetrated with great audacity a violent
assault upon a fundamental part of our polity -- i.e. they
denied what is every citizen's right to have access to the
courts, they undertook to seize the property of some
citizens for the benefit of the Province and they denied the
usual processes. They talked abouL the province's
incapacity to pay but they denied any impartial
investigation into that question. These- rights go right to
of the ancient constitutional common law of the
i:;a:8?."
Chr istie f eared t.hat Ontar io's actions, if they were not
themselves overturned, would undermine the nation's creditSS and
call into question the value of the parliamentary system itself,
perhaps leading to an even greater degree of instability in
canadars domestic politics.89 He also berieved that Hepburn's
action raised the possibility of increased sectional animosities
at a time when the country could least afford them. ff Ontario,
the most powerful province, was allowed to get away with what he
perceived as a flagrantly unlawful act, Christie feared that some
of the other smaller provinces would come to believe that there
was one set of rules for Ontario and another more rest,rictive set
for the others. Faced with Hepburn's maneuver, Christie wrote,
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it is the crear duty of the Federal Government, to disallow
ontario's act of repudiation.u90 rf ottawa did not disalrow
ontariors action at an early date, he warned ominously, the
consequences for canada might be dangerous indeed because ', fi] t
has not been the fashion in the English-speaking world to submit
to arbitrary confiscation of rights by government without violent
protest."9l Disallowance by ottawa therefore bras essential both
as a means for rectifying Ontario's patently unconstitutional
action, and as a method of negating the possibility of citizens
protesting Hepburn's unilateral action by violent extraparriamentary means. christie was surery overreacting to this
situation, but his response does serve to underscore the
legalistic lens through which he consistently viewed the world, a
factor which in it,self explains more than a little of the
motivation behind his unceasing arguments in favor of Canadians
set,ting their 1egal house in order in regard to both domestic and
external affairs.
"

Before ottawa actually used its constitutional po\^¡er of
disallowance, and indeed in conjunction with it, Christie argued
as he had in regard to the naval crisis in 1913, and the
debate over the future of the imperial relationship in l-926-i-927

that the federal government ought to take steps to insure that
this and other important decisions designed to combat the ravages
of the Depression be taken in a non-partisan manner in order to
avoid widening the existing divisions among canada,s political
factions, economic interests, and geographicar regions. By the
late spring and early summer of 1935, Christie had reversed his
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earlier thinking and concluded that Bennett and his Conservative
government were not capable of singlehandedly leading the country
out of its economic and poriticar crisis. Before disallowing
Ontraiors legislation therefore, Christie believed that it was
the Tories'duty to enlist the assistance of the other federal
political parties.92 "But disarlowance by the conservative,s
aloner" christie wrote, "without t,he support of the Federal
Liberals raises the grave dangers of a fight on issues of
provincial rights. Such issues might be successfully raised in
such a way to obscure the nationar credit issue, and if the
conservatives \¡¡ere beaten, Hepburn and company wourd take the
election as an endorsement, of his position. rn the upshot the

national credit emergency would get out of control for an
indefinite time."93 The power of disallowance, he lvrote, must
never be avoided for the sake of party advanatage, but "equalry
you must not attempt t,o use it for party purposes."
rn the end you may be driven to exercise the po\^¡er alone,
but before doing that you must exhaust every effort to
secure the widest and strongest base upon which iL can be
exercised that is, to bring in the other national parties
to the greatest possibte extent" The whole national
financial position and the necessity of disallowance must be
put to them. They too must be given an opportunity to sink
party considerations, to act as national men, to share in
the orderly solution of the whole emergency of which this
fttre Ontario repudiatiofl is just one manifestation.
That means a coalition
a National Government as
comprehens_ive as poss-iblq and as soon as possible before the
eteõtion fdu" in i93il.94
"To leave such fundamental issues to be solved within the
existing party framework," christie concluded, "is, in the first
p1ace, to surrender to party convenience, and that simply means
you become the prisoner of the gangsters. To surrender to party
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convenience without even a whimper, without even making the
elementary demand for a free triar, would be the last folly.u95

Christie believed t.hat a "National Government" was the only
vehicle through which canadars future as a naÈion could be
safeguarded adequately. "fT]!here is no real or sane remedy for
the whole mess the Dominion is inr" he maintained,'save a
coalition between the sane, steady men and indeed in all three

part,ies.u96 Christie argued that those men should join together
and go to the counLry for its sanction on the forlowing basis.
The issue: Are vüe to solve our national debt and
credit emergencv by orderly means and at ottawa, where it
belongs t ot are bre to allow it to be immeasurably
compromised by the provinces and municipalities, where it
does not belong? Is Canada a naÈion or an anarchy?
The Platform: Broadly speaking, ask for a free hand
a "doE67TE-ñãñãte". promisã trealment as drastic as
diagnosis may show to be necessary. A Royal commission on
the whole debt and financial probrem -- federalr provinciar,
municipal or some other form of diagnosis
immediately. Bring in outside expert advisers.... The
reform programs now in progress to be examined together on
the widest basis that can be agreed upon as desirable and
workable.

The Personnel: This factor becomes relatively not so
vitar@t
has been reached among steady men to
co-operate with each other and with all the orderly elements
of the country. That in itself is the keystone of

confidence.

On such a basis you can practically guarantee an
orderly sorution of our probrems and the preservation of our
credit, and you can guarantee it in the quickest time. you
base yourself upon sure ground upon realities of
federalism -- upon the letter and spirit of our
constitution. on any other basis you can guarantee nothing;
you are in an incarculable ftituatiofl
botñ as to results
ald t,o time; you will^qot have government, at Ottawa, you
will have abdication.Y/
In the end, of courser the election of 1935 Ì^Jas conducted
along traditional party 1ines, wit,h the Liberals handily
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defeating Bennettrs Depression-tainted Tories. Mackenzie King's
return to power clearry did not bring t,o the fore the type of
bord and decisive leadership that christie yearned for, but

neither did it usher in the "abdication at Ottawa so far as vital
federar functions are concerned" that he feared would be the
of an election conducted along regular party
Iines.98 As in the case of t,he naval emergency in r9r3, and his
worries over the "crisis" of Canadats international status in
L926, the country survived the crisis of the'lnational credit'l
that he saw in 1935 without resorting to a non-partisan, national
effort by men of expertise, moral rectitude, and good will to
restore to order and orthodoxy the countryrs politicar and
economic systems. rn all of these instances, it seems rikery
that Christie interpreted solutions arrived at t,hrough
compromise, or ones achieved by simply deraying and awaiting new
and perhaps more propitious circumsLancesr âs nothing more than
processes whereby Canadians vüere systematically giving a series
of hostages to fortune. He believed that by following such tacks
an event beyond their sight and control ultimately would make
them regret their collective procrastination. It seems untikely
that he ever came to suspect that his view of how politics should
work ideally
a view that \¡ras littered with such hallrnarks of
earry twentieth-century progressivism as non-partisanship, the
use of specialists and experts, the education of public opinion
by forceful leaders, and clear and simpre policy prescriptions
easily intelligible to the man on the street
was more than a
bit unrealistic and unworkabre in a democratic system whose
consequence
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the product of efforts by several political parties
to take partisan advantage of political and economic conditions
as they found them, and whose best attainments in the
political, economic, or social spheres -- were seldom much more
than the best compromise attainable. rt remains an inexplicable
paradox that a man with Christiers ability to cut to the heart of
a complex politicar or lega1 matter
be it of a domestic or
international nature
!ùas so seldom , il ever, abÌe to translate
that understanding into a practical course of potitical action.
dynamism was

A stone-Hearted sense of the Nationar rnterest: christie
Canadian Foreign policy, 1926-1935

and

christiers view of the worrd, and of canada's place in it,
came between L926 and 1935 to closely refl-ect his perception of
domestic affairs in Canada" In view of the predominantly chaotic
state of affairs both at home and abroad, christie thought it
best that canada buitd as united a country as possible, whire
simultaneously setting its collective face and heart against any
involvement in internationar affairs aside from encouraging
normal trading relationships, participating in the technical and
social operations of the League of Nations, and deveroping
relations with the united states. During these years christie
sharpened and refined his view of the importance of ottawars
policy toward the united states to the countryrs future, coming
to believe that no aspect of canada's foreign policy was more
vital. At the same time, christiers eye became even more
jaundiced when he turned it toward Canadats other international
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relationships, especiarty those invorving the political and
diplomatic affairs of Europe. The combination of the effects of
the Great' Depression and what he considered to be the rnisguided
diplomacy of the post-Paris Peace Conference era were resulting
in a world of deepening and increasingly unmanageable disorder.
"These are the daysr" he tord Dafoe at New yearrs in rg32,

,'vrhen

are seeing the Versailles Chickens coming home to roost! And
what a ftock! ... "99
rn regard to ottawa's relations with the united states,
Christie's post-1927 concentration on Canada's internal problems
seems to have bred in him an increasing preoccupation with
maintaining equitable bilateral dealings as a means of promoting
internal harmony and thereby insuring the survival of an
independent canadian nation in North America. when writing to
Bennett in 1933 about the possibility of obtaining for himself
the Canadian chairmanship of the International Joint Commission
christie enclosed a memorandum he had prepared for o.D. skelton
in 1927. rn the paper he outl-ined not only his view of the role
and importance of the commission, but also t.he necessity for
canada to maintain good overalr relations with the united
States. "My conception of the Commission was put in the enclosed
letter fto skeltofl which r wroLe in rg27 ... r,, christie tord the
Prime Ministerr',...
lu"Ð it no$l strikes me as a bit utopian in
spots, Yêt I believe that its main thesis of the special value of
this institution to Canada is even stronger today. our relations
with the united states wilr become rather more than less
critical. ul00 christie had written in rg27 that he believed that
vüe
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relations with the united states had to be canada's first
priority in developing external policy. ,'Given the simplest
facts of our geographical position as a North American power Ín a
politically chaotic worldr" Christie argued,
our dominant concern has always been and must be to insure
the orderly adjustment of our relations with the U.S" This
of course is as axiomatic âsr for example, that Great
Britain's dominant concern is with her relations with France
and Germany¡ or that Germany can never put Russia in a
secondary place in her thinking. The truth in our case,
because of the greater disparity in power, is even more
striking. Canadars relations with the rest of the world are
of course import,ant, and naturally public opinion is
naturally sensitive about relations with other English
speaking countries, but in a vital sense all this is
secondary; for, if lrre fail vis a vis the u.s. other concerns
become utterry irrelevant, sÏãcãTã--any practical sense the
rest of the world can only be a slight factor, if any at
all, in our relations with the U.S. I cannot recall an
instance where Canada ever attempted to bring her relations
with a non-North American power into the picture as a factor
or make-weight in her relat,ions with the U.S. Nor have I
myself ever been able to imagine how we could go about the
business of causing or permitting the intervention of nonNorth American affairs into the affairs of this continent
without ultimate disaster to all concerned.
It comes to
this: that Canada has to play the hand herself on this
continent and will haVe her own responsibility for failure
should failure come.10t
Because of the disparity of pov¡er between the two countries,
Christie argued Èhat in regard to both the Commission and the
overall bilateral relationship "it will always be up to Canada to
shoul-der the greater part of t.he burden" of keeping its concerns
before American eyes and to assert itself whenever such ac t ion
was necessary to protect the national interest.L02 He be1 ieved
that the threat to Canada posed by the United States often
emanated far more from American ignorance of Canada than from
deliberate i11-intent. Christie was entirely comfortable in the
political context of North America and believed that the
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diplomatic environment was such that Canada would almost always
get a square deal in negotiating with the United States if its
case was made accurately and forcefully.

rn the rearm of
bilateral relations, Christie demonstrated nothing approaching
the aversion he had towarC Canada t s trying its hand in the
political affairs of the League of Natior,=.103 In this attitude,
Christie was markedly different from a later generation of
Canadian politicians and diplomats who sought to bring makeweights into the bilateral relationship through Canadafs
involvement in a variety of international organizations in which
the United States also participated.
Christie believed that Ottawa could and should deal directly
with WashingLon rvithout any outside
that is, tsrit,ish -- hel.c
and that it would invariably be equitably treated by the
Americans if its case was sound and well prepared. lO4 on
balance, Christie believed that the importance of Canadars
dealings with the United States far outweighed those it conducted
with any other nation -- including those with Britain and the
other Dominions and Lhat they had Lo be attended to diligently
and effectively through such agencies as the fnternational Joint
Commission if Canada was to survive as a nation. nOther
excursions that Canada has made at Geneva and elsewhere on the
glober" Christie wrote,
possibly have a greater glanour in the public eye and a
greater "news value". They will get nore publicity, but
none of them is so vital as this thing, and none of them
deserves such real care. In actual fact none of them ever
got so much careful study and preparation in Canada as this
system did at the time of its inception. "Foreign affairs"
is a resounding phrase; to I do not know how many of the
Canadian people it, seems to mean most often some distant
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mystery in Europe or Asia about which they can do nothing
but wring their hands, hardly ever the plãin facts stariñg
them in the face at their frónt door abõut which they are
equipped. to do_a great deal. If they keep this up 1õng
enough they will ryipd up by being not l¡orth Ameriõans but
simply Americans, .*'

until the closing years of t,he rg26-\g3s period christie
wrote very littIe on non-North American international affairs or
of canadars rerationship with Britain and the Empire. rndeed,
his professional activities appear to have preoccupied him nearly
furl time, and it was not until 1934-1935 when he was a Member
of council and vice-president of the Montreal branch of the
canadian rnsitute of rnternational Affair"l06 -- that he again
turned his pen to political affairs outside North America. prior
to that point, and before the ominous clouds of conflict began to
shroud the European horizon, christie rimited himserf to some
sour and at times anglophobic comments on Canadars unwillingness
to define her place in the world and assume fuI1 responsibility
for maintaining and protecting iL. when fulminating against
Mackenzie King's decision to break Canadafs relations with Russia
in Ig27rL07 for example, Christie told Sir Robert Borden that the
entire affair r^¡as something akin to a comic opera, did nothing to
clarify canadars internationar status, and left the country in
the lurch in so far as t.he questions of v\rar and peace were
concerned. "You may have heard that lateIy Canada has broken off
relations with Russiar" he wrote.
The Government's explanation was an interesting and curious
document and someday when we get in a vüar with Russia the
fellow in the front line who éeeks to ask what it is al1
about will be entitled to a good deal of sympathy. It
appears v\te neednrt have busted relations bêcáuse-they would
have been busted automatically by Great Britainfs
denunciation of the Trade treãty. tt was also admitted that
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the soviet agent had done nothing wrong in canada at all.
rt all seems to come to this: we didnrt have to do
relation busting and it's doubtful if r^¡e could anyhow ì any
nevertheless let us bust to prove that we are solid with the
Empire and let's bust the day before the British House of
Commons acLs to prove that Canada is independent and did it.
all by her lone. several varieties of peópIe must be able
to get some comfort out of this episode. But it is an act
that means that the country is expected to put itself into
an attitude of hostility toward t.he other fãttow, and for
this grave act all the country has is not a reasoned
explanation with fuI1 information of Russiars place in the
world and canada's, but this monst,rous medley óf jingoism
and opportunism. I gather that there has beên at-leãst some
information handed out in London to justify the British
Governmentrs act though it looks pretty thin and the Arcos
raid sounded more in the traditioñ of ã Chicago gang than in
that of a Government concerned for the stability-ofEurope. Of course v¡e are a long r¡¿ay off here and one gets
little more than impressions, but oñe get,s very distinõtty
the impression that the British Government is iattled with a
bad case of nerves. rf this rupture red to war, thus
automaticarly putting canada at war, r hate to think of what
would happen here. Of course no one is looking for v¡ar and
no one expects it, but that is the sort of perãpective from
which such ruptures ought to be contemplated and calculated
and if they are so far removed in feering from war as alr
that, the case for a rupture becomes a trifre thin and the
case for our thinking out in Canada some $ray to avoid being
tied up with alt the obscure and doubtful ventures
rattled ai6$omatists in Downing street becomes a bitof
stronger.

christiers reaction to canadars break with Russia typified his
post-l926 at,titude toward imperiar rerations, and what he
considered as the countryrs foolish but nonetheless resolute
refusal to address that question. 'I still ponder though
mainly solo -- r" he wrote to Lothian in L934, "that great subject
of our '25 and t26 discussions and still- feel our @anada'fl
inadequacy on t,he essential point of responsibilit,y and feel that.
Canada is in for some great humiliation some day .. . . "109
The humiliation Christie had in mind \^ras the automatic
involvement of Canada in another European v\rar primarily because
Great gritain had become involved, and because canadian
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politicians had not acted since 1918, ât least in his own nind,
to amend the constitutional relationship between Canada and
Britain so as to give ot_tawa sole control over the issue of
declaring war for Canada. As has been seenr Christie rejected
the idea that the Balfour Report of the Imperial Conference of
L926 had settled the relationship and there is scant mention of
the Statute of Westminster in any of his writings. By 1935
because of marital problems and
Christie's personal world
changes in employment had narrowed drast.ically and his view of
international affairs had done likewise. The world for him, in
fact, was now a hostile and threatening place which had to be
dealt with, but only on an armrs length basis. He never was an
isolationsist in the sense Lhat he believed in or advocated some
course of action whereby Canada could withdraw from world affairs
and isolate itself in a water-tight North American compartment.
He did, however, focus his suggestions primarily on means whereby
Canada could reduce whaL he deemed unnecessary contacts with the
outside world, as weII as the com¡nitments that grevù naturally
from such contacts. While not an isolationsist, he put
tremendous emphasis on the need for creating for Canada a foreign
policy that would secure a permanent prace for a canada which
he conceived of as being wracked by internal disunity and
external uncertainty -- on the North American continent.
At work again in shaping his estinates of the internationat
environment in this period were the same dominant geographical
considerations that had so pervaded his thinking in the period
between L92L and L926. "I am going to paraphrase soinething I
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vürote in the tRound Table' just over ten years agor', christie
told a session of the annual conference of the Canadian Institute

of rnternational Affairs at Kingston, ontario in May, 1935, "and
this geographical analysis in turn was largely based on the work
of that stimulating geographer, sir Halford Mackinder."
From all this line of approach the broad generar question
suggests itself.
rn what sense and in whãt degree can
canadians
ent.er successfully into a pooling of
10r900r000
decision
upon the probrem of security -witrr 300,'ooorooo
Europeans 3r000 miles away? Must not our @anada'fl
attitude toward the European process be rad'ically lifferent
from that of a European state? rt seems to me t-hat Europe
began to recognize tr¡e necessities of this regional
distinction when at Locarno in L925 the interlretation of
Article xvr was adopted by which each
member är the League
is to measure its obligations gnly "to an extent compatíb1e
with its milirary siruãrion and tåkes ira gã"õiàpr,icäi
into account". Could not our @anaaá'fl
4rosition
intervention, if misconceived, easily
nJfrarmiui instead of
helpful? Wil+ 19! "9o9d Furopeans", when they reflect upon
the years 1914-1918 and the devastaiing possi-Oif ities of
further ínvasions of Europe, conclude that the wisdom of
courting too intimate an ãssociation with the non-European
world is to say the least doubtful.
rf Europe is to go on to a nehr European order r feel
the ans\¡¡er is clearly in the af f irmat,ive. Ts it not equally
affirmative even if you assume the other, the anarchic
future? so long as you have your self-contained
statesr you are necessarily in the field, not of sovereign
legislation, but of power politics, diplomacy and
negotiation -- and the ancient rule of philoËophy wirl hold
good, that, ít there is to be hrar, you must strive to the
to limit its area and duratiõn. That is arl you can
yt*?fË
ttu
do.

Holding basically this same position in Lg26 that is,
that the world courd be divided in a number of distinct and
compact geographical units which, while not separated from each

other by water-tight compartments, were located at distances from
each other that afforded each a measure of security from the
other -- christie then believed that some close cooperation
between regions and nations, perhaps in the areas of trade or
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programs of social betterment, was still

desirable and indeed
beneficial. By 1935, however, Christie had come to take a
markedly darker view about the nature of the sovereign nationstate' and this line of analysis caused him to look on relations
between nations as still unavoidable but nonetheless fraught with
dangers. His darkening view of the state
and the unavoidable
rights and characteristics he vested it. with -- made the
possibility of universal international cooperation appear to be
littre more than a pipedream, and this view, in turn, embittered
his attitude toward the League of Nations to an unprecedented
extent. christie's argument was that it was purely and simply
impossible to reconcire the poritical requirements and
responsibilities of sovereign states with the concept of
collective security as it v¡as expressed in the Covenant of the
League of Nations. "The material you must work with in trying to
rear the poriticat structure you have in mind is the sovereign
state," he told the CIIA audience at Kingston,
and today you have the world parcelred out among such
creatures.. The question is can you realry
expeõt
states to behave according to the scheme ãnd intentsovereign
of this
notion of "collective security"? r shall not attempt
into the refinements of the pólitical philosopher. rt tois-go
enough r think, for the present purpose t.o sai that the
sovereign state is a supreme beiñg :- subject to no other
human por^¡er accountable to no óne else for its acts.
From its very nature can you expect it to act altruistically
for some common or regionãl worid good? Must it not act
only to the extent that its ov¡n interests are immediately
and directly at stake? consider how its human object is
conceived and stated. rn the American Constitutión it runs,
"l-ife, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness"; uut this is
only for the American people. rn canaãa it is "peace,
order, and good governineni"; but it is g"od gãveinmerrl only
for canada not for the.world. Every
state is
conceived as having this same kind Ërrsovereign
exclusíve
whether written or unv¡ritten, and as demanding the
"uj".il
corresponding kind of exclusive obedience froñ its
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citizens. rts ultimate instrument is power. Necessarily
then you have in every agreement between states a
reservation, eit.her express or implied, that
the honour, the
safety and. the integrity.,gf this supreme creature must. at
all costs be preserved.arr
This being the caser christie believed that each nation
would and shourd rook out for its own interests first, and
foremost, and that this maxim was unalterably in conflict with
any conception of sovereign nations adhering to a binding

scheme

of collective security. Denouncing the advocates of collective
security, christie asked his audience if ,'you can really change
the nature of war by merely carling it an enforcement? Do you by
a phrase or an idea change the nature of the sovereign
state2"rL2 christie answered both of these questions in the
negative and closed his presentation with the assertion that
Canada should take no step in the world and make no commitment.
without first clearly defining its own self-interest.
rn 1935
that serf-interest, according to christie, dictated a foreign
policy orientation for canada which more or less focused
exclusively on measures aimed at insuring the preservation of a
distinct canadian polity in North America. "canada cannot
usefurly or helpfulryr" christie told his audience at the crrA
Conference,

conceive herself as a participant in the European security
system.. What remains, I suggest, is this: that¡ so far as
Geneva is concerned, canada-óan continue to regard it as a
free, flexible conference method of diplomacy for world
problems in which she is entitled to pãrticiþate
at least
she can take this line until such time as shã might be
forced out of the League; that she cannot considãr special
commitments until it becomes universal, including
particurarly the uníted states;
and, aå arready Éaid, that
she cannot enter çLe special European regional- system.
since. thg freague'fl büsiness r,odäy and Éor a lóig -ii*" ro
come is bound to be mainly European, all this neañs that
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canada's true role is mainly that of an observer.
There seem to be some who think this is not
sufficiently. enterprising attitude. In a world ofa sovereign
monsters r think it better to remember Lord
maximt ':{gvgf _ let your diplomacy outrun yoursalisburyrs
resources. " we
are 10'000.'000 people whose tas-k it. is tô preserve
anA
security throughout half a great island coñtinent. order
Vùe have
resources, but can we assign any great or decisve weight to
them at the international iound-táUfe? ...

Put in its broadest sense, what r have to suggest comes
to this. we cannot ignore_the imperatives
of geoliaphy.
cannot ignore the nature of the sóverign state] We ñave noüIe
business to assume Lhat the word of a Éovereign state,
written or glv¡fitten, can be taken as going a-single
inch
beyond the limit set for it by a cool õatcutation of that
staters immediate and direct interest. Alliances, mutual
assistance or corlective pacts
whatever you call them
between such-states, though they may give the illusion of -security, will become treãcheroüs if Éf¡e underfVing tiuÉñs
are ignored
Non-Europeans must look with slmpátr,y upon
every effort of Europe to-solve her own
poriticár'pro6rÀñ,
but, if thgy arg political animals at all, they mu-st equaity
conclude that their surest political contribution to the
problem is a resolute refusãI to inject their power and
force t ot tllreromise of it, into tñe European
complex. . . .

Christie believed that such an attitude u¡as necessary for
canada because the advocates of collective security had
surrendered the option of political innovation as a means of
solving Europe I s problems, and had instead turned over control of
Europers future to the military strategists. This, in turn, made
a new European war all but inevitable unless the politicians
reclaimed the field and began to devise political methods of
reconciling Europers conflictsr or finding a means with which to
accommodate society to new politicar and sociar forces. Any
agreement. to a collective security arrangement, in fact, amounted
for christie to "the anticipation of armed forces in
action. . . . "r14 " fFJ ro* the moment of its inceptionr " christie
wrote, " it F coltective secur ity agreemenp sets in motion in
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the minds of those against whom it either tends or may be
conceived to tendr prêcisely those forces which reach full
strength at the sight of a threatening army actuarly on the
march" It is on this basis that its ultimate consequences must
be reckoned, however much its appearance of immediate value
be idealised.''115 Christie believed that the advocates of
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collective security at the CrrA meeting and elsewhere failed to
recognize fundamental and unalterable political realities and
$/ere

people who seem to believe that you can ignore equally the
nature of the sovereign state and the geographicár structure
of the world
who easily accept the wnore Ëusiness of
automatic "sanctions" r "aggressõr" r "enforcement of lawrr,
and the analogy that wourd liken a first class war to a
policemanfs

Uàton....
As I listened and tried to envisage the real thing
behind the facade of words, I had never before so vividly
this kind of impression: that what they $rere reaIly doing
v¡as sitti¡g -around the table as a General Staff planning the
next war-fr0
To accept the position of the "corlective security-ite,"
wrote, would be pure defeati=*.rr117

christie

M.l is a fighting animal and he is a political animar. The
British races have been among the greát martial races of
mqnkind; they have arso been among the great political
discoverers. In times of peace the civilian :- the
statesman -- holds the field: it is for him to invent and
dare, and his General staff has no finar word in that order
of creation; but only the right to assist in the discovery
of_lhg practicable. tühen you actually get into war
politicáI innovation ceaseè and the rätátionship is
different. The current t oythodox notion of "collective
security" stresses almost who11y the martial, the General
staff side, burkes the task of þoritical invention. Europe
the world
is still at peace; the die is not yet
finally cast; conversations ãre sti1l going on; opþortunity
remains. rf Europe and the world
gó on to-ñew
politicar inventions they can onlycannót
go on io anarchy and
unimaginabre prospects. A refusal by man -- for whatever
reason -- to throw himself on his inner resources as a
politicar animar means a degradation
of the human spirit.
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rrsecurity", "peace", and so on
negative phrasesr so often fortified as they are by appeals
to fear and hate
are not the right ones io give-poi'nt to
seeks creation and onr! wants order
The current phrases

::*îl=';åÏ3:t::'ryþich

All of the discussions which centered on collective security
at the CIIATs Kingston Conference led Christie to the conclusion
that unless the canadian government chose to do something, to
undertake a measure of political innovation and act on its own to
resolve the ambiguity of its standing as an international entity"
disaster -- probably in the form of automatic entry into another
European war as in 1914 was certain. Christie seems to have
been almost resigned to such a fate at Kingston, cognizant of the
dangerous path ahead but in no way certain that. anything could or
would be done to change the nation's course. 'r asked the
conference to consider the position of people (1ike myself) ,,'
christie explained to Lothian with a certain sense of
hopelessness,

who (a) believe that the orthodox notion of "Collective
security" is a wholly unworkable notion and indeed

disastrous and (b) récognise t.hat when Britain is at hrar
Canada is at war and that, having gone on with the
commonwealt,hr hr€ cannot at the móment of danger simpry say
"Thank yo-u very much, r have enjoyed your company,
n,rt no-w r
-widespread

have another engagement." This-mãy rãa11y be a
view" T am incrined to think it is. r,rom the plain, everyday words r have heard in many quarters in rece-nt years, ii
may be that T have done no more than express at grãat length
and in a technical sense what is the inËtinctive or
intuit.ive position of a good many canadians
in
their bones. rf the war comes tñey wirt be in something
it, but ñot
enthusiasticalty, and will have no overwhetming convict_ig!
against t.hose who may take the completely neutial line.119
christ,ie wourd react to this troubring situat,ion in the
years after 1935 and seek to convince his superiors, colleagues,
and friends that it was absurd to allow the continuing existence
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of a position wherein Canada would enter automatically a v/ar in
which Great Britain became invotved. Indeed, his writings would
grovt increasingly shrill and desperat,e-sounding as vsar inched
inexorably closer, and yet he never truly became an
isolationist.
Christie's target forever and always was what he
viewed as canada's iII-defined legal position in the worrd, a
situation which prevented the countryrs political leaders from
making decisions regarding peace and v¡ar unencumbered wit,h the
traditional obligations of constitutionality and sentiment.
Until the constitutional matter was resolved fu1Iy, Christie
believed that by far the safest course !üas to make no prior
commitments and leave arl options at least theoretically open.
For christie it was ultimately senseless to put the nation in
harm's way by default, and automat,ic entry into a nev¡ vÍar on the
model of 1914 amounted to just such an abrogation of
responsibility, and was a rejection of nationhood. christie
sought to protect Canada not from inherently evil foreigners or
from the machinations of British and domestic imperialists, but
rather from what he berieved to be its ov\¡n immaturity and
indec is ion.

FuII Circ1e: Reioininq the De artment of External Affairs
Christie ended his career in the private business community
on 24 April 1935 when he resigned from the Beauharnois
Çcming

company.r20 He apparently was moved to resignation as a
consequence of his disgust with premier Hepburn'|s actions
regarding ontario Hydro's contracts with several private po\,rer
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firms in Quebec including Beauharnois and Ottawa's failure
to disallow the actions. He was also unsettled by the ment.ion of
his name during debates at eueen,s park on the subject of t,he
repudiated pohrer contracts, and infected with a festering
distaste for the business world generally. "My resignation from
Beauharnois is too large a st.ory for herer" he wrote to

Frankfurter rather breeziry in the rate spring of r935.
The company ran into a gangster-meglomaniac one "Mitch"
Hepburn, Premier of ontario -- who pulled a gun and so far
has had on the run not only the fresh-water õlaims of his
own Province, but alr the party machines and arso the
business and financial community who conceived the bright
idea that it would be fine statesmanship to throw the povrer
security-holders to Lhe wolves. Our party machines also
went into a shocking collapse of morale. The swimming began
to look so thick and muddy that all r could see \4ras to get
out and try to jump in somewhere erse
Anyhow r have a
sense of relief and have no regrets about Beauharnois. Some
Dame! Everything happened to her that could happen to a
business show -- "and I learned about business from her!"
she wourd have made a good scenario and r may take her to
Hollywood. She covers most of the standard motifs -- monêlr
greed, vanity, political and financial corruption, big
engineering stunt races against time, etc. etc
exõept,
and this is serious, it is hard to find sex anÇ.çnobbery;
but Hollywood could fix that without troubte.tLZr
Christie claimed to "have a sense of relief and keen anticipation
for what may be ahead"L22 afLer leaving Beauharnois, although he
admitted to Lothian that "r do not know what r am going to
¿o. n123 "My inclination is to take a good time in considering
what lays ahead of men to tark to various people and find out
whatrs up, but to take no deliberate engagement in a hurryr" he
tord sir Robert Borden. "r should like to have a tark with Mr"
Bennett bef ore I t,ie up to anything. n 124
Christie had been in touch with Bennett on and off between
1930 and 1935, and he had on at least one occasion expressed his
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interest in returning to governmemt service
as the chairman of
the Canadian section of the International Joint Commission in
1933. Moreover, o.D. skelton had approached christie about
returning to the Department of External Affairs under Mackenzie
King's administration in the late 1920s. rt would appear that
Christie's most important cont,act, and booster, in the government
was not Prime Minister Bennett but raLher the Under-secretary of
State for External Affairs. As Professor Hillmer has pointed out,
Bennett $Ias init.ially determined to get rid of Skelton because of
his long association with King and Liberalism, but quickly
discovered that his services were unbiased and
indispensabl".l25 sk"tton well knew of christie's abilities,
after all he knew that Christie had been Borden's key assistant
in the gains made in external autonomy during and after the Great
Þlar, and had been the recipient of a good number of Christiers
lett,ers and memoranda between L926 and 1935. Furthermore, it is
hard to imagine that anyone shared more fully than Christie
Skeltonrs fear that Canadians would be "stampeded" into war by
sentiment for Britain and maneuvers by Canadafs domestic
imperialists.' L26
ïn any event, Bennett almost certainly with Skelton's
opinion as an important impetus -- decided to invite Christie to
return to government service. Professor Eayrs has written that
because a general election was in the offing, Bennett conferred
with Liberal party leader Mackenzie King "to ensure that his
fcf,ristie'fl position would not be jeopardized by a Liberal
AdminisÈration."I27 Likewise, in a long essay on Christie's life
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and career which appeared the day af t.er his death in April,
1941, J"!Ù. Dafoe wrote in the winnipeg Free press that " fwJrren

in 1935 Mr. christie was asked by Mr. Bennett to re-enter the
@ivifJ service, he took the position with the knowledge that Mr.
King, whose return to power could be foreseen, was desirous that
the country should again have the benefit of his abilities."l2B
Although documentary evidence to support the claims of Eayrs and
Dafoe is unavailabte, it is doubttess an accurate description of

the preliminaries to christie's return to the Department of
External Affairs. on 20 August 1935, Bennett passed an order in
council appointing christie ',to the staff of the canadian
Legation at Tokyo as Counsellor at a salary of $6r000 per annum,
to be effective from the rst september, 193 5."L29 For his
own part Christie seems to have been a bit. surprised by the turn
of events that brought him back to ottawa, but at the same time
he appears to have been well pleased and looking forward to the
future- "r can scarcely believe that r was avüay from here for 12
yearsr" he told J.w. Dafoe shortly after his appointment, '!and r
feer slightry surprised that. r am back. r thought r had done
with governments and all that
but r suspect r got a still
stronger dose of disillusionment with Business and all that
so
perhaps there has been sort of a cancelling out. "130
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Chapter VI:

Notes

1:) PAc, MG 26H, R.L. Borden papers, volume 264, Folder 59, pp.
148307-1483074, L.c. christie to- R.L. Borden, 15 March 1926'" -'
Although christiers career with Dunn might not have been as
fascinat,ing as he had anticipated, he wãs nonetheless involved
several projects that smacked of more romance and adventure thanin
those that haÇ occupied his time in the Department of External
Affairs. Whil-e working for Dunn, for examþle, Christie
served as
a member of the 'rBondhorders' committee or- 6trrÐ Mexico North
Vüestern Railway Company. on another occasión 6-e r¡¡as active in an
even more exotic undertaking. "Loríng christie, a Canadian who
vüas legal adviser to the Canadian oepãrtment of External Affairs
and who is nov¡ in business in London, dined with me recentlyr"
R.G. Casey' then Australian Prime Minister S.M. Brucers personal
representative in London, wrote in 1926 |
"and told me that the firm he is with (Dunn, Fisher and co.
are investigating the proposal to purchase as a whol-e the )
ex-German plantations in the Territory of New Guinea. T
understand that the head of the firm is Sir James Dunn, a
canadian. They are a house which finances and manages
industrial undertakings in all parts of the world.,'
For Christiers activities with Dunn see Harvard University, Baker
Aldrich Papers, L.C. Christie to Vüinthrop
!iþt+ry, Winthrop
Ardrichr
lS December 1938 and attached vitae, and R.G. casey to
S.M. Bruce, 19 May L925, in W.J. Hudson and Jane North. My Dear
P.M. R.G. Casey I s Letters to S.M. Bruce, 1924-1929. CanEõrã:
Australian Government Printing Service, 1980, p. 40.
2") R. Bothwel1, "Bureaucratic Imperialism," op. cit., p. 349.
3. ) Library of Congress, Frankfurt.er papers, Container 43, L.C.
Christie to Felix Frankfurter, 11 May L929.
4.) See PAC, MG 26 H, Borden Papers, Volume 264, Folder 59, pp.
148385-1483854, L.C. Christie to R.L. Borden, 1 July 1926, and
Ibid., MG 30 I'44t Christ.ie papers, Volume 29, L.C. Christie,
Memorandum Re Beauharnois and Maclaren Power Contracts, 17 June
1935.

s.

) rbid.

6.) Ibid. On 9 February L927, F.A. Gaby, Ontario Hydrors Chief
Engineer, informed Magrath "that the services of Mr. L.C"
Christie can be obtained by the Commissionr" and recommended that
because he vüas "an expert on international affairs" the
commission shourd not hesitat.e to do so. Magrath received the
permission of Hydrots other commissioners on the same day to hire
christíe at a sarary of $750 per month" christie appareñtly had
been doing some work for Magrath since early January as his
appointment \¡ras back-dat.ed to 5 January 1921. See ioronto,
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ontario Hydro Archives, Bin 20-3-069, Forder 119: Loring c"
christie, L927-L929t F.A. Gaby to c.A. Magrat.h, 9 Februãry 1927,
and rbid., Extract from commission Minutes, 9 February 1927.
7r) . Library of Congress, FrankfurLer papers, Container 43, L.C.
Christie
to Felix Frankfurter, 10 September 1914.
8.) J.L" Granatstein, The Ottawa Men r op. cit., pp. 6B-69.
9. ) Ibid. , p. 69.
10.) For the efforts of Borden and Stevenson to reconcile the
Christies see PAC, MG 30 D45, J.Vü. Dafoe Papers, Vo1ume 4, Folder
L92B: July-December, John A. stevenson to J,!rT. Dafoe, I November
1928, and J"Vf. Dafoe to John A. Stevenson, 15 November L928.
11.) L.c. christie to Felix Frankfurter, rt May r92gr op. cit.
peculiar reference to his separation as a "gãñ'e Eãt
thristiers
better be halted and time taken out" unáerrines his uneasy
rel-ationship with lvomen. He appears to have consistently thought
of the male-female relationshiþ as something of a competition ãnd
perhaps this attitude offers some explanation as to why he was
unable to get much out of "consultation" with !üomen. His
somewhat jaundiced view of women was summarized in a letter to
Frankfurter on the topic of female suffrage. "lrloments suffrage
is a valid devicer" Christie wrote,
"not for its dÍrect political effect, but as a sort of an
anchor for the intellectual and moral emancipation which
alone matters. For vlomen can only get at the 'affairs' of
the universe effectively through men, as muscle is the final
arbiter
not through their fathers who ignore them in this
connection; not their husbands or lovers for they are caught
too late and are valued anyhow only as a means; but their
sons whom they alone value and whom they can mould as they
will- without fear of rivalry.
(Daughters they tolerate or
val-ue if at all only for the sake of grandsons; and here it
is man's only real chance to redress the balance, fot he can
get at the daughter's mind and make up and so get at the
grandson!) Hence emancipate women not as voters but as
mothers.

Foolish vüomen might easily dish things by playing
direct political action too hard
we muscular brutesr âs
Coke showed, will only stand so much! Here again your women
seem to have a deeper instinct.
Husbands are useful as an economic means! Women would
be fools to trifle with marriage institutions too far unless
they can see their vüay very clearly to some stable
alternaÈive means. They must learn to bargain if they are
going to get into that game."
See Library of Congress, Frankfurter Papers, Container 43, L.C.
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Christie to Felix Frankfurter, 18 January L925.
L2.) J.L. Granatstein, The Ottawa Men, op. cit., p. 69"
13.) PAC, MG 30 I'82, C.A. Magrath Papers, Vo1ume 5, Fo1der L7,
C.A" Magrath to R.L. Borden,5 July 1935. At a later date
Magrath indicated that although he had brought Christie to the
Commission to deal with the specific problems involvíng the
Ottawa and St. Lawrence Rivers, he had had every intention of
finding a permanent place for him in the organization. "In
bringing Mr. Christie to rHydro' there vüas nothing accidental
about itr" Magrat.h wrote. 'I knew of his fine capacity and
experience in international work. I did hope to work him into
some permanent position in 'Hydro', as soon as demands on us in
that strenuous period lessened. See Ibid., C.A. Magrath, The
Hydro-Electric Power Commission of Ontario and the Quebec Power
Contracts, 26 September 1939.
14,) From the start Christie obviously regarded his job with
Ontario Hydro as a very temporary affair. As early as June, L927
only five months after taking up his duties
Christie told
Sir Robert Borden that, he vùas uncertain of his future with
Hydro. "The Commission has a number of interesting problems
which I am beginning to get familiar withr" Christie wrote. rrI
have been fairly satisfied with one or two jobs I have managed to
do, but I am not sure that I shal1 not turn out to be a fifth
wheel or that there is full time work. Hovüever it is too soon to
say and of course the association with Mr. Magrath is most
pleasant and congenial. ..."
It seems t,hat one of the options that arose for Chrsitie
during his stay with Ontario Hydro occurred just a year after he
had arrived in Toronto and involved an offer from Mackenzie King
to rejoin the Department of Ext,ernal Affairs. 'I hope you have
had time to t,hink over the suggestion that I made to you the
other dayr" O.D. Skelton wrote to Christie in the spring of L928,
"and that there is a strong likelihood of your being able to
accept. The Prime Minister spoke of it again to-day, and
suggested Èhat, I write you again
If an appointment veere made, it would be necessary, in
order to avoid Civil Service red tape and to enable us to go
to six thousand, that provision should be made in the
supplementary estimates, which will be down pretty shortly.
Í

Because he vrras no longer very much taken by the business world,
Christie probably was t.empted to rejoin the Department of
External Affairs. Tn view of his expressed desire to make some
money it seems likeIy that he turned down Skeltonrs offer because
it would have paid only $6,000 per year
he had been earning
at. a time when he vüas earning
$51000 when he resigned in 1923
$91000 per year with Ontario Hydro. See lbid., MG 26 H, R.L.
Borden Papers, Volume 264, Folder 59, p.1484004, L.C. Christie to
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R.L. Borden, L7 June 1927, and lbid., MG 30 E44t Christie papers,
Volume 29, File: Beauharnois, O.D. Skelton to L.C. Christie,26
April L928.
15") In a memorandum writ.ten in the summer of 1935r Christie
listed the activities he undertook while working for Ontario
Hydro in the following manner.
uI acted $etween January I Ig27 and Apri1, 1g2Ð as a
Special Assistant to the Chairman of the Hydro within the
scope agreed upon, dealing with such matters as these:
putt.ing forward the Hydrors case against the Georgian Bay
Canal Bill in Ottawa, its case for t.he provincial ownership
of water pov¡ers and for the development of the St. Lawrence
waterway and waLer powersi negotiations with the euebec
Government for interprovincial co-operation all along the
Ottawa River so as to permit the der¿elopment of Ontariors
half; negotiations witñ the þedera! oäpartment of Railways
and Canals for the development of the Trent Canal water
powersi attendance at Vüashington at hearings on the Chicago
water diversion; negotiation at Washington of the Niagara
Treaty-concerning scenic beauty and further water po!üer
diversions for Ontario, this iñ co-operation with the
Department of External Affairs and the Water Power Branch of
Ottawa; negotiations with the Niagara Power Co. (U.S.)
looking to the acquisition of the Canadian Niagara Power Co.
and its water rights on the Ontario side; various studies of
t.he 1egal and institutional aspects of the Hydro with a view
to strengthening it as a public enterprise from possible
partisan political interference. ..."
See L.C. Christie, Memorandum Re Beauharnois and Maclaren Power
Contracts, L7 June 1935r op. cit.
16.) Peter N. OIiver. G. Howard Ferguson. Ontario Torv. Toronto:
University of Toronto P
17. ) For example , f.or Christie's discussion of the Chicago
diversion project with Hume Vürong at the Canadian Legation at
Vüashington see L.C. Christie to R.L. Borden, 17 June L927r op.
cit.; for Christiers use of Merchant Mahoney at the Washington
Legation to acquire information for Hydro from the Federal Power
Commission about power development in the United States see
Toronto, Ontario Hydro Archives, Bin 20-3-070, Folder 191:
Canadian Legation, Washington, U.S.A., I925-L926, L.C. Christie
to Merchant Mahonêy, 20 January :..92B¡ for written briefings
provided for the Department of External Affairs and delivered to
O.D. Skelton on the subject of power development in and around
the Niagara area see PAC, RG 25 DI, DEA Papers, Volume 74I,
Folder 146, L.C. Christie, The Future at Niagara. A Program
Proposed as a Basis for Discussion, 3 January L928, and L.C.
Christie, International Aspects of Power Diversions from Lake
Erie Level of Vüel1and Canal D.P. and T. Company Position, 20
December L92B; and, final1y, for Christiers contacts with
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skelton, and through him with Mackenzie Kingr on the topic of the
development of the St. Lawrence River for power and navigation,
in at least one of which he provided Ott.awã with confiAeñtiat
information on an intended action by the Ferguson government, see
PAc, MG 30 E44t christie Papers, volume L2, Folder 39, pp. 11195r1201 , L:c" christie, The Great Lakes-to-the-sea lrlaterway
Negotiations Reciprocal use of canals and Rivers
of st.
Lawrence and Miss_iss_igpi Systems - Chicago Diversion, 15 January
to l.C. Christie, 26,lanua?y
!9^2^?,r ,rÞld., p" II2L6, O.D. Skelton
papers,
Ibid.,
26
J4,
vü.L.M.
King
Reel C-2722, p. c\9-?q;
!4G

96702,--o.6. skelton, Memorandum fõr tñe prime Minister.
Resorution No. 5 - Mr. church sL. Lawrence trrÏaterway, 2r
February L929; and, rbid., Reel c-270L, p. c-70264, o.o. skelton,
Memorandum for the prime Minister, 1 May Lg2g.

18.) To supplement this cursory review of the constitutional
problems posed for ontario by the question of renewing the
Georgian Bay canal charter see peter N. oliver, G. Howard
Eelggsor_r. Ontario Tgrv, op. cit. r pp. 293-296, and,-esþãially,
C.H.A.
Armstrong. The Pol-itics of Federalism: Ontario's Relations
with the Federal G
- -¿
Toronto Press, 1981, pp. 160-176. For a very interesting
discussion of the problem as it vrras viewed by mackenzie ñing's
government in Ottawa see H. Blair Neatby. William Lyon Mackènzie
King, 1924-1932. The Lonely Heights. rolon
Toronto Press, L963, pp. 224-228.
19.) As Professor Oliver has pointed out-Ontario Premier Howard
Ferguson was pressing the province's case on water-power
development both as a constitutionar issue and as an issue of
"the people versus the power barons." Christie almost certainly
signed on to both ends of this argument. clearly he supported
Ontario's constitutional contentions and in the case of utilities
he favored perhaps as an enduring consequence of his
involvement with American Progressivism -- development by a state
or a private monopoly in an ordered, regulated, and effiõient
manner rather than by permitting the willy nilly development of
the resource through unfettered competition. rn regard to

power

development in Northern Ontario, for exampler Christie wrote in
memorandum for Magrath that,

a

"The experience of the times also shows that the supply
of electric power for any given region is one of those
services which had best be commiÈted to a monopolistic
agency: competition means certain waste waste of initial
capital investment and waste of power and expense in
operation: the solution is monopoly, either a public
monopoly t ot a private monopoly with rate regulation in the
background to replace the check of competition. "
Although apparently leaving the ground open for the possibility
of plivate development of po\¡¡er in the northern part of the
provincer christie demonstrated his personar preierence for
state-owned monopoly in one of the paperrs final sections.
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" -. . if the Government is not ready today to go in for such
a policy of public ownership in the North, it can continue
to stand aside, leaving the actual hydro-electric
development there where it is today, in the hands of private
capital, placing no obstacles in the way of t,he necessary
leases, and indeed encouraging private development t,o the
utmost. The Government should under this alternative, be
prepared to see and even to encourage the acquisition and
consoridation of the existing @ortherfl hydro-electric
interests ... by some strong corporation, recognising that a
monopoly regime is more economical and that such a strong
corporation would in its ovùn interest be more concerned to
push the general development of the North than a number of
scattered companies.

There seem only two main qualifications which the
legitimately place upon the regime of private
development. If the Government does not find it expedient
today to adopt comprehensive public ownership in t.he North,
there remains its duty (a. ) to satisfy itself of the
adequacy of the rate-regulating machinery and (b. ) to do
what can be done today to ensure that if at a later period
public ownership should become expedient private
developments undertaken in the meantime can be taken over on
terms fair to the public as well as to the ov,¡ners."
Government can

Magrath used Christiers slightly veiled, yet effectÍve
arguments in favor of the Ontario Government undertaking the
development of the hydro-electric potential of the northern part
of the province in his successful attempt to persuade Premier
Ferguson to allow the Commission to take the lead in the North"
Af ter reading Chr istie 's memorandum, Magrat.h told Ferguson, " Crll t
seems t,o me then there is only one method of procedure, and that
is for the Government (of OntarioJ itself to develop from this
day forward, all povler sites in that part of the province." As
Professor Nelles has shown, Magrathrs arguments converted
Ferguson who had initially feared that such activities by the
Commission would be seen âs amounting to subsidies for northern
mining and paper companies on the eve of the Ontario

provincial election in L929. See Peter N. Oliver, G. Howard
Ferguson. Ontario Toryr op. cit., p. 294¡ Toronto, Ontario Hydro
Archives, Bin 20-3-070, Fo1der 150: Premier of Ontario, Northern
Ontario Properties, L927-I940, L.C. Christie, Draft - Electrical
Development of Nothern Ontario, 24 August L928; Ibid., Fo1der
I47: Premier of Ontario, General No. 5, L92B-I929, C.e. Magrath
to G. Howard Ferguson, 29 August L92B; and, H.V. Ne11es. The
Politics of Development. Forests, Mines and Hydro-Electric Þower
20.) PAC, MG 30 I'44, Christie Papers, Volume L2, Folder 37, p.
1096f, L.C. Christie to Hugh Guthrie, 16 February L927.
2L.) Peter N. Oliver, G. Howard Ferguson. Ontario Toryr op.
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cit., p" 296. Although working for Magrath and ontario Hydro,
Christie apparently worked directly on several occasions with
Premier Ferguson in the preparation of Ontario's constitutional
brief. See L.C. Christie, Memorandum Re Beauharnois and Maclaren
Power Contracts, L7 June 1935r op. cit.
PAC, MG 30 E44r Christie Papers, Volume 13, File 4!, pp.
?2:)
L2089-L2090, L.c. christie, Federal and provinciat Rights iñWat,erways. Georgian Bay Canal Charter and Dominion Lease of
carillon Rapids to National Hydro Electric company, 24 February
L927 .

23.) rbid. , p.
24.) rbid", p.
25.) rbid. , p.

L2090.
12091

"

1-2092.

26.) Ibid., pp. L2092-L2093. Christie believed that the
provinces could press their water-power claims even more st.rongly
if they wourd cooperate with each õther when dealing with the
government in ottawa. ff, in regard to the ottawa River and the
Georgian Bay canal company charter, for example, the provinces of
Ontario and Quebec acted in unison in making their case to the
federal government their ultimate success wourd be much more
likely. "Under our federal systemr" Christie wrote,
"the position of the two Provinces is identical as regards
their jurisdiction over rivers: it is that the Dominion
Government has jurisdiction only in so far as the waters are
needed for navigation purposes, while beyond that, over any
surplus water usable for power or other purposes, the
jurisdiction of the Province or Provinces concerned remains
effective. The agreement fto cooperate between Ontario and
Quebefl, by putting them shoulder to shoulder will
strengthen each Province in maintaining its provincial
rights intact. "
"The Agreementr" Christie told Magrath, "wi1l in effect notify
Ottawa that as regards the Georgian Bay Canal, Ontario and Quebec
mean business in defending their provincial rights and stand
together." See PAC, MG 30 844, Christie Papers, Volume 13, File
4I, L.C. Christie, Proposed Agreement Between Ontario and euebec
Respecting the Ottawa River , 2L January 1927.
27.) See C.H.A. Armstrong, The Politics of Federalism: Ontario's
Relations With the Federat e
iE., p.169.

28.) L.C. Christie, Federal and Provincial Rights in Waterways.
Georgian Bay Canal Charter and Dominion Lease of Caritlon Rapids
to National Hydro Electric Company, 24 February J-927 r op. cit.,
p. L2096.
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29.) Ibid., pp. 12099-12100 and l-2Li-9-I2l-2O.
30.) See C.H.A. Armstrong, The Politics of Federalism: Ontario's
169-170; and Pet,er N. oliver, e . Hgwãra Fergu . onta?io= toiy,
op- cit., pp. 293-294; and, il. gffiiãñ-r,voãY,

Mackenzie

Kirgr 1?24-193?. Th" L

p.
t with the tactic of

227-

having the premiers of ontario and euebec cooperate in forcing
the federal government to recognize their views on water
development and the constitutional issues involved therein is
evident from the text of the following letter which he prepared
tor Magrath and which lvas later senL Lo Ferguson.
"The business of gett,ing at the povùer of the Ottawa is
Recent
weeks, however, indicate that there is giound for hoping
that the Dominion, íf strongly pressed, will stand aside and
al1ow the two Provinces to go ahead with the developments.
rf then the two provinces themselves could agree upon a
basis, the door would be open for the negotiation of
definite agreements between the Commissiõn and some one or
more Quebec corporations to proceed with actual joint
becoming an old and somewhat discouraging story.

developments.

I would suggest, for your consideration, the following
procedure: that you agree with Mr. Tascherau to meet him
before the forthcoming conference with the Dominion prime
Minister recently announced to be held after the present
session of Parriament; that you agree with Mr. Taãcherau to
bring up at that conference and press upon the Dominion that
it recognize that the Provinces õontrol Ottawa fpivefl power
development (subject to any necessary reservation of rights
on the part of the Dominion pending some further judicial
decision) and that the provinces may go ahead immediately
with joint developments (subject, of course, to approval
under the Navigable Waters Protection Act); and that Mr.
Tascherau and yourself further agree to hord, immediately
after the conference with the Dominionr ân interprovincial
conference to discuss and reach a basis between the two
Provinces for defining and protecting their respective
sovereign interests ià the benefits ãnd adminislration of
this interprovincial streamr so thaL actual joint
developments may proceed without further de1ay. .. .',
see Public Archives of ontario, G. Howard Ferguson papers, vorume
MU 1028, C.A. Magrath to G. Howard Ferguson,2T March 1929.
31. ) Professor Armstrong has noted that this indeed was happy
ending for the province of onLario because premier Fergusonìè
legal counselors had advised him that it would be hazardous for
ontario to take ottawa to court over the question of whether
water-power development was "incidental" to navigation. Even if
the federal government Iost, they contended, ottáwa could sti1l,
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under the

BNA Act, declare all water-power works for the "general
advantage of Canada" and thereby eliminate provincial
jurisdiction over waLer power altogether. lt clearry troubled
christie that this anbiguity regarding federal and provincial
jurisdÍcitions existed, and he õontinued to call foi the
establishment of "a liner âs precise and unequivocal as possible,
between the Federal and provincial spheres of action."
Nonetheless, he seems to have concurred with Fergusonfs other

legal advisers, agreeing that a court challenge might well ',risk
a decision that might possibly authorize the Dominion to
intervene at por/rer sites - e. g. Niagara where hitherto it has
made no claim." christie especially feared that if litigation
was brought forward by ontario it would urtimately be aeðiaea by
j ur ists on appeal. "Assuming that the litigat,ion, "
B_r itish
Christie wroLe,
"however originated, eventually reached the privy council,
that Court would presumably try to shape its víew of the iaw
to bring about what it would conceive to be a statesmanlike,
workable governmental system so far as waLer courses are
concerned. on this it may be noted that, unlike canadians,
English judges are not familiar with the federal system from
actual everyday experiencei so that it cannot always be easy
for them to sense the practical consequences of the various
alternative decisions they might make. Again, they are not
familiar from actual experience with the significance of
water pov'¡er in the modern sense, and inland waterways must
appear in their minds chiefly as instruments of
navigation. Much will depend upon t,he background of the
case presented to the Privy Council."
Christie clearly foresaw the potential for disaster if
Ontario was forced to push its case for finding that the
development of water povüer was not "incidental" to navigation all
the vüay to the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council. One
suspects also that he was loathe to let a British court tamper
with the mechanics of Canada's federal system of government. In
the end, he suggested to Magrath that ontario avoid litigation
and instead appoint a provincial royal commission "to examine the
state of the law touching wa_ter courses, tq consider whether
improvements could be maãe fin Ontario IuÐ to protect the public
interest, and to consolidate the whole, including any
improvements, in a draft Bill for the consideration of the
(provinciar) Legisrature." see c.H.A. Armstrong, The poritics of
Federalism: Ontario's Relations Vüith the Federal GoverninenÈ
r op. cit., p.
; PAC¡
r Chr ist.ie Papers,
Volume 13, File 4I, p. 12035, L.C. Christie, Notes on Draft
Amendments Proposed For Tnsertion in Bill (if introduced at
Ottawa) to Revive t,he Charter of the Montreal, Ottawa, and
Georgian Bay Canal Company, I February L927; and, Ibid., pp.
12081, L2083-L2084, and L2086, L.C. Christie, ConsTG-rat,ions
Concerning the Course of Action to Protect the provincial
Position Regarding Water Rights, 11 lviay L927.
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32.)

c.H .4. Armstrong

,

The Politics of Federalism: qntariots
1867-L942r op. cit., pp.

Relations With the Feder al Government
160 and
33.

) rbid., p.

161.

9Ar) PAC, MG 30 844, Christie papers, Volume 13, Folder 4L, p.
11960, L.c. christie, Notes Respecting the st. Lawrence euestion,
20 January L927.
) Ibid., p. 11961.
36.) One of the factors that set the tone for Christiers
writings at Hydro was the belief that Canada was too dependent on
foreign sources of energy for its fuel suppries, a theme that
appgared repeatedly in the memoranda he prepared f or l,tagrath.
During ontariors fight against the renewãl or the Georgian Bay
Canal Comapany Charter, for example, Christie wrote that,
ncentral Canada is already too dependent on foreign fuel for
which heavy prices have to be paid. vÍe need art the cheap
power we can possibly get. The Provinces need to be able to
get at it without impediment as fast as any region can
consune it.
The chart.er is simply a clog on the industriat
development of Ontario and euebec:."
Again several years later, when reflecting on ontario,s options
regarding the production of electricity for its cities anã
industries, Christie wrote that he had argued against coal-fired
plants to produce steam for electricity because
' . . . no one ever ser iously cons idered or would cons i,ler i t
as a real policy for primary power needs in Central Canada
with its great water porver sites and total lack of coal. It
wourd have meant a great capital investment, to be scrapped
when ontario waters were eventually developedr âs they ivõufd
certainly be some day after a change in the international
and interprovincial situation; as well as great importation
of coal from the United States and transfers of Canadian
funds in return. rt would have put ontario at the mercy of
events in the American coal-fieldé and of American priceã and
exchange fluctuations. ..."
Not surprisingly, therefore, the fear of seeing a portion of
canada's hydro-electric power resources deveroped onry to be
exported to the United States distressed Christie, and opposition
to it formed a major point of the brief he prepared on thã st.
Lawrence glestion. see pAc, MG 30 844, christie papers, vol_une
13, File 41-,.Ð. 12005, L.C. Christie, Georgian nay Canai Charter,
1 March L927, and Ibid., MG 26 I_t Meighen papers, Volune l-54,
Fo1der 36, p. 094057, L.C. Christie, Notes on the Hydro-euebec
Power Contracts, l2 March I935.
37.) L.C. Christie, Notes Respecting the St, Lawrence euestion,
35.
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r oÞ. cit. r pp. 1196l--I-J-962.
38.) This memorandum \^ras one of several lengthy efforts on the
st. Lawrence íssue prepared for Magrath and which $¡ere
apparently with the Commissionrs approval forwarded to Ottawa
for skeltonts use. rn regard to Lhis particular memorandum,
Skelton replied that he found the analysis f'extremely
interesting" and added that he would tine to discuss the matter
with Christie before the Senate began its hearings on St.
Lawrence development. see pAc, MG 30 F,44, christie papers,
Vo1ume 12, File 38, p. LI2L7, O.D. Skelton to L.C. Christie, I0
20 January

L927

may L928.

39. ) Pubric Archives of ont.ario, G. Howard Ferguson papers,
volume 1020 series 3 and 4, Box 4, L.c" christie, st. Lawrence
waterway Project, 4 May Lg2B. The only point on which christie
thought Canada had a chance Lo make a litt1e bit better of a deal
for itself I4Ias by trying to secure access to the unrestricted use
of the length of the Mississippi River system to the Gulf of
Þlexico by trading reciprocal access to the canars that were
projected to be built in Canada in conjunction with the
development of the st. Lawrence, i.e., those to be buirt below
Cornwall, Ontario entirely within the Canadian waters of the St.
Lawrence. In a paper he wrote for O.D" Skelton, Christie

explained his idea in the following manner.
"One may expect that, if the U.S. enter negotiations
requiring them to build and maintaÍn some part of the GreatLakes-to-the-Sea Vüaterway, they will ask some assurance that
their nationals will be permitted fuII access to the sea
through canals. If they already have this right under
treat,ies novü in force there is perhaps. no more to be said.
But if in the sphere of rights Canada has a posit.ion not yet
wholly conceded by treaty t ot if there is a doubt, she has
something to concede. Assuming that she will put herself in
line with the historic process and be ready to discuss an
agreement, her negotiators, before conceding the fuIl right,
will be entitled to ask for an examinat,ion of the questions
of reciprocity and equality. neciprocity here presumably
means reciprocity in kind. That is, they can ask for
concessions not in-the f-îeld of tariffs ór immigration, for
example, but in the field of U.S. canals and waterways.
There is the New York Canal System giving access to the
sea. There is the greater system -- the Great-LakesMississippi-to-the-Gulf-of-Mèxico tfaterway -- now existing
in a sma11 way but likely to be greatly improved as the
already congested transportation facilities of the U.S. feel
more and more the strain of a rapidly increasing population
and production of goods
If Canada is to recognize by
treaty the right of U.S. nationals to use the St. Lawrence
Canals, should she not get reciprocal rights for her
nationals in these American waLerways? Recalling t.he part
played in the life of Europe by her internal watärways, one
can imagine something of what the waterways of this
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continent may mean to Canadian commerce of the future."
christiers suggestions in this regard struck skelton as
apparenLly worth considering" "Many thanks for your notesr" he
respolded,
the various points wþich may ultimately have to be
considered ion
in any waterway negotiations wiit¡ the unitêd States.
r am inclined t,o agree with all your conclusions....,'
see pAc,
MG 30 844, christie Papers, volume 12, File 38, pp. 11r97-1rr9g,
L.C" Christíe, The Great-Lakes-to-the-Sea-Wat.erwä! negotiations Reciprocal users of canals and Rivers of st. Lawränce-and
- chicago Diversion, 15 January rg2Tr and
Yf
f:issipp_i_systems
rbid.,
p. rL2r6, o.D" skeltõn to L.c. christie,
26' January rg2g.
These "national" questions always fired Christie's
10.)
imagination and caused h-im to want to-be involved in fighting
t.hem out. rn r925-L926, for example, he grew anxious tõ reLurn
to canada from Britain, in part, in order to get in on the debate
he. expected to develop over the question of eit,ernar autonomy.
Likewise, he felt the same eagerriess to get involved in the
gontroversy surrounding the development of the st. Laurrence. ,,r
have been in ottawa and ¡,tontreal a- number of times in the last
Fwo mo?thsr" he told Borden in the spring of L929, "and have
heard
in particurar a great deal of lhe st. Lawrence waterway
matter. The whole thing is I believe moving faster than could
have been imagined six months ago.
r am tempted to keep an
eye open _for a foothold somewhere to horn in on the fight -- I
mean on the side of pushing the waterway and povTer witñ all
possibre speed." More than a decade later the scope and the
drama of the st. Lar^Trence project apparently still-held
ChristieIs imagination. "The Minister lcnristiÐ observed that
he had been familiar with the St. Lawre¡iêe waterway question for
yearsr' united states Assistant secretary of
:grng twenty-five
Stat.e
A.A. Berle wrote during a discussion about the St. Lawrence
in the fall of 1-939 |
"and with the electric pov¡er phasesr âs werr; that he had
spent two years in the service of the Ontario Hydro-electric
Commission, and that he had been continuously iñterested in
the matter. He would consult his government and see what
they wanted. r said that in view õf the fact that he
himself was familiar with the problemr !üê fttre Unite¿
State$ should particularly welcome t.he Minister's personal
assistance. (It was fairly obvious that the Minister wished
to be part of the' negotiations himself) . .. . "
See PAC, MG 26 H, Borden Papers, Volume 264, Folder 59, p.
148413, L.c. christie to R.L. Borden, 26 March LgzB, and, A.A.
Berre, Memorandum of conversation, 18 october 1939, in united
states Government. Foreign Relations of the united states,
Di?Icmatic Paper?' 1939, volume II: ceneral British Commonwealth
and Europe. Washington, D.C.: United
Office, L956, p. 334.
41.) PAC, MG 30 844, Christie papers, Volume 13, Folder 4L, pp.
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11782-LL784t L.c. christie, Draft Re st. Lawrence vüaterway, n.d.
but almost certainly April-l,tay, L928.
42.) C.H.A. Armstrong, The Politics of Federalism: Ontario's
nelations Vüith the feder
d
H.V. Nel1es, _The Politics
Mines,
and
,
Hydro-nlectr i
43.) H.V. Nelles, The PoIi!ics of Development. Forests, Mi
and Hyrdo-E1ectric
5.
44.) christiers analysis of the options open to ontario Hydro
for further power development 1ed him to conclude that it èhould
move with all possible speed to exploit the possibilities
available at Niagara. "The chief iemaininq provincial waters
within reach of the settled industrial regloñs fof Ontarifl are
(1) the St. Lawrence , (2) tfre ottawa, and (3) Nlagara, " christie
told the commissioners of Ontario Hydro.
"For all of them the outstanding fact is thaL control is
divided wit.h other Governments outside the province:
neither the Provincial Government nor the Commission can
count on a free hand: the Commission can never approach the
development of any of them except through agreemèñt between
the Commission or Provincial Government on the one hand and
one or more outside Governments on the other. The
Governments are subject in each case to considerations of
political expediency, v¡hich means that in studying the
prospects the Commission has to estimate and compare the
political factors that will probably govern the actíon of
the Governments concerned in these several cases.
The political factors touching the solution of the
three cases are not identical: each has its own particular
position. St. Lawrence is subject to such factors as (a)
the discovery of a successful navigation policy in both
Canada and the United States, (b) nationalistic jealousies
and suspicions on both sides. Ottawa development is subject
to such factors as (a) the solution of the constitutional
issue between the Dominion and the Provinces, (b) the
internal politics of Quebec and the relative need of that
Province for further Ottawa power. Niagara development is
subject to such factors as_(a) scenic beauty requirements,
(bl the principle of
water division-betüeen Canada
and the United States,fequaÐ
(c) t.he application of the principle
of maximum efficiency in the use of waters, (d) the
political opposition to Lhe export of power.
This brief indication serves to point, the contrast
between the cases. It is apparent that in both the St.
Lawrence and the Ott,awa cases the issues are more farreaching, more complex, of much deeper concern to other
peoples and sections outside Ontario, and hence more
controversial. The issues at Niagara are not. insignificant,
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but they hardry compare for difficulty of solution with
those involved in the other two cases. They are for the
most part susceptibre of exact scientific treatment. They
are of major concern to this Province alone on this side and
to New York state on the other. They co not confront any of
the Governments concerned with the threat of first class
national or international controversies
The general preliminary conclusion which r\¡e believe is
to be drawn from these observatìons is that the Commission,
while not relaxing its int,erests in Lhe other two cases,
should in any event go after the Niagara position with the
utmost urgency and should not fail to take any steps within
its potüer to faciliate the acquisition of additional water
rights there. "
Christie also thought that developing additional water poh¡er for
Ontario at Niagara "would strengthen the Commission's strategic
position, [uÐ rendering
it resã dependent upon the will or whim
of other int.erests on the Ottawa and the St. Lawrence." See
ontario Hydro Archives, Bin 20-3-077, File 3gg, L.c. christie and
Tþomas.H. Hogg, Report on Niagara po\^¡er situation in Respect of
Diversions from Niagara River , 29 october LgzB, and pAc, RG zs
Dl, DEA Papers, Volume 74I, Folder L46, L.C" Christie, The Future
at Niagara. A Program proposed as a Basis for Discussion, 3

January L928.

45.) Article V of the Boundary Waters Treaty of t909 allowed the
United States to divert "for power purposes" Lwenty thousand
cubic feet of water per second, while the entitlement on the
Canadian side amounted t,o thirty-six thousand cubic feet per
second. See International Joint Commission. Rules of Procedure
and Text. of Treetv. Ottawa and Vüashington, 1965, p. 15.
46.) L.C. Christie, International Aspects of Power Diversions
from Lake Erie Level of V[e1land Canal D.p. and T Company
Position, 20 December L92g r op. cit.
47.) PAC, MG 30 I.44, Christie Papers, Volume 13, Folder 4l-, p.
L2I76, L.C. Christie, The Proposed Increased Diversion of Niagara
Waters for Power Purposes: The International Aspect, n.d., but
probably January-March, 1928. Christie extended this general
rule to include virtually all aspects of formal bilateral
negotiations and agreements. He believed that it was always in
Canadars interests to address problems with the United States one
at a time and to try to avoid attempting to conclude umbrellatype arrangements covering many topics. "The principle herer"
Christie wrote,
"is analagous to that which governs our domestic legislative
drafting practice: Acts of parliament are rigorously
confined to one subject" It is followed in internalional
practice in other parts of the wor1d. The United States are
not likely to attach importance to it, as they are
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accustomed in their legislative drafting to mix all sorts of
subjects in the same Act of Congress a custom which is an

essential part.of the technique of '1og rolling'.
But it
seems clearly in Canada's interest t,o make eveiy effort to
hold to the practice of separate treaties for separate
matt,ers. It seems not only to be a Canadian intèrest, more
than it is an American interest, to get as much as possible
reduced to formal instruments of agreement whethér they
be treaties, exchanges of notes, ol Orders of the
International Joint Commission which create a condition
or status whose alteration will appear serious to
everyone. rt appears further to be in canadars interest
more than in that of the United States to get the settlement
of each specif ic problem f irmty established on its or^¡n feet
in a sepaiate instrument of some sort and guarded against
of being compromised in the future by
lhef danger
dif
iculties over other- problems.',
Christie took this point one step further by arguing that
once a single problern had been settled in a formár bitateral
agreement it was desirable, should it become necessary to alter a
provision embodied in the agreement, to do so informally so
as to
avoíd, ât all costs, involving the unit.ed states senate in the
contemplated change. christie had sufficient first-hand
experience with lhe vagaries of the Senaters treatment of foreign
relations
during his employment in washington, and later in
the.years following the Great War during the battle over
ratifying the Versailles Treaty, the fiist meeting of the
International Labor Organization, and the Washington NavaI
conference to make him extremery wary of tempting the fates by
involving that legislative body unnecessarily in bilateral
affairs. A good example of Chiistie's reticence in this regard
occurred in the spring of 1939 when it became necessary to alt.er
certain provisions of the Rush-Bagot Agreement which déalt with
the allowable caliber of guns on naval ships plying the Great
Lakes. In a short, four-paragraph memorandum, enristie neatly
summed up the importance he attached to single subject agreements
and the avoidance of formar, senate-sanctioned amendments to
those agreements.

'1.

In modern terminology it may be said that this

\^¡as

an Agreement for
and Qualitative Naval
Limitation on theQuantitat,ive
Great Lakes. It is over a century oId and
for a good while both sides have mutually recognised that
the technical scheme and definitions do ñot fit the actual
present day conditions and that in fact they can reasonably
and safely be varied without vitiating the underlying
political objective and spirit which both of them have
invariably proclaímed must be maintained. They have in fact,
by informal interchanges mutually recognised certain
variations from the technical scheme añ0 definitions.
Logically, recognition of such variations by means of formal
revision of the Agreement might be in order, and there is a
good deal that might be said for it; but so far bot.h sides
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have not felt clear about such a step at the same time.
Definitions that wourd comprehend the various poritical and
technical desiderata held on each side have not yet been
discovered. But, while not taking this step, thãy have not
failed to safeguard the underlying objective. There have
been a few oversights, but in fact they have informally
adopted and carried out with fair consistency a practice
which is exactly equivalent to the formal- device of the
Advance Notification and Exchange of rnformation which has
late1y been employed in naval agreements between other
states. They had in fact been informally ernploying this
device a good while before the others took it. up.

2. In any discussion in this field it seems,
therefore, if they cannot see their way to some formal
revision of the Rush-Bagot Agreement, both sides should
firmly recognise the necessity of maintaining this practice
or device. rf they cannot mutually discover an appropriate
technical scheme and definition for a revised Great Lakes
Naval Treaty covering (1) Quantit.ative or (2) eualitative
Limitation or (3) Advance Notification and Exchange of
information, or at1 three, they must at least not fail to
\eep (3) in fuIl effect, however informalty. This can be
done simply by following the existing well grounded
practice, notifications and requests for permission being
put forward separately whenever one side has some specific
step in mind, and being advanced only as and when the
necessity for action has actually arisenr so that the exact
particulars of numbers, tonnage and calibre of the vessels
armament, will be known and can be definitely described.
:::
3. Upon analysis the idea of 'unilateral negotiations'
looks in effect like throwing overboard the whole of this
Great. Lakes self-denying ordinance, quantitative,
qualitative, advance notification and all" It must be
regarded as coming very close to that, if indeed there is
any firm distinction at all" It would certainly be very
difficult for the public to grasp any distinction.
4. Againr âs between runilateral interpretationsr, on
the one hand, and the maintenance of the existing informal
practice of radvance notificationt and requestsr orr the
other hand, it may be asked what are the differences in
practical advantage and effect. Apparently 'unilateral
interpretaÈions' have been contemplated because of the
difficulty arising from the fact the U.S. Senate ratified
the Rush-Bagot Exchange of Notes; and it is not prepared to
publish any such interpretations. On the other hand, it is
not necessary to publish the informal 'advance
notif ications' and requests and ansv\rers involved in the
existing practice. They have not been published in the
past,, and no difficulty has yet arisen, if there is some
risk of difficulty with the Senate. In either case there
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would al\^¡ays be the risk that some bright reporter or

agitator, familiar with the Rush-Bagot technical provisions,
might spot some actuar existing variation and makä a pIay.
There is plenty of mat,erial for that already. But if- tfrãt
risk actually materialised, which alternative would put both
sides in a position to make the best of it? In the õne case
both sides could sayr 'We knew the Rush-Bagot Agreement was
out of date in certain respectsi we were not clèar about the
line of formal revision; practical necessity required some
reasonable and safe technical variations; but we have always
safeguarded the position by advance notifications and
consultations upon each specific instance, taking occasion
from time to time in that connection to reaffirm our mutualdetermination to maintain the underlying spirit and
objective.r In the other case, both sides-starÈing with the
same preamble, courd only sây, rBecause of some technical
lega1 dif f iculties r \¡r€ thought it best for each of us to
interpret the Agreement unilaterally on his own side
according to his own idea of his reasonable requirements and
without consultationr -- leaving it to the public to ask
'How does that really differ from throwing the agreement
aside altogether?' The existing practice surely iepresents
the lesser evil. And, if some publicity did arise, it wourd
not seem very difficult on the existing facts for the State
Department, whÍle admitting if necessary some technical
legal laxity, to prove to the Senate that as a practical
matt.er the Department has never given more than it received
in this field and in fact had done pretty well.'
Once a formal bilateral agreement vrras signed, sealed, and
delivered christ,ie believed that it was essential that both
countries do their utmost to accommodate any changes to the
instrument that might become necessary within the framework of
the existing accord. "Do not treat. this present instance as
something ne!ù or specialr" he wrote in regard to the Rush-Bagot
problem in 1939. "Let it be treated simply according to the
practice which has in fact been pursued for a good many years."
Because of the potential havoc invorved in the senate I s
consideration of any international agreement, Chrístie thought
that once a dear was struck it vüas best t.o leave well enough
alone. See Ibid.r pp. L2I76-L2L77; PAC, RG 25 GI, DEA papers,
volume L999,-FÏIe t27a, L.c. christie, i" Rush-Bagot Agreèment,
Etc., Addendum, 23 May 1939; Ibid., L.C. Christie, R€ Rush-Bagot
Agreement, etc. , 29 May 1939;-ãnd, M.F. Scheuer, "Leaving We1Í
Enough Alone: Loring c. christie and the Rush-Bagot Agreement,
May-June, 1939, " Focus on Great Lakes lrlater euality, B, 4 (FaII,
L982), pp. 5-6.
48.) L.C. Christie, The Proposed Increased Diversion of Niagara
vüaters f or PovJer Purposes: The rnternational Aspect, ñ. d. r op.
cit., p. L2L69.
49.) L.c. christie and Thomas H. Hogg, Report on Niagara povrer
Situation in Respect of Diversions from Niagara River , 28 October
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oP: gig- _ christie thought that in the specif ic area of
!9.?81
bilateral boundary
negotiations it vras well
keep in mind that
there \^ras no such thing as an absolutely def to
initinä settlement.
"A further observation that may have soñre bearing on the present
inquiry fregarding water diverlions at Niagarf,t ñuy
be noted

herer" Christie wrote in the spring of L929. "There is no finality _in_boundary diplomacy. As @anadaunited states boundarfl
dearings havã gone on for over a
centuryr so they will.-continuel ana if"at any
màment
negotiation fails to f ind.the complete solution of an Gic]
particurar issue, there will stili remain chances in tiË
future. Governments will naturally try to settle what is
ready for settlement; they will try to agree where agreement
is calculated to promote actual
benefits on both
sides; and particurarly they try ecònomic
to settle whatever may have
happened Lo become an irritating public issue disturbing the
whole course of their relations. But they usually have to
proceed by stages from one problem to anolher: dilferent
problems do not automaticalry ripen at the same time rike
grapes on the same twig. They may have to proceed, not only
from problem to problem, but irom stage to Ëtage *itr,i¡ any
given problem itself
âsr for exampie, Européan
governments have had to do within the reparations
problems. There is no principle that requires them to
strive for
logical comprehensiveness simply for
the sake of-completely
being comprehensive aña complete."
see L.c. christie, The proposed rncreased Diversion of Niagara
waters for Po\^¡er Purposes: The rnt.ernationar Aspect, n.d. r-eg.
cit., p. L2L78.
50.) L.c. christie and Thomas H. Hogg, Report on Niagara power
Situation in Respect of Diversions fióm niãgara River , Zg October
I928r op. cit.
51. ) rbid.
52.) Christie, despite his disdain for the manner in which the
Boundary lrlaters Treaty of 1909 vÍas drafted, always firmly
believed that it was éubstantively one of the neÊt interãational
arrangements that had ever been made for canada. "For myself,"
he told Skelton just after joining Ontario Hydro,
'I feel without any hesitation or reservation whatever that
in the realm of state machinery canada has no more vital
interest than the insurance of the full integrity of the
system created by the Treaty of 1909; r do not except any
aspect of our external rerations; and r think canadian
Governments should never fail to measure t,he thing in this
sense whenever a decison affecting it is required. opinion
generally throughout the country
might perhãps regard- this
as a somewhat extravagant dictum. ropinion'
has ñot always
had very much to go oñ.
lrlhatever -trre reason, r doubt if
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the country realizes what a good deal it made and what a
good thing it has on its hands, and I hope it, wonrt fal1 for

pretty illusions as the dog in the fable did. ...'
Christie remained interested in the Commission and sent a
copy of his letter to Sk'elton to Prime t{inister Bennett in
1933. At the time, he and Bennett apparently had been discussing
the possibifity of Christiers reentering government service and
the subject. of the Commission had come up. With the copy of his
letter to Skelton, Christie included a note suggesting that one
way to improve the Canadian section of the Commission would be to
make its chairmanship "a whole-time position" and to raise the
postrs salary from $7r500 to "say $12r000; and the position to be
given superannuation equivalent to that of the civil service."
He also added that he would like to be considered as a candidate
for the chairmanship. After outlining his educational and
professional qualifications for the workr Christie wrote, nf
believe that as time goes on I could do a real job in cooperation with Skelton for whom I have the highest respect and
regard and I believe I could do it well because it is the sort
of thing I should like to do wel-I." See PAC, I\,lG 26 H, Borden
Papers, VoIume 264, Folder 59, pp. 148403-148404, L.C. Christie
to O.D. Skelton, LZ July L927, and Ibid., MG 26 K, Bennett
Papers, Reel M-1470r pp. 514938-51493q; L.C. Christie to R.B.
Bennett, 25 August 1933.
53. ) International Joint Commission, Rules of Procedure and Text
of Treatvr op. cit., p. 15
54.) Public Archives of Ontario, G. Howard Ferguson papers,
Volune MU 1028, Box L2, L.C. Christie, Memorandum for the
Chairman. Proposed Temporary Additional Water Diversions at
Niagara: Conf erence at i^fashington, L2-I4 November, 20 November
L928. Christie notes in this memorandum that he and one of
Hydrors chief engineers had been invited by the Department of
External Affairs to accompany the federal governmentts
representatives to the $fashington meeting about Niagara nfor
.ourposes of consultation and to give any assistance that we
could....n He also says that federal officials had consulted
thern'at every stage of
ftteifl long preparation for the
conference. "

55.) Ibid. Christie was particularly aware of the difficulty or
dealing e{uitably with bouñdary wateré problems since there wãs
always the possibility that a proposed development at one point
along the boundary might well hold the potential for having an
pclitically as well as economically -- at
adverse impact
another border locale. "It must also be observed," he wrote
after returning to the Department of External Affairs,
"that the Great Lakes-Niagara-St. Lawrence waters preseni an
intricate complex of problems related to one another
practically, technically, politically.
Within each country
there arises a series of questions concerning, navigation,-
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power, scenic beauty, sanitation and other aspects, and
regarding each item different domestic interests in each
country may have different points of view. The mental
pictures of the same item may differ widely as between the
two countries or as between internal sections of the same
country. To Ontario thg Kenogami S.ivef diversion may
appear as a simple and just means of developing some of
canada's own water pov¡er with incidental navigationar
advantages for all. But acrosas the border iÉ may perhaps
be pictured as an important Niagara Treaty issuei to pov/er
interests, as a sti11 further wãighting, in favour ofCanada , of the @oundary_ Wate_rs Treaty'fl existing 36,000
c. lubic] f . Foot per] s. fieconfl : 20 ,000 ð. t. s. allotment of
watert to the scenic beauty guardiansr âs an entering wedge
compromising their strongly held position that the Niagara
pohter problem must not be handled without also handling t.he
beauty problem. To r11inois, the chicago diversion may
appear as a sanit,ary necessity wit,h some incidental power
and navigation; to the Mississippi vaIley as an improvement
in navigation; to the Lake States as well as to Cañada, as
an attack on navigation. In approaching alI these
questions, the Canadian Government and the United States
Government must therefore, each on its ovùn side, endeavour
to find solut,ions that will take account of the various

special interests and bring them to something like
agreement, or will be such as to prevent agreements being

blocked. It may be foundr âs a result of the differing
domestic situations on the two sides, that different items
of the whole complex are more pressing on one side than on
the other, and thus each Government may be in a position to
proceed upon some one or two items when the other is not.
Since no action can be taken except by agreement, attempts
to solve one item separately from the complex naturally
encounter difficulty. "
This constant potential for bilaterat controversy over boundary
waters problems made Christie a staunch advocate of the
International Joint Commission and its broad purview to handle
any problem referred to it by both governments. Despite his
dissatisfaction with the v¡ay the Boundary Waters Treãty of 1909
had been drafted and his reservations about including Articles 5
and 6 in it, Christie believed that the Treatyrs "over-al1
general settlement" approach to the Great Lakes-NiagaraSt.Lawrence waterway system, and its creation of the IJC to
fairly adninister that settlement, was the only sensible hray to
effectively protect the interests of both countries vis-a-vis the
waterway. "If anyone will take the trouble to survey the whole
picturer piece by piecer yêâr by year, and reflect upon itr"
Christie concludedr "he will not be surprised or shocked when he
sees that the piecemeal approach towards solving the boundary
waters situation
encounters a sticky and so far impassabale
road" see PAc, MG 26 J4, wLM King Papers, volume L82, File L665,
pp. C-l29006 - C-L29008, L.C. Christie, Survey of Great LakesNiagara-St. Lawrence Vüaters Negotiations (In Connection with
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Bill Respecting Export of Electrical power), 26 February 1939,
and rbid", RG 25 83, volume 2454, Folder: st Lawrence seaway
Agreements, L.C. Christie, Survey of Great Lakes-Niagara-St.
Lavrrence Negotiations, 23 March 1938"
56.) L.c. christie, Memorandum for the chairman. proposed
Additional V[ater Diversions at Niagara: Conference at
I,rlashington, I2-I4 November , 20 November Lgzg,
cit.
"g.
57.) L.C. Christie to R.L. Borden , 26 March LïZB, op. cit., p.
Temporary

148413.

s8. ) H.V. Nelles, The Politics of Development. Forests Mines,
and H dro-Elec tr ic Power in Ontario LB49-L94
sp. cit. , p. 464.

) Ibid . Chr i stie f uIly suppor ted the idea t.hat Hydro I s
influence and authority diã anã should derive from its
professional expertise and competence. In regard to the eventual
dgrglopment. of power on the st. Lawrence River, for example,
christie said that there should be no question that the þroject
should be "so organised that Ontario Hydro engineers and forces
should carry out the canadian half of t.he dams and pov¡er
houses.... The reasons are obvious. The Ontario Hydro
organisation has devoted for ten or fifteen years more study t.o
the rnternational section lof the st. Lawrenóe nivefl than ãny
other body. In ability and cont,inuous experience in major povüer
development jobs they are equal to anythiñg on the continenl."
See PAC, MG30 844, Christie papers, Volume l-2, Folder 38, p.
ILL32, L.C. Christie to Charles p. Craig, 24 February 1930:
60.) H.V. NeIIes, The Politics of Development. Fore s ts Mines,
and Hvdro-E1ectric Power in Ontario
849-L94r, cp. cit., pp.
59 .

464-465.

6I.) Ontario Hydro Archives, Bin 20-3-077, File 3gg, L.C.
Christie and Thomas H. Hogg, Report on Niagara Power Situation in
Respect of Diversions from Niagara River , 29 october Lgzïr op.
cit. It is also interesting to speculate that Hydro attracTeãõFistie, in part, because it had been founded aáa initially
developed through the wi11, determination, and political
dexterity of Sir Adam Beck. Essential to the Progressives' creed
was the need for a dynamic and strong-wiIIed individual
Theodore Roosevelt was, of course, the prototype
to take
charge of a particular and often chaotic situation and put theory
into practice. rn a paper he wrote just before resigning from
Hydro, apparently as the basis for an address by Magrath,
Christie noted the importance of Beckts leadership in the first
of Hydrors developments at Niagara -- which he described as "a
bold far-sighted first step"
and the fruits that fl-owed from
the decisive actions taken by the Commissionrs first chairman.
"The stimulous given to industrial activity by the electric power
policy of this province has been remarkable," ChrisÈie wrote.
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"r may point out here that while within the region of the
st.ate of New York tributary to the Niagara River there \¡ras

naturally a vastly greater field for the use of erectric
power than within the corresponding region of ontario, yet
the fact remains that under the Ontario policy of
development this commission is in a position to-day to
produce and distribute 4Oe" more povrer than is being produced
and distributed on the New York side from the same quantity
of water. To put the point in another wây, public ownership
can take longer views and can, therefore, take what are
apparently greater chances than private enterprise can
reasonably be expected to do. Unquestionably we had an
example of this when the commission, under sir Adam Beck,
took hold of the vast development at Queenston. The result
is that, although a policy of reaving the development to
private enterprise might have resulted in certaiñ profits on
pov/er to be taxedr let under the policy actually pursued a
far greater amount of power has been hãrnessed ãnã put at
the command of industry in the Province than could have been
expected had the development been Ieft to private
enterprise" Power readily accessibre and þroperly applied
under modern practice can multiply the productive-caþãcity
of each human being in industry thirty times. The
investment of money in power breeds investment in productive
industry dependent upon po\^¡er at the rate of at leãst $l0oo
for every $100 invested in power. All this has meant
greater activity and expansion on the part of the productive
industries using such power in the Province as well as
greater attractions and conveniences of the domestic andthe
rural uses of power. "
Here is a success story that could not have been scripted any
better to provide all of the essential elements of the
Progressive credo: activist government, the advantages of public
ownershiP over profit-oriented private o$¡nership, sLrong heroic
Roosevelt-type leadership, efficient industriar production, and
social betterment for all. vühile working for Hydro as perhaps at
no other point in his career, christie stands out clearly as a
product of his times. See PAC. MG30 844. Volume 13, Folder 4L,
pp. 12398 and I24IL-L24I2, L.C. Christie, Some Aspects of the
Ontario Hydro-Electric System, January, L929.

62.) Ibid., p. L24L7. Christie gloried in the use the
of men of expertise, and, ât the same time,
found it t.he ideal challenge for highly trained specialist.s who
desired to put their skills to use in the public interest. "The
Commission has in its service engineers of great capacityr',
Christie wrote.
"I recall that when circumstances beyond its control forced
the Commission to go into the market to buy electrical
por,rer, its engineers and of f icials were brought into close
contact with those of various private corporations. f
venture to believe that all of those corpõrat,ions would
Commission had made
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admit that the public of ontario has men in
service
equal in every.b/ay to those in any electrical itspo*"i
anywhere on this continent. oiscüssions in teðrrnicaiservice
journals in this field show how they have from time to time
art of large
l:a t!: r,¡?y inof.the
froduction and
distribution
electricity.
rn"cui"
my shðrt experience the
commission has had requests from p?ivate corþorations for
the use of its engineers in onã case to go
in
another !o go to shannon in rreland, in otherstotoRussia,
assist
private developments in canada. rhere is nothing unusuarinin
such a situation; it is only as it should be; bul r would
venture to call attention to it because there
are from time
to time, indications that the capacity of the men
connected
with the work is not who1ly apprèciat-ed in the proviñce.
view of the vastness of its sðópe and the variety of its rn
problems, thÍs organization pro6ably provides gråater
opportunities than others foi that ?a?e and vaÍuable type
whose chief delight in life is found in the inner
satisfaction that comes from the exercise of the mental
faculties at their utmost reach. . . . "
In the last sentence of the above quotation, of course,
described precisely the situation which he believed was Christie
necessary
to satisfy his personal restlessness. See Ibid., pp. l-2407]-2408.

63-) rbid., p. r24L7. Although christie believed that
role was to execute the plans of the ontario Government Hydro,s
satisfy the electricar néeds of the provincers industriesañaand
citizens, he did not believe that the Commission should become
involved in poriticar activities that would give grounds for
charges. of part.isanship. Af ter advising Magrath
the
commission, in an agreément about to be-sigñed in trrat
the federal
Department. of Public works, ought make cleãr that its signature
could not be pictured as prejudicing "the control and
administration of water courses in trre province ...r" christie
said to push the point no further. "It seems to mer" he wrote,
"that by doing this the Hydro wourd be going as far as it.
need go in the matter of protecting provincÍat rights. The
responsibility and burden of actively defending súch rights
in the courts and elsewhere should *ãinty be bóurne by [t,e
Provincial Government.
r have always felt that in its own inLerest the Hydro,
in its dealings with ottawa, shourd carry this fight tor
onry a certain limited dístance. At the point of probable
rupture with any Dominion Department r teét that, the Hydro
would be best advised to accãpt the best it can 9eL, mãkir.g
such reservations as will
the real bur,ilen where it
properly belongs, that is, leave
upon the province. otherwise the
Hydro is almost sure to get itself in a position where it
can be attacked for political activitiesl
r think the
Provincial Government should pull its ohrn coals out of the
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fire.

"

Christie papers, Volume 13, Folder 4L, pp.
L2654-r2655, L.c. christie to c.A. Magrath , 26 ?ebruary, rÞso"
64.) L.C. Christie, Some Aspects of the Ontario Hydro-Electric
systemr" January| 1929r op. cit., pp. L24\L-L2402. Two matters
mentioned in this passag-e are-õr páiticular interest; namely,
Christiefs assertion that the Commission had helped to prevènt
foreign control of the province's water-power resourcesl and that
it was helping to prevent excessive concãntrations of population
in urban areas" Throughout his tenure at Hydro, and inaéea
throughout his career t christie $¡as conscious of avoiding a
situation in which American capital wourd gain control of
Canadian resources. Christie believed that the maintenance of
Canadian control over the countryrs natural resources v¡as a major
national interest. He did not, however, indulge in an
irrational t go-it-alone sort of nationalism, but rather believed
that the realities of geography had made canada and the united
states neighbors and that the resurting relationship could be
managed fairly and to the benefit of each. His negãtive
reaction, for example, to a suggestion by a federaÍ officiar that
Canada go ahead and develop the St. Lawrence alone without the
cooperation of the united States shows his hard-headed, common
sense approach to the bilateral relationship.
"Note: Running all through this memorandum, which purports
to be a representation from a technical official whose scope
of duty concerns water_ powers is a constantly reiterated
theme that its caEÌnat-prñ-cipte is 'A Natióna1 and AllCanadian Policy for the St. Lawrence Waterway, r which
concerns navigation. rn the upshot the scheme present,ed by
the memorandum is reaIly neither rNationalr nor 'Al1Canadian.' Labe1s of this sort may be useful for
advertising foodstuffs or even political policies when ready
for public consumption, but Lhey are confusing and out
place in any serious calcuration of a technicál nature. of
The memo is also weak in its appreciation of what the
other side to the proposed bargain
the U.S.
need and
are in a position to bargain for. Does not recognise
realities. "
See PAC, MG30 I.44,

rt is interesting to note, that christie never showed any
sort of fear that Canada would be manipulated or ordered about by
the United States which was in any \^¡ay comparable to the distrust
he permanently maintained regarding London's policies and
int.entions toward Canada. Christie's suspición of and resistance
to involvement in British diplomacy and European affairs vüas deep
and at times almost.irrationát.
rñ regard tó the United States,
on the other hand, he \¡Jas already to deal on any issue, and just
as important, he \¡¡as confident that canada coulá control the
situation and would be fairly treated by the Americans.
On the second point, .the potential dangers of excessive
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urbanization, christie had long been uneasy. "The more r see of
England, Germany and the u.s.r* he once wrote to sir Robert

Borden,

"the more I wonder where the tindustrialization of mankind
is coming ogt, the more r recarl Mr. sastri's @rrristie had
escorted this official of the Government of Ind-Ia
on a tour
of canada in 191Ð shudder when r showed him around
the
industr ial aspecFs of lulontreal, Hamilton, and ñiagara, the
more I am prepared to admit, the wisdom of looking very hard
and above everything else for a policy that woulã sta?t, not
from the premises that industrial devèlopment is necessarily
a good t.hing in itself , but is only a means, a dangerous
means, to be used with the utmost vigilance and restraint.
England so often presents the menacing face of what may come
of it all
a vast hive live with heie and there a tame
kitchen garden the land conquered or forgotten or put to
outlandish uses. The assumption of the industrialist is
that. this process is to go on and onr the machine spawning
these monsÈrous hives over the face of the eart,h, that human
wit can always supervise the vast growing concern and human
nerves tolerate its strain. rt may be sor but r feel that
t,here is enough ground for doubt here and elsewhere to
justify the utmost skepticism on the part of every country
that has a more or less clean slate. I fear that-this woüld
be heresy in Ivlontreal -- or part of it, for r recalr a t.aIk
with Fra-nk Jones G friend o-t Christie and a businessman and
economisþ on his Eariff ideas and one attractive feature
was that they did proceed on other assumptionsi they looked
rather to an industrialism that would be indigenous to the
soil, the climate and its products, a fair field and nothing
more for what might naturally stand on its own feet there,
than to a conscious straining toward an impossible
universality" It may be a dream to imagine such
discriminations feasibre, for the self-õufficient, selfcontained state is the fashion, and fashions are hard to
beat. "

Christiers fear of excessive industrialization and
urbanization 1ed him to applaud the Hydro Commissionrs provincewide efforts to develop eIéctrical power as a means of þreventing
in canada what he had seen in unglañd. Rejecting out of hand thé
private sectorrs contention that, the commission should be
disbanded because some of its rates were higher than those that
could be offered by private firms, christie explained that,
". o . no mere comparison of rates for this or that kind of
service selected by a special pleader can ever proLide an
adequate test ny wñicrr io judg-e the
poticy
-t,he underlying aim is
of this Province. under that porícy fnyaro-electric]
that the benefits of the water powers of the Province shall
be as widely distributed as praõticable among the people of
the Province. The industrial revolution of the nineteenth
century has resulted in innumerable concentrations of
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population in closely packed urban centres and in a
concentration of effort in these centres, oftentimes in
disregard of other elements of the population, and this
process has gone on to an extent which has produced evils of
the most baffling character. r need not enumerate the
evils; they are so apparent to every thinking man in this
modern age that to-day every country in the Western Wor]d is
studying methods to redistribute its populat.ion. canada's
problems to-day include rural developmeñt and the avoidance
while there is time of that congestiõn which has proved so
fat'al in other civilisations.
The more widely power can be
made accessible, the more easy it is to estantisf¡ industry
in smaller centres, the greater prosperity, the greater
stability and the greater happiness will ãccrue to the
Province as a whole, The policy under which this Commission
I{tas deliberately created and is operated tends to promote
that distribution
The policy here [n Ontari$
rgpreselts an effort toward a balanced economic
policy
the whole Provincer ân effort toward long run beEtermêntfor
rather than a concenÈration upon quick profits to a few in
t'his generation in disregard óf the interest of many others
in this and succeeding generations."
christie, like many other progressives, clearly believed
that scientific and technical expertise could be hainessed to
poliÈical will in order to provide legitirnate and positive
services t,o society. onLario Hydro, in christie I s eyes r would
both prevent the "evils" of urban concentration and þrotect as
much of canada's "clean slate" as r¡¡as possible from the more
malodorous aspects of modernization. ¡'or the foregoing see pAc,
y9_?0 844, Chrigtig Papers, Volume 13, Folder 4L, pp. IIg2711928, L.C. Christie, eomment on a paper by J.T. Joñnston,
Department of the ïnterior, Dominion Water Power and Reclamation
Service, September, 1930; Ibid., MG 26 H, Borden papers, Volume
264t Folder 58, pp. 1481514-1481524, L.C. Christie to R.L"
Borden, 25 August 1925; and, L.C. Christie, Some Aspects of the
9l!pfio_Hydro-Electric System, January, Ig29 r op. cit. r pp.
L24r4-r24r5.

65.) L.c. christie, some Aspects of the ontario Hydro-Erectric
L929 r op. cit", p. L2399. Faithful to the
progressive tradition, eFri-sti-e believed that the ideological
opposition to Hydro because it was a public enterprise ultimately
would be dispelled as its opponents were "educaLed,' to the
benefits it brought to private industry and to Ontario society as
a whole. "rdeas are in reality the strongest factor in human
activityr" christie wrote, "and practical men, however much they
may spurn the doctrinaire, are often unconsciousry swayed in
their decisions by what are realIy doctrinaire ideas" r think
the prejudice against this organisation ftrrat is, ontario HydrQ
very often.arises from inaccurate and misleading information as
to the basis on which it works. At time in conversations with
men whom one would expect to be well informed, f have been
astonished to find how.far frorn the mark they have been lead
System, January,
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(sic). r dare say that there is less ignorance to-day than
in
earrier days, and in ?ny case the no* ,Id.spread aciuar use of
the commissionrs servicès is in itseir a powerful education.,,
See lbid., p. IZ4I7.
66') christie held no brief for broad government
or
ownership of_the economy, but he did beiieve that domination
government
the
justified
vtas
in regulaling the activities of private enterprise
in the interest of úrre state as a who1e. ontaiio
Hyoro,!has no
quarrel with private enterprise r " he wrot,e
"

" ' . . on the contrary it must always be its endeavour in its
own interests to reñder.thg_suppr! of erectricar
energy so
conveniently and economically ãõcåssibl-e u"-iã-faciliate
the
greatest po::ible.expansion

of private enterprise in this
Province. There is þIenty of rðom for both
in the
provincial economic étructure. rf anyone imagines
that the
success of this undertaking may in itself impãril the
which the practice of privãte åntãrprise una'it itiative rroiãon this continent, r feel he must bé an excessively timidhas
believer in the resources of private enterprise or be
lacking in a sense of proportion
No sensible man
suggests that the public ównership could
to-day be applied
universally in industry and businãss. The
gr"ät bulk of
trade and industry wilr t- for th9 present anã
for as rong as
vee care to think, be
privãte
to
enterprise;
though the
exper ience of industr luft
ial nati-ons shows thal, ãÀ' in¿u"Éiv - gro$rs in magnitude and complexity, the dictåtes of selfpreservation will always force the state
or community to a
certain measure of regulation of business.,'
As did most Progressives, Christie looked on the stat.e to serve
as an active referee that would F""p the interests of private
enterprise and those of the public i'a rough balance Ëv
regurating the voracious appätites of the fórner. rbiq:r pp.
12400-1240L

67.) Public Archives of ontario, G. Howard Ferguson papers,
1028, L.C. Christie,
Structure of the Ontario
Electrical system - proposal iorrinancial
confidential expãri-surrr"y and
Advice to the Government and commission, 1g .lanuäry 192g.
68. ) rbid.
69') rbid. M3grath ful1y endorsed Christie's plan and forwarded
" ="
tiil"
ä ;'
*
t¡l? H;t' î¡" 5ã :g;:3î %'?å
î;i"$u.r"rary
i
;isiä ;ii:;" il
conf identialry
Å*"ry
fr,eggõral
of srate for rhe
!o.yr"
Dominionsl abõur rhe p.iisiåirírv ói-ó.Èiir,9 u *ár,-irã*
rhe
British Treasuryr so that later on sñould h,e decide
to folIow
it up, then yoy could get in touch with t'tr. Amery, and he
would
what we h¡ere trying to accomplish."-'sã; public
f.oy.exactIy
Archives of ontario, G. gowaid Éergu=on papers, Volume MU LO2g,
c-4. I"lagrath to G. Howard Ferguson, tg ,lanuary Lg2g.
Vo1ume MU

lit'i:i'fl
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70") L.C" Christie,

Aspects of the Ontario Hydro-Electric
op.
cit", p" L2406.
r
71.) John w. Dafoe to John A. stevenson, 15 November rg2gr op.
cit.
72.) L.C. Christie, Memorandum Re Beauharnois and Maclaren power
Contracts, L7 June 1935r op. cit.
73.) rbid.
74.) The Beauharnois company $¡as formed in L9z7 by Montreal
f inancier R.o" srveezey and \¡¡as designed to develop po!ùer along
the st. Lawrence River west of Montrear where the- river ries
entilely in Quebec's jurisdiction.
The Company received
permission from the Government of euebec to-begin the project in
June, L928. christie had known winfierd sifton, a member of the
Beauharnois syndicate, during his residence in Britain and had
renewed the acquaintance in 1928" Sifton introduced Christie to
several of the Beauharnois managers and he was asked to perform
some legal studíes while he hras still employed by Hydro. Magrath
granted him permission to do sor but christie decided against
it.. Christie joined the Beauharnois group in ApriI, l92g with
the idea of eventually becoming the organization's secretary.
According to his vitaer Christie was Beauharnois' legal officer
from April, L929 until April, 1935, and was its secretarytreasurer between L932 and 1935. Christie resigned on 24 ApriL
1935 when the f inancial af f airs of the Beauharnois Company \¡¡ere
falling apart.
ïn March, 1935t Christie's name began to be brought up in
the Ontario legislature in connection with some contracts Ontario
Hydro had signed with the BeauharnoÍs Company and the James
Maclaren Company. Several Liberal members of the Ontario
legislature asserted that Christie had assisted former Premier
Ferguson in persuading Ont.ario Hydro to sign deals with the two
companies for power it did not need because of the slowdown in
industrial activity in the province resulting from the Great
Depression. Christie insisted that he had done nothing of the
sort, but he did not choose to respond to the charges publicly
because he had rejoined the Department of External Affairs while
the controversy \¡¡as going on at Queenrs Park. He did prepare a
memorandum for Magrath I s use in case he !üas forced to reply
publicly to questions concerning the Commission's activities
during his tenure as chairman. rn regard to christie's part in
these contracts, Magrath wrote,
"vühat are the facts? The Beauharnois Contract was
executed on November 29thr \929 and Mr. Christie had
resigned from 'Hydror about the end of Marcht lg2g
eight
months before the contract was concluded and two weeks
before the negotiations $iere even begun. While with the
Beauharnois Compâny, Mr. Christie, I understood, had some
dealings for it with the McClaren GicJ Company and was
System, January
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asked with the_latter to @articipateJ
in connection
aspecrs of:their þr"fr"ãa conrract with
Mr. christie asked at that- time if r had any
objection
to his raking parr in rhã-"";k ar,ã i äl-"näa said
lnonet
s?me
y:Il
'flydro'. legal
....tt

For a sketch o.t the background and experiences of Lhe Beauharnois
company, and the manner in which chriËtie was recruited
by
Beauharnois and the nature of his ¿uiiðs *iiñ thã-ðiõunization
see C.H.A. Armst,rongr The politics of Federalism: OnÉario's
Relations r^rith the É"d
pp.
auharnois
and
Maclaren
Power Contracts, I7 June 1?3? r_ op. g¿I:; Uur.r.rd University,

Baker^Libraryr.winthrop Aldrich-Fapãrs, see vitae attached to
L.c. christie_to vüinthiop Aldrichr-18 óecember 1935; and, pAc, MG
26 H Borden papers , volume 264 , rorder 60 , p. tq,ai4g, L. c.
'
christie
ro R.r: Borden 24 apiir itã5: For- rhe controversy in
the ontario legislature , surroünding
oniatio svãioiã--ðontacts with
Beauharnois and Maclaren and chri"ÉiÀt"
part therein see L.c.
Memorandum Re Beauharnois and tvtaclaren power contracts,
9!tt=tie,
L7 June 1935, op.__gj!.; public archi;ã; of ontario, c. Howard
Ferguson Papers, võTume MU 1029, c.A. Magrath,
Re óoãuu. power
contracts, 2r october 1935; and; ibtd.l-¿"a. r,ragralh
to G. Howard
Ferguson, 28 December
1935.

75.) c.A. Magrath to G. Howard Ferguson, 2g December 1935r op.
cit.
76 -) PAc' I{c 26 K, Bennett papers, Reel M-L404
| pp. 440754440755, L.c. christie to R.B. Bennett, 6 Februaiv-igg¿.
Reel M-3167, pp. 585009-585010, L.c. chrisrie to
17:) -rbid.,
R.B.
Bennett, r August r93¿: Although christie-"uw
need for
a much stronger and more active fedeial government inlr,"Canada,
he
never savt any danger in centralizing power in ottawa and reSeciða
contemptuously any suggestion that
a process might be a
precursor to fascism in Canada. Heãu-crr
simply-believed
if,at because
of the countryrs geographical immensity'añd ethnic diversity
strong national government râ¡as_necessary to hold the region-s a
together and impárt a degree of fairneså in national affairs. At
the same t,imer christie believed that size and diversity
unbreachabre safeguards against any disftacement of the were
democratic process by facism or any othãr totalitarian political
system. "r have heard
from pinn interrectuals ...,, christie
wrote in the spring of 1935,
"people who apparently donrt know a fact when it hits them
in the face and can oñly think in terms of foreign phrases,
like 'marxism' and so on, having
no r"i""ãnã;-t;'present
canadian life
some chatter to the effect that you must
beware of Nat,ional Government, because-it-*iõüt-u" the
beginning of rfascism'. There is a thousand reasons
why
that is absurd, even if some fool dreamed such nonsense
this confederation. r think r know one sirnple one. rn in
4TB

spite of the time r have spent in these parts @hat is,
Montreal, Ottawa, and Toronto] my outlook on o,j?
confederat,ion is still that. of a Nova scotian and a
Maritimer. lrlhen one looks at this central mass that
is
Quebec and OnLario and realises how essentially indifferent
it must be Lo the rest of the show and recalls how hard the
sledding for the rest of us often is even under our present
institutions, one can imagine how impractical the faËcist's
dream would be in Canada. His power would have to be based
on thís central region, but of õourse the rest simply would
not have any of t,hat sort of thing.,'
see PAc, MG 30 E44t christie papers, volume L2, Folder 40, p.
11590' L.c. christie to cyrus J. Macmillan, L2 June 1935.
78.') L.C. Christie to R.B. Bennett, I August L934, op. cit., p.
585010.

7e.)

rbid.

80.) As v\ras the case in most of instances in which he savÍ
dangers or crises for the stater Christie looked for someone to
provide strong and effective leadership to see it safely past the
threat. For example, he saw the need for sir Robert eo?dãn to
provide non-partisan, educative readership
during the naval
crisis of 1912-1913, warmly applauded Boréen's lãadership in
imperiar and domestic affairs-during the Great war, and
?ppreciated the courage that Meigheñ had demonstraied in the
debates
on the Anglo-Japanese Alliance during the rmperial
Conference of L92L. One of the reasons he left the óepartment of
External Affairs in L923r on the other hand, r¡¡as because
Mackenzie King would provide neither leadership nor initiative in
trying to finãfly define Canadars international status. rn this
light., it is not. at all surprising that christie looked to
Bennett for the leadership he thought was needed to insure
that
canada weathered thg dangers presented by the Depression. ',r
strongry hope you will be able to see your way clear to carry on
fgl u long while," Christie besought Bennett in the summer of
1934.

"No one can teII what a modern electorate will do
the big
cities gspggially seem lost to decency. such electorates gó
far to fulfill Madisonrs prophecy, anã there seems little [o
be done about the franchise novù. In these times the
indecent instinct is to crack the Government, any
Government. They may crack yours. But there is this to be
said. We will have years of-crisis ahead of us. The
oppositÍon has nothing to offer and is divided. It is a
safe prophecy that the next parliament, if not conservative,
will be chaotic and almost certain to resurt in a series of
crises where strength will be needed. For that and for
capacity to deal with the peculiar economic and
international problems of tnis time there is no one else in
the Party or in any other party Lhat can touch you. Not
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long ago in ottawa r happened to be at a smalr runcheon
party to meet rtr. Bourassa. someone
him how this
Parliament compared to his first one,asked
in
whiclr
is he pointed
out there lttere still some survivors of the Confederation
days- He said that the only one today who was the peer of
those men was the present piime Minisler. ï can understand
what he means.
Because r mean this without
r feer r can
write this and wish more povirer to reservation
you and your program. rf
you go on it will win through."
The Irogressive Erars tendency to rook for a,,man on horseback,,
with Theodore Roosevelt as-the preeminent exemplar v\¡as
arways a hallmark of christiers thäught and anaryäis-in
of
crisis. rbid., pp. 585007-585008, nlc. christie to R.B.times
Bennett,
B June 1934.-

81') Edínburgh, scottish Records office, Lothian papers,
6D4o/L7/28r. L.c. christie to Lord Lothian, 17 August 1934.
82.) L.C. Christie to R.B. Bennett, g June Lg34r op. cit., p.
585003
"

83.) rbid., pp. 5B5oo3-585007. For a brief description of the
measures introduced by Benne!t_'" government during lr,.
parliamentary session-of r933-193ã to comuãt tñ; ó"piession see
J.R.H" vtilbur. The Ben4ett AdniqisrraLion, ig30:rõãã. canadian

Historical ass
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By the mid 1930s, christie-was also
to see federal
intervention in the economy, especially incoming
the
fierd
of longterm
national economic planning, as an essentiar- aa¡unðt-to
successful foreign policy. He believed that tñe age -ofa laissez
faire stas f inished ãnd that nation-states around tñe world v\rere,
as a result, glgageg in government-led economic
planning
ãã-io
insure internatioñal comfetitiveness,ãnà, more importantly,
"o to
make themselves as self-sufficient as possible. ðnristie argued
that. the state I s intimate involvem.ni in such planning was as
much a matter of foreign as domesric po1 icy, tirãl;;;ñ
pia""i"g
promoted equitable development at homé and immunity from
and
advantage

over_foreign ecónomic competitors. rt vÍas this
attitude that led chiistie to s,tppoit
Bennett's economic
innovations and damn those conseivatives who opposed
them and
sought a return to what he cal1ed derisively "ìihe good
old days,
of the f ree capitalist economy. .. . " ',Might it not be truer,
less
startling and more persuasive-fto
christie
wrote
in
ùr,is
=uflr"
regard in the faII of Lg36,
"that for a long whire now the state has been íntervening
and planning; that what v¡e need no\^¡ is more conscious
recognition of this and a more careful and ¿erineiãiã
planning.
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Time and distance presents events in
true
perspective. _Looking back we novû see that their
the
lgth
conception and interpretation of a free economy had century
begun to
crumble even before arl its years had run out. At t,he
moment when the capitalists and the entrepeneurs found it
necessary to demand and in fact receive fiom the state the
protection of tariff barriers; at the moment
they found it
necessary to create the great modern trusts and óartels
whose por¡¡er so rivalled trrat or the state so as to demand
regulation or intervention of one kind or another and which
nowadays regarded, in their foreign dealingsr âs
?re
instruments of the statei at the momeñt when tñe'workers
found it necessary to form their vast combinations that
demanded and received recognition and protection from the
stater at the moment the fãrmers startäd to find that
could not get along without the great paraphrenalia of they
thê
Departments of Agricurture and Grain cómmiãsioners -- at
that moment laissez faire and the ord free economy had
gone. At that moment indeed
it had gone beyond rãcaIl. At
beginning
this
v¡as
not
admitted.
uven yet there are
!þu
those who refuse to admit it. so powerful
is the human
facurty of serf-deception. so stubborn is the survival
pov¡er of ideas that, that in fact dead or moribund, they,
manage to retain_the appearance of life rong after they have
ceased to respond to reality.
who can doubt all this? During the war the state, in
every region on earth, had to take over the economic and
financial destinies of the country
an enforced
recognition of a necessity that hád arready happened, even
though it was then visibl-e to only a few. Aftãi the r^/ar
some countries refused at first t.õ recognise that anything
hul reaIly happened. They thought they r^rere bothereá by
onry what they called the 'disrocationé of $¡arf. For a
while-they chased the will or the wisp 'back to
normalcy'....

it q¡rs a dream, though the knowledge has
to us fln canaafl later than to õthers. For sÈeadily,
all over the earth, country after country has seen the
writing on the wall, and eãch after his ówn fashion has set,
the business of responding more accuratery to reality.
:::"a
Canada? WeIl, of course, \^¡e too have had state
intervention and pranning of a sort
for years in the
most vital parts of our national econmomy. taiiffs?
where
would our industries be without them? And every tariff
schedule has represented an atteinpt at national direction
and pranning of our economy for the worker, the farmer,
the consumer , the capiÈaIist. [ve have t,r ied to plan and
legislate for the development of our fisheries. And our
mines. And where would õur farmers -- the so-called last
ditch individuarist -- be today wit.hout the long story of
cgme

We know now
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what our Departments of Agriculture have done through
research, planning and guidance
almost the whoi.e range
of farm activities? end no$r we over
have a state controlled bank
t'o manage such vital things as our currency and our rate of
interest problem

of course the free economy of the 19th century has
gone. As dead as eueen Anne. we
have,
of us, refused
to admit it; but fortunately we have in many
raci in many vital
yays and by force of necessity, acted on the ass,rmpti"ñ-ðã
its being gone, like so many óther countries have
rf
is anything in this interpret,ation of the
events of!her9
this era of human affairs, thã simple question for
Canada is not whether hre are to admit the princip'fe of stã¿õ
interventiõñ-and planning. Ìlfe have long sirrce taken that
step and acted on it, though partly subrconsciousry
only and
always carelessly and indiscriminalely. The question
i;, in
a world scene where the question is nõt compeËition between
individuars in a free woftd economy EüT comþetition and
bartering between nations in a wor-Id uppro*i*at.ing
to a
group of vast closed national economieËl where the other
nations are adopting all deliberate nationar planning, how
long can Canada continue on a hand to mouth pianning-r^r¡¡icfi
depends upon how much pressure and how great'a howl this or
that section or interest in the communiLy can bring to bear
on government. How long can we in this anarchic worldn
afford to be indiscrimiñate and careless in our national
thinking and planning? .How 19rg can we refuse to set up the
means for ? careful, scientific
survey of our national economy and for long term, co-ordinated planning that takes
into account all our problems. ..."
countries aIÌ over the world were moving toward ,'the
greatest practical measure of national
self-sufiiciency,' through
government intervention and planning in the national economy,
christie wrot,e, canada had tó do li[ewise or face a future
wherein it would be not an effective
entity but "a mere
geographical expression" at the mercysovereign
of
betfer
a¿mi-nistered
nation-states. See pAC, MG 30 I"44, Cfrrist,ie papers, Vo1ume 2L,
Folder 74t pp. 19851-19859, L.c. christie, Notes Re state
rntervention and planning in the National Economy, L6 october
Because

1936.

84. ) L-c.
58s007,

christie to R.B. Bennett., g June 1934r op. cit.,

p.

85-) L-c. christie to R.B. Bennettr l August rg34r op. cit.,
585010
-

86- ) For brief descripLions of Bennettts "Ne\nr Deal,, see J.H.
Thompson and Allen seager. canada, Lgz2-lg39. Decades of
Toronro: ucõf ef f a
Pt=i.grg.
n.
26r-266, and J.R.H. vfirbur, The Bennett Administrai,ion, 1930-
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p.

I935, op. cit.,

pp. L4-L7.

87. ) PAc, MG 30 D45, J.I^I. Daf oe papers, volume g, Folder: 1935,
June-september, L.c. christie to J.w. Dafoe, 4 June 1935.
Throughout his career Christie believed that strong leadership
was essentiar to the aciornplishment of a given puoiic aoaI. rr,e
quality of leadership Chriètie believed tõ be bãsicalli amoral,
and that without a specific moral good attached t,o it õou1d just,
as easily be harnessed and be just as successful in attaining
a particurar object
to an immoral goal. such was the case iñ
Ontariors repudiation of the power contracts. Christie believeo
t!?t Hepburn and his associat,es were providing strong and
effective leadership to an ignoble anã immoraÍ cause, and !Íere
succeeding because the moral side of the contest -- that is, in
christie's mind, the resistance to repudiation -- vras not being
led by men with equal vigor and resolve. nyou have an
extraordinary act by one group of politicians ftepburn, et. al.J
who are in a seat of governmental power r " christie assertãd .- "They propose to use that povüer, that machinery of
governmentr âs a force, a crub, a weapon and by force at
least to whittle down the rights of cèrtain elemeñts in the
country -- elements who are not aII even in their own
province. ft is a completely arbitrary exercise of
governmental power. No opportunity has been or is to be
afforded to show cause in an orderry way why the thing
shourd not be done. Every doorway to such an elementary
remedy has been barred and bolted. It is a violent assault
upon the most ancient constitutional aspects of the conmon
raw of the rand. rf allowed to continue such a process
would be tantamount to revolution. ..."

Because strong and decisive leadership had allowed the
forces of evil -- that is, repudiation -- to carry the day so
fat, christie believed that oñly a similar leadership style whrcn
employed the traditional, orthodox political processés wõuld in
the end defeat the repudiators. "Il is their boldness that has
strengthened the position of the Hepburns
and brinded peopte
to the real viciousness of wha¿ thei are doingr" Christie ãrEueo.
nrn ontario Hepburn has got the conservative opposition on
the run and is sweeping off their balance many þeople who
know better. This elemental, unilateral act,, if carried otr
with audacity by one who has shown qualities of readership,
blinds peoples' judgment and ontario is no exception. one
has onry to rook around to see that the post-wai worrd is a
neurotic, hysterical world that craves bold action. The
onry possible course is to meet the Hepburns with equal
boldness, but to stand uncompromisingly on correct
constitutional principles, to employ every orderly means at
your disposal, and above a1t not to fail to involve the
guarantees in our state structure which were created for tne
preservation of orderly processes in other words to make
people see and face unequivocally what they are rea1ly
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drifting into, and to force them to choose. In the end
their response wil1 belG."
rn the face of what he perceived to be threats to the nation,s
exi.stence, be they an ambiguous def inition of canada,s
international stalus or a õfralteng"-t; constitutional orthodoxy,
Christie consistently sa\^t bold leãdership tied to a moral
the means of warding off the threat. oniy this tvp" of good-as
leadership courd eriminate what he saw as the tenãäncy of
democracies to drift along in the face of threats
a final
conflagration riveted the attention of the populaceuntil
on
a
particular problem. In essence, Christie's-mind was managerial
and he believed that problems
be addressed at once as soon
as they \¡¡ere detected, not in should
a manner that waited for the poínt
at which a crisis r^Jas at its peak or when a consensus of opî.nion
had been reached. clearly, tËis mode of thought
was one of the
things that led christie lo find MacKenzie xiñg lacking
many ways as a leader, and, ât the same time, ñrade him in so
susceptible to mistaking the bluster of R.B. Bennett for genuine
leadership. For christle's above views on the abirity of
leader"lrip to be used for both good and evil ends
see pAc, rrtG 26
1t Meighen Papers. volume r54, Folder 36, p. og4giá,
L.c.
clrfistie, Notes on the National umergency, io aprirr'1935,
and,
papers
MG
30
F.44
chr
isrie
,
võrumã
26,
¡'ãlder
p.
,
102
I?19:
,
'
24L85, L.c. christie,
Notes oñ the political'crisis,
a uåy'ig¡s.
88.) Christiets view of the "nationrs credit" encompassed much
more than it,s determination to meet its financial obiigations.
Perhaps hís interpretation_of thg concept may more
be
described as the nat,ion's determination t.o rêmain aaccúrately
distinctive
orderry-entity and conduct its affairs according to the
3.rd
Iegal' consititutional, and moral rul-es it. had
estaÉlished for
itself at its inception, and to do so in a manner
that wourd
permit íts ovrn citízens as well as foreigners to observe
so and to have confidence that it would óontinue to do so.it doing
rn a
memorandum he wrote in the spring of 1935
and distributed to
Meighen, Borden, Bennett, skãrto;, Dafoe, and J.L. Ralston, among
others -- Christie tried to describe his interpretation of the
"national credit" and the risks at which it wai piàã"a by
ontariors actions. 'since the general thesis of these nótesr"
Christie wrote,
"revolves around the conception of rcreditr -- particularly
that of national credit -- and since in discuss-ion one
sometimes becomes aware of a hesitancy as to the realities
of the conception, a word may be added for the sake of
crarity -- the case of the põwer contracts and bonds again
being used for purposes of illustration.
The realities of credit of course drive you to consider
simplicities of trust, confidence, beliei. you get into
Fþ"
Èhe realm of calculation of intention and firmness of
intention" rn estimating a manrs credit you have to ask
what are the expectations, what
FrÐ the probabilities, of
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his acting or behaving firmly in a certain way as regards
the particular relationship which is to be enlered into
between your either on his proposal or on yours.
The conception of the national credit brings up similar
calculations,- br! !þey are necessarily more comþlex-than in
the case of the individual. The natión is a coinplex. rt is
not merely the government, or the legislature, or the
po+iticia?s, or the corporations t ot their managers, or the
universities¡ oy their heads, or the churches oi their
heads. rt is the thing that arises as the resultant from
the interplay of the various behaviours of all these
elements and others. To estimate the nat,ional credit you
have to calculate what are the expectation, the
probabilities, that out of this interplay there will always
emerge a firm intent to keep the giveñ word. you have to
estimate the extent to which each erement regards itself as
part of the nationar complexr âs well as its awareness of a
sense of responsibility for the final resultant in any
situation and its firmness in exercising that
responsibility. rn grave situations
in any national
emergency involving peace or war or orderly oi disorderly
yays of viewing the credit of the nation -- you always find
in the end that, behind all the formal facadãs of
governmental or political or business or financial
organizations, the decision is made one \^¡ay or another by a
gradual process of interchange and calculation between the
relatively few people who in each community across the
country are informally recognized as leaders
that is the
resolute managing minds of the nation. They are men of all
parties, some of then in active politics, some of Lhem
behind the public facade
What, in these circumstances, will be the effect upon
the national credit if the power companies and security
holders, with the consent of the leading financial and
business groups, surrender to this arbitrary act of
government [that is, ontariors repudiatiofill tf,is 1oaded
vùeapon if they simply place themselves in the hands of
Lhose who have loaded and pointed the !üeapon and through
such a channel accept what is called a 'compromise' if
they fail to demand the most elementary right known to the
common law of the land, the right to have the case alleged
against them publicly exposed and determined by some
impartiar process, free from the menacing shadów of this new
fontarifl legislation.
If an individual hands over his pocket book at the point
of a gangsterrs pistol, his credit is not affected. If a
bank messenger in such a crisis hands over a portfolio
entrusted to him, there is always theft insurance to be
reckoned in.
But in this case there is no insurance fund and cannot
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be. The only insurance is the awareness and firmness of
resolve and responsibility of alr those elements who as
v¡e have seen
by the interplay of their behaviour at any
crisis express the national character.
Any- rnegotiatedr revision of the contracts -- any
'compromise' under the guns of this regislation is-seen
upon analysis to be equivilant to arbitraiy repudiation. If
this surrender is made if elementary rights- are not
insísted upon -- will not the people of otñer countries as
well as this country be driven to the calculation that in a
moment of crisis you cannot count upon the ar^¡areness and
firmness of resolve of the business leaders of
who
are entrusted with a part of the responsibility Canada
for
the
management of the nation I s economy and the savings of the
people of this and other lands. will it not in the end be
said that in effect, because they disliked unpleasantness,
they sat down and became accomplices to this violent act of
repud iation?
rf such a surrender is made if the povyer companies
finally
find themselves without support and decide to accept
rcompromiser
if they fail to demãnd the orderly means bt
which
alone
they
hope to fulfill
their simple covenant
tto maintain the can
securityt, which appears in every Trust
Deed it. seems clear enough that realistic observers
inside and outside Canada will be forced to the calculation
that canada's credit is a most doubtful affair
that she
ís in for a prolonged and incalculable emergency."
For Christie then, Ontario's repudiation of its power
contracts with the Quebec companies was symbotic of what he saw
as'rthe deep disintegration and irresponsibility that is
corrupting both our politicar and ecoñomic machines." He
basically believed that nothing less than canada's future
credibility as a nation hras dependent upon order being imposed
upgn the political and economic chaos caused by the oèpreËsion,
and that that order could be imposed onry if tñe state allied
itserf with morar action and intervened to put matters right.
The crisis of the Depression was for Christie a moral and ethical
crisis as much as it was an economic one, and he likewise
believed that the path to salvation lay in a determination to do
the "right" thing and play the game by the traditionar
generally accepted Iega1, mora1, ethical, constitutional,and and
economic rules. "Today in an American weekly r happened to read
this, " he wrot,e Dafoe in the spring of 1935.
"A great polit,ical philospoher once said that there
were certain kinds of poritical crises where the best
politics \rrere to forget politics and the statesman I s only
hope of escape vüas to take the counsel of his conscience; to
do the thing he believed to be eternally right and to trust
to fortune and to history for his verdict. "
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For the reasons r have indicatedr" he concluded, "and for other
reasons which others know of better than Í., I think r/üe are today
in the midst of precisery the kind of political crisis
contemplated by this quotation." see L.c. christie, Notes on the
National Emergency, 16 April 1935, op. cit., pp. 09¿074-0g4077¡
L"c. christie to J.w" Dafoe, 4 June-1935;_gg.- cit. ' and pAc, MG
30 D45t J.w. Dafoe papers, volume B, r'oldeîî 1935, JuneSeptember, L.C" Christie to J.W. Dafoe, 10 June 1935.
89.) Christie believed that if the political system was not made
to work to solve the problems caused by the Depiession it would
19ul to !h" progressive disillusionment of the Canadian people
with their political institutions, a general belief that it-was
unvüorkable, an9 a resulting tendency Éo look for political
ansvrTers and solutions outside 'of the orthodox systen. He
believed that he saw this líne of thought develõping in many
canadians, and qas particularly concerñed about its-prevaleñce
among members of the younger generation. "fn recent yearsr"
Christie wrote, "I have been struck to find among my
contemporaries, but even more among the younger men, an attitude
toward our political processes and even personnel that
practically amounts to contempt something very different
anyhow from what r grew up under. you encounter it among alr
sorts and all degrees. About some public act they wirl érrrug
their shoulders and say contemptuously, "oh, thatìs polit.icsñ.
Itrs a disturbing perversion of the original fine meãning of the
word." See PAC, MG 30 I.44, Volume 12, Folder 40, pp. 1158911590, L.C Christie to C.J. Macmil1an, L2 June 1935:
90") L.c. christie, Notes on the poritical crisis, 4 May 1935,
op. cit., p. 24180. ontariors act of repudiation v¡as for
christie a threat to the nationrs credibility, but also an
oppoftunity for the federal government to reexert its authority
and impose order on an increasingly disorderly polity. The
problems caused by Hepburn, christie wrote, "must be sorved by
orderly means and it must be solved at ottawa, where it belongs
under our federal system. " The idea of the federar government
disallowing Ontario's action was attractive to Christie because
it reasserted the constitutional system and woutd end a period of
drift in the country's economic and politicar affairs. nI,et it
be granted that this is an extraordiñary powerr" he explained,
"to be exercised perhaps only in an emergency and for
nationar purposes. But the emergency and national purpose
plainly exist. This action by the richest, the most
powerful province in confederation, coming on top of like
manifestations elsewhere in the Dominion, has prõfoundly
shaken people's confidence inside and outside canada.
Ignore it officially and you have in effect invited the
provínces and municipalities across Canada to do likewise.
This is the sole instrument of state by which you can
take official note of it
by which you can unmistakably
assert Canadars will that her emergency will be solved bt
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ordinary means within the framework of our accepted economic
and that her credit shall be preserved intact. There
lystem
is no other instrument for t,he purpoée: the courts are
barred: t.he Canadian Confederators in IB67 rejected the
precedent of the American constitution. But they created
this pov¡er, and if ever an occasion could be conceived
demanding its exercise, this is it.
They were creating a
federal state, Lf ever a case could arise going to the root
of such an institutionrs effectiveness, this is it.. section
90 is there for a plain purpose, and its existence
undoubtedly imposes a responsibility. The ontario Act has
been or will be certif ied and submitted to Ot,t,awa.
You cannot evade the responsibility by any resort to
calcurations of party advantage. There is onry one quesÈion
you can ask yourself
a question of fact. Does a nationat
necessity exist? You dare not assert that it, does not. If
the Federal Government faits to disallow this Act, and the
general election proceeds on existing lines, you dare not
assert to anyone, inside or outside canada, that the present
adrninistration or anyone else can govern effectivelyr oE can
guarantee an orderly solution of our problem and the
preservation of our credit. You can no more postpone your
decision on disallowance till after the election than a
court could postpone its decision on such a calculation.
section 90 cannot be read by the Governor-in-council in any
such sense.

The underlying conclusion, then, is that disallowance ts
an unavoidable and immediate duty: t.hat is the starting

point. .. .'
See L.C. Christie to J.V[. Dafoe, 4 June 1935r op. cit.; and L.
Christie, Notes on the political Crisis, 4 i,tay tO3--5, eq. cit.,
pp.24IB0-24IBl.

C.

9r. ) L.c. christie, Notes on the National Emergency, L6 April
1935r op. cit., p. 094076. Christie's concern with legal
symbors, relationships, and procedures dominated his view of
canadian domestic potitics as much as it did his view of the
country's externar relations. rn pushing very strcngly for the
federal government to exercise its constitutional prerogative ancl
disallow Hepburn's repudiation of the po\^¡er contracts, christie
berieved that he was urging a course of action that would begin
to restore the balance oÊ power between the central government
and the provinces that had been established by the Fathers of

Confederation. Christie interpreted the BNA Act very literally
and disapproved of Ottawa's invading the provinces'
constitutional jurisdiction
witness the papers he prepared for
the ontario government while working for ont.ario Hydro as mucn
as he did the reverse situation. rn the main, however, christie
believed that the consÈitutionar balance had tipped too far in
the provincesr favor
mainly because of decisions made by the
Judicial Committee of the Privy Council in Britain -- in the
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period since L867. rrA more cockeyed mess than they ltf," Judicial
have made of our consrirurion f rom rhe É,"fi""i"g-;;;rã
9"*T+!!gÐ
be difficult_ to imaginer" he told Frankfurter at one-point. A
return to constitutional orthodoxy as it was original-ly expressed
in the BNA Act, for Christie, would therefore have constituted a
major ?tep t,oward enabling the federal government to cope
effectively with the national problems ðaused by the Great
Depression. "It is a constitution," he wrote
,
"which our generation of canadians must look to well and
soon if they are ever to hope to buird up a nation and
people fitted to hold and manage half a continent in times
like ours" we were fated to be born in an era which is
dominated by dynamic ever growing concentrations of economic
and political pol^¡er whose distinctive characteristic is
ever
deepening violence.

The Fathers of confederation seem to have known
something of what was needed and did their best to pass it.
on; but the sons have missed the point. rf anyone -had

deliberately set out to fasten on us a constitùtion which
would divide and weaken and cripple us in the tasks that
this age has thrust upon usr he õould have scarcely invented
anything better that the thing into which our fundãmental
chart.er has now evolved and been moulded by practice and
judicial interpretations.
we are not one and united. we are harf a score of
janglirg, jealous entities, all driven
by their inner
meaning and dutyr âs novü judicially laid down, to balk and
corrupt each otherrs efforts. The recurrent dream of
voluntary co-operation is always easiry shatttered by
regalism in the service of sectionalism or of those èpecial
interests to whom the present set up insures a definite
strategic advantage.
And so it is that, out of this organic jealousy,
created and sanctified by Iaw, manipulated openly oi
secretly by sectionalism or special interestr vrê get our
present twilight. zone of near anarchy, where our ñew, vitaI,
modern neeeds are left to the unregulated interplay of
irresponsible forces, where the public conscienóe is baffled
by the obscurity and enervated bt the daily exhibition of
its own impotence.
rt is all the perfect set up for the practice of that
powerful, well tested device, 'Divide and Ruret -- a device
as old as the arts of human management, well known to
masters of statecraft well before modernists began to talk
about 'applied psychology'. within our borders the ordinary
pl?il man' disorganised, without facilities for pulring his
weight, is left to the mercy of compactly organiäed peõp1e
who know what they want and how to employ tough-mindãdrcompetent servants of their purpose. As a naLion and a
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people it exposes us to precisely the same kinds of
calcuration and manipulation from beyond our o!ün shores

and

borders.

rt is no accident that we are beginning to hear words
of contempt, that the words tend to take on the tone of a by
word. we sense this note especially perhaps among our
younger people, but it does not stop there by any means. It
is struck in our university classroóms; but Lt t-ends to
become louder and more insistent in our public assemblies
and public prints. When any vital part of a peoples'
institutions begins to faIl into this kind of disrepute and
ridicule you know the flag of warning is up, to be
disregarded at your peri1.
rt is no accident or mere coincident that, parallel
with the deep f issures in our o!ün constitutional f ield r vüê
see so many signs of division, confusion and bewilderment
among the Canadian people to-day when they attempt to
grapple with the modern realities of their 1ife and
destiny. For another rule of human management, known to the
few_ages before t,he principles of psychology had been
exposed to the many, te1Is us that a decisive factor in
moulding a peoples' outlook is the purpose and character of
their institutions. We have a constitution of a character
calculated to breed disunity and confusion of conscience and
effort and we have precisely that disunity and that
.

confusion today.

It is completely futil-e and worse to go baying at the
with preachments to Canadians about unity of purpose
and effort, unless at the same time s/e set about the
concrete job of reforming, when reform is shown to be
needed, our constitutional instrumentalities that mould our
nation and by means of which alone practical remedies for
our troubles and dangers can be approached. The two
the
unity of purpose and constitutional means of action
are
as inseparable, interdependent, and interacting as siamese
moon

twins.

"

Thus, for Christie, the answer to Canada's internal problems
lay at least in part in the direction of reaserrting the
constitutional inheritance that he contended had beèn neglected
in the decades since L867. rf such a reassertion \¡Jas not made,
the nation might well dissolve into a group of competing sections
without even the semblance of unity. As he had in regard to the
question of external autonomy, christie maintained that the
solution lay squarely in the hands of Canadians and required only
conscious effort on their part to be made effectual. ',Are
Canadians content to go on listening," Christie asked, ',to those
who in effect insist õn perpetuating our disunities, our organic
jealousies, our impotencies, in the face of internal transition
and external violence that will be indifferent to everything but
compeLence and skill effectively employed?" He argued that they
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were not and that the problems of the Great Depression offered
the opportunity to undertake a period of "re-confederation" in
which constitutional orthodoxy
in the form primarily of a
stronger and more effective central government -- wourd be
restored' thereby giving Canadians the "confidence and strength
to face whatever might come." See Library of Congress,

Frankf urter Papers, container 43, L.c. christie tó r'elix
Frankfurter, 30 January 1937; pAC, MG 30 I.44, christie papers,
Volume 2I, Folder 75, pp. 19986-19998, L.C. Christie, Rê the
constitution, 6 september L937¡ and, L.c. christie to J.w. Dafoe,
4 June 1935r op. cit.
92.) Christie's basic view of the political party as being not
much more than a necessary evil was never clearer than in Lfre
instances when he saw Canada as being in the throes of a national
crisis. Although he supported the Conservative Party for most of
his life it seems that his support was based more on the type of
leadership and decisiveness he believed it delivered than õn any
great affection for it as an institution.
rndeed, by 1935
Christie felt.that the party system had proven itself bankrupt of
ideas with which to resólve-the economic-crisis and that it
should therefore be abandoned for the duration of the
emergency. "It is agreed," Christie wrote in June 1935,
"that party machines are as yet the best means h7e know for
working our institutions, in spite of the fact that at all
times they necessarily ínvolve for party leaders and workers
a divided loyalty and responsibility -- their loyalty to the
machine and their loyalty to the country
and therefore,
theoretically, always some l-oss to the country. whether
there is in fact significant loss will depend upon the
character of the personnel. rn ordinary stable times the
country stands the loss, whatever it may happen to be, as
something that is balanced by other considerations
intangibles touching our ideas of liberty and so on. In
times of crisis it cannot stand the loss.
The conclusion that is reached at such times in the
minds of political leaders may take two forms which really
come to about the same thing. They may say to themselves,
'There is a crisis, and it is of such a character that I
must agree to forget the machine for the time being and work
vüith the others simply for the national interest. I or they
may sây, rThere is a crisis, and it is of such a character
that even if I have a majority, yet if the party warfare
goes on I shall probably be unable to govern effectively,
and so my party risks a damaging failure; therefore for the
sake of both my party and my country I had better agree to a
truce and to work with the other fellow for the time
There are, for example, problems of fundamental
Þging.
finance to be tackred and sorved. unless this can be done
it will be futile for me to think of my special potitical
and social program. The only thing to do is to get together
and try to straighten out the workings of the economic
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system, which both of us accept as our starting point....
The politicar leaders must know the facts.
am
certain that none of them cares to assert that anr emergency
does not exist. That being sor r cannot understand hoú, i-f
they keep up the warfarel_lhey wirl be abte to
the
charge that they \^/ere willing- to gamble againstescape
the
country
for the sake of some supposed parÈy or personal advantage.
I do not myself believe that añy of theñ really wants
tõ ao
that.

..n"

christiers belief in the necessity of politicar nonpartisanship in addressing national emãrgenðies
*u", from
appearances' absolutely immune from the lessons of reality. all Time
and again he expected to see the politicians
what Dafoe
called, in reaction to his suggestion in 1926declare
that a
constitutional conference be called to deal with the question of
external autonomy, "a truce of the Gods"
in order to sort out and
solve canada's problem, and time and again he vüas disappointed
and seemingly surprised when they faired to do so. How so
sophisticated a mind as Christieis remained so utLerly impervious
to political reality -- in the 1930s alone he
had seen Franklin
Roosevelt steer clear of Hooverts floundering administration in
the period between the Democrats' victory in-November and his
inauguration in March, and King I s l,ibera-Is in opposition of f ãring
no assistance to Bennett in fighting the oepresãion is
difficult to explain. The tenets oi progreãsivism -- e.g.,
professionalism, nonpartisanship, nationãrism -- perhaps-provide
the best clue to the riddle of Christie's lack of-apprèciãtion
for the domestic political reality. see L.c. christie to c.J.
Macmill-an, 12 June 1935r op. cit. , pp. II5gB-Il589.
93.) PAc' MG 26.rr.Meighen papers, volume rs4, Folder 36, p.
094066, L.c. christie, Notes on the National Emergency, ri Àpril
1935.
94.) L.c. christie, Notes on the political crisis, 4 May 1935,
ci9: I pp. 24L80-24r8L. Along with nonpartisanship, ðame the
-gP.
necessities
of firm and decisive leadershiþ and the need to end
the enervating sense of drift and malaise in the country by
prompt and effective actíon. In the face of the chaos wroùgfìt by
the Depression, Christie wrote that
[to) me the final foI1y is that of so many people,
Iirrespective
of their party allegiance, whõm-l have heard
say something like this 'oh, yês, a Nationar Government is
necessary; but you have to wait until after the election,
until thê chaos-is plainly exposed to the public êyêr until
something bad of some sort comes to light wfricfr thã plain
man can really understand.r That, I suggest, represents a
complete.perversion of the realities of óur reprãsentative
institutions ald the principles and functions äf 1eadership
and leadership still does and must exist whatever the
nature of your state institutions.
That point of view, r
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feel, is one of the things that if generally accepted

would

be calculated to discredit our parliamentary institutions
altogether. "

Again, Christie's schemes for political action in Canada came to
grief because he failed to understand the nature of domestic
politics, the tradeoffs and compromises necessary to make the
system work. "The conclusion is inescapabler" he concluded,
"t,hat we have definitely reached a point when all responsible men
must gmpty their minds of party prejudice and bias anã join
together to form a coalition and a nationar government.i He was
bound , of course, t,o see his vision smashed by rearistic
poliLicians like Mackenzie King who knew that the essence of
successful political leadership was to turn opportunities to the
advantage of the party, and only thereafter address the nationrs
problems. see L.c. christie to c.J" Macmillan, 12 June 1935r op.
cit.r pp. 11589-11590, and, L.c. christie, Notes on the Nationãï
Emergency, 11 August 1935r op. cit., p" 094068"
95.) L.c. christie Notes on the National Emergency, rl April
1935, op. cit. , p. 094070. To f ight an election ulder t.hè
conditions then extant wou1d, Christie believed, lead inevitably
to disaster.
"If Canada goes into the general election on the
existing battle lines, what will you have. you now have
steady, capable men on both and indeed on all three sides,
with essentially the same outlook on most of our problems
and certainly on our present emergency. you will see them
divided
arrayed againsL each other in an unreal fight
driven to press party advantage to the limit
wasting
powder on each other over non-essentials
vying with
gangsters, demigods, and crackpots in all ranks
insensibly giving ground here and there to subversive or
unvÍorkable proposals. You will see a House of commons of a
temper and character from which you can guarantee nothirg,
from which good can be extracted only by chance and at an
expenditure of time and confusion that will drain still
lower our reservoirs of confidence. The whole spectacre
will be an exhibition of unreality, fantastic to the point
of insanity, that can only set the country back to some
incalculable extent. It witl be an assault upon the finest
values of our community life, values that to-day if ever
ought to be enlisted and mobilised by every resource of
leadership; for if this is not somehow done v\re shall have
given avray most of the battle, and we need not be surprised
if other forces win large gains
if values bred or misery,
despair, and disillusionment are for a Lime seized and
moulded to subversive ends in Canada as elsewhere in the
world to-day. On what ground can Canada alone consider
herself able to carry on through this crisis under banners
of polit,ics as usua1, rbusiness as usual'? practically
every other community in the western world has been driven
to drop such luxuries and turn to serious political thinking
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of government. And a consideration of the gravest
this: that the chaotic political conditions that
are Iikely to follow a general election fought on existing
lines will be calculated to discredit democratic
institutions themselves in this country. "
See Ibid", pp. 24I82-24L83.
96.) L"C. Christie to J.W. Dafoe, 4 June 1935r op. cit.
Christie also believed that such a coalition of 'sane ãnd steady"
men would enable canada to protect its interests against the
threats posed by an increasingly chaotic international
environment, "for in that context canada is specially
vurnerable." "411 this 6i= proposal for a nãtional qovernmentJ
is simply on the basis of the-existing internal emergãncyr" heexplained to Dafoe in mid 1935. 'rf one looks abroaã thé case
becomes complete. set up a coalition government as a going
concern returned by the electorate and you have the best possible
guarantee that our Confederation shall withstand steadily and
successfully the repercussions from (a. ) the monetary and
economic disruptions from the Amèrican presidentiar óampaign
which is already in its opening stages and (b. ) the intãrnãtional
tensions of the European and Asiatic scenes, which in the next
five years will be hanging in the balance between chaos and
order." see PAc, MG 30 F,44, christie papers, vorume 26, Folder
L07, p. 24185, L.c" christie, Notes on the poriticar crisis,
Postscript, L6 May 1935, and L.c. christie to J.w. Dafoe, 4 June
1935r op. cit.
97.) L.c. christie, Notes on the political crisis, 4 May 1935,
op. cit., pp. 24I8L-24182. Once again it was J.W. Dafoe who
threw buckets of ice-cold water on Christie's arguments for the
necessity of establishing a coalition government. "Now for a
word or two about the movement for national governme[tr" Dafoe
wrote Ju1y, 1935.
"so far as my observation goes, the movement amounts to
reaIly nothing as yet. It is regarded by the public,
rightly I think, as a huge maneouver of the kind I indicated
above, that is an attempt to protect invested capital at the
expense of the poor sucker the tax-payer.
A very
considerable section of the public believes that the
pressure for national government comes from this source
(CPR) and that it is seconded by the powerful secondary
industries who have protected themselves to some extent
during the depressíon by increasing the burdens on primary
producers, particularly those in the outlying provinces.
For these reasons the national government movement as
it exísts to-day will geL nowhere. This does not excrude
the-possibilit,y that a real movement for national government
will emerge in two or three years if there is no súbstantial
improvement in conditions, but r doubt whether even then, it
will take the form of a coalition government. rt instead
and means
moment is
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r¡¡i1l be a union of the Liberal-conservative and the
Conservative-Liberal elements into a new party of the Rightcenter to safeguard the country against changes and
innovations pressed for by a radical party rãpidly growing
in strength.
If \¡¡e have a development of this kind in Canada it will
come about, r should sây, by the Liberal party opening its
doors to the Liberal elements in the Conservalin" party
which appears to have been completely wrecked by the
eccentric performance of its Iéaders."

rt also seems probable that Dafoe,s reference to the cpR
being deeply involved in the agitation for a national government
made Christie wince as he had also sent his memorandum ',Notes on

the Political crisis" to sir Edward Beatty, president of
cPR" rn fact, in replying to Dafoe he tried to make clearthethat
he knew about the pláns being inspired by the CpR and to reassure
him that he was not an agent for lrrem. nAs for nationalgovernmentr" Christie wrote,
uf suppose
general electiofit last week has put the
G,,.realm
dream into the
of the academic and r dare say your
prognosis of the future.was right. so far as r pokeã my
nose into such speculations, I entirely disassociated mlself
from the manoeuvre of which you speak lr refused several
overtures looking to my taking part of some organization of
financial interests to study aná propagandise) ] r felt that
all the pjrty people had badly messed tfrings
B- þnnetfl certaiñry not least
and rropeã that thãre migtrt
be some l.ray to combine and find strength to stand up to tñe
greed and stupidity of which r had seen so much in
Montreal. r felt the party
machine Lo be especially
vulnerable and pretty -netpiess in the f ace of all that.',
See PAC, MG 30 D45, J.W. Dafoe papers, Volume g, Folder 1935:
June-september, J.w. Dafoe to L.c" christie, 6 July 1935; rbid.,
Folder 1935: L.c. christie to J.w. Dafoe, 22 october 1935;-ãìã-,L.c. christie, Notes on the political crisis, 4 May 1935r op.
cit. , p. 24187 .
98.) L.c. christie to J.w. Dafoe, 4 June 1935r op. cit. since
Mackenzie Kíng was obviously unwilling, and prouao-oty-t-nab1e, to
provide the sort of l-eadership christie was iooking for, the
question arises as t,o why the two men, just a few months hence,
were able to enter into a vùorking relationship that grer^/
increasingly more effective with the passage ór time. lndeed,
such vüas the success of the cooperatiõn thãt Hugh Keenleyside has
written that King probably would have appointed christie to
succeed Skelton in January, 1941 if he ñäa been ín better health.
Tþe question is, of course, sharpened by the recollection of the
distant
and rather bitter relatiõnship wnicf¡ had existed between
the two men between King I s election in December, rg21 and
Christiers resignation from the Department of External Affairs in
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Mav, L923. rn h9r bookr {IrigþË gf the Eoly spirit.
William Lyon Mackenzie I{i

a study of
r¿
ty between Christie ur.a King t wtitten

that although in 1935
"... Christie stitl had his Tory connections he had shed his
commitment to the imperial ideal in the meantime and that it
r¡/as christie and not King who had changed his stance.
Further, with o.D" skelton f irmly in cñarge, it \¡ras unlikely
that christie's Tory leanings wouta have much effect on
Dgpqrtment activity"
King coutd thus avail
of
christie's expert serviceé and reassert, his himself
impartiality
without in any way endangering Liberal policy.n
Vühile Christie !"d clearly renounced whatever limited allegiance
he had at one time held for the "imperial idealr', it seems
unlikely that this factor in and of itself would have been enough
to reassure King. After alr, christie had been an important
policy adviser
through the agency of ontario Hydro to G.H.
Fergusonrs Conservative regime in Ontario during its contests
with Kingrs Liberal regime over por^rer developmeñt on the ottawa
and st. Lawrence Rivers between lgzl and rgzþ. Moreover, King
knew fuIl well that even after Christie had returned to External
Affairs he kept up close associations with prominent rories,
among them some who had not made as nearly äs clean a break with
idear" as had christie. rn his diary in ou"u*nÀi,
!lt9 "imperial
1936,
for example, King recorded that the Governor GeneraUs
secre tary
"spokq of a club His Excellency @ord Tweedsmu ír/rohn
Br.rcha4) had been at IËt night ---Loring christie, Justice
fl,ymaÐ Duff, fnusselÐ Smait, John Stevenson, @.¡,lj-eigju,
and one or two others (no name, just dinner at õuntry
cíún
no!,7 and then) men who regard themselves as sort of a round
table savant g_roup. r suppose Birl Herridge is a member
(and @eneralg] uðnaughtoi-and MacBrien). T feet that the
Governor would be wiser to keep out of groups of the kind,
and perhaps a rittle nearer his Ministeis, ãnd their
fr iends. "
cIear1y, the ideas that sprang to King's mind as a consequence of
this bit of ne\¡¡s f rom the Governor Geñeral's
i¡idicates
his continuing suspicion of and distaste for secretary
the Tory circles in
which christie continued to move. rt also suggests ir,at
Christie's rejection of the "imperial idealr"-rihil_e
an important
consideration, was not enough by itself to have brought him back
within the prime Minister's-gooã graces.
Three additionar factors, it seems, are necessary to
consider to arrive at an explanation of why King and ôr,ristie
I^;ere able to work well together between 1935 anã 1941 after they
had failed so urrerly to do so in the Lg2r-Lgàg pðiiõa. The
first factor involves the respect each man comes to have for the
other as a consummate professional in his given
field. professor
Mansergh has called Mackenzie King "the prime Ministers, prime
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Minister" in recognition of his absolute mastery of the Canadian
politicar system and his record of accomplishini solid
achievements. in.an impressive if decidedly
manner- Christie himself recognized Kingisunspãctacurar
sfitt and admitted
his somewhat unwilting admirat.ion for it. Likewise,
throughout
years between l.927 and 1935, King had many o..uåions
.th"
tó
become welt acquainted with christieís ski11 ir,roujr, the many
memoranda and letters on the subjects of water po*á, and
federalism that reached his desk through skeltoñ.
certain
degree of mutual respect between two highly-skilled Aprofessionals
therefore must be counted as another factor promoting a KingChr istie rapprochement.
Another, and often neglected, point of common ground
christ.ie and Kirg is the lessons eaðrr took away rroñ their between
educational and professional experiences in thä
states
during the progressive era. prõfessor cassidy inunited
his essay
"Mackenzie King and American Progressivism" reels off a list of
attributes of.American progressivism that were
prominent features
of King's attitudes and actÍons that includesr är emphasis
character and the individualrs duties to society, a þassiononfor
order and a dislike and fear of social upheavall a räitrr in
experts and technicians, a belief in society's need for stiong
and elite leadership, and adherence to the äoncept of staving off
radicalism through programs of reform. As
bãen shown heiein,
Christie shared all of these characteristicshas
with King, although
he probably was much more emphatically a progressive than was
King.
Finally, arguably the most important factor facilitating
effective relationship between Christie and King hras each mañ'san
overriding concern with maintaining Canadian,rnlty. As has been
seen¡ Christie's thought after 1926 \¡¡as dominated by the theme of
canadian uniÈy, and from the variety of non-external affairs
related jobs that \^rere assigned to him by the prime
after he rejoined the government it seems likely thatMinister
King
realized that he and christie herd identical viãws regardíng
national unity and that christiers input into policy
deliberations therefore was well wortñ having. Beti¡een the fall
of 1935 and his appointment as Minister to tñe united Stat.es, for
example, Christie was involved in formulating the federal policy
that resulted in the disallowance of several measures passãd by
the sociar credit government of Alberta in 1937, and iñ the
negotiations between ottawa and the provincial premiers regarding
the creation of an.unemployment insuiance schemã. So heav! were
these domestic policy résponsibilities that at one point C-hristie
complained in a letter to L.B. pearson that "t,he p.M. has arso
developed a nasty habit of dragging me inLo his internal affairs,
like Aberhart, Hepburn, unemployment insurance etc. and r am fed
up with it. ._...." On another ocõasion he told Skelton in the same
vgilr that " (qJ evera1 times recently I woul,il have liked a word
with you but the pressure has been too much (the p.M.
and his
office have been flinging a variety of things at me
internal)." perhaps Lhe-most eloqüent testímony
King,s
recognition of and faith in Christie's commitment"ito national
unity was the fact that he designated christie as co-drafter,
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along r"¡ith A.D.p. Heeney, gf-!!9 speeches to be made during
Royal Tour in the summer of 1939. one suspects that the góaltheof
protecting national unity was Lhe strongest bond between two men
whose ideas in other areas differed sigñificantly.
For the possibility of christie succeeding
after the
latterrs death and the importance of Christie'ã !ketto.,
abandonment of
t!" "imperial ideal" as añ impetus for his rapprochement with
see Hugh L. Keenleyside. Memoirs or__E"g¡_!. Keenleyside.
,{ilg
Volume If : On the gr_idge of Ti
n. Esberey. Knight of the Hol_y spirit.
.
Toronto Press,_1980, p. rgz; ãnd, pAc, lac 26 Jr3, I(ing papers,
Diary, volume L936, Entry for 9 December 1936. For the
5i"g
basis of the above discussion on the importance
of mutual respect
for each otherts professionalism and
and the role of
"*þettise see Nicholas
common experiences with American erogressivism
Mansergh. The Commonwealth experiencã. Volume rI: From
British to
Toronto press I 1982, pp. zW
ze Nl, pearson
Papers'volume L, Folder: L.c. christie, Lg37, r.c. christie to
L:8. Pearson, l December rg37; and, Kêith cassidy, "Mackenzie
King and American progressivism, " in John Englis-h'and J.o.
stubbs, (eds.). Mackenziq King: widening the oebate. Toronto:
Macmillan| IgTZr
invol-vement
in domestic policymaking and the Royal Tour see Library
Congress, Frankfurter papers, Container 43, L.C. Chrislieof to
Felix Frankfurter, 2r August rg37; pAc, MG 26 J13, King papers,
King Diary, volume 1937, Entry for 2 nóvember rg37; L.c. christie
to L.B. Pearson, 1 December Lg37 r op. cit.; L.c. christie to o.D.
skelton, 2L November L937, in John-E.
¡rünro, (ed.), DCER, vr:
_S-tgZ, Document I02, p. 104; and, Arthur D.p. HeãñÇ-servant.
å9
Things That are Caesar's. Memoirs of a Canadian public
foron

99.) PAc' MG 30 D45, J.w. Dafoe papers, volume 6, Folder 19322
January-April, L.c. christie to J.vü. Dafoe, 1l January rg3z"
100.) L.c. christie to R.B. Bennett, 25
1933r op. cit., '
p. 514938. christie's conception of the August
rnÈernationalToinFCommission was another prime example of the progressive's faith
in establishing instÍtutions whicñ would serve ás instruments
through which regularity and orderly predictability could be
imposed on a chaotic or potentially cñaotic situation.
"so far
as state machinery is concernedr" Óhristie wrote
in regard to the

Commission,

"our relations with the u.s. in the last resort
or rather
in the next to last resort
are wrapped up in naintaining
the integrity of the system created uy- tne ireaty of 1909
and studying it? improvement as time goes on. rn providing
a set of general principlesr ân independent tribunal and a
growing body o!.practice and habit, to which an important
class of specific questions arising can be relegatêd with a
fair assurance that they will be deternined witñ something
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of the certainty that municipal courts achieve in their
sphere, the system has clearly shown an advance over the
precarious method of sporadic inter-governmental
negotiat.ion. upon these 'boundary wãter' or rfrontierr
questions referred to it the rntelnational Joint Commission
seems to have functioned, now as an arbitral tribunal, now
as a board of inquiry, nof¡J as an administrative
body and
it has been a very successful experiment
our vital necessity to preserve the system
fuIl
strength is not lessened in the reast degr-ee by at
the
of the establishment of our Legation at ñashiniton. reason
A
diplomatist is simply an agent; r¡is establishmãnt no more
than a convenient extensioñ abroad of the departmental
machine at home; his job more to bargain on i,tr" lay of the
cards at the moment than to administãr a set of rules and
build an ordered regime. so far as this discussion
concerned, all that the estabrishment of the canadianis
Legation meant was moving a set of files and office
furniture across a,vüashington bourevard and changing the
persons who manipulated them" rt is an essentiai
instrument, and r have not the reast intention of belittling
i!" great value; but diplomacy has its limitation as we
discovered
in r9L4. Thã old world found that
had to
invent another system as we1I, and it is still itbusy
with the
League. our or^rn.Treaty of 1909 can handle certain problems
which diplomacy is physically incapable of handlingi for
example, where continuous joint aaministration
ãom"
property or work is requirãd, as under the Jointofcontrol_
Boards subject to the rnternational Joint commission the
Lake of the vüoods control Board, the Niagara control Board,
and so on. ...,'
Christie, in fact, thought that the duties of the Commission
might be profitably expanded to include other topics of mutual
concern. "For exampler" he wrote, "a rnethod migñt be found to
adapt it to the business of regulating the difficult rum-running
probrem on the boundary and sea coast -- or even to the
i*Tigration problem. " He also had high hopes for the future
utility of "the general arbitration iunct-ion contemplated in
Article 10 of the Treaty. " A great many of the catõh-words and
phrases of progressivism are piesent in this hymn of praise to
the Commission -- the importance of regular inËtitutionalized
systems, the contrasts between the old world and the New, the
need to experiment and innovate when oId procedures failed, the
faith in arbitation
and are a good indication of the depth
influence exerted on Christie's tñought by his educational and of
professionar experiences in the unit.ed stãtes during the
Era. see L.c. christie to o.D. skelton-, L2 July
Plggressive
L927 r op. cit.,
pp. 148405-149407.
101. ) L.c. christie to o.D. skerton , L2 July rg27 r op. cit., p.
148405.
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) Ibid. , pp. 1-48407-l-48409.
103.) christ,ie used the commission's successful record as a
means of underscoring his intense dislike of Canadian involvement
in the League of Nations. The commission, in proving thaL it
could handle knotty bilateral issues equitablyl he wiote,
had
also made it "evident that these North Americãn problems could
be handled through the League machi-nery at a
l9t possibly
distance
of thousands of miles." Becauãe the commiäsion's
work
had shown that North American- disputes vüere "the reponsibility
of ottawa and washington on the sþotr" and because hä believedthat Canadars most important fore-ign policy
were with
the United States, Christie could éee-littie concerns
substantive
merit in
continuing political involvement in the League where the United
States vras not a member and North American þroblems could not be
addressed effectively.
See fbid., p. I4g405.
104.) cr¡ristie was, however, far from naive in his view of the
willingness of the United States to be beneficent toward
Canada,
and, in fact, he always believed that íssues with the united
States should not be broached or reopened unless there ri/as a most
compelling reason to do so. rn a memorandum in september, 1933
the federal governmentrs Department of Railways anå canatå
engineers asserted that the Treaty of washington of 1g7t
prohibited ottawa from granting tñe Beauharnóis Light, Heat and
Power Company thg authority to divert additional wãter for hydroelectric production from the st. Lawrence River because the
united states was guaranteed navigation on the river and the
diversion under consideration wouÍd make navigation at that point
in the river impossible. The engineers argueã that
rreaty
did not give the united States tñe right tó navigatethe
side canals
in canada and they suggested that ottáwa might uãe access to
these canals "effectively as a bargaining lever to extract some
guid pro qgo ffrom the United Statefl in return for the Americans
being permitted to use such canals.'l christie responded to the
engineers' argument in a memorandum for R.B. Bennett and o.D.
skelton that stressed the common sense and wisdom of canada
because of the disparity of bargaining po$¡er between the two
count.ries and the propensity of the Ameiicans to drive an
exceptionally hard bargain
leaving werl enough arone. He
said that the canals on the Canadian ãiae had allrays been assumed
_to Þu part of the Treatyrs guarantee of access to navigation for
both countries to and from the sea, and that to argue to the
contrary would be to fly in the face of sixty yearè of experience
under the pact, and, more dangerousry, would give the emeiicans
an opportunity to control canadian policy. "The thing cuts both
\rrays, " Chr istie wrote ,
"Although _it ftire engineers' positior! might conceivably
preserve for
canada some sort of position as regards
side canals, it equally at the saire time concedés to thé
the
united states a definite right forever to use the river
channel everywhere throughout the Canadian section of the
river. rt concedes them the po$¡er to demand that,
L02.
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regardless of the side canal position, Canada must not block
the river channel at any poini withoui their consent. Thus,
before deveroping thg sõulanges and Lachine
sections

Þ¡-t;å
St. Lawrence Rivefl for hydrõ_electric por¡¡err-ðaru¿. would
have to ask the cJnsent or the united states. The united
states upon such a request would of course.expect
q"id pr"
g.ro. rn the result canada would have to give up power
"
development or be drawn into some further treaty or formal
international document touching wholly
waters. The
process might drag us to the eitent or Canadian
having
to
with the united states as to the actuar ptanã andconsult
works
means of _which- we propose to alter or de-velop the river by
channel from the bounáary down to the sea. itu upshot of
all- this surely is that there is no effective barqaininq
lever tefr ar rhis poinr. rhis ftne engineei"'f-;t;;;;sica1
conceprion appears indeed ro be irrusor!.
rr .ã"ããr"-;ú¡:;Believing that ottawa's pursuit of the engineersr scheme
"might recognize American intãrvention into ,hóiit õanadian
waters or into the manner of the ir development,
,, 'Ctrr
the Prime Minister "that it would be a grãat mistake istie told
internationally to adopt it." "To sum úpr" Christie wrote,
" Cel ither the river channel interpretation would impose a
substantial burden upon St. Lawreñce por¡/er developmãnt
the consumers for the sake of nothing real. or, it the and
mat.ter $¿ere broached at washington, Lhe best that courd
happen for canada wourd be a cánceIling out of the
respective desiderata; to regain masteiy of the river she
would have to concede the side canar prõposition. But by
waking thg sleeping dog, she would aairit the principle
American intervention and invite new treaty ciaims into oi
canadian waters. And you never know where a dog may wander.
on the other hand, the other interpretation
diplomatically convenient. and safe. rl requiresisno approach
to washington; no nerì¡ treaty clausesi no diplomatic
initiation at arl. canada merely does not ðhalle.rge this
interpretation of the old treatyl but meanwhile
to
exercise the complete mastery oi the river in aIrcoñtinues
other
respects. (This wilr rarely be disputed. washington was
notified of the Beauharnois projeci by ottawa
four years ago
and made no such point. why should we gratuitously make i[
for them?). This position is safe, tool because it
recognizes the realities.
vühatever the case in 1g71, the
untroubled_development of hydro-electric po!üer is to-day a
major Canadian interest and our mastery of the river has a
value. ...,'
The issue, Christie concluded, "should be resolved by a balancing
consequences and advantages;
it happens thaÉ
?I
rn lþ?_plu.tical
this case canada_ is in possession and is in for
realitv
iñ a
position to sorve the mattèr simply herself without iñviting
international comprications." såe-pAc, MG 26 K, R.B. Bennett
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Papers' Reel M-r469t pp. 5r3239-5r3242, L.c. christie,
Respecting Treaty of 1971 and increased vrater
required
on octobe-r.rst Lg33, 9 september 1933, and
9iy:rsion
p. 5L3257, L.c. christie to, R.B. Bennett,
september
=rÞi9-,
1933. For other instances of Christiers cautious11
attiiude
dealing with the united states see, for example, Michael F. toward
scheuer, "Leaving vfe11 Enough Alone: Loring ð. crriiãli" and the
Rush-Bagot Agreement, May-June, 1939r op. õit.
105.) r,.c. christie to o.D. skerton, 12 July rg27r op. cit., p.
Memmorandum
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106.) see the ciriculum vitae attached to L.c. christie to
Vfinthrop AIdrich, 1B December 193gr op. cit.
107) For a very brief outline of this incident
the other
highlights of interwar Canadian-Soviet relations and
see
Aloysius
Balawyder, "Canada in the Uneasy War Alliance r,' in alolsius
Balawyder (ed-), canadia4-sryþt Relations, 1939-1980. -oakvi1le,
Ontario: Mosaic
108.) r-c. christie to R.L. Borden, L7 June Lg27r op. cit., pp.
148399-148401. This letter also contains a hint oe-örrristie's
lingering animosity and disdain for Mackenzie King. After
commenting that Moscowrs agent in canada had neãn-åxpelled
ottawa although he had donã nothing to merit such träatnent,by
gave Borden a brief descríption of the event in the
9r,!istie
fo1Iowing manner: "H9 Gh" Russian-agenfl, poor
rãIi"rr on
leavirgr" Christie told gorden a bit ãniOeíyl "rathãi
pathetically expressed his bewilderment to lhe p.M. about the
whole affair because he had understood from their heart to heart
talks about the P.M.rs grandfather that Mackenzie
vüas the
champion of the people everywhere. r hope he has King
a
dlary
of
those heart to heart talks and will take to authorship
someday." See Ibid., pp. I4g399A-149400.
r09.) r,.c. christie to Lord Lothian, 17 August 1934r op. cit.
110.) PAc, MG 30 I'44, christie papers, volume 26, Forder ro7,
pp. 24L67 and 24170, L.c. christie, Notes on canada
and
"Col-lective Secur ity, " 24 May 1935 :
.111. ) JPü-.- r p - 24L62. christie feared !üar above all things
because he berieved it seL loose passions that r¡/ere
uncontrollable and which made a fiction of parliamentary
democracy. For christie this v¡as the darkeét side of the state
the condition that gave fulI play to what he described
"the
anarchy inherent in the nature oi the sovereign state,, -- as
and
one that had to be avoided at ?11 costs, even that of trying tothe
limit Canada's involvement in internatiónaf affairs.
declare
\Ârarrrrhe told thg crrA, I'to got to war, is to put your"To
national
existence at stake. we know from e*peiience what kind of a lever
this state declaration is: it starts the terrific engine of mass
emotion which is let loose when our modern
democraciãs are put
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into the stat,e of war. once the engine is started it takes
charge; something happens in the minds of men, and the
nation
becomes a wholly different thing; rulers can do little
but bow to
problem
of
managemeñt
becomes
one
parliamentary
which
!!"
i!:-?19,
lnstltutions
and party processes are ill fitted to cðpe with.
one has been able to.point out alv difference in this respect No
between a p1ain, ordiñary war and a rLeague, \ntar.,,
seeing this dark side of the state ùas, for christie,
essential to gaining an understanding of why any
sort of a
collective securJ-ty arrangement was hopetesãIy irnrealistic.
What
set of leaders, he asked, would put at risk nõtrr the state they
ruled and their own personal powér and preeminence, to go to v¡ar
in the name of a "collective ãecurity" ãystem if their o\^rn
specific nationar interest.s were in ão wãy endangered.
Christiets answer hTas that no set of ]eadãrs wouid ott in his own
mind, should be expected to do so as long as the preient system
of sovereign states endured. "So when your Canadian Cabinet
or the rulers of any state
rearly faõe such a decision.,' he

wrote

"is it not clear that, if they are to pu1l the lever
starts tf" war- engine,_they wirl be bound not only bythat
habit
and séntiment but by plain- duty to think only and
exclusively of the safety of the
of tñe immediate and
direct integrity of the þeopre tostate,
whom they are responsible
and who alone can call them to account? Before you can
imagine them acting in such decisive terms on behalf of
peace and safety of other peoples, must you not have a the
radical revolution in the terms of their constitutional
responsibility? can you reaIly get at your problem without
some profound alteration of the state structüres that are
your material? Must you not realIy attempt to cope with
this Frankenstein morrlte, of state so,rereignty? ...,,
christie rejected the idea of colrective security,
therefore, not primarily out of any inherent antipathy toward the
Europeans, but because he feared the uncontrollabre and
unpredictable effects that \^tar exerted on democratic society.
Collective security, for Christie, always meant an abandonmãnt
of
p9litical. responsibility for formulatin! vûays of avoiding war and
adoption of a milit.ary mode of thinking that made \¡rar
!h"
inevitable. The Progressives' fear of disórder
and their faith
in rationality_and political innovation, mixed with his logical
and increasingfy naiionalistic bent of mina to make Christie an
invelg5qle opponent of corrective security. see rbid., pp. 24166
and
24L63.

LL2.)

Ibid.,

p. 24l-63 "

113.) Ibid., pp. 24I7I-24L73.
114.) rbid., p. 24173. Christie regarded collective security
arrangements as simply a more fashionably modern name for
military all-iances, and he damned both witr,
.quãt
"lg"u, for
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their replacement of human reason and innovative pov¡er
a
reliance on force. "Miltary alliances may be the stuff wit.h
of
history;" Christie maintainãd,
l'.6"t] tl.y_cannot be justif ied in the reatm of political

pgyt,:- in themselves a tacit

p-oritffi

thinking and a definite acceptance of war or
as a necessity
a device, that_is to sây, adópted in desperation
and
justifiable only on simþte grõunds of seif-pre""rrruiion
essentially self-centeréd aña indifferent. rt never has
abandonment

been and never can be anything e1se."

This tirade against what he considered to be the denial of
reason inherent in the adoption of military alliances
another progressive thread that endured in Christie's highlights
thõugh[,
namelyr- ? certain faith in the possibility -- if not the
inevitability -- of society pro-gressing tóward less confrict,
better organization, more eriiciency, ãnd greater ãquity thråugh
the application of human knowledger-reasonl and
to its
problems. Although he believed úrrat the dominance
"*pe-rience
of
the
sovereign state in international politics had to be accepted as a
fact of life by all nations in t.heir policy calculation"
example, he did not resign himself to beliãving that the , for
sovereign state would last forever. Christie õould not foresee
the day when the sovereign state wourd
be superseded, but he did
berieve that man- \^ras fuIly capable of devisiirg a i";= brutal,
vJar-prone, and chaos-producing form of internãtional

organization" In a letter to Escott Reid, Christie rejected the
contention of a friend of Reid's that the sovereign state was an
eternal given. "rf Colonel Stuart thinks the conõeption
the
sovereign national state is rooted in human nature, r do of
not
agreer" Christie wrote.
"one of our ancestors might easily have been heard to remark
that the Holy Roman Empire was rooted in human nature.
not see how it can be said that any workable system of I do
government is incompatibre vrith British ideals.
peoples spend half their day inventing systems ofBritish
government
and spend their nights dreaming about them. rt suiely does
not need a change in human nature to invent and develôp
something politically ne$/. The whole structure of
government is, first of all, to take account of human nature
as it is and then to devise a scheme calculated to canal-ise
it along orderly lines."
h7hile hardly holding ouL hope for the immediate advent of the
milleniun, thg foregoing clearly reveals Christiefs continuing
belief in at least the þossibility of human progress through !f,"
qpplication of human reason on society's proËteñs. see pAc, RG
zã¿-vðtume 5, L.õ. christie,
?5 ?1, DEA papers, volume 764t File
"Reform of the League": canadars position Addendum, 9 september
1936, and Escott Reid papers, L.c. christie to nscótl neia, 25
October 1935.
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115-) r'.C. Christie, Notes on Canada and "CoIlective Securityr',
24 May 1935, op. cit", p. 24L73.
116.) pac, MG 30 E44t christie papersf-volume 26, Folder ro7 | p.
24174, L.c. christie to Lord Lothián, 30 May
'christie also
told Lothian that the two views into which ihe1935.
conference
divided itself r¡¡ere reaIly the opposite side of crtA
the
collective security coin. Both, ñ" wrote, treated asame
war as
if it was inevitable and argued that it v\ras too rate ne\^J
to
try
political innovation to head of.f the catastrophe. "One viewany
fact asserted t.hat vüar v¡as inevitable;,' Chrisiie recounted, in
"that indisputably it would be a world \¡rari that Canada must
necessarily plunge from the out.set, because otherwise hre
might face the emergence of a dominant power somewhere that
would leave Canada hopelessly exposed to an assault on her
way of life; and that therefore we might as well go on with
the rcollective securityr notion on fãitfi, since Éf,at might
make the r¡rar more palatable to Canadians. Others did not
accept the inevitablity of war so boldly; they felt
though they did not seem too confiden¡
thal
securityr might hold the war off; but if-- it came'collective
seemed
to accept the rest of the first view -- that is tothey
sãy,
canada must prunge at the 'aggressor' at once to prevênt
eventual disaster and that it would be easier to óarry the
country on a policy of rcollective security'. ..."
christie accepted the notion that the likelihood of war !üas
increasing ?nd approaching the point of inevitability but he
contended thaL
a particular outcome actually became inevitable
onl¡' when the human beings involved in it cñose not to resist, or
at least try to redirect, the onrush of events. Even the Great
war, which had convulsed Europe between 1914 and lgl8 had not
sucked in every European nation. ',vüe may recalI, too, " chr istie
told the CIIA Conference,
"that though the war of 1914 raised issues of public law in
Europe, 50r000r000 Europeans -- 6 states of western Europe
took a cool view of the affair and remained neutral.
Looking at this experience must we not concrude that
sovereign states have not in fact acted as the notion of
rcorrective security' would have them act, but have acted
along lines that might reasonably have been calculated from
the nature of such creatures? Do events give any indication
at all that they can or wilr behave diffeiently?"
.If a scheme of collective security was to be effective, Christie
wroLe, it "cannot ignore the imperatives of geography, of space
and liTut.ald, next, the exercise of responslnirit! must becoupled
with the possession of direct interest and-with the
knowledge of things. and people governed." The present League of
Nationrs system took into account none of these-items, nor-did it
involve, in Christie's mind at least, problems of direct interest
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to canada. To enter into such an agreement then could only
viewed as an abject surrender of poÍitical reponsibility .ia beárt
ignoring of rhe national inreresr. see rbid.; tp. ãi]Ja-24r7s,
and L.c. christie, Notes on canada and "Eõï-tecti-ve
securityru 2a
May 1935r op. cit., pp. 24164-24170"
rr7 . ) r,.c. christie to Lord Lothian, 30 May 1935 r op. cit. , p.
24178.

118.) Ibid., p. 24L75. As \^¡as his general practice,
distribltæ- t i=.paper on Canada and cóltectivè securityChristie
to a wide
selection of friends and professional acquaintances. Several
the reactions the.paper elicited go far Èo show the fragmented of
attitudes toward international afiairs that existed in Canada in
the mid-1930s. They also lend some credence to ChrisÈie's fear
that the diversity of opinion on questions of external affairs in
Canada could lead to disunity if the country was forced into hrar
again. John w. Dafoe, for example, agreed witrr christie as to
the necess_ity of continuing political invention, but argued that
that. path 1ed canada in the ãirection of greater not less
garticipation_in the League of Nations system. "r read with deep
interest, " Dafoe wrot.e,
"your extraordinarily acute, most masterly discussion of the
guestion of collective security which you presenÈed at the
Kingston conference. r am not in sympãtrry with the
development which you foreshadow @traã i"l one that would
find canada decreasing its invotveient in'European-uiiãiifl
and T think it would be a world caramity if evènts should ,
take that course, but r am not prepared to question the
accuracy of your forecast. r think that it is highly
probable that you are right, but feeling as r do on this
question r am bound to do what r can to support the view
that a real colrectÍve system is possiure ãira that the
country or countries that refuse to co-operate are putting
their feet upon a slippery road that will lead them
ruin. unfortunately, they wirl take the rest of thetoworld
with them
rf your forecast as to the course of events is verified
r can foreseer ât no great distance in time, a movement in
canada to have this country take steps by which she can
as far as this is possible in the modern worrd withdraw
herself from mil-itary and politicar associations that
wirl
invorve her in wars arising from issues that have no direct
association with North emeiica. tn a world from which the
idea of peace by collective action is banished Great Britain
will be thrown into what Laurier called 'the vortex
of
milit.arismr; and r don't think canada will go along with
her. r believe t.hat canada could be persuaãed to ãccept
and discharge them, whatever this may
lesponsibilities
rnvorve, in connection with a world system
directed tõwards
maintaining and enforcing peacet to tñis system the united
states would have to be related either intègrally or by
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association. Failing this, the only course of action giving

canada a remote chance of surviving in the inevitable
debacle would be a North American ísolation-oãr,ina such
bulwarks and defences as we could equip ourselves under
'modern conditions" This
would t of ðou?se, þa,rsfl .f,urrg" in
G"Ð_political relationship -i we should have
free
ourselves from the moral anq legal obligations to
go with
that
membership in the Commonwealth.i

ïn short, Dafoe saw political invention reading
Lwo
distinct goals: the estabrishment of an effectívetoward
system
collective security, and the creation of an environñrent inof which
the Commonwealth relationship could be made effective for al1 of
its member states by protecting each of their
int,erests. For Dafoe, the marÉial side would nationaltriumph only if
Canada chose to shun political innovation and retreat beh-ind
"bulwarks and defences" built on the North American continent.the
At the other extreme of responses lay that of General_ H.D.G.
crerar who sa\¡J the use of martial forces lo achieve
political
ends as a perf ectlar _l.gitimate, and, indeed, desirabie rnethod of
procedure. "w3r- f!sJ inherent in the world of sovereign statesr"
Crerar wrote, " @nd theJ League of Nations and
Gf,O peace pact
cannot end \4¡ar or preserve peace"" Crerar agreeã
viitf, Christie
t.hat the adjustment of relations between states was
an on-going
process and that no event was inevitabl-e. He believed,
hoñtevei,
that in order to arrive at necessary changes "no means exist
outside war!" rndeed, whereas chriËtie f¡ãA contended that the
"British Commonwealth survives not from its martial exploits but
from the birth and continuous rebirth of p_olitical wisãom,"
crerar maintained that such a "statement þourd bÐ u.ry
difficurt to justify historically.
rt is !robab11Í true ro say
that martial exploits have preserved the cõmmonweãrtrr
in spité of
political blunders. "
that there existed a great varieLy of attitudes
_ Recognizing
along
th9 spectrum between those of oafoe and crerãr was
another
factor that moved christie to champion less rather than more
involvement for Canada in int.ernational
Always fearful
that an international event could be theaffairs.
catalyst of widespread
internal disunity in Canada, Christie believed that a reduõtion
in the variety of canadars internationar activities and
commitments save only those that $7ere clearly necessary
to
further and protect a nárrowly defined statement of the national
inLerest
would save the country from a situation in which
basically irreconcirable views wo-uta
be pitted uguirr=t each
other. This danger, Christie wrote, was clearly manifested
at
the CfIAts Kingston Conference.
"There emerged two fairly clear views @t xingstofl. There
r¡/ere those who from the outset would plunge cãnada into
-wnicñ

active participation into any war in
c¡a;t Britain
invorved,
assuming
always
that
it
took
shape as a
rLeague' or "security' wár aga-inst an raggressár'
. And
there $/ere those who were for a declaratiõn of neutrality
at
the outset, realising that this would realIy *"ãr,

became
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secession. r imagine though r do not know as there were
quite a few silent listeneis
that the latter \¡¡ere in the
minority at Kingston. They vüere not cranks,
pacÍfists,
nor anything like that. r do not really knównor
what
the
proportions are in the country, and, noi having been
the country in recent years, cannot guess. seúeral ofacross
the
delegates referred to lhe gig FrenchlCanadians and seemed
to
assume that.they would take the neutrality line; while
others mentioned other groups in a r_ike sånÀÀ. But most of
those who ventured into such specuration
to agree,
that, vrhichever of these views-might win seemed
the
fietd
in the
event of war breaking out tomorrow, a difficult condition
of
internal tension wouÍd aríse in Cànada.,,
Thus_adding to Christie's distaste for collective security on
purely logical and political grounds,
T¡¡as the fear that
"automatic" involvement in anõther Eúropean war
be it a
"British" or _a "League', war wourd unleash the ever present
centrifugal forces in the Canadian polity and thereby threaten
the nationrs survivar. see John vÍ. Dafoe to L.c. chlistie, 6
1911, _op: _cig:; pAC, MG 30 E LS7, H.D.c. Crerar papers,
Í"lV
volume 12, Folder
5K, H.D.G. crerar, observations on a Þaper by
(External
christie
Affairs), october, 1935; and L.c.
!9ring to Lord
christie
Lothian, 30 AMay 1935r op.'cii. r'pp. 24r7g and
24177.
1r9. )
24177

r20- )

.

148419A

r,.c. chritie to Lord Lothian, 30 May 1935 r op. cit. , p.
r.c. chrístie to R.L. Borden, 24 April 1935r op. ci!.,

p.

IzL. ) f,ibrary of Congress , F. F. papers, Container 43 , L. C.
Christie to Felix Frankfurt.er, 4 Juñe 1935.
r22- ) PAc, MG 26Ht R.L. Borden papers, volume 264,
r4942rt L.c- christie to R.L. Borãen, 2g April tg2s.Folder 60, p.
r23.1 _.]Þrg-.' MG 30 844, christie papers, volume L2, Folder 40,
p. 11563,
L.C. Christie to Lord Lothian, 30 May 1935.
r24") L.c- christie to R.L. Borden, 24 April 1935r op.
p.
1484194. christier âs has been seen, maintained conTãctcit.,
wîth
Bennett throughout the 1930-1935 period in regard to the
Beauharnois companyrs relations with the fedeiar governement.
After leaving Beauharnois in rate April, 1935, ch;istie appears
to have courted Bennet in an effort to return to the nepaitment
of External Affairs. He apparently discussed
matters with him
personally on several occasions, and made an effort
to keep
Prime Minister informed of his latest thoughts on foreign ' the
affairs. "Th9,enclosed pfpers-might interést you ...r,, Christie
wrote to Bennett when señd-ing him-a copy
of thå papé; on
"collective security" he had presente¿-ãt Kingstãnl "r do not,
dream you will have-time for them now, nor am r seeking to draw
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you out in any \i¡ay, but r think they have a bearing on some
present activities even though they represent
an attempt at a
long-term calculation. " see L.c. christie to Lord
r,othian, 30
cit'J-?lg PAc' MG 30 844' christie Papers,
volume
Y?v
191?'eP:
L2, Folder 40, p. 11539, L.c. christie to R.B. eennétt, 30
May
1935.

L25.

)

Norman

Hillmer, ',O.D. Skelton: The Scholar Who Set a
rnternational perspectives, (september/october,

Future Patternr"

, p" 49.
126.) rbid. Professor Hil-lmer has also noted that
like
Cþristie, ma¿e the direct connection between nationalSkelton,
unity
and
the countryrs commitment to the Empire.
L973)

rrskelton acknowledged that the most important
factor in
canadars existence was its position wilrrin the British
Empire. He knew that the eiitish connection could unite
canadians as it had in rgL4, but he believed that it
more likely to divide them and divert them from their was
of nation-building on the North American continent." gõaf
egailt according to Professor Hi1lmer, Skelton, 1ilqe Christie, savü
the.inter_war_period as an "opportuniùy Go, cå"aaÐ io take stock
of itself and t.o consider fu1ly and refltively fríefv its ovrrn
interests in the worrd." That this was not dõne $Jas something
skeltonr Do less Lhan christie, deeply regretted, and hi;
!þat
bitter words written in 1939 eloquently
echo the scenario
christie had sketched out at the crrA's Kingston conference in
1935.

"rt is probable that those opposed to participation
British $¡ars now constitute a majóiity of t-he peopie of in
Canada- But it is also clear that thé imperiaiisi minority
have a weight behind their numbers becausä of their greatã;
share of th9 wearth, influence, assurance, and publið
position; the greater number of men now in high'positions,
business or governmentar, formed their opinioñs at a time
when i*p"rial or colonial views were dominant. The support
for the next war comes largely from the people who howl
loudest about their t,axes, raigely due, ãirãctly or
indirectly, to the last war. ihe-idea is sometimes based
the plea of rallying around the democracies, though that on
slogan has sounded a bit phony since Britain and France so
callousIy- threw overboard in September the finest democracy
east of the Rhine. At bottom the attitude is based on
instinctive racial sympathy, a force that is nonetheless
real and strong becausé it- ilrogically
and arrogantly
d isregards the racial sympathiei of olher gror-tpÃ. "
rþ!{. p. 47, and Norman Hilrmer,
Anglo-canadian
lee
Neurosis:' The Case of o.D. skeltonr" in"The
peter Lyon, (ed.),
Britain and Cêneda: Survey of a Chånqiñ Relationship. London:
Frank Cass and Companyr L976, pp. Zg and 80.
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L27. ) James G. Eayrs. The Art of the Possible. Government and
Foreign Policy in Canadal Toronto: UniversiÈy of Toronto Press,

I961, p. 39.
r28") winnipeg Free press, 9 April 1941. see also in this
regard John A. Munro, "Loring christie and External Relations,
1935-39r" Jol:rnal of Canadi?n Studies, VII, (May Lg72), p. 2g.
rt appearsT-n-õwever, ffial
wrs'maåe between Bennett
and King news of it was held very tight.ly within the
bureaucracy" rn his cable reporLing-l,auient Beaudry's pomotion
to the post of Assistant UndersecLretarty of State ior External
AffairsI and christie's return as the Department of External
Af f air s Counsellor, ünited States trlini-ster Norman Armour clearly
implied that christiers tenure might be a short one. "lvhen the
Liberals came ilto power again in 1921 he @trristifl suffered
an
invoruntary
eclipser" Armour explained to cãrde11 Ilurr. "He
î^....-*,
u-ihrlstiÐ is regarded as a very abre man but his future in the
Department may again depend entirely on the outcome of the
forthcoming elections." see usNA, óiplomatic Branch, us state
Department papers, 842.02r/3 GDG, Norman Armour to cordell Hull,
No. 55, 6 September 1935.
129.) PAc, RG 32 c2, civil service commission Records, volume
310-311, File 1184: Loring c. christie, p.c.2705,20 August
1935. rt is interesting to note that one of the factors that
caused ChrisÈie to leave the civit service in Ig23 was that his
salary vüas only $?rq00 per year. rn 1935, however, 12 years
after his original departure, he returns to the Department of
External effairs for a salary only grr000 per year larger, and
this after he had earned as much as $9,000 per year wr¡i1e'in the
employ of Ont.ario Hydro. No records are avãitabte revealing what
salary level Christie enjoyed while working for Beauharnois power
and Light. Although appointed officiarly in september, 1935 to
the counsellor's post in the canadian regation in tokyo,
christie, of course, never went to Japan. cnristie's*appointment
was shifted formally from the Tokyo Lègation to "counsellor in
Administrative - External Affairsi in tf¡e government
I s estimates
in 1936-37. see PAc. RG 2s D3, DEA papers, volume g36, Fire 54,
o-r-B' Pt. rr, o.D. skelton, Memorandum Re Administrative
Official List, 1B February 1938.
130.) PAc, MG 30 D45t John !rI. Dafoe papers, volume g, Folder
1935: october-December, L.c. christie tó ¡ohn w. Dafoe, 22

October 1935.
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